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PREFACE.

The subject to wliicli this work is devoted, is one which haa

repeatedly engaged the attention and occupied the pens of

theologians in this country. Besides the palmary work of

Bishop Bull, entitled, " Defensio Fidei Nicenae," published first

in 1680, we have the treatise of Priestley on the "History of

Early Opinions," 4 vols. 8vo, with the controversy between

him and Bishop Horsley ;^ the later work of Wilson, entitled,

" An Illustration of the Method of explaining the New Testa-

ment by the Early Opinions of Jews and Christians concerning

Christ,"—an admirable work, published first in 1797, and of

which a new edition was issued at Cambridge in 1838 ; and the

still more recent work of Mr Stanley Faber, on " The Aposto-

licity of Trinitarianism," 2 vols., London, 1832. Works such

as these attest the interest which the question of the History of

Opinions concerning the Person of Christ has awakened in this

country. But, though these works have their merits, and some

of them possess a high and permanent value, they for the most

part labour under two defects : the one is, that, being originally

and primarily polemical, they are all more or less one-sided in

their representations ; and the other is, that they are lacking in

scientific fulness and development. It may be added, that they

are all confined to the Antc-Nicenc period, and take no cogniz-

ance of the progress of opinion subsequent to the Council of

Nice.

1 Priestley's Letters to the Archdeacon of St Alban's ;
Horsley's

Tracts in controversy with Dr Priestley on the Historical Question of

the Belief of the First Ages in our i>ord"s Divinity.
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The work of Dr Dorner -will be found peculiarly to excel

exactly where these most fail. Purely scientific in its character,

and the result of long and patient study of the original sources,

it supplies a comprehensive, impartial, and exhaustive survey of

the whole subject of which it treats. The author preserves

throughout the tone of a judge, calmly and perspicuously weigh-

ing all the evidence that can be brought to bear on the case

;

patiently collecting every particle of evidence pertaining to the

subject ; and pronouncing his decision without regard to po-

lemical considerations, or the interests of parties.

The form in which this work first appeared, was that of two

essays in the Tilhinger Zeitschrift ; the former of which appeared

in the foui'th number for 1835, the latter in the first for 1836.

In introducing them, with the motto, "Descendit Deus, ut

assurgamus," the author said, " It is gratifying to see how, in

the long conflict between Christianity and Reason, the point, on

the handling of which the decision of the controversy turns, has

become ever more and more distinct to the consciousness. The

energies of all parties engaged in this conflict are gathered ever

more and more around the Person of Christ, as the central-

point at which the matter must be determined. The advantage

of this is obvious, as respects the settlement of this great strife
,

as in other things, so here, with the right statement of the

question the answer is already half found. It is easy also to

see that, in point of fact, all lies in the question, whether such a

Christ as dwells, if not always in the words, yet ever in the

mind, of the Church,—one in whom the perfect personal union

of the divine and human appeared historically,— be necessary

and actual. For, let us suppose that philosophy could incon-

trovertibly establish, and cany to the conviction of all thoughtful

men, that the Person of a Christ in the sense above set forth is

a self-contradiction, and therefore an impossibility; there would

be no longer any conflict between Clu'istian theology and philo-

s(j])hy, because with the Person of Christ woidd be abolished the

Christian theology, as well :i.s the Christian Churcli, altogether.
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" And, conversely, were it brought under tlie recognition of

philosophy, that the idea of an historical as well as an ideal

Christ is necessary, and were a speculative construction of the

Person of Christ once reached, it is clear that philosophy and

theology, essentially and intrinsically reconciled, would thence-

forward have a common work, or rather, properly speaking,

would have become one ; and philosophy would consequently

not have relinquished her existence, but confirmed it.

" Hence it is well for both, in the great conflict between the

mighty powers of Christianity and Reason, when the struggle is

ever more and more concentrated on the point where alone all

is ultimately to be won or lost. This is well for Christianity,

not because, driven from so many positions, other^-ise esteemed

essential, she as it were has to call forth her very last forces for

the protection of the Person of her Chief against the pressure

of His opponents ; but rather because this Person alone, as the

central-point of the whole, is able to determine the positions

which may and must be maintained, and to oppose all as a com-

plete whole to the attacks of opponents, and defend it against

them. Philosophy, however, knows now the point whither her

attacks, in case she must strike, must be directed ; or if she

prefer to present herself in peaceable and friendly guise, rather

than in open hostility,— a phasnomenon which we frequently

see in recent times,— it is salutary for her to know from what

position the Christian theology cannot depart, before she extends

the hand to her. Otherwise, it is only an untrue, precipitate

reconciliation that can be effected, which will be soon dissolved

again, and but tends to hinder and defer the true reconciliation.

" But not only has a clear perception been obtained of

the point that must be reached, if the controversy is to be

decided in one or other of the ways indicated ; we even hear

numerous voices which exclaim that the decision is already

obtained, though only from the philosopliical side, and from

this in a very disputed way. Some we hear saying, The in-

ternal reconciliation of philosophy and theology is concluded,
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the Person of Christ speculatively construed ; whilst others prove,

speculatively also, that the judicial process may now terminate,

the impossibility of a Christ who shall be at once historical

and ideal being demonstrated. If we know not, in consequence

of this, whom to believe, the confusion is increased by the voices

meanwhile which fall on us from the side of theology; which,

delighted that the kingdom of speculation is divided against

itself, not only asserts her right to abide by her own domain

until philosophy shall have healed her own divisions, but also

commands to relinquish the attempt to understand the Person

of Christ scientifically, as an empty and vain undertaking of the

Reason. To this last view we cannot resign ourselves, unless

we would hold that between Faith and Reason there is a great

gulf fixed, so that they that would pass from this side cannot,

and they that would come thence to us cannot. Whoever

reveres Christianity as accordant with the highest reason, must

also assume a progressive unfolding and strengthening of Reason

through the power of Christianity, and that no term can be

fixed for Reason in this advance. If in Christ be found, as

theology must hold to be the case, the key to the world's history,

and the solution of all enigmas, it is not humility, but a self-

wille 1 inactivity, to refuse to seek how we may ever better and

better apply this key for the resolution of all mysteries.

" To the establishment of our decision concerning the true

state of the matter, the critical treatment of the history of the

development of this dogma will in the most fundamental way

contribute. It will thus be best proved to the one party, that the

question has not been validly settled either in the one way or

the other, but that much still remains to be done ; and to the

other party, that nmch has been already accomplished, so that

the work cannot be viewed as a hopeless one. This historical

path, also, must be the fittest to prepare for the further de-

velopment of this dogma.

" In attempting this path, we p;is3 Ijy the personal ministry

and history of Christ on earth, and address ourselves alone to
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the consideration of the mode of construing his Person in itself,

except where this itself demands something fm'ther."

In further elucidation of the author's design and method in

this work, the following sentences from the preface to his first

edition may be cited. " I have not, I confess, concerned myself

about an historical objectivity apart from a dogmatical back-

ground; nay, I count every history of the development of a

dogma which is loitlwut this, as among the impossible things

with wdiich people deceive themselves and others. Whether,

however, it is brought in as a foreign criterion from without,

or springs from the same spirit which created this great history,

the history itself must show. And in this respect I resign my

work to criticism with an easy mind ; for its ground-idea, that

neither a merely historical nor a merely ideal and metaphysical

sicrnificance belongs to Christ, but rather that both are abso-

lately one in His perfect Person, whereby He is the Head, and

humanity is not a mere mass but an organism,— this ground-

idea I have not, thanks be to God, to boast of having discovered

;

though, alas ! there are many ears in which in the present day

it sounds strange; but I have received it through the com-

munication of the Church of Christ, true to the word of Scrip-

ture, and I give it back again as it has been reproduced and

tound in me."'

The appearance of this elaborate and thoughtful work pro-

duced a great impression in Germany. It was felt not only to

fm-nish a full and final annihilation of the old Socinian preten-

sion to trace the root of their system to primitive Christian anti-

quity and apostolic teaching, but also to subvert the basis of

that more recent form of antichristlanism, which, presuming to

call itself " the higher construction" of Christianity, renounces

with disdain all attempts to prove itself in harmony with the

teaching of Christ and His Apostles, and remands all that men

have been accustomed to take for history, both as respects the

Founder of Christianity, and as respects the working of Ilia

Apostles and their immediate followers, to the cloudlund of mytli
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and f ible. The woi'k was thus one eminently " for the times"

in Germany ; and there can be no doubt that results of a most

important kind to the cause of truth have flowed from its ap-

pearance.

Whether the work will find equal acceptance, in the form of

a translation, in this country, remains to be seen. The author's

style of thought and mode of expression are certainly very dif-

ferent from what we are accustomed to, and it is to be feared

that complaints of obscurity and incomprehensibility will be

uttered against the work. As one of its translators, I dare not

say that the blame of this, so far as the charge may be well

founded, lies with the author ; but I may be permitted to remind

the reader, that the work is written, not for popular use, but for

those who are students and thinkers ; and it may be confidently

expected of such, that they will not allow themselves to be

deterred from reaping the treasures of learning and thought

which this work contains, simply because the author has occa-

sionally got a little into the clouds, or his translators, it may be,

have occasionally failed to convey a clear and adequate render-

ing of his words.

For my own part, I must frankly confess that I have made

no attempts to turn Dr Dorner's somewhat rugged German into

graceful or fluent English. I would not say that it is im-

possible to do this ; but I stand in doubt of all such attempts,

and for myself would rather struggle through the difficulties

of a literal version, which pi'eserved not only in substance all

that the author has written, but gives it with the hue and cha-

racter of the author's idiosyncrasy upon it, than peruse a trans-

lation, the ease and elegance of which constantly would awake

suspicions of liberties having been used with the author, such as

it is not competent for a translator to use. And here I cannot

refrain from introducing some sentences from the pen of Dorner

himself, bearing on the alleged obscurity of German theologians,

and in reply to a wish uttered by the Bisliop of Cork, that they

would express themselves so as to be understood by English-
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men. " Were we," says he, " to set ourselves up as teachers

of other peoples, it would be reasonable to require of us that -we

should make use of the modes of speech of these peoples. But

it is not so. Our theology is primarily German theology, and

we speak in the manner natural to us, that is, in the manner

most suited to the subject as we see it : and we think it is fitting

that whoever will participate in what we have, should put him-

self to some pains to understand us, as we all have to do with

respect to the ancients. If it be that German theology (in

many cases, it may be, misunderstood) is exercising an unde-

sirable influence in England, this requirement becomes doubly

pressing even in the interest of England herself. If negative

forces, such as we have long known, and in a measure have over-

come, are stirring in England, if they prop themselves especially

on the reputation of German tliinkers and critics, it would afford

no remedy were we to propose, through some change in our

method of speech, to spare any the labour of scientifically pene-

trating into the depths of the subject. Each has as much know-

ledge as by his own labour he has obtained ; a dead handing over

or importing even of the best, is no better than a sham gift."

He adds, however, that " it is only what covirtesy requires, when

men converse with each other, that they do their utmost to be

understood ; at the same time, when one fails to be understood,

the fault is not always with the speaker." ^

The justice, on the whole, of these observations all must feel;

at the same time, one cannot help wishing that our Teutonic

brethren would take a little more trouble to make themselves

intelligible than they are apt to do. It is not Englishmen and

Frenchmen alone who find it difiicult to understand them :

I have frequently found their own countrymen quite as much at

fault ; and I have sufficient reasons for doubting whether they

always take pains to understand themselves before committing

theii- thoughts to writing. With regard to this work of Dorner,

I cannot in this respect better express my feeling than by

* Jahrbucher fur Deutsche Tlicologie, 1861, p. 404.
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adopting the words of Socrates in reference to a treatise of

Heraclitus :
' A /i€v crvvrjKa, '^evvaia' olfiat he Kal a [ii-j avvrjKa.

irXrjv ArfkLov <ye TLvo<i heirai Kokvfi^rjTov}

One difficulty with which the translator of a German theo-

logical work has to contend, arises from the use which German

theologians make of philosophical terms. In regard to these,

the German has the advantage of the English, in respect both

of variety and the precision with which terms are fixed to spe-

cial meanings. The word " idea," for instance, is loosely used

by us in at least four different applications : as designating, 1.

the perception of an external object by the mind ; 2. the repre-

sentation or picture of that object in the fantasy ; 3. the notion

or concept which the mind forms by abstraction ; and, 4. the

intuition of what can neither be perceived nor represented.

Now, for all these mental modes the Germans have distinct

terms, which they generally use with scrupulous precision. I

have done what I could to adhere to this in the translation.

" Vorstellung" I have always rendered by 7'epresentation ; " be-

griff " (the gripping up of objects), by concept ; " idee," by idea

;

and " bild," \>y figure ov picture. 1 have also retained the word

" moment," so constantly used by German writers, in the form

of momentum. It is not easy to define the sense in which they

use this word : but it answers generally to an operative element,

i.e., a constituent which not only is part of a whole, but has an

operative effect in producing that whole. The word in this

sense has dropped out of use with us, but it occurs in our older

writers.

I have only to add, that the Notes in the Appendix have,

with the exception of one short one, been translated by Mr

Simon.

' Diogen. Laert. Bk. ii. ch. b, § 7.

W. L. A.

El.'nbukoh
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INTEODUCTION.

^^^HE idea of the God-man [of a union of the deity with

man] is not one which belongs only to this or that re-

ligion ; rather may the germ of it be found in all, and

that just because they are, and in so far as they are, religious

;

and with this, as may be supposed, each as it reaches maturity,

presents essential differences as to the way in which the unit}'

of the Divine and the human is aimed at and conceived. It

will ever remain the ideal of human life, that it is God-manlike,

sustained and influenced by Divine power; and, as soon as

thought is directed to this relation, this holy life, this life blessed

in God, will be conceived no otherwise than as the unity of the

Divine and human life. Not less, conversely, when the subject

is viewed from the side of God, will the ideal of the condescen-

sion and manifestation of God be ever placed in this, that God
reveals Plimself not merely in signs and natural phenomena;
nor in hallowed Palladia and pledges let fall from heaven ; nor

oven in Nature, which, blind and dumb, knows not for herself

Him by whom she is known : but that God knows and repre-

sents Himself in the form of a being who knows Him as he is

known of Him.

This concert of the Divine and the human— of which not

only is religion the vital sphere, but to which also genuine science

and its history not less give testimony— is not to be imputed

to anthropomorphic constraint, of which, as one sometimes hears

said, it is only with difficulty and approximatively that we are

able to rid ourselves ; but its cause is the objective bearing of

the matter itself. Were it not so, it would remain a puzzle how
reason or science in its progress, in place of gradually repu-

VOL. r. A
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dialing tliat as profane, ever more and more deeply enters into it.

Whilst in the beginnings of religions, aiid of thinking, the ade-

quate form for a full revelation is not found in the Divine-

human shape, it is, on the contrary, seen as the result and

acquist of the whole religio-historical and philosophical process,

that the Divine and the human conspire towards unity. In

point of fact, it came at an early period to this, that the

human was viewed as something not capable of being united

with God ; the latter being regarded as purified from all fini-

tude, as an essence abstract and shut up in itself, to which men

hesitated to ascribe existence, since it was rather the vTrepovcnov,

not Being in the concrete, but the universal Being, that is equi-

valent to the Nothing. And when, consequently, the only thing

aimed at was to get rid of anthropomorphisms, and not to reach

a living relation between God and man, all was quickly accom-

plished that could be attempted. But when the former has come

to be realized, there must always be a passing over to the opposite,

—to a revelation, a living communion between God and man ;

not only because an absolutely hidden God is for man virtually

no God, and such a pretended purification of the concept of

Deity closely approaches to Atheism, but also because the con-

cept of Deity cannot otherwise be preserved from self-contra-

diction. If God be thought as the pure Absolute, in the sense

that He cannot come into contact with the finite, then is He no

longer the Absolute ; since He can have nothing to do with the

finite, the latter is without Him ; that is. He is no more the

Absolute, if it is not He who reveals Himself in the finite.

Christianity, however, asserts the idea of the God-man in a

manner altogether peculiar. In Jesus of Nazareth, according

to the universal and perpetual belief of the Christian Church,

the unity of the Divine and the human has appeared in a

personal and unique mode. Some decenniums ago, it formed

part of the tactics of the opponents of Christianity to depreciate

the originality and peculiarity of her system by adducing

parallels, especially from earlier times ; and it would seem as if

of late something of the same kind is again to be attempted.*

^ See Cfrorcr, Das Jahilmndort dcs Iloils, Stuttgart, 1838, 1st and 2d

Parts. He observes, ii. 431, " tliat to every doctrine, almost to every pro-

jjosition of tlic New Testament, a parallel may be adduced from the Talmud,

the Sohar, the Midi-ashim," etc.
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So far, indeed, as this is designed to serve as an objection to

Christianity, its time is past, and its force materially reduced,

since men have ceased to treat Christianity onesidedly as doctrine^

rather than as Divine fact ; and, on the other hand, have begun

to find its peculiarity, in a theoretical respect, in this, that in it,

as the organism of the truth, the elements of truth, elsewhere

here and there to be met with in a scattered form or a disfigured

guise, come together in unity,—a unity which, as it personally

appeared in the God-man, so in the course of history ever more

and more rises upon the consciousness of mankind. But only

the more decidedly does the problem present itself, viz., to

determine the relation of the Christian religion to what is

beyond the pale of Christianity, both as respects their unity and

their essential diversity. Under such circumstances, all con-

tributions must be welcome which serve to throw light on the

province of religion anterior to Christianity. Whether they are

advanced in a spirit friendly or in a spirit hostile to the Chris-

tian theology, is a matter of indifference to it, provided only they

set forth what is true. For the more thoroughly we understand,

in its entire compass, the religious domain previous to Chris-

tianity, so much the more clearly, on the one hand, will the pre-

paration for the latter by all religions, and its historical necessity,

be made apparent ; and, on the other, on a retrospective view,

as set over against all phenomena in this department, will that

same newness and originality become apparent, which, looking

forward, a sound historical sense has long ago assigned to it,

—

such a sense as takes into view its world-pervading, inexhaustible

force. Nay, we must say, that for proof of the truth of Chris-

tianity, and especially of its all-sustaining, fundamental idea,

the absolute man-becoming of God in Christ, the more restricted

position— that which sets out from details, inspiration, prophecy,

and so forth—may be abandoned onl}- for the sake of recognising

from the more comprehensive position of the entire historical

process of religious belief before Christ, hoAv the whole pre-Chris-

tian world aspired after Christianity ; how in this the connnon

senigma of all pre-Christian religions is solved ; and how in it,

especially in its ground-idea, lies the key by which all these

religions may be bettor understood than they could understand

themselves. Though speculative divinity may always exempt

itself from the proof of the inner truth of the idea of the God-
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manhood, so long as pliiloso])hy and history refuse to coalesce; on

its historical side, Christianity ^^ill hover in the air so long as

all religions are not recognised in their essential relation to it,

as negative or positive preparations for it.

This is not the place to illustrate this in detail. All that can

be here shown is, that whilst the ground-idea of Christianity

cannot be elucidated either from heathenism or Judaism, in and

by itself, there vet lies in it that which both, from very different

sides, seek and forebode.

A.

To resort to heathenism as the source of the Christian

ground-idea, might be suggested by the consideration, how much

the Jewish national spirit must have recoiled from the idea of

the man-becoming of God, and in fact did recoil ; of which

we liave evidence in many phenomena of the early Christian

Church, such as the various forms of Ebionism, which were not

so quickly extruded from the Church. Even in the Kew Testa-

ment, the evidences of faith in the Deity of Christ are by no

means proportionally distributed through the different books :

in the Epistles of Peter and James, for instance, and in the first

three Gospels, they are comparatively deficient. It is not till

after the fall of Judaism, and the reception of the heathen

world into the Christian Church, that the Church's conscious-

ness of the Deity of Christ becomes free and unrestricted. And
since, moreover, of the Apostles themselves, it was those whose

sphere of action was within tlie heathen world who set forth

most prominently the Deity of Christ, one might be induced to

ascribe this doctrine to a pagan influence. What of truth there

is in this, demands a closer consideration. And, in the outset,

we must distinguish the Oriental irom the Occidenial]\Qi\.i\\Gn\%m.

As representative of the former, we may take tlie Indian reli-

gion ; of the latter, tlic Hellenic, It is common to both, not

with sufficient precision to distinguish God and the world, and

lience both may be called Nature-religions ; nevertheless, the

point of departure of both is o])posite. The East sets out from

the Oljjcctive, the Divine ; the AVest, from the Finite : but

both seek the same end, tlie unity of the Divine and the human.

Hence, in the former, the doctrine of tlic frccincnt incarnations
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of God, In which He assumes the most perfect form, the

hiiman,^ for the purpose of teachiug men the truth, and recon-

ducting them to heaven. In Greece, on the other hand (as also

in the rehgions of Eome and the Xorth), men become gods

;

they by virtue and valour ascend Olympus. From this side

of Hellenism it is impossible to illustrate the Christian ground-

idea ; for, according to the fundamental Christian notion, which

is not wholly repudiated even where Christ is chiefly thought

of as a man (as in the different forms of Ebionism), God has

descended to earth, and manifested Himself in Christ. In

Hellenism, man celebrates his own apotheosis ; in Christianity,

the condescending grace of God is glorified.

And this belief is so essential to even the first centuries of

Christianity, so assuredly to be referred originally to the very

self-consciousness of Christ, that we must hold it as established.

However much, in other respects, there may seem to lie in

Hellenism, as distinguished from Judaism, what is akin to the

Christian ground-idea, Ave cannot trace the latter to that side of

Hellenism on which its belief was in a deification of man. For

this representation, which must have come forth as the primary

form of the doctrine of the Deity of Christ, had this sprung out

of Hellenism, is not to be found at all where first the Deity of

Christ was spoken of, and only appears at a later date with Paul

1 As Crislina. [Crislana, /. f . the Black One, appears in tlae Indian mytho-

logy as the ninth incarnation of Vishnu, the Crishnavatar, i. e. the descent

into the person of the Black One. He is said in the Bhagavat to have been

the son of Yasudeva and Devagui, sister of King Kamsa. He was the last

of seven brothers, and the only one whom his mother succeeded in saving

from the hatred of her brother. When he grew up, he avenged himseiT

and his parents by the slaughter of Kamsa ; and after many proofs of his

deity, amongst which may be mentioned his destruction of the serpent

Caliga, and many proofs also of the reality and badness of his humanity, he

was put to death by being shot with an airowou a tree, leaving behind the

prediction, that thirty years after his death the Kali-yuga, the iron aga

would begin. He is represented as a black man, with a figure of the sun

on his breast, the lotos round his neck, and on the soles of his feet and the

palms of his hands a triangle or quinquangle as signum et principium

omnis generationis. In the Amarasinha he is called, He of the Strong Curly

Locks, Husband of Lakshmi, Lotus-eyed, Knomy of the Giant Madhu,

Slayer of King Kamsa, Son of Dovagui, Best of .Men, Crowned with Flowers.

See Kleukcr, Das Brahmanische System, p. 66 ;
Creu/.er, Symbulik u. Mytho-

logie in Au/.sug, p. 204 ; Asiatic Trans, iv. ii'o.—Tu]
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of Saraosata, whose doctrine was so abhorrent from the Chris-

tian consciousness, that, according to the decree of the Council

of Nice, its adherents were required to be rebaptized. And yet

he had only subordinated the grace of God descending upon

Christ to the Hellenic mode of representation ; he by no means

wholly set it aside.

One might be inclined rather to go back to the tlieogony of

the Hellenes ; for the Olympians, for instance, though coming

into being in time, are yet not deified on account of tlieir

excellences, but are from the commencement of tlieir existence

div-ine essences. But even this does not correspond ; for in the

Hellenic theogony a plurality of gods and their finitude were

assumed, whereas the professors of Christianity never allowed

the Deity of Christ to endanger monotheism, and, as is well

known, retained an abhorrence of polytheism, the influence of

which, had the Deity of Christ implied polytheism, would have

been rather to hinder than to incline them to ascribe that to

Him. Moreover, the concept of a Hellenic god never compre-

hended what the Church from the beginning saw in Christ.

For none of these gods passes beyond the national limitation
;

nay, to none of them does Deity, in its true sense, belong

;

for over them and behind them stands that remnant of mono-

theism—banished into the shadowy background, but not alto-

gether extinct—Fate, which threatens even them. This is

the Absolute of heathenism ; but it is shut up in itself, rigid

and unchangeable ; from it no theogony issues, so as that the

gods, transferrijig to themselves its essence, and thus raising it

to subjectivity, might in a sense present an absolute personality:

rather are the gods not true absolute essences, as indeed their

plurahty sufficiently indicates. The Christian Church, on the

contrary, recognises itself as in tlie God-man, as placed in the

closest union with the absolute God; and hence for it tlie God-

man must have, not a national, but a universal significancy.

But the theogony conducts us to the East. Does the Eastern

mode of looking at things supply a connecting point for the

Christian ground-idea? AVithout doubt, more than the Hel-

lenic. ]^"'or there wc have the incarnation of the second member
of tlie Trimurti ; Vishnu becomes, among other things, truly

man; and thus we have tlie idea of the God-man as a Divine

condescension. A\'e should also, doubtless, greatly err, A\ere we
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to deny entirely the diffusion through middle and hither Asia,

and especially in Alexandria, of Indian religious ideas ; it is,

especially, well known how eagerly thousands in the time of

Christ snatched at foreign modes of worship and religious ideas,

and how closely allied to Indian representations is much that is

to be found prevailing at that time, and long after, in those

regions.^

Nevertheless, it is easy to see that it is not by reference to

the Indian religion that the Christian ground-idea is to be

explained. For the incarnation in human form of Vishnu is

no true assumption of humanity, as is sufficiently evinced by

the plurality of the incarnations, in the most diverse forms. The
essential unity of the Divine and the human, which the Church

recognises as for ever complete in Christ, does not appear in

Crishna ; for Crishna returns to his heaven, and lays aside again

his humanity. His redemption is therefore transient; another

halpa (world-period) may succeed, during which evil shall be tri-

umphant." The basis of all this lies in the dualistic view of the

relation of the Divine to the finite. This dualism absconds in

pantheism ; but to the Indians there is an irreconcilable opposi-

tion between the finite and the Infinite, and hence it is that the

Divine with them is All, and the world can attain to only a

seeming being. But the idea of the God-man is not thus to be

truly reached. Where these two come together, this is effected

only by an intermixtux'e, a non-discrimination of what should

be discriminated, which must forthwith degenerate into an

annihilation of the one member,— naturally, on Indian ground,

of the finite. This dualism, which lies at the basis, and which

can admit of only a doketic God-manhood, becomes most clearly

apparent in this, that the creation or rise of finitude is also

that of evil ; and also in this, that it is only by the laying aside

of finitude, the annihilation of the individual, that the pure,

perfect spirit is to be reached. When we consider, further, how
superficially sin is here viewed, how entirely the ethical has been

made to vanisli together with the physical ; and how the germs,

lying from the beginning in this religion, tend to Buddhaism,

' A\'e iu'c!(l only here refer to tlie doctrine of the Macrooosiu and the

Microcosm, and the frequent cmanistic tlieories iirevailing in the time of

Christ and afterwards.

^ See fituhr, Keligionsystems ues Orients.
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where a world-denying pantheism falls over into a nominalism,

which in turn denies the independent existence of God, and

transfers all that is Divine to the world, especially that of Buddha,

we shall find it impossible to discover in the religion of India a

source or a rival in respect of the ground-idea of Christianity.

The Indian religion has a long and rich development, such as

no other heathen religion has. Awakened in the heroic era to

a consciousness of liberty, the Indian mind, that before had

yielded itself up onesidedly to the All-life (Atma), was in

Buddhaism turned round against the Divine, so as to enunciate

its non-existence ; and thus according to the contemplative or

simply practical tendency of the individual, either the subject,

as Buddha, laid hold of deity for himself, or there was a falHng

into materialism.^ Thus the Indian religion finished its course

;

it reached to the opposite extreme from which it started, for

there is for it no longer God : He is expelled. But that from

this last form also of the Indian religion the Christian ground-

idea is irreconcilably different, may be seen from this, that the

unity of the Divine and the human, as Christianity acknow-

ledges it in Christ, has here no existence. The Buddha aims at

the annihilation of the human, the resolution into the Nothing

:

Dualism, which from the bemnning coalesces with the Indian

religion, comes on the other side into being just as both the

human and the Divine are annihilated. Of the materialistic

mode of thought, which is closely associated with this, it is

needless to speak; for its relation to the ideal character of

Christianity is antipodal : there, God is suppressed, and the

world in proportion brought into prominence ; the far has

become the near ; the kingdom of China is likewise the king-

dom of heaven.

Little, however, as the pre-Christian religions of heathenism

possess the ground-idea of the Christian, that which, never-

theless, they sought, was none other than that which is the

ground-idea of Christianity. In the East, the mind, setting out

from the simple All-life, sought to ari'ive at a consciousness of

the personality and prcscntiality of God. But its best efforts

proved fruitless, because of a fundamental dualistic bias. Just

^ Herein lies the cause why, in China, Buddhaism has become almost the

national religion. The modifications it has there received are not opposed

to its essence ; but unfold it only nn a new side.
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where it comes nearest to the finding of rest in the true idea of

the God-man, in the stages antecedent to Buddhaism, i.e. the

Bhagavad Gitta, it flings itself over impatiently to the other

extreme ; and in the realm of the immoveable middle, the fiery

ideal spmt, that would be and have spirit alone, arrives at this,

that it becomes only world.

In the West a similar course has been pursued, only that

the development begins from the opposite terminus. Here the

starting-point is not that of patient resignation, but that of the

self-consciousness of the free subjective spirit, which seeks to

bring forth its inner ideal world-fonn itself, and so to become

worthy of participating in the blessed life of the gods,—the

Apotheosis.* But as this is rather a practical than a religious

course, so the act is rather finite than ideal. The untruth that

lies in it,—the would-be production of the Divine from out of

ourselves, the treating it as something to be brought forth in

and out of oui'selves, instead of being, on the contrary, some-

thing to be received by us, and. which is to be brought forth by

God condescending to us,— displays itself principally in the

tragic fate which befell the whole Occidental world. With the

attainment of its end, the empire of the world, Rome became

deprived of freedom, a slave : with the efflorescence of the

Hellenic genius, in which it attained to full consciousness of

itself, with the possession of science, began also its decay ; and

in place of rejoicing over its spiritual empire and its splendour,

in the clearness of the consciousness, its opulent woi'ld dis-

appeared from it,— it became poor. Thus the effort of the

West after the union of the Divine and the human degenerated

into its opposite. There remained to it but a deified world

;

and as this could neither be proved true in itself, nor find

acceptance especially with so intellectual a people as the Greeks,

it is not to be wondered at, that this world also sank into nothing

as an object of spiritual apprehension ; and that thus nothing

was left for the Neo-Platonists but the simple Monad, the one

Divine substance, before which everything finite is but pheno-

menal. The Hellenic setting out from man and his power ends

where the Oriental began— but there also found its grave. And

* [The bliss of the Oriental heathen is passive absorption into the Deity
;

the bliss of the Occidental was elevation, by an active process of intellectual

and moral culture, to the society of the gods.

—

Tr.]
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since its starting-point was where the Oriental ended, the entire

cycle of the heathen world has thus been completed : returnino- to

its poor unsatisfying beginning, it has pronounced judgment on
itself—and the sentence is one which all history confirms— viz.,

that it has not attained to the true idea of the God-man, thouo-h

its entire spiritual history has unmistakeably its meaning in this,

that it seeks the inner and true interpenetration of the Divine and
the human. It could not find this, though it sought it, because

it set to work precipitately ; that is, without allowing to the dis-

tinction bet^r-een the two, in the first place, its due weight. The
'"onfounding of what should be discriminated, which thence

arose, entailed as its penalty, that both sides of the distinction,

which neither in their difference nor in their unity were under-

stood (else had their confusion been impossible), cannot be set

in stern antagonism to each other so as to become mutualiy

exclusive. And in this respect the history of the pre-Christian

religions affords a very instructive example for any history that

seeks to trace the dogma of the God-man within the Christian

Church ; and suggests how these pre-Christian modes of looking

at things did not immediately vanish with the advent of Chris-

tianity, but exercised the most marked influence on the Christian

Church.

Thus far the opinion must seem well founded, that the

entu'e vast region of heathen religion contains nothing that can

impeach the originality of the Christian ground-idea ; whilst, on

the other hand, the whole of Heathendom strains after this idea,

without being able, from its stand-point, so much as distantly to

approach the conception of it in its truth. And the blame, high

above all, is due to what has not hitherto been adverted to, viz.,

that heathenism uttei'ly wants a profound moral view of the

world ; a defect which also shows itself in the confoundincr of

the consciousness of the world and of God ; for thereby also is

the ethical idea physically conceived and bedimmed. Ethics

includes chiefly the rectitude by which man is put in relation,

not only with his fellows, but primarily with God, and so arrives

at personality. Thus this idea of rectitude, essential to the

ethical, and ever immanent in it, preserves the distinction between

God and the world; and without it, love itself would not be love.

An idea, therefore, of the unity of the Divine and the human,

not mediated by the idea of the ethical, can of necessity be only
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of a physical kind, and superficial, sucli as we must pronounce

that to be which among the Hellenes was consummated in the

idea of the beautiful, or of art. We have not there the true

spiritual Infinite presented in a finite form, nor have we even

man conceived as the true living work of art ; and hence this

beautiful Greek world fell to pieces, because it had only the

form of natui'ality.

Where the moral consciousness is not cultivated, the anti-

thesis between man in his naturality and the Divine will be

easily removed, since even involuntarily the form of the latter

will be borrowed from the former. But in such a case the idea

of the unity of the Divine and human is deprived of its high

spiritual significancy. Hence in the whole heathen world the

idea of the God-man has never been even remotely approached

in the sense in which it always lived in the Church's conscious-

ness. The only apparent exception to this is furnished by
Parsism, in which the ethical elements approach so nearly to a

free development, that there have not been wanting those who
incline to ^vithdraw it from among heathen religions. But
however noble the position of this among others of the heathen

religions, it has, nevertheless, not risen by any means above that

stand-point of natural religion, through which ethical concep-

tions are contaminated. Resting on the fundamental represen-

tation of the natural antithesis between light and darkness, it

thereby acquired sufiicient elevation to obtain, veiled in this,

the ethical opposition between good and bad. Still, on that very

account did this opposition remain but a veiled one. The
Persian dualism, however (into which the opposition of the two

elements, already lying in the Indian religion, but there appear-

ing as a successive one, has become condensed, since here both

elements enter simultaneously, and stand in the rudest tension

over against each other), admits no true unity of the Divine

and human ; as even within the Christian Church itself is

sufficiently proved by jManicliKism ever lapsing into Doketisui.

And supposing this dualism to be completely overcome in the

Persian religion, there would still, even then, remain another ir-

reconcilable antithesis, that, namely, between Zeruane Akerene,*

* [ " Zoroaster (Zerdusht), during the reign of Gushtasp (Darius

Hystaspes), assumed, according to the commou opinion, tlie existence of

an infinite original essence (Zeruane-Akerene, the boundless tiiue), from
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on the one liand, and Ormuzd and Ahriman, on the other. The
relation of the former to the latter is very obscure ; nevertheless

the idea of the absolute truly Divine, so far as this religion

possesses it, belongs to Zeruane Akerene. As, however, it is

immoveably shut up in itself, the Persian religion cannot possi-

bly know a unity between the finite and the truly Divine.^

In the Persian religion we find the knot with which all sys-

tems of natural religion are coupled most of all firmly tied

;

for here comes out into clear consciousness that dualism which

unconsciously perverts them all, and historically works from one

extreme to the other. It is assumed as the starting-point, and

aims at an ethical result. But however deep may be the moral

earnestness which lies at the bottom, neither the moral nor the

religious (the latter even less than the former) receives its due

;

not the latter, because from the thoroughly practical character

of this religion it knows nothing of a condescension and com-

munication of God, though it connnands to produce the divine,

the good. And in this respect the Persian religion, albeit pro-

posing to itself a different problem, stands on a parallel footing

with the religions of the West. In estimatino;, however, its

moral earnestness, we must not overlook the reverse of the

matter—namely, that if evil be treated as a substance, and be

transposed into Nature, the spirit comes off guiltless. Thus

must Parsism, in place of going deeper into itself and introduc-

ing a spiritual process, take its direction to what is outward

—

must stand spiritually still, and persist in the insoluble enigma

and contradiction which, rather than its confession of faith, it

utters. On both sides, the ethical and the religious, it is the

Hebrew religion which holds that which Parsism seeks or needs.

which etcriiivlly proceeded by means of the Word (Ilonofar) two i:)rinciplos

of tilings, Onnuz<l and Ahriman. Ormuzd is the pm-est endless light, the

wisest and most i)orfect one, the author of all good. To him Aliriman, as

the principle of darkness or evil, is ojiposed, either originally, or through

defection from Ormuzd."—Tennemann Gescli. d. Phil. § 70. See also

Ilengstenbcrg's Christology, vol. iv., p. 320, Eng. Tr.—Tu.]

I According to Stuhr, the hero Sosiosh belongs to a later period, and

shows traces of the influence of the Hebrew idea of a Messiah. For the

rest, this personage affords a proof of how the Persian religion strives after

the idea of the God-man, without being able, however, to rise above an

Arian mediator between God and man. The reason lies in the deistic con-

ception <if fhf Absolute, Zeruane Akerene.
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In it is the solution of the enigma, at which Parsisni vainly

toils ;^ and in so far as that which lies unconsciously at the

basis of the rest of the religions of Heathendom, namely, the

dualism between the Divine and the finite, is in this brought out

clearly, and is fully recognised, the Hebrew religion contains

the revelation of the mystery that lies as a burden on the whole

world outside the testament.* Not that the Hebrew religion

has not here also its new and deeper enigmas and mysteries,

but that in it the enigma of heathenism, which lies in this, that

it ever falls involuntarily into the opposite of that which it

would, or, at any rate, hesitates in its advance, is solved.f It

remains for us to inquire whether the Hebrew religion could

have engendered the idea of the God-man.

B.

The Hebrew religion stands distinguished from all the j^re-

Christian religions by this, that it clearly discriminates God and

the world, and so acknowledges alike the personality of God
and man. As the former is exalted high above nature by

His spirituality and Oneness Q^p), and man is regarded as

created in the image of God, the distinction is duly maintained
;

so that only an ethical mediation of unity remains to be thought

of here. Of an essential relation of the world, and particularly

of humanity, to God, there is scarcely an intimation ; the

Hebrew people were but little addicted to metaphysical in-

quiries. Still, that ethical mediation must not be regarded

under a Pelagian aspect ; for in the mind of the Hebrew people

^ Oue might so far—though the same thing apphes in a sense to all

ethnic rehgions— designate Parsism the Hebrew religion barbarized, and
thus many pecuharitics in both religions would be denoted according to

their significancy. In this case, the attempt— certainly not often made

—

to reduce the higher form of religion, the Hebrew, to a dependence on the

lower, and to represent it as receiving influences therefrom rather than

the converse, must appear imiuitural ; for where in all the world does the

youth learn more readily from the boy than the reverse ? Hence Stuhr

justly i)ursues the ojiposite course.

* [Ausscrtestamentlichen "Welt.—Tn.]

t [To those who are interested in tliis inquiry, it may be worth while to

recommend the (unhappily unfinished) work of the late Archdeacon Hard-

wickc, " Christ and other Masters."—Ti:.]
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it rested on a religious basis, on a Divine condescension ; and

this became always clearer to the people. And as the finger of

God at the first inscribed the law on tables of stone, so the

di\Tlnely-inspired prophets anticipated, in the lapse of time, a

period when God would cleanse away the sins of His people

and write His law on their hearts. But at the basis of the

Christian idea of the God-man there lies a relation of essence,

and not merely a moral or religious one ; hence it does not

appear presumptively probable that it is from the spirit of the

Hebrew people that such an idea could be derived. That Jeho-

vah, He who is hio-hlv exalted above all that is finite—who,

in the sense of forming a conception of Him, cannot be seen,

yea, the veiy sight of whom would consume— that He should

come down to this world, should put on a finite nature and

become man, is an idea which never could have come into the

Hebrew religion out of itself. On the contrary, we must assume

that, as the boast of the Hebrew religion, in opposition to the

whole heathen world, lay in its upholding the holy personality

of God pure and highly exalted above nature and the whole

world, it could not have held fast this personality if it had main-

tained a komoousia, as of man and God for instance, in any

sense. In order to sustain itself above the nature-religions, it

must, in virtue of its ethical method of dealing with things,

have formed such a metaphysical view of the relation between

God and the world as was far removed from an incarnation of

God, nay, such as removed the Hebrews, and by law precluded

them from such a thought as this, although, as already hinted,

the Plebrew people speculated but little on the relation of the

Divine essence to the essence of the world in the general. It

cannot be alleged against what is here advanced, that under

the ancient economy Jehovah by no means appears as afar off

from the world and uncommunicative, but rather nigh to the

world, yea, filling it with His omnipresence ; revealing Him-
self first to the patriarchs in manifold manner, and especially

afterwards being nigh to His covenant-people as their I^awgiver,

Judge, Avenger ; who inspired their magistrates and prophets,

and by many appearances and signs made Himself known to

them. For all this is quite compatible with what has been said

above ; neither excludes the other. Who can say that all this

e\cn in the most distant manner ajiproaches the idea of the
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incarnation of Jehovah, who is, and who was, and who is to

come ? It is not to be denied that the Hebrew popular spirit,

especially at a later period, when, less subject to a living reli-

gious process, it turned more to investigation, sought to fill up

the gap which existed metaphysically as the reflex of the ethical

\-iew, between God and the world ; and here the idea of the

Maleach Jehovah (the mediator between God and the patriarchs,

latterly between God and the theocratic people) furnished a

point of connection. But neither is the mediatorial office con-

stantly ascribed to him, for Jehovah in many instances reveals

Himself, A^thout a ]Maleach, in visions, voices, symbols, etc.;

nor does the Maleach in the Old Testament appear as endowed

"ttdth an abiding personality, on the one hand, distinct from the

choir of created angels, who bear in themselves, but not as he,

nin"! Dt^, and on the other, not continually sinking back into,

and losing itself in, the personality of Jehovah. An hypostasis

so purely parastatic, consequently, does not stretch out much
beyond the personification of what was ever a theocratic work

;

at least it does not serve to mediate the relation of the essence of

God and the world. At the utmost, we have in the Psalms

some passages,^ In which not merely a theocratic but a cosmical

significancy is given to the Maleach Jehovah. But there he

appears either only as a personification, and consequently not as

an hjq:»ostasis ; or, if the latter, as a creature. Under the former

aspect, the ]\Ialeach Jehovah is set forth in the '^^r"7j ""oc^/a. In

the latter case, he stands among the angels, who certainly in

the lapse of time acquire more and more of significancy ; but

still, far from mediating the essence of God and the world, they

rather make it perfectly clear that Jehovah's essence comes not

into contact -with the world. And as to these angels is attributed

ever more and more what belongs to God— such as creation,

preservation, and government—and they become His vicegerents

in the world, so there comes to be a gradual falling off from the

purer religious consciousness of earlier times towards the wildness

and fantasticality of heathenism, whilst the living God passes into

the background. It is well known into what insipid and wanton

fancies the Jewish traditions before the time of Clirist passed

over in this respect—how the waxing angel-lorc of these filled

* Comp. Ps. ciii. 20, cxlviii. 2, xxxiv. 8, xci. 11-
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heaven and earth, Paradise and Gehenna, with histories full of

marvel and romance. But to propose to place the Christian

fundamental idea in relation with these traditionary beings is

inadmissible, not only on the ground that they are all creatures,

whilst the Christian Church recognises in Christ always the

truly Divine, but also, still more definitively, on the ground

that this angel-lore, occupying the foreground of the conscious-

ness, places and holds the truly Divine in the background

;

hence it first begins to appear in this guise from the time when

God had ceased to speak with His people, when there is no

longer a living approximation and revelation of the Lord.^

As respects the "^^^C '^^ ^^^^ Proverbs, the ao^la of the Apo-

cryphal books, it has certainly a cosmical significancy. In it lies

that which came nearer to the Hebrew genius, religion, and ethics,

and became manifest over the relation of the essence of God to

the world.—The Wisdom of Prov. viii. 22 ff. has an inner

relation to the world, to its wise arrangements

—

i.e., to \\\q form

of the world. Though, accordingly, only teleologically con

ceived, and ever in inner relation reverting to the practical, it

carries nevertheless into the world, under one aspect— that of

form—Divine thoughts, and thus establishes an inner relation

between God and the world. Wisdom itself is introduced

speaking^ as a personality distinct from God ; still the passage

does not clearly lead to a hypostasizing of the Chochma. In

Ecclus. i. 1-10, xxiv. 8-10, Wisd. of Sol. vii. 22 ff., the mere

personification is still clearer. The Son of Sirach conceives

under Wisdom the whole world-plan—the eternal idea of the

world as existing in time and space, and according to its inner

measm-es: "He has poured out wisdom upon all His works,

and on all flesh, according to His grace ;" i. 9, 10. Here Wis-

dom is conceived not simply as form, but also as substance

—

as poured forth on all things, a power wisely forming all ; but

manifestly not as a person. In the twenty-fourth chapter of

the same book. Wisdom identifies herself with God's word,

1 Whilst this angcl-lorc at a later period assumed a pantheistic garb,

and ascribed the creation of angels, as well as their distinction from God,

to emanation, there nevertheless thus still rcinaineil the fundamental reprc-

eentation, that the true Absolute is known only afar off, and along with

this, a system of subordination ; so that in the doctrine of Mov)& the Church

never could recognise herself.
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says that she broods over the whole earth ; and ascribes to her-

self omnipresence in the depth, in the sea, and on the earth. It

thus approximates immediately to the idea of the Logos among
the Alexandrians. The "Wisdom of Solomon and the Book of

Ecclesiasticus lead us directly to Philo. In the beautiful seventh

chapter of the latter of these books, for instance, Wisdom
is conceived as the all-operative, and yet as that which is

limited by nothing. Hovermg over all, it both physically and

spiritually enters all ; and entering therein, it is yet not bound

thereby. It is called, ver. 27 ff.. Sir. xxiv. 14, " abiding,"

that is, eternal, and yet it has relations with time
; growing as

a palm-tree. Sir. xxiv. 18 ; spreading forth its branch like an

cak ; seeking and finding a firm abode in Jacob, Sir. xxiv. 11

;

for ever and ever communicating itself to holy souls, form-

ing prophets and friends of God, and yet not bound to these,

since it pervades all spirits, "Wisd. of Sol. vii. 23, 24. It is

viewed as the principle of the many, the diversified, and yet

as one, vers. 22, 27. In the Wisdom of Solomon, however.

Wisdom appears more decidedly than in Ecclesiasticus, not

merely as a formal, but as a real principle, which is doubtless to

be put to the account of a strong Hellenic influence upon that

book. But the more universal the meaning of the ao<^la thus

becomes, and the more akin to the Philonian Logos, so much
the more does the possibility vanish of deriving from it the

Christian ground-idea. It is true that by all thi.i the strongly

determined distmction between God and the world, recognised

by the Hebrew people, was somewhat softened; but, on the

other hand, the universalism of the Hellenic Logos-doctrine

precludes its furnishing to the Christian ground-idea any anthro-

pological and theological basis, inasmuch as the ?3tand-point of

historical revelation, which forms one essential side also of the

Christology of the Chm-ch, is forsaken, and is volatilized into

a general inward revelation of God in the spirit ; and under
this aspect nothing but a Dohetic Christology could be formed
on this basis. On the whole, where this generality and pure

spirituality in the agency of the Logos is retained, there remains

no longer any reason on the side of men for an incarnation such

as tliat in Christ. In fine, this conception of the Logos, through
the immediate universality of his operation, as well as through
the constant relapsing of his hypostasis into God, i.e., in mere

VOL. I. B
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personification, utterly excludes the thought that this entire

Logos, and not merely a part of him, an efflux of his power,

appeared in Christ. And this is, Christologically considered, the

Ebioniiish aspect ; an aspect which does not satisfy the Christian

idea of the God-man, to which this Alexandrian construction of

the doctrine of the Logos must lead.

In the Book of Sirach there is shown a remarkable attempt

to meet this modification of the idea of the imiversal aocfila, so

uncongenial to theocratic principles and to historical revelation

generally, and to amalgamate it with these interests. Wisdom, ac-

cording to Sir. xxiv. 10-16 ff., seeks an abiding, certain place,

i.e., a place of perfect revelation, concentratedly :
" Amongst

all men, amongst all heathen, she has sought a dwelling, that

she might find a place. Then the Creator of all things appointed

her a dwelling in Jacob, and granted her a settled place in

Zion."—But it is only as opposed to the heathen that the repre-

sentation of Wisdom as rooted with this honoured people has its

truth
;
just as Israel generally is called nin^ nny in contradistinc-

tion from the heathen, without being the servant of God in the

full sense. But where in Israel is the proper throne of tliis

a-o<^[a, and her full revelation? Ver. 15 points to the temple

(and with this coalesces the later Jewish doctrine of the She-

kinah), vers. 32, 33,* to the Book of the Covenant, the Law,
whence wisdom flows. But were the author to abide by this,

not only would the Messianic idea be lost for him in the delu-

sive notion that the temple and the Book of the Covenant are

eternally sufficient, but he must also satisfy himself with a

purely external dwelling of the ao(f)ia in Jacob. But little as

we find in him, or in tlie Book of \A'isdom, as to the (To<pia being

placed in conjunction with the idea of the Messiah,' yet both

know well that the ao<pLa has her satisfaction neither in the

general rooting in Jacob, nor in that outward dwelling with

him. Hence the Son of Sirach represents her as striving after

an ever-growing extension, vers. 17-22 [13-16]. More he

* [These references arc to the an'angciiieiit of verses in Lullicr's transla-

iiou. The corresponding verses in the original, which the English Version

follows, are 10, 23, 24.—Tji.]

* This was not in itself to be expected, since in these ideas there prevails

an antitheocratic, j)hilosophic clement ; whereas the idea of the Mc^-siah

grov>'S only wilhiii theocratic bounds.
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seeks not ; an extensive growth satisfies him. In hke manner,

the author of the Book of Wisdom, who is still less theocratic

in his tone of thought, is even more satisfied with a fiera^alveLv

of the cro(f)la into the '\lrv^a<; oa-la^. But in recognising onlj a

communication to many, they know nothing of a concentration

in one ; they lose also more and more, as they become in a two-

fold way superficial, the need of the same. The Palestinians

maintained, indeed, the theocratical stand-point, but the religious

process came to a stagnation ; and in place of an intensive

progress, in place of the Messianic idea becoming ever clearer

and richer, they sought progress in extension, in proselytizing,

and hoped for a political Messiah to succeed therein, according

to their notion, to the utmost extent.^ The Alexandrians, on

tlie contrary, as akeady the Book of Wisdom shows, through

their appreciation of heathen wisdom, and by a process of vola-

tilization, lost sight of the need of an historical God-man ; nay,

ia the Hellenic mixture they lost even the sohd principles of

f.heir religion, and the firm faith of their fathers. Philo would

thus form an exception ; and he, in the present state of our

inquiry, requires a more penetrating investigation.

The Book of Wisdom shows that Philo was not alone in his

tendency, but that in him we have the blossom of a philosophical

school, gi'owing up on Jewish ground, and without doubt

spreading wider. This makes it all the more worth while to

confer with him a little more closely, since he not only is a con-

temporary of Christ, and, whilst Palestine saw the Saviour', is

the most remarkable among the extra-Palestinian Jews; but

also since his system forms at once the du'ectest antithesis to

Christianity, and at the same time shows an apparent concur-

rence with it which has deluded many. In him Judaism, tinged

with Hellenism, struggles upwards even to the attempt to realize

by the force of thought what the Messianic idea intends, and

thereby at the same time to supersede the Messiah, and render

Him superfluous. From this process of the ideal interworlcing

of the heathenish and the Jewish, which in him affords a sort

of prelude to what was consummated under Christianity, may
be explained the fact that, during a period of little acuteness in

historical composition, ho should be held for a Christian ; as well

^ Mohammedanism is tlie coiitiauation of this Judaism.
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as his own fluctuating between opposite points of view, which

set at defiance all attempts at union.

^

The two opposite sides of Philo's system, now approaching

to, now recoiling from each other, cannot be rightly represented

if the attempt be made, for the sake of vindicating their unity,

to derive the one from the other. In Philo himself there is no
perfect union of these to be found ; the fact historically with

regard to him is, that the old Hebrew concept of God is dissolved

in his mind by means of a pagan view of the world, and thereby

a sort of theogonic process begins to introduce itself to him

;

and the abstractness of his concept of God is, by another ethnical

ingredient, the emanistic, rendered to a certain extent relaxed.*

On the other hand, however, his abstract monotheistic conscious-

ness reacts on that objective and eternal definiteness in God, so

that the more concrete form which he would be led to construct

out of his simple absolute essence, is again negatived and set aside.

Philo's monotheism lets slip the highest element in the Hebrew
monotheism, namely, the ethical energy which is expressed in

the righteousness of God and His holiness, ever sure of its end;

from the old Hebrew ethics he falls back into the pagan physics;

so that it is self-evident that he holds, and does not hold, the

distinction between God and the world ; sets forth the theoo;onic

process as well as the cosmogonic ; and consequently mars his

concept of God by that of the world, and that of the world again

by his idea of God.

Prejudice in his favour has led many recent students of

Philo to present him prominently as holding that God is in His
pure absoluteness the One and Unchangeable. They further

say that this absolute retraction of God into Himself renders a

mediatory being, the Philonian Logos, necessary; and he is not to

be confounded with God, for tlicn would God again be brought
into contact with the world, but nuist be regarded as a proper

hypostasis, though of subordinate rank. It is true that the

passages in Philo are numerous that speak of God's sublimity.

That God is, says hc,'^ we may know from the world; for such a

^ Sec Ajipendix, Note A.
* [FlLiasig, fluid, liquefied.—Ti;.]

2 Piiilo de Monarch. L. I. § 3-G, 0pp. a}. }>Uiny:cy, T. II. pp. 21(5-218,

ed. Kichter, IV. 289-93 ; de poster. Cain. Man<;cy I. 258, § 18 in Kicliter;

«le Bomniis, L. f. Id, >[,iiig. I. (i.^)."), 1,'iclit. HI. i^(;4.
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work of art, sucli a mighty city, is not of itself. But how God
is, we cannot find. We must, indeed, constantly search after

this, for the inquiry is too attractive to be relinquished; but

nothing in the world can teach us how God is. " Show me
Thyself, cried Moses. In the Avhole world I find no one who
saith to me what Thou art; Thou must show Thyself to me. I
beseech Thee, be entreated by Thy humble worshipper, and

bring help, for Thou alone canst. For as the light manifests

itself without aid from another light, so must Thou also show
Thyself." It has been thought, since he sets a high value on the

desii'e to know God, as noble and divine, he stands in this

respect on the threshold of wisdom, longs after the knowledge

of God through God, through revelation. But how does he

make God answer INIoses, the representative with him of God-
fearing men, his wise man ? " What thou desirest is indeed

praiseworthy ; but thy prayer befits no created being. To Me,
indeed, it were easy to grant it, but not to thee to receive it.

I give to each, deserving grace, what he can bear; but heaven and

earth cannot comprehend Me, Jiow much less a human being?*'

And not only is the incomprehensibility of God by men asserted

by him simply, but also His infinitude is, after the manner of

the apophatic* theolog}', described so that all and eveiy quality,

such as goodness, loveliness, is denied of Him objectively, and

only the attribute of indeterminateness remains.^

But with equal justice might others say : With Philo, God is

anything but a being shut up in Himself ; very much the con-

trary. Over all is He, the beginning and bound of all. Not
only is it in a sense said of the Logos that he is the creator of

the world, and is poured out upon all, but also of God generally

is it said, He fills all and penetrates all, and there is nothing

which He hath left empty or destitute of Himself." He was

and is the ^laker of the universe, the world-Father, who sustains

earth and heaven, water and air, and what therein is, and rules

* [I suppose the autlior alludes to what divines are accustomed to call

the via negationis, i.e., our way of apprehending God by what He is not.

The term ccTraQxriKo; is used by Aristotle, see e. gr. Analyt. Pr. Bk. II. ch.

15 ; but its use in theology is a neologism and an affectation.

—

Tr.]

' Appendix, Kote B.

roturci y*o ve'TrXyipoKev 6 (d-o; kxi 3/ac -TrccvTiJU O/sX^Au^-f, kxi Kivov oiihiv^
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over tliem.^ Here also comes in his doctrine of the irpcvota of

God. ^Moreover, so far is he from describing the simple, self-

resting being of God as anyhow satisfying His essence, that he
calls Him, as also afterwards the Logos, the place of ideas, the

fulness in Himself and through Himself,^ the place of the

universe, that is, He who has the universe for His fulness, and
that not viewed in its separateness, as it appears to us, but in

its unity. The world belongs necessarily to God, and thereby

is made sure of eternity and incorruptibility.^ Were it to

perish, God would, from want of occupation and temble inac-

tivity, lead a life not worth living. Nay, if it be lawful to say

so, the consequence of perfect solitude would be 6dvaTo<i for

God. By this also may His freedom in Himself from all need,

of which Philo says so much, be rightly apprehended : it is to

be understood so as that there is, in virtue of His goodness, a

need to Him to leave nothing without participation in the Divine

essence ; and all that Philo repudiates is the affirmation that,

conversely, God partakes from the world, or that this can give

Him anything which He has not in Himself. Pervading all

things, omnipresent. He is not comprehended by the world;

receiving nothing from it, He communicates Himself to all,

without which there would be nothing. So entirely does it live

by participation from Him, that He Himself is its reahty as

the ideal world, which He, under one aspect of His essence, is.

But He Himself does not participate with it as the sensible

world; untarnished by it. He is in it; taking nothing from it,

He is the active principle {SpaaTi]piov), whilst it, by itself con-

sidered, is purely passive and determinate {iraO^TCKov, ovaia=.

With by far too much confidence lias it often been asserted,

that the Logos of Philo is an individual essence, occupying a

middle place between God and the world, a distinct hypostasis

from God. But how could Philo in this case have described, in

numberless places, God as in the maimer above indicated coming

into immediate contact with the world, only signalizing the

TraOrjTtKov, matter, as something external to TTim, receptive from

Him ? Against an individual hypostasis of the Logos he speaks

^ Appendix, Note C. ^ Appendix, Note D.

8 De -Nfundi incorrupt., Mangoy, T. 11. 603, 504, 508; § 10, 17, 20, 21.

* Appendix, Note E.
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most decidedly when he says :
" Nothing Divine communicates

itself by means of separation ; it only extends itself.'"-^ In so

far, then, as the Logos is Divine, it is only the extended, or the

self-extending God. But the Logos has nothing in himself not

Divine ; matter (ovaio) is not created by the Logos, he only

conforms it to himself like a seal ; and as this is also numberless

times ascribed in the general to God, the Logos can be regarded

in no other light than as God Himself viewed under a definite

aspect. Where does Philo show the least anxiety to reconcile

his doctrine of the Logos with the unity of God ? And yet this

he could hardly have avoided, had he co-ordinated the Logos

with God as a hypostatic essence.^ If, in order to represent

God in the definiteness of His self-extension, of the ivipyeia or

the world-idea of the creative thought, he constructs proper

categories and names for Him, he does not omit the necessary

correctives in order to preserve what he considers the right

monarchian view (comp. especially De Leg. Alleg. 11. 1, Tom.
I. pp. 66, 67). It is true he not only calls the Logos (De Mundi
Opif.) the world-thinking and world-making power of God,

which was its proper concept, so as thereby to denote that aspect

of God under which He appears as in active relation to the

world, as SpacmjpLov, but he calls Him Son, First-bora of God,

the link between God and the actual world; to which may be

added such appellations as Mediator, High-priest, Advocate,

Surety, Archangel, Pillar, etc.^ But from the use of the term

Son by Philo it will not do to infer a hypostasis, because he

calls the world also a son of God ; and by this cannot be

denoted a personality, although the world, this younger son of

God, at least in unity with the Logos, the elder Son, appears as

animated and intelligent. If it be considered also how different

are the meanings which the Logos has with Philo, though it is

not in every case of a different object he speaks, there will

arise fresh and weighty doubts as to the assumption that his

Logos is an individual, a second personality distinct from God.

If it be assumed, as it must be, that his 6eto<; X0709 is always

conceived as one and the same, though under varying relations,

liis individual personality must be accordant with all his signifi-

cations ; if not so, one would be led to inrjuire whether the

^ Appendix, Note F. - Appendix, Note G. ^ Appendix, Note H.
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expressions referred to, tliat sound as if personal, are not to be

understood as personifications.

1. The Logos with Philo is, first, a Divine /acw/^y, whether

of thought or creation, or both together.^ No one would wish

to affirm that Philo conceived of God as without wisdom or

might ; and yet this must be done if he placed the faculty of

thought and action in another being than God, in the individual

hypostasis of the Son.

2. But the second leading meaning of the Philonian Logos is

the Activity itself. The Logos is not only thought -power, and

creation-power, but also the thinking-creative.^ But neither thus

does he arrive at an hypostasis distinct from God, but only to a

position fluctuating between self-sustenance and attributiveness,

which accords well with a doctrine of Divine potences. God
saw that there could be no fair image without a fair model ; that

nothing sensible is faultless, unless as it is formed on an arche-

tv]oe and a conceived idea. Wherefore He created, when He
would form this visible world, first the ideal world, in order to

have an incorporeal, God-like type of this coi*poreal w^orld, this

later image of the earlier. This supersensible world, consisting

in ideas, may not be allocated to any place. Where it existed,

may be indicated by the analogy of the architect who plans a

city in his mind, and expresses each particular which he formed

in idea on his soul as on wax. This city exists in no place

;

but by means of it he constructs the city from stone, according

to the type. So was it with God when He would construct this

world, this Megalopolis.'' Here it is again clear that to God is

ascriljcd the conception of the ideal world, the Koa^o^ vor]To<i.—
He then proceeds thus : As the soul of the artist is the place of

this ideal city, so has tlie world consisting in ideas no other place

than the Divine Logos who formed it. Thus it is evident that

tlie Logos is the understanding of God, which thinks the world.

Innnediately thereupon he says : The world-forming might has

also its source in the truly good. The truly good is with Philo

God. Since, then, he finds in the Logos the totto? for all

powers, he must by the Logos understand God under a certain

definite relation. The Father and Creator, says Plato, is good
;

and hence He grudges not His very best to matter {ovaia).

' j\j)penflix, Note I. - Appendix, Note J.

» DeOpific. Mun<li, T. I. 4, §4.
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For it had no good out of itself, though it may become alL

Without, then, using any other help—and what other Avas there

for Him to use ?—only drawing on His own resources, God
resolved to endow with superabundant grace Nature, which out

of itself could not become a participant of any good.^

3. But as the Logos is, with Philo, the thinking, i.e., the

ideal-world-forming God," so is He, thirdly, the thought, or the

thing thought, i.e., the ideal world itself. "If one," says he,

" may speak openly, the ideal world is nothing else than the

Logos of God already conceived in the formation of the world"

\el he Tt<i ide\'>](T€i€ jv/nvorepot^ '^pi^craaOai roi<i ovoiaacTLv ovBev

civ erepov e'lTroi rov votjtov elvai. Koa/nov, rj Oeov Xoyov tjBtj

KO(7fio7roLovvTO'i\.^ As tlic ideal city in the architect is not dis-

tinct from his mind, having no objective existence, but being

only a determination of his mind, not more is the ideal world dis-

tinct from the Logos ; whilst, again, this is not distinct from

God, but is God, thought as intelligence, or world-forming power.

" It is manifest that the archetypal seal which we call the ideal

world is itself the archetypal model, the idea of ideas, the Logos

of God.'"^ In Him a multiplicity of ideas, the fulness, is not

to be denied ; rather does Philo speak of I8iai, \6yoi, in this

sphere also ; but here these are in their eternal harmony and

connection (in the jjbovahLKrj ^vaa, I.e. § 9), not in their sjsatial

and temporal antithesis, as they appear in the sphere of the

sensible world, the Koa/xo^; ala6i]To<;, at least to the party con-

templating."

4. As vespects, fourthli/ and.finally, the actual sensible world,

KocTfio^ ala6rjro<;, the Logos is here, certainly, frequently called

the active Divine principle. He arises (^avaTeWei), is begotten

of God, for the end that this world may be (T. I. p. 414). Here
is the point at which alone any special personality of the Logos

can be supposed. Nevertheless this by no means follows from

the words which denote his proceeding from God, since the same

' De Opific. Mundi, T. I. 4, § 6.

^ It is true there are passages in Philo where God is represented as the

Belf-illuminating light ; but the meaning there must be, not that He thinks

Himself, but that He reveals Himself according to His existence. Of the

Divine self-consciousness he had no idea ; for the Divine thought he had no
other contents than the world ; comp. II. 21G-218, 415.

' lb. § 0. It is worthy of note that he docs not say x.oay.oTrntoivTX

* Ibid. * Appendix, Note K.
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expressions are used of the world, to which no personality is

ascribed. Innumerable times is it called the younger son of

God, so that, if the more obscure is to be explained from the

more clear, the elder Son of God would have as little claim to

personality as the younger makes ; and this the more, that the

one is a world as well as the other,—the latter the actual world,

the former the ideal world. Or must this latter be a person, in

order to attain the end of entering the v\7] ? If Philo had in

view an actual creative act, which he ascribed to the Locros and

not to God, there might be on this point reference to a Divine

hypostasis ; but the Emanatist doctrine requires nothing of this

for the transition from the ideal world to the A-isible, but rather

repudiates this.

But, as already observed, the forming of the world is ascribed

also to God Himself. This world, the younger son of God, was

not formed by the agency of the Logos as a representative of

God, but God, "availing Himself of Himself, and of the help

of none other," Himself created the world, in that He impressed

His conception of the world, as the elder Son of God, as a seal

on matter. ]\Iatter is to TradrjrtKov, soulless, and not self-moved

(De Opif. p. 2), without order, without attribute, full of hetero-

geneity, disharmony, and contradiction. But it may become

anything, being capable of transformation into its opposite best

:

order, precision, animation, congeniality, s^mimetry, coherence,

and harmony (same pi. p. 5). It is moved, informed, besouled

by the Divine intelligence ; and thence comes the most perfect

work, this world, the ^legalopolis. Although commonly he

represents matter as given to the Divine agency,^ not created

thereby, he nevertheless bestows on the world the predicate of

being created (createdness, de Opif. 2) ; meaning by that, how-

ever, only that this infusion of the Logos into the world, or this

self-extension of God into the vXtj, which takes place for the

latter in order to a communication of Himself to it, has always

its cause in God. The nature of the world (as well on the side

^ In tlie fragment preserved by Enscb., Pracp. VII. 21, and contained in

Mangey's Philo, T. II. p. 625, from the treatise '^spl vpovoiccg, it is said that

God found (e<fTo/x«<7«To) adequate material for the formation of the world,

neither more nor less than was required. Comp. de Incorr. Mundi. uuTrfp

fK iw fATi fJvrfJi ovOiu yli/eroii, 0!/5' f/j to ^^ oV <^6tipiTcci. 'Ex rov yoip ov^ctfcv)
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of matter as on that of the Logos) has not come to be in time,

passes not away in it, is incorriTptible.-^ The world is God's son,

vi6<i, €Kjovo<i, for, in its relation to God, it is nothing else than

the ideal world placed in all its fnlncss in relation with the vXrjy

and appearing in it. The distinctive, discriminative principle, is

not the v\,7], it is not by it that unity becomes multeity ; but

the KocTfjio^ V077T09 is ah'eady in itself a membered, ordered

multeity of ideas, which separation Philo sets forth as the pre-

supposition of true harmony.^ And this unity, which at the

same time is Fulness, is "\aewed in relation to matter, together

with it the world of actuality. So little does Philo bring it to an

actual separation between God, or even the Logos, and the world.

Of creation there can be no mention ; for the ideal world comes

to be the objective actual world, not by any new determination

in itself, but only by its becoming, in relation to the vXt}, what

in itself it is from eternity (de Opif . p. 2) ; there being in this for

the ideal world or the Logos nothing new, but only for the vXtj.^

Let any one now take what has been said, according to

which the Logos is partly identical with the world, and therefore

not personal, partly identical with God, and only in Him per-

sonal—the personality, however, not being per se— and apply it

to Philo's monotheism, which so decisively excludes any duality

of Divine persons (e. gi'. de Somn. 1.39), nay, denies even creative

power to any but God Himself ; and the hypothesis, that with

him the Logos is an hypostasis, will be utterly destroyed. Even
the later Chm-ch doctrine, that the hj'postasis of the Son issued

from the inner Divine self-diremption, must be quite foreign to

him, since in his view the inner nature of God is and must be

simple, indivisible. Where God is little known in His free

self-sufficiency, He is as little contemplated ethically ; He there

remains, of necessity, only the substance or the Divine basis of the

world, in which latter alone, therefore, can any distinctions exist.

At the same time, it must be considered how these apparently

personal designations of the Logos are to be taken, and how, in

^ De Incorr. Mundi, p. 496. Comp. the above passages, where d'yrox^iix,

and so-/ifM'x are represented as for God equivalent to ^xvoczo;. See p. 22, 32.

2 Under this a.spect the Logos is roy-sii; ruv o'hciu. Quis rer. div. haer.

p. 491. But this is also ascribed to God Himself, p. 491. Comp. de ^lundi

Opif. § 6, T. I. p. 5. Ovhi yoLO ij voy,tvi vo'Ki; 'inpov rl Iotiv r, zav

tipxiTiKrrivo; '^oyiafAo;, ijojj t^v ulaSrtTViv -nohiv rri vortrn y.rt^nv dixvoovfiivov.

' Appendix, Note L.
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the general, Philo combines the Divine activity in respect of the

world with the abstract essence of God.

After what has been said, it is not difficult to estimate his

appellations of the Logos. If the Logos, as the K6a/xo<; votjtcx;

in the sense alleged, is the principle of the actual world as one

subject to order, he may also be called the Regent of the world,

and of the powers therein diffused. Inasmuch as these powers

are called, not in a hydrostatic, but evidently in a personified

sense, Xoyot and IBeai, also dyyeXoi, he may also, as their taiity,

be called ayyeko'; irpea/Biiraro';, apywyyeko^; vroXvoovvfio';} In

order to indicate that God has His adequate representation

(et/co)!^) in the /cocr/io? vorjTO'i, and that His Divine agency in

relation to the sensible is not of equal date with His agency in

conceiving the ideal world, in which God abides identical with

Himself, at home with Himself ;^ Philo may call the Logos, in

his relation to the world of sense, the Legate or vTrap^o? of the

cosmical host.^ God is 7roi/jir]v k. e'., but He has set His first-

begotten Son over the world of His reason ; i.e., the Divine

agency in relation to the world has always, as its last principle,

the source in itself, that out of which the all-ruling and pene-

trating world-idea sprang. It is thus that we arrive at an

understanding of the name High-Priest, which is ascribed to

the Lofjos, or to God as the Logos. The Logos* stands on the

boundaries (of the actual and the ideal world) ; to him, the

archangel and oldest Logos, hath the Father, the Creator of all,

given the most distinguished gifts, that he, standing on the

boundaries, might keep the created separate from the Creator,

and the evil away from the good. Thus he, the warder of fini-

tude, is the limit against pantheism, in so far as by the category

of the Logos it is affirmed that the world never can be God as

He is in Himself ; though by this is not excluded the position,

that it is God viewed in relation to His vitality and agency.

Yet even this Philo will not fully admit, inasmuch as to the

world in its actuality matter belongs, which in itself is altogether

ungodly. He thus is saved from pantheism in the last resource,

1 De Confus. Ling. T. I. J2G.

2 l)e Migrat. Abr. T. I. 4;i7. Tlie Logos— here the ideal world— ia

God's house.

» De Agric. T. L 308, § 12.

* Qui.s rcT. div. T. L 501 ff., § \2. See Not<^ II in App.
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not by his concept of God, for this is not held ethically, but

only by his view of matter, or his dualism. In reference to this,

he calls the world of the Logos also God's garment (de Profug.

§ 20, T. I. p. 562) For this actual world, "the mortal, how-

ever, the same Logos is at once intercessor with the Immortal,

and ambassador of the Lord to the subject ;" consequently

mediator under both aspects. And he delights in his office.

" I stand," he thus introduces him, " mythologically speaking

(T. I. pp. 501, 502), between the Lord and you ; for I am neither

unbegotten as God is, nor begotten like you, but the middle

between the extremes, a surety to both :—to the Creator, that

He may be sure the entire race shall not be consumed and

perish, choosing disorder in place of order ;—to the creature,

that it may have good hope that the gracious God will never

neglect His own work. For I will be the herald of peace, who

brings to the creation from God, the eternal Guardian of peace,

the message of peace." ^ Similarly elsewhere the High-Priest

is the Divine Logos, blameless in birth and essence ; his Father

the V0V9, his mother the cro^la, Wisdom. The oldest Logos is

sm^rounded by the world as by a garment : by earth and water,

air and fire, and what proceedeth thence. He is, as the reason

of the Existing One (God), the bond which unites all parts as

the members, just as the soul of man the members of his body.

The Logos is called also the High-Priest once, as the faultless

unity of the world, which he represents as the «:ocr/i09 vot]to<;,

the world-idea ; and in this idea is the individual reconciled and

represented to God. In so far, however, as it is not an inopera-

tive idea, but makes the actual world with its plastic matter into

an impression of itself, of the Divine seal, or into the garment

wherein He eternally lives and moves and represents His ideas,

it is real. And as this living, powerful unity, it gives bail at

once to the Avorld for its perfection in God's eyes, and to God
Himself, the Existing One. For it is the world itself in respect

of that which constitutes it a Kocrfxo<i,—not simply ideal, but real.

Nevertheless in this world-idea no reference to history is con-

tained. The Logos is not the world-idea to be realized from

the world, the free essence, ethically, from God by revelation in

the course of history ; but this world-idea is innncdiately actual,

J De Profug. § 20, T. I. 5G2. Sec Appendix, Note M.
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i.e.. physical. Here comes into view the point at which the

deep antagonism of the system of Philo with the Christian idea

clearly emerges ; for in what has been ah'eady advanced, there

is often, at least in expression, a deceptive resemblance to

Christian dogmas. But before we enter on Philo's relation to

the Messianic ideas of his people, we must cast a glance back
on what has just been advanced.

From what has been said, it clearly appears, that not only is

there nothing to necessitate our taking the Philonian Logos
hypostatically, but that all that is customarily advanced as

favom-ing that, when more narrowly looked at, is against it ; as

also, that such a hypostatic plurality in God would be utterly

opposed to the modes of thought of one under the influence of

an impulse so strongly pressing from plurality to unity of sub-

stance. To this tendency he has sacrificed the deep ethical

distinction which the old Hebraism made between God and the

Avorld, and is saved from sinking into an indiscriminate unifica-

tion of God and the world only by the narrow ridge of the vXr}.

But it does not certainty follow that the entire Logos-doctrine,

with those depending from it, is so to be sunk in the absolute-

ness of the simple Di^dne essence, as that it should be immedi-
ately identical with the Divine essence. The Divine Logos is

as little God per se {ro "Ov), as he is a hypostasis. But since,

as what goes before shows, the Logos is certainly again to be
ascribed to God, we are constrained to say that in the Philonian

doctrine of the Logos there is a path opened, though from far,

to the doctrine of a distinction in God Himself. God is dis-

tinguished as respects His self-existence and His vitality. (A
higher category Philo could not reach.) As self-existent. He is

TO "Ov ; as an actual being, He is the Logos. To these two chief

elements there is added a third, inasmuch as He as Logos is, 1.

inseparable, and thus He is at once the Avorld of the Divine

tlioughts and the thinker of them ; and, 2. the revealer of

these in matter, which he makes the medium of actuality in the

ideal world.^ We have thus the Dioine life contemplated in three

stages, through which it advances or extends itself (T. I. p. 209) :

Cod in Himself the Ideal world, and the Actual ivorld. But to

distinguisj] these tlu'ce remains only an attempt: the distinguished

^ Appendix, Note N.
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sink again, wlien narrowly viewed, back together into them-

selves ; thus the actual world, so far as it is to be viewed as a

determination of the Divine life, is not in itself distinct from

the ideal world, but only by means of something outward, its

relation to matter. The ideal world itself, however,—nay, the

Logos in the general, cannot be fixed as an objective distinction

of God from God ; for were the Reason to fall actually only on

the side of the Logos, God would hardly be to be called God ;

or were one to say, The Logos is God as thought, the ©eo? with

the ao^ia of the thinker, this could not, on the one hand, be

carried through strictly, since the Logos is also called the

thinker of the ideal world ; and, on the other hand, we should

thus have no making of God the object of thought, since what

is thought is rather only the world. In fact, he calls God and

the Logos alike the place of the universe, which embraces all

and is embraced by nothing, since He is Himself One and All

:

lie desires that the Spirit might in tlie height of thought tran-

scend the plurality of numbers, the Triad, and even the Duad
neighbour to the Monad, and might ascend to the unmixed, abso-

lutely simple and independent Idea (see App. G and K). All

apparent plurality in God's working, whether in reference to

the ideal or to the actual world, is attributable, therefore, to the

beholder. If he, on the one hand, in order to avoid representing

God as Himself appearing, describes the Old Testament tlie-

ophanies as irradiations of His powers (e. gr. de Abrah. § 22, T.

IL 17; de Nomin. Mut. T. I. 581; de Confus. Ling. I. 430,

431, § 33), he yet, on the other, regards these powers as not

separate from God, but each as infinitely in Him (de Monarch.

Lib. I. § G, T. II. 218). As Moses could not see God, he at

least wished to behold His satellites, the Divine powers, which

in their unity are called the Bo^a of God. But God answered

that they also are invisible and ideal, incomprehensible as God
in respect of their essence, but they radiate forth an impression

and image of their ivepyeta. For to that which is formless and

without attribute they give form, without in aught altering their

eternal essence. Thus the powers come to be placed by the side

of God Himself : " Hope not to comprehend either Me or My
powei's as respects essence ; the attainable for thee I give thee

readily and wilHngly. Therefore I summon thee to the con-

templation of the loorhV (same place, p. 219),
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The whole -world framed by God exhales, morning and even-

ing, a thankoffering.^ It is vital and intelligent ;" Reason inborn

n it is the law, the ordering of the imiverse. It is the son of

God, itself a Oecov, /jU€ya\67ro\L<i Trpo? dXijOeiav. It is through

and through one and whole ; its power is invincible, for it

embraces aU in itself ; it cannot be divided into parts, but is

indestriTctible (comp. de Mundi, T. II. p. 616 ff., § 14 ff.). It

cannot fall into confusion ; nor even so much as increase, and

have various stages and ages ; for then would it at first, like

children, be a child, aXoyo^, which is without God. It cannot,

he maintains, be denied without sin that the world is always

perfect, soul and body^ {ar/evvr)To<; kol a^6apTo<;, T. II. pp. 496

and 505). He is especially vehement against the doctrine of a

consmning of the world by fire ; indeed, generally, of any

palingenesy of the world ;^ for the world seems to him to be

fair and perfect : he has imbibed Hellenic draughts, and misses

nothing in it. Having sunk back from the ethical to the physical

stand-point, he has no sense, no need of history ; there is, in

tnith, for him no discord in the world, and no proper need for

reconciliation. But as, when he has to speak of God, he lays

hold of only the world as the content of God (in place of

thinking Himself in His absoluteness, his God thinks only the

world) ; so with the same mingling of concepts, when he speaks

of the world, he expresses himself so that he denies it to be

a Avorld properly, and substitutes for it immediately Di\inc

predicates.

In the world man holds the first place ; nevertheless, strictly,

to him this is true only of the primal man, whom it is impossible

to discriminate from the Logos,''' and who, consequently, can

hardly be reckoned as belonging to the actual world. In the

actual world, however, man, with all his imperfection through

the body, nevertheless represents the world in Httle (T. I. p. 494).

The world is the great man, man is the little world, and combines

in himself corporeally the four elements.^ Above all has God

1 QuisRer. Div. T. I. p. 501, §41.
2 Sec ou what follows, especially the treatises De Opif. Mundi, and De

Incorrupt. Mundi, T. I. 28-34, T. II. 495-507.

3 De Mundi Incorr. T. II. 496, § 9 ff. * lb. p. 505.

» De Opif. Mundi, pp. .12, :]3, § 4G, 47.

« De Opif. Mim.li, p. .15, § 51.
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given to him the lordly reason ; the same that is in God is also

in man. From this, indeed, it follows, that as the content of the

Divine reason is the world, it cannot be held to be otherwise with

that of man. Yet man forms the point of unity in the actual

world; and most of all, such an one as is one in thought and will

with the order and reason immanent in the world, which in the

human consciousness comes to be the vofiof;} Such is the pious

(T. II. p. 407) and wise. Among nations, the Jewish represents

this blossom of manhood ;"" within Israel itself, this place is due

to the prophets, the interpreters of God (T. II. p. 222, de

Monarch. L. I. § 9), and the wise men, for the wise is of equal

worth with the world (iVoTi/A09 Ta> Koa^w, T. I. p. 1G5, de sacrif.

Abel, § 3). This nobility of man is a reconciliation, a ransom

for the world. The Jews particularly, the people loved of God/

discharge in constant and regular manner the office of priest and

that of prophet (which both stand above that of king, II. 124, de

V^it. Moys. I. § 50) for the whole w-orld. Hence the high-priest,

svhen he goes into the Holy Place, bears the symbols of the

7\\\o\e world, for he represents the universe before God.^ Other

priests intercede and offer only for friends and citizens ; the high-

priest of the Jews presents prayer and thanksgiving, not only

for the enthe race of men, but also for the elements of nature,

earth, water, air, and fire, inasmuch as he regards the world, as

in truth it is, as his fatherland, in whose stead he is bound by

prayer and entreaty to make reconciliation with the Prince.

This substitution has thus also again a physical character : the

world is reconciled through Israel without knowing it, and with-

out personally in itself completing the reconciliation. Not less

is the essential equality of all men yet unknown, hidden by a

hierarchia terrestriSf which is a copy of the heavenly ; and this

gradation, again, stands connected with the physical character of

his system. Still more is this apparent, as well as the contra-

dictions thence arising, from this, that the high-priest, and by

consequence also the wise man, has not the world-reconciling

1 De Opif. Mundi, p. 34, § 60.

2 T. II. p. 15, de Abrah. § 19. They have assumed the priesthood aud

I

ffophethood for all nations.

3 lb

* De Vit. Moys. L. III. § 14, T. 11. 155. De Monarch. L. II. § 6, l.

11.227.

VOL. 1.
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power in himself. But this same world, which he has to recon-

cile before God, is to him again the Son, the perfect Paraclete,

which he himself resembles as the little world, the aid of which

he needs to make his service of God of effect. For therefore

must he bear the symbols of the universe, in order that in its

entireness the individual (and thus the high-priest as well)

may compensate for his deficiency, and God through it may see

all to be good.-^ He has on his holy garments the emblem of

the universe, that he, by the constant contemplation of it, may

make his own life worthy the nature of the universe, as well as

that he may in his service have the whole world as his co-wor-

shippers.^ Now, had Philo admitted a historical development

of revelation and of mankind, this might have been taken in the

sense that through the whole the individual would be reconciled

;

for to the whole world there belongs the sum of the future

development, which, had he held the idea of the Messiah, would

be through him rendered certain. But it is the world as it is

that reconciles man ; which, if man be also included in the

world, means as much as that he needs no reconciliation : he is

by his being at one with God, he is, as he is, good and well-

pleasing to Him ; or, if he must be reconciled by the objective

world, then again is the world the higher, and the apparent

nobility of man, his distinction, sinks away ;^ as a difference and

mediation for which, a fictitious ground had been assumed.

It is now scarcely necessary to deduce the consequence, that

Philo did not participate in the warm desires and hopes which

filled the heart of the believing Jew.* The idea of the Messiah

has become in him a dead coal : nothing but the phlegma of it

remains with him, the hope of a miraculous restoration of the

scattered Jews from all parts of the earth to Palestine by a

superhuman Divine appearance (o-vlrt?), which shall be recog-

nisable only by the just;''^ and this strangely contrasts with the

1 De Vita Moys. L. III. § 1-1, T. II. p. 155.

2 De >ronarch. L. II. § 6, T. II. p. 227.

8 This lies also in the position : The -whole heaven and the world cannot

comjjrehend God, how much less the (fvat; di/dpuTrov ! T. II. de Monarch.

L. I. 218.
* "We may even infer from T. II. p. 050, that these were not otherwise

than displeasing to him.
* De E.xccrationibus, § 9, T. If. 1:^3 ff., comp. De Pracm. etc. § 16,

T. II. 12.3, de Vita Moysis, I. § 29, T. II. 107.
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world-citizenship which he ascribes to his people as a com-

mendation, and with his satisfaction Avith the whole world.

This last remnant of the Messianic idea is with him evidently a

hereditary possession ; as heterogeneous to his system, as in it

without significancy ; but it affords us, in its singularity in

Philo, an intimation of the energy of the Messianic hopes among
even the Alexandrian Jews of his time, for it is to his connec-

tion with them that this tribute is due. It remains, however,

to ask, why the Messianic idea, and especially the idea of the

incarnation, to Avhich latter he so often appi'oximates,-^ find no

place with him ? The answer is, that a reconciliation appears to

him unnecessary on account of his concept of sin and the Divine

righteousness ; whilst the incarnation would be for him an

absolute impossibility.

It is true that he ascribes freedom to men ; but he imme-

diately appends to that, that God excepts nothing from His

power ; and with this, viewed from Philo' s stand-point, the

former hardly consists. For he takes no cognisance of the

category of holy love. Very instructive, however, is what he

says of the creation of man.- The higher nature of man, his

rational type, must have been engraven by the Divine Logos,

not by God, who is before the Logos, and better than all

Logical nature.^ Hence God speaks of Himself, in Gen. i. 27,

as of another :
" I have made man after the image of God."

But why does God speak of Himself, in the plural (Gen. i. 26,

iii. 22, xi. 7), " Let Us make man," etc.'? This language

relates to His sm*rounding Powers, for it did not beseem Him
(as "Ov) to have immediate connection with the world. The
Powers (angels, IheaC) had to form the mortal part of om' natm'e.

See, for instance, T. II. p. 462, Quod omnis probus liber, § 16 ; T. I.

pp. 280, 283, Quod Deus sit immut. § 10 ff.

2 The principal passages are, De Coufus. Ling. T. I. pp. 430, 431 ; Do

Profug. p. 556 ; De Opif. Mundi, pp. 17-19. In all these passages Philo

reiterates the same doctrine. This his constant doctrine, therefore, must

be kept in view in the interpretation of the above-cited fragments (T. IT,

p. 625), in which he may aj^pcar to speak otherwise.

' For tlie extensive infinite, which in truth docs not surpass the phy-

sical, he sliows here also such reverence, that everything Logical and

Spiritual is represented as inferior, since it is a definite thing in God ;
on

the other hand, sinci- it also is a definition of God, it is represented as 0£oc,

though aivnpoi ©«<)
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imitating the skill of Him avIio formed the princely part in us.

This princely part the Prince of all things framed ; the lower

part, lower Powers. But man must be able to choose between

£rood and bad, whilst other beinc;s either can have no fault

and no virtue, like Nature, or have only \drtues, like the stars
;

and thus must God transfer the jeveai'i kukwv to other beings,

^^hilst He retains with Himself the source of good. For the

mixture [of good and bad] is partly in keeping with God, in so

far as the Ihea of the better is therein mingled, and partly not

ill keeping, on account of the antithesis, since the Father cannot

be the cause of evil to His children. Accordingly, evil has its

origin in the creation in which the more subordinate Powers

participated. Elsewhere he reverts to matter as the source of

evil.^ In this way it is difficult to arrive at any personal blame;

since even Philo speaks of evil as if it did not belong to the

concept of it to be posited of the will of man. But if there be

only such physical evil, there is really no evil. In fact, the

evil would, according to him, be easily retaken. He ascribes to

each soul immediately the divine power of virtue,^ as he else-

where says :
" Xot to sin at all, belongs to God only, perhaps

also to a divine man." This fluctuating laxity culminates in

the concept of God, in the relation which, according to him,

the Divine rectitude has to goodness. " God is not unmerciful,

but gentle by nature. He who believes that, comes easily to

repentance, hoping that God will forgive."^ But since Scrip-

ture speaks not of gentleness and goodness only, but also of

righteousness and wTath, he attempts to reconcile them by

comparing the lawgiver to a physician, who in what he says

regulates himself by a I'cgard to his patient, not always strictly

by a regard to Avhat truth would dictate. Hence, to terrify the

fierce, and to benefit thoroughly and universally, the lawgiver

must represent God as angry."* Of the earnest strifes in which the

noblest of the Old Testament folk engaged, to mediate between

the holy rectitude and the grace of God, he knows nothing. He

' This position was still more fully woikeil out l;y tiie Gnostics.

- T. II. p. 462, Quoil onmis jirobus liber, § 10 ff.

» T. I. p. 561, De Profugis, § 18 ; De Creatione priucip. § 14, T. II.

p. 373 ; De Justitia ; De Execratione, § 8 ff. Sometimes the old Hebraic

feeling of rectitude breaks out, T. II. p. 419, De Pracm. etc. § 12.

* Quod Deus sit immutab. T. I. pp. 282, 283.
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obliterates that which gives the religious process its tension— the

holy righteousness, and treats it as a mere figure of speech ;

whereby the whole becomes relaxed, the hope, nay, the aspira-

tion after something better is destroyed, and the ethical con-

sciousness eudc^moniacally poisoned. For a Divine goodness

that is not righteous can but sink back into the physical
;
and

as its highest end, can have only enjoyment, only well-being,

even though this well-being may in its highest degree be the

feast of knowledge.^ This knowledge does not thus find its

highest object the spiritual, the divine, but remains a world-

wisdom, world-consciousness, intuition and knowledge of the

world, as of the holiest theatre.^ And in this undervaluing of

the Divine righteousness, Philo is a predecessor of Gnosticism

;

by his doctrine of the Divine goodness, he has an appearance of

something Christian, something surpassing the Old Testament

and the stand-point of law, but in reality he sinks back below

this, and renders the Christian redemption superfluous. In the

places Avhere he speaks of the return of his people, he could not

altogether lay aside the old Hebraic doctrine of the necessity of

a foreo-oing expiation ; but the Jews, according to him, will be

richly supplied with intercessors before the Father, for^ they

will have three 7rapdK\7]rot, tmv KaraXkajMV : 1. The gentleness

and goodness of God Himself, who ever prefers the remission of

punishment. 2. The holiness of the progenitors of the race ;
for

the souls set free from the body, which offer pure and unsullied

service to their Lord, present not ineffectual intercessions for their

sons and descendants ; as a mark of distinction, the hearing of

their prayers is certified to them by the Father. 3. The third

Paraclete is the amendment of those who shall be brought under

the covenant.—We have seen above, that according to him the

world is always reconciled to God, always reconciles itself, since

it always stands before God as blameless unity in the Logos,

which from the beginning is innnanent in it. Hence to him any

further progress of revelation must have appeared superfluous,

disturbing to the peace, the unity, and the entireness of the world,

' l)c Opif. Miindi, p. 18. Appendix, Note 0.

2 He Opif. I^lundi, p 18, and T. II. p. 229, De Monarch. L. I. § 6, where

God says to Moses, " And so I call thee, since thou canst not know Me, to

the C()ntenii)lation of the world."

3 Dc Kxccrat. § 9, T. II. p. 435.
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looking at it as lie did, not ethically, but Ilellenically. The
law which Moses gave is one with the law of the world. The
world is rational ; the law, which is immanent in it, Moses

expressed to the consciousness ; therefore is it eternal and not

far from us.^ It is complete and whole, and leaves nothing to

wish beyond."

According to his doctrine of the Divine image in man (which

he, indeed, without carrying this through, yet intimates to have

been of a progressive character'^), his participation in the Di\ane

Logos already by nature (see above), one would expect that

Philo would set forth the closest relation between the Divine

and human nature, and that the idea of the incarnation could

not be strange to him. He speaks^ of heroes, in whom mortal

and immortal elements were mixed, in whom the mortal was

overruled by the immortal part, and intimates it as possible that

other such may appear. But with all this, the Divine remains

foreign to the human according to its nature. Where the Divine

light shines forth, there the human fades (Quis rer. div. hgeres,

§ 53, T. I. p. 511), and where the former sinks, the latter blazes

up. 0e/ii9 'yap ouK eari dvrjrov adavdro) avvoLKrjaaL. Hence
to the idea of Prophecy, ecstasy belongs. The reason of this lies

not so much in this, that Philo distinguishes a hidden God from

the actual ; for he brings in God as saying to Moses, ^ " To Me
it would be easy to give \\hat thou askest, but not for thee to

receive." It is rather, on the one hand, in his idea of God
ever falling back to simple physical endlessness, and on the

other, in the vXt) mingled with all mortals, that we are to seek

the reason why " God according to the greatness of His grace

is not communicable, but is to be received according to the

capacity of the creature. His power is insuperable; all the

powers of God are without limit, endless ; that which has come

into being is too weak to receive His greatness:*' and so God
gave to our nature not all, but only so much as our mortal com-

plexion could apprehend."^ If man would reach a higher being,

he nuist leave the body. AYe have seen that he knew to dis-

' T. I. p. 34. 2 j)q Justitia, T. II. p. 1300. Sec Apperdix, Note P.

' See e. gr. De Confas. Ling. I. 42G.

* Quod omn. ]aub. lib. T. II. p. 4G-2, § M; De Wu^r \brah. i? 31,

T. I. p. 4G3.

' De Monarch, j). 210 ft". ' De Opif. § G. ^ Dc Opif. p. 35, § 51.
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tinoTiisli God and the world, so that the former is the Agent,

the Unchangeable,— the latter, the Mutable, the Passive. This

distinction would have seemed to him confounded were God to

become man. For he knew neither to treat suffering as an act,

nor the body as other than limit and bound; whereas Christianity

treats it as not merely the organ of the spirit, but also as a

representation of it, or as the essential momentum of its self-

realization. His Christ, if he needed any, could only be the

u4o709 aLSto<; (comp. the fragment in Eusebius, Prcep. Evang.

vii. 13) ; consequently a Doketic Christ; but never once does he

indicate a longing for a new Theophany. So little, also, has he

of even a metaphysical union of the cosmical opposites, God and

the World, that jMan, who at the highest is viewed as the point

of unity in which the extremes meet, inasmuch as the Divine

Logos and the vXtj are united in him, nevertheless under two

aspects does not truly represent this unity. For God remains

foreign to the actual humanity ; Philo's concept of God is

widely removed from the acknowledgment of the man-being or

the man-becoming as a determination placed in God Himself

;

whilst man himself remains so foreign to the other extreme, the

vXr], that it is without it he has liis true development, as Philo

conceives the original man and the perfected man ; so that both

termini, God and v\r], lie without man, absolutely limit his free-

dom and his knowledge, and an absolute mystery as well as in

sujDcrable might of gravity stand over against him. They stand,

however, also unreconciled over against each other; and as

their dualism, mirroring itself in the consciousness of men, must

impose the deepest unholiness, he sets also over against God,

who cannot become perfect Master of matter though He would,

a dark Fate, robs the concept of God of its monotheistic abso-

luteness, and impresses on it one of a pagan character.

PJiilo, imbued with the Hellenic idea of beauty and wisdom,

knew how to clothe over these contradictions, and to give to the

scientific, ethical, and religious cheerlessness of his position the

colouring of brightness and beauty. But veiy far from that

nature-growth of beauty of the Greeks was the artificial har-

mony which he composed. This appears to him at tlie same

time as something higher, namely, that union of the heathen

and the Jewish which aj a historical problem was imminent

:

and it must bo acknowledged, tliat in his system tlie human
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mind has made the attempt to complete the union of the pre-

Christian religions. To Christianity, hardly then in its dawn,

he presents himself in this respect as a rival. But blinding

as is the resemblance, on a superficial view, of many of his

ideas and modes of expression with Christianity, the principle

of both is fundamentally different, and even the seemingly

similar, when taken in its connection with the whole, has a quite

different meaning. With Christianity he would let the world

celebrate an eternal reconciliation throuo-h the Lowos ; but

what the fact of the Divine condescension was intended for

the first time to establish, and what the ancient saints, in fulfil-

ment of their pious longing, were authorized to expect as a

Divine fact, that he imagined as already done, nay, eternally

happening, and thus set aside Christianity. So that his system

came, like an apparitional contrast, to the cradle of Chris-

tianity ; or appeared like an impalpable dissolving Fata mor-

gana on the horizon on which Christianity had to arise.

At the same time, it is not to be denied that this system has

contributed somewhat to Christianity in the course of its deve-

lopment ; but this is the service which all opponents of Chris-

tianity, even its antipodes, render : merely that he should have

something in accordance with Christianity, was demanded of

him by his system as historically unfolded, and, still more, that

Christianity should with it. Philo's mind, and without doubt

that of many of his contemporaries, laboured pMlosophically at

the same problem as that which the person of Christ in fact,

and from Him the Church historically, has solved and is solv-

ing. And since also the Christian fact, as it is the historically

realized idea of religion, and seeks to be so recognised, has to

reproduce the ideal according to all its moments the same, the

tendency thereto was the earlier called forth from the circum-

stanqe that Christianity entered a world impregnated with ques-

tions and ideas which were allied to it. As thouo;ht began to

place the Christian idea in relation with the sphere of reason, it

came in most intimate contact with those pre-Christian essays

and ideas, and allowed itself at first, as we shall see, not seldom

to be drawn out of its own [)roj)er track ; but the Christian

principle, for which these ([uestions were essentially modified by

the entering in (»f the fact of Christianity, not only again col-

lected itself, but liad allowed itself to enter into that alliance
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with philosophy in order to take in its own time the reins in its

own hand, and to initiate a new era in philosophy. Of this

influence of the Philonian collective tendency on the Chris-

tian world, the Alexandrian Gnosticism is the most remark-

able monument, though by no means the only one, as, for

instance, Justin Martyr and the Alexandrian Church-fathers

show.^

From what has been advanced, it appears that the deriva-

tion of the idea of the incarnation of God from Hebraism or

Judaism* is untenable. It is not from the former ; for it is

utterly foreign to that development of the idea of God which

we find in the Old Testament, that the only God, Jehovah,

should have condescended to the finite so as to become man in

time, to mingle in the commonness of every-day life, and expose

Himself to the vicissitudes of human existence. There may be,

in the judgment of some, more probability of the Christian idea

being connected with Judaism. But the two principal parties

whom we best know, the Alexandrian and the Palestinian

Jews, were demonstrably imiorant of the idea of an incarnation

of God. We must consequently betake ourselves to that varied

mixture of heathen and Jewish modes of religious representa-

tion which is to be found in secret doctrines, or in the dim
fancies of small individual sects about the time of Christ. But
these contain partially marvellous and fantastic things, such as

the doctrine of the Adam Kadmon, or First Man. The one

side of this mystical doctrine is that according to which is in-

tended by him the male-female first being from which, by means
of a separation of the sexes, an emanation begins ; representa-

tions which have evidently come over into it from the nature-

religions, and would be abhorrent from the whole character of

Christianity. The other version of this doctrine is, that by the

Adam Kadmon is to be understood a hirrh. created being, made
in the image of God, whether we call it ^on or Archangel.

^ See Appendix, Note Q.

* [The German divines distinguish Hebraism from Judaism, applying the

former term to designate the religious system developed in the Old Testa-

ment, and the latter to designate the system of traditionary belief which

arose after the closing of the 0. T. canon. The distinction of nomenclature

is founded on a passage in Josephus, Antiq. XI. 5, 7. See De Wette

Lehrbiich der Christ. Dogmatik, vol. I. p. 63, third edit.— Ti;.]
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This Adam Kadmi^n passes through a whole series of incorpo-

rations : he has appeared as Adam, as Enoch, as ISToah, etc.

,

and last of all he appears in the Messiah. It need hardly be

pointed out that the Christian idea of the God-man receives no

illustration from this : in the incarnate Archangel there is no

manifestation of God in manhood ; only an Arian Christ could

be illustrated from this, which is no Christ, since he leaves God
in the background. Nor does the pantheistic Emanationism

improve the matter, it rather makes it worse ; for by the multi-

plicity of incarnations, each individual incarnation is degraded.

How much, however, with all these mystics the proper Divine

essence is the far-off, self-enclosed original essence, to which it

is consequently a contradiction to become man, not simply do-

ketically, but in reality, is shown directly by that gradation of

being, or incorporations of the same high Being, which at least,

as apparently mediating between the true Divine essence and

man, are placed between them. A third phase of this doctrine

is, that from the original Being Adam Kadmon sprang as a her-

maphrodite, which forthwith split into two sexes, the Son and the

Holy Ghost. Against this notion unite the reasons which have

been adduced against the two former, between wdiich it unde-

cidedly wavers. But enough of these perplexed and fantastic

ideas. They are instructive to us in so far as they, Avhether origi-

nated in the time of Chnst or later, show how the mind ever

felt itself pressed towards the same problem, to see an essential

inner unity established between God and man. But the un-

biassed feeling must judge wdiether the Christian doctrine of

the God-man stands related to this as its copy, or this is not

rather a paganized caricature of the archetype which appears

historically in Christianity.

Of the Theologoumena of this time, there further come

under this head the Memra (Word^Xo709) and Shechinah, as

also the Metatron. Of all these, however, it is to be said,

that either they never grew mto the assertion of an hypostasis,

but affirmed only the parastatic appearance of God, or the

mere symbol of His ])resence, and hence the Targums identify,

c. gi\, the Menn-a with Kuacli ; or, conversely, though they are

made to represent a persoiiality (especially to the Metatron), a

higher heavenly being, he is still a creature, so that the truly

Divine lies ever beyond it. To the idea of an incarnation of the
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properly Divine these TJieologoumena never es a whole coii'

ducted}

Up to this point we have considered tow far the Old
Testament and the Jewish modes of treating the rehition of

God to the world, and consequently the path from above to

below, are opposite to the Xew Testament. It remains to take

the converse view, the anthropologic, for the purpose of seeing

how the concept of man conforms to that of the God-man. The
Hebrew popular genius framed for itself in the cUvinely-inspired

prophets an ideal of man, and sought in this the balance and
reconciliation between God and man. The ideal is the servant

of God, that is, the subject in which the Old Testament right-

eousness, the Tsedaka, is so represented, that he is the perfect

servant of God, that is, does God's sen-ice perfectly, in obedience

and piety. Now, even if we adopt Nitzsch's fine remark, and
say that the Old Testament not only recognises a SovXo^, but

also sees realized a nearer relation to God, e. gr. in Moses,

—

who appears hence to be called afterwards Oepdircov, nay, rises to

the idea of an oiKov6fio<;, who, as a steward over the house of the

Lord, is trusted by Him as a confidential servant,—still there is

a long way from this to the New Testament Son of God. It is-

true that this phrase occurs not seldom in the O. T., having re-

ference in the theocratic sense to a moral or particular per-

sonality ; as e. gr. Jer. xxxi. 20, " Is not Ephraim My dear son,

My beloved child?" Hosea xi. 1, " \Yhen Israel was young,

then I loved him, and called him. My son, out of Eg"vpt;"

comp. Jer. xllx. 15, and so also Ps. ii. 7 of our subject. But
the metaphysical, the essential unity of this "^i'Tl? "with God is

not sufl^ciently to be proved even from the last passage. On
the other hand, the 'ii^^'l^y is certainly concentrated ever more
and more into a high personality, in which the scattered fea-

tures of all the servants of God in Israel become collected. He
is not merely a moral person, identical with Israel as opposed to

the heathen, or with the prophetic body as opposed to the Spirit-

forsaken Israel, but the servant of God. Still more tlic three-

fold theocratic office, the royal, the priestly, and the prophetic,

never united in any ordinary man, is represented as 'ombined in

Da^^d's Son, and herein is completed the image of the ^Messiah.

^ See Appendix, Note K.
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Still, even in this there is no going beyond the theocratic

ideal of the servant of God. It lies, indeed, in the nature of

the case, that the human ideal sometimes in its predicates passes

into a higher sphere. If the inspiration which is ascribed to the

prophets is ascribed to them in the fullest measure, it can no

longer be represented as an operation from without, but passes

into an essential being and dwelling of God in the prophet ; the

prerogatives of kingly might, conceived in their fulness, pass

over into the Divine predicates of eternal and all-embracing

rule ; and, in fine, the idea of the perfect high-priest leads to a

not merely symbolical, but to a practically powerful and actual

substitution, and this again oversteps the limits of man as an

individual related to others simply as brother.^—When, in fine.,

it is said, Dan. vii. 13, "I saw One like unto a son of man
coming with the clouds of heaven to the Ancient of days ; who
gave Him power, glory, and kingdom," etc., there is undoubtedly

showed in the vision the fjlorification of the human to the hio-her

majesty; for had only the form been human, Daniel would

certainly have said " an angel." But not mankind in general,

but only Israel, seems, according to verse 27, to be understood

by the son of man, so that as before with " the servant of God,"

we have here a moral personality brought to become an actual

anthropological one.* And so, on the anthropological side also,

we arrive at the result, that from the Old Testament stand-point

it was impossible to announce that a man was God, or God's

son, not simply in a figurative, but in an actual, metaphysical

sense.

Now, had there been no passing beyond the Old Testament,

ideas, the concept of the revelation of God, viewed from above

downwards, would have remained incomplete, the aocpla would

have found no sure and abiding place ; looked at from below

^ Cornp. Is. ix. G, 7, xlii. 1, liii., with Ps. xlix. 8, 9.

* [This inference by no means follows ; for the fact that the people of

the Messiah are represented as in and through Him sharing in His power

and glory, no more proves that the f^hrase, "son of man," is a collective

designation of them, and not a personal designation of Him, than the same

fact occurring in the N. T. would jirove that the terms applied to designate

our Lord are not personal but collective. In ver. 27, " the jicople of the

saints of the Most High" are distinguished from the latter; and tlie language

used of them is such as to lead to the impression tliat this term is employed

to designate the same being who in ver. 14 is called "A son of man."—Tl{.]
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upwards, the Old Testament ideal itself would not have been

completed. The self-i*evealing God, or I/ogos, and the concept

of man, stand so related to each other, that the one reaches its

perfect actuality and truth only through the other ; i.e., only as

the condescending grace of God is a humanification of the

Logos, is the latter the absolute revealer of God ; and only as

He is a man who is at the same time the Logos, is the entire

idea of manhood realized. Li this lies the reason why the entire

Old Testament mode of thought arrives first at its truth in the

idea of the God-man, so that this religion, as well as the pagan,

struo-oles after this idea. Thus there lies not less in the above

the proof that this idea came as little within the boimds of

Hebraism and Judaism, as those of heathenism.

And so, in the retrospect of all religious history before

Christ, we find this as a Prseparatio Evangelica in the fullest

«ense, and as serving for a proof that Christianity gives expres-

sion to that which all religions seek, that it embraces within

itself whatever is true in Heathenism and Judaism; but not less

for a proof also that the idea of the God-man, which so

peculiarly characterizes Christianity, has not emerged from

without Christianity, but wholly fi'om within it. To Christianity

this idea is original and essential. The beginning was the fact,

and the fact gave the knowledge.

Whilst, however, all genuine historical investigation presses

to the result that the Founder of our religion was Himself,

through His own self-consciousness, and the utterance of that

to others, the cause at once of the introduction into the minds

of men of the Cluistian idea of the God-man and of the attri-

bution of that to Him ; it would be rash to conclude, that from

the first it was a constitutive element of the Christian doctrine

expressly and consciously to ascribe to Christ all that without

wliich the idea of God-manhood, in its truth and in its whole

•extent, cannot be thought. Such an opinion would be wholly

at variance with the picture which we must form especially of

the first centuries, when a very respectable party of Christians

did not by any means ascribe to Christ all that is involved

in the concept of perfect Godhead— nay, when the Church

litself affirmed neither of this, nor of the humanity of Christ.

-ill that belongs to the concept of each respectively. Such
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an opinion would also indicate a want of perception of how it is

that the mind arrives gradually at consciousness in religious

things.

The Church, indeed, from the fii'st received the Christian

truth in its totality, but not in a fully developed form, Hence she

could not immediately diffuse, in sharp, definite, dialectic shape,

the contents of the faith which she bore, shut up within her, com-

plete in all its parts ; but she abode by declarations such as the

immediate necessity required, and which were to a certain extent

unsatisfactory to a later age, and in want of completion. She was

not thereby, however, deprived of a certain tact which guided

her securely to the detection and excision of what was hostile to

the faith. As in reference to morahty the conscience, though

unable in every moment to determine quickly and securely how
the moral problem is to be solved, yet knows by a safe tact to

discriminate what is evil; so there is a faith-conscience; and

this is the less deceptive the more the Church remains in the

concentrated sincerity of her primitive state, and the more

immediately the questions mooted approach the central point of

Christianity. Hence that clearness and firmness which we find

in the Church decisions of the first centuries; hence the spiritual

authority which, after so many centuries, is willingly conceded to

these decisions. In this state of affairs, it need not seem strange

to us that the Church, when called upon by the assertion of

unchristian positions, either to repudiate these, or to assert the

Christian truth in opposition to them, sliould have had no con-

viction that she had in the strict sense aught new to asserfe; but

rather, that she had to maintain and freely utter that which she

had always borne Avithin her.^ By more recent investigations,

indeed, the progressive working of the Christian mind from

element to element has been brought to be recognised, and con-

sequently it has been shown how the definite and conscious

adduction of each individual element is certainly new; but, on

the other hand, we should grievously err were we, overlooking

' When the ancient Church, after the fitting enunciation of a theological

truth, uttered as it were from her very soul, was found by some of her

teachers, expressed this by saying, Tins teacher has not said this as its

author, but riiv tyk £K>i7^r,at'u; /^votikyiu ip/K.n/iiKjxi 'Trecpx^oaiv, the essential

fact was thereby expressed. The Church teachers are not authors of dogmas,

but interpreters, or the mouth of the Church.
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that original implantation of the truth in its totality (though

as yet in immecUate or relatively unconscious form), to incline to

the opinion, that nevertheless the individual articles of the faith

only gradually came into being, and so have only a Church

validity. He who would adopt this latter \'iew, and would

thence deduce the accidental character of the particular dogmas,

their purely human origin, or, it may be, their untruthfulness,

would betray an ignorance of the organizing plastic power of a

new principle such as Christianity is, and a deficiency in pro-

founder historical insight, akin to that of those who conversely

believe that Christianity itself is to be conceived through

pre-Christian parallels.

We shall set forth this more minutely, with direct reference

to our dogma.

The reason of the general impulse to think the elevation oi

Christ in a peculiar way, which is e^-ident enough even in the

Judfeo-Christian tendency, and which cannot rest until it finds

satisfaction in the assertion of a ofjuoova-la of the Son with the

Father, is based in the essence of Christianity itself. The fact

that men strictly trained in Judaism, like Paul, give, in their

writings, to Christ such high Di\'ine predicates, which stand in

direct contradiction with strict Je^^^sh monotheism, remains

inexplicable, unless we presume a total and overmastering change

of their religious views, by which these were transposed into an

entirely new element of thought and life. There wants not,

indeed, from the beginning, an objective doctrine on the natm'e

of Christ. His declarations concerning Himself would be

transmitted ; for the two statements stand connected, " I believe,

therefore have I spoken," and " Faith itself cometh by preach-

ing." But this doctrine came to be truly and spiritually appro-

priated first in the following way :—They had experienced

Christianity as a Divine history of their inner being; believing

in Christ they had obtained access to God, in the Son they had

found the Father. In this innermost, most certain fact of their

consciousness, there lay for them the impulse and the necessity

to place the person of Christ, the founder cf this their new
jife, in the closest, most vital relation to the Father.^ In this

all Christians were at one; but the first preachers of Christianity,

* See Appendix, Note S.
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no less than Christians of the following times, differed from

each other as to the measure of knowledge they possessed of the

relation between God and Christ. Besides the divers measure

of individual impulse and natural inclination to Christian gnosis,

there must with the Apostles have been an especial effect pro-

duced by outward circumstances and relations, through which

the Christian spirit of some w'ould receive a more universal

cultui'e (as with Paul and John)., but through which it would

become more difficult for others quickly, and when set loose from

the fetters of traditional modes of thought, to advance in free

Christian knowledge. Hence, as we shall presently see, the

former already unfold more specially the relation of Christ to

God, but the latter not.

The History of Dogmas, as such, has to do, not with the

utterances out of which faith springs, i.e., not with the objective

doctrinal declarations of Christ and His Apostles, but with the

faith that is exhibited to the knowledge of men, or developed into

Church doctrine. It belongs to other departments of inquiry

to set forth the doctrine of Christ concerning Himself, and the

testimony of the Apostles, since the import of the canon cannot

become the first link in the chain of Dogmatic History. History

of Dogmas has to show how the objective testimony concerning

Christ, given for all times, is, in the entire fulness of all its

elements, more and more disclosed to the consciousness of the

Church in Aartue of her work, conducted by the Holy Ghost.

No generation of the Church, least of all the first, has the entu'e

riches of the apostolic preaching vitally in it; the word of Christ

and His Apostles rather stretches beyond and over each, as the

all-sufficient norm, even to the end of time. But in spite of this

its dogmatic position, the testimony of Christ and the Apostles

finds its place also in the History of Dogmas ; it forms the

impulse which must be presupposed in the dogmatico-historical

process of the Church. To view it merely as a part of this

process itself, would be to treat it erroneously as respects its

characteristics; but starting from it as the impulse without which

the spiritual movement, which Dogmatic History has to describe,

would be incomprehensible, \vc gain at least this much, that the

sufficient cause of this movement is brought to light. For this,

however, the highest types of doctrine in the canon are not

required; the lower will suffice.
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When Dogmatic Histoiy occupies itself with the Christian

truth, inqumng how it has become a subjective possession in

the Church, and has more and more developed itself under the

guidance and direction of the ^^Titten accredited testimony of the

Apostles, the differences which appear in the canon on even

Christological points, have, as respects its beginning, but little

significancy. For Dogmatic History cannot in that case expect

or show at the beginning, in the collective conviction of Chris-

tians, a mirror of the highest which the canon contains on the

Christology ; on the contrary, it is only natural and in full

order that that canonical form of doctrine should soonest find

vogue which approaches nearest to the pre-Christian modes of

thought. Only the specifically Christian element therein must

ever be preserved unadulterated;^ a condition which we must

extend, in part, to everything that is the object of Dogmatic

History. For phenomena in which the specifically Christian

element is no longer retained, or never has existed, no one has

any right to draw into a history of Christian dogmas. Where the

Christian fundamental presumption is wanting, i.e., where there

is not an acknowledgment that in Christianity something Divme
has become historical, and that something Divine of a decisive

significancy, and fm'nishing the complement of religion ; then it

is no longer Christianity of which men speak, but something

pre-Christian which has some appearance of Christianity. But
neither a reflection of the whole, nor of some one Christian

element, is a Christian element itself. For one Christian ele-

ment is not where the other elements, though it may be in

fettered state, oppressed, nay, menaced by the overweight of the

one, are not to be found. This is the peculiarity of the Chris-

tian truth, that it either exists wholly— though, it may be, in a

very incomplete form— or not at all; and this is involved in

the relation of Christian thouiiht to belief, the latter beinc the

prior, and not that which receives its first establishment through

thought.^

If now we pass over to the introductory consideration of the

impulse which the concept of a histoiy of dogmas presumes,

there are two things against which we must be on our guard.

First, we must beware of treating it so narrowly as to prcsup-

^ Sec Appendix, Note T. 2 g^^ Appendix, Note P.

VOL I. D
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pose in the appearance of Christ, and the testimony of His

Apostles concerning it, nothing essentially new. If we do this,

we shall, to speak briefly, depiive Dogmatic History of its proper

and peculiar principle. Secondly, however, we must guard

against setting forth this impulse, as it operated in the Church,

as so dogmatically formed from the beginning, that we shall

accredit the Church with the immediate possession of what was

the collective property of the Apostles. But it is according to

nature that the development within the Church, just that it may
be really its own, that it may proceed systematically and not in

a desultory manner, begins with what is still for the majority

indefinite ; which, as such, is, dogmatically (not practically) con-

sidered, at the same time, as yet, the most imperfect form of thp

Christian truth. Hence the right course will be here to considei

somewhat more closely only that form of apostolic doctrine

which undoubtedly stands nearest to the Christological stand-

point of the primitive Church, and represents the smre as well

as sufficient impulse for its dogma-framing activity. We would

not thereby exclude the fact, that at a later period the Pauline

and Johannine form of doctrine obtained a decisive guid-

ing and directing influence. But as Paul and John do not

essentially differ from the others,— rather only as the advanced

development differs from the germ ; so does the synoptic age

of Christology not essentially differ from that later age in

which the influence of Paul and John predominates : the later

Church did not receive something new as from without,

but only a higher form of the doctrine held by the primitive

Church.

Now, within the New Testament canon, which presents to us

the apostolic form of doctrine, there is no writing to be found

in which the Christian fundamental presupposition—and that in

its double form, the Christological and the anthropological— is

not expressed. For our present object, there are at least three

principal types of doctrine to be discriminated : 1. I'hat which

approaches nearest to the Old Testament, and to which James,

the Synoptists, Jude, and Peter conform ; 2. the Pauline, which

presents what is specially Christian in its distinction from the

O. T., and construes it rather in the anthro])ological than in

the Christological form ; and, 3. the Johannine, in Avhich the

objective ('hi-i.'>tolf)gical form predominates, and which, conse-
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quently, though not destitute of an Old Testament background,

is yet especially adapted to suit the Hellenic mind, and to show to

such, in Christianity, as well the truth contained in the heathen

theory of the world, as its difference therefrom (1 John v. 20,

21). But the two latter may be dismissed here with the sino-le?

remark, that there can be no doubt about them ; in the First

Epistle of John, the genuineness of which is unquestioned, not

less than in his Gospel, in the earlier epistles of Paul not less than

in those to the Colossians, the Philippians, the Ephesians, and
the Pastoral Epistles, there is ascribed to the Son not merely a

moral but an essential divinity, a not merely economical but an
ontological or metaphysical relation to the Father ; so that He,
with the Father and the Holy Ghost, a Holy Triad, renders the

work completed by this Person the absolute end of the creation

of the world, accomplishes the completion of religion through

the reconciliation with God in Clu'ist.^ Not less with Paul and
John is the true manhood of Christ, and its perfect historical

reality, indubitably taught and presupposed.^

^ See from Paul such passages as 2 Cor. v. 17-21
; Gal. ii. 20 ; Rom.

viii. 11, 31 ff., vi. 1-10 ; 2 Cor. i. 19-21 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 22 ; Gal. iii. 17, 22,

26, 27, iv. 6, 26 ; 2 Cor. v. 10, xiii. 13 ; Col. i. 13-21 and PMl. ii. 6-10

comp. 1 Cor X. 4, 9, xv. 22-28, 45, 47 ; and 1 Tim. iii. 16, which passage,

even with the reading oV) asserts the pre-existence of Christ according to

Hls Godhead. Comp. also 1 Tim. i. 15. From John comp. 1 Ep. i. 1-3
,

Gosp. i. 1-4, 14, 17, 18 ; 1 Ep. iv. 2, 15, ii. 23, v. 6-7, 9, 12, 20 (God in

Christ is the true God), i. 7, ii. 2, iv. 10, iii. 5, 16, 20, 21, comp. Gosp. i.

29, iii. 14-16, xi. 51, 52, x. 15, 17, vi. 51. Clu-ist's eschatological position,

1 Ep. iii. 2, ii. 28 ; Gosp. v. 26-29. His oneness with God not merely in

a moral sense, Gosp. v. 17, xiv. 9, 10, 30, xvii. 5 comp. 1 Ep. ii. 23, 24,

iv. 9, 10, 15, 16. The Divine Triad, e. gr., 1 Ep. iii. 23, 24, ii. 24 comp.

27, iv. 13, 14, V. 10 comp. 6 ; Gosp. xiv. 16, 17 comp. 23, 26, i. 33, xv. 26,

xvi. 7-9, 13. From the Apocalypse comp. xix. 11-16, v. 6-8, 12, 13, i. 5,

17, 18 comp. 8, iii. 14, 21, vi. 16, 17, vii. 15-17, xi. 15, 8, xii. 11, xiii. 8,

xvii. 14, xix. 7, 8, xx. 6, xxii. 13.

2 John i. 14 comp. xvii. 2, i. 32, 52, ii. 13, iv. 6, v. 27, vi. 27, 53, vii.

39, viu. 16, 28 f., 40, x. 11, 15 comp. xv. 13, x. 33, xi. 15, 35, 38, 41, 50
(comp. ix. 11, 24), xii. 23, 27, 34, xiii. 23, 31, xix. 17, 18, 26, 28, 30, 34,

XX. 11, 17 ; Apoc. xiv. 14, i. 17, 18, xi. 8, i. 5 ; Rom. i. 3, ix. 5, iii. 25,

v. 6-10, vi. 3-10, vii. 4, vui. 2, 3 ; 1 Cor. i. 23, ii. 7, x. 15, 16, xi. 3,

24-27, XV. 3-8 (comp. Acts xxiii. 6, xxii. 8-10, ix. 6, xvii. 31) ; 1 Cor.

XV. 47 ; liVTipo; uvSpuTTo; Rom. v. 14, 19 ; 2 Cor. iii. 18 (comp. 1 Cor.

XV. 49), iv. 6, V. 16 ; Gal. ii. 20, iv. 4 ; Eph. i. 20-23, ii. 6, v. 23 ff.

;

Phil, ii 6-10 (comp. Rom. xiv. 9, 11 ; 2 Cor. v. 10) ; Col. i. 13-19, 24,
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As respects the rest of the New Testament writers, special

consideration must be given to the Synoptists, as it is well known
that the proclamation of the Gospel commenced not so much with

doctrine as with history, in which the doctrine was contained.

The history of Christ forms most certainly the common good of

the first Christians ; above all, the fact of His death and of His

resurrection. But with that was conjoined the relation of His

miracles, ofHis discourses,which even with the Synoptists refer us

to His person as the central point. Among these discourses, those

especially important for our present object are the eschatological.

In the synoptical Gospels Christ has commonly the names

vlo<i ©60V and u/09 avOpcairov. Of these the Apostles usually give

Him the former when they would designate Him worthily ; the

latter they do not apply to Him, it is His own self-chosen name.

The title, Son of God, in the Synoptists, does not refer to the

meaning of this phrase in the Old Testament ; He is not merely

a son of God, as was David, or other kings of Israel, or pious

men of this people, or as the prophets ; He appears, in general,

not as one among many, not as one of the sons of God, but as

The Son, the only, the well-beloved ; and, though they do not

use the expression, " Only-begotten," they have the meaning,

that which ascribes to His Sonship exclusiveness* (comp. Matt,

iii. 17, xvii. 5, xxii. 42-45, xxi. 33 ff. comp. 37 ; Mark xii. 6).

In contrast with Him, the great men and prophets stand as hovkot

before the yto? : David's Son is also David's Lord. But there

are principally three meanings which the phrase yto? ©eov has in

these Gospels. The first we may call the j^hj/sical (Matt. i. 23

;

Luke i. 35), because He has this name by nature, and on

account of the mode of His birth. Of John it is said, " He
shall be filled with the Holy Ghost from his mother's womb "

(Luke i. 15) ; where the existence of the person of John pre-

cedes the filling with the Holy Ghost. Of Jesus it is said,

Because He comes into being through the power of the Holy

Ghost (Luke i. 35), because He is conceived by the power of

the Holy Ghost (Matt. i. 20), and so is from a Divine essence,

ii. 9, 14 ; 1 Tim. i. IfJ, ii. 5, G, iii. IG ; 2 Tim. ii. 8 ; Tit. ii. 12-14
; Ileb.

i. 3, ii. 7, 10, 14, 17, 18, iv. 15, v. 1, 2, 7-9, vii. 2G-28, ix. 11-16, x. 10,

14, 20, xiv. 20, xii. 2, 24, 25, xiii. 12.

* [Einzifjkeit. We want an equivaloiit for tliis in English. Might one
form a word, and expresa it exactly by " soldhj " ?—Tu.]
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He has the name Son of God (Luke i. 35, 32) ;
there is in Him

God M us (Matt. i. 33); God has m Hnn rede^ned H.

people (Luke ii. 11), yea, aU mankmd (Luke n. 14, 31) ,
and

He has hecome the Sun of mankind, ^vho bnngs a new morning

(Luke i. 78), inasmuch as in Him God is historically present.

And it is not one of the natures that has this name but the entire

Person. But what this is by nature and in itself, that must it

become throu^h a truly human development. So far as He ven-

fies and morally realizes this His natural Divine Sonship, we ha^-e

thereby the concept of the etJiical Sonship of God (Luke ii. 52,

49 iv 3 9). That He also, in this sense, perfectly represented

the Sonship of God, was, for the time preceding His public

manifestation, attested by the utterance at His baptism (Matt,

iii 17). But as, without the physical Sonship as apresupposi-

tion, the ethical would be impossible, whereby He is the Ho y

One of God, the sinless man, come to bring, above all personally

in Himself, the good, the Divine law, into actual manifestation

(Matt. V. 17)-but even on that account, in a perfect y human

way, in a progressive manifestation, advancing through conflict

(Matt, xix' 16, 17 ; Mark x. 18 ;
Luke iv. 13, xm. 49, 50)j so

without both, the physical and the ethical, the third the opcial,

^-ould be impossible, which conversely is as naturally and neces-

sarily the end of both these, as the ethical is of the physical.

This third meaning of the phrase is indeed that commonly attri-

buted to it as a designation of the Messiah by His cotemporaries

;

but this will not justify any in reducing the Christian idea of

the Divine Sonship within th: meagre limits of the Jewish ideas

of the ^.lessiah. If we would know what concept the Synoptists

and the first Christian churches had of Christ as Gods Son,

we must not ignore the first two meanings ;
if we do, we shal

not obtain the historical representation of their idea of Olmst

in its totality. It is when we ^-iew them together that we first

come to conceive also His work. To those united to Him by

faith (which He desires to be faith in His Persoii, Matt xv^

16, 17), He can, as He does, assure union with God only ii

in Him there is God-with-us.

According to the Svnoptists, Jesus boldly announced Hirn-

self as the Son of God where it was necessary (^latt. xxvi 05,

64, xvi. 16, 17) ; but commonly He did not so designate Hnn-

self; his favourite appellation of Himself was the Son of Man
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Certain as it is that He avouIcI not have so called Himself haj
He not known Himself to be true and perfect man/ it is never-

theless not enough to stop at the fact that He did so call Him-
self ; we must ask, further, whv He called Himself by a name
which in some sense is common to all, and by which on that

very account no one besides has designated himself ? It is usual

to refer to Dan. vii. 13, 14 on this head ; but we are not

thereby furnished with what is necessaiy for the explanation :

at the utmost, this passage shows that Jesus might have used

this expression also, but not why, amoiig the many other names
for the Messiah, He should have chosen just this as the stand-

ing one. That explanation Avill hit upon what is needful which
avails to show that this designation was, and why it was, at

once the most natural for His personal self-consciousness, and
for use in respect of His office the most appropriate ; neither

without the other. Xot through modesty, which conceals what
is higher lest the charge of self-seeking should be incurred,

—

not from Divine love, which treats men as its equal, has this

phrase been constructed or selected ; for a modesty which con-

cealed just what is most needful for men would have been
wanting in love, and a favourite expression which should not

at the same time be the natural efflux of His personal self-con-

sciousness Avould have been wanting in truth. But this desio--

nation must be the product of a self-consciousness for which
the fact of human sonship, or being the son of man, was not

that which lay nearest to it, a thing of itself, a matter of course,

but that which Avas secondary and superinduced. But if the

self-consciousness of Christ were so modified that His being

human was presented to Him as something secondaiy, then the

primary thing in His consciousness must have been something

else, that wliich is expressed in John xvii. 5 ; and the original

wherein His self-consciousness knew itself immediately at home
(comp. Luke ii. 49), must, at least from the time when He
had Himself entire, when His innermost reality came into

being, have been the Divine.* In this respect it deserves

' By tliis name, wliich never was lost from the remcinbranee of tlio

Church (fiomp. even Acts vii. 54, Apoc. xiv. 14), Doketism is signalizeil as

contradictory to primitive Christianity.

* [Das UrspriJnf,'liche, worin sein Sclbstbewusstsein sich unmittelbar

heimisch wei-ss (vgl. TiUc. ii 49), muss, wenigstcns von tlor zcit an, wo cr sich
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especial notice, that this apparently humblest name first occurs

in the time of His maturest consciousness ; first, therefore, when
His personal self-consciousness has been perfected, and passes

throuo-h means of the o-eneric consciousness into the official.

Thus far only one-half of this appellation, namely, why He
calls Himself a man, is explained. But Pie calls Himself The

Man-son, or the Son of man. In point of fact, it is impossible

that one, in whom the Divine was the primitive and constitutiv4,

should be only one man among others, imperfect or, it may be,

sinful like them. But in Him pure humanity must be presented

as it nowhere else is ; and that it may be so, even the irvevfia

a^Lov {i.e., the Divine essence) forms the constitutive for the

formation of His person. Since He calls Himself not a ]\Ian-

son, but the Man-son, also not the son of a man, but the Son of

man, there lies therein of necessity, along with a perfect equa-

lity with others in what is essential to humanity, at the same

time the intimation that He corresponds more perfectly than the

others to the concept of man, that He is man of a nobler ex-

traction, the pure Son of man.^

Since He thus miites in Himself the Divine and human
Sonship, He has the latter through the former ; but so that

first in the latter does the former satisfy its own proper concept.

Or, inasmuch as He is both, God's Son and ISIan's Son, is He T7te

Son simply (Matt. xxiv. 36, xi. 27 ff., xxviii. 20 ; Luke xi. 52 ;

Mark xiii. 32 ; ISIatt. xxi. 36 ff.), is the Sonship in Him per-

fected and brought to light. We may thus understand why He
so often, and in so many especially weighty passages, compre-

hensively calls Himself simply the Son, who stands to the

Father in such peculiar relations that He never, as sharing with

His followers, calls Him Our Father, but always Mi/ Father^

(Matt, xviii. 10, 19, 35, xx. 23, xxvi. 53, xxv. 34 ; Lukexxiii. 46),

from whom He, as the only and well-beloved Son (Matt. xxi. 37),

received witness in words on the occasion of the Transfigm-ation,

Belbst ganz hat, -wo sein Innerstes Wirklichkeit geworden ist, das Gbttlrche

gewcsen seyn.]

* A thought which gives the Christian version of the doctrine of the

Adam Kachnon, and is especially unfolded in the Pauline doctrine of tno

Bccond Adam, who completes the creation of the first; 1 Cor. xv. 45-49;

Rom. v. 14.

2 The only apparent exception is in the Lord's Prayer ; but thi#, more
closely surveyed, proves anew what is above asserted.
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and by His resurrection ; but who not less stands among men
as the Son of the House, the Freeborn and the Free among tlie

servants, not that He may enjoy His dignity alone, but that He
may make the servants brethren, to which, apart from Him, they

are only destined without being able to get rid of the schism in

which they are with their destination,— a schism which only He,

through the overmastering power of His boundless love, is able

to heal (Matt. xx. 28, xxvi. 28).

In proceeding to consider briefly some special passages in

which this peculiar j)osition of Christ as the Son of God and the

Son of man is presented by the Synoptists, we shall not adduce

the whole range of His miracles, since others as well as He
wrought miracles, and the peculiarity of His miracles becomes

apparent only in connection with His history in general. We
may also pass by the fact, that, according to the synoptic

account. He transferred His miraculous power to His followers
;

for something analogous to this may be drawn from the history

of Moses and Elijah. But neither Moses, nor Elijah, nor the

Baptist, imparted the forgiveness of sins ; whilst He not only

says that the Son of Man has power on earth to forgive sins,

but makes use of this power, nay, places His miraculous power

in the service of this (Llatt. ix. 2-6 ; Luke v. 20-24), which is

challenged by the Pharisees as a blasphemous pretension ; and

in this they would have been in the right had the Ebionite re-

presentation of Christ been the true one, the one answering to

His self-consciousness and self-witness. So also, when He in-

stitutes the rite of baptism, not merely in the name of the

Father and the Holy Ghost, but in His own name as well. He
intrudes in a most unbecoming way into the sphere of the

Divine, if His Person, after the manner of other founders of

religion, is merely accidental or indifferent to the religion, and

not rather tliat without which there can be no mention what-

ever of tlie idea of the completed religion. But the Synoptists

also adduce the ground on which He ])laces Himself so pecu-

liarly in relation to the Father and the Spirit, and on which He
assigns to His name a religious significancy (Matt. x. 32, 33,

30 f. ; Luke xii. 8, 9; Matt, xviii. 19, 20). For "no man
knoweth the Son but the Fathei', and no man knoweth the

Father but the Son, and He to whom the Son will reveal it"

fLuke .\. 22 ; Matt. xi. 27). The Son hath the power of
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sending the Holy Ghost ; of baptizuig not with water, but with

the Holy Ghost and with fire (Acts i. 5, comp. Luke iii.

16; Matt. iii. 11 ; Mark i. 8) ; as He also not merely imparts

the foroiveness of sins, but is also the Mediator thereof (Matt.

XX. 28, xxvi. 28). As He in the passages cited ascribes to

Himself the peculiarity of knowledge of the Highest, nay, calls

Himself (Luke vii. 35, xi. 49, comp. Matt, xxiii. 34, xi. 19) the

Wisdom (<Toj)La, comp. X0709 in John) ; as He ascribes holiness

to Himself, setting Himself above the holiest thing in Israel

(Matt. xii. 6, comp. iv. 5), and above the greatest men of the

old covenant (Matt. xxi. 33 ff., comp. 37, x-ii. 41, 42, xi. 11

;

Luke vii. 28) ; as He, in fine, not only recognises it as His

vocation to fulfil the law, but also has at the close of His earthly

career the consciousness of having fulfilled His vocation : so He
ascribes to Himself a power which extends infinitely beyond the

measure of the human, and in this respect puts Himself on an

equality with God (Matt. xi. 27 ; Luke x. 22 ; Matt, xxviii.

18) :
" All power is given to jSle in heaven and on earth. Go ye

therefore, and bring all nations to be My disciples, and baptize

them for the name of the Father, and the Son, and the Holy

Ghost." It is true that, according to the Synoptists, He recog-

nises His appearance as a historical fact among others, as a re-

velation among others, and places it in close relation to these

(Matt. xi. 11-14, xxi. 25-37, xvii. 11, 12 ; Lukexvi. 16, 29-31

;

Matt. V. 17 ff., xix. 8) ; but He no less recognises it as perfectly

singular, and of eternally more valid significancy;— of such a

kind, indeed, that the continuous development of mankind is not

thereby consummated, but rather for the first time set rightly

in motion ; but this so that He also resumes in Himself what is

yet future. This deserves closer examination. His appearance

is set forth by the Synoptists as all-comprehending in respect

of time and space, and as absolutely decisive within the highest

sphere. This is declared negatively in the strongest manner by

the representation that not individual forms of evil, but the

principle of evil itself, the Prince of this world, comes into

decisive conflict with Him (Matt, iv., xii. 27-29, xiii. 37-39,

parall.) ; whilst Christ recognises it as His vocation to overcome

this princii)le (Luke x. 18). Obviously here, there lies at the

foundation the conception, that in Ciu-ist the universal principle

of (food itself lias come into a struiriile for life or death with the
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universal principle of evil, and in dying has conquered. The
same idea, that in Christ the good itself has become personally

present, lies in the nnmerons passages which assert that no one

can be judged before he has entered into that historical relation

with Christ which belongs to the quickening of faith. By the

acceptance or rejection of Christ, viewed as final, is the absolute

worth or worthlessness of the man in an absolute manner de-

cided upon ; and this is explained only on the assumption, that

in Christ there is accepted or rejected, not one of the manifes-

tations of the good, but the good itself. Hence it is said, Matt,

xxiv. 14, that the end (the judgment) shall come wdien the

Gospel shall have been testified to the entire circle of nations on

the earth (!Mark xiii. 10). Hence is it held to be a sin never to

be forgiven, to sin against the Holy Ghost ; i. e., to go on to an

unsusceptibility of the operations of the Holy Ghost, without

which no one obtains the bliss-giving faith in Christ (IVIatt. xvi.

16, 17).—If, for the rmiversal significancy of His appearance, a

particular place was in the first instance to be secured ; if for the

everlasting life on earth a firm historical centre had to be laid,

in order that, spreading out from this on all sides (Mark xvi. 15),

it mio-ht secure universality also outwardly and historically

;

yet in His kingdom universality in an inward sense intimately

inhered from the beginning, and is involved in the imiversal

significancy of Christ as the Son of Man, is also by Him in the

strongest manner affirmed. The field for His sowing is nothing

less than the world ; and the whole mass is to be leavened

(Matt. xiii. 38, 32, 41 ; Mark iv. 32 ; Matt. xxiv. 14, xxviii.

19 ; Mark xi. 17, xvi. 15, 16 ; Matt. xxvi. 13, xxi. 43, viii. 11

;

Luke xiii. 29). Not less comprehensive, however, is Christ's

recognition, according to the Synoptists, of the significancy of

His Person and His work in relation to time, than in relation to

space or to the nations of mankind. He knows Himself as the

final revelation of God ; a larger, a higher, is not to be expected

;

so that, according to the judgment of the Synoptists, every pre-

tended advance beyond Him is really a falling behind Him.

This is, however, so understood by them, that they impute to

the entire representation of Christ, to which they ascribe this

all-decisive significancy, not only the features of His earthly

apjtcarancc, but also the cschatological, in which, for the first

time, their representation of Christ receives its decisive comple-
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tion. During His appearance on earth, it was not yet made
manifest what He was to be, nor was it until flis ascension to

the Father that the element was supplied, in which the doctrine

of Christ reaches through Him the power of producing faith

(Acts i. 2-5). This His exaltation (Luke xxiv. 51 ; Acts i.

10) to the right hand of the Father (Acts ii. 33 ; Mark xvi. 1 9),

is in itself the power of sending the Holy Ghost (Acts i. 5, 8,

ii. 33), which, designed for the entire race (Acts ii.), gives to it

the certainty of true redemption, of absolute perfection (Acts

iii. 15, 20-23). Every man who has faith is now a prophet,

and knows with Divine certainty, as well that in Christianity

the decision has taken place, the rehgion is completed, as also

that the outward appearance of its triumph had commenced,
and that no enemy was a match for it (Acts ii. 17, 21, iii, 21).

As, however, the exalted Christ sends the Spirit, so to Him
belongs in the general the ending of the world. His parousia

will bring the final and also the piiblic judgment. As He is

the absolute Lawgiver, in whom is represented the unveiled and
fulfilled holy and gracious will of God (Matt. v. 17) ; so will

He be also the Judge of the whole world at His second coming,

of which He so often speaks (e. gr. ]Matt. vii. 2-23 ; Lulie xiii.

25 ; Matt. xiii. 41, xxiv. 31, x. 32 ; Mark viii. 38 ; Matt. xxv.

,

Luke xvii. 30, xii. 35 etc.), and at which His Person, which may
still be misunderstood (Luke xxii. 68, 69), shall be revealed, so

that no one shall be able to refuse submission. ISTow, since the

Person of Christ gives to Himself and His work an actuality

of value through His coming the second time to judgment, so

faith in the eschatological discourses of Christ conveys, as no-

thing else does, a view of the absoluteness of the Christian reli-

gion, whose final momentum is objective actuality and supre-

macy, the kingdom of glory or power. To this Love, renouncing

self and laying aside immediate power, must be restored if she

is actually the highest and alone trul}- real, and if to her inner

absoluteness belongs (Matt. xxvi. 63, 64, xix. 28, xvi. 27 ; Luke
ix. 26; Mark x. 29, 30). As this is foreshadowed in Christ's

Person, in the indissoluble connection of His resurrection and

ascension with His death (Matt. x. 24, 38 ff., xvi. 24 f. ; Luke
xvii. 33), the same course is repeated in His believing followers,

in His Church ; and so firm is the tie which binds the vvfi^t'o^

(Matt. ix. 15, xxv. 1) to her, that He regards the time of her
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servile estate, as well as all her misfortunes, as His own humilia-

tion and shame (Matt. xii. 48, x. 14, 40, 41 ; Mark ix. 37, 41

;

Matt. XXV. 35 ff., x^dii. 5, 20 ; Luke ix. 48), and will, out of the

fulness of His majesty, bring it to an end. Then will He allot

the kingdom to His followers who have believed in Him, as the

Father has allotted it to Him (Luke xxii. 28-30)—the kingdom

prepared for them from the beginning of the world (Matt. xxv.

34) ; then will He eat the new, the perfect supper with them

(Luke xxii. 16-18 ; Matt. xxvi. 29).

Taking the notices of the Synoptists together, it thus appears

that for all eternity, also for the ^cor] aloovio'i in heaven, the

Person of Christ, the Son of God and the Son of Man, forms

the centre point of the Christian religion, in the trials and in

the triumphs of individuals and of the Church. He is the

perfect Lawgiver ; He not merely reveals, but He realizes as

well, the holy and just as the gracious will of God ; hence is

He also the Judge of the world. He has and exercises power

over the whole world, even as He does over the spiritual ; He
communicates here the forgiveness of sins and the Holy Ghost,

there eternal felicity; and the summit of the latter is ever formed

by perfect fellowship with His Person. He has left His

followers only in appearance; for wherever two or three are

assembled in His name, there is He in the midst of them ; and

He is with His own always, even to the end of the world (Matt,

xviii. 20, xxviii. 20). To know Christ in this nearness, belongs

consequently, characteristically, to the Christian luorsliip ; and

the meal of His institution is appointed as the highest means

for the enjoyment of this nearness for the Church on earth

(Matt. xxvi. 26-28).^

It may be boldly affirmed, that the entire representation of

Christ given by the Synoptists may be placed by the side of the

Johannine as perfectly identical, inasnuich as faith, moulded by

• Those who reject the Gospel by John on account of its glorifying of

Christ, can hardly have set themselves in clear relations with the synoptic

Christology ; otherwise must this have either covered that of John, or drawn
more decidedly upon itself that one-sided dissent expi'ossed towards the

latter. This would indeed have been a breach with the united tradition of

primitive Christendom ; but it is on all sides better that this, where it

exists, should come into consciousness, and so to oxMininatiou, than that it

should abscond through, e. gr., a falsilicatiun of tlie historical reUitioua

of thiiM's.
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means of the synoptic tradition, must have essentially the same

features in its concept of Christ as the Christ of John has.

The passages in John which speak the most loftily of Christ, are

those to which the Synoptists supply exactly the closest parallels,

whilst some of the strongest traits in the latter find no parallel

in John; comp. Matt. ix. 2-6 with John v. 14 (viii. 11), Matt,

xxviii. 18-20 with John iii. 5. But as these latter synoptic

traits are assuredly capable of being without difficulty incorpo-

rated with John's representation of Christ; so, on the other

hand, may what John, with Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews,

advances that goes beyond the Synoptists—that, namely, which

has relation to the element of Pre-existence—be brought into

relation to them. The Christ of the Synoptists stands already

so high above the Ebionitic Christ ; He is, especially through

His eschatological aspect, so linked with the world-idea; that to

the synoptic faith there needs to be added not so much a new

object, as simply a stronger interest of Gnosis ; and so also it is

that this faith can find satisfaction in no narrower utterance

concerning Christ, than in such an one as the dogma of His

Pre-existence will enunciate. In point of fact, there are not

wanting in the Synoptists themselves the beginnings of such

:

comp. Luke vii. 35, Matt. xi. 19, where Christ calls Himself

The Wisdom, with Prov. viii.. Matt. xi. 27; especially, however,

Luke xi. 49 with Matt, xxiii. 34, Matt. xiii. 17, Luke x. 23, 24,

with John viii. 56 ff.

It is deserving of notice, that, as respects the argumentative

force of what has been said, it is matter of indifference which of

the leading views regarding the origin of the three first Gospels

is most generally embraced. For suppose, e. gr., that they owe

the form of their historical narrative, wholly or in part, to oral

tradition—nay, suppose that this has determined also, in part,

even the substance of their contents, they thus remain as the

common possession of the primitive Church, to attest incontest-

ably the character of its belief as neither Doketic nor Ebionitic.

If it be assumed, also, that all later heresies are to be viewed as

results of the Church agitation of the dogma itself, faith in Christ

as the Son of God and of man, in the meaning proved, did not first

arise out of an Ebionitic or Doketic tendency and its prevalence,

but precedes both these, nay, is presupposed by them both ;
since

they, according to what has been adduced, become Christian here-
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sies onlv through this presupposition. But whether this Church

faith itself, which is presupposed as well in the case of heresies

as in respect of the construction of dogmas by which these were

overcome, has operated much or little on the formation even of

the contents of the Gospel tradition followed by the Synoptists,

this much sober historical inquiry must hold fast, that just the

weightiest and the highest, i.e., what is most characteristically

Christian, cannot have been the product or the projection of this

alleged Church faith; for, in order to be able to produce, it must

first be, and Christian faith itself comes into being through what

is characteristically Christian, and not antecedently to it. A
faith of individual Christians, or of a Christian community, which

is devoid of the Christian element,— a faith which deposits the

Christian element rather tlian apprehends it, is an intellectual

nonentity, a monster of perverted thought. The Church cannot

have contrived the representation of Christ, because the rise of

the Church was conditioned by the antecedent representation of

its Lord.-^ Thus, exactly that in the Synoptists which is chiefly

new in relation to all pre-Christian ideas {i.e., the highest Christo-

logical utterances), is necessarily to be viewed as most surely the

historical, faith-establishing impulse, to be presupposed in order

to the mere e:dstence of the Church.

We have still James and Peter to consider, who, in a Christo-

logical respect, are most allied to the Synoptists. As Luther

complained of the Epistle of James, that it was not occupied

with Christ, so in more recent times an inclination has been

exhibited to regard James, as he appears to us in his Epistle,

as the representative of the faith of the earliest Christians, and

hence it has been deduced that the Ebionitic doctrine was the

primitive. A conclusion in every respect over-precipitate ! For,

first, the design of James is such, that it does not fall to him to

set forth in order the faith and its contents, but to maintain the

7rio-Tt9 rather according to its ethical significancy, and to contend

against all antinomianism. The Trto-rt? he presupposes; he

does not seek to plant it for the first time ; and hence it is in-

competent, nay, unjust to him, to treat his Epistle as if he

bc^an with the bemnnin'r, and meant to set forth the fundamental

principles of Christianity, which as yet were not in dispute.

' Sue ILinne, Der modcruc Nihilismus, S. 176. .
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But, secondly, it would be still more hazardous from this short

Epistle—Avhich, according to its avowed design, aims to unfold

the ethical and not the dogmatical aspect of Christian truth— to

form an estimate of James universally, of whom we have no right,

since in other respects he is at one with the synoptic tradition, to

assume that in respect to Christological ideas he stands opposed

to it. Thirdly, utterly untrue is the assumption, that James is

to be viewed as the representative of the faith of the earliest

Christianity. Rather is his letter, with its polemic against a

one-sided faith, an evidence that there was another tendency in

the Church, which laid chief stress on faith not in its ethical

purifying power, but viewed principally as an object of know-

ledge, ao^la', consequently, more in respect of its dogmatic import,

and that in a fruitless way, and which held participation in

Christianity in this sense for justifying. Over against this

theoretical faith ^ he places that which is practical. Still more

weighty is w^hat we would adduce fourthly : viz., that it cannot

be denied, that to the individuality of James the ethical was the

most congenial, and hence drew him to give especial effect to

the refutation of this false tendency (for by the ethical, as by

nothing else, is the presence or absence of the Pauline Trio-rt?

tested, to which, also, it is only by the severity of the law and

repentance that one can be led back). But his ethic is the

Christian ethic, and proves itself to be such, not merely through

the apprehension of the law as a complete whole (ii. 10), and

as the perfect law of liberty (i. 25), so recognised because to it

love is the royal principle of what is ethical (ii. 5, 8) ; but also

by the founding of this love in faith (ii. 22), of which it is the

most perfect fruit, or in the new birth through G od's free gi'ace

^ '\^'liich is not that of Paul, but rather the approaching gnosis which

Gnosticism proclaimed (i. 13, 14, 17, iii. 1, 15, 16, iv. 1, 2, 10, i. 9, 10,

V. 19, 20). For already there appears in it a parting asunder of that

immediateness of faith, and an entrance one-sidedly on the tendency to the

contents of the faith as it is for knowledge. Though this tendency names
itself by the faith, not by the yvuaif, the faith is yet made but a mere

moans to the ao(p/«, and Christianity is viewed rather as illunnnating

than as sanctifying. It is true it always regards Christianity as redemp-

tion, and for this uses the Pauline expression oiKccluais, as well as the

name -T^wug for its theoretical tendency ; but evidently it is no longer the

Pauline Triarn; and '(ttx.a.iuaig. We may rather say that in James i. 13-17,

there is a position refuted wliich reminds of the gnosis in the proper sense.
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(i. 17, 18, 21). Not eveiy man, however, is born of God (i. 18);

but Christians are so, in whose souls Christianity, the word of

truth, is implanted (i. 21), and who by this word are transformed,

so that they become the first-born of creatures, the crown of

creation (i. 18). The law also was a word, X0709 ; but it was

not \0709 TeA,eto9, not a plastic word, like the word of God which

brought forth the world; for it was only imperative, and to the shall

was wanting the be, the willing, and as the shall still remained,

though the will was opposed to it, the will was consequently not

free.* The Christian Logos, however, is X0709 a\,7}6ela<;, vofio'?

TeXeto9 rr]^ iXevdepla^, i.e., in Christianity is given the Word,

which corresponds to the concept of the word of God ; for the

word of Christianity not only prescribes, it also is powerfully

operative and creative, so that now within the spiritual sphere the

same is effected as the creative word effected in the physical, and

now in the highest sphere it is not merely said. He speaks. He
commands, but also. It is done and stands fast. But in the birth

which is effected by means of the creative word is the creation of

man himself perfected, and the dignity of the First-birth, to which

he was by his creation destined (iii. 9), comes now to be perfectly

realized (i. 9, 18, ii. 1). The Christian principle does not im-

prove in this or that particular, it embraces and forms the whole

man, and perfects him (i. 4, 21), and elevates him to a height at

which all earthly distinctions disappear. The author is there-

fore full of the essential equality of all Christians,^ and he in-

dignantly casts from him whatever tends to infringe on this

;

in which ajfain we trace the consciousness of the absoluteness

of Christianity, before which all earthly distinctions sink as it

were into nothing. Hence he exhorts the lowly to a con-

sciousness of their highness and absolute dignity, in order that

they may not, through false modesty, fall in with a divisive

inequality, which would rob them of their due ; those of high

estate, on the other hand, to humility (ii. 1-9).

What has been said already shows that James had before

him the Christian presupposition in anthropologic and soterio-

logic form ; and were there nothing more in his Epistle, there

would be enough here to exempt him from the charge of

* [Dem Sollen felilte das Seyn, das Wollen, und weil das Sollen doch

blieb, obwolil dor Willc ilim cntj^egen war, no war dcr AVillc nicbt frei.]

* Appendix, Note V
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Ebionitism, especially as lie says nothing against the higher

idea of Christ's Person. But there are not wanting in him

strong Christological features. He calls himself (i. 1) Bovkof

Kvpiov ^Irjaov Xpcarov ; and this, on the supposition that he was

" the Lord's brother," is worthy of double notice. He calls

Him Kvpw<; ri/xoov 'l7]aov<; Xpca-ro'i (ii. 1, v. 7, 8), so that He is

to James Lord and Messiah ; KvpLo<; tt)? B6^7)<; (ii. 1), which in

any case expresses a majesty akin to the Divine, even though

communicated. But a reference to the X.0709 aX.r]6ela<; carries

us still further. As this word of truth is the Christian word,

Christ is, in the view of James, the bearer of this word of truth.

And as this word partly communicates the truth and the wis-

dom (i. 25, 18, comp. i. 5, iii. 17), viz., that from above, and so

is a Divine revelation, partly also is operating, powerful, and

creative (i. 18), he thus ascribes it to Christ, the bearer of this

truth, not only that He is a revealer or teacher, but also that

there is in Him a creative kingly word. The prophetic and

kingly offices furnish the chief features of his representation

of the Messiah ; and these two are well discriminated by him, for

he recognises a knowledge of Christianity in which the word has

not yet become powerfully operative to liberty (i. 22-24), as

well as royal functions of Christ, which relate not simply to re-

generation through the word of truth (v. 7, 8). How high he

exalts Christ as a teacher, appears from the many passages in

his Epistle which cite Christ's words, chiefly according to

Matthew. These words are principally, yet not exclusively, of

an ethical kind. As respects the royal office of Christ, the

acknowledgment of it lies already in the recognition of Him as

Xpi(jTo<i and Kvpto<; rf/? 80^7/9. But the royal function of Christ

is expressly presented in the second coming of the Lord to judg-

ment (v. 7-9). He is not only the bringer of that law which

is to form the standard of judgment (ii. 12), but He also gives

the final decision. The blessedness of the one party, the con-

demnation of the other, is His deed (v. 8, 9). If Christ, as

Ijord of glory, has the full power (comp. also ii. 1, 5) to com-

municate the highest boon, blessedness ; if the last decision is

His act ; then it is not to be denied that James also recognises

in Christological form the absoluteness of the Christian religion.

Elsewhere he expresses himself so as to show how near, in his

estimation, Christ is to (lod. For he calls both God and

VOL. I. E
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Christ, Kvpio'?, and he says (iv. 12), "One is the lawgiver ani

judge, who is able to save and to destroy."* Now, as by law-

giver here he evidently intends God, and as he imputes to

Christ full power to judge, power acoaac /cat cnrdkecraL (v. 7-9),

his doctrine concerning the oneness of the lawgiver and the

judge can be reconciled with the doctrine of Christ's eschatolo-

gical position, only on the supposition that in the kingly might

of Christ there is present that of God. All the more certain is

it, then, that though he says nothing expressly on the subject

in this Epistle, he would have placed regeneration in connection

not merely with Christ's prophetic office, but also with His kingly

office ; consequently, that in the creative power of the word is

to be seen also the act of Christ.

It is true that in James there is no reference to the high-

priestly office of Christ. He mentions the death of Christ, but

only according to its exemplary significance (v. 11). On the

mediation, consequently, of the forgiveness of sins and redemp-

tion, which he certainly finds in Christianity, he does not en-

large. At the same time, there are indubitably acts which he

(v. 14 ff.) desires in the name of the Lord (especially prayer),

desires in the name of Christ ; and in this is involved the

thought, that Christ is our intercessor with the Father, the

Paraclete, through whom our prayers are acceptable unto God,

and are heard by Him. There is thus a recognition of the one

side of Christ's high-priestly office.

Near as James approaches to the Old Testament, wnich he

sees only fulfilled in the New, with the design and inner essence

of which he as a Christian finds himself fully and freely at one,

yet the Christian element which he has, presupposes an immense

revolution in the ordinary consciousness of a Jew. The seek-

ing of the Old Testament law is in Christianity, by the word of

truth which proceedeth from Christ, brought to that at which it

aims : all unrest of the Shall is brought to the Be,t all schism

* [The received text gives only u; iaziv 6 voy-oSizr,; ; but ;ill tlic critical

e'litors, from Griesbach to Tischendorf, give, on tlie authority of the best

witnesses, ii; iiriv 6 vof^o6irn; >icil Kpn-Ji; as the correct reading.—Tu.]

t ["Alle Unruhe des SoUcns zum Seyn" is the author's expression.

The meaning I take to be, tliat what Kant calls the categorical imperative

produces a state of unrest until it eventuates in act; all law disturbs until

it is fulfilled.—Ti:.]
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to unity (ii. 12, i. 25). What the law could not bring together

is now conjoined ; the Spirit has attained from the external plu-

rality of laws to inner unity, as well with itself (i. 5) as with

God (i. 21, 18). For Christians are partakers of the Holy
Ghost (iv. 5).

If James attaches himself more to the Laio^—yet not to the

ceremonial law, but to what is eternally ethical therein, the for-

mei-ly mere ideal existence of which now through Christ reaches

actuality in free men, in love,—Peter sees in Christianity, above

all, the fulfilling of Old Testament prophecy, as is indicated

both in his discourses in the Acts of the Apostles and in his

Epistles.^

From this stand-point, however, on the other hand, the

ceremonial law also receives its due ; for as it is not merely

symbolic, but also typical, it in its way predicts Christ, especially

as respects its centre-point, the sacrificial service. In this re-

spect Peter occupies the same ground as the author of the

Epistle to the Hebrews.

The discourses of Peter in the Acts, having for their object

the establishment of the faith among unbelievers, all present

the Christology as their centre-point. This, however, as is

natural, is at first so treated that preponderance is given to the

historical starting-point, and the individual elements of Christ's

history are set forth ; whereas in his Epistles these individual

elements are collected into the unity of one complete represen-

tation, and in it pervade the whole. Further, the Christology

of Peter in the Acts is expounded more in the Old Testament

form. To this belongs the appellation, Servant of God, Trai?

Beovj' which is taken from the Prophets, and the assertion of

the anointing with the Holy Ghost.^ As respects particulars,

the fortunes of Christ are, according to Peter, pi-edicted by the

Prophets (Acts i. 10, ii. 16, 34, iiL 18, 22-2G, x. 34; 1 Pet.

ii. 7, 22-25, i. 10), as well as the outpouring of the Holy Ghost

(Acts ii. 16, 23, 31, i. 16). Christ Himself is anointed with

the Holy Ghost and with power (x. 38); by God is made both

Lord and Christ (ii. 36), as God hath glorified Him (iii. 13),

appointed Him to be Prince and Saviour, the Judge of the

1 See next two notes ; Acts ii. 23-31, 34, 35, 39, iii. 13, 18^ 21-25.

iv. 11 ; 1 Fet. i. 10-12, 20, ii. 7, 10, 25, i. 19, ii. 2i, iii. 20, 21.

2 Acts iii. 14, iv. 27. ^ ^cts x. 38, coll. iv. 27.
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living and the dead. Here everything, in accordance with the

historical starting-point, proceeds from the humiHation of Christ:

His exaltation and glorification, in accordance with this, are

represented supremely as the act of God, as a reward for His

sufferings. But the end at which this representation aims fron

the first is, that He is the Prince of Life (Acts iii. 15), whom
the bonds of death could not hold ; who has gone up into heaven

(ii. 33, xxiv. 31), and is now Lord of all (x. 38), as in His name
rests the power of miracles (iii. 6) ; and His glory shall be shown

by His coming again to judge the world (iii. 20, 21, x. 42y.

Now the heavens have received Him glorified (iii. 13, 21), until

the time of the final completion of all things. From the right

hand of God He commenced the outpouring of the Holy Ghost

on the day of Pentecost, and continues it through holy baptism

(Acts X. 47, xi. 15, XV. 8-11). But baptism takes place in the

name of Christ, and in no other is there salvation (iv. 12).

Now, since the representation, setting out from the humiliation,

thus ascends till it reaches Him, the exalted One, who is at the

right hand of God, it must from this be advanced that faith not

merely says. Though or since Christ Avas humiliated, so is He
also exalted ; but the idea of the glorified Saviour is primarily

the true idea of Him, from which, conversely, the humiHation

of Christ is to be conceived from the first on to its consumma-

tion on the cross. From the apprehended idea of the living

and ever-abiding word of God, which was in Christ personally

(1 Pet. i. 23, 25), and in which idea faith finds first her

resting-place, she looks back and recognises that, in such a being

as Christ, suffering is to be conceived as a free act, and humi-

liation as an operative element of His self-manifestation and of

His work. A step towards this is already made when His

resurrection and exaltation are represented as not simply God's

act towards Him, but as, according to the concept of His Person,

necessary development and self-manifestation (comp. Acts x. 40,

ii. 31, coll. iii. 15 and ii. 24). But this comes out in fuller

clearness in the Epistles. Tiiere it is not merely, as in the Acts,

said that Christ's death came to pass by wicked hands through

the fore-purposed counsel of (lod; not merely that the Prophets

who had predicted Him had to be fulfilled ; but as this mode of

representation always leaves it still possible to present Christianity

onesidedly, as the completed birth of the Old Testament, and to
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place the external historical dependence of the one on the other

too high, by treating Christianity as a mere child of the Old

Testament, there is added to it in the Epistles the complementaiy,

though apparently contradictory position, that the Old Testa-

ment, in its highest functions, is a product of that which is the

principle of Christianity (1 Pet. i. 10, 11). In the Prophets

the Trvev/xa Xpiarov was operative ; it wrought in them its own

preparation, foretelling the grace in Christ, His sufferings, and

the gloiy that should follow. Thus is Christianity of old, eter-

nally founded in the world-idea of God, which by it is from

eternity determined and overruled. For in Christ are w^e chosen

from eternity (1 Pet. i. 2) ; we are eternally contemplated by the

Father as standing in the sanctification of the Spirit; as destined

for obedience and for purifying through the blood of Jesus

Christ (1 Pet. i. 20). AVitli this it is already taught that the

Christian principle, though as such not revealed until the last

times (1 Pet. i. 20), was yet pre-existent and operative from

the beginning, and is thus eternal, not merely in the Divine

predestination, but as really operative (1 Pet. i. 11, i^\ov to

iv avToi<; irvevfia Xpiarov). It is true that the doctrine of the

Trinity, which is here glanced at, is not more fully developed by

Peter; nor is personality ascribed to the pre-existent Christian

principle : but so much the more certainly is it taken along with

the Divine Spirit itself. As respects the historical appearance

of Christ, there is ascribed to Him true manhood, according to

the body (1 Pet. iii. 18, iv. 1, i. 24), and to the soul (1 Pet. iii.

19). Thus the Epistle is as far from Doketism as from Ebion-

itism, though it teaches nothing of a duplicity of nature. God

appears in it as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ ;
and in

this is involved that the latter is the Son of God (1 Pet. i. 3).^

Christ is the Mediator of our regeneration by God (i. 3), from

incorruptible seed (i. 22). In faith in Christ is acorrjpla, which

is partly future (i. 5, 9), partly already present. Kegeneration

takes place from Divine seed, i.e., from God or the Holy Ghost

(comp. i. 12), but by means of the living and abiding word

(i. 23). This living word is in this case not the act of preach-

ing (i. 25), but that word whose contents are the means of

regeneration by the Spirit. These contents are, indeed, also

» Though in the first Ep. via; etov does not occur, we have it in 2 Pot. i. 17.
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doctrine, truth ; but they are eternal truth which has become

historical; i.e., Christ, as reconciler, is the substance of the joyful

message. We have no right, in the place of a person, to put an

abstraction, a neuter— redemption, for instance ; but just in

the Person, and nowhere else, have we, according to Peter, the

eternally determined, and so eternally valid, though historically

accomplished redemption (1 Pet. i. 19, 20). Thus the w^ord is

described as " living and abiding for ever," because Christ forms

its substance, and is properly that which is operative in the

preaching of the word. Nay, it may be asked whether we should

not here abstract entirely from the word as preached, and should

not rather view Christ as summarily designated the living and

eternal Word of God. Peter will then have taken the term
" word" as equivalent to revelation of God, since it, as spoken

by God (as in Gen. i.), is determined to be the medium of the

new creation.^ In this case Christ is, according to Peter, not

only the bearer and possessor of the word, as were the Prophets,

but in Him is the perfect revelation apparent personally, and

so as that the form (that of man, historical personality) corre-

sponds to the substance of this revelation essentially. This leads

to the assertion, that Christ, according to Peter, not only has

God's word, but is God's Word (i. 18-20, ii. 7). As, however,

He acts the part of God's Mediator to us by being a mission of

God to us,— for He is the bringer of the Divine to us (i. 23),

—

so, on the other hand, He, as the sinless One, as the sj)otless and

blameless Lamb, is He wdio represents us before God ; our sins

are slain from the Divine view in His crucified body (comp.

1 Pet. ii. 24, iii. 18, coll. Is. liii. 5), with the intent and the

result that we through Him (reconciled, presented as holy) may
be brought before God (iii. 18), and having suffered in Him
for our sins, knowing ourselves punished in Him (iv. 1, comp.

Rom. vi. 7), may desist from sin (i. 18, iv. 1). Thus He is

Mediator on both sides; His death, however, forming the central-

point of His mediatorial office, that which is the distinctive

element (1 Pet. iii. 18, uttu^ aireOavev). Yet he shows the

death of Christ so closely connected with His resurrection (iii.

18-21), that baptism also is first completed by the latter (comp.

i. 3), which, in connection with what we have heard from Peter

^ Appendix, Note W.
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of the death of Christ, requh-es the meaning that he who, believ-

ing in Christ, has seen himself as punished, also rises again in

Him ; so that Christ sliall be viewed as not only substituted for

us in intention and effect, but as li%ang in us. He who has

risen again is the Lord, who hath passed into the heavens to the

right hand of God, and to whom all powers are subject (1 Pet.

in. 22). Therefore He hath the power to convey the blessing

of baptism (1 Pet. iii. 21, comp. i. 22), the Spirit, by which
Christians are born again.

But, in fine, though Peter sees in Christianity the fulfilling

of Old Testament prophecy, yet he represents what we in this

life already receive from Christianity as only the earnest of the

glorious inheritance, only the beginning of the Divine harvest.

To him, therefore, Christianity is still a prophetic religion (the

iTrayjeXia and eX,7ri?); but the future is its future, its revelation.

When that which is new comes, Christianity shall not cease, but

shall become manifest, altogether different from the pre-Christian

prophecy. This self-equality,* as well as the endless fulness

which shall yet be exhibited, is again linked to the person of

Christ, whose glor}' in the present is yet concealed, though
already in itself perfect (1 Pet. iii. 22, i. 4-7). His second

coming, however, will remove the contradiction which subsists

between the real idea of Christianity as yet only in Christ (i. 8)
and its full realization.

Jude also places Christ along with the Father in the formula

of salutation (ver. 2), and in the doxology (vers. 24, 25) : through

Jesus Christ our Lord is God our Saviour, and is glorified ; the

being kept in the true and most holy faith (ver. 20), is a being pre-

served in Christ Jesus (vers. 1, 3), and in the HolyGhost (ver. 20).

Believers are ajLot, through their ttlo-tl^i and they are called to

contend (ver. 3) for the faith delivered by the Apostles (ver. 17),

and to keep it in faithful remembrance: that they may not be like

those intruders who, holding themselves for spiritual (ver. 19),
and, proud in their liearts, setting themselves above others, unite

with the Clu'istians outwardly, but only to be spots on their

love-feasts, and to defile these by participating in them. The
gi'ace of God they turn to lasciviousness, to what is sensual

(vers. 4, 10) ; and therefore shall the righteousness of God turn

* [SicliselbstpleicLheit.]
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against them. The persons whom Jude opposes are not merely

such as have practically swerved from the right way, they are also

teachers of error (vers. 15, 8) : they deny our only Prince and

Lord Jesus Christ (ver. 4) ; a sin which is damnable, and from

which there is scarcely deliverance by penitence and return to

Christ (vers. 5, 22, 23). The second coming of the Lord to judg-

ment (ver. 14), which to the believer is full of grace, and brings

eternal Hfe (ver. 21), shall be to them for a terror (vers. 13-15).

Similar, though somewhat more formal, are the Christo-

logical elements in the Second Epistle of Peter. Here the writer

insists more on the side of knowledge, the gnosis, which, how-

ever, is not severed from the practical.^ The Epistle has more

definitely to do with errorists ; hence it opposes the false views

of Christian knowledge (ii. 1), which is described as a morning

star that had arisen in their heart, as in a place formerly dark

(2 Pet. i. 19), doubtless with reference to the fact that Christ

is the substance of the iirt'yvcoa-t^; (2 Pet. i. 2, 3). The Divine

power bestows on us, through the knowledge of Christ, all that

is necessary for life and godliness; gives the most precious

promises, purifies, and makes to partake of the Divine nature

(2 Pet. i. 4). For to Christ belong fieyaXetorr]'; (i. 16), So^a

Kol aperrj (i. 3) ; He is the beloved Son of God, in whom He is

well pleased. He is our aoyrrjp (i. 1, 11, iii. 2), our Lord (i. 2,

8, 11, 16), who hath an everlasting kingdom (i. 11), and for

whose exaltation there needs not cunningly-devised myths, but

the history of Christ, attested by the Prophets and the aposto-

lical tradition, are sufficient (i. 16-18, iii. 2). From this it

comes to pass, that what they receive rises in their hearts like a

morning star, and thus the history becomes a living knowledge,

governing the life through and through (i. 5-9). The false

prophets whom he assails are described as preachers of liberty

(2 Pet. ii. 19), as Antinomians (a^ecr/iot), who make their appeal

to Paul, but wrest his words : they turn grace into indulgence

in sinful lusts, dread not the judgment and second coming of

Christ, but defile and entangle themselves again with the world,

and live and teach as if all were to endure for ever, as it had

been from the beginning of the world (2 Pet. ii. 3, iii. 4). The

' i7rtys/uai;, OS in the Ejjistlcs to the Ej'hcsiiuis and Colossians. As in

the First Epistle, tlie leadiiif,' ulvn is the eXTri;, so in thia it is the i'TriyDuois.

Comp. 2 Pet. i. 2, 3, 5, ii. l'<>, 21, iii. 18.
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tarrying of the Lord is grounded in His long-suffering, which

still seeks that many should be saved (iii. 9-15) ; but His day

is coming like a thief in the night, to cause the fashion of

this world to pass away, and to form a new heavens and a

ncAV earth.^

Thus fruitful were the germs which, by the representation of

Himself given by Christ and the testimony of the Apostles, were

planted among men ; and yet there was neither thereby given

nor withheld the framing of the Christian doctrine into dogmas.

Not the former ; for in the New Testament Christianity does

not appear in exactly constructed dogmas, but in the form of

Christ's witness of Himself by word and deed, and of the faith of

the Apostles testifying concerning Him; with which witness

that of the Holy Ghost is conjoined, to establish faith in those

who have received it through the word, in whom a new life in

union with God arises. But the fm'ther work of forming dogmas
in unison with the objective Christianity, is not superfluous or

forbidden. For it is the tendency of the Christianity, which

has through the Holy Ghost become subjective, to penetrate

the whole sphere of the soul ; and the man who should attempt

to except the knowledge department from that, and to abide in

simple immediate belief, would subject belief itself, which has

already knowledge as an element in it, and thereby consecrates

the knowledge faculty itself, to similar infirmities Avith those

which we see arise where faith does not pass over into practice,

but seeks to hold this sunk in itself. It is indeed true that the

testimony, though dogmatically indeterminate, can establish the

faith in Christ, as this testimony also endures through all ages

;

but the historical vocation of Christianity will not be satisfac-

torily fulfilled where men rest contented with being firm in the

faith, with the deliverance of souls from the world, but only

there where Christian knowledge, or science, is also held to be

the work and vocation of the Church along with that. This,

itself springing out of the trae Church, works back, enriching

and fructifying, on the Church's testimony ; and in this case is

an absolute good in itself, and has an essential bearing on the

full development of the Divine image in man.

^ Appendix, Note X.
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The most immediate problem of Christian Dogmatic His-

tory is to contemplate not the Churcli testimony, but the Church

knowledge in its history. The former, standing nearer to faith

as its immediate source, preserves in all ages more of essential

identity with itself, and is less affected by fluctuations than the

latter. This difference, this relative independence one of the

other, exhibits a higher grade wherever both are rooted in the

Christian faith, and remain conscious of their common relation-

ship ; but it begins its course in the Church only gradually.

In the first centuries of the Church and of councils, both func-

tions are to a great extent unseparated ; and hence one can

understand how, since the Church consciousness has been again

more powerfully aroused, many among us desire from the History

of Dogmas, that it should relate to us the development of the

Church's belief, and not of its knowledge ; that it should tell

how the Church belief attested itself in the councils, the great

gathering points of the Chui'ch faith-power, and conducted the

further development of the dogma; that it, in short, should

teach us to conceive historically the formation of the Church

dogma in its present form. But here much confusion prevails.

This view has its full right, as against those who put forth a

claim for the consideration of what lies outside of Christianity,

•—namely, the philosophic thinking that was not determined by

Christianity,—in the History of Dogmas ; for at the bottom of

this confounding of the distinction between the History of

Philosophy and the History of Dogmas, without doubt, lies a

fundamental want of clearness as to the essence of Christianity,

and a flatteninii of the distinction between it and what is not

Christian. Nor let it be denied that the problem thus proposed

is worthy of being handled as a separate subject of inquiry ; but

for it there is an acknowledged science. Church Symbolik, which

is sufficient. To seek to drag the History of Dogmas back to

this, arises from a contracted ecclesiastical interest. The Church

needs rather a history of the Christian knowledr/e of faith, as

assuredly this knowledge itself, and the history of this knowledge

in the Church, is the proper object of a History of Dogmas.

Creed-forming epochs in this history are those in which the

previously more detached attempts after a more definite know-

ledge of what was believed have so prevailed and been illustrated,

that the doctrine, positively or negatively deternmied, lias ripened
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to a dogma, the common-good of the Church. The utterance

or the confession of this attained conviction manifests it as a

united conviction, as a common-o;ood ; and in the act of brinmng

this to pass, the advanced knowledge again coalesces with the

Church belief, reverts, as it were, into it, and becomes thence-

forward common belief, or belief of the Church, to which now
the further development of the knowledge is joined. The dogma

is not simply identical with the belief, but it is the belief as at

the same time more fully thought out and more conceptually

apprehended. And for this task there must be a place given in

the Church, just as there is a place for the history of it in Church

science.—In tunes when creed-making does not prevail (truly not

only in our own days), the essays at faith-knowledge so diverge

from each other, that to many all faith in the possibility of a con-

currence of convictions will vanish. But at no time has a problem

been proposed to Christianity which she has not, though amid

the conflict of the sharpest antagonisms, been able to solve.

And those who know best how to stand and act in our depart-

ment hold fast, what all Dogmatic History teaches, that the

most violent antagonisms amid which, often for many centuries,

or for ever, the Church truth seems to be distracted in its pro-

gress towards becoming known, always, through a friendly

sustaining hand, are brought to a point where they rest in a

well-matured common conviction ; whilst only the more igno-

rant, those who are less instructed in history or not firm in the

faith, in place of working for a new step in the common consent

of the Chm'ch, hold the point of transition for the conclusive

position negative or positive,—the school or the previous step

of faith-knowledge for the spiritual or Christian universe.

Thus to the Christian intellect, after Christianity had been

I)lanted in the heart of mankind, the pure initiatory impulse

eternalized by the writings of the Apostles, and the objective

documentary Christianity made sure to men for remembrance,

there remained to give itself up to the nature of Christianity

and of the founder of the Divine life in man, to understand

more exactly and conceptually what had been diffused by Him
over mankind. It must consequently be admitted, that at first

a Christology in the strict sense was not delivered. It was the

attacks on Christianity that contributed chiefly, in the first

instance, to consolidate the doctrines, and give them a conceptual
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stamp. But the Christian doctrine thus constructed is not,

therefore, a mere human product, not something merely fabri-

cated : on the contrary, the knowledge of the Church also

partakes of the Divine Spirit ; and the fact, that the cavils have

always contributed to the consolidating of the doctrine, is a

proof that, though at first there were wanting exact conceptual

expressions, yet the thing itself is from the beginning present

in another form, in the form of intuition, which is an element

of belief ; and to this original source science reverts from eveiy

negation of a definite form of doctrine, to receive a new impulse

forward ; as, on the other hand, in every stage where science has

made a positive advance, and brought belief to its more adequate

expression, this advance is elevated into a pure gain for the

certifying of what faith possesses immediately, and to this is

brought back.

If, in fine, we place before us the relations and laws of this

development of the Christian knowledge, it will appear that

since Christianity was set up in the midst of Judaism and Hel-

lenism, this could not avoid being affected and defined by the

surrounding world. This has been done both negatively and

positively. In the former case, the chief weight was natui'ally

laid on what was mostly opposed to the one or other of these

two antagonist systems ; in the latter case, what was analogous

was borrowed from both to further the apprehension of the

Christian system. For, as we have seen, however little the

origin of Christianity is illustrated from either, nevertheless

Christian thought clothes itself necessarily, at first, in previously

found, antique forms, though only tentatively. To Judaism, for

instance, is allied the idea of the primitive prophet and man in

the Ebionitic tendency; to Hellenism, the doctrine of the Logos,

which, in the second century, is seen to be most powerfully

influenced by Alexandrian philosophy. The onesidedness of

the Jewish element furnished the counterpoise to the Hellenic,

and conversely. As, however, minds were, according to their

training, prepossessed towards the Jewish or the Hellenic mode

of representing Christ's Person, differences arose by which not

only the riches of Christianity were exhibited, but, in the con-

troversy they excited, the Jewish and the Hellenic element

always more intimately interpenetrated each otiier, influenced

by the Christian j)rinci[)le implanted in both, which proved itself
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to be the higher common unity of both by this, that through it,

by constant intercourse, both received completeness from each

other. And this is only the other side of the above ; and it is

to be maintained, both that the being of Christianity is not to

be accounted for from either Hebraism or heathenism, and that,

on the other hand, it alone brings both to their truth. It cannot

be derived from them, because it is a fact antagonist to both

of them; nor, for the same reason, is it merely a doctrine of

such a kind as that Judaism and Hellenism might, by their

mutual intei'penetration, have produced it ; whilst, on the other

hand, it alone presents the true substance of both religions in a

higher unity, wrought out in the person of the God-man. The

greatest thing in heathenism is the idea of the very close

proximity and indwelling of the Di\-ine life in free human form;

but the Divine which comes to an indwelhng in man is yet so

predominantly thought as physical, that where only a more

powerful form of life appeared, be it as strength or as beauty

or as intelligence, there an apotheosis was the first suggestion

of heathenism. Now, since this does not do justice to the dis-

tinction between the Divine and the human, and tlie DiWne
which is displayed in the world is not the tnily Divine : on the

other hand, that Divine Essence, more purely expressive of

absoluteness, which is undoubtedly found in the background of

the heathen religious consciousness, that impersonal existence

which also soars above the gods, is, at the same time, partly of

a predominating physical character, partly cannot come to a

manifestation ; and if it could, it would from the heathen view

arrive first in Christ at personality, which it had not before

;

and this would have been theofjonv throuiih the form of human
life and human act.^ Judaism had for its basis not something

dim and selfless, no blank substance, but a subject, a personality;

and this is conceived above all as just and holy. Through the

ethical idea, however, was justice done to the distinction between

God and the world, especially mankind. This is the gi*eat thing

in the Old Testament relision. But the monotheism of Judaism

is in itself powerless to reduce the distinction to unity ; to it the

man-becoming of God appears as a blasphemy.

' ^'e may refer to Gnosticism, which so deeply wounded the Christian

consciousness by presupposing a free personal God to all that comes into

being, to all finitude.
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Botli the leading forms of pre-Christian religion, though

when viewed from Christianity they represent opposite elements

of the religious idea, yet cannot, unless they pass into a higher,

maintain themselves before each other, but at last fall over into

each other in fruitless alternation ; and the same may be said of

the heresies in which their principles predominate,— a proof that

their mutually exclusive elements yet tend to be united, seek

each other. This tendency produces, according to circumstances,

alluring imitations of that unity of both which is found in

Christianity. This may also be mirrored here and there in the

Church. But, more closely viewed, this unity of the Divine and

human passes in heathenism into dualism ; especially in the

department of thought, its unity is resolved into a schism as

soon as that Absolute in the background of heathenism advances,

and, as the physically conceived Infinite Being, excludes from

itself all definiteness, recoils from all finitude, and so leaves the

world absolutely outside of itself, as a phenomenon. Since

this phgenomenon is nevertheless indispensable to it, because it,

though it is something positive, can itself be thought as some-

thing only in the negation of the finite, this infinite itself is

essentially encumbered with dualism. Subjectively expressed,

heathen thought ends in a dualism between ideal and empirical

knowledge. Conversely, Judaism, when it is diverted from

going on to something higher, by which its ethical category may
be established and secured against falling back, sinks ever again

into bare identity of God and the world, and thereby produces

at the highest the imitations of what is Christian, already men-

tioned. This showed itself within the religious sphere even in

the earlier times of the people, whilst as yet Prophecy, so essential

to this religion, had not furnished the complement of that which

the Hebrew intellect, in order to be itself, must have felt to be

yet Avanting. In the sphere of thought, however, this shows

itself in the last period of Judaism, especially among the Alex-

andrian Jews; and not less in the unbelieving remains of

Judaism in our own day. So long, indeed, as the holiness of

God is only directive and lawgiving, God Himself is thought only

as absolute Moral Law, not as yet as Love. From this there

are only two possible ways of bringing the unrest of the "shall"'

to the " be." Either the I^aw tends forwards to Prophecy, is

an imperative word of God to which entity [<hts ISeyn, the being]
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does not fail, but which announces a higher revelation whereby

the idea of holiness is powerfully presented, and thus the reve-

lation of the Divine holiness is for the first time established in

the world and completed ; or the world as it is, imagined to be

good, the living pulse of historical progress, and the hope of a

better future, is mortified ; whereby, however, the ethical idea

again sinks into the physical, where cessation has its home

despite all movement of life.-^ The wisdom of God, thus deprived

of its most hallowed sphere of manifestation, the history of

mankind, finds responsive utterance to its purport hardly from

anything else than from demiurgic thoughts : with holiness

vanishes also the idea of rectitude; for if the former be degi'aded,

the latter misses the Absolute norm, nay, with the Absolute end

departs also the justification of the proofs of the Di\'ine recti-

tude ; and to a concept of God so mutilated, there remains

nothins but a thouirht and a willina;, which contains not itself

as something spiritual and Divine, but only the world, physical

might and xoisdom. In this case, the distinction between God
and the world, which had arisen in the ethical consciousness, is

again lost, and the pagan unity of God and the world as a more

presumptive step onwards is wrung out of the thinking which

doubted of the progress of the world through manifestation.

And even the third attribute, the Divine goodness," at this stage

so highly prized, which, as the higher attribute, is fitted to heal

the ethical and relio;ious schism which the Old Testament leaves

unmitigated, is only an apparitional image of Christian love

:

for it does not communicate itself through the Divine rectitude

and . holiness, it has not these for its contents and end; and

hence, instead of fulfilling these, it also receives a physical

purport, and becomes a ministress of Eudaimonism. But,

indeed, the thinking which seeks the reconciliation of dualism

in a retrogression to the physical, in place of pressing forwards

and upwards, cannot thus succeed in gaining unity. For in

^ This tendency was exhibited practically, as it appears, by the Sadducees,

theoretically by the Alexandrians, especially Philo, who had no greater boast

to make of the law than that it is at one with the creation, and who could

assign no higher ideal to man, the microcosm, than that he was in order

and beauty like the macrocosm, the great creation ; whereby the distinction

between man and nature is characteristically at once given and retracted.

^ ocyudoTfi; with rhilo.
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the domain of the one is found the exact and exolusive

opposite of the other ; and not less, as has been shown in the

case of heathenism, is the physically-conceived Infinite the

exclusive opposite of the finite. It is only in a higher sphere,

in the domain of the Spirit, that the contradiction is solved,

—

a contradiction with which the nature-life is by itself encum-

bered, and in which a thinking in mere physical categories

flounders, and to which even the law by itself does not rise

superior.

This solution is found in Christianity : it is the truth of

both these religions, since it truly and really presents in the

incarnation of Christ as well the distinction as the unity of the

Divine and human, as well the concept of God as that of man.

Did heathenism long after the apotheosis of the human nature?

In Christ this is given ; for here is a Man who is also God.

Did genuine Judaism seek the fulfilling of the revelation not

completed by the law 1 did it strain after the love of God as

the fulfilling of the holy law ? In Christ is this given : here is

tlie innermost revelation of the mystery, the fullest condescen-

sion of God; for God has in Christ become Man. Here is

the point at which the bond of unity between God and the

world, on which heathenism loved most to linger, is displayed,

but in such a manner as that the ethical idea, that of rectitude

and holiness, which forms the chief excellence of the Old

Testament, receives its due ; for that all per se are God's off-

spring, of which heathenism made so much, is in Christianity

of so little moment, that it is reckoned among the humble ele-

ments, and finds its place in the first preaching to catechumens

(Acts xvii.) ; for, according to it, this depends on the actuality

of the human personality, on the divinity of actual thinking

and willing ; and this is so little im])licd in that per sc, that

therein rather lies only the determination to this, the as yet

mere possibility of it, such as consists even with a complete

disfiguring of the Divine image : a determination, consequently,

which in and by itself is so indeterminate, that it may conduct

as well to the judgment as to personal perfection. In Christ,

however, aj)]iearcd the Man who is not merely essentially

Divine, but whose natural Divine Sonslii]) finds its complement

in an ethical Sonship through the Divinity of His whole human
thinking and acting. He did not aj)pear in order to be the
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Son of God, as if this were the ultimate end ; but the ultimate

end was the glorifying of man, and therewith of God, in Him
and through Him ; and in the very conception of this, ethical

personality is desiderated : with mere essence, or being joer se,

it is not satisfied. Hence His thinking and acting, as well

as His suffering, in its ethical completeness, are also for us
;

He is also officially God's Son, On the other hand. His ethical

and official Diyine Sonship presupposes also a natural Divine

Sonship in a peculiar sense ; for it must correspond to its end,

according to which the love of God united to manhood, as w^ell

as manhood united in full love with God, must come to a

manifestation in Christ. As respects ourselves, however, we
know that we are in our own life and being ungodly, whereas

in Christ we come into a state of godliness, or sonship to God

;

and in this relation also Christianity becomes, in its principle,

the solution of Jewish and heathen error : it removes their

contradiction by the realization of the truth to which they tend.

Heathenism desires physical sonship with God, without regard

to ethical ; Judaism desires ethical sonship with God, and over-

looks the presupposition without which this never can come to

pass,—the transformation of the spiritual condition through

the "being born of Divine seed." Christianity makes the '

believers, both physically and ethically, God's children and

brethren of Christ ; but it desiderates for this, on the one hand,

in opposition to heathenism, an ethical, on the other, in opposi-

tion to the legal principle, a religious process. In these ethical

religious processes, sentence is passed on the fantasy of imme-

diate deification and ethical perfection ; and therewith is the

old man judged and dies, and room is made for the new, which,

participant of the Divine nature through grace, and thereby

raised in the Holy Ghost to immediate participation of the

natural Divine Sonship of Christ, advances, like Christ, to ethical

Divine sonship, love to God in Christ ; and, in fine, is also,

according to office or calling, vitally inserted as a member in

that body of which Christ is the eternal Head. This Chris-

tianity wills to be and to accomplish. We have also discussed

the essence of the heathen and Jewish error, which is ever

clothing itself in new forms.

From these premises it follows as of course, that not without

strenuous effort, in many cases a continuous scries of strifes and

VOL. I- F
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victories, could the higher Christian principle, planted in the

midst of the Jewish and heathen world, overcome both com-

pletely, i.e., so as that the essence of both should be expelled

from the Christian consciousness. Masses of heathen and

Jewish error such as it encountered were not to be dispersed as

by a magic stroke, but only by hard toil, even although, wherever

Christianity was embraced, these were already in principle

renounced, and deprived of their power of growth the more

that Christianity built itself up on its own field of thought. But

out of all the conflicts and agitations to which the Christian

truth was exposed through the pressure of non-Christian prin-

ciples,—nay, into which it voluntarily threw itself in order to

become to the uttermost the property of mankind,— it ever

emerged, through its inborn conquering might, to advancing

clearness, and ever richer unfolding of its fulness.

Could w^e succeed in representing the dogma, on the one

hand, m its undisturbed assurance of victory, yielding itself up

to human development, to the process which draws it into

divestments and disfigurements without number ; but not less,

on the other, partly also in its quiet work on the minds of men,

into which it sinks deeper and deeper, partly when again the

hour is come, in its grand victorious career, when, as if by a

magic stroke, the band falls from the eyes of the Christian com-

munity, the clouds flee away, and the clear image of Christ in

richer fulness than before stands before their view : then would

the historical delineation of this dogma be faithful ; for in that

case the same pulse that beats through its history would be felt

also in the delineation of that history. AVhere, on the contraiy,

the development of the dogma in the Church does not come to

knowledge and representation, there must be unconsciously a

deficiency of historical fidelity, whether the idea of development

is negatived by a later acquisition being dated back to the early

Church, whereby tlie side of the renunciation of the dogma is

misapprehended, whicli were the Dokctism of historical writing,

or by that self-renunciation of the dogma being taken for the

whole, whilst the development of its strength and fulness is

regarded as an idle l)y('work Avhicli has come in between ; and

tills latter method, which changes the history of the development

into a histoiy of the evacuation of the dogma, would be the

Ebionitic error. The dogma itself has forced its way through
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the midst of both ; it is for the historical delmealion to follow

as it best can.^

Accordingly, if ^ye enter closely into the history of our

dogma, it Avill divide itself into tJwee pei-iods.

In the first, which embraces the first four centuries, we
have the beginning of the development in the consciousness of

the belief that, in the Person of Christ, the Divine and the

human are, in the general, conjoined. From this immediate

totality of the Person of Christ, the Church development pro-

ceeds to the establishing of the concrete elements which belong

to the concepts of Di"\-ine and human. But since now both

sides stand over against each other, no longer merely in the

general, but as concrete quantities, it becomes a possible and
necessary problem to investigate the How of this union. Neces-

sary ; because the more justice is done to the recognition of both

sides, the more is that immediate presupposed unity put asmider^

and is to be anew restored to thought. Possible ; because such

an inquirv' may be successfully pursued only when, and in so

far as, that wliich is to be conjoined is thought as actually given

according to its concrete distinction.

The second period advances to the problem for which the

first has furnished the data, and works on these data. These

are : the elements which belong to the concept of the Divine,

and the elements which belong to the concept of the human,
whose difference is comprised in the duphcity of the Xatm-es.

Setting out from this distinction, it has to investigate the

How of the unity of both in the Person of Christ ; for the

That, or the actual existence of this unity, remains the first

presupposition, always present, as vouched for by faith. So
long, however, as either the concept of the Divine or that of

the human is so thought as that the one, if it does not exclude,

yet prejudices the other, their union in the Person of Christ

can only imperfectly be understood,—that is, in such a way as

shall fail to do justice alike to both sides. According as in any
epoch the preponderance falls on the one side, will the other be

necessarily depreciated. Now it is a feature of the dogmatic

thinking of the time before the Reformation, that in it the

Divine clement had a onesided preponderance ; and, on the

' Appendix, Note Y.
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contrary, in the century after the Eeformatlon, anthropology

was elevated to a false preponderance over theology. Thus the

second period falls into two epochs, between which the Refor-

mation stands ; and that not merely outwardly, but so as to

denote a real transition-point in the history of the world, inas-

much as it, by resuming the truth taught in the old time, opened

a free course for the right knowledge of the human side. Thus

the time of the Reformation itself shows how a new beginning,

which unites in itself the essential elements, must rise above the

onesidedness which characterized the second epoch, and form

the direct reverse of that of the first.

The tJiird epoch, in fine, which begins with the present

century, has to do with the problem, to cognise the Person of

Christ as the unity of the Divine and the human, in the equipose

and distinction of both sides.



THE FIRST PERIOD,

TILL THE YEAR 380.

^gN the first period, the elements of the Person of Christ

,^ are to be established ; the faith which accompanies the

theoretic process always presupposes their unity ; this

is for faith immediately certain, though not as yet narrowly

defined, not as yet mediately cognised through the knowledge

of the distinct elements, which in it are combined. Indeed, to

any form of Christology, there must be attached from the

beginning the attempt to bring again into union, somehow, the

elements vrhich have been thus far wrought out ; but it is also

true that every such attempt can have only a passing and mo-

mentary significancy, so long as, on either side of the Person

of Christ, perhaps essential elements are left out of account.

Hence it is only in the rational and necessary coiu'se of the

matter, that the Church, during the first period, should above

all have undertaken the problem of shaping forth, element by

element, both sides of the Person of Christ, so as to allow these

at first to separate from each other as widely as possible, that it

might hand over to the second period—both sides being com-

pletely establlslied—the task of closely cognising the mode and

manner in which, in the Person of Christ, these extremes are

brought together.

If, further, we comi)nre the epochs of the first period to-

gether, we shall sec that the first asserts the real Godhead and

the real manhood of Christ only in the general. As respects
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the latter, the outermost hmit, the true human body of Christ

is most decisively asserted; and, indeed, not only its actual

existence generally, but also its functions and natural affections;

and along with that, the truth of the principal weighty facts of

the earthly life of Christ—His I'esurrection, His death. His

growth from childhood upwards, even to the most difficult of

all. His real bu'tli by ]Mary—formed the common conviction of

the Christian world. But still the second element on this side,

the soul of Christ, remained undeveloped ; and with this there

was, for a great part of the history of Christ, room left for a

Doketic mode of treating it. This was the case especially with

reference to the sufferings of His soul in the history of His

passion, as well as His baptism and temptation ; nor could the

post-existence of the manhood of Christ, or its indissoluble union

with the Divine nature, be established so long as the Church

had not a secure consciousness of His true human soul ; and

this was the case neither in the first nor in the second epoch.

Likewise, as respects the Divine side, in the first epoch there

was not merely, in opposition to Ebionism, the recognition of the

truly Divine in Christ generally,—not merely the admission of

a momentary or a permanent prophetic endowment with which

the Church was furnished ; but the Christian community knew
itself to be eternally reconciled and united with God in Christ,

in whom was manifested the absolute religion which, a parte

post and a parte ante, is the final end of the world. This

consciousness the earliest Christians had at first in an esclia-

tological form, or in the belief in the return to judgment of

Him who had come,— of which judgment the turning-point is

the position of each individual in relation to Christianity ; and

thereby, in the consciousness of the Primitive Church, the kingly

office of Christ was conjoined with the prophetic ; and this could

and must be conceived from the extreme end back to the begin-

ning [so as to cover the whole manifestation of Christ], or to

the development of the position, that all must be made by Him
for whom all has been made. But from these works of judg-

ment and creation the Church returned to the earthly life of

Christ, and now learned to understand this in a new and higher

light as Divine history. His death, the result of love, was

recognised as the radiative central-])()int of the manifestation

of God in Christ ; by this death God reconciles mankind to
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Himself, with a view of bringing the race, at the end of the

days, to that perfection which was the eternal purpose of their

creation. Thus the reahty of the death of Christ becomes,

through the recognition of His Divine nature, the reality of the

reconciliation ; and the high-priestly office of Christ, in which

righteousness and love are mediated, and thereby the strenuously

ethical character of Christianity is established, is added to the

other two offices, in which might and loisdom are displayed. But

however certain it is that Christianity must recognise the truly

Divine in Christ, and however much this consciousness is

enriched and confirmed to Him by the elements, already named,

of His entire work ;
yet, just because in Christ personal truth

and wisdom, love and might, are recognised, there is only the

more decidedly a pressure towards the yet undetermined ques-

tion, how the Divine in Christ stands related to the Divine of

the Father—to the idea of God generally, to which unity is

essential. The significancy of Christianity showed itself grasp-

in<r even deeper : there w'as an irresistible pressure towards a

commutation of the pre-Christian, nay, the Old Testament

concept of God. This extreme and boldest task Christianity

undertook, but unwillingly; for a long time she resorted to

palliatives, the character of which may be briefly described

thus : There was no disposition to abridge in the least, in the

doctrine of the office and work of Christ, His Deity, because it

was only through tliis that its adequate expression could be given

to that which the Christian consciousness carried in itself as

divinely assured of; but, on the other hand, in view of the

unity of God, concessions were permitted in regard to this,

which, if they were not forgotten again in effect, could not but

seriously impair it. But in the second epoch, after what lias

been noted was won, the Church would be drawn irresistibly to

the conscious. Christian constituting of the concept of God.

Besides the positive impulse which lay in the Cliristian prin

ciple itself, the Church was constrained to this problem, wlucli

was solved in the second, the Trinitarian ei)0ch, by the great

heresies of the third and fourth centuries, in which these pallia-

tives were consequently carried out into great systems, and

therewith weakened the nerve of the Christian consciousness.

It is the thoroughgoing Monarchianism, which, in ever clearer

and firmer systems of an antagonist, a dcistic or pantheistic
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character, following each other stroke upon stroke, opposed

itself with all its force to that concept of God to which the

Church w^as tending; whilst at the same time it could not but

hasten the birth of that concept in the clear consciousness of

the Church. For this great stride, the work of the second epoch,

—which had for its object to set aside entirely the unity of God
as it had been previously held, and to substitute for that a unity

mediated through diversity, in other words, the Trinity,— the

work of the first epoch had not only given strength, but had

made precise preparation. For one thing, it had established the

base-lines, by help of which Christianity could assume its proper

position with ease, even in the most difficult and recondite of

its elements. Then, in particular, the Christological labours of

the first epoch had secui'ed for the concept of God also the

Christian doctrine of the Divine attributes. The threefold office

of Christ, which had its higher Christian significance only in

virtue of the Divine side of His Person, contains already the

stajnina of the concept of God, because the attributes ascribed

to Christ on account of His work, cannot be otherwise than

referred to God. Towards the end of the second century the

first Christian teachers held fast, Jirst, that to God belongs not

merely omnipotence and wisdom, such as He has displayed in

the creation of and the sure completion of the world ; for these

attributes may in themselves allow of a monistic, heathen con-

struction, without departing from the heathen principle, the

physical concept of God, the stand-point of natural religion

;

and on this a Divine history of an ethical or teleological cha-

racter, such as Christianity is, would be impossible. They

held, secondly, that not even rectitude satisfies the concept of

God ; for on that the unbelieving Jewish world could stand,

which, in accordance with its juridical stand-point, could set God
and the world over against each other, and could arrive at no

other union between the two than that of the relation of the

Lawgiver or Obliger to the ol)liged; and, on the other side, the

relation of service and debt to the sentence of the Judge by

whom reward or penalty is apportioned. But in place of this

deistic stand-point of .ludaisni, the Church found it needful to

seek room in her concept of (lod ior <jrace, oi whicli she felt

herself to be the recipient : in })hice of the mere Gotl-and-tlie-

world-discriiiiinating rectitude, to i)enuit the uniting love to
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enter. But in fine, tJiirdh/,—and this is the weightiest point of

all,— these Church-teachers recognised the fact, that this love is

not to be viewed as exclusive of the physical and juridical ele-

ment in the concept of God, but is rightly recognised only

when in it the physical as well as the juridical concept is pre-

served,— is in it, as it were, regenerated; inasmuch as love

without creative power and wisdom would be either egoistic, or

blind and powerless ; whilst a love without rectitude, or without

the liberty and independence of creation, would of itself neces

sarily relapse into a physical thing, of an emanistic pagan

character, even although under the most plausible show of what

is Christian. They knew that all these elements are rather to

be combined in the Christian concept of God, and are combined

in the doctrine, that one and the same God is the Creator and

Lawgiver, the Redeemer and Pei'fecter ; not distributing these,

with Gnosticism, among different principles, or denying the one

or the other of them. Now, the more consequent was the deve-

lopment of the ^Monarchian heresies of the third and fourth

centuries, above referred to, which were most obstinately opposed

to the representing of the Divine unity as a trinity, the more
definitely was it made apparent that, in following out their

course, they must, with the denial of the Trinity, strand either

on the pantheistic confounding of God and the world, or on

the purely physical idea of God, or, in fine, on the purely

juridical, i.e., the one which deistically separates God and the

world. Hence it became for the Church manifestly impossible

to abide by one or other of the forms of !Monarchianism, the

way to the Trinity being laid down, and the difficult stride from
the pre-Christian to the Christian concept of God already taken.

We shall see what essential fniit in reference to the basis of

the doctrine of the Trinity, i.e., the Christian doctrine of the

Divine attributes, was contributed by the struggles of the

Church with the different forms of the Gnosis.

As respects the Trinitarian epoch itself, it was inaugurated

by the great heresy of Patripassianism, which gradually evolved

itself into Sabellianism, i.e., by the liellenizing, ethnic mode of

viewing the love of God in Christ. Leaving out of sight other

elements favourable to it, there comes to be considered especially

the result by which it was arrived at by the Church. After the

hitter had already, in the earliest times, obtained from the
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primitive eschatology the most definite \'iew3 of the pre-existent

h}"postatic form of the Divine in Christ (in which, however,

there was inherent in the Divine hy|50stasis of the Son, viewed

from the terminus of the Person of Christ, the condition of

finite personahtj, which in tliis form could not be introduced

into the Godhead itself), the concept of the Divine hypostasis

came to be more and more, since the doctrine of the Logos

became the common property of the Church, stripped of that in

it which was inadequate ; and not less was the subordination-

theory, which we find still clinging even to Justin, for instance,

more and more put away ; and, in fine. His distinctness from

the world, and therewith that of God, was more and more

brought out, and He was recognised at length, not any longer

predominantly as the spoJcen Word of the world, or as the Ideal-

world, or as the Divine Idea of the world, but in self-substan-

tiality as the One who speaks in relation to the world. His

purport and significancy ceased to be summed up in relation to

the world : He found His meaning in Himself ; for the Beloved,

spoken of or witnessed to by the Father, who is Wisdom and

Power, glorifies and loves, according to Irenreus and Clement,

the Father in turn, who is in Him and He in Him. But if the

distinction between the Logos of God and the world was thus

more sharply defined than by the older apologists, and thereby

a barrier was erected, or an advantage won, against a physical

or Hellenizing representation of the relation between God and

the world, yet was that purchased by a previous enfeebling of

the hypostatic distinction between the Son of God, who as

Logos is simply the Divine reason and power, and the Father,

to whom both these must be ascribed ; so that, consequently, at

the end of the second century the state of the question in the

Church favoured Monarchianism under the form of Patri-

passianism.

Whilst the Church of the third century, occupied with the

refutation of this heresy, was, by the labours ,of Tertullian,

Hij>polytus, and Origon, determining more precisely and putting

together the elements of the hypostasis of the Son, and, in order

to be secured against a relapse into the ethnic principle, was

emphasizing the distinction of the Son fi-om the Father, whilst

tlu'ir luiitv was less nttondcd to ; there arrived the favourable

tiiiiL- for the second of tlu* great heresies above named, which,
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deistic in its principle, having begun in Aveak, already super-

seded, Ebionitic forms, now grew to a frightful extent. Allied

with ethnic elements, it set over against the decisive point at

which the Christian dogma of the Trinity should come forth

clear and an object of consciousness, and which aims to be the

hio-her unity of the Jewish and heathen principles, an imitation

of the Christian truth, a mingling of the Jewish and heathen.

But with the Council at Nice, by which the third epoch was

introduced, this heresy received its death-blow ; and therewith

was one of the sides, which in the first epoch had remained in

one leading point undetermined, Christologically established,

viz., the Homoousia, or hypostatic equality of essence of the Son

and the Father. Great and severe as was the struggle of the

next fiftv years, it established finally, not merely the Church's

acquisition in respect of the Son, but this also led to the doctrine

of the Holy Ghost as well.

And now, after the second epoch had been occupied almost

exclusively with the higher nature of Christ, and the weighty

utterances of an Irensus, a Tertullian, and an Origen, which

miglit have sei"ved to the completion of the doctrine of Christ's

perfect manhood, had been laid aside, there arrived for this also

a time in the third epoch. The Sabellian tendency, which had

entered the Church as antagonist to Arianism, sought a final

tenure, on the ground that it answered in the negative the

hitherto open question of the true human soul of Christ. The

pregnant system of Apollinaris furnished the Church with the

occasion of entering more fully and exactly into this question

;

and the decision, that Christ could not witliout a true human

soul be the Saviour, placed the topstone on the doctrine of the

second, the human side of Christ, about the year 380. From
this time forward the Church returned with full Christological

force, and more definitely, to the task of determining how the

two natures, now posited in their perfection, but also in their

entirely unconfounded separateness, could be combined. And
this forms the object of the Second Period.
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FIKST EPOCH

THE AGE OF THE APOSTOLIC FATHERS, TILL A.D. 160.

CHAPTEE FIRST.

EVIDENCE OF THE FAITH OF PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANIXr

IN CHRIST.

There is undeniably a very significant distinction between the

written productions of the Apostohc Age and those of the age

immediately following; and it is hardly possible to represent

the relation of the one to the other more erroneously, than when

the Apostolic Age is called, in a dogmatical respect, a germ and

beginning, whilst the age of the Apostolic Fathers is regarded

as the fruitful unfolding of that germ. It is true that, to a

certain extent, on one side an advance was to be expected in the

later age ; for this is according to the law of history. But if we
try each of these ages by the standard of its Christian know-

ledge, we shall find beyond all doubt a serious falling off in the

age following that of the Apostles. What was in the earlier

age the actual spiritual possession of the distinguished men
whom the Lord chose, trained, and equipped, was far from

being all retained by the succeeding age ; much less was a

higher stage of Christian knowledge attained. Such a retro-

gression, following times of unusual spiritual elevation and

expansion, is quite in accordance with the laws of historical

development, as we see in other cases,— in the time of the

Reformation, for instance ; and if at first sight this seems to be

something surprising, it is better to endeavour to conceive it as

a phainomenon which is altogether in order, than to cover over

the inconvenience which lies therein— arising from the appear-

ance of an interruption of the dogmatic jirogress, on the

assumption of the genuineness of the principal books of the

New Testament—by artificial )i;illi;itivi's, b(^ tlicv exegetical or
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be they critical, which, at the best, can minister only a mo-
mentary satisfaction.^

The solution is this. The Apostolic Age is full oi primal
fire and spirit ; in it occurs the greatest spiritual revolution

which has ever happened to man ; and it is, besides, an age rich

in ideas, fruitful of classic-Christian works. But as the ideas
which Christianity has implanted in men are of an essentiallv

practical kind, assure the long-cherished desire of final satisfac-

tion, and aim at the renewal and sanctification of life ; so there
followed on that first age, which enjoyed also higher illumina-
tion, an age of a predominantly practical tendency, in which the
Chinstian idea strove above all to operate in the world, in the
depths of men's souls, to remove the contradiction between
its intensive nature and its as yet restricted appearance by
extensive growth of the Church. This age, rejoicing in havino-

secured religious satisfaction, emancipates itself from the stain

of having a sinful community of life with the pre-Christian
forms, and thus assumes something of a world-shunnino- cha-
racter, a trait of practical dualism ; at the same time that it

burns with zeal to convey to others, as much as possible, the
enjoyment of its own blessings. According to all the accounts
which dehneate to us the Christian community of this acre, its

most characteristic mark at first was not the Christian gnosis,

but a holy, divine life, whereby it shone forth as a hght in the
midst of Judaism and heathenism. At first this Avas sustained,

negatively, through antagonism with the koo-jho^;, positively and
principally, through the same holy common spirit ; but latterly,

as that antagonism was weakened through the pressure of
worldly, schismatic, or heretical elements, and the Church was

' To these palliatives may be referred Dr Baur's attempt to reduce by-

some degrees the dogmatic height of the ApostoHc Age ; and when, with
this view, he subjects one of the apostolic chiefs, Paul, to an exegetical
treatment which does not commend itself by its correctness (see Trinitiit.,

p. 81 ff.), whilst the Gospel of John is, on account of its doctrine of the
Logos, extruded from the Apostolic Age by a critical operation. After, by
this most artificial way, a dogmatic poverty has been adjudged to the age of
the Apostles, it is easy to get rid of the distinction between it and the follow-
ing age

;
and thus room is made for postponing the higher representation

of the Person of Christ, i.e., the rise of Christianity, for a century later.

Whether it is history itself, or the hitherto used method of history, that is

damaged thereby, must be seen from what follows.
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thereby robbed of the clearness of self-consciousness, she betook

lierself to protective, sustentative, prefinitive forms, which at

first had in them nothing mechanical or hierarchical, but were

only the pure expression of the organizing instinct which dwelt

in this new historical power, at first so formless, but which

carried in it a principle of overwhelming strength, capable of

restoring to society its youth. It w^ould be a mistake, conse-

quently, to construe that relapse as if the growing Christian

community were a do-nothing, spiritually purposeless mass, on

no side advancing or operative. Rather does primitive Chris-

tianity resemble a young, vigorous, well-directed tree, which,

however, is rather occupied in growing than in bringing forth

the fruits of Christian knowledge. There is no lack of parallel

cases, which prove that in circles where no particular attention

is devoted to the side of Christian knowledge, but which are

practically alive, the Christian ground-ideas may be long pro-

pagated incorrupt.^ For such circles may possess the most

lively interest for what produces a Christian living faith, and so

may carry with them, if not in a mediated scientific form, yet

in its original guise, that Christian knowledge of divine things,

which is always immanent in faith, and without which, indeed,

faith cannot exist. And though what they thus originally carry

in them they may not make the object of mature reflection, yet

as little can it be said that they propagate Christian truth only

traditionally, and without a spiritual appropriation of it ; but

what they believe, that they testify. In this testifying they

have their free life, their free action, wdiether it find scope in

hymns and odes, or in forming Christian usages and worship,

or, in general, in life and conduct ; to which thoroughly adjusted

formation, in particulars and on the whole, such an active period

advances all the more energetically and irresistibly, the more

firmly the as yet undisturbed faith is held as a guiding assump-

tion.'* There is no poverty, withal, in this age; but, as ever

where activity predominates, a vital fulness and sense of inner

satisfying wealth. What characterizes it, is not dependency

and passivity, but a sense of freedom, which practically operates

in conunon life no less than in martyrdom. And thus there is

' Than the Waldonsca lu llie Middle Ages ; so the Moravian Brethren

and the IleiTiiluiters.

^ Appendix, Note Z.
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no standing still : in the first century after Christ the Christian

principle is seen advancing still, though chiefly on the practical

side ; and it leaves to the following age, as a significant legacy,

as the future development of the dogma's sustaining and leading

power, two principal works of the Church's common spirit, the

forming of an ecclesiastical organism, and the collecting of the

New Testament canon, both of which works stand in the closest

mutual relation.

Further, the retrogression of this age from that of the

Apostles, must not be wholly regarded as worthy of blame.

Kather, when Christianity is one whole, which is either there or

not, it follows that an age which regresses in respect of dogmatic

culture, nevertheless possesses fully in its faith that out of which,

in due time, dogmas may be constructed. If, as is indeed certain,

it be the business of Dogmatic History to consider, not so much
what is faithfully handed down, as when there occurs what bears

the trace of a free Christian spirit,—free, yet in unison with

objective Christianity, so that it may really be held as a valid

gain and attainment of the Christian intellect ; nevertheless it is

not to be overlooked, that just in this practical dh'ection does the

Christian intellect first set itself to work according to its inner

freedom and independence of mere tradition ; there it produces

works which, though practical, yet presuppose an intellectual

significancy and a definite consciousness, which in its own time

\\-ill become clearer and more immediate. And thus, though

this age, dogmatically viewed, presents only the rudest form, yet

there is in it a foundation gained for all dogmatic development,

the actual existence of an independent Christian common faith.

Be its testimony poor, yet it comes out of the living fountain of

the heart ; be it only elementary, yet it is the vocation of the

age just to lay foundations, on which the process, advancing from

what is most general—theoretically viewed, most abstract— to

what is more definite, may rest so as to be solid and continuous ;

and the entire dogmatic structiu*e may yet be really the free work

of the Church, from which the Holy Spirit has never retired.

We shall view this primitive Church, which may be pre-

eminently called the icitnessing Church, under the different

aspects whicli belong to our subject. First, we shall adduce all

the written documents which have been preserved to our time

so far as they are connected with Christology, and thus cndea-
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vour to construct for ourselves a complete representation of the

dogmatic stand-point of the existing leaders of the youthful

community. We shall, after that, consider the features of the

spiritual life which furnish to us keys to the collective Christo-

logical faith of the Church of this age.'-

We name, first, Clement of Rome. Judging from his First

Epistle to the Corinthians,^ his characteristic is especially a soul

full of harmony and clearness ; and in this respect his epistle

has a close resemblance to that to Diognetus. " Let us," he

writes, " fasten our regard on the Father and Former of the

Universe, and adhere to His excellent and surpassing gifts of

peace and benefits. Let us contemplate Plim in thought, and

behold with the mental eye His long-suffering [gracious] coun-

sel. By His command the heavens moved, and in peace are

they subject to Him; day and night complete their course

ordained by Him, and impede not each other. Sun and moon,

and the choirs of stars, evolve their courses according to His

command, in unison, without error."* This harmony he sets

forth again in detail (c. 20), specifying how therein goodness

is manifested towards men. In chap. 53 he resumes this

description, and advances to man, thus :
" But besides these. He

hath with holy and pure hands formed man, the most excellent,

by dignity of intellect the loftiest of animals, as an impression

of His own image {'^apaKrrjpa T779 elKovo^ eavTOv)', and

after He had adorned Himself by His works. He rejoiced.

The multitudinous throng of angels stands ready to do His

will; and so ought we to be gathered together harmoniously

in one (c. 34), and as with one mouth we ought to cry unto

Him. . . . But in the world of men there is hatred, envy,

pride; it alone does not harmonize in the general chorus of

creation."

But through Christianity, harmony has been restored not

only between man and man, but also between man and the rest of

the world ; and Clement could remind the Corinthians how they

' Baur has, in his work on the Trinity and Incarnation, as good as passed

over tills inquiry ; and yet it must be viewed as the decisive basis of all

further investigation.

2 Its authenticity may be regarded, in the present state of the inquiry,

as Bcttlod.

* [Ep. ad Cor. I. c. 19, 20 —Tr.]
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had become, through Christ, called and sanctified " Holy and
honoured, your name is beloved by all men (c. 1). What
stranger but must acknowledge your firm faith, rich in virtues ?

but must admire your Christian piety, full of discretion and
gentleness ? but must praise your abundant hospitahty, and
joyfully celebrate the perfection and stabihty of yoiu' Christian

knowledge ? How you did everything without respect of per-

sons, according to God's command; subject to the president,

and showing the presbyters fitting honom- ; teaching the youno-

moderation and uprightness, women to live in all respects in a
blameless, honest, and pure conscience, to love theii' husbands
according to the order of subjection, and to administer their

household affairs in all good morality ! (c. 2.) Ye were all of
an humble spirit, without self-exaltation; preferring to be subject

rather than to rule, to give, than to receive : satisfied with the

viaticum which God gives, and pondering His word, you were
rich in compassion,* and had His sufferings before yom' eyes.

Thus was a deep and precious peace diffused over all; and alono-

with that, a boundless desire to do good ; and the fulness of the
Holy Ghost was poured out on all. And, full of holy purpose,

ye stretched out your hands in joyful, tnistful confidence to

God Almighty, beseeching Him that He would be gracious, if

ye had involuntarily committed sin. Day and night ye strove

for the united brotherhood, that the whole number of the elect

might be saved. Upright were ye, and without deceit, thinldng
no iniquity against each other. All division and schism was an
abomination to you

; ye mourned over the sins of your neio-h-

bours, their defects ye looked on as your own ; of no good deed
did ye repent, ever ready for new good works. Thus adorned
by a walk rich in virtues and demanding respect, ye did all

things in the fear of God, and His commands were written on
the table of your hearts."

[The original is iaripviaf^ivot '/its to7; axXuyxvoig, wliicli is rendered in
one Latin version, "dilatati eratis in visceribus," ed. Colomesii, Lond. 1687

;

and in another, " intirae recondita in visceribus servabatis verba e]us,'' ed.
Drcssel, Lips. 1857. Mr Faber translates it thus: "Ye received them
into your very breasts and bowels." (Apostol. of Trinitarianism, L p. 151.)
The rendering given by Dorner accords with the first of these ; but seems
wholly unauthorized. Tlie verb oTipvi^ofcx,, " I embrace, take into my
heart," especially witli the addition sv a'Trf.iyxvot;, conveys very much such
a meaning as Mr Fabor has given.—Tn.]

VOL. I. O
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Sucli fruit of a holy, godly life had the Corinthians to thank

Christianity for, before the discords which then reft them had

sprung up. And since they could return to their first honour-

able estate in no other way than by a return to that which had

at first produced this change in them, he reproaches them with

that from which they had partially fallen, for the sake of

humbling them. We thus have an opportunity of learning

clearly from Clement what his preacJiing of Christ contained.

It is rather Christ's work, especially His death, than Christ's

Person, of which he treats at length in this epistle.

A glance at the sufferings of Christ consumes pride, teaches

us humility, draws us in the death of repentance (c. 7) under

His gracious yoke (c. 16), and to follow Him. It is therefore

a principal work of the Christian, and a necessary occupation

for him, to have Christ's death always before his eyes.^ His

opinion is not simply, that Christ has in dying set us an ex-

ample of humility and patience, and has thereby acquired a

right to be exalted (comp. Phil. ii. 6)—though this thought

also is not foreign to him (c. 16)—but the death of Christ is

with him the principle of true operative repentance, i.e., it pro-

duces repentance which in faith obtains the remission of sins ;

for " His blood has been shed for us, for our salvation ; He has,

according to God's will, given His body for our body. His soul

for om' soul." Every interpretation of this passage is forced

which does not recognise in it the idea of substitution, and that

as well subjective, Christ's substitutionary design, as objective,

the actual fulfilment of that design, and its objective results.

There is connected therewith the fact, that with Clement, as in

the Ep. to the Hebrews, the name " High-Priest" is frequently

applied to Christ. Comp. chap. 36, 58 (ap')(^iepev<i twv Trpocr-

(f)opa)V 'f}ixQ)V, irpocrrdnf]'^, ^orjdo'i).

Now, in tliis there is a recognition not only of Christ's sin-

^ C. 2. Kctl roc 77ud-/iiA,xrx xvrov ij* vpo 6<f6e(.'Kf<t.l)v vf^uv. C. 7. ccriuiacofHf

il; TO xifAci Toy 'Kpiarou x-ctl ihufnv^ a; eart rifitov ru 0sw otJjaas oti'ToD, o ri oim

rviv ij/aireoxu aur/iptocu iK^vSiv vavrt r^ Koafiu /niTUUotxs x'^piu C':rvi»£-/Ki».

C. 16. Kvpiog ijf^uu 'I. X. oi/K TjXdiv iv KOf^yru d'hx^oviixi ovhi ump-zi^oiviu?,

x.x{i7ip ovvccfiiuoc, oi'K'Koi TXTrnuo^pouuv. C. 21. roll Kvpiou vj/auu I. X. ov to

ecTuu i/'zip iifiuv io66/i ivTpx'Troi/ice'j. C. 49. to ui/ax xCrov i'oo)x.tv i/Tnp r,i^u»

6 \pinr'ji 6 Kvpio; ijfiuv tv h>.vi/^xrt Wfoi/, kxi ty,u aupy.x v-jrip TY,i uxox-oi i)t*uv.
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lessness, but also of an entirely peculiar relation to tlie Father.

For this One is for the salvation of the -whole world (c. 7) ; He
is well-pleasing to God in His offering ; it took place according

to God's will, and God has received it (c. 49). But He is not

simply man as we are. He has, it is true, body and soul

(c. 49), which is elsewhere expressed in the one word aap^ ;^

but this is only one side of His being:" that there belongs to

Him also a higher, is certified in the faith that we are reconciled

to God in Christ. As respects this latter side, I would not ad-

duce the passage in chap. 2 as a proof that Clement calls Christ

God :
" Giving heed to His (God's) words, ye were rich in

compassion, and His sufferings stood before your eyes :" for a

mere carelessness of style may be the cause of his placing, as in

one series, and as if spealdng of one subject, what belongs to

God, and what is peculiar to Christ. Still, such an omission of

the name of Christ in connection with His sufferings becomes

rightly explainable only by the fact, that in his view Christ is

approximated to God, and God's work towards men is the

doing of Christ. This lies plainly in many passages of the

epistle. Thus, near the beginning, it is said in the salutation,

after the manner of the Apostles, that we are called and sanc-

tified by God through Christ; in two passages,^ a doxology

seems to be addressed to Christ, so that He is therein placed on

an equality with the Father ;^ at any rate. He is included in

the doxolog}"-, and it is even said (c. 59), " Through whom
(Jesus Christ) be to God glory, honour, might, majesty, and

dominion, for ever and ever." The Apostles have their words

from Christ ; Christ has His from God (c. 42). His words

all are bound to obey. In Him is the complete revelation, the

truth and the gnosis, communicated (c. 35;. He is the first-

fruit of those raised from the dead (c. 24), and has a kingdom

(c. 50) in which there shall be no decay or passing away.

Already we have gi'eat and wondrous blessings even here

(c. 35) : an immortal life in us, righteousness, truth with free-

dom, faith with confidence. But what no eye hath seen, no

ear hath heard, is reserved for those who shall reach the land of

' C. 32.

' Same place : f| eevroS (toD \xKu(i) 6 Kvpio; ^Imovs to koctu aioKV.

Comp. Rom. ix. 5, i. 3
» C. 20 ; 50. * Comp. c. 32.
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the godly at the time of the revelation of the kingdom of

Christ, because they shall be perfected in love (c. 50). Until

then, Christ is the High-Priest of our offerings,^ who brings

our thanks and praise, our offei'ings before God, and not less

conveys the Divine grace to us. For He is our advocate and

helper in our weaknesses.^ " Through Him," exclaims Clement,

" we fix our glance on the height of the heavens ; through Him
we behold His spotless and lofty countenance as in a mirror

;

through Him are the eyes of our heart opened ; through Him
our ignorant and darkened mind effloresces to His marvellous

light ; through Him it is the will of the Lord that we should

taste immortal glory,—Him who, being the radiance of the

Divine glory, is as much exalted above the angels as He hath

obtained a more excellent name than they." ^ In this passage

lies not only the affinity of Christ to God, not merely that He
is the revealer of God, but also the essential equality of His

higher nature with God. From what has been said, light is

cast on the difficult expression in c. 16 : " Christ our Lord, the

sceptre of the majesty of God." In the term a-KrjiTTpov, in-

deed, one may find the meaning of j^i'operty, inheritance (as the

Heb. t32t^ also means ; see Ps. Ixxiv. 2), and thence infer that,

as in c. 29 and c. 30, Israel is called God's inheritance, so it

suits to call the twelve sons of Jacob, who in chap. 31 are

mentioned as ScoSeKdaKTjTrTpov, His inheritance. His befitting

KXrjpovofiia. But the forced character of this is manifest ; and

in c. 32 the aKriirrpa are decidedly the tribes (comp. Test. Patri-

' C. 36 ; 58.

^ Same place. This passage assumes Christ's nearness to His people in

all their necessities, and His power to help. Comp. Matt, xviii. 20.

^ C. 36. It is partly from this passage, where Christ is called the d.itu.v.

yai,Qy.a of the Divine majesty, partly on account of the relation of this trea-

tise to the Ep. to the Heb. generally, that it is probable that also in the

passage above cited (c. 3o), under the expression hkuv C-)£oD, whose xa.fu.K-

rvifict man bears, we are to understand the Son. Tlic words, c. 3G, " Through

Him (Christ) we behold His pure and lofty countenance as in a mirror,"

may be referred to (Jod's countenance ; so that here we have only the con-

verse of what we have in tlie second chapter. The passage before us, how-

ever, shows why, for Clement's Chri.stian intuition, this transition is so easy :

Chri.st is for him the mirror and the radiance of the Divine majesty ; in

God's image, i.e., Christ, lie sees Cod's countenance (comp. 2 Cor. iii. 18,

iv. 6). On «7r«i/7«a^«, wherein effulgence of esseiace lies, see IJleek on

Heb. i. 3.
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arch. IV. 24), which in the hwheKaaK'niTTpa are viewed as

unity. When in this 16th chapter, then, Christ, who accord-

ing to the flesh is of them, and thereby honours them (c. 32),

is'^et over against them as the dKri-nrpov of the Divine majesty,

the better interpretation is that which regards Him as the true

stock, the Son of the Divine majesty simply. Nevertheless this

interpretation is not probable, because the antithesis to the

ZcoheKd<TK7]irrpov (c. 31) would have been here (c. 16) more ex-

tensively enunciated. The connection of the passage before us

excludes every interpretation which does not find Christ's

supreme power as the leading idea. For Clement is seeking to

exhort them to humility by the example of Christ, who, though

He might, as the sceptre of the Divine majesty, have come in

splendour and power, yet did not so come, but was humble-

minded. The sceptre is the symbol of government ;
in it rests,

and by it is transferred, the royal majesty. In Christ, conse-

quently, rests the Divine majesty—that lies in the word
;
He

is the organ and the personal representation of the Divine im-

perial majesty. In the words, " though He was able to have

done so" [/ca/Trep Zvvdixevo^'], compared with Phil. ii. 6, there

lies an allusion to His pro-existence, [Clement's belief in] which

is evident from another passage,^ where it is expressly said that

in the O. T. Christ had spoken by the Holy Ghost.
^

There is

thus room for asking whether the passage in c. 27' is not also

to be referred to the pre-existent nature of Christ. In the

much-canvassed passage, c. 34 [33], something analogous is

said of the creation of man, if under the image of God, whose

character or impression man bore, Christ in His higher nature

is to be understood.

The Second Epistle shows less peculiarity and another spirit.

Though I do not regard it as genuine, but hold it to be later

than Clement, yet it bears on it a character of high antiquity,

and hence may be here legitimately considered. Its doctrine

concerning Christ is somewhat more developed, as already there

arc Christological opponents to be encountered. "My bre-

Toi Trutvf^xTog ToZ xylov ouru 7rpo<,KccKurx, iif^x; : after which, passages are

quoted from the Psalms.

2 'Ki/ 7,6yv r^S f^iyet-hmvun; ctvTov avutoryiaocro tx -ttxvtx, k*i tv Aoy«

CVUX1CCI xvTXKXTuarpiii/xi. See Ajipoiitlix, Note AA.
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tliren," says the writer (c. 1), " we must think of Jesus Christ as

of God, as of the Judge of the Hving and the dead ; and not

1

1 think little of our own salvation. For if our thoughts of Him
! I be low, our expectations also will be little. If we esteem Him
lightly, and act as we think, we sin, and are unmindful whence

we have been called, and by whom, and to what, and how much
Jesus Christ hath endured on our behalf." Their former

heathen state is then described ; after which he says : "We had

no hope of salvation but from Him; He called us when we

were not, and willed that we should come out of non-being into

beino;." This is uttered against Judaizino- teachers, who would

not acknowledge the newmess of Christianity, and the dignity

of the Person of Christ. Hence, also, in chap. 2 he sets

the Church over against the Jewish community, and already

hails lier as the more fruitful mother of the two. But the

author also opposes those who deny the resui'rection ; and the

representation which the epistle gives of Clu-ist under an escha-

tological aspect is especially prominent. " He will appear as

God." (Comp. c. 1, 12). Also, in order to prove the worth

of man's body, he speaks (c. 9) of the pre-existence of Christ.

" Let none of you say that this flesh comes not into judgment,

nor rises. . . . Christ our Lord, Avho hath saved us, was at first

spirit (comp. Rom. i. 3 ; 1 Cor. xv. 45-47), and became flesh,

and so called us; and so in this flesh we shall receive the

reward.^

According to ancient testimonies, preserved by Eusebius

(Ecc. Hist. IV. 23, IH. 16), the epistle which Clement ^^•rote to

the Corinthians was long preserved in Corinth, and publicly

read in the Church. At the time it was written there appears to

have been peace and unity in the Chm'ch at Eome (comp. also

the salutation in the Epistle of Ignatius to the Romans, where

he calls this Church well-ordered and 'x^piarovofxo'i). The East

presents a totally different picture. Here the desire of know-

ledge was from an early period lively, as is shown in the

productions as well of the Church as of the heretics ; and here

the lieretics brouiilit the doctrines of the Churchmen to a

quicker development. The half-mythic fonns of Simon ^lagus,

Monander, Dositheus, Satuminus, ])rovc, at least, that in the

' See Ajipeiulix. Note BB.
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Syrian regions there were, at an early period, movements con-

nected with Gnosticism : Asia J\Iinor, the earliest seat of the

higher Christian culture (and especially Ephesus, where even

in the first century Cerinthus with his doctrine of the Logos

opposed the Apostle John), was at an early period agitated by

various partially heretical tendencies: Acts viii. 9 ff. 19; Col.

ii. 18-23; 1 Tim. i. 4-9, 20; 2 Tim. ii. 17-23, iii. 7-9, 13,

iv. 3 fe. 14; Tit. i. 10-16; 1 John ii. 22 ff., iv. 2, 3; Jude 4,

comp. 1 John iii. 4; 2 Pet. ii,; Tgnat. ad Eph. 9, etc.; as also

the appearance of a Cerdo before Marcion, and, at a later

period, of Montanism, attests. In Syrian Antioch especially,

where Peter and Paul had been,—the town of the heathen

Christians, the antipole of Jerusalem in the Acts of the

Apostles, the seat of an unusually numerous congregation, rich in

men who were well qualified for various ofiices, the chief staple-

place for missionary activity in the primitive Church,—there

could not fail to be various tendencies at an early period; and

there was thereby communicated, as well as through means of

the heretics,—who seem especially to have been gathered to-

gether in this cit}',—a much stronger occasion for the more

rapid development of the Church than elsewhere. Here, at the

beginning of the second century, was Ignatius (who, according

to ecclesiastical tradition, died in the year 117j, a man of re-

markable spirit. In him there appeared in the eai'ly Church a

talent for organization ; full of living sympathy with the pre-

sentative clement in worship and polity, ardent, eloquent,

inspired with enthusiasm for the idea of his life. Excited in

many ways from without,—tempted, as he himself says (ad

Philad. 7), by errors on the one hand, on the other hand en-

riched by the spirit of John, and still more by that of Paul,—he

assumed in respect of doctrine a high, nay, the highest place

among the Apostolic Fathers : but his soul was bent on the

organization of the Church, and to that he devoted all his

strength ; so that with him the practical predominates,—nay, it

is through his practical bent alone^ that he has been conducted

to a higher view of the nature of Christianity. For as, accord-

ing to him, participation in the faith of Christ is a participation

in his theanthropic manifestation, so, in turning his mind with

' See Appeiiilix, Note CC.
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special energy to the idea of tlie Church, there was presented

to him, as the problem which the community of believers had

to work out. How to set forth an image and a continuance of

the Divine-human life of Christ. In the Church, Christ is

brought to be eternally present ; it has the power, above all, of

setting Him forth in worship, life, and polity, where alone,

pneumatically and corporeally, can appear the unity in which

the plurality of the believers first realizes its idea.

Thus there are with him two sides, the Divine and the

human, in respect of Christ, and in respect of the Church, His

image, alike important ; so much so, that in his view neither is

anything without the other. As Christ is one with God, so

must the Church be one with Christ (comp. John xvii.) ; and

He must dwell in it as His temple (ad Ephes. 9, 15). But in

this is implied not only one spirit and mind in undivided hearts,

not only the absence of all schism and all strife from amongst

them ; but, as in Christ, so in His Church, the evwaa must

have a spiritual and a bodily side (ad Magn. 1, 13 ; ad EjdIi. 2 ;

ad Polyc. 1, 2).

It is only thus that the evwai^ of crapf and Trvevfia wliicli

was in Christ, and in which manhood reaches its truth, can be

exhibited ; only thus is Christ in it, the principle of all miity of

the Divine and human. This unity is realized only in progres-

sive presentations or reflections. As Christ according to tlie

flesh was subjected to the Father, so is the company of the

Apostles and the whole Chiu"ch subjected to Christ, and to the

Father, and to the Spirit. Christ is, consequently, again the

animating, vivifying principle for the Church as His adp^.

But in the Church itself, also, again is this relation propagated

after the original type ; for otherwise there woukl be a unity

of the members with Christ, but not with each other ; there

would be only a 7rvev/j,aTLKr) eWcrt?, whereas this should be also

aapKLKrj. Hence tliere is an office there invested with Divine

authority and power, the oflice of the bishop, who is tlie

teacher, liturgist, and leader of the Church, and whose it is

to represent her in her unity in and beyond the worship, to

verify and realize her true ideal corporate will, as well as her

unity in doctrine.^ To tliis l)ish()]) tli(> Church again stands

* Aiiiienilix, NoU" DD.
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related as the human side of Christ does to the Divine ; for he

is tlie source of action in the Church, and the Church has in

the willino; and thinking of the ideal bishop of Ignatius alone

her own innermost sense and volition objectively present, she

recoo-nises herself in him according to her unity and truth.

The bishop, however, on the other hand, is not to be thought of

without his congregation, as Christ is not without the Church

(ad Trail. 11 : "The head cannot be born without the mem-

bers, since God wills the unity which He Himself is"); but

each side desiderates the other,— the congregation is not actually,

but only potentially, a congregation by faith : it becomes actual

first by love through the €V(oai<i ; and this union in love first be-

comes firm, orderly, and general by the Church giving itself to

the bishop. On the other hand, the bishop first becomes what he

is w^hen he stands in the midst of the congregation as the animat-

ing spirit, as the impersonation of the common will of the united

concrreo-ation. With this view, the latter makes him permanently

her bishop, who without her, as she without him, is a latent

power. But the truth of both is the union of both; and where

this is, there is a representation in pattern of the union of the

two natures of Christ, or His relation to the Church in the

whole (ad Trail. 11). In both parties, however, Christ lives
;

and He, or rather the union which He typically exhibits, is

supremely the creative principle, which further and further

propagates this union of what is congenial, and brings it about,

in all relations, that all bear God and Christ, and exliibit a

theanthropic character. Thus a further mirror of this unity

is the relation of the bishop to the presbyters (ad Magnes. 6 :

"They are fitted to him as the strings to a l}Te," ad Eph. 4),

and of the latter to the deacons, the relation of marriage (ad

Polyc. 5), of the believers to each other (ad Magn. 13) ; and,

in fine, it is also reflected from Christians in their individual

being (ad Magn. 5), only that the individual being is, according

to him, in a state of untruthfulness unless it is at the same

time incorporated with the congregation.

Now, since the theanthropic life-unity of Christ thus pro-

pagates itself throughout, it follows tliat Christ is thi'oughout

present,—all Christians are ^piaro^opoi, deocpopot (ad Eph.

9, 15 ; and Trail. 3) ; and naturally the bishop must be chiefly

so, since he officially represents to each congrcgatitm the rela-
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tion of Christ to the Church universal (tvttov ad Magnes. 6),

Aud it is characteristic that he postpones to this presence of the

objective Christ in the Episcopate the Gospel itself, i.e., the

Scripture (ad PhiLad. 8, Smyrn. 5, 7), and the Lord's Supper.

He, indeed, calls the Gospel adpKa Xpiarov (ad Philad. 5, comp.

ad Smyrn. 5, 7 :
" I flee to the Gospel as to the flesh of Christ,

aud to the Apostles as to the presbytery of the Church ;

" i.e.,

the Apostles, by which he means, as the context shows, the

apostolic writings, are for the Church as a wdiole what the

presbytery is for each congregation) ; and even so the Gospel

infers the objective Christ in all times, brings Him nigh to the

Church. Further, he also views Christ as present in the Sup-

per (ad Smyrn. 7 :
" The heretics abstain from the Eucharist

and from prayer, because they confess not that the Eucharist is

the flesh of our Saviour ;" he calls it " a medicine of immor-

tality, an antidote against death, operating so that we live eter-

nally in Jesus Christ," ad Ephes. 20). But, 1. He founds little

on the Scripture ; and though a collection of Christian writings

had begun to be made in archives, and many in his time laid

stress thereon (without doubt also with a view of contravening

his episcopal idea), he has yet done nothing for the canon

;

he shows little confidence in the archives ; and though he recog-

nises apostolic writings, he opposes those who betake themselves

to these :
" An archive to me is Christ ; my incorrupt Biblio-

theca is Christ's cross, death, and resurrection " (ad Philad. 8).^

This is not to be taken as if he were indifferent to the historical

side of Christ's appearing {crap^) ; on the contrary, he lays

great stress on this being kept pure for all times. But the

more the Church becomes a united historical power, so much
the more is there for liim in it, in its confirmed organism, an

eternalization of the historical side of the appearance of Christ,

whilst there is room for a falsification of the apostolic testimony

in the Church Bibliothcca. To other forms of this eternaliza-

tion, for instance the evayyiXiov, he allows weight as auxiliary

;

but his ideal, in which all requirements are in his view satisfied,

was ever the Church Unity, represented as also acting by a per-

• This passage bears tlic Ktaiti]) of high antiquity ; it is, however, iutel-

lif,nble only in connection with iiis whole style of thouglit. On its negative

side it has quite the same tone as the well-known word of another ajjosto-

lical fatlier, Papias.
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sonality filled witli God. To this lie ever reverts also, 2. ^Y:th

respect to iJie Lord's Supper, For the manj places where he

speaks of it (ad Eph. 5 ; ad Trail. 8 ; ad Rom. 7 ; ad Philad.

Introduction ; ad Smp-n. 7, 8, where he likewise treats of bap-

tism) show that the high value he set on it arose from his

regarding it as the means and organ of Christ, whereby He
communicates the spirit of unity to His people, makes His

Divine-human life to be the hfe of the CIiuitIi, nay, partly, and

this almost especially, because he regarded the Eucharist as the

most flourishing representation of the unity and love of the

Chm'ch, as the altar (OvcnaaTTqpiov) on which the Church,

acting in the bishop, and represented as Unity, presents the

offering of its praise and thanksgiving,—with Christ, and imder

Him enters together into a Di-vnne-human unity ; as one body

with many members by one Spirit.

The same is clear from the free use which Ignatius allows

himself of the words " flesh and blood of Clmst," but which

from his point of view is quite natural. See ad Trail. 8 ; Eom.

7 ; Magn. 1 ; Philad. 1, 5 ; SmjTn. 1, 7, comp. 6. The crao^

of Christ, he says, is Faith, and the alfia is Love ; both in

their iinity, Faith and Love, are the All (ad Eph. 9, 14). Both,

a-ap^ and alfjia, stand inseparably united. Since, looking at the

subject from another point, he conjoins aap^ and vrvev/xa, one

must presume that between the al/xa and Trvevfia he found a

close relation. His thought is this :—The flesh (crap^) of

Christ, i.e., His objective and historical manifestation, corre-

sponds to Faith (for it begets this in all the various forms in

which it can be presented), but the blood of Christ answers to

Love. He does not mean by this that the soul or inner being

of Faith is Love, but he rather compares Love with the blood of

Christ because it circulates as the common life's blood in the

veins of the Church. But the expression has, moreover, a defi-

nite relation to the death of Christ. It is a favourite thought

of Ignatius, that Christ's death draws us into fellowship with

Hun, and likewise is continued in mankind. With him the

death of Christ is the principle of Love in the world, because it

draws all to death, in order that all may rise again as new crea-

tures actuated by love. Now, of this Love-priuciplc we become

partakers only by means of the Su])per ; there are we drawn

into His dying love ; there His love becomes our love. And
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thus Christ's blood, primarily that shed on the cross, afterwards

no less that which is present in the Supper, is the objectire

principle which founds love, as Christ's historical appearance in

the general founds faith. Naturally, to him as to Paul, this is

furnished by Christ's death in combination with His resurrec-

tion. The love which Christ's death operates, however, is pre-

sented by him under two phgenomenal forms : on the one hand,

that which tends to unity, and is represented continuously in the

worship as in the constitution of the Church ; on the other hand,

as the sentiment of substitutionary love which Christ awakens

in His own. In the latter he shows himself thoroughly of the Jo-

hannine school (comp. Euseb. H. E. iii. 23 : "I will give account

to Christ for you. I will give my soul for yours," says John to

the fallen youth). Not only was the union of the aap^ and

TTvev[xa, constituting the Person of Christ, typically and as a crea-

tive principle of like unity in the world, ectypically represented

in the Church, but also His office, especially His substitutionary

love. The death of Christ on the cross is, indeed, the principel

of this substitution for men ; but there remains for Christians

also a substitution, though only in the sense that in this conti-

nuous offering of love for others, the self-offering love of Christ

is continued (ad Eph. 18, 21, 8 ; Smyrn. 10, 13 ; Polyc. 6). He
calls himself ayvia/xa, irepi-y^T^fxa, avTiyfrvx^ov, for the Christians.

What has been said may suffice to indicate the fundamental

idea of Ignatius. Only from this can we arrive at a just

understanding of what he says concerning the Person of Christ,

For, as we find it, he has constructed his view of the Person of

Christ precisely so as throughout to subject it to the practical

thought, that the idaa of the Church is to carry forward the

Person and work of Christ as His continuous living copy ; and

that in such a way as that He ever abides immanent in it as the

uniting princi[)lo of the Divine and the luunan.

This also is, by consequence, with him, the fundamental con-

cept for the Person of Christ ; in Him is the eWtrt? of the a-ap^

and TTvevfia iil)solutcly complete. " He was conceived by the

Virgin Mary acronling to the counsel of (iod, of the seed of

David and of the Holy Ghost" (ad Eph. 18). "In Him is

the t'yojcrt? crapKm fcal 7rv€vp,aT0<i (Magn. 1, 14, 15; Eph. 7;

Smyrn. 1, 3) ; He is tlio Lord, wlio is truly of the lineage of

David according to the flesh, bu* the Son of God according to
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the will and power of God ; born really of a virgin ; baptized

by John, that He might fulfil all righteousness ; really crucified

under Pontius Pilate in the flesh ; to whose fruits we belong.*

He hath lifted up a standard for all times, by His death and
resurrection, for the unity of the Church (Smyrn. 1). He is

the new leaven (Magn. 10), the new man, the Son of man
and Son of God" (Eph. 20). With this definite distinction of

the aap^ and the irvevfui in Christ, of the human and Divine
sides, he links himself closely to the Apostle Paul (Rom. i. 3, 4,
ix. 5). It is likewise quite Pauline when he describes Christ as

born only in respect of His humanity (comp. also Gal. iv. 4),

whilst His higher nature is called v'm Qeov (hence j€vvr]To<i

Kol ajevvTjTo^, Eph. 7). God has manifested Himself in a

human form in Christ (Eph. 19; comp. 1 Tim. iii. 16); hence
he calls Him also 0eo9 (Eph. 1, 15 ; iv aapKi yevofievo^; ©eo?,

ib. vii. 18 ; Rom. iiiit. 3), which can be regarded only as the

more indefinite expression of what vm Qeov is to him. For
he says (Smyrn. 3), Christ is our true, inseparable (Eph. 3

;

Magn. 15), immortal life (Eph. 7, 19, 20): "Three mysteries

have been prepared in the silence of God, and remained hidden

to the prince of this world,—the vii'ginity of Mary, the birth

of Christ, and His death. ... All the bands of the wicked
were dispersed, ignorance was abolished, the old kingdom upset,

when God appeared in human form to bring a new eternal life

to light "^ (Eph. 19). According to his fundamental view,

however, the union of the irvevfia and the aap^ in Christ must

* [" Zu dessen Friichten gelioren wir." The words of Ignatiiis are,

i<P ov KxpTTov vif^uii from whose fruit are we; i.e., as Pearson explains it,

from Him crucified, as the fruit of the tree on which He hung, are ^6,=
we are members of the Crucified. The whole sentence reads thus :

" From
which [or whose] fruit are we by His divinely-blessed passion, that He might
rear a standard [a rallying-point, ovaaT,y.(ji\ for ever, by His resurrection,

fur His saints and believing ones, w hether among the Jews or the Gentiles,

iu the one body of His Church."—Tii.]

^ What this passage fm-ther says concerning the star of the Magi could

have been so set forth only hefore the formation of the canon, and after

the more sober representation of Matthew. [The passage is as follows:

" A star slione in the heavens beyond all that were before it, and its light

was unspeakable, and its novelty caused surprise in all who saw it. All

the rest of the stars, along with the sun and moon, became a company
(xo^oV) to the star, but it excelled them all in brig^ltno.ss ; and men wore

troubled to account for thi.s novel phjeiiomcntnv"—Tn.]
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be regarded by him as one not to be dissolved through all

eternity, since it must be every moment the living principle of

the unity of God and man in the world. This he expresses

(ISIagn. 15 ; Smyrn. 3) :
" I know and believe Him to be in the

flesh even after His resurrection" (comp. Eph. 11 ; Philad. 9).

Not less, in fine, does he, with Paul, go back to the time before

His earthly appearance. The denial of the one or the other

side of the Divine-human being of Christ, rendered it necessary

to make the one objected to an object of more definite thought

than before ; and though Ignatius still abides by generals, and

only expresses in the gross the integrity of the two sides in their

difference,—the union of which is also the principle of Clu'is-

tianity,—yet the more precise fixing of both sides has already

constructed a sort of confession of faith for him (Eph. 7, 17;

Mag. 9, 11 ; Trail. 9 ; Smyrn. 1). As respects the human side,

lie concerns himself not with the special parts of the human
nature, but with the confutation of the denial of a human life

of Christ at all, the denial of the leading facts of the history of

Christ, in which His course of life is represented. Already

had opposition directed itself against three essential elements of

EQs human life,— against the birth of the Son of God by a

woman, against His sufferings, and against His resurrection.

On the affirmation of these three elements as historical facts,

Ignatius establishes the humanity of Christ, without, however,

attempting to determine what goes to the concept of the truly

human. Of these three, again, it is the two latter on which he

lays the princijial stress, as well for the refutation of the heretics

as for the establishment of Christianity (comp. Magnes. 9 ;

Trail. 10; Smyrn. 1, 2, 7), on account of their relation to

Christ's work, and because the immediate life-unity of the

Divine and human had not reached its idea until it was tho-

roughly perfected by death and the abolition of the same. On
this point it was that his zeal was chiefly excited. Thus he

says (Trail. 9, comp. 10 ff.) :
" Stop your ears when any man

says aught against Christ, who Avas truly born, truly crucified

and dead, truly raised from the dead by the Father. But if

any godless persons, i.e., unbelievers, say that He suffered only

in appearance, they themselves liaving only an apparent being,

why am I in bonds ? wliy do I desire to contend with the wild

beasts? I should tluis die without reason, and He agamst the
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Lord. Wherefore shun the wicked parasitic weeds, which
produce deadly fruits. He that eats thereof dies, for thev are

not plants which the Father hath planted. Had they been so,

they would have appeared as shoots springing from the cross,

and would have been imperishable." Likewise, Smyrn. 2-7 :

" They who turn the sufferings and resurrection of Christ into

an appearance, are themselves bodiless. Beware of them, as of

beasts in human shape ; only pray for them, that haply they

may repent. Though their conversion is difficult, yet is it

possible, through Christ our true life. If Christ has only

apparently existed, my bonds are in vain. But near the beasts

and in bonds, I am near God." The heretics teach otherwise

than Ignatius and the Smyrnreans know. "They will not be

convinced by Moses, the Prophets, the Gospel itself : but he
who believes not in it, is partaker in the guilt of His death.

They loved the martyrs, but deny that Christ was in the flesh:

he that believes not this, has utterly denied Him, and bears

death in himself." He could mention names, but will not,

until they are converted to tlie suffering which is our resurrec-

tion.* " They are not to be spoken of privately or publicly

;

but regard is to be paid to the Prophets, and especially the

Gospel, wherein the suffering is depicted, and according to

which the resurrection of Christ is accomplished." Since he
has confessed that the mystery of Christianity consists not in

that there is a Divine and a human, but solely in the unioii of

the two, he is necessarily led to say, that whosoever denies that

Christ came in the flesh has wholly denied Him, i.e., affirmed

that there is no Christ ; and these heretics are, consequently,

only in appearance Christians, in reality unbelievers. The
same would naturally be the case with those who denied the

Divine side. The only thing that is remarkable here is, that

after the first glance he speaks no more of such ; besides these

DoketaG (who probably were also Jews), he directs his strictures

only against the 'lovSala-fxo^ of holding the Sabbath-laws, and
the like. Magnes. 10 :

" Not Christianity believes in Judaism,
but Judaism in Christianity. It is inconsistent to call Jesus
the Christ and to Judaize (as if the Messiah had not come)."

* [Mf'w? 0^ fiiTctvw.auai'j u<; to 'Trdt.dog o eariv ijftZf duocurxaic, " i.e., donec
rcBipiscant, et Christum reapse mortuum esse et e niortuis rcsuiTvxisse

credant." Drcssel.

—

Tr.]
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Rather is Christianity a new leaven :
" Put away from you the

bad leaven, which has become old and sour, and be changed

into the new, which is Jesus Christ." But the letter to the

Magnesians speaks of some who acknowledged in Christ only

the Teacher. " He is our Teacher," says Ignatius (Magn. 9),

" but He alone is ; and so little is He merely one of the teachers,

like Moses and the Prophets, that, on the contrary. He superin-

tends them as their Teacher. They were His disciples, and

waited on Him in spirit as their Teacher. Therefore did He,

when He came, awaken them from the dead " (Matt, xxvii. 52).

" If we live still according to the Jewish law, we acknowledge

thereby that we have not yet received grace " (Magn. 8). We
see here, also, how the Christian spirit, by an inner necessity,

tends to fall back upon the pre-existence of Christ. The historical

dependence of Christianity on Judaism impeaches the indepen-

dence and newness of the former. If it be dependent, it has

no peculiar principle. How then can the Church seek to differ

from the Synagogue ? In this way it soon comes to be brought

out that the Christian principle is not posited by Judaism, but

Judaism by that principle which is older than it, which as Divine

truth is eternal. And since the Christian principle is personally

given in God's Son, who has been already definitely discrimi-

nated on the human side, the expression thereof comes to be

this : As there is on^i God, so also in all revelation there is one

Kevealer, His Soa, by whom also the Old Testament was

given. " He is thii Door to the Father, through which Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob, and the Prophets, and the Apostles, and the

Church enter. This one Revealer, the Son of God, is His

eternal Word, not, as Jewish errors and myths teach, sprung

from silence.^ Before the Aeons was He with the Father, and

appeared at the end (Philad. 9 ; Magnes. 6). He, timeless,

viewless, is for us visible ; impalpable, impassable, for us suf-

fering" (Polyc. 3). Among the New Testament writings, it is

in the Epistle to the Hebrews that we find this way of deve-

loping the pre-existence of the Son of God out of the Christian

faith most clearly maintained. Nevertheless, though Ignatius

speaks of the Logos after the manner of John (.John i. 1 ff.

;

1 John i. 1 ; Apoc. xix. 14) only in two ])l;ices (Smyrn. Introd.

' See Ai>pcn(Iix, Noti- KE.
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and Magnes. 8, comp. Eph. 15), it cannot be denied that,

besides the decided influence upon him of Paul, there was also

an influence from John affecting him; especially, there are

found in him so many allusions to passages that belong to

Johannine tradition.

How much the mode of thought of Ignatius is spontaneous,

bears out and out a character of originality, and announces a

significant transition-point in the jDrimitive Christian Chm^ch,

—

at the apex of which there is presented in him a peculiarly

gifted and powerful mind,—is apparent, still fm'ther, particularly

from his relation to the expectation of the speedy coming of

Christ. By him this is greatly thrown into the background.

The very characteristic reason will be announced afterwards.

The sincerity of his Christian piety, the fervour of his love to

Christ, opened for him also a higher understanding of the

nature of Christianity. " It is pleasant," says he in his letter

to the Romans, " to set to the world in God, that I may
again rise to Him. In the wild beasts I shall find my gi'ave

,

I will be an offering of God. Suffer me, hinder not my death;

were I there, I should have light and be a man of God. Suffer

me to imitate the passion of my God. My Love is crucified
;

there is no fire in me desiring earthly fuel : that which lives

and speaks within me says, Home to the Father!" Above all,

it is especially the death of Christ in which his love and con-

templation is absorbed. Christ's sacrifice is with him a Avorld-

sacrifice ; on His offering, things in heaven, and on earth, and

under the earth looked (Trail. 9). It is to him the altar where

the flame of love is kindled in mankind. In the innermost

heart of humanity he would have the objective history of Christ

received ; as Christ-bearer, humanity ought to copy Him, not

merely in individuals, but in an organic being in which He ever

renders Himself present.

By Barnabas also are his Christological positions drawn from

Christ's works, among which His death is to him of chief mo-

ment. His line of remark is determined by the antagonism,

not of Doketism, nor of Gnosticism,— to neither of which is

there any allusion in his epistle,—but of Judaism, and that

too in a practical form. By setting forth the meaning of His

death, he attempts to raise Judaism above itself ; and in so

doing, resorts, as docs Ignatius, to the assertion of the now
VOL. I. U
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revealsd principle, that Christ is the creative principle also of

Judaism, or the assertion of the pre-existence of the Son of

God. The doctrine of Christ's second advent, however, is

much more strongly presented than by Ignatius ; his eschatology

is more complete ; and the significance of the historical appear-

ance of Christ is concluded by him to be found, not merely in

reconciliation by His death, but also in the announcement of

eschatological hopes}

" It is a sin and accumulation of guilt," says he, " to assert

that the old covenant is binding also on Christians. Christians

should labour to attain deeper knowledge, so as to understand

the difference. Christ has indeed instituted a law ; but it is a

new one, without the yoke of constraint. The tables of Moses

are broken, that the love of Jesus may be sealed in our hearts.^

Sacrifice and circumcision are abohshed ; their meaning was not

outward: a broken heart is the sacrifice with which God is pleased,

and his is the circumcision of the heart and the ear (c. 4, 9).

The true temple (c. 16, 4) are men in whom God dwells; the

true place of promise is Jesus (c. 6), who is manifested in the

flesh." As, however, he does not deny the Divine origin of

the Old Testament, the question arises, how so much that is

imperfect and transitory could be ordained b}'- God. This

reconciliation of the Old and New Testaments he holds to be

the special problem of the gnosis. For himself, he takes refuge

in the antedating of the Kew Testament in the time of the Old,

and in partly regarding the Old Testament saints as already

looking on the Son, and thus, by believing anticipation, living

under the New Testament, partly by means of allegorizing inter-

pretations, reading the Kew Testament in the Old, as its deeper

and indeed only meaning." Christianity itself, however, he

^ The author abides much more tlian Ignatius by individual Chris-

tianity; and as the idea of a continuance of the Divine-human life of

Clirist, of which the Church is to be the image, is quite foreign to him, so

he approximates, in the general, rather to the Petrine model of doctrine

tlian to the Tauline or tlie Johannine. "With thoughts borrowed from

Peter, he opposes Judaism within Clu-istianity.

2 C. 4. The Judaists, consequently, to whom he refers, are deficient in

gnosis ; and the writer exhorts, without indicating any abuse in this direc-

tion, not to rest content with Tr/ar/f, 'ivoi, y-not rijf vianoi; vf/.uv Tihtlccv

ix,Y.ri Kdi rvjv yvZaiv.

sCorap. c. 0, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17.
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thus describes : " Christ worked that we might obtain another

type—might become in soul as children; He transforms us.

The last formation, however, must be as the first : a holy temple

for the Lord shall the house of our heart be ; though the

dominion over the world, which man has, shall be complete

only in the future (c. 6). How can God dwell in us? By
His word that calls to faith, through His call to promise. He
Himself predicts. He Himself dwells in us, opening the door

of the temple, which we are, i.e., the mouth
; granting us re-

pentance, He carries us into the everlasting temple (by which

he understands the inner man, to which also he ascribes self-

legislation and self-counsel, c. 21). This new man the forgive-

ness of sins begets (c. 6) ; to which holy baptism brings us

(c. 11). All our salvation we owe to Christ; He gives eternal

life, through the tree, His cross (c. 11), He has given His

body, that through the forgiveness of sins we might be sancti-

fied, i.e., through sprinkling with His blood (c. 5). The Son
of God, the Lord and future Judge of living and dead, could

not suffer except on our account,^—in order, that is, that His

womids might procure salvation for us. For our sins, Christ

presented the vessel of the spirit as an offering" (c. 7). He
refers Isa. liii. to Christ's substitutionary death. As the per-

ception of the necessity of a forgiveness of sins conducted him
beyond the mere proj^hetic office of Christ, and in His high-

priestly office presented to him also a higher representation of

His Person, so, on the other hand, the death of Christ receives

a higher significancy from the dignity of His Person. " The
Son of God," says he, "could not suffer, save on om* behalf"

(c. 7). His death has a special value, because He is Lord of

the world, to whom God said, on the day before the comple-

tion of the world. Let Us make man. From Him had the

prophets their gifts, and they prophesied of Him; but it

was not till later that He manifested Himself as the Son of

God. All is in Him, and of Him (c. 12) : He is the Son of

^ The Judiiists could not be familiar with the relation of the death of

Chriot to the forgiveness of sins; they would regard it as a martyrdom
which He endured through the sin of the Jews. In his opposition to them.
Barnabas delights to jjresent this latter aspect of Christ's death, so as to make
it part of His design to complete the sins of the Jews, the murderers of the

proiihcts, and so to bring the xolan..
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David and the Son of God ; hence also David's Lord, having

all things under His feet. Him, who hath redeemed thee from

death, shalt thou glorify" (c. 19). The incarnation, on the

contrary, is in itself, according to his view, not an element of

independent significance : so far is he from viewing it as the

culminating point of the manifestation, that he says, " Had He
not come in the flesh, how could we men, seeing Him, hav^e

remained unscathed ? For even the sun, which is one day tc

cease to be, and is His work, is such that we cannot look on in

the brightness of its radiance."^ High as is the representation

here given of the majesty of the incarnation of the Son of God,

it is, nevertheless, rather as a veiling than as a revealing that this

is viewed. And it is in the death of Christ that he sees the

manifestation of Divine love, as in His miracles that of Divine

power ; and finds in His discourses and His resurrection the

announcement, that He shall effect the resurrection, and act the

part of Judge.^

Among the Apostolic Fathers, Polycarp of Smyrna also

deserves consideration,—the more that, from the high respect in

which he was held in Asia Minor, and from his long and dis-

tinguished service, he may be regarded as the representative of

a large circle.^ In the salutation of his epistle he wishes

" mercy and peace from God Almighty, and the Lord Jesus

Christ, our Saviour" (comp. c. 12). " He is our Saviour; for

we are justified by grace, not by works (c. 1 ; Eph. ii. 8, 9).

He has for our sins submitted even unto death, has become a ser-

vant of all (c. 5) ; and by His death for us is our hope, and the

suret}' of our justification (c. 8, 9). His death begets love to

Him (c. 9, 3), awakens the desire to glorify Him, whilst Ave

tread in the footsteps of Plis suffering (c. 8, 9). This honour

from us is due to Him, for God hath also raised Him from the

dead, given Him glory and a seat at His right hand (c. 1, 2, 12);

'C. 5.

2 To tills belongs his view of the great world-Sabhath, and the world-

days or world-ages thereto corresponding (c. 15). And here his opposition

to Judaism comes out in the fact, that it is not the seventh but the eighth

day, consequently the one corresponding to the Christian Sabbath, that he

Bays will be the beginning of another world ; a world in which there is no
wronfj, where all is new, where we, made holy, sliall sanctify for the first

time the whole day.

" iSee Appendix, Note FF.
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to Him all things are subjected in heaven and on eartli ; Him
every livincr thing worships ; He is coming as Judge of the

livino; and the dead (c. 2, 6). The worst sin is unbelief in

Him ; His blood has been shed for the unbelieving ; for those,

to whom the Son of God, Christ Jesus, the eternal High

Priest (c. 12), does not bring the forgiveness of sins, whicli His

death procm'ed, is His death a source of condemnation. The

incarnation is spoken of by him, after the manner of John, as

eXeuai^ rod fcvpuov rjfjLwv (c. 6), eXevcn'i iv aapKc (c. 7). What
forms unbelief had assumed within the Church at the date of

this epistle, are shown by the passage (c. 7) :
" Withdraw from

those wdio bear the name of the Lord in hypocrisy, and seduce

vain men. For whosoever confesses not that Jesus Christ is

come in the flesh is an Antichrist , and whosoever acknowledges

not the martyrdom of the cross is of the devil ; and whosoever

accommodates the XojLa tov Kvpiov (here, probably, as with

Papias, the history and sayings of the Lord) to his own lusts,

and says there is neither resurrection nor judgment, is the first-

born of Satan." ^ "The faith delivered unto us is the mother

of us all ; her eldest daughter is Love, her second, Hope (c. 3).

If we walk according to the Lord's truth, and are w^ell-pleasing

to Him in this world, we shall obtain the world to come, as He
hath promised to us to raise us from the dead ; and if we walk

worthy of Him, we shall also reign with Him (c. 5). Ye
believe in Him, though ye see Him not ; and, believing, ye

rejoice with the joy unspeakable and full of glory, into which

many long to enter."

It is evident from these quotations how strictly and word

for word applicable to Polycarp, in this epistle, is the testimony

of Irenseus (Adv. Haer. iii. 3 ; Euseb. E. H. iv. 14), that he

" ever taught what he had learned from the Apostles, and what

the Chm'cli still delivers;" to which also, as Irenteus, himself

a Minor-Asian, says, all the Churches of Asia and Polycarp's

successors bear witness. He himself was called in his lifetime

the Teacher and Father of Asia ; daily were his earnest prayers

' IrensBus also, adv. Ilaer. iii. 3, adduces this concluding phraseology

as what was peculiar to Polycarp ; also, the conclusion of the fragment of

the letter to Florinus shows the same form of thought, which has undeni-

ably a .lohannine hue. The word factorvptou., moreover, so used, is from the

Johanninc sphere of speech.
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presented to God for the peace and rest of the churches

throughout the -world ; and it would appear that he laboured

also by means of great journeys, especially to Rome, to promote

the unity and purity of the Christian doctrine.^

In Asia ]\Iiuor we find, during the two first thirds of the

second century, the prevalence in general of the liveliest Chris-

tian life. This district had been long cultured by two of the

most distinguished of the Apostles, Paul and John ; and both

had left deep traces of their spirit behind them. Christianity

had here struck its roots most firmly at an early period ; here

we find the first traces of a living endeavour to establish the

Church ; here it can be proved (Euseb. E. H. v. 25) that as

early as the beginning of the second century there were bishops.

Polycrates in Ephesus, who, when he wrote to Victor, had been

sixty-five years a Christian, and who, from among the seven

bishops who were his relations, m-entions several whose successor

he was at Ephesus, evidently had no other arrangement than

an episcopal one in his mind ; and he even calls John a lepeixj

who bore the priestly badge.* Here was the earliest combina-

tion of churches, with the earliest synods. Here also, in the

region of dogmatics, was the greatest movement of minds.

Asia !Minor is the birth-place both of Marcionitism and Mon-
tanism. Both of these, how^ever, Avhich began to excite

attention about the year 150, were preceded by preparatoiy

appearances, of which we need mention here only Marcion's

teacher, Cerdo, and the prophets and prophetesses who even

before !Montanus were known in Asia Minor to Christian anti-

quity (Euseb. E. H. iii. 37 ; v. 25). But, still further back,

the letters of Ignatius are a proof that at the earliest period

Hellenism and Judaism were at war here with each other,

within the Church ; and already the excommunication of

Cerinthus, and the abhorrence with which the memory of his

Ebionism was held in the Church, must satisfy i;s that in

Asia Minor Ebionism cannot have been prevalent or domi-

nant, not even before Montanism or Marcionitism. On the

other hand, the First Epistle of .lohn, which was known to

both Papias and Polycarp, shows knowledge of Doketse ; but

^ Ircn. iii. 3. See Appcn lix, Note GG.
* ["(); i'/tuTiSr, lipivg to irsTa/ov 7r(<f:optKus- On this singular statement,

see the learned note of Le Moyne in his Varia Saera, vol. II. p. 25.—Tn.]
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from such these teachers knew themselves to be essentially

separated.

If now we turn to cast a glance on Greece, we not only find

Dlonysius in Corinth about the middle of the second century,

whose epistles Eusebius was acquainted with, and for wliose

orthodoxy he vouches, but we know also even more precisely

that he held the epistle of Clement in high esteem, and used it

in his church,— nay, that, according to ancient custom, it was

read there from time to time (Euseb, iv. 23). Eusebius has,

further, preserved to us a trait of him, which is a proof to us

how far he was from Judaistic leanings. Pinytos, bishop in

Cnossos, laid great stress on celibacy ; and opinions allied to

Montanism were strongly prevalent there at that time. There
was no intention in this to fall back to what was Jewish : on
the contrary, there was rather a belief that the Church had
lived long enough on milk (i.e., without a severe asceticism)

;

and that now at length was the time of its maturity, when the

Church must enter on a higher and more perfect career. Now
from this Dionysius kept himself ; as also he did not approve of

extreme severity against those who had fallen (Euseb. iv. 23).

This affords us a glimpse into the spirit of the Christian Chm'cli

before the middle of the second century, inasmuch as the

friends of a severe asceticism and a new legalism did not appeal

to Christian antiquity as on their side, but, on the contrary,

felt that they were in opposition to it, and sought to introduce

a new and more perfect form ; by which, however, they were

so far from wishing to coalesce with Judaism or Ebionitism,

that they failed to perceive how with their high perfection they

had only fallen back to the legal stand-point, the Jewish prj'n-

ciple. We have thus listened to an accordant testimony, though

with different measures of knowledge, against righteousness by
works, from the lips of Clement, Ignatius, Barnabas, and
Polycarp.

Take along with this what Dionysius further says of this early

period of the Church, as lying nearest to him. In his letter

to the Athenians, fragments of which have been preserved to us

by Eusebius, he reminds them not only of Dionysius the Arco-

pagite, but also, that after the martyrdom of Publius (whose death

nuistliave happened at tlic time of that of Ignatius), Quadrntus

obtained the bishopric of Athens, and quickened anew their faith.
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But Quadratus delivered to Hadiian an apology for the Chris-

tians in the year 20 of the second century, which Eusebius had

read, and of which he says, that it affords illustrious proofs

of the genius and apostolic orthodoxy of the man. He was

esteemed in the second century as a man full of the Holy

Ghost.^ In his apology he has referred to the miracles of the

Lord, which he contrasted with the pretended cures of his own

time :
" Some," says he, " of those healed by our Saviour

(acorrjp) have survived to our time." At the same time Aristides,

"a faithful man, and zealous for our religion," gave to his

contemporaries a similar apology, which also Eusebius knew.

Both of these were taken by Justin Martyr as his model soon

after (Euseb. E. H. iv. 3). Both are especially worthy of

notice, as they were highly cultivated men. Like Justin, who

came later, Quadratus calls Christianity a philosophy, and even

as a Christian wears the philosopher's cloak. Thus we have,

at the very time when Gnosticism began to be powerful, a

tendency within the Church itself to combine Christianity with

the Hellenic philosophy, without thereby becoming Gnostic.

It would be interesting to know whether they are the first who

combined the Hellenic doctrine of the Logos with Christianity.

But their writings are not extant ; and all that is certain is, that

Justin, in whose apology (about a.d. 139) the Hellenic doctrine

of the Logos plays an important and already familiar part, made

use of both as his models. The way also in which Justin uses

the doctrine of the Logos, shows strikingly that he does not

introduce it as a novelty, but regards it as something already

naturalized in the Church, as even Zeller (1. c. p. 60 ff.) is

impartial enough fully to acknowledge.

There are still two men whom we must notice here, Agrippa

Castor, and Aristo (Aristion, according to INIaximus, Comment,

in c. 1 Pseudo-Dionys. Areop. de niyst. theol.) of Bella. The

former (Hieronyni. de viris illust. 21) was an opponent of

Basilides, and, according to Eusebius (H. E. iv. 7), lived in

the time of Saturninus in Antioch, and of Basilides in Egypt.

We still possess two fragments from him, both directed against

the (Jnostics (Eus. iv. 7 ; Hieron. 1. c). Eusebius ranks him

among the ecclesiastical men who, chieHy on grounds of reason

' Comp. Routli, Relig. Siic. I. 74. See Appendix, Note Till.
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(XoyiKcorepov), contended for the apostolic and ecclesiastical

faith, and left to posterity in their writings prophylactic aids

acrainst that heresy. With his work, which could not thus bear

an Ebionitic character, Eusebius was acquainted. Aristo like-

wise flourished under Hadrian and his successor ; and of him

Origen (c. Cels. iv. 52), Eusebius (E. H. iv. 6), and Jerome

(Comm. ad Gal. iii. 13) make mention. His writing, entitled,

" Disputation between Papiscus and Jason," was known to the

philosopher Celsus ; and Origen testifies of it (1. c.) that it was

ably executed, and that the part of the Jew, who disputes with

the Christian, is well sustained. He proves particularly the

divinity of Christianity from the Old Testament, and especially

the Deity of the Son ; and though he was a Jewish Christian,^

he not only held the pre-existence of the higher nature of Christ,

but also ascribes, as in the Proverbs, a share in the creation of

the world to this higher nature, which he calls the Son of God.^

He seems also to have defended the propitiatory death of Christ

against the Jews.^

Aristo conducts natm'ally to the Jewish-Christian tendency,

which, so long as there were no Gentile Christians in Jeru-

salem (i.e. till about a.d. 130, Eus. H. E. iv. 5), found in this

city a centre, along with the keeping up of Jewish nationalism.

But after the second war of extermination against the Jews,

Jewish nationalism was broken up, and retained no longer any

place within the Christian Church. Even in Jerusalem, after

this begins the series of Gentile bishops. The principle of

Judaism, indeed— its legalism, and what arose out of that— was

not thereby anniliilated ; but this arose from its being not purely

a Jewish element, but rather a principle of as general a signi-

ficancy as paganism, and into which mankind is ever prone to

sink as a religious malady. Hence, even from an early period,

may be seen a legalistic tendency among Gentile Christians,

especially among the Komans ; which furnishes no proof of the

])revalence of a Judaic Christianity in the Gentile world. At

the same time, it must be admitted, that up to Hadrian's time

the legalistic tendency, wherever it showed itself in Christianity,

had always a certain dependence on the Jewish-Christian com-

' As apjicars from liis doctrine concerning the seven heavens ; conip.

Maxinnis 1. c. and Teat. Patriarch, iii.

•^ Appendix, Note II. ^ Appendix, Note JJ
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munity at Jerusalem. We shall now consider the monuments

which have been handed down to us, either of the Jewish-

Christian tendency itself, or of the tendencies within Gentile

Christianity which stood principally related to it. We may
class these, in the general, luider the name of attempts to make

good the unity of the New Testament with the Old. Here we
have to notice the Shepherd of Hermas, Papias, and Hegesippus.

—In passing, we shall cast a glance on the ancient Christian

eschatology and its course of development, with the relative

apocryphal and other writings, as well as the apocryphal gospels

hereto appertaining. But as it will be seen by this investiga-

tion that even within this tendency there was an advance,

which succeeded in clothing all the elements that went to con-

stitute the Hellenic-Christian doctrine of the Logos in an Old

Testament form, though in a different order ; so, in fine, the

Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs shows us how this tendency

advanced from the royal office of Christ to His priestly, and

thereby began to construe conceptionally the innermost vital

point of Christianity, and to lay a basis for the Deity of Christ

which excluded all danger of a relapse on the part of this ten-

dency into what was Judaic and Ebionitic. AYith this, more-

over, was the inner union of the realistic with the more Hellenic

or idealistic tendency, as respects the work no less than the

Person of Christ, completed, as the succeeding flourishing epoch

within the Church shows. The former tendency, issuing from

eschatologlcal considerations, goes back to the beginning ; the

eschatologic Christ is pre-existent, is the Creator-Word, is the

Wisdom. Conversely, the second, the Hellenistic, setting out

from the eternal reason, advances to the Creator-AVord, and

combines more and more its ideal principle with the real, and

especially with the history of the Person of Christ. For both

tendencies, however, the union of the ideal and real aspects of

this Person is effected, and the dangers threatening both Doket-

ism and Ebionitism overcome, only after the necessary historical

manifestation of the Eternal* in the Person of Christ, and

conversely the eternal significancy of tlie historical in Christ,

begins to be recognised; and this is effected by the projjitiatory

work of Christ being viewed as the centre-point of His work

* [Das nothwenclige Gescliichtlichwcrdcn dea Ewigen.]
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on earth, wliilst the opposite views, which rest satisfied with His

kingly and prophetic functions, are excluded.^ We now pass

on to particulars.

If element of Rome appears as a disciple of Paul, Ignatius,

with Polycarj) and the author of the Epistle to Diognetus, as of

the Johannine and Pauline school, and Barnabas as most allied

to that of Peter, the Shepherd of Hermas may be viewed as

approaching nearest to tlie style of James,^ though belonging

to a later age.^

According to it, Christianity is the true law, but implanted

in the hearts of those who have believed (Simil. viii. 1—8). By
means of this law, the Son of God is preached to all the ends

of the earth. To despise Him, to deny the name which is called

upon us, to become an apostate from and a betrayer of the

Church, is deadly sin. By such persons the seal (of baptism)

is dissolved ; they are dead to God, and they never come to

repentance (Sim. viii. 6). Next to them stand those wlio intro-

duce vain doctrines : yet for such repentance is possible ; but

if they do not repent, they perish. Vides igitur in poenitentia

peccantium inesse vitam : non agentium vero poenitentiam mor-

tem paratam. Now penitence, which he seems to have viewed

in part as a good work (Vis. 2), is viewed by him, on the other

hand, also as a gift of God (Sim. viii. 6) : it is bestowed on those

whom God foresees to be sincere and of a true heart. Penitence,

however, with him becomes a Christian characteristic through

connection with baptism ; and by a severe j)enitential discipline,

which gathers around baptism as its centre, and a severe doctrine,

on the other hand, as to the necessity of baptism, he seeks to

unite inseparably the two, baptism and penitence. No penitence,

no righteousness even, that is without baptism, saves from death

;

but if baptism do not constitute a point of conversion for any,

there is no repentance afterwards, and consequently no salvation

(Simil. ix. 13, 15 ; Vis. ii. 2, iii. 7 ; Mand. iv. 3). " The Church
is the Tower, built upon the water (of baptism)

;
your life is

1 Appendix, Note KK.
2 Comp. Jas. V. IG with Vis. ii. 1, iii. 1 ; Jus. v. 1 ff. with Vis. iii. 6,

Simil. i. and ii., ix. 20 ; Jas. iv. 5 with Mand. v. 3 ; Jas. iv. 7 with Mand.
vii. ; Jas. i. G-8 with Mand. ix. ; Jas. i. o with Mand. ii. ; Jas. iv. 12 with

Mand. xii. 6.

* Ajipondix, Xoto LL.
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saved hj water. For it is founded by the word of the almighty

and glorious name ; it is upheld by the invisible poAver of God "

(Vis. iii. 1 ff.). The Church is imaged by him as an aged

woman (Vis. ii.), because she is the first formed of all, and for

her sake has the world been made. In the Church is the renewal

of the spirit (Vis. iii. 8) by the Holy Ghost, who dwells in them

that beheve (Mand. v. 1, 3 ; Mand. x. 12).

But in what relation does the Church stand to Christ ? By
the glorious name (2*^'), whose word formed it, is to be under-

stood the Son of God (in Vis. iii. 3 He is called verbum omni-

potentis et honorifici nominis, invisibilis virtus Dei, and is

referred to in connection with baptism), who is consequently so

designated as God in the Revelation. Hennas does not see

(Simil. 9) the Son of God Himself, which is also a proof that

he I'egarded Him as a superhuman being ; but He appeared to

him as a spirit in the form of the Church (ix. 1 : Ille enim

spiritus, qui loquutus est tecum in effigie ecclesife F''ius Dei

est). It is only by especial strengthening from abo e that he

is enabled to bear even the intelligence that it is the Son of God
who has appeared to him in this form. This has sometimes

been understood as if Hermas identified the Son with the Holy
Spirit; but he knows also other spirits, nay spiritus sanctos,

besides the Holy Spirit (e. gr. Sim. ix. 13 : hac virgines, inquit,

spiritus sancti sunt. Mand. v. 1). If Hennas, indeed, calls the

higher element in Christ only Holy Spirit, he cannot have seen

in Christ anything beyond humanity filled and perfected by the

Holy Spirit. But it would be more correct to say that the Holy

Spirit is not presented distinctly by him, as the Son of God is.

The virgins, who clothe those who are to go in through the door

in white raiment, he calls holy spirits (spiritus sanctos), collec-

tively spiritus (Sim. ix. 13; comp. Vis. iii. 8) ; and, in fact, the

virtues which these virgins represent, are, according to Mand. v. 1,

viewed as effects of the Holy Spirit (comp. Sim. v. 7). But of

these it is also said (Si in. ix. 13) that they are the powers of the

Son of God. "He that bears the name of the Son of God
must Ijear their names also, for the Son also bears their names."

There is thus the appearance of teaching that the Holy Ghost

is retracted into the Person of Christ, and is not discriminated

from Him ; but there is not the slightest ground for the o])inion

(asserted by Baur and others), tliat hy II(>rmiis tltr IIolv Gln)st
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is set forth in the place of the Son. Rather does the matter

stand thus : The Son of God is, according to Hermas, also a

*'spiritus ;" an assertion which has nothing dubious about it, for

John [Jesus] calls God also a spirit, and Paul says, " The Lord

is that Spirit" (2 Cor. iii. 17, 16 ; comp. also Eom. i. 4) ; and

yet both distinguish the Son and the Holy Ghost ; and so does

the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews distinguish the Holy

Ghost and the irvevixara. The appellation "spirit" is certainly

a very indefinite designation ; but on that very account is it

wrong to identify every spiritus sanctus with the Holy Ghost of

the Trinity, or to believe that the distinction between Son and

Spirit is thereby excluded. Hermas himself does not adhere to

this appellation : in the only instance in which he calls the Son
a spirit without a figure (Sim. ix. 1 : Ille spiritus, qui tecum

locutus est, Filius Dei est), there follows the closer description,

"this Spirit is the Son of God," and Christ's common designa-

tion by Hermas is Filius Dei. See this repeatedly in the same

Simil. ix. Hence it remains to ask, 1. In what relation does

the Son, according to Hermas, stand to the Father'!' Is He
hypostatically distinguished from Him, and that before His in-

carnation, or only, according to the Ebionitic view, after that ?

And if the former, in what relation does He stand to the other

spirits,—above them, or beside them, or under them ? 2. In what

relation does he place the Holy Ghost to the Father and the

Son ? Has he only one Holy Spirit who is identical with the

Filius, hypostatically distinguished from the Father ; and is,

consequently, the Holy Ghost of the Trinity by him retracted

into the hypostasis of the Son, of whom also it is predicated that

He is a Spiritus ; or is the Spiritus, termed Sanctus collaterally

with the Spiritus who is Filius Dei, presented as a distinct

hypostasis by Himself?

As respects the former of these questions, the Son of God
is by Hermas definitely and hypostatically distinguished from

the Father, and there are ascribed to Him the predicates of the

Old Testament Wisdom. By the word of the Son of God has

the Church been founded, which is one spirit and one body, and

of one colour (Sim. ix. 13). He has redeemed it by His suffer-

ings, and is therefore exalted by God (Sim. v. 6). He is thus,

of course, distinguished from the Father, and that as one wlio

has suffered and been rewarded ; whereby a patripassian view
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is excluded. But at tlie same time the Ebionitic distinction of

the Son of God from the Father is not that of Hermas. This

is most clearly attested by the mention of His sufferings for the

taking away of our sins ; and still further by what Hermas

teaches concerning the pre-existence of the Son of God. Pre-

vious to His incarnation He is represented as distinct from the

Father, and as exalted above the sphere of other beings. The
same who founded the Church, is with the Father the Creator

of the world. It is said of Him (Sim. ix. 12), that He is anti-

quior omni creatui'a ; in consilio patri suo adfuit ad condendam

creaturam ; 1 4. totus orbis . . . omnis Dei creatura susteu-

tatur ab eo. It is, however, worth while to consider more closely

the ninth Similitude, in order to see whether he whom, notwith-

standing his singularities, some would make the representative

of the apostolic Fathers, may be adduced as a witness for the

alleged Ebionism of the early Church. In this Hermas sees a

huge white rock rising up out of the middle of an extensive

plain, encompassed by twelve hills. The rock is higher than

these hills, and such that it can bear the whole globe. " It

appeared to me to be ancient, but it had a new door, that seemed

newly cut out, and whence came a lustre brighter than that of

the sun (comp. Barnab. 5) ; and at the door stood the twelve

virgins" (c. 2). The meaning is this (c. 12): This rock and

the door is the Son of God. " AVherefore," asks Hermas of his

conductor, "is the rock old, and the door new?" "Because,"

is the reply, " the Son of God is indeed older than any creature,

so that He was in the counsel of His Father at the creation of

the world ; but the door is new because He hath appeared in

the world in the latter days,^ that they who desire salvation may
through Him enter into the kingdom of God." "He that

enters not by the door, i.e. believes not on the Son of God who

hath appeared, and is baptized into Him, so that thenceforward

he bears His name (that is, the nomen honorificum), cannot enter

into the kingdom of God" (same place). "On the rock and

on the door," he continues (c. 14), " the tower (the Church) is

^ T regard the reading, wliicli has also tlie authority of MSS., of apparuit

for apparchit to be the riglit one, from its connection with what follows.

According to llermas, there is an entering into the kingdom of Goil, hefo7-e

the second advent of Chiist, tluough baptism and conversion ;
anil it i.s of

this he is sjieaking in the context.
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built, because the rock and the door is the Son of God, whose
name is great and infinite ; and the whole earth, every creature
of God, especially those who bear His name with all their heart
are sustained by Plim. He consequently is their foundation,
and sustains them willingly." ^ That Hermas regarded this pre-
existent Son of God, exalted above all creatures, as distinct from
God, and yet as on an equality with God, is expressly declared
by him thus : " The Lord hath sworn by His Son, him that
denieth the Son and Himself, TJiey also shall deny in the days
to come.

That Hermas, then, in his doctrine concerning the Son of
God, followed an Ebionitic mode of thinking, is an utterly jjround-
less hypothesis, at which no one can arrive who does noUo-nore
the passages adduced.^ However it may be with the doctrine
of the Trinity in Hermas, his Christology recognises in the
Saviour a real hypostasis, distinct from the Father, Divine, which
was present at the creation of the world and took part therein,
whose name is great and infinite, and by whom the world is

sustained. This very Divine nature has appeared in Christ ; He
Himself will judge the world.^ From such a union of the pre-
existing Filius Dei with the man Jesus, who is also Filius Dei,
because He "plurimum laboravit, plui-iraumque perpessus est, ut
aboleret delicta eorum" (Sim. v. 6), it cannot be doubted that
Hermas saw in Christ the incarnation of his pre-existent Filius
Dei

:
the only thmg admitting of question is, whether, according

to him, this Divine being, which in himself and in Christ is pei°
sonal, had only a theophany in Him, i.e. a body without a
human soul (as Baur assumes), or whether the union with Him
was an abiding one. In the former case. Hennas would not (as
Baur thinks) deserve to be reckoned among the Ebionites, but
evidently rather among the Doketai ; for it was not in the Divine
but in the human that there was in this case a shortcoming.
But this is not in itself probable ; for the human part of Chris't,

^ Appendix, Note MM.

_

2 Vis. 11. 2. By this passage they are doubly confuted who find Judaism
in Hennas. If the Lord here s^vcars Ilis highest oath by His Sou, then is
His Son also His other self, and hence the term, putting them on an
equality, " They." In the beginning of this chapter also, compared with
the close, it appears that the Son is called Gloria Dei.

» Appendix, Note NN. • AppencUx. Xote 00.
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which in th2 fifth Simihtude is called corpus (crapf '?), is in Sim.

ix. 6, 12 designated "Vir."^

But it is more easy to settle the question concerning the

Ebionitism of Hernias, than to determine with security what

answer to give to the second of the above questions, namely,

whether the Holy Ghost is represented by him as definitely and

hypostatically distinct from the Father. On this point it is the

fifth Similitude that comes principally to be considered.

There is so much difficulty about this Similitude, the text of

which is partially corrupt, that all we can say with certainty is,

that as in Similitude ix. the Son of God is distinguished from

God, so in this God and the Holy Ghost are distinctly intro-

duced separately ; whilst, on the other hand, the relation of the

Son to the Spirit remains obscure, because the Similitude has to

do, not with the pre-existent Son of God, but with His state of

humiliation, and with the Sonship of Christ only as it was a

reward conferred on the suffering humanity of Christ. If on

this account this Similitude cannot, from its place, give a satis-

factory answer to the question how the Holy Ghost is related

to the Son, who " antiquior est omni creatura," or in general to

the Divine nature of Jesus ; so neither has any one the right

to draw conclusions from it against the presence of this Filius

Dei in Christ, and to hold what is said in the passage concern-

ing the union of the Holy Ghost with Jesus for the sum of

Hermas's doctrine of the incarnation ; nor can the relation of

the hypostasis of the Son to the Holy Ghost be unfolded with

certainty from the passage. Against the former we have the

decisiv^e fact, that in that case Hennas would contradict himself

;

for in Similitude ninth he would enunciate the Church doctrine

concerning the pre-existent Son of God, and in Simihtude fifth

would speak only of an infiision of the Holy Ghost into the

humanity of Christ. It has been proposed to restore the balance

here by supposing that in Similitude fifth the subject of discourse

is an incarnation of the Holy Ghost. But this cannot be main-

tained, because it would involve the unsuitable notion that tlie

Holy Ghost counselled with the Father concerning His body or

human nature, and the reward thereof ; l)esidcs, since according

to Ilermas the Holy Ghost dwells in all Christians, it would be

' Appendix, Note PP.
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inconceivable how in that case Christ should have obtained the

pre-eminent position elsewhere assigned to Him by this writer.

In fine, it must in this case have been naturally expected that

here or elsewhere Hermas should have said, that by the Divine

which is both the ancient rock and the new door, i.e. the Divine

which became man in Christ, is to be understood, not the Son

of God, but the Holy Ghost.^ On the other hand, the explana-

tion, according to which the passage is understood as touching

upon the relation of the incarnate Son of God to the Holy

Ghost, is not without harshness ; still, as it alone harmonizes

with Sim. ix., nay, since it alone makes Sim. v. consistent with

itself, we feel constrained to give it the preference. We now

pass on to the Similitude itself.

It must be well considered, before everything, that the proper

object of this Similitude is not Christology ; and hence we are

not to expect to find here the author's doctrine concerning Christ

in a connected and complete form. The proper object is Fasting

(Sim. v. 2) and its true idea; what is dogmatical, and particu-

larly what is Christological, comes into consideration for the

most part only casually, and as something conceived for another

end, and fully intelligible only from it ; consequently, the Simili-

tude, ah'eady complete, can receive a Christological meaning

only as something supplementary, and by an artificial turn. A
man, so runs the Similitude, entrusted his vineyard to his most

faithful and approved slave, and promised him freedom if he

would, during his absence, bind the clusters to the stakes. The

faithful slave not only did this, but more besides, and had the

vineyard in the best condition. When the master came, he was

pleased, and called the Son, who was dear to him and his heir,

along with his friends, to consult. He told what the slave had

done, and they rejoiced with him. Then he made known his

purpose : I have, said he, promised freedom to the slave if he

* In place of this, we fiud the converse ; for Hermas says expressly, that

what in the Similitude he has called the Son of the Lord is not the Son of

God, but the Son of God is Christ ; only figuratively, or, in the Similitude,

he calls that the Son of the Lord of the vineyard, which properly is called

the Holy Ghost. Renter (Repert. R. F. 1845, iii. p. 213) thinks that we
must admit a contradiction on tlio part of Hermas. For the rest, he repudi-

ates as a prejudice the opinion tliat Hermas identifies the Son and Holy

Spirit (p. 214).

VOL. I. 1
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followed my command ; but he has done more, and filled me with

much joy. Therefore will I make him joint-heir with my son.

This pleased the son and the friends. Immediately thereupon

the householder sent from his own table costly viands to the

slave, who took only what was enough for him, and divided the

rest among his fellow-slaves, to the great delight of the latter,

who wished he might come still more into favour with the

master since he acted so towards them. On hearing this, the

householder again summoned his son and friends, and announced

to them what had occurred, which made them still more approve

of his making the slave joint-heir with his son.

The meaning is this : First keep the commands of God ; then

add thereto some good beyond what God has required : so shalt

thou acquire the greater merit, and be honoured by God. If

thou keep the commandments, art pure in heart and mouth,

and fastest so as to give to the poor, then is thy fasting good,

an offering well-pleasing to God (c. 3).

As a supplement to this interpretation, there is another

which seems to have been a sort of after-thought, arising out

of the remembrance that the self-sacrificing love of Christ

presents the most perfect doctrine respecting the true fast.

According to this, then, the Lord of the vineyard is God ; the

servant is the Son of God, who has done and suffered much to

take away the sins of men,—consequently, Jesus Christ. But if

by the servant in the Similitude we are to understand the Son

of God, who is the son of the householder ? This cannot be the

Son of God, Christ ; for the Father takes counsel with him

respecting the servant, i.e. Christ, who, according to other

passages, as according to the interpretation of Sim. v., is the

Son of God in a peculiar sense, on account of the pre-existent

Son of God in Him ; and to make Him in any sense enter into

consultation about Himself would be incongruous. There

remained, therefore, nothing else than to assign the remaining

part in the Similitude to the Holy Ghost, already known to

every one by the baptismal formula.^ It is certainly unusual

to apply to the Holy Ghost the title of Son ; but He is called

1 Orbem terrarum fuiuliis ille significat qui in Similitudinem estpositns.

Dominus autem fundi domonstratur is qui creavit cuiicta et consummavit et

virtutom illi« dcdit. Filius autem, Spiritus Sanctus est. Servus vero ille

Filiu-s Ufi est. C. 5.
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Son of the Father in the Similitude, whilst in the interpretation,

consequently, properly speaking, it is the servant who is the

Son of God.^ And that even in the Similitude this discourse

contained what was unusual in his time, is acknowledged to

superfluity by Hermas himself, who seeks to guard against

the misunderstanding into which moderns also have fallen.^

"Why," he asks, " is the Son of God in this Similitude put

down in the place of a servant, since He is the Son of God, and

consequently, in the more correct interpretation of the Simili-

tude, behoves to be the Son of the Householder, that is, of God
;

whilst in the Similitude the Holy Ghost appears as the Son with

whom the Father takes counsel concerning His proper Son,

Christ?" "He is not placed in the rank of a servant," is the

reply, " but in great power and majesty ; for over those whom
God hath given to His Son hath He placed presidents to protect

them individually," as the servant in the Similitude binds the

clusters to the stakes. " But He Himself hath toiled and suffered

much to take away their sins.— -After the taking away of their

sins, He hath showed to them the ways of life, inasmuch as He
gave to them the law which He had received of the Father.

Seest thou, now, that He is Lord of the people, and hath re-

ceived all power from the Father?" (c. 6). So far is Hermas
from Ebionism, so contrary is this to his time, that he rather seeks

in part to retract the representation of the Son as a servant in

the Similitude, and even to represent His earthly work as power
and majesty ; whilst what remains of His humiliation, such as

His sufferings, he treats as the work of His free love, as the

means of the taking away of our sins, and as the point of passage

to a higher perfection. Such exaltation, indeed, cannot be

conferred on the pre-existent Son of God, in Himself ; but it

may be on humanity forming with Him one life-unity. On
this the conclusion reflects ; and this point gives then occasion a

' Baur, 1. c. p. 134, interchanges what is similitude and what interpre-

tation of the similitude, when in the place, loosely considered, he finds proof

that Herraas recognises only one Son of God, the Holy Ghost ; whereas,

conversely, as in the Similitude the son of the householder and his servant

are distinguished, so in the interpretation arc the Holy Spirit and the Son
of God.

2 With which, however, we ought not to have met, after George Bull's

setting forth of the diatinction.
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second time to settle the arrears, and thus to show wherein the

connection between the Holy Ghost (called in the Similitude

the son of the householder) and the servant who is the Son

of God consists ; a connection which must be presupposed when
the Holy Ghost is brought into council by the Father regarding

the Son in the form of a servant, nay, when the Holy Ghost

has in the Similitude the name which, strictly taken, even upon

earth belongs to Christ, unless the latter has, in assuming the

form of a servant, wholly laid aside His Divine Sonship. We
shall consider both these points.

The former, the exaltation of Christ, relates, according to

Hernias, to the body ; for so he designates Christ's humanity

:

so that it cannot be understood of the pre-existent Son of God
in Christ, but only of that part of Him which was capable of

exaltation. Of the body, and of it alone, he says that He stands

to the Holy Ghost in a relation of subordination, and in that of

a servant ; but also, since He always obeyed the Holy Ghost,

used His body righteously and purely, never defiled it, never

was subject to it, that body, though it went forth subject to

weakness and like a servant, was yet, through union with the

Holy Ghost, evinced to be mighty and well-pleasing to God.
" This powerful course, therefore, pleased God, because He
(Christ) Avas without spot on the earth, since He possessed in

Himself the Holy Spirit in comisel."^ " Hence he (the House-

holder) summoned the son and the good angels to him, that also

to this body, which has served the Spirit without complaint,

might be given some place of abiding, that he might not seem

to have lo.st the reward of his servitude."" The Holy Ghost is

thus summoned by the Father as a witness and judge, along with

Himself, of the holy walk of the body of Jesus ; only to this

does the humiliation relate, and the elevation for reward.—As

^ Placuit igitur Deo linjusinodi potciis cursus, quia niaculatus non esset

in terra, possidens in se Spiiituni Sanctum in consilio. Since the word

used is not maculatum, it cannot be referred to " corpiis " in what goes

before; nor can it to "cursus," since to that the words "possidens," etc.,

would not fit : consequently it must be understood of Christ, in whom tlie

Holy Ghost is thus a Cit-counsellor (Sim. v. G).

^ Ut et huic scilicet corpori, quod servivit Spiritui Sancto sine querela,

locus aliqiiis consistcndi darctur, ne videretur mercedem scrvitutis suae per-

didisse. This place has a clear reference to that Doketism which .separates

the Son of (Jod from the boily in death, and so gives up the body itself.
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respects the second point, the union between the Holy Ghost

and Christ, it is clear from what goes before that Hernias can-

not intend to sav, as Baur thinks, that the human body filled

with the Holy Ghost is Christ ; for, as we have seen, the Holy

Spirit is by him distinguished from the Son of God, and hence

he must also, as he sees in Christ an appearance of the Son of

God, have left a place for Him also in Christ (Simil. ix. 14

;

note 4, p. 127). To this also other things point. For in one

place he says that Christ hath possessed the Holy Ghost in

Himself as co-counsellor (Sim. v. 6, possidens in se Spiritum

Sanctum in consilio). "As He was co-counsellor in Christ's

walk, so it is proper that He should be also joint-judge of the

worth of His walk." But still more :
" The Holy Ghost stands

also from the beginning in the closest relation to the body (the

humanity) of the Son of God, but not so as that He has appointed

that body. He becomes (it is said) co-counsellor, in the Simili-

tude, concerning Christ's manhood, because he is co-worker of

the same according to its designed propriety for the indwelling

of God." "The revealer of God," who is also called in the Old

Testament sense, as by Justin, aTroaToXo^, the Nuncius, i.e. the

Maleach kut i^oyrjv (as in Vis. iii. 1, the majestic name ; per-

haps also in Vis. ii. 1, the gloria Dei), "hears that Holy Spirit

which has been infused first of all into that body in which God
should dwell." ^ Here the dwelling of God as the end and object

is distinguished from that whereby it was prepared : the pre-

paration is ascribed to the Holy Ghost ; the indwelling of God

^ Nuncius audit ilium Spiritum Sanctum qui infusus est omnium primus

in corpore in quo habitaret Deus (Sim. v. 6). The passage is probably cor-

rupt. Baur makes no attempt to explain it. A good sense, however, is

obtained if by nuncius be understood the Filius Dei, as Gieseler also sug-

gests. Comp. Sim. ix. 1 ; Mand. v. 2 ; Sim. viii. 3 ; which passages clearly

show how variously Hermas uses the terra Nuncius, and what a high sig-

nificance it has with him, since in Sim. ix. 1 it is also used of the Son of

God, who, according to ix. 12, 6, stands in the middle of the six highest

iiuncii, excclsus, higher than the tower, the Chnrch itself. Now this Nun-

cius X.. i. draws the Holy Ghost into counsel and aid in reference to the body

in which God should dwell. The aid which He receives from the Holy

Ghost is in the preparation of the body of Christ for the indwelling of God,

i.e. of the Son of God. [In Dressel's edition of the Pastor, the correct

reading of the passage above cited is given from the Palatine Codex, thus

:

" Spiritui illi sancto qui creatus est omnium purus in corpore, in quo habi-

taret, Deus fundavit atquc statuit electmn corpus quod ci placuit."'

—

Tk,]
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itself must consequently be ascribed to the revealer, or the Son

of God. Eather by far than say that the indwelling God is

here described as the Holy Ghost (in which case the " first of

all " and the " should inhabit " would be meaningless), one might

mark it as a defect here, that a moment seems to be supposed in

which the body of Christ existed, and was consecrated by the

inpouring of the Holy Ghost, while as yet the indwelling of

the Son had not taken place. But this also is relieved in the

principal matter by the connection. The Holy Ghost is poured

in by the revealer ; the latter has, by the inpom'ing of the

Holy Ghost, Himself made the preparation for His indwelling,

i.e. made the humanity capable of, and strong enough for, His

indwelling (Sim. ix. 1),—consequently, in the operation of the

Holy Ghost, estabhshed the first element of His indwelling in

the man, of His incarnation. Himself.^ Similarly, also, else

where (Sim. ix. 13) the Son of God is designated as He who

goeth forth by the power of the Holy Ghost. All this has been

admirably presented,^ thus : The Holy Ghost is in the Similitude

the one dra-rni into counsel with the Householder, because He is,

Jirst, the ground of the possibility of the dwelling of God in

man ; secondly, the norm to which man has to be faithful ; and,

thirdly, the measure of security for the fulfilling of this norm.'^

Putting all together, it appears that Hennas represents the

absoluteness of Christianity in the pre-existence and eternal

post-existence of that subject which is the personal bearer of

Christianity, the Son of God ; and treats the connection into

which He entered through the co-woi-king of the Holy Ghost

as an indissoluble one. According to him. He is higher than the

whole Chm'ch, higher than the highest angels, and, as He took

part in the creation of the world, so is He the Founder of the

Church ; and this not simply as Lawgiver, but primarily as the

bringer of the remission of sins to those who repent. By His

sufferings He hath taken away sins ; and holy baptism in His

' Tliis is the meaning of the passage in the larger text, wliich is probably-

taken 8imi)]y from the (ircck : Collocavit enim eum (sc. Spiritum Sanctuni)

Intellectus in corpore, ut ei videbatur. As the revealer or Sou of God is

above (Sim. ix. 12) identified with the Wisdom of the Proverbs, so is He

here called Intellectiis (see Fabric. Cod. Pseudepig. V. T. p. 1154-55).

2 By WolfT in the Zeitschr. fur Luth, Theol. 1842.

' See Appendix, Note QQ.
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name assumes the forgiveness of the sins of those who hence-

forward walk in the new law which He hath introduced into the

world, and who defile not the Holy Ghost whom Christ sends

(Sim. ix. 13). However little he has sought to reconcile these

Christological positions with the Unity of God, which he so

strongly asserts (jMand. 7), he nevertheless has the former no

less than the latter. Of that which was characteristic of hereti-

cal Judaism, namely, the rejection of the ablution of sins by the

sufferings of Christ, and the retention of only His prophetic and

royal office, we find no trace in him, but the veiy opposite. And
it is only in the roundabout way formerly noticed (Appendix,

Note LL) that he, in the same way as Montanism, falls back

into Judaizing, not in reference to the Person of Clu'ist, but

rather in the relation of justification to sanctification. Some-

thing analogous is found where no imputation of Ebionism can

be made ; as, for instance, in the case of C^'prian, and in the

Catholic Church. It especially, however, deserves to be noticed,

that from the way in which the supernatural in Christianity is

with him concentrated especially in baptism, the foundation

is laid for gi\'ing a magical aspect to this act ; and in this an

entrance was given to a similar treatment of the laying on of

hands in ordination. In the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies both

are still more strongly set forth, as well as the Pelagian element

which always goes by the side of the magical.

The realistic tendency of Hermas is shared, in somewhat

different ways, on the one hand by Papias, and on the other by

Heyesippus.

Papias, according to Irenseus, adv. Haer. v. 33, was the

hearer of John and the friend of Polycarp ; but Eusebius

(H. E. iii. 39), Avho in this case is especially critical, and had

before him five books of Papias (entitled i^ijjTjcni Xoyioyv

KvpiaKcov), found no hint of intcrcoui'se on his part with the

Apostle John : and on this, had it happened, Pajiias would

certainly not have been silent. Papias, however, collected Avith

care the information which the disciples of the different Apostles

were able to give him concerning their doctrines ; nay, he even

knew two men who seem to have been disciples of the Lord

Himself. His high antiquity is evident from liis relation to the

Christian writings. Besides the first Epistle of John and the

first of Peter, he knew also the Gospel of Mark and a Gospel
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of Matthew {MaT6aio<i ra \6yca (ruveypdylraro,= T)iscouysqs and

Histories, for both are included in the similarly entitled work

of Papias, as appears from Eus. iii. 39); but he looked for more

benefit from the living testimony which still existed than from

the reading of books. But this oral tradition contained, besides

the fundamental stock of the Gospel-tradition, parables and

teachings of the Lord, and, as it appears, also narratives Avhich

were not introduced into our Gospels.—It is probable, as

Eusebius also hints, that the Chiliastic positions which Irengeus

advances at the end of the last book, and which he ascribes to

an ancient presbyter (v. 36), are taken from the work of Papias,

as well as those for which he expressly cites Papias (v. 35).^

For all these positions Papias himself has referred to presbyters

who were disciples of the Apostles (Eus. iii. 39), especially

Ariston and the Presbyter John, whom probably Irenseus has

confounded with the Apostle John.

First, then, as respects his Christological views : the faith

of Papias can in no case have embraced less than is expressed

in the Gospel by Mark, for this he fully acknowledged (Eus.

iii. 39). The same may be concluded also from the citation by

him of passages from the first Epistle of Peter and of John

(ibid)."^ In particular, we know that he taught in his books the

death of Christ and the treachery of Judas ;^ that Christ is the

Redeemer, who hath been exalted to heaven.^ He referred the

work of the six days allegorically to Christ and the Church,^

^ Routh also, Reliquiae Sacrse I. 9, 10, is of a similar opinion.

2 The Apocalypse also he held to be Johannine ; comp. the passages of

Andreas Caesar. Proleg. Comment, in Apocal. in Routh, Rel. Sac. I. 15

;

also the Catena in Epp. Cathol. ed. Cramer, Ox. 1840, p. 360, 361, 176.

Nay, he knew also the Gospel of John, according to the fragment of the

Bodleian, Cod. MS. 2397, Grabe Spicil. II. 30, Routh, Rel. Sac. I. 16

:

Maria Jacobi Minoris mater, uxor Alphoi, soror fuit Marise matris domiui

;

quam Cleophse Joannes nominat, etc. Comp. John xix. 25. Also the quota-

tion of the passage John xiv. 2, in the discourse of tlic I'rcsbyter in Irenseus

V. 36, belongs in all probability to the work of Papias.

' According to ApoUinaris of Laodicea in (Ecumenius, Coram, in Acta

c. ii. ; Routh, 1. c. 9.

* Merx rviu tov "SuTYipoi ui/oi'hin\piv.—Euseb. iii. 39.

" Anastiisis Sin. Contempl. in Ilexacm. L. I. in Routh 1. c. 15. This is

to be understood in connection with the fact, that, like Clemens and Pan-

tsenuB, he took the six days' work as symbolical of the six world-ages (comp.

Ep. of I'arnaluus), which arc to Ijc folioweil by the Millcniiiuni Sal)l)all).
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and also paradise;^ and says tliat in heaven, in paradise and

the kingdom of God, Christ will be seen according as those who

thus see Him shall be worthy of it. " This is the appointed

order and division in the triclinium of the guest-chamber

(Matt. xxii. 10) of those who shall be saved, say the presbyters,

the disciples of the Apostles ;- and through these three stages do

the believers advance,—through the Spirit to the Son, through

the Son to the Father, because the Son yields up Plis work

unto the Father," as also the Apostle says, 1 Cor. xv. 25-28

(Iren. v. 36, 2). We must presently speak continuously of the

Christological significance of the doctrine concerning the Last

Things, as it appeared in the second century. Here we only

remark, that in the eschatology of Papias, Christ is represented

as the King, the Bringer of blessedness, which, on the other

hand, is consummated in Him or His appearance, whence He
is represented as the Highest Good of Christians, The millen-

nial reimi is as little with him as with Irena?us the closino; scene :

had it been so, it might with justice have been said, that the

highest end was conceived by Papias after a material fashion,

and so, that Christianity was not recognised on the whole in

its ideal import ; but the last end, according to him, is God the

Father in the Son and the Holy Ghost.^

Hegesippus (about 150; see Euseb. ii. 23, iii. 16, 20, 32, iv.

22) takes nearly the same stand-point as Hermas. He deserves

notice more particularly, because with him an edifice of opinion,

to the effect that in the former half of the second centuiy the

Ebionitic view was virtually that of the Church, stands or falls.

Hegesippus, a converted Hebrew, who bestowed particular at-

tention on the divisions of the Jewish sects, and saw many
of their errors clothed in the form of Christian heresies, in

his zeal for unity of doctrine (the v<yLrj Kavova tov awTrjplov

Krjpir/fiaTo^, Euseb. iii. 32), travelled to most of the bishops to

discover what the faith was, and found in all churches the

same faith as the Law, the Prophets, and the Lord had pro-

claimed to him ; and this unity he set over against the heretical

' See Appendix, Note RR.
* This reminds of the words of Papias in Euseb. iii. 39 : revs rut

vpiofivripuv oLviKpitiov "Koyovi^Tr Aiihpiot.; . . Sin . . . ol rev Kvpi'ov uxffnrml

7.iyov(!iv.

^ Appendix, Note SS.
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varieties. The fruit of his studies was his five books called

Hypomnemata, of which valuable fragments have been preserved

bj Eusebius. The questions raised thereupon are, first, What,

according to Hegesippus, belongs to the sound canon of salvation-

bringing announcement ? and next, How far is his testimony

regarding the accordance of the churches trustworthy "? If we

are in circumstances to show that he Avas not an Ebionite, his

testimony becomes very weighty, provided he be worthy of credit;

for there is no doubt as to the historical fact of his journeys.

If, however, he was an Ebionite, it remains at least a problem

to show how he could declare what was so untrue. For untrue,

it may be assumed at the outset, his testimony would be, since

it would be in contradiction with himself. For how could he

contrive, for instance, to think as an Ebionite, and yet to treat

the first Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians as Christian

(which he did, according to Euseb. iv. 22, comp. iii. 16)? or

how would his position be before Poljxarp, Justin IMartyr,

Quadratus, Anstides, who are far from leaving the impression

that they were only the representatives of a small party, which

stood opposed to the pretended Ebionitic Chui'ch ? Or how

shall we account for his position at Rome, and his visit to Ani-

cetus, considering how strongly an anti-Judaizing order of things,

especially in respect of Easter, at that time agitating the Church,

was rooted there, so that out of the Jewish Passover a Christian

festival of Easter on the Sunday had been instituted ?

It must be acknowledged that it may be almost included

among the axioms of recent Church History that Hegesippus

was of Ebionitish views ; and in the opinion of many, he was so

in a Christological respect. The grounds of this are these :

—

He represents the piety of James the Just in an Ebionitic

manner (Euseb. ii. 23). But however great might be his

reverence for James, it docs not follow that the piety of the

latter was the exact expression of his own ; for in this case we

should have in the portrait by Hegesi})pus one which, in its es-

sential features, did not rest on genuine ecclesiastical tradition ;

in which case his testimony as to the unity of the Cluirch belief

with his OAMi would have little weight. But further, James the

Just himself must be otherwise judged of. "What, in 150 after

the overthrow of Judaism and the dissolution of connection

witli Jewish customs, would have an appearance of Ebionism,
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is ill the first generation of the Church entirely consistent and
innocent. What though James the Just did not hold the obser-

vance of the Jewish law as necessary for salvation (of which
Hegesippus says not a word), and consequently did not impose
on the heathen, whom Hegesippus tells us he converted, the

yoke of this, whilst yet he himself, as a Nazarite, and since the

Jewish people were thereby more accessible to him, did not feel

called upon, so long as the temple stood (and he died before its

destruction), openly to break with the law and customs of his

nation ?^ The picture which Hegesippus gives us of him is in

perfect accordance with what we gather from the Epistle of

James, and with what is recorded concerning him in the Epistle

to the Galatians and the Acts of the Apostles (see ch. xv.) ; the

one, indeed, completes the other. That he could keep that per-

fect law of liberty of which his epistle speaks, who can doubt ?

But more than this : if, according to the history of the Acts,

James regarded the law as not abolished for Jewish Christians,

but ascribed to it, if not a dogmatic, at least an historic right,

in accordance with which he exhorted even Paul to present an
offering in the temple, which the latter also did (Acts xxi. 18) ;

the statement of Hegesippus, at least concerning James, is shown
to be credible, and that without its following either that James
was an Ebionite, or that Hegesippus, who treats him with the

utmost reverence, as his wisdom and piety deserved, should be
regarded as intimating that this form of piety was the only rio-ht

one, or was that which he himself professed (Eus. ii. 23).^ Or
must he be held to be an Ebionite because he was a Hebrew by
birtli ? because he has narrated more of the Chm-ch at Jerusalem
than any other ? or because he probably used the Hebrew Gos-
pel, as did also Ignatius, Papias, and Origen, and which was, to

say the least, closely allied to that of Matthew ? or because he
recorded Jewish traditions of which we know not what they

^ We should rather expect the opposite, if, for instance, we compare the
History of the Keformatiou. Sulpicius Severus (Bk. ii. 45) informs us
how on the Chui'ch at Jerusalem, though acknowledging the Divinity of

Christ, there lay, till the destruction of the city under Hadrian, a certiiiu

pressure, because they could not free themselves from tlio law ; and how,
on tlie other hand, the dispersion of the Jews brought deliverance from the
lx)ndage of tlie law.

2 Appendix Note TT.
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weiv, or whether lie himself believed them or not ? or, in fine,

because he included among heresies (though he wrote no proper

Heresiology) the Jewish sects ? This last he could have for-

borne to do, only if by these sects truths which formed tenets of

Christianity were not attacked. It is true that on this ground

he might also have included heathen errors ; but his not having

done so may be accounted for by the consideration, that he was

both better acquainted with, and more deeply interested in, the

Jewish sects. Still more ; he did not speak of them as sects of

Christianity, but, according to Euseb. iv. 22,^ expressly dis-

tinguished between the Jewish sects which are against Judah

and Christ, and those which carried false doctrines into the

before unsullied Church.^ We shall now collect the Christo-

logical elements out of the few remains that have been preserved

to us ; whereby (according to the witnesses adduced in Appendix,

Note TT.) we are entitled to ascribe to Hegesippus a higher

representation of the Person of Christ than the fragments show

of him.

It will not be denied that his Christological faith must have

embraced those elements of the idea of Christ which he represents

James the Just as expressing. Now James, according to his ac-

count (Eus. ii. 23), was asked by the Jews, rt? rj Ovpa rov ^Irjaov

Tov (TTavpcodevTos ; This may mean either, What is the key to the

right judgment concerning Jesus ? or 6vpa here may be equi-

valent to lyt^j What is the right appreciation of Him ? or ^Iiqarov

may be the genitive of apposition, What is to be understood of

Jesus when He is called the door? The latter interpretations

accord best with the answer ; the third, however, like the first,

is linguistically har.sh, though Ignatius, Philad. 9, Hermas,

Simil. 9 (comp. John x. 9), and Routh, 1. c. I. 217 ff. 220,

support it. James answered, '' Jesus is the Christ, the acorrjp.

He is the Son of Man, and sits in heaven on the right hand of

Supreme Power, and will come again in the clouds of heaven.

When He comes, the judgment will take place ; He will be the

Judge of all." He preached to heathen and Jew, as a true

witness, that Jesus is the Christ. The second advent of Christ

appears to have formed a leading article of the creed of the

Clmrch at Jerusalem, for the Jews were wont to designate the

* Appendix, Note UU. ^ Appen<lix, Note VV.
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becoming a Christian as " a waiting for Jesus Christ." Still it

is not expressly stated what it is through which Christ is the

Saviour. Hegesippus held Him for the Teacher by whom the

Law and Prophets had been fulfilled but not destroyed, comp.

Matt. V. 17 (Euseb. iv. 22) ; also for the King who sits at God's

right hand. But that he also attributed to Him the forgiveness

of sins is probable, from that faith in the Crucified which, ac-

cording to him (ii. 23), belongs to Christianity, and is an offence

to the Jews. Had he, like the Ebionites, regarded Him as a

mere man, he would not have laid any stress on this. But that

he did not so regard Him is most evident from his calling (iii.

32) the contemporaries of Christ the ^evea twv avral'^ aKoal^ r/y?

ivOeov ^o(f)ia^ iiraKovcrai Karrj^ccofxevcov. If Christ is to him

the Wisdom (comp. Matt. xi. 19; Luke xi. 49), and that h6eo<i,

it is not too much to conclude that Hegesippus viewed the

Person of Christ in connection vnih. the " Wisdom " of the Pro-

verbs, which was with God as His counsellor at the creation of

the world, and that in such a way as to regard the wisdom which

was with God as appearing in the Son of Man, so that the latter

might be called the personal Wisdom, the cro^ta evdeo<i. This

conclusion, which in the case of a converted Hebrew is in itself

highly probable, is expressly authorized by Eusebius, who (iv.

22) relates how highly Hegesippus esteemed the Proverbs of

Solomon, and how he, " with Irenaeus and the whole choir of

the ancients, called them the iravaperov Hocplav.'^^

Hegesippus (as well as, according to his account, the leaders

of the Church at Jerusalem) had not by any means a carnal,

Judaizing concept of the second coming of Christ. His king-

dom and parousia were, indeed, looked for as nigh at hand ; and

this brought persecution on the relations of Jesus who were

presidents of the Church in Jerusalem. But when they were

asked before the tribunal concerning Christ, and of His king-

dom, of what kind it was, when and where it was to appear,

they replied that it was not in any respect an earthly kingdom,

but one heavenly and angelic, which was to commence at the

end of the world, when Christ coming in His glory would judge

tlie living and the dead, and assign to each according to his ser-

vice ; whereupon Domitian dismissed them with contempt (Eus.

'Appendix, Note WW.
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iii. 20). Notwithstanding, however, this spirituality in his re-

presentations of the Messianic kingdom, we are not entitled to

presume that he denied its visibility ; even Paul held tliis along

with the former.^

Putting all together, we conclude that Hegesippus cannot at

all be reckoned among the more noted and gifted or dogmatically

productive men : his Hebrew origin betrays itself in his speech,

as well as in his prejudice in favour of his people and of the

Christian Church in the midst of them ; but as respects his

Christological views, the charge that he was an Ebionite is

utterly unfounded. He has intercourse also with churches of

heathen Christians, nay, is made happy by his reception among
them, and finds himself at one mth them in belief. From his

fragments, we are led to concur in the judgment of Eusebius,

that he was a man of the simplest faith, but at the same time a

representative of the sound doctrine of apostolic preaching. The
Son of Man is with him the personal Wisdom who appeared on

earth, and is now exalted to the right hand of God. And now
we are entitled to take what he says of the universal concurrence

of the Church, in which he approvingly sympathised, as a

weighty testimony at least to the fact, that the essentially Chris-

tian doctrine—that of the true manhood of Christ and His Divine

pre-existent being—was, about the middle of the second century,

the prevalent doctrine in the leading churches ; though it does

not follow from this, that there were none of another way of

thinking. Hegesippus himself knew of heretics ; uniformity in

all points was not yet in the Church : still his testimony is

weighty in favour of the unity of the principal churches in funda-

mentals, especially Christology.

What has been said may suffice to subvert the principal sup-

ports of the hypothesis of the original Ebionism of the Church,

which have been afresh adduced by some recent writers ; nay,

the very men who are brought fonvard in support of it we re-

cognise as witnesses against Ebionism in Christology. It only

remains thatwe shovdd considerthe Clivistian apocryphal writings,

and the eschatological expectations of the ancient Church ; on

which it is the more necessary that a thorough and well-groimded

judgment should be reached, since many mistakes have been

' Appendix. Note XX.
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entertained, especially on the latter, from the time of Corrocli,

and since some have adduced these Christological expectations

as a leading argument for the alleged Ebionism of the ancient

Church, whereas, rightly viewed, they form one of the clearest

proofs of the contrary. It may be permitted, for the sake of

connection, to go somewhat beyond the limits of our epoch.

In the outset, it is to be asserted that Chnstian antiquity,

as a whole, possessed an eschatolog}^, nay, that diu'ing the second

half of the first century as well as the second century, especial

care was bestowed on this subject. All were at one,—men of the

Johannine school, as Polycarp and Papias—of the Pauhne, as

Ignatius and Clement of Pome— of the Petrine, as Barnabas

—

of that of James, as Hermas and Hegesippus,^— all were atone

as to the fact that a return of Christ was to be expected, when
He should raise the dead and hold the judgment, and when the

Church should be perfected by tlie separation from it of the

evil. The source of interest in this subject, it may be at the

same time remarked, was not the same in all
; just as we may-

observe it down to our own day. And in this respect, it is cha-

racteristic that those who were more deeply impressed with the

secular vocation of Christianity, or those who more profoundly

recognised the eternal life appearing in Christianity, were less

interested in the developing of the eschatology. This is apparent

even with John in the Gospel, as compared with the Apocah-pse ;

a comparison which also affords a very instructive hint as to the

fact and the reason of the existence in the Church of a pre-

dominantly eschatological age, preceding that stand-point of

Chrlstology which the Gospel possesses. It is self-evident that

in the beginning Christianity was, to the majority, rather the

precious pearl which the heart finds, than the leaven which is to

penetrate mankind and revolutionize the world. The first form
of Christian j)iety must loosen itself from the preceding world

of the spirit which was the product of another principle—must
concentrate itself on itself ; and the tendency to association and
the formation of relations, towhich Christianity certainlyprompts,

must at first be, for the most part, overruled by an aiming at the

separation of Christians from non-Christians, as well in worship

* Clemens Roman. 21, 50 ; Barnabas 7, 15, 20 ff. ; Herm. Simil. 8 and

9 ; Hegcsipp. ap. Enseb. iii. 20, ii. 23 ; Ignat. ad Ephes. 11 ; Polycarp,

Ep. 5, 6. On Papias, see above.
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as in Christian manners. Over against the huge unchristian

world the young Christianity stood as an almost invisible planet,

and the most unpleasant relations possible subsisted between its

intensive essence and the utterances to which this necessitated,

and which it justified, and its extensive value. The few Chris-

tians felt themselves to be the soul of the world ;
^ and yet it

was a soul as it were without a body, or rather, the carnalized

world did not as yet obey the soul. Even the moral law would

be impotent, and not the alone enduring Divine truth, were it

satisfied with perpetually presenting its demand, and at the

same time perpetually remaining unperformed, renouncing

every other reality except that of requirement. In like manner

Christianity could not do otherwise than assert with absolute

certainty its future universal supremacy. To this confidence

there are so many discourses of Christ which give a right;

but besides, every individual who had become a Christian, had

thereby become a partaker of that absolute union of the ideal

with the real which appeared in Christ prototypically If under

the Old Covenant the prophetic spirit which announced the com-

pletion of the kingdom of God was communicated only sporadi-

cally, under the New Covenant there was given, with the being

a Christian, also the absolute certainty of the victory of Christ

over the world, and the prophecy had become a general one.

And thus had the history of Christ come to be viewed as a type

for the histor}^ of the Church. Not power first, but endurance

and suffering. Not the immediate sovereignty, which as such

would have been carnal and physical ; but first the dying a death

of love, after that the glorification, in order that holy love might

be recognised as that which is higher than immediate power,

and then that from this power might be again born ; so that to

love, the spirit's truth, nothing should be wanting to its being

made to appear as the higliest thing in the world, as the inner-

most and abiding power of the world, to yield to which brings

eternal felicity, to oppose which, eternal condemnation.

'^riie eschatological expectations undoubtedly contained many
traits from the Old Testament and Judaism. This has been

made to serve as a proof of the Ebionism of the ancient

Church ; but in tliis has been forgotten only the principal

' Ep. iid Diog. c. 7 ; Justin Mart. Aiwl. ii. 7.
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thing, namely, that the pre-Christian age expected the Messiah,

but that the Christian Church in its eschatology hoped for the

return of no other than Him who had ah'eady come. The

Christian hope of the Coming One grew entirely out of faith in

Him who had come. It may as well be said that it was the

Christian principle which by an inner necessity sketched out

for itself an eschatology, that spontaneously concurred in its

essential lines with the Messianic representations of the Old

Testament, as it may be asserted that the purer representations

of Messianic eschatology were of necessity transferred to Him
who was recoirnised and believed in as Sayiour of the world.

The absolute reconciliation with God, the completion of Religion,

is made known by Christianity as come in Christ ; and therein

also the completion of the world or the kingdom of God as

certamly to come, through the second coming of Him who

has already come.

But what meaning has this preponderance of eschatological

representation, which is shown as well in Christology, in the im-

portance which, at first especially, was attached to the resiUTec-

tion of the Lord, and His exaltation to royal dignity at the

right hand of the Father, as in what is closely connected with

this, the liyins interests for the final history of the Chm'ch,

which is itself again a part of the history of Christ ? What, in

short, is the significancy of this for the development of doc-

trine '1

We find that in all scientific systems the popular thinking,

in order to gain a conception of them, asks before all, not so

much what is the principle or beginning and the processes, as

what is the end, the result. So it was with the entrance of

Christianity into the world. The disciples always sought most

readily after the end, the result ; for it was thereby that

they had the summaiy of the momenta which were to be dis-

tributed before their eyes only in process of time. Eschatology,

consequently, in which the circle of these momenta first becomes

defined as a whole, is that in which the full idea of Christianity

is first presented to the mind
; just as religions of a less ethical

character look back to the beginning, to Paradise. Eschatology

may tluis be justly called the succulent swelling germ from

which, as from the whole, from the matured, completed idea of

Christianity, one momentum unfolds itself towartls another ; in

VOL. I. K
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which all dogmas are included, yet ever so as there is a regres-

sion from the last to the first.^

In eschatology the Christian principle celebrates its absolute-

ness, its apotheosis ; for the entire universe is determined by it.

What is not an integral part of the eternal kingdom shall be

absolutely cast aside at the end of things, as powerless and

worthless. In this there already lies the principle, that in it, or

rather in Christ, who is not now viewed as He that is come, but

rather as He who is to come again, is that which absolutely

confers worth ; for by faith in Him who lios appeared, is deter-

mined blessedness or rejection through Him who is to come

again. Hence it is clear, that wherever this identity of Him
who is to come again, and who as Judge and Perfecter of the

world must be regarded as exercising Divine prerogatives, with

Him who has appeared, is held fast, there Ebionism is impos-

sible ; and that this can exist only where this identity is denied

and perfection is expected from another principle, or where the

idea of perfection is stript of its absoluteness and rendered

inept, in which case Christ is brought into only a loose relation

to it. To the latter Cerinthus must have had a leaning ; to the

former the old Montanism, in so far as it anticipated a new

state of things in the dispensation of the Holy Ghost. AVhere,

on the other hand, neither of these is the case, as with all

the Fathers hitherto considered by us ; ^^•here eschatology is

placed in the closest relation to the Person of Christ ; and where

it is held fast that the perfection which He brings is not of

eudasmonistic, but of absolute worth, and brings the spirit to

its truth ; there Ebionism has become an impossibility, or at the

utmost can exist only in faint traces. In this case there is

rather, conversely, found in eschatology the complement of

Christology, by means of which that which in Christ's state of

liuuiiliation remained latent is connected, for the anticipation

of faith, with that which has been already manifested, so as

to form the entire image of the Person of Christ, with the out-

' In respect of this, it is uolicwible how during the ecclesiastical develop-

ment of the first age there was a greater tendency towards what is last,

eschatology ; whilst in the Gnostic development, the tendency was to the

hoginning, to cosniogony, nay, to theogouy. Both, however, in their progress

must meet and mingle. In this also is mirrored the difference between

the idealistic and the realistic tendency.
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lines of (vliich the knowledge of the historical Christ first be-

came a reality in the mind.^ Now, as surely as the Church, in

its independent construction of Christianity, had to begin with

the end, and to be assured of that, so surely did this initiatory

preponderance of tlie eschatological exert a dangerous influence

in a dogmatical respect, which could be avoided only by pro-

ceeding vigorously in Christology from the end to the now
newly illustrated construction of the intermediate momenta.
The dangers incurred are of an Ebionitic and Doketic kind.

If regard is fastened only on the exalted Lord, the King, the

central point of His earthly life—His propitiatoiy agency—may
be almost overlooked ; and in this case there remains only the

Teacher, and the returning Lord of glory, who is to rule over all.

Such an Ebionitic, outward, and unethical view of His ivork may
easily pass over to an Ebionitic view of His Person, for Pelao-ian-

ism and Ebionism are internally allied. Still more immediately
is Ebionism brought in when the mind turns to eschatology in

the narrower sense with so unsatisfied a longing, that it feels as

if by the first advent of Christ nothing was done or ameliorated

essentially, but that all depends on His second coming. Li this

case Christ becomes merely the prophet of His own future, a work
which another might have discharged, and for wdiich no peculiar

equipment was necessary; this, consequently, if it became ne-
cessary at all, would be resorted to only afterwards. So was it

with Cerinthus, who maintained that the resurrection of Christ

itself is to be refeiTed to His second coming. Doketism also

may obtain a point of egress from this preponderance of the

eschatological, and may penetrate into the Church even where,
from its realism and its eschatology, it mi£!;ht seem closed against

luch Doketism as came from the Gnostic side. For if the idea
of Christ is formed only one-sidedly from an eschatological point
•of view,—if He is regarded only as the exalted Lord,—there is

a danger of His Di\inity, which in eschatology comes forth witli

peculiar glory, though in union with humanity, being too ex-
clusively regarded in connection with His appearance on earth.

This dissipation of the trae humanity of Christ appears especially

in se^•eral of the apocryphal writings (see furtlier on) ; but the
tendency to tliis may be discerned at a very early period. Thus

' Appendix, Note YY.
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Doketism on realistic grounds, and from an undue preponde-

rance of eschatological considerations, was introduced in re-

ference to tlie beginning and the earthly life of the God-man.

But the same risk of Doketism arose only in another quarter,

namely, in reference to the end, when the longing after the

return of the Lord led in the manner described to a deprecia-

tion of what had been already done, and referred all to a second

advent of a totally different character. Such a view of Christ

has in itself something of a Doketic character ; but this is greatly

strencrthened when over aoainst the world as it is now a dual-

istic variance impends, and the entrance of the kingdom of

God and the returning Christ is not conceived as historically

mediated, but as abrupt. The magical entrance of the reign of

God of necessity has a Doketic effect also on the Christology.

This latter form of Doketism is especially instructive, from its

explaining what at first sight is an enigmatical phsenomenon,

namely, that the ancient Ebionisin is at least partially coupled

with Doketism, and vice versa. For it is evident that this

Doketism of the end has an Ebionitic view of the earthly life

of Christ as its presupposition (see above) ; so that the peculiar

drama of the alternation between Ebionism and Doketism may
be exhibited in one and the same mode of thought. Both sides

of the Person of Christ are acknov/ledged ; but in place of

being simultaneously interpenetrative, they are severed, they

are presented one apart from the other ; and as the one side

becomes prominent in consciousness, the other retires into the

background, or is excluded. To this also the ancient Mon-
tanism must have come, had it taken a Christolomcal direction

instead of confinino; itself to the work of Christ. For if it

looked on the historical work of Christ, the result of this could

not satisfy its impatient longing after the other world, its dual-

istic view of the world, but must appear poor in comparison

with what was yet to come. If it looked on the new Jerusalem,

the historical being and work of Christ would evanish before

the suddenly-working, the absolutely new-creating power of the

glorified, returning Christ. The old world would be annihilated,

the new would come in its place. This dualism is the funda-

mental view which is common to both ^Moiitaiiism and Gnos-

ticism. In Montanism, however, both sides appear successively :

in Gnosticism the dualism is not of a successive, but of a simul-
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taneous kiud ; and this is in accordance with the fact, that its

point of issue is rather theory, while that of ;Montanism is prac

tice. To Gnosticism, the position, that the resuiTection has

happened akeady, is essential ; it has no toleration for an escha-

toloo-y. On this the old Montanism concentrated its entii'e Chi'is-

tianitv.^ Hence these two so violently clashed. As, however,

the Christian truth, which was then making way in the Chui'ch,

unites the theoretical and the practical, and does not allow the

one to exclude the other, so in eschatology it atoned the contra-

diction between Gnosticism and Montanism ; as it did not deny

either the presence of the Eternal in Christ or His impending

return, but assigned their rights to both by removing the dualism

on which both stand, and rendering possible such a historical

mediation as posits both a future end and an already present

power, objectively realized in Christ, to accomplish that end.

And thus both the Gnostic joy over the already present light of

truth, a joy approaching to haughty triumph, and the longing

after a more perfect state of things, approaching to sadness

and depression, were morally united in the joyous activity called

forth in the furthering of the design of Christianity to be a

leaven of the world. Hope has assumed an ethical character,

or seeks to reach the perfecting of the world through a love

which ensouls the world ; and the ethical has as its basis the

reconciliation as already accomphshed (not in theory merely,

but for the innermost life),—that is, it has faith for its basis.

Without this advance to the ethical, faith ceases to be faith, and

must pass over either into Gnosticism or Montanism, according

as those in whom it is are of a more theoretical or of a more

practical cast of mind."

As before the time of Gnosticism and Montanism there were

not wanting men in the Church (see p. 143, note 1) who were

not only free from a fantastic scheme of eschatolog}', but who

did not exclude either of the two sides,—either the presence of

the Divine in Him who had appeared, or the hope of His return

;

• The difference and analogy of tbe two may be thus stated : Both have

to do with an ideal world ; but Gnosticism construes it as the highest truth,

Montanism as the chief good.
•^ Philastrius casts on the old Jlontanists the taunt of a " vitae tempus

vanuni ct infructuosum " (llseres. 21). Similar reproaches are much more

(requeutly cast on Gnosticism.
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SO also, during this time itself, there were those who discriminated

the two sides in order to unite them again in a higher and more

intelligent manner. It is Irenseus, however, in whose works

especially this reconciliation is shown, with the advantages

which the Church derived from the preceding conflict.^

It is undeniable that Christianity first sketched out from its

principle its theory of the world in its eschatology ; in this is

the consummatio of the world's history, and consequently this,

as well in respect of its final end and ilim as in respect of the

reality of this end, is fixed. In it the anthropological side, the

perfected manhood, is united to the Christology, so as to be

seen by the mind. Having fixed the definitive aim and secured

its reahty, all that preceded has unity, connection, regularity

;

and on this side it is impossible to mistake the speculative

element of eschatology, though presented in a preponderantly

historical form.^ Passing on from this to cast a glance on the

New Testament Apocrypha, and that as well on the apocalyptic

as on the rest which have been handed down to lis, the most

important of the former which come before us are the Sibylline

Books, the Book of Enoch, and the appendix to it, the Testa-

ment of the Twelve Patriarchs.

Of the Sibylline Books, it is the fourth and the fifth we

have here especially to consider ; of which the former belongs

to the first century, the latter to the beginning of the second.

The fourth book exhorts men to be baptized, and, raising their

hands into the air, to implore forgiveness. If they do not that,

fire shall consume the world; whereupon God shall raise the

dead and institute the judgment. The earth shall again cover

the impious ; the pious shall again live on the earth ; God shall

give them spirit and life ; and they shall all again find them-

selves (Oracula Sibyllina cum variorum commentariis, ed. Serv.

Gallimis, Amst. 1689, pp. 530-539) Of more importance

is the fifth book. In the oracle against ^Icmphis (p. 556, v.

60-72) it is said :
" Thou hast raged against my God-anointed

children (iralBa^ 6€oxpio-rov<;) ;^ tliou slialt weep, and see the

eternal, the immortal God in tlie clouds."* A strong king sent

» Appendix, Note ZZ. - Appendix, Note AAA.
3 At p. C-11, the pious arc called >^uc,: Oio-nvKTOf.

* That this relates to Christ (Matt. xxiv. 30) cannot be doubtful
;
at tlio

same time, however, i t proves that eschatolo^ry is not sccureil against Doketism
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forth of God shall sustain all great kmgs.^ A world-conflagra-

tion, and a battle of the stars with each other, will bring in the

end." Then shall there come (p. 600, v. 257 &.) again from

the air a distinguished man, who on the fruitful tree stretched

forth His hands, the best of the Hebrews, who once for all estab-

lished the sun, who spake in pleasing discourse and with holy lips.

" There has come," cries the Sibylle in a passage further on, in

prophetic anticipation, " from the heavenly regions the man who
went home, holding the sceptre in His hand which God hath

delivered unto Him. Gloriously does He build up Jerusalem

and the holy temple ; even unto heaven reacheth His building."^

The author of this oracle shows himself to have been a Jewish

Christian ;
^ but already we find great stress laid by him on

Clirist's death, and he does not confine his regards to Him as

risen. The cross is to him the wood that brings much fruit.*

On the other hand, the coming of Christ in the clouds to judg-

ment is directly called by him the manifestation of God.

It is almost more difficult to pronounce judgment on the

Book of Enoch. Is it the production of one author or not, of

a Jew or a Christian ? In any case, eschatology so predomi-

nates in it, that the Christ of history is forced entirely into the

background; and so that comes to pass here which we have

^ "With especial fervour does the oracle speak against Rome and Italy,

because through them many of the saints, the believers, and the true

temple (i.e., the temple of the true God) have fallen.

^ At p. 628, God is called x-rtarrjc vccio7o fnyiarov. For the rest, it is

doubtful whether the temple is thought of as a spiritual one, consisting of

holy men, though this has much in its favour (p. 623 : olxo» ocsl du'h.'Kouroc.,

QioO r-/)p'/iuovx )i»ov, i% ocytav yiycca-ru, kocI oL^Qitov cihl lovroi). What
follows, also, seems to me to refer to a temple consisting of the souls and
bodies of men, to a worship without clay or stone or gold, consisting wholly

of the offerings of the God-inspired.

^ As in the description of the holy city and the holy land, which shall

in the time of the Messiah show the heavenly Jerusalem and Canaan {dsio-

7£«"!?, p. 602) also in visible reality (svaapKOv, p. 627) ; further, at p. 508,

where the Jews, who enter the Messiah's kingdom, are called a godly

race, holy inhabitants of heaven ; and in fine, pp. 600, 601, where the

Messiah is called " the best of the Hebrews." On the other hand, the

passages above cited forbid our regarding the author as a Jew. See a dis-

Bertation by Bleek on the Sibylline Oracles in the Theologische Zcitschrift

of Schleiermacher, De Wette, and Liicke, H. ii. p. 188 ff.

* Appendix, Note BBB.
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above noted, that a one-sided eschatology approximates to Doket-

ism. Nevertheless there is much that favours the conclusion,

that it is on the whole a Jewish product, which probably owes

some touches to the hand of a Christian.^ The entu'e stand-

point of the book is essentially Jewish. Of what is peculiarly

Christian—the incarnation of God, the name Jesus, His earthly

life and death. His resurrection and ascension, the work of re-

demption as a whole. Baptism and the Lord's Supper—not a

trace is found, wdiilst the Sabbath is represented as an eternal

ordinance (c. x. 23). The Messiah, indeed, has a high place

:

He is called the Elect,^ the Son of ]\Ien,^ the Man's Son,^ the

Woman's Son,^ the Son of God ;^ His name was called before,

the sun in the presence of the Lord of spirits;^ He sits next

to Him on the throne, in the hidden place, from the beginning

to the end of days;^ but He shall be manifest then, when as

Judge He shall utter the decisive word which God approves on

the day of judgment (Ix. 10 ff., Ixviii. 39), which is the chief

object of the book. Hence the author knows not of any

appearance of the Son of Man besides that to judgment

(Ix. 17). Then shall the saints dwell with the Son of Man,

and eat, and lie down and rise up with Him, for ever and ever

(c. Ixi. 17). There is no doctrine of a Trinity in the book ;^ the

Messiah is not called the Word nor the Wisdom.^° And when

^ Appendix, Note CCC.
" C. Ix. 7, 10, 16, Ixi. 1, 10, xl. 5, xlv. 3, 4, xlviii. (xlvi.) 2, 4, 1. 3, 5,

H. 5, 10, liv. 5.

3 C. xlvi. 1. 2, Ixi. 13, 17, Ixii. 15, Ixviii. 38, 39, Ixix. 1, etc. Noah
also is called this, lix. 11

;
perhaps also Enoch, Ixx. 23.

* C. Ixviii. 40, 41. Enoch also is thus addressed, c. Ixx. 17 :
" Thou art

the man's son, born to righteousness."
•'' C. Ixi. 8-13, especially 9. « C. civ. (cvi.) 2.

'' C. xlviii. 3-5.

8 C. Ixi. 10, xlviii. 5 :
" The elect and the hidden one was in the pre-

sence of the Lord of spirits before the world was, and evermore."

^ See Hoffmann on Ix. 13, Ixx. 9.

^* Yet He judges the sjiirits hy the word of the name of the Lord

(c. Ix. 11), or by the word which is a sword of His mouth (comp. Ixi. 4,

Ixii. 15). Wisdom, on tlic other liand, is ascribed to Him as an attribute;

but He Himself is not called Wisdom. His j)oculiar characteristic, under

which the book thinks the Messiah, is rather righteousness (ch. xlvi. 2,

xlviii. IG, xlviii. (xlvi.) 3, 1. 3); and it is almost only for the judgment

that wisdom comes into consideration. The Messiah is not the world-
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he calls Him the Woman's Son, thei'e can be no doubt that the

author, had he been a Christian, would have referred that to

His birth of the Virgin : as used by him, it has its full explana-

tion if we either take it as a circumlocution for " man " (as in

Matt. xi. 11 ; Luke vii. 28), or, what is better, regard it as

referring to the seed of the woman in the Protevangelium, and
imderstand it of the Messiah. His speaking of the Son of Man
as existing with God before the creation of the world, and as

worshipped by all being, receives an explanation of a striking

kind from Daniel's Son of Man ; from Persian or aUied ideas,

which are elsewhere found in the book ; in fine, from the place

which the doctrine of angels holds in this book, and other

similar performances. The passage from Daniel (vii. 13, 27),

on which we have already commented (see p. 44), hovers be-

fore the author's mind ; but the term, Son of jSIan, is more
definitely applied to the Messiah by him than in Daniel. He
is, without doubt (and to this, Persian ideas may have con-

tributed), regarded as the Primal Man, who precedes the rest of

creation as its idea. The doctrine of angels, when brought to

such validity and extension as it must have been at the time

of the writing of the Book of Enoch, could not but ally itself,

in the mind of a Jew who adhered to the prophecies of his

people, with the idea of the ^lessiah ; and this took effect in

the Messiah being conceived of, after the manner of an ano-el,

as the Primal Man (xlvi. 1). But the Messiah, who exercises

judgment on all evil, and consequently on evil angels,— a subject

on which this book greatly dwells,—must, on the other hand,
be placed above angels. Thus His pre-existence was implicitlv

asserted. There is no ground for I'egarding this representation

as a general one in pre-Christian Judaism ; on the contrary, the

dialogue of Justin with the Jew Trypho rather shows (e. gr. c.

48) that the mass of the Jews were expecting a Messiah who
should be simply a man from among men, and who should

receive a higher personality through the anointing of EHas.
But more than this : even if the representations of the Book of

creating Wisdom of Proverbs, but tlie world has been created by an oath
(i.e., by Ood's powerful word, which is not to be identified with the Mes-
siah

; c. Ixviii. 21-29). So Httle is tiiis oath (i.e., God's word) the Sou
of God, that it is rather of the rebellious angels that the discourse is, who
availed themselves of that oath as a powerful form of incantation.
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Enoch were general among the Jews, against which is the tes-

timony of the Gospels (which represent the opinion of Trypho

as that of the nation, Matt. xxii. 41 ff., ii. 4 ff. ; John vii. 41 ; and

only make a few allusions to any other view, John vii. 27, conf.

Heb. vii. 3), still we should be far from having in them the

Christian idea of the Person of Christ. Especially, we have

not there the right view of the humanity of Christ : we have

only the eternal, immutable idea of Manhood hypostatized with-

out passing into the state of becoming (iverden), consequently

no incarnation. This Son of Man of Enoch is only the

abstract, rigid Logos of Philo evolved out of Daniel ; and

hence more definitely hypostatized than by Philo, who never-

theless calls his Logos the Primal Man. Moreover, this Son of

Man has no true Deity. Righteousness, not love, is his funda-

mental characteristic ; and as respects his essence, he does not

belong to the inner circle of the Divine, but he stands, if as

first, or, if it be preferred, as king and representative, yet still

only among the cherubim, seraphim, and ophanim,— all angels

of might and majesty,— and praises, in unison with them, the

name of the Lord of spirits to eternity (c. Ix. 13, 14). He is

an attendant of the Head of days, the Father of spirits (e. gr.

c. xlvi. 1).

Whilst, hoAvever, we regard this book as wholly a Jewish

production, and though the Messiah whom it describes, in spite

of analogies to the Christian, is not thought of as having come

in Jesus, or even as promised by Him, still an evidence may be

drawn from it of how the momentum of pre-existence in the

concept of the Messiah is not only not difficult to reach, but in

the universality of its significancy the trait is most readily

acknowledged, since already implicitly it lies there. Not less is

the early diffusion and recognition of the writing a proof how
early, in Christianity also, the idea of the pre-existence of Christ

must have found general acceptance.^ This brings us to tlie

Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs?

Judah and Levi arc appointed protectors of the people till

God come, to dwell in tlie midst of Israel (Levi 4 ; Judah 23).

Witli tlie lifjht of knowledge shall Levi enlighten, and stand as

the sun in Israel (Levi 14), until the TiOrd bring home all the

» Appendix, Note DDD. * Appendix, Note EEE
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heathen in the compassion of His Son for ever. Jndah, on

the other hand, is entrusted with the sceptre, the rod of

righteousness, -which in the day of the Messiah shall ascend

to judgment and salvation over all Jews and heathens (Judah

24). In the union of both offices consists Israel's salvation

(Dan 5). There shall not be two heads ; for all that God
has made has but one head, and one head all the members of the

body obey, though they be double (Zeb. 8). The royal, how-

ever, is lower than the priestly dignity ; God has subjected the

former to the latter : to the former He has given what is on

earth, to the latter what is in heaven ; and as the heaven is

exalted above the earth, so is the priesthood above the king-

hood (Judah 24). Grievous, however, as the sin is to rise up

against Judah or Levi, and to set up a double kingdom or

priesthood, yet the perfection of both shall be reached only

when the Lord shall raise up a man who shall be of Levi as

high-priest, and of Judah as king ; a person who combines the

earthly and heavenly, as ©eo? /cat dv6p(07ro<; (Simeon 7). The
author does not mean by this, that the Messiah is in any way
to spring bodily from the two tribes (see rather Judah 23), or

that Mary sprang from the tribe of Le\'i, as several later here-

tical sects averred, especially the Manicheans. But the Messiah

is to be born of a virgin of the tribe of Judah (Joseph 19) ;

who, however, is seen in Joseph's dream in clothing of byssus

(c. 19) ;—a thought which, it may be remarked in passing, is

more fully wrought out in the Protevangelium Jacobi, where

it is stated that ]Mary descended indeed from the family of

David, but was brought up in the temple, and was by her

parents from her youth dedicated to the Lord ; where one may
discern the same effort to unite in the king of Israel also the

glory of the priesthood. From the virgin, who wears a stole of

byssus, Joseph sees proceed a lamb without spot, and at her

right hand was as it were a lion. All the beasts attack it, and

the lamb vanquishes it. Since, consequently, Mary, though not

by birth, yet by inner and outer consecration, sustains some-

thing of the priestly character, it is said, Out of Judah and

Levi shall be born to you the Lamb of God, Avith whom the

symbol of the kingdom is most intimately bound up (comp.

Sim. 7 ; Jos. 19 ; Iren. Fragm. ed. INfassuct, 345). Other

tokens of the appearance of Christ on earth arc given, as
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follows :—The salvation of God {a-wTqpLov rov Qeov) will arise

on von in Him who is God and man (Sim. 7 ; Dan 5 ; Benj.

9). The Lord, the great God of Israel, appears on earth as a

man, assumes a body (Sim. 6) ; God visits (eTnaKeirreTaC) all

peoples through the compassion of His Son (Levi 4) ; dwells

among men amidst Israel (Levi 4, 2 ; Naphth. 8), and eats with

them (Sim. 6 ; Asshur 7). His advent is unspeakable, and He
is as a Prophet in His aspect and habit (Levi 8). God plays

the part of a man (0eo<? et? avhpa v7roKpiv6fxevo<;, Asshiu' 7).

Though His appearance is the visit of the Only-begotten (/xovo-

yevij-i), yet is He to appear on earth as a man of humiliation

(Benj. 9, 10). But in this humiliation He is nevertheless God
come in the flesh (Benj. 10), on account of whose birth men
and angels, and the whole earth, rejoice.^ He is the Saviour

of the world (Levi 10, 4). His baptism points to His saci'ifice.

The heavens are opened above Him,'^ and Jacob sees the conse-

cration (^dyida-fia) come upon Him out of the temple of the

Divine Majesty, with a voice from the Father such as was that

of Abraham to Isaac. Hence it is He who renews the law in

the power of the Highest (Levi 14) ; He is the shoot of the

jSIost High God, and the spring of life for all flesh (Judah 24).

In Him is the Lord Himself present (Zeb. 8) ; He is God in

the form of man ; the light of righteousness arises in Him, sal-

vation and compassion are under His wings. He must, however,

suffer much through the sins of men, especially the Jews, and l)e

crucified. He must fight with Beliar ; visible and invisible

wars must He carry on (Jos. 19 ; Dan 5 ; Reub. 6). He dies

as the Lamb of God (Benj. 3), or Mediator between God and

men (Dan 5). He who is without fault is given up for the

transgressors, and the sinless dies for tlie godless (Reub. G), that

His blood may establish the covenant, and lay a basis for the

^ Tlie author describes (Levi 19) tlie star wliich appeared at Christ's

birth in the same "vvay as Ignatius, Eph. 19. Also tliere is much resem-

blance between these two in the signs which they give of the incarnation

of God, as well as in the doctrine of Christ's death and priestly office.

^ That this passage relates to Christ's bajjtism (conij). Jud. 24) is unde-

niable. Grabe finds .something Jewish or Ebionitic in the words fUToi cpiwi/^c

x«ro/xijf, if cc-TTo' A/ipxoip!, TUTpo; ' lamock. But the meaning is, that the

relation of Christ to the Father is as close as is that of a hiuiian son to his

father. Tliore tlins lies in the words rather the wjuality of Christ with

(iod the Father.
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salvation of Israel and the heathen, and that Beliar and his

sen-ants may be vanquished (Benj. 3). By the sufferings of

the Highest shall Hades be enriched (Levi 4 ; Benj. 9). The
vail of the temj^le is rent asmider (Benj. 9 ; Levi 10). A new
priesthood is instituted (Levi 8, 18) ; He Himself is the High-

Priest without succession (Levi 18). And now is He exalted

after having been humihated (Benj. 9, 10). The Spirit of God
is transferred from the synagogue to the heathen, and is poured

forth, as fire (Benj. 9 ; Jud. 24), by the water and by faith

(Levi 14 ; Assh. 7). There is hope again for Israel only after

the heathen (Benj. 10 ; Jud. 24). But he that believeth not

in God who hath come in the flesh, the Saviour, to him will

Christ be a judge after the resmTection from the dead (Jud.

25 ; Benj. 10). His shall be an everlasting kingdom (Jos. 19) ;

and men shall, through the Spirit sent forth by Christ, the

spring of life, become truly sons of God (Benj. 9 ; Jud. 24

;

Levi 18). For under His priestly agency all sin shall die, the

pious rest in Him, and He rejoices in His beloved. The
gates of Paradise He opens ; the sword by which Adam is

threatened He sheaths ; and He grants to the holy to eat of

the tree of life (Levi 18).

The author of this book shows, by the way in which he ex-

presses himself, that in his view the personal and active in

Christ was God. Though he does not in so many words assert

the pre-existence of the Son, yet this must be regarded as

assumed by him, partly because of his constant reference to the

Book of Enoch, where this is undoubtedly taught, and pai'tly

because of the use of the term fxovoyevrj';. But he does not

direct his attention very closely to this more speculative side.

He does not connect Christ either with the " Word" or with

the Wisdom, which, as we have seen, was the case with tlic

forms of Christianity which were developed in unity with the

Old Testament ; but rather adheres to the anthropological side,

and is marked by this, that he represents to us the advance

witliin Jewish Christianity from the kingly office of Christ

and the Christian eschatology to the priestly office. It is true,

as wc have seen, tliat those who attached special importance to

the eschatological concept of Christ, did not deny His higlier

being and tlie absolute significancy of His Person. But in the

book now before us, thougli somewhat Judaistic, there is a ten-
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dency which, not satisfied with the royal office of Christ, evolves

from it, what is nevertheless bound up in it, namely, that not only

the consummation, but above all, and that for the sake of the

consummation, reconciliation is given in His Person. And this

momentum the author of the Testament has apprehended with

such decisiveness, that in his view the Divinity of Christ appears

to be denied if He is not regarded above all as the Mediator.

The kingdom (power) seems to him to have only an earthly

(physical) significancy : it is the mediatorial office, the high-

priestly work of Christ alone, that is, in his esteem, heavenly

and divine. And so he advances to show, in the dying Lamb,
in the sufferings of the Highest, above all, the agency of the

Divine in this Person. There is thus elicited from the concept

of the perfected Lord of glory, that momentum which gives His

history an essential and eternal significancy. And not only

may the historical Christ thus receive His full rights, but His

Church also, where it is still entangled with national Judaism,

may attain to a history of which that undue preponderance of

eschatology hindered it. The Jews of Palestine did not venture

to break that integument which hindered the free formation of

the Christian principle, and kept it from constructing a world

of its own. The creation of such a world they did not acknow-

ledge as then' vocation ; but bore the yoke of the law-, looking-

for the speedy return of the Lord. Those who were enlight-

ened, of whom there were not wanting some (Acts xv.), acknow-

ledged, in that they exempted the heathen from the la^^^, that the

law had now sunk to a subordinate significancy, and that salva-

tion did not come through legal righteousness. But since they

dared not altogether break with the law themselves, especially

venerated as it was by their contemporaries, as was the case till

the time of Hadrian, there remained nothing for them but to

give up the untying of the knot of the Saviour's speedy return,

and in order to maintain the Christian character, despite out-

wardly inialtered customs and modes of life, to wait with stedfast

gaze for the Lord, who was not to tarry long. But the length of

the tarrying, the influence of intercourse with their people, cus-

tom, the ])ower wliich tlie (jutwurd so easily resumes over the in-

ward, nay, the afterworking of inborn Jewisli })ride, caused others

to think that they woukl, by means of a strict observance of the

hiw, attain at h'ast a lii<fherffrade of riiiliteousness than the hea-
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then converts to Christianity ; and thus they assigned to the Liw

ao-ain a part in justification, and thereby ascribed to it again

a permanent significancy even within Christianity. By this,

indeed, was loosened the attent longing after the returning

Lord, but this in such a way that they again tended to Judaism,

became more zealous for the law, and depreciated the intrinsic

newness of Christianity. In this state of relapse Paul already

fomid the Church at Jerusalem on the occasion of his last visit

;

and the Epistle to the Hebrews, which was composed shortly

before the destruction of Jerusalem, is directed to this state of

things. The Hebrews to whom it is addressed had, in some

cases, deserted the assemblies of the Christians enth-ely, whilst

in others, though they still professed to be Christians, yet by

holding up what belonged essentially to the ceremonial of

Judaism as of perpetual validity, and thereby depreciating the

propitiatory work of Christ, they found themselves inclined to

undervalue also the newmess and greatness of Christianity, and

to think less highly of the Person of Christ. This mongrel

state, w^hich afterwards led to decided heresies, was indeed, for a

season, inteiTupted ; the leaning to Judaism became less decided

than before. This we infer, partly from the impression and effect

of the destruction of Jerusalem ;
partly from the extrusion of

Jewish-Christian heresies which made their appearance at this

time, which was a time of sifting
;
partly, in fine, from what has

been above referred to, the spiritual and revivified eschatological

expectations in the Church at Jerusalem towards the end of the

century. But up to the time of Hadi'ian the suppression of

Christian liberty by the law continued. For the Christians in

Palestine, and especially in Jerusalem, still lived in society with

the Jews, and under bishops of the circumcision. And thus

the ever reviving danger of a relapse into Judaism could be

effectually counteracted only by the Jewish ceremonial being set

aside by the priesthood of Christ, and abrogated by the promi-

nence given to the propitiatory death of Christ. In this the

Christian principle was reponed ; with the eschatological de-

velopment of the royalty of Christ, there came to be assigned

to Christianity as her task, now that the ancient system was

fallen, to construct a new world out of herself. To have con-

duced to this result is one of the services of the work we have

been considering, which, in this respect, follows in the train of
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the Epistle to the Hebrews.^ The manner, however, in which

it does this, by so decided a repression of the royal office, and

by signalizing the priestly office as the properly divine, conld

hardly have found place at a later period ; rather as soon as the

latter was acknowledged in its independence, the royal office,

which had for the moment been put in the background,

would be again developed out of the priestly, and so reinstated

in its rightful place, as we find to be already the case, in the

second half of the second century.^ For the rest, the book

stands not alone in its time; but in Barnabas and Aristo of

Pella, whom we have previously considered, we see a similar

tendency.

Other Apocryphal writings, in so far as they may come into

consideration for the period now before us, however much
that is fabulous and however much that is Judaistic they may
contain, equally enunciate the acknowledgment of the truly

divine nature of Christ.'^

If at this point we look back on the path we have followed,

it will appear that the hypothesis of the Ebionism of the

primitive Church is on all sides untenable. Even the evidence

adduced in support of it, when more closely examined, proves

the opposite. Among those we have considered, there appears

no small diversity, but not one of them is an Ebionite. Viewed

as a whole, they are rather, so far as respects their rank in a

Christological respect, only a feeble copy of the Apostles, each

^ That form of Jewish Christianity which did not advance to the high-

priestly office of Clirist, relapsed ever more and more, in the course of the

second century, into an exclusive regard to His prophetic office, and came

to ascribe to His kingly office little more than a casual significancy. This

party of Jewish Christians, however, perished after the manner of sects.

2 In this development of the knowledge of Him who had come, there

is a recapitulation in rapid current of the history of the develojament of

the prophetic Christology of the Old Testament. For this also started with

the kingly state of the Messiah, then advanced, and this was the most

difficult step, to His condition as a servant, and attained in His deepest

humihation the highest spiritual elevation, the yielding up of Himself in

vicarious love, or His office as a propitiation. Eut hardly had this been

reached, when in Isaiah we see His power and kingdom born again from liia

high-priestly love ; and thus the end returns in higlicr manner to the

beginning. In Zechariah there is alnwly the presupposition of the like

authorization of tlie kinghood and priesthood.

' Appendix, Note FFF.
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of whom numbers among them his representative, who is at the

same time a witness of his influence. Nay, we may say that those

who aremost akin to James, have, in a Clu'istological point of view-,

something higher tlian tlie Epistle of James expressly contains.

However nmch there was in Judaism that tended to hinder

a free development of Christology, and however much that

tended to further it lay in the peculiar endowments of Hel-

lenism, the Church, in order to attain a higher representa-

tion of Christ than the Ebionitic, had not to wait for an

influx of Hellenistic ideas. But, as the New Testament proves

that a form of Christology preceded Ebionism of which the

latter fell far short, so we have seen that, even independently

of Hellenic philosophy, that very tendency which, in closest

connection with the Old Testament, abode within the Church

up to the year 150, had completed a higher development

alono- two lines, both of which set out from the cultivated

eschatolofy which preponderated in it. The one issued from

the completed eschatological concept of the Person of Christ,

or, by a retrogressive process, from the end to the beginning,

and constrained to the positions that He is to be thought of first

as the Creator-Word, and next as the eternal Wisdom of God.

The other, however, more deeply immersed in the religious

element, unfolded from the royal office of Christ, which is pre-

sented to the view completed in eschatology, his propitiatory,

mediatorial office. And as the earthly manifestation of Him

who is the AVord and the Wisdom is thereby recognised in its

essential significancy, and consequently is rendered capable of

being established to consciousness, and as this opinion recoils

from the former path, which was scarcely a match for Doketism,

to Jiistory, or the true manhood of Christ ; so, by the course it

pursues, a deeper basis is found for the divinity of Christ, than

was to be found lying in His kingly office. At the same time, it

must not be conceived that, even where both lines or paths meet,

as was the case with many of the Apostolic Fathers, and where

there was posited by them in a definite manner the absoluteDeity

of Christ, which existed in Him essentially, not simply as power,

it is nevertheless left very indeterminate whether His humanity

was not a mere apparition of God, who was perhaps thought of as

corporeal and patible, and consocpiently how the Deity of Christ,

tde Son of (lod, was conceived of in relation to the Father.

VOL. I. 1
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With this result accords also the testimony of those who
were the opponents of Christianity. However variously they

have misunderstood the nature of Chi'istianity, and hence have

brought the most contradictory accusations against it, yet all

stedfastly concur in what they represent as the faith of the

Christiiins in respect of the Person of Christ. The opponents

of Christianity in the second century, heathen and Jewish,

attest with one mouth that the Christians reverenced the

crucified Jesus of Nazareth as God. Celsus, who wrote his

X0709 a\7]67]<i against the Christians soon after the middle of

the second century, lays it down as a well-known fact, that the

Christians held Jesus for God, and the Son of God ;^ and only

seeks to show that He was not what they took Him to be. The
reasons, also, which he adduces in opposition to this, are of

significancy for us. That He was God, and God's Son, cannot,

he says, be proved from the deeds which are recorded of Him (ii.

30). In a case where it would have been of avail, when a sign

was demanded in the temple (i. 67), He performed no miracle

;

and when He appeared after His decease,, it was not to His judges

and enemies (ii. 63, 67). If He were God's Son, why did He
not avenge His disgrace, at least at the last moment (ii. 35) ?

What rational man would have endured such tilings if he could

have helped it (ii. 17)? God's Son would not have suffered

Himself to be so mishandled. The Christians, indeed, hold

Jesus for God's Son, because they know that the punishment

He endured was for the vanquishing of the father of evil."

But he makes the Jew, whom he introduces as the bitter foe of

Christianity, speak thus : How shall we hold him for God who
fulfilled nothing that he promised, who hid himself and fled,

who was shamefully bound, and by those whom he called dis-

ciples betrayed ? God is not subject to flight, nor to be carried

away in bonds : he who would be credited as the Saviour, as

God's greatest Son and Messenger, must not be forsaken and

delivered up (ii. 9). Why did he not suddenly disappear from

the cross (ii. 68) ? Celsus, consequently, plainly intends his

Jew to insinuate that Jesus was a mere man (ii. 7i*). Tlie

1 Orig. cont. Ccla. i. 20, 28, 41, GG ; ii. 9, 30, ;]G, 47, G7 ; iii. 41, 34
;

iv. 2; vi. 47, 74, 75.

^ Tlic Cliristiaiis say, lufm/ tyiu koTvuoiv mi/tou C'^rip x.xdoiipioiug tw ^rxTpog

r/i KXfJot,; '/f/ODViOiy : ii. 47.
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reality of His manhood, which was shown in His sufferings and
in the blood which flowed from His side, and which was not

Ix^^p (ii- 36), nay, which was manifest from the beginning, is

of itself, to Celsus, a proof that he could not be God and God's

Son. Why did His parents flee with Him into Egypt? God
is not in danger of death (i. G6). Different as He is from us

in voice, speech, behaviour, still He cannot be believed to be

God (vi. 75). A being in mortal body cannot be regarded as

God : the Christians, however, hold themselves to be religious

in that they reverence Jesus as God (iii. 41), and shrink not

from doing as the barbarians do—worship the dead (iii. 34). So
zealous does his Jew become, that he addresses Jesus Himself,

and blames Him for asserting His Godhead and supernatural

birth (i. 28, 38, 41). Amidst the many fables which Celsus

and his Jew allege, there is not the slightest trace of their re-

garding it as a fable that the later Christianity had ascribed to

Jesus the honour of being God and God's Son ; and yet, had
it been possible to assert this, nothing would have been more
fitted to bring a stain on the Christians, by putting them in

antagonism with their own antecedents, nay, with Christ Him-
self, and so to demonstrate the arbitrariness and groundlessness

of the Divine honours which they offered to Christ. In place

of this, we find a man who, to conclude from the objections here

collected from all quarters, possessed intimate acquaintance with

the opponents of Christianity, especially tlie Jews, and who had
knowledge of many Christians and their books, adducing no
objection more constantly and more directed against the Chris-

tians as a body than this, that they regarded Jesus as God and
God's Son. They say sophistically, exclaims his Jew (ii. 31),

the Son of God is the Logos itself (0^x0X070?), and do not set

forth the pure and holy Logos as the Son of God, but as a man
of humble estate who was put to death.^ He is not, indeed,

The Jew continues, eiy- ^ >^6yo; 'iariv vySi'j vio; roli 0soE/, x,xi /ifni;

iTroc.i'Jovy.iv. On this Origen says, that though he had met witli many Jews
•who were esteemed wise, he had never heard this from one of them. Col-

siLS seems here, therefore, to have represented the Jew incorrectly (comp.

Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. 48). Be this as it may, it is the immediate appli-

cation of the doctrine of the Logos to Jesus which the Jew cannot aclmit.

The Christians, however, had, in the middle of the second century, gene-

rally made this application, which again presupposes that the Christians

hitherto had not been of Ebionitic tendencies.
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ignorant that the Christians universally regard the death of

Christ as the propitiation for the world ; but as he treats sin in

the general as indifferent, and is surprised that Christianity

seeks not holy men, but sinners, he attaches naturally little

weight to that (ii. 47). Moreover, he knows well (ii. 67) that

the Christians distinguish between a state of exaltation and a

state of humiliation for Christ ; that it is only since His death

that they call Christ 0eo9 in the full sense, regarding Him at

first as so sent into the world that His Deity was hidden. But
the Cross, on which the Christians lay so much stress, is to him

foolishness; standing on the ground of mere natural religion, self-

offering love appears to him an exhibition of weakness, a mere

piece of impotency.

Up to this point, Celsus is at one with the Jews ; but he

breaks off from his allies at a most decisive point. Genuine

Judaism is susceptible of progress, through its ethical charac-

ter ; and this progress is \aewed in the general as effected

through revelation. Heathenism is not secure or master of its

own domain, the stand-point of a nature which remains always

essentially like itself, unless the possibility of a progressive

revelation is excluded. Hence Celsus attempted a decisive

blow, which should overwhelm both Judaism and Christianity

—

a blow Avhich should settle the impossibility of any such appear-

ance as that of Christ. Neither God, says he, O ye Jews

and Christians, nor God's Son, has come down hither, or can

come (iv. 2). The reason is assigned in ii. 31 : because then

the Logos would be no more the spotless and pure ; there would

be, in a word, the Neoplatonic dualism, according to which the

finite as such is evil and hostile to the spirit. Celsus, indeed,

on the other hand, ascribes to the world what he refuses to man,

which— and here he is inconsistent— is in contradiction to the

above. A man cannot l)e God's Son ; but the world is God's

son : and, indulging in bold conjecture, he suggests that the

Christians, in calhiig Jesus God's Son, have preserved that

from the ancients, who gave this name to the world as a whole

(vi. 47). In this sharj) cDiiHict between the old world and

(Christianity, it is a])pan'nt tliat even heathenism, thougli to it

the idea of a sonship of (lod is more faniihar than to Judaism,

is yet as nnich offended Ijy the Christian idea as Fudaism.

Affinity of nature ln-twecn man and God is not altogether
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foreio-n to it ; but this is conceived of physically, and without

the thoroughgoing ethical distinction. An incarnation and a

manifestation of the divine in the pure spiritual form of self-

renunciation, is altogether as strange to heathenism as to Ju-

daism. It deserves especial notice, however, and this is as clear

as possible, that Celsus not only adduces belief in Christ as

God, and as God's Son, as characteristic of Christianity, but

is as good as ignorant of such as thought otherwise of Christ

;

so much must Ebionism have become, even in the middle

of the second century, an almost vanishing, if not lost element,

in the great body of Christianity. His Jew maintains (ii. 1,

3, 4 ; V. 61) against the Christians, especially, that they pro-

perly depend on the Old Testament, issue from the Law and

the Prophets, which they are bound to hold as divine ;
" if any

one has prophesied of Christ as God's Son, then there hath a

prophet gone out from us :" and he blames the Christians, not

for believing in Christ whilst they maintained the binding obli-

gation of the Law {i.e., being Ebionites), but for having rejected

the law of their fathers, and of their own arbitrary choice

adopted another name and another mode of life.^

Other opponents of Christianity, such as Lucian, a con-

temporary of Celsus, and the Stoic Arrian, furnish us with a

picture of the Christians of the second century wholly corre-

sponding to that given by Celsus. (See Lucian's Peregrinus,

and Arrian Diatrib. iv. 7 ; Neander, Gesch. der christliche

Kirche, I. i. 2G8-273, Eng. Trans, vol. i. p. 214-218.)

But we are carried still further back, even near to the be-

ginning of the second century—that is, close on the limits of

the apostolic age—by the famous letter of Pliny to Trajan

(about A.D. 110).^ It is here testified, that the Christians of

that day were accustomed on a certain day to assemble before

sunrise, and to utter responsively among themselves a song

of praise to Christ as God.^ The letter also of Hadrian to

Scrvianus,"^ whilst representing the Egyptian polytheism as

1 Appendix, Note GGG.
2 Ep. Plinii, x. 97 ; Olshausen, Histor. Ecclos. Vctcris Monuraenta

rrsecipiia, IS^O, I. 23 ff.

^ AUinuiibant autoni [the Christians brought hoforc him] hanc fuisse

eummam vol culfsc suai vol crroris, quod esscnt solili stalo die ante lucem

convcnirc, carmcnquo Christo qiiasi Deo dicere sccum iuvicem.

* Olshausen, 1. c. 27-29.
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meaningless and frivolous, contains evidence, that though the

Christians are monotheists, they yet worship Christ.^ Most em-

bittered acrainst the Christians were the Jews,^ but not against

all of them alike : those who continued to adhere to the Mosaic

institute, and wished to regard themselves as Jews, they suf-

fered in then' synagogues, because in their case the difference

did not appear so important as what remained in common. The
expectations of a Messiah were among themselves so variously

formed, that they were not turned into a dogma, but were in a

way left as an oi^en question, a free theologoumenon. Whilst

many Avere, on the one hand, endured in the synagogue who

had quite given up the hope of the Messiah—and many diver-

sities in this respect at a later period divided them,—so, on the

other, there was no necessity, from the Jewish point of view, to

eject from the spiagogue those who were willing to leave all

else unaltered, and only to stipulate for permission to believe

that Jesus, whom the Jews had crucified, was the Messiah.

There would, indeed, have been a weighty point of difference

here, had they viewed the appearance of Jesus as the advent of

the new- age itself, and thereby have appreciated His historical

significancy. But this was not the case : there happened here

what has been already noted,—they laid stress only on His

second appearance. His first advent thus sank into little more

than an announcement of His second ; His prophetic office

became that of most importance ; His royal office was the ob-

ject of hope, while His priestly office was cast into the shade by

the retaining of the righteousness which is by the law, and to

which saving power Avas ascribed instead of Christ. Such a

nominal Christianity was the more likely to please the Jcavs,

from their having at a later period, perhaps in connection with

these Ebionites, adopted a distinction between a Messiah Ben

Joseph and a ^Messiah Ben David ; and in this case it was of

no moment whether the former, to the idea of whom obscurity

was attached, liad a[)pcared historically or not. Even to the

^ Ipse ille patriarcli.'i cum J<]gyptuni venerit, ;ib .iliis Serapidcni adorare

ab aliis cogitur Christ iiin.—Unus illis Dcus est, liiinc Christiaiii, hunc

JiiflsDi, luiiic f)iniic3 vcnorantur ct gcntos.

2 It is not without reason that Colsus lu-iiigs iu a Jew as si)cakiiig against

the Christians. Tlie same is apparent from Justin's Dialogue with 'J'rypho,

and from Aristo's work above mentioned ; couip. also Euseb. iv. 16.
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identity of tliis double Messiah much weight could not be

attached, if the former was only the forerunner and announcer

of His real advent, not the personal appearance by which the

JNIessianic kingdom was to begin. This much is clear, that

such a Christianity was at war with itself, and was not only not

dangerous to Judaism, but was really little else than a Jewish

sect itself. But the very fact that this was endured in the

svnao-oo-ue whilst the Christians were persecuted by the Jews

with the bitterest hatred wherever they had the power,—as, e.gr.,

under Bar Cochba, and in many of the Christian persecutions,

—

affords the clearest proof, even on the side of Judaism, that Chris-

tianity was at no time, as a whole, Ebionitic, but that Judaism

recognised in Christianity a principle antagonist to itself.

In closing this investigation, we may cast a glance on those

tendencies in the Church which sprang from a definite Christo-

loo-ical idea. Here three points deserve special attention :

1. The formation of liturgical elements in the Church; 2.

The gradual setting apart of holy times, where the Christian

principle, as opposed to that of Judaism and that of heathenism,

was the directive power ; and 3. The beginnings of Christian

art and characteristic customs.

1. Under the first of these we may begin with the Lord's

Supper and Baptism. That the former has always been ob-

served by the Christians, no man doubts ; but that in the

earliest age its central-point was the Person of Christ,— that it

Avas reo-arded by the heathen as a sort of mystery, and by the

Christians as the sacred mystic meal, by means of which we

come into union with Christ,—appears as well from the New
Testament itself, as from the writings of Clement of Eome,

Ignatius, and others.-^ Now, for the higher view of the Supper,

and still more of Baptism, the presupposition of the propitia-

tory effect of the sufferings and death of Christ is necessary

;

and that this was never wanting in any age of Christianity, nay,

that even the Jewish Christians were ever more and more

definitely forced on this, we have above seen.^ We shall, there-

fore, not say too mucli if we designate the Supper the climax

> Hoiliiiy 1. c. Kheimvald, Arcliajol. § 93, 114. Besides the Ignatian

letters, see Justki Apol. i. 65 ; Dial. c. Trypli. 210 ; Iron. iv. 18.

" The I'^bionites, on the other hand, mutilated also tlie Supper ;
Epiyh.

IliBr. 1. IG.
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of the ancient Christian worship, in which the congregation cele»

brated its reconcihation with God in Christ, the ISlediator be-

tween God and men ; and find in its uninterrupted celebration

the first proof of the stedfast faith of the Church in the divine

nature of Christ. As the second we may mention Baptism.

Numerous as were the washings which found phace both in

Judaism and heathenism, there has always been, so long as the

Church has existed, a Christian Baptism essentially different

from them. First of all, there was included in this rite, not

merely a baptism for repentance, but also for remission of sins

;

and thus it stood connected with the higher estimate of Christ's

Person, inasmuch as the basis of remission was laid in Christ's

propitiatory work. Secondly, Christian Baptism is, above all,

not mere water-baptism, but in its truth spirit-baptism ; and we
have seen that men of the age now before us, even when in-

clined to Jewish modes of thought, ascribed the sending of the

Holy Ghost to Christ alone, and connected the communication

of the Spirit with faith in Christ. Thirdly, and this conducts

us to the liturgical element in the ancient Church, Baptism has

always been administered in the Church in the name of the

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, according to Matt, xxviii.

19. How ineradicably this usage was fixed in the Church, ap-

pears most clearly from the fact, that even those to whom the

formula was dogmatically unsuitable, the Ebionites for instance,

did not venture to dispense with it.^

This baptismal formula, which expresses the substance of

the Christian confession according to its concept, must neces-

saiily, from its express discrimination and parallelizing of Father,

Son, and Spirit, and on the other hand from the conjunction of

these in the one Baptism which was done in their name, have

given occasion, we may say impulse, to the construction of the

^ In the Ebionitic system (see Horn. Clem. iii. 72 ; ix. 19, 23 ; xi. 25

:

i'Trd'hovuoi.fiivdi i-TTt TYi T f)tu^ OCX. otp i ct eTTovofiocfficf.), this formula has the ap-

pearance of a remnant, which clearly enough shows their later advent, and

tliat they carried with them as a dead heirloom the poor remains of a

richer ecclesiastical inheritance ; for no one will venture to say that this

formula is the adequate expression and product of the higher-standing,

later Eljionism of the pseudo-Clementines. This fornuda never could have

been constructed from this tendency : all it coidd hoi)e for would be, by re-

taining this, to pass for ('hristian ; ami in this supposition there is proof of

an opposite common spirit of great power, to wliieli it could not l>ut succumb.
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Christian doctrine of the Trinity. In order, however, to see

more definitely how there was secured in the words of the

baptismal confession a higher conception of the Person of

Christ, it must be remembered that the mention of the Son

was the most indispensable among the three, and that a baptism

which was not in the name of Christ was not held to be Christian

Baptism ; as also in Acts viii, 37 a baptism is mentioned in

which the Father and Holy Spirit are not named. Through

the Son alone, as mediating on both sides with the Father and

the Spirit, can a baptism into these be obtained.

Besides the baptismal formula, we find in the Xew Testa-

ment many short compends of the Christian dogma intended

for doctrine : Matt. xxvi. 64 ff. ; Heb. \i. 1, 2 ; Acts xxvi. 22,

ii. 33, iii. 20, 21 ; where always an important place is assigned

to the eschatology. Paul dwells especially on Christ's death

and resurrection (1 Cor. xv. 3, 4) ; John, on Jesus as the

Christ, the Only-begotten, come in the flesh (1 John ii. 22,

iv. 2, 9 ; John xvii. 3). Each of the Apostles had something

peculiar, though not exclusive, and these peculiarities have mani-

festly been adopted into the Apostles' Creed, which grew out of

the baptismal formula, and these wrought into a combined form

;

80 that the old tradition, that each of the Apostles contributed

his share to that symbol, has its truth, though this incorporation

was the gradual work of the Church. We have no need to

revert to heretics in order to explain how the Christians came
to expand the few words of the baptismal formula (which may
have remained unaltered in the baptismal act itself) into the sort

of commentary form, out of which the Creed arose. The im-

pulse to add to the baptismal formula a second, developed out

of the former, the subsequent Apostles' Creed, was produced by
the necessity of collecting the elements of apostolic preaching

for the ends of doctrine and confession, and thereby to whet
the consciousness of the faith characteristic of Christians in

such away as beseemed an entrance into Christianity. Now, as

every self-consciousness has as a momentum for itself the dis-

tinction from others, so also the Christian ; and the more deter-

minedly that which is foreign to it sought to penetrate it, the

more would a reaction from the innermost Christian conscious-

ness in imity with the apostolic doctrine be produced, and so

much the more would those parts of the confession by which
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the corruption or renunciation of the points of faith was

guarded against, become a weighty constituent of it. Such a

symbol, which, as the confession-formula and recognition-badge

of the Church itself, became as a rule of faith a bulwark against

and a test of heresy, was by no means formed for the first time in

the Nicean Council ; but had long before had a gradual growth,

as necessity demanded. The Synod against Paul of Samosata

appealed to an ancient symbol (Euseb. E. H. vii. 30). Even
in the second century it was a reproach cast on the Artemon-

ites, that they had violated the rule of the ancient faith (lb. v.

35). Tertullian and Irengeus frequently, in their controversial

writings or dogmatic investigations, refer to the rule of faith,

which they in a certain way acknowledge as a judge above

them.^ This rule of faith does not correspond word for word

as given by different writers, nor does the same writer always

give it the same form in different places ; the rule of faith of

the Oriental family is also more copious than that of the

Occidental, which arose from the greater frequency of occasions

among the former of opposing heresies, and from the early

peculiar constancy, especially of the Romish Church (Tertull.

de praiscr. h£cr. 36), in preserving the same forms. But no

man who reads these rules of faith can deny that their sub-

stance is the same throughout, and that of this identity the

doctrine of the true divinity and true humanity of Christ forms

in a special manner an element.'^ " And this faith," says

Irenaius (i. 3 ; iii. 4), " the Church preserves, though diffused

^ Iren. adv. Haer. i. 2, 3, 19 ; iii. 4, 20 ; Tertull. Praescr. adv. Haer. c.

13, coinp. 36 ; de vclaudis Virg. 1, comp. adv. Marcion. i. 21 ; iv. 36 ; Const.

Ap. vii. 41 ; Cypr. Ep. vi. 12 ; Orig. de Priiic. Pr. 2 if., ed. de la Rue, IV.

47 ff. For the rest see Halin, Bibliothek der Symb. und Glaubensregeln

1842, p. 63, B. 1 ff., and his Zeitschr. 1842; Rudelbach, Das Apost.

Symbolum, 1844. The expansion of the baptismal formula into a formula

of confession and the rule of faith cannot be definitely discriminated in

the olden time ; but the former may come in the place of the latter. Later,

the former became the Apostles' Creed ; in place of the latter came the

decrees of Councils. Comp. Ter. decor. 3 ; de bapt. 6 ; Iren. i. 9, 4 ff., ed.

Massuet.

^ Sec Bull, .Judicium Ecclos. Cathol. de necessitate credondiquod Dom.

nost. J. Ch. gitvcrus Dcus, Lond. 1703; c. 4, De Symbol, primceva; Eccl. ji.

80 ; c. 5, De Symb. Apost. p. 35 ff ; c. 6, De Symb. vet. OrieutaU, p. 47, with

the annotations of Grabe, p. 61 ff. liahu aoid Kudelbacli 1. c. Bingham,

Orig. Eccl. vol. iv. Bk. a:, c. 3, 4.
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over the whole world, carefully as dwelling in one house ; she

believes it as with one heart, proclaims it as with one mouth.

Though the languages be different, the tradition is one and the

same. The German Churches do not believe differently, nor

the Iberian, nor the Celtic, nor the Oriental, nor the Egyptian,

nor the Libyan, nor those built up in the middle of the world

(the Palestinian). As the Sun, God's work, is one and the

same for the whole world, so does also the preacliing of the

truth illuminate all places. And even where apostolic writings

have not reached, as among many of the barbarous nations,

there have those who believe in Christ salvation written on their

hearts, by the Holy Ghost, without paper and ink, preserv-

ing carefully the ancient tradition, believing in one God, the

Creator of heaven and earth, through Jesus Christ the Son of

God;" and to this he appends the article of faith concerning

Christ, almost exactly as we have it in the Apostles' Creed. It

is possible that Irenseus may have described a unity which is

too ideal; but this at least is certain, that to him, the far-

travelled and well-read, it was without doubt that the jireat

mass of Cliristians of all times unanimously believed and con-

fessed what was in his esteem the essence of Christianity, the

doctrine of the true divinity and true humanity of Clirist.

That, moreover, all the leading parts of the Creed had been

handed down before the time of Irengeus, is proved, partly bv
the Oriental character of his rule of faith, partly by the circum-

stance that several clauses of it are intelligible only as anti-

theses to heresies which were in vogue only in the second

century.^

The rule of faith extant at an early period along with the

baptismal formula, and perhaps, in a somewhat altered form,

also suited for the baptismal act (Iren. 1, 9, 4), proves, of

course, that the Christological element in the ancient Church
was essentially the same as in the later Church ; an identity

which is not less demonstrated by tlie writings of the New
Testament and of the Apostolical Fatliers, which at an early

period passed into use both privately and in the public service

' See Bull and Grabe 1. c. The Christological element of the Apostles'

Creed was the genu round which Avhat was added grew, and is found
already formally, and almost wholly, in Ignatius ad Trail. 9 ; Smyrn. 1

;

comp. 1 Tim. iii. 16, vi. 13.
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(Justin, Apol. i. 67 ; Euseb. H. E. iii. 16). The same iden-

tity of the older and later Church is attested by the old Doxo-

logics to Christ/ which exhibit one type from the beginning,

and that the apostolical, as already lying in the writings of the

New Testament. In these we have just the baptismal formula

and the rule of faith thrown into the form of worship. The

doxologies are thus the answer, the repercussive, reverberative

echo, by which the believing Church utters the revealed word

of the Father, Son, and Spirit as the blessed word of its owai

faith." And the same thing is to be observed in these doxo-

loo-ies as in the baptismal formula, that if any of the three Per-

sons is omitted, it is least of all the Son ; a fact which, on

evident grounds, is even more significant in this case than

in the case of the baptismal formula. In Christ the soul

rests as its highest good and end, not in the Father alone.

(Corap. Ignat. ad Ephes. introd. and c. 21 ; and Magnes. in-

trod. and c. 15 ; and Trail, introd. and c. 13 ; and Rom. c. 9 ;

and Philad. c. 11 ; and Polyc. introd. and c. 8 ; Barnab. 17 ;

Clem. Ep. ad Cor. introd. and c. 59 ; Polycarp ad Phil,

introd. comp. c. 14.)

2. The setting apart of Hohj Seasons, as already in the

second century was the usage, has also a dogmatic, a Christo-

loirical sicnificancy. In the orderino; of festivals amoncr the

Hebrews, the Sabbath, the festival of the creation of the world,

constituted the central-point and the regulative principle. For

the New, the central-point w^as the first day of the week, the memo-

rial of the second creation, the day of the Lord's resurrection.

^ See Socrat. vi. 8 ; Ignat. ad Magn. 7 ; Euseb. v. 28 ;
Ircn. i. 1.

Bingham, vol. v. 1. 13, c. 5.

2 See Polycarp's prayer, Euseb. iv. 15 ; Ignat. ad Rom. introd. ; and

Philad. introd. ; and Smyrn. introd. ; Clement ad Cor. 1, introd. and

c. 59 ; Justin, Apol. i. 67 ; even Clement. Horn. iii. 72. In relation to the

matter before us, the oldest doxologies may be ranked in two groups, the

one of which contains those wliich ascribe glory to the Father tkrour/h

the Son, the other those which ascribe glory to the Father with the Son and

Holy Ghost. But, as already in the New Testament both forms occur with

the same writer, and consequently the former indicates no lower Christo-

logy tlian the latter, but only glances at Christ's mediatorial office, Avhilst

the other, adhering more closely to tlie baptismal fornuda, rests more on

the cxliibition of His Person,—tlie same variety in tlie oldest Churches

is to be Inoked at in the same way. See Bingliam, vol. vi. 1. 14, c. 1, § 8

;

c. 2,§1.
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As the early Church, with or instead of the daily assembly,

with or instead of the Sabbath, observed the Sunday, they

were led to this by a conviction that with Christ's resurrection

a higher world had its beginning, a divine life had arisen for

mankind. Whether, indeed, in the time of the Apostles, con-

sequently in the first century, the Sunday was kept as a holy

day, cannot be certainly gathered from Acts xx. 7 ; 1 Cor. xvi.

1, 2 ; Apoc. i. 10. But even if the Sunday were an institution

of the later Church, the proof would be the more striking that

the oldest post-apostolic Church was not Ebionitic. Xot onlv

the contests, however, about the Passover, and the frequent cele-

brations of Easter on the Sunday from the year 150, presup-

pose a much earlier weekly observance of that day ; but we
have other and express proofs for the keeping of Sunday as

early as the first half of the second century. Barnabas says

(Ep. c. 15), " The Sabbaths that now are, hath God said, are

not pleasing to Me. The beginning of the eighth day I will

make to be a Sabbath, which is the commencement of another

world. Wherefore we keep the eighth day as a day of joy
;

on it Jesus arose from the dead, and, after He had showed Him-
self, ascended into heaven."^ Thus consequently, and quite

naturally after the earlier, did that Christological momentum
which, though containing already the dawn of a new world in

Christ's appearing, nevertheless is mostly inclined to eschato-

logy, obtain from the beginning its expression in the order of

Christian worship.

Christ's death and resurrection mutually condition each

other ; there cannot be assigned to the latter a jilace of such

significancy, as we have seen, without in equal measure also the

recollection of Christ's death being thereby quickened, especially

since Christ's sufferings were regarded by all, the Ebionites

and several Gnostics excepted, as sufferings for our reconcilia-

tion. Now, as we have seen that even Avhere a tendency in

the Church approximating to that of Judaism has dogmati-

cally evolved out of the idea of Christ the Lord of glory, the

idea lying therein as in germ of Christ as the JNfediator and
Saviour ; so also in public worship, from the celebration of the

resurrection of Christ there was develoj)ed the celebration of

His death by fasting and penitence. '' If we die with Him, we
^ Appendix, Note IIHH.
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shall also live with Him." But there are two ways in which

that may be done. It may be clone by men setting out from

the idea of the Christian Sunday (on which, as Justin informs

us, the Lord's Supper was already observed, Apol. i. 60), and

makinn; every week a memorial of the Passion Week of Christ

(of which we have already some traces in the Shepherd of

Hernias) ; and hence, when at a later period there Avas added

to this weekly observance a more solemn annual festival, it was

natural, in order to continue in harmony with the previous

weekly festival,^ and with the day of the week on which—on the

14th of Nisan—Christ's sufferings had happened, to select a

Friday for the special annual festival of Christ's death, and to

make the following Sunday the Feast of Easter. The other

Avayin which the festival of Christ's death was introduced, was

that every year the exact day of the year on which He died,

the 14th Xisan, was observed, on Avhatever day of the week it

chanced to fall ; and two days after, the resurrection of Christ

as an annual festival was kept. This Christian festival, conse-

quently, synchronized with the Passover, of which, indeed, it

took the name. But thoiigh the Jewish custom of eating a

paschal lamb had continued in the Church from the days of the

Apostles downwards, there came to be attached to the Christian

Passover a polemical aspect in relation to that of the Jews, from

the circumstance that Christ was regarded as the paschal lamb,

of which the Jewish Passover was but the type ; that out of the

festival of the temporal deliverance from Egypt was established

the festival of the spiritual deliverance by the death of Christ.

And this opposition was made still more pointed from the

annual festival of the institution of the Lord's Supper being

very naturally connected with the festival of the death of

Christ.2

At a pretty early period in the second century,'^ there was

added to the Feast of Christ's resurrection the Feast of Pente-

cost. An inducement to this lay in the Jewish feast which fol-

lowed the Passover (Acts xx. 10) ; but there is also to be seen

' Traces of this are to be found in Ilcrmas, !-'iinil. v. 1, 3 ; Victorinus

Tetav. in Kouth, lielig. Sac. iii. 237 ; Bingham, 1. xxi. c. 1.

- Appendix, Note III.

^ fri'iiajus, in tlic fragment of liis Aoyoj -Tupl tqv Trxaxm, ed. Mass. p.

342 , TertuJ]. dc Idolat. 14 ; dc Bapt. 19.
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here prominent the transforming power of the Christian prin-

ciple. A festival of fifty days, as a continuation of Easter, was

dedicated to this feast ; these seven weeks, commencing with

Easter and ending with our Whitsuntide,^ were the festival

week, as it were, of the year. Now, as the resurrection of

Christ was viewed as the beginning and the principle of the

Feast of the Passover, which already lay in the outward arrange-

ment, there is indicated, in the common conviction and feeling

which led to the adoption of this usage, again that view of

Christ which regards Him as the source whence the Holy Ghost

is poured forth, and every heavenly blessing comes."

Finally, the rise of the Feast of the Epiphany belongs to

the epoch now before us. It originated in the East. This fes-

tival was of various significancy, and in its full import gradually

included the commemoration— 1. of Christ's baptism, or the

manifestation of His Messiahship ; 2. of the manifestation of

Plis miraculous power at Cana, or also in the feeding of the

multitude of five thousand ; 3. of Christ's birth ; and 4. of

the advent of the Magi from the East. All these four indicate

weighty momenta for the Person of Christ ; the first and third

are, for the older history of this festival, of especial importance.

On what principle of order the one is joined to the other, it is

not so easy to say ; this much, however, is certain, that the

Church at a later period came to keep a festival of Christ's

birth as a baptism festival.^ And this corresponds to the full

Avith the dogmatic progress of development which we have

learned to recognise in what we have already considered : first,

the eschatological form of the Christology, or that of the re-

sult, then that of the beginning (the pre-existence). From the

stand-point thus attained, they advanced to the historical life of

Christ, and contemplated it. The birth of Christ, however,

could not be first fixed and celebrated from its own momenta
;

but in the foreground there required to be placed Christ's office,

His work of propitiation, or that which He is for us. His work
and office, however, gave the impulse to an ever-progressive

knowledge of his Person ; and just so in the festival it was not

' Tliu former from the hcgiuning, the latter of a later date. The Feast of

the Ascension is also of later origin.

^ See Neander K. G. i. 1, p. 017 ff., ed. 2 [Eug. Tr. vol. i. 409].
' Appemlix, Note JJ J.
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merely the gift or the work that was celebrated, but in the gift

the Giver, i.e., the Person of the Saviour.

Thus, under a constant impulse from the office of Christ, or

from Christ for us, the festival advanced from the last momenta

of the historical Person of Christ to the first ; and the retro-

gressive movement in the history of the festival may be taken

as a true picture of the order in which the dogmatic importance

of the individual momenta of the life of Christ entered into

the consciousness of the Church. The first, as we have seen,

was the resurrection, from which, as a continuation, Pentecost

was developed. The second was Christ's death. In both,

regard was had neither simply to the Person, nor simply to the

office ; but the royal and priestly offices of the Messiah were

?elebrated, because in Christ they had become historically

realized, and the Person of Christ was celebrated, because in

His sufferings and resurrection it had an official significancy.

The third, by a regress to the momentum from which the

absolute union of this Person and the Messianic office was fully

realized in consciousness, was His baptism, i.e., the commence-

ment of the official life of Christ. It is possible, also, that the

historical impression of the important moment when Christ

appeared as the Messiah may have conspired to cause this

festival to be observed at an especially early period ; and this is

favoured also by the fact, that among the Jewish Christians,

and the Churches lying nearest to them, it seems to have been

among the earliest. In this beginning there was celebrated by

the Church the unity of the momenta previously celebrated,

and at the same time the introduction to tlie offices as a whole.

Christ's baptism is His inauguration to His ]\Iessianic office by

the Father Himself. He is thenceforward the manifested Son of

God,—no longer merely the King of the new dispensation, but

He who, in tlie l)a])tismal symbol, is also consecrated to death

and resurrection. But not merely was Christ's inauguration to

His ])riestly and royal office celebrated in the commemoration

of His baptism; when witli this was condjined the commemora-

tion of the first miracle at Cana, it was not a celebration of the

miracle as a thing of itself, nor of the ])ower of working miracles

in the general, that was intended thereby, but of this ])ower in

its connection with the Messianic office, of which it was an

ilhistrious revealing manifestation (.lohn ii, 11); so that, in
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point of fact, it was a celebration of what we include in the

prophetic office. And thus was the baptismal festival romided

off: in it the Church viewed the entire fulness of the Mes-

sianic office in its unity, as present in its commencing point.

From this, again, it is but a short step to the festival of Christ's

birth, because akeady in the baptism the various historical and

official momenta are brought together in the unity of the

Messiah's Person, in which all these momenta were prefigui'ed,

and at the same time brought to a simultaneous, self-penetrat-

ing present. The Church, which thus observed the baptismal

festival without a birth festival of Christ, did not thereby in-

tend, by any means, to date the presence of the Divine in

Christ from His baptism : this would have been contradicted

by the Gospels, which are older than the baptismal festival, and

also by Paul ; indeed, even by the doctrinal type of the Apos-

tolical Fathers, as we have found. Rather in the baptismal

festival there was celebrated the commencing point of His Mes-

sianic office, and this as a manifestation of His higher person-

ality, which had been from the beginning. But to the Doketas,

no less than the Ebionites, the temptation and inducement was

great so to remain by the baptismal festival, as that there should

not be an advance to the festival of the birth, i.e., to make it a fes-

tival of the birth of the Messiah, in place of the festival of the

manifestation of the already born and concealed Messiah. We
find, also, that, in fact, they laid the greatest stress on the baptism

of Christ and the baptismal festival ; they chose to see in the

baptism the absolute beginning of the Messianic personality of

Jesus. In this they could not be consentaneous with the

Church ; and the more a baptismal festival without a birth

festival laid the Church open to Doketism as well as Ebionism,

and was calculated to obscure its true opinion of the meaning

of the baptism of Christ, so much the more requisite was it that

a regress to the beginning-point of the earthly life of Christ

should be hastened, in conjunction with the suppression of

Doketism and Ebionism. The first trace, however, of a festival

in celebration of the birth of Christ, occurs in the second cen-

tury, and in Alexandria ; and that as arising from an impulse

connnunicated by Doketism towards the setting forth of this

festival as one peculiarly opposed to this heresy. This regress

from the beginning of the Messianic ojficc to the temporal

vou I. M
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commencement of the Person itself, was, however, also necessi-

tated by the conviction that the union of the divine and human

in Christ would be incomplete, and that His Messianic office, as

appropriate to His Person, would be without basis or ground, if

His Person were, anterior and up to His baptism, hardly dif-

ferent from otlier men, and was then, no one knows why,

chosen and appointed to be the Messiah ; so that already the

incarnation of God is in itself of the highest import for faith. In

a double way, however, was this regress to the first step of

Christ's life on earth completed. On the one hand, the existing

baptismal festival became also the birth festival;^ and this was

only a more thorougli carrying out of the original idea of this

festival, inasmuch as the Epiphany or appearing of Christ was

intended to be therein celebrated. In the child Christ, it is true,

the Divinity was for the most part concealed ; it was there

in essence, not in actual manifestation. But on that account was

the visit of the Magi, and their adoration, readily recognised

;

and thus the birth of the child Jesus was celebrated as the ap-

pearance of God, as the birth of the Saviour. This was the

course pursued in the Oriental Church. In the Western, where

the order of the annual feasts was more gradually formed, the

baptismal festival was not, at least for a long time, introduced

at all. As in this part of the Church there was a tendency to

consecrate a festival to the beginning, as formerly to the end,

of the historical life of Christ, Doketism and Ebionism had been

already there and been worsted, and Christological knowledge

had been advanced by the fact, that in it that middle-point, the

baptism of Christ, had been overleaped, and so the regress had

been at once made to the true beginning, the birth of Christ.'

It is possible that in it, as with the Passover festival so also with

this, an arrangement entirely independent of the East may have

develo])ed itself, and local infiuenccs and opposition to heathen

festivals may liave operated upon it. But as this independence,

in its free, and as respects the time of the festival, diverse re-

• Epiph. User. li. IG; Expos. Fidci 22; comp. Bingh. 1. xx. c. 4, 2.

^ We know that in the time of Chrysostom tlio 25tli of December came

to be refjarded Jis the day of ChrisL's birth iii the East, through the iiiUuence

of the West; but we do not know either liow old this Christmas festival

was in the West, nor when the festival of Christ's baptism, which cannot

})osliown to liavo existed tlicre before the time of Jerome, passed over into

it from tlie East, and how far (lie observance of it sju'ead.
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suit, affords an illustrious proof that the Occidental Church

vvas the seat of an independent development, not of a Jewish

Chiistian, but of a heathen Christian character ; so is the

essential identity of the result in both great sections of the

Church {i.e., the tendency of their order of festivals to the

same beginning, the birth of Christ) an evident proof that it

is essential to the Christian consciousness, to think the divine

and the human as perfectly united in all the steps and in all

the momenta of the historical life of Christ. Of this Irenaeus,

who was the first to unite the East and the West (see under),

was conscious ; and this he has expressed, anticipating at least

the festival-order of the latter.^

3. In fine, vre have to speak of the beginnings of Christian

art and characteristic usages, so far as appertains to our sub-

ject. Little as the primitive Church was friendly to art pro-

perly so called,"- and little as its holy symbolism can lay claim to

the name of art in the strict sense, there is nevertheless here a

beginning of the same ; and this is for us the more important,

inasmuch as the dogmatic idea is more openly displayed in

the art-symbol than in properly artistic work.

Among these symbols,^ that of the cross may be expected

1 If we survey the course of clevelopment of the Christian festival-order,

we shall find the extreme Christian East and the Christian West forming

the opposite poles. In the former, the impulse to an order of festivals goes

forth more from the historical stand-point, the positive or negative is more
closely bound by a regard to Judaism ; in the latter, especially in the

Koman Church, heathen Christianity fashions itself more freely. Between
the two, in Greece, and especially in Asia Minor, both tendencies came into

collision ; here are the earliest deep-going struggles of an ecclesiastical and
dogmatic kind. In these struggles, both tendencies seek and find, under
influences of a Hellenic kind, that equipoise which is exhibited to us in

the Second Epoch, rich and flourishing in great men.
^ That there is nothing unfavourable to the idea of the beautiful itself in

Cliristianity
; that, on the contrary, it rather provides for it a place in the

liigher region of perfection, only that in this secular state, in a world which
deifies the beautiful, there is prescribed for the Christian toil and sufTeriug

—ajux-ars plainly from what has been already said about Chili;ism : not less

from tlie ])icture which Christianity has always kept before it of the glori-

fied Saviour. Here Miinter is inexact (s. u.), H. ii. C.

' See Munter, Sinubilden und Kunst\ orstellungen der Alten Christen,

Heft I. und II., 1825 ; Schcine, Geschichtsforschungen liber die kirchlichcn

Gebriiuche und Einrichtungen der Cluislen, u. s. w. ; Bingham, 1. c, vol.
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to be the oldest.^ Wherever this occurs in ancient Christianity,

it must be taken as the symbol of salvation through Christ,

through His suffering and death. The idea of the suffering

Saviour, however, lies outside of Ebionism, as well as of Doke-

tism and Gnosticism, and would never have been conceived

by any of these. A favourite emblem of Christ's Church was

a ship sailing hence : the mast which sustains and expands

the sail is the cross , Christ is the steersman (Munter, 1. c. i.

99). An especial favourite was the figure of the Good Shep-

herd and the lamb (same, p. 60 ff. 80 ff.), either represented,

according to John x. 11, as the Shepherd who gives His life for

the sheep, or, according to Luke xv. 4, 5, as the Shepherd who
seeks the lost sheep, and brings it back to the fold with joy.

If the latter symbol, as well as that very old one of the Fisher

(1. c. viii. ix. pp. 48, 52), expresses the idea of salvation more in

the general, the Shepherd who gives His life for the sheep is

identical with the Lamb dying for the sins of the world. This

Lamb alternates with the ram, which appears as a substitution-

ary offering in the history of Abraham : frequently the Lamb is

found with the cross. But by the side of the longsuffering love

of God stand power and royalty : He who is figured as a Lamb
is also the Lion out of Judali (Apoc. v. 5).^ Li fine, I mention

the Lyre, the emblem of Christian hymns. The finest monu-
ment on which it appears, a large Christian sarcophagus, assigned

by Munter to the time of the Antonines (1. c. xx. 84, repi'e-

sented Tab. III. 61), is remarkable not only from the figure of

the Shepherd (Luke xv.), but especially from its representing

the whole of a Christian family service of worship in this age.

On tlie one side are three women standing round a virgin, who

iv. and vi.; Bellermann, Die cliristlichcn Katacomben; [Maitland, Church
in the Catacomb.s, Lond. 1846.]

1 Munter, 1. c. i. 33, especially pp. 68-79. " The sign of salvation was
supremely hallowed to the primitive Christians. We find it so regarded at

so early a jieriod, that it may be reasonably presumed that it belonged to

the oldest symbols and signs, from the days of the Apostles. The Christians

saw it as a sign marked on all natun;." Comp. Justin Mart. Apol. i. 72
,

Tertull. Apol. 16; De Orat. 19; De Cor. Mundi, c. 3; Barn. Ep. 9. Pro-

bably there is already in the Apocalypse, xxii. 1, a trace of this symbol

Comp. xvi. 2, XX. 4.

^ This symbol is seldom found among the Christian antiquities (see

Miinter, i. 87). Still other symbols of the second century arc mentionc<l

by (,'lenicnt of AIcx;indiia, I'seiUig. iii. 11, ed. Poller, d. 'JS[>.
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is playina; on the lyre ; on the right are four men, with several

rolls in their hands, from which they seem to be singing. If

Miinter's suo-o-estion be correct, this monument is a proof that

already in the second century there were collections of Chris-

tian hymns, which were in use even in domestic life. At any

rate, this is historically certain : the author of the Small Laby-

rinth could, towards the close of the second century, appeal,

airainst the Artemonites, to a number of ancient poems, the

object of which was the praise of Christ (Euseb. E. H. v. 28).

" How many psalms and odes," says he, " are there not, which

have been written by the Christians from the beginning, and

which theologising celebrate Christ as the Logos of Godt"^

Already in the New Testament there are not only promptings to

Christian hymns and odes—Eph. v. 19 ; Col. iii. 16,—but even

traces and beginnings of such ; Eph. v. 14 ; Apoc. xv. 3. (a>S^

apviov), xix. 1-8, V. 8 (the Hallelujah of the Apocalypse gives

honour to Christ, who is the Alpha and the Omega, along with

the Father ; the twenty-four elders, with harps in their hands,

fall down before the Lamb, and sing to Him ; in fine, it is said

in Eph. V. 14, " Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise from the

dead, and Christ shall give thee light") ; and so also the young

teeminf Church sends forth its praise and thanks to Christ in

numerous songs. Among the oldest portions of the Sybilline

verses above referred to, are to be found pieces of the nature

of hymns to Christ ; and, what is deserving of especial notice,

there is already in the Christian songs a type very different from

ours, and reminding rather of the Hellenic odes and hymns in

the ISIysteries, as also of those of Synesius and of the old

Clu'istian hymn which Clement of Alexandria has preserved

for us. What abundance of Christian song there was at this

time, earliest and most refined, as it appears, in the Syrian

Church, especially in Antioch, where Ignatius laboured,' may,

1 Comp. the Ep. Synod, and Dionys. (Mansi, i. 1098) against Paul of

Samosata, whose assertion, that the hymns to Christ are the work of recent

writers, as it proves itself to be a pretext for the removing the use of these

from the Cliurch, so is it refuted by the passage from Eusebius above

quoted.
2 Ignatius is mentioned by Socrates, E. 11. vi. 8, as the inventor of the

antiplionul hymns in tlie Christian service ;
whioli, however, is destitute of

internal inobabiHty. See for the rest Eheinwald, 1. c. p. 2G4 ;
Bingliam,

vol. vi. Hk. xiv. c. 1, § 11.
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amongst other evidences, be seen by the fact, that the Gnostics

Valentinns and Bardesanes were hymn-writers. On the other

hand, it may be regarded as characteristic that we hear no-

thing of the sort from among the Ebionites. The old Christian

hynmology, according to the traces of it which we possess, had

for its chief object the praise of the Divine Son (Ep. Phn.).

As in the Psalms of the Old Testament we have the most in-

structive monuments of ancient Hebrew piety, and thereby

ascertain what passed over from the ancient revelation into joy

and life, what filled the heart and burst forth from it in song,

so may we regard the old Christian hymnology. On this

account the commencement of the oldest Christian hymn which

has come down to us in a complete form may be cited here :^

Bridle of untamed colts,

Wing of unwandering birds,

Xever-wavering Rudder of youth,

Shepherd of the royal flock.

Thy blameless

Children gather

HoUly to praise,

Sincerely to laud

With consecrated lips.

Leader of youth, Christ,*

King of saints

;

Of the Highest Father,

All-administering Word

;

Dispenser of wisdom
;

Support of the suffering
;

Lord of immortaUty

;

Saviour of mortals ; Jesus !

Shepherd and Father,

Rudder and Bridle,

Heavenly Pinion

Of the consecrated flock
;

Fisher of men,

Of the heirs of Sidvation,

Whom Thou from hostile flood,

^ It is preserved by Clement of Alexandria, Pajilag. iii. 1'2, fin., ed.

Potter, 31L
* [In Potter's text this line reads txIocv i;y/!-opx Xotarou, and ought

therefore to be connected with what goes before, as containing the object of

ulvftv and vjn-jiiv. I know not on what grounds Dr Dorner has prefen-ed

a different reading. But the rendering lie has given, which is that of

Miinter, does not adhere to the original in several places.—T,t.j
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In sea of evil,

With sweet life,

T\\e pm-e fishes catchest

:

Lead us on, Thou

Shepherd of rational sheep !

Lead us on, Holy One !

Prince of youths undefiled.

"We sucklings.

Fostered by soft lijis,

From the spiritual breast

Filled Avith sweet song,*

Sing sincere praise,

Genuine hymns,

To Christ the King :

Sing sincerely

The mighty Son.

O peaceful choir,

Ye, the Christ-begotten,

Thou holy people.

Praise together the God of peace !

If, along with these witnesses of the inspired feeling, we

take the witnesses of inspired deed and self-offering for the

Christian faith, which are to be found in their purest form

in the first two centuries ; if we consider that martyrdom was

viewed as a higher act of worship,-^ a baptism of blood ; that

denial of Christ, and apostasy from Him, Avas regarded, not as

falsehood and unfaithfulness towards a man, and towards what

was to be held as a sacred remembrance, but as a renunciation

of eternal salvation and fellowship Avith God,— as a death-sin,

from Avhich recovery AA'as hardly possible ; Ave shall conclude,

taking into account all that has been adduced, that the Church,

up to the middle of the second century, deserves the title, not

merely of the Avitncssing Church, but particularly of the Church

Avitnessing ybr the true Godhead and the true manhood of Christ.

This is impressed upon us, AA'hcther we look at the Churclvs

Avritings, or its liturgic elements in public Avorship, or the prin-

ciple of its arrangement of festivals, or the beginnings of

* [IJcblichen Oden crfiillt. I suspect a misprint hero of oden for

0(hm. The original is vuivf^xn Ipaaspu ifcTriv'hoc.t/.ivoi, filled with a dewy

.tpirit.—Tk.]

' Corap. Euseb. v. 28 : Ed. Piiu. 97 : Letters of Ignatius.
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Christian art and characteristic usage. Here the Churches of

the East and the West are at one. One faith essentially, even

that which is ours, and was that of the Apostles, is enunciated

by the mutually independent life-systems of the young Church ;

for one soul besouls it, the Spirit of Christ. And this free

inner concurrence of the most diverse regions may be con-

clusively viewed as the most decisive proof of the unity of the

universal view" of faith in Chri.st, and of the existence of a new

creative principle in the Church, through faith in the Son of

God. The Church of the epoch now before us has not only

received and kept what she obtained from the Apostles and

their immediate disciples, and what was ever anew given to her

by the reading of the apostolic -uTitings, and especially the

Gospels^—a practice early introduced, but has put out to usury

the treasure entrusted to her.

1 Justin. Apol. i 67 ; Bingham, vi. c. 3.
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CHAPTER SECOND.

OPPONENTS OF THE DEITY OF CHRIST.

Christianity, having its fundamental doctrine in the perfect

union of the divine and human accompHshed in Christ, came

in consequence of this into antagonism aUke with Judaism

and heathenism. The principle of Hebraism abides by the

distinction of these; that of heathenism by their amalgama-

tion. Christianity presents the distinction brought to unity, or

a unity of which the distinctions are the presupposition and

abiding elements. Where, therefore, heathenism or Judaism

does not transcend its essence, a Christian heresy is not at all

possible. It is not peculiarly Cluistian to believe that Jesus

was a man, though the true manhood of Christ is an essential

momentum of Christianity, for Jews and ISIohammedans also

believe that; nor is it peculiarly Christian to believe in a

divine in the general, or indeed in a supreme being distinct

from God as the bv, without an incarnation of this divine, and

that in Christ ; for we find what is akin to this, as we have

seen, beyond the pale of Christianity; and even the name

Christ, which may through the historical influence of Chris-

tianity be given to such a higher being, does not in the least

alter the thing itself. Doketism and Ebionism, when both are

consequent, stand thus on the outermost verge, to go beyond

which is to cease to be Clu'istian, especially when there did not,

through a wholesome inconsequence, lie preformed a higher

Chri.stology in a purer construction of the work of Christ.

They are rather phenomena of heathenism or Judaism, rendered

ai)parcnt perhaps by Christianity, but not penetrated by its la-

diance ; attempts, perhaps, which both made to transcend them-

selves in order to oppose Christianity, but em])ty and without

result ; if they refract the penetrating beam of Cln-istianity, they

take- from it only what they already have or may have, whilst at
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the same time they hold that which is common to them with

Christianity otherwise than it is in Christianity. Hence we
must discriminate such forms as have resting on their core only

the shadows of the pre-Christian world, from such as already,

though in a yet imperfect manner, recognise the union of the

eternal and divine with the historical, the human in Christ.

Where also there is only a holding by that union given in

Christ or His work as by a delicate thread, there we have ]iot

what is unchristian, though it may be that there we have Chris-

tian heresy. Among the forms of the former kind which do not

at all belong to our object, are to be reckoned the doctrines of

the Simonians and the like, the Ophites and Elkesaites, which

stand within the sphere of Paganism. To Hebraism run wild,

the nearest resource was a relapse into a pagan form of

dualism : it is the ethical principle in union with the Messianic

idea alone which has power to bind this dualism, and to recon-

cile the Hebraistic principle with itself in its completion. Several

of those named show their Paganism also by their Polytheism,

and set over against or by the side of the revelation of God
in Jesus of Nazareth, themselves or others as revelations of the

supreme power.^ To this class also belongs Carpocrates.^ Ac-

cording to him, Christ was a religious Genius, to whom he

erected a statue along with Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle,

and to whom he assigned a place in his Genius worship. Born

of Joseph and Mary, Jesus, according to him, was like all others

;

only he was distinguished by virtue and good conduct. Since,

however, his soul was of vmwonted elasticity (evTovo<i), it re-

membered what it had seen when it circled in the train of the

unknown Father. This same Father had sent powers into

Christ's soul, in order that it might remember what had been

seen, and be strengthened to contemn the world-creating angel

and the law, to pass through all acts and conditions of men

without being defiled or entangled, through any possible con-

tact with this world, and, being delivered, to ascend to the Father

^ Here also might bo placed the Phrygian Montanism, were it suffi-

ciently attested that ilontanus sought to be reverenced along with the

Father and the Son as perfect divine power, as the incarnate Paraclete,

and not simply as the prophetic organ thereof.

2 Ircn. i. 2\. He lived pretty early in the former half of the second

century. His scholar >farcellina came to Rome in the time of Anicetus

Sec Epiph. Hair. 27 ; Euseb. iv. 7.
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above. And in like manner kindred souls with his fly np to

freedom, so soon as they have performed all, and in all proved

their freedom. If later writers cast on him and his school

the reproach of licentiousness, it is to be borne in mind that

they are not supported in this by Irengeus, the oldest source of

information concerning Carpocrates.^ But the place which he

assio-ns to Jesus amono; other human geniuses ^ mio-ht lead us

to place him among heathens, as, for instance, Porphpy has

done. The pre-existence which Carpocrates allows to Jesus is

that of Plato's souls ; his higher endowment is resolved into a

merely more vivid recollection of what others, with more of im-

perfection and confusion, know from their ante-mundane state.

And this recollection he owes partly to his virtuous soul, the

enero;y by which he contemns and negatives this world, partly,

but secondarily, to divine powers such as the Father refuses to

none who are virtuous. This tendency were to be designated

Ebionitic (in a dogmatical sense) had it somewhat pantheistically

represented all men, and so Christ, as essentially divine in re-

spect of their soul •/' and indeed, as it retains nothing even for

the work of Christ,'* it is Ebionitic in the sense of the negative

limit of Avhat is Christian.^

In like manner, at the outermost point of what is Jewish

and not yet Christian stands the tendency wdiich, on the one

hand, not only commends the obsen^ance of the IMosaic law as

allowable, but holds it for necessary and saving ; with this view

continues the observance of circumcision. Sabbaths, new moons,

etc., after the manner of pharisaic Judaism, despises the heathen

Christians who did not concur in this as unclean, and pursues

a Paul, as in life, so after death, with reproaches and excom-

munications : on the other hand, though receiving a powerful

impression from Christ's historical appearance, especially His

miracles and moral teaching, and holding Him to be the j\Ies-

^ Appendix, Xote KKK.
^ All eclecticism which Hadrian justly censures. Ep. Adriani ad Scrv.

^ Tliis Carpocrates might have affirmed in accordance with his doctrine.

•• Comp. Epipli. User, xxvii. 2.

^ Iren. Bk. I. c. xxvi. 2. Hierosolymam adorant quasi Domus sit

Dei.—Justin, Dial. c. Try. ed. Col. p. 266. Feihaps to this also belongs the

second class of the otrroi ^E/ZiuuccHoi of Origen, by whom a natural birth of

Christ was asserted {Xtnarou yeyiv/./rdcn ustov; f^oi'Tvw; ccv^pinrovi). Epi-

phaniu.s also knows such, liter. 00 ; Grig. IToni. xviii. in Joroni. c. 12.
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siali, yet maintains that He was the son of Joseph and Mary

;

denies His supernatural birth and special Divine endowment,

since it regards the birth of the Son of God from a virgin as

heathenish ; views his exaltation to Messianic dignity, conse-

quently, as a reward for His legal righteousness and holiness
;

and in the general expects and desires in the Messiah, not the

union of the divine and human (which are rather markedly

kept apart), but only the bringer of outward felicity. For this

party the Messianic age has in truth not appeared ; but all is

to be expected only fi-om the eschatolog}\ The appearance of

Jesus descends into an announcement or prophecy of the com-

ing Messianic age, and is, in its obscurity and humiliation, not

essentially different from that Theologoumenon, which still

finds place even within Judaism, according to which the ^les-

siah may have already appeared somewhere, but as yet only in

obscurity. For, the identity of the Person of the Messiah in

both appearances, which the former hold, is yet only apparently

a prejudice, so long as they know not to gain a spiritual signi-

ficance either for the historical Person or the work of Christ.

Hence they are justly regarded by Origen and others as

scarcely to be numbered among Christians.^ The less that

they were attached to Christ by a spiritual gift, in which they

had the pledge that tha consummating Messiah must be the

same as had already appeared in Jesus—the less they thought

Jesus to be peculiarly endowed, so much the more indifferent

did His appearance become, so much the easier also was a

relapse into Judaism, in which also there w^anted not a prophecy

of that which is yet to come.

After this glance at the extreme limits, we advance to

Ebionitic herexy. It admits, that in a sense the divine was in

a peculiar manner united to the human in the Person of Jesus

;

but so as that this divine remains only an accident of the

Person of Jesus. What is accidental here shows itself in

this, tliat it is cither not fixed for itself, or is tliought as not

essential to this person, z.c, as not from the beginning and for

ever, or not in a peculiar manner, united to it. Ebionism views

the divine in Christ dokctically, as Doketism does the human.

It deserves notice, that this party from the beginning has the

character of a certain ignobility in it. ^Ve can neither ascer-

' Aliiiciiilix, Null' \A,\a.
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tain in what age it was formed, nor lias it an historically signi-

ficant personality under it, nor, in fine, does any historically

ascertained person stand at its head. It had, indeed, its original

place within Judaism. Whether it be viewed as a relapse or

a remnant, it has been already shown in the first chapter tliat

it cannot be regarded as Judaic Christianity, but only as a

fraction of this. Eather, from its position, may it be concluded

that it unintentionally and unconsciously might become from

a Christian heresy a Jewish sect, which plainly could not be said

of Judaic Christianity in the general.

If we seek after the traces of this tendency, we shall find

the most ancient in the Epistle to the Hebrews. From that

zeal for the law, with which Paul had to contend, the Judaizing

spirit was led not at first to impeach the Christology, but rather

the Soteriology, or the work of Christ. But the consequence

of the legal stand-point soon showed itself. The party which

the Epistle to the Hebrews has in view must have over-estimated

the law of the Old Testament regarding holy times, places,

acts, and persons alike, and have been wanting in the Christian

knowledge which knows how to secure to the Old Testament

its abiding significancy, which it has as a Divine institute,

without imperilling the newness and conclusive completeness of

Christianity. They have already by baptism tasted of the gift

of the Holy Ghost ; nor are they yet fallen from Christ, but

are willing still to hold by His Person. But it could not fail

that the significancy of that Person should ever be diminished

the less there remained for it to accomplish, i.e., the more the

law was regarded as sufficient and permanent ; and hence the

Epistle shows, that in the law there was not revealed the inner-

most being of God (it was given by angels) ; that it was transi-

tory, because internally unsatisfying, inasmuch as it did not

secure eternal reconciliation, and was therefore permanent only

in respect of its typical character. As a type, it was set aside

by the appearing of Christ, the pre-existent Son of God, who

is higher than angels, the Word of revelation itself, the true

Keconciler, but at the same time the Judge. The author thus

seeks, by vivifying their view of the Son of God, to preserve

them from extremities,— from that entire apostasy from Him to

whicli they were exposed, if they retained the old world, which

was constructed upon another principle, unaltered, along with
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the new principle, -winch they had not yet renounced,—refused

to this development, thereby assailed, its very existence, and

made it only apparent. How far their view of Christ had been

already lowered by the vitiating influence of the old world theory,

cannot be decisively gathered from the Epistle ; very likely it

was different in this respect with different persons. But it is

certain that a hifrher view of Christ than that which is suited

to the legal stand-point must have belonged to them at an

earlier period,—nay, that such was still recognised by them, and

afforded to the writer of the Epistle a firm point from which to

operate ; and with this, therefore, he begins. His Christology

might, indeed, be higher than theirs ; still he must have been sure

that he was not saying to them what was wholly strange and

unknown in what he advanced on this head, as he could i-emind

them that they had through faith in Christ received the gift

of the Holy Ghost, and had tasted of the powers of the world

to come. We know not, however, of a single name which we
can mention as connected with this tendency, unless Thebuthis,

who belonged certainly to this age,^ is to be reckoned as such.

The destruction of Jerusalem brought, according to Epi-

phanius, many Christians from Judea and Jerusalem to the dis-

trict of Pella. We find, indeed, soon after this, Jerusalem

again the centre-point of the non-heretical Jewish Christians

(see above, p. 159) ; but from this it cannot be concluded that

the Epistle to the Hebrews, or the destruction of Jerusalem,

had annihilated even for a season the heresy attacked by the

former. But whilst the kernel of the Jewish Christian Church

assembled, after the ancient fashion, in Jerusalem up to the time

of Hadrian, many remained in Pella and the surrounding re-

gion, under leaders without name, proclaimiug their want of

consequence and coherence by their coalescing with the Essenes,

and even in part, as was especially the case witli the Elke-

saites, falling into heatlienism. Elsewhere also was Christianity

grafted upon such a Judaism decaying and tinged with heathen-

ism ; as in Phrygia, Asia Minor (comp. the Epistle to the

Colossians and the Pastoral Ej)istles), and Alexandria. Out of

this amalgamation arose the families of the gnosticizing Ebion-

ism, which Epiphanius es])ecially describes." Nevertheless it

* Euseh. iii. 32 ; iv. 22. Conii). for the rest, Schlicmann, p. 459 S.

^ Epipli. User. 30; Homil. CleinezitLmc.
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must not be assumed that all who dwelt in the Dccapolis were

of this party. As little, conversely, must we conclude that the

society of Jewish Christians who returned to Jerusalem, and

who observed the law, held thoroughly by the apostolic type of

doctrine ; the same danger which the Epistle to the Hebrews
indicates, must have arisen from continued intercourse with the

synagogue. As under Hadrian it was forbidden to the Jews
to enter the sacred city, there must have emerged a crisis ;^ and

the question must have come before the Church at Jerusalem,

whether to adhere to the Jews, who must depart, or to the

Christians, who might remain. The answer seems in point of

fact to have been threefold. Some, and these not few, as Sul-

picius Severus intimates, renounced the bondage of the law

;

and they had no other resource than to join the society of a

purely heathen Christian character, which soon after was col-

lected at ^lia Capitolina. Others left Jerusalem ; but as thev

did not sever themselves from the synagogue, and did not unite

with heathen Christians, they became withdrawn from the life

of the Church and its motives, and gradually became a sect.

Among these, however, some held faithfully by the supernatural

birth of Christ ; they wished to remain Christians without giv-

ing up the hope of seeing their Jewish brethren collectivelv

converted to Christianity ;"' whilst others, following out the legal

principle Avhich they finnly held, were thereby drawn into con-

cessions to unbelievino; Judaism, and to a lowering of their

position concerning Christ. Of these, the former disappeared

among the heathen Christians ; the latter could not submit to

^ If I do not attach to this catastrophe, which betook the national

Judaism, as much ^yeight in conducing to the rise of Ebionism, as Schlie-

mann does, p. 40G ff., inasmuch as undoubtedly earlier traces of Ebionism

are to be found, on the other hand, I think Neander (K. G. i. 2, 953

[Eng. Tr. vol. ii. 12.]) has under-estimated its signii5cancy.

- Hieronym. Ep. 112 ad August, c. 13. Quid dicam de Ebionitis qui

Christianos simulant? Usque hodie per totas Oricntis synagogas inter

Judseos hseresis est qui dicitur [Mineorum, et a Pharisaeis nunc usque dam-
natur, quos vulgo Nazarxos nuncupant, qui credunt in Christum FiHum
Dei, uatum de virgine Maria et eum dicunt esse, qui sub Pontio Pilato pas-

sus est et resm-rexit, in (lucm et nos credimus ; sed dum volant ct Judaei

esse et Cliristiani, ncc Judaei sunt nee Christiani. But they deserve not this

harsh sentence ; they sought to be Christians in respect of faith, to be Jews
in respect of nationality. Epiph. Hser. xxix. 7, 9, comp. Iren. i. 26 ; Orig.

<!. Cels. v. (!1, Go ; Euseb. ill. 27 ; Pampliil. Apol. i.
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the sacrifi( e which was laid upon them—and which was required,

alone of all nations, of the converted Jews—the sacrifice of na

tionality, and lived as Nazarenes, called by the Jews JSIinasans,

at first among the Jews, aftenvards also with them ;
^ whilst the

last, who might be strengthened from other quarters, though

they did not relapse into Judaism, degenerated in various ways,

—e.gr., they might approximate to the sect above delineated,

which is properly to be called a sect of Judaism,"^ or come nearer

to gnostic Judaism.^ These last are the Ebionites, properly so

called.* We give the precedence to the Nazarenes, who held

by the supernatural birth of Christ, though they would not go

the length of admitting the pre-existing hypostasis of the Son.

The most fully developed form of these, on the other hand, are

the gnosticizing Ebionites ; whilst between these two extremes

of Judaizing Christology there are appearances which we shall

shortly term CerinfJnan, because they all concur in dating the

higher nature of Christ from His baptism.

A. The Nazarenes.*

The Nazarenes could not justly be designated heretics, were

it not that to abide by the first elements of doctrinal develop-

ment, and to arrest its progress, must unconsciously and invo-

^ Comp. Hieron. de viris illustr. 3.

^ Epiph. Haer. xxix. 7 ; xxx. 1, 2.

3 Comp. Orig. c. Cels. v. 61, 65 ; Euseb. iii. 27 ; Epiph. Haer. 30.

* The names Ebiouite and Nazarene have probably a similar history,

namely, that originally they were nicknames which the Jews gave among
themselves to the Christians, and which afterwards the Jewish Christians

appropriated and kept as what they received from the heathen Christians,

from whom they stood aloof (comp. Neander, K. G. i. 2, 696 £f. 603 [E.

T., vol. ii. p. 13 ff.]). Frequently all are called Ebionites who still

observed the Mosaic law ; but where greater precision is observed the

Nazarenes are distinguished from the Ebionites, because they did not, in

fact, ishare the Christological heresy of the proper Ebionites. Irenaius does

not exactly ai)prehond and discriminate the different kinds of Ebionites
;

but this is done by Origen, Eusebius, Jerome, and in part by Epi[ihanius.

* [Before entering on this part of the book, the reader may with ad

vantage refresh his memory by reading Neander's account of these early

heretical sects, as Dr Dorner presupposes in his readera a somewhat familial

acquaintance with them.—Ti;.]
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luntarily lead to an alteration of the truths which, if left to their

natural course, would be the principles of a development,

Continuing till at least the fifth century, they presented to the

Church the picture of the first commencement of Christological

knowledge ; but only as a child that has grown in years with-

out growing in size, and from the impeded growth of its limbs

cannot save itself from being crippled. But we must set out

from this, as well because among those named they are the purest

outshoot of the post-apostolic Jewish Christians, as because they

are the stock from which the two forms of proper Ebionism

grew, misled by the attractive power of foreign principles.

The Nazarenes had the Gospel of Matthew in the Hebrew
tongue, and that complete (TrXrjpeo-rarov), as Epiphanius and

Irengeus attest.^ As they consequently did not want the first

two chapters of Matthew, they accepted the supernatural birth

of Christ.^ They thought of Christ as born of the essence of

the Divine Spirit, or as the Son of the fountain of the Holy
Ghost.^ But they did not hold a pre-existing hypostasis of the

Divine in Christ, but only His pre-existence in God generally

and His Spirit (Euseb. iii. 27). We might thus even venture

to ascribe to them a belief in an hypostasis of the Divine in

Christ from His birth or His baptism ; for this could not be

avoided where the nin'' nil was hypostatically distinguished from

God. Most probably they called God the fountain of the

Holy Ghost (fons omnis Spiritus Sancti) on account of the

baptism, and with reference to Is. xi. 1 ; and in so far as Jesus

knew Himself to be born from this Divine Spirit, He might

figuratively, according to them, call it His mother. But, as

Neander shows, the strongly poetical passages in which this is

stated cannot be permitted to furnish ground for constructing a

^ Epiph. xxix. 7, 9 ; Iren. i. 2G. Appendix, Note MMM.
- Appendix, Note NNN.
^ Characteristic of tlie three classes that are to be bespoken is the form

in which each of them represents the baptism of Christ (comp. Schhemann,

p. 508). Tlic Nazarcno gospel narrates (Ilierou. Com. in Jcs. xi. 1) : Factum
est autem cum ascendisset Dumiiuis do aqua dcscenditybns omnis Spiritus

Sancti, et requievit super ilhun et dixit illi Fili mi, in onmibns prophetis

cxspcctabam to, ut venii'cs ut rcquicsurem in te. Tu es cnim requies mea,

tu es Filius mens primogenitus qui regnas in sempiternum. The object

spoken of is not called " Spiritus Sanctus," .as .according to the interpreta-

tion of recent writers one niiglit sii]i])nsc, but "fons oiniiis S]iiritus Sancti."

VOL. I. N
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dogma of the Nazarenes respecting a special hypostasis and

pre-existence of the Holy Ghost. They thus stand nearer to

the so-called Patripassians of the secoiid and third centuries,

who also dwelt in the same district, than to the ecclesiastical

doctrine of the Logos and Pneuma. Jerome relates (Comm.
in Hab. iii. 3) of a Nazarene, that he explained the passage

thus : Quod Bethlehem sita sit ad austrum, in qua natus est

Dominus salvator, et ipsum esse, de quo nunc dicatur Dominus

ab austro veniet, hoc est nascetur in Bethlehem et inde con-

surget.—Et quia ipse qui natus est in Bethlehem legem quon-

dam dedit in monte Sinai ipse est sanctus qui venit de nionte

Pharan.—Ipse qui natus est in Bethlehem et qui in Sin a, i.e.,

in monte Pharan Itgem dedit, semper in universis beneficiis

autor est et largitor. From this passage one would certainly

conclude that He who gave the law on Sinai was the same as

He who was born at Bethlehem ; but whilst there is nothing in

the language of the Old or Xew Testament to support the idea

that the law was given by the Holy Ghost, as little can we say,

with Schliemann, that Christ is, according to this passage,

identified in His pre-existence with the Holy Ghost, but

rather with God Himself (comp. Schliemann, p. 455). In

fact, and this deserves special consideration, they seem also to

have taken no offence at Christ's death on the cross, but rather

to have attached special importance to it, as also to His resur-

rection.^ But certainly their Christology has still something

indefinite and fluctuating in it, and thereby they are distin-

guished from the Patripassians. It is certain that with them

Christ stood personally distinct from God. The Divine had

come into Him in an abiding operativeness, had come to an

objective mode of being in Christ ; and the expressions they use

sound strong enough to lead us to think that they regarded the

Divine in Christ as personal,—not, indeed, as a proper power,

but that God Himself, in so far as He is fons omnis Spiritus

Sancti, abides and rests in Him. On the other hand, however,

these strong expressions do not necessarily go beyond the asser-

tion of a distinction between the inanifested and tlie concealed

God, whifh by no means posits a liypostatic distinction in God,

but only involves a leaning to that. Moreover, this entire ele-

vation of Clu'ist dates oidy from Ilis baptism; so that His

' Ajipondix, Note <J00.
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human personality, wonderful indeed, and proceeding from the

Holy Ghost, was already there before it became participant by

baptism of that highest indwelling of God.^

B. Certnthian Ebionites.

Whilst the Nazarenes placed the physical God-sonship first,

and made the ethical to follow thereiipon or therefrom,—which,

we cannot determine with certainty,—and gave to the baptism

of Christ a marked importance in reference to His equipment,

the Cerinthian Ebionites decidedly set the baptism of Christ in

the place of His supernatural birth. They first obtained a suf-

ficient motive for giving pre-eminence to the baptism of Chi-ist,

as the Nazarenes also partially did, from their conversely mak-

ing the ethical Sonship the cause of the physical, so far as they

held this. According to their view, it was His baptism which

first made Jesus the Messiah, not His birth ; for such a dis-

tinction could be conferred only on one who by his righteous-

ness and virtue had made himself worthy of it. The period

before His baptism, and an existence of Jesus before His

exaltation to be God's Son, were consequently necessary, in

order that God might remain just,— that Ho might not arbi-

trarily make a person holy, and then reward him for that which

was not his desert, but the effect of his nature. Thus this class

stood most markedly over against the preceding. They were

constrained, from avowedly ethical, but more strictly from legal

grounds, to utterly deny the supernatural birth of Christ : they

must regard Him as not more perfectly endowed than other

men, in order that He might, in the season of trial before His

baptism, approve Himself by virtue, and then be endowed with

grace, i.e., be I'ewarded.

In support of this legal motive there came, in close connec-

tion with the preceding, to this second stricter Jewish class, a

Judaistic more than an Old Testament concept of God, which

markedly separated God and the Avorld, and to which it seemctl

a heathenish fable that the Son of God should be born of a

virgin. The preceding also found, indeed, no distinction in

God, no doctrine of a hypostatic Trinity, but still a living,

1 Appendix, Note rPP.
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self-manifesting God. Here, on the contrary, God was con

ceived only in His infinite snpremacy over the world, not in

His condescension ; the religious interest was repressed ; the ab-

stractly understood made itself valid ; although still the main

things were not theories or speculations, but what was practical,

i.e., moral or eudasmonistic, had the preference. As through

this the doctrine of the Gospels concerning the original endow-

ment of Christ was necessarily denied, so through this also the

kind of higher endowment which they actually allowed to Christ

was determined. Of a jDersonal indwelling of God—from assent-

ing to which the Nazarenes were not excluded, nay, to which

there were many features of their system which inclined them—
these could not so much as speak ; and so there remained for

them only to maintain, either the communication of Divine

power, or, what was more consequent on their deistic concept of

God, the union with Jesus of a power not Divine, but created,

and which could thus without difficulty be represented hypo-

statically.

This class attached itself more to the law, approximated to

pharisaic Judaism, and was hostile to the Apostle Paul. It

clung firmly in the general to the Old Testament, and thereby

was obviously distinguished from the third class, which was

retrogressive to a primitive religion.^

At first their doctrinal system had naturally a veiy unde-

veloped, transient form ; they issued only from a tendency

within .Judaic Christianity, which had no existence save where

the law was still held to be binding. Among such, some would

still stand aloof from the Christological conclusions, whilst

others would advance to them, but that in a sadl}^ irifelicitous

way ; and a while must elapse before they, after giving up the

supernatural ]:)irth, could again firmly plant their foot and

settle themselves on a doctrine which secured to them the name
of a Christian, aiid not merely, like those above excepted, a

Jewish sect.

Witli this concurs wliolly the account above, taken from

Hegesippus, of the initiatory covert accunudation of the here-

tical poison, until under Thebuthis (of wliom we know nothing

beyond this) heresy ap])eared with uncovered front. The end

of the first, or tlie l)eginning of the second century, seems to

' Ajipcndix, Note QQQ.
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be the time when this form of Ebionism assmned a more defi-

nite shape.-^ Xew strength was conveyed to it by the rehitions

under Hadrian (see above, p. 190).

a. As the first representative of name of this tendency,

appeared Cerinthus in Asia Minor. He, on account of his

chihastic views, cannot be reckoned among the Gnostics,

thouo-h he, with the entire class to which he belongs, marks a

middle path, which, on the one hand, conducts to gnosticizing

Ebionism, and on the other, to a proper Doketism and Gnos-

ticism, with which he had ir.uch in common, especially his con-

cept of God.

According to Cerinthus, Jesus, the child of Joseph and

Mary, was not at first the Christ. The Father, who, infi-

nitely exalted above all world-creating powers and angels, is

bv a long series of beings separated from us, ayvcoaro';, was

at first also unknown by Jesus. Nevertheless the latter, by

virtue, wisdom, and righteousness (Iren. i. 26), was so distin-

guished from all other men," that the Xpiaro^—whom he con-

ceived as akin to the ^F^ons, but exalted above the angels, and

called, according to otliers, also -40709—found Him worthy that

at His baptism He should descend and sink into Him in the

baptismal act, whereby He became the ^Messiah. After this

Jesus knew the Father, declared Him, the Unknown (Theo-

doret, Hger. Fab. ii. 3), and performed miracles. Christ's prin-

cipal work, according to Cerinthus, was not that of redemption,

but that of revelation by doctrine. The Christ avoided the

sufferings of Jesus, in which he saw no Messianic act, but

only human sufferings ; to which, consequently, he attached no

value in relation to redemption. With this is connected the

1 Appendix, Note ERR.
=^ Comp. Euseb. iii. 28 ; Iron. i. 26 ; Theodorot, Hser. Fab. ii. 3. Ire-

nseus says, Kon a prime Deo factum esse mundum docuit, sed a virtuto

quadam valde separata et distante ab ea principalitate, quae est super uni-

versa, et ignorante eum qui est super omnia Deum. Jesum autem subjecit

noil ex virgine natum (impossibile enim hoc ei visum est); fuisse autem eum

.Joseph et Marise fihum similiter ut reUqui omnes homines (cf. Origen

c. Gels. V. 61), et i)lus potuisse justitia et prudentia, et sapientia ab liorai-

nibus. Et post baptisnmm desccndisse in cum ab ca principalitate quae

est super omnia Christum figura columbse, et tunc annunciasso incoguitum

Patrcni et virtutcs perfccissc ; in fine autem rcvolasse itcrum Clu-istum

Patrem de Jesu, et Jesum passum esse et resurrexisse, Christum autem

ijnpassibik'ui perseverasse, cxistentem spiritalem.
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fact, that lie, or at least many of his disciples, taught, that

though Jesus indeed died, Christ did not participate in that

;

and that Jesus has not arisen, nor will he arise, until the ad-

vent of the new kingdom (Epiph. Hcer. xxviii. (J)} The work

of Christ is rather, partly to make known the unknown Father,

consequently to fulfil the prophetic office; partly— and this

seemed to him the principal thing—to introduce the millennial

reign, and so to fulfil the kingly office. But of the latter there

came forth hardly a single ray during Christ's first appearing

;

this rather only predicted the true future, and on this side alone

was it prophetic. There may be found, moreover, in the

accounts of the sensuousness of his Chiliasm, somethino; exao-

gerated, introduced from foreign interests ; but his representa-

tion cannot have been very spiritual, because he vieAved only

power and rule as a worthy category of the divine, not love

;

otherwise he would not have thought of Christ as separated

from the sufferings of Jesus.^ Two things, however, are note-

worthy of him : first, that in him Gnosticism and Ebionisni

manifestly crossed, and were not sundered ; second, that Christ,

distinct from Jesus, was viewed by him as a proper pre-existing

hypostasis above the world-creating powers, not merely an im-

personal power which descended upon Jesus.^ Though by him

Christ is introduced abruptly, and in a manner absolutely

supernatural, his fundamental view of Christ's significancy

remains Ebionitic. He did not attain to a personal union of

the divine and human. Eather, with him, these mutually ex-

clude each other. If the divine is there, the human is bound,

and, as it were not there, overmastered by an extraneous power

;

^ According to Irenaeus, i. 26, Cerintlius admitted the rosuiTcction of

Jesas. But if he did, it must have remained for him a meaningless fact.

See Neauder 1. c, p. GS8.
'^ Comp. Iren. i. 20 ; Euseb. iii. 20 ; Epiph. User. 28; Theodoret, Haer.

Fab. 23. Caius and Dionysius maintain this Judaism of him only in respect

of eschatology.

^ From the character of the oldest heresies the hypothesis is proved to

be uidiistoric, that the Son of (lod (called by Cerinthus Christ) was not

regarded as u proper liyjiostasis before the ^lontanists. The unity of God

miglit h;;ve been easily held along with that by Cerinthus ; for he could

call in the aid of a Gnostic emanation doctrine. This, however, like liis

vctTTip ccyuuuTo;, who must be cssentiidly one with p/y^, is again a sign

that about the end of the first century there could not have been wanting

gignificaut beginnings of Gnosticiem.
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if the liuman is to perform its ethical functions, the divine must

be excluded. The ethical is not conceived as a revelation of

the divine ; and however high it is apparently placed, yet it is

banished to the ante-Messianic region, as it cannot be regarded

as an end to itself, unless it be equally a revelation of the

di\-ine. Hence it becomes, consistently Avith him, in the last

reference only a mean, as also becomes apparent in his escha-

tology.

b. The Ebionites, whom Justin jSIartyr names,^ may well

be joined with Cerinthus ; for they appear also to have been in

Ephesus, though many of them were spread abroad elsewhere,

in the second century. In respect of his mild judgment of

them, it is to be borne in mind, that at that time heretics were

not cast out of the Church, where they did not exclude them-

selves ; also, that dogmas had not yet been determined by any

Church decrees, but that the sound faith liad first to form itself

from within, and through the labour of individuals to be brought

to the objectivity of Cliiirch doctrine, and had for its task to

prove, in free equal fight with opponents, its conquering might.

Now, had the Ebionites of whom Justin speaks been only de-

niers of the supernatm'al birth of Christ, without offering any

compensation on any other point, they could hardly be called

Christians ; and it is inconceivable how Justin could reckon

them among Christians, since they would rather have belonged

to the Jewish sects, which we saw reason above to mark out.

But he could do this with justice if they were willing to regard

Christ as nevertheless the true Messiah, made so by a Divine

act. If they made this concession, they must have laid stress on

Christ's baptism, and thus were allied to Cerinthus on the main

point ; and thus might the Christian truth which they already

had, rise superior to what was unchristian in their views, and to

the legal stand-jwint which, the higher and more divine the

Messianic dignity was held to be, led to the conclusion the more

strongly, that it could not be imparted to Him Avithout respect

to ])revious worthiness, and consequently could not come to Him
by birth. In accordance with this, Justin also proceeds. He
does not say that it is a matter of indifference whether tlie snper-

natural birth and pre-existence of Christ bo denied (as this pas-

sage has often been understood) ; but, as lie h;is already proved

^ Appendix, Note SSS.
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the higher ^Messianic dignity of Jesus, before which the legal

stand-point must give way (c. 10-17), he sets out from that, and

seeks to show, since this is already established, that the super-

natural birth and pre-existence of Christ must be assumed, whilst

he at the same time mentions that there are many who refuse

to go this length. As the reason of this, he adduces their ad

herence to human doctrines. Against these are the Prophets,

and the doctrine of the Lord Himself. It is quite clear from

these passages, that they formed by a great deal the minority

of the Christians. Justin's Ebionites can have differed, at least

in part, from Cerinthus only in this, that they kept at a gi'eater

distance from Gnostic views, said nothing of a hypostatic Christ

before baptism, but, resting on the passage Is. xi. 1, and on the

narrative of the baptism, they assumed that in the baptism the

seven powers of the Holy, i.e., the Divine Spirit, descended into

Jesus.

They were at one with the Jewish canon, hia to ivvo/jLco'i koc

rekelcos Troktreveadac avrov Karrj^Lwadat rov eKke'yrjvai eh Xpt-

(7T0V ; but they also saw fulfilled in Jesus the Jewish expectation,

that the Messiah should be unconscious of Himself, and without

power, until Elias should come and baptize Him.^ We have

also an exj)ress witness for this in the history of Christ's bap-

tism, as it is set forth in their recension of the Hebrew Gos-

pel.^ His baptismal day is His birth day as Christ (a-i]iJiepov

'ye'yevvT]Kd ere) ; then did He, who was before but an ordinary

man, become the Son of God. They concluded that, if His

ba])tism had thus such significancy for Him,— if before He
could enter as the Messiah He had to be anointed by Elias,

and to be filled with the powers of the Spirit, of which Isaiah

speaks (xi. 1),—then Pie must have previously wanted these,

and so could neither have pre-existed nor been superiiaturally

born. (Comp. Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. c. 49 if. 87; Ilieron.

Comm. in Jesai, 112.) The more, however, tliat they placed

Jesus before His bn])tism on a perfect level with ordinary

men, the more definitely did the conclusion press itself on them

that Christ must also have had sins to confess to the Baptist.

1 Justin, Dial. c. Tiyjili. fd. Col. 1G8(J, p. L'liG : kuI ovoi, say the Jews,

uvt6; ttu exvTOv i'jri'oTiX.TXi^ oi/Ot ix,** Ovtxxfii'v tii/x /xix,pi; oir ixduv ll/>iu(

XP^Oyi OtilTOU Kxl (fcCVlOOV TTUai T^Oiy/Oi],

- Api.undix, Note TTT.
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Hence Justin ]\Iartyr seeks, conversely, to maintain the super-

natural birth of Jesus as necessary to His sinlessness (Dial. c.

Tryph. c. 23, p. 241 B.). This conclusion, it would appear, some

amongst them also conceded.-^

They had, nevertheless, no interest in ascribing sinfulness

to Christ before His baptism, as a principle, and not simply as

a consequence. Eather were they concerned to maintain the

sinlessness of Him who is the Saviour; only they date this

from His baptism, and hold it to have been produced by this.

But if His moral worthiness becomes complete only with His

baptism, they evidently break off from the principle from which

they set out, namely, that not the special Divine equipment was

the cause of the Divine Sonship, but, conversely. His holiness

and wisdom rendered Him worthy to be exalted to be God's Son.

It is quite manifest at this point, that they could not conse-

quently carry out their principle. For, so long as they held

by a sinless Messiah, consequently still kept within Christian

bounds, and had not become a Jewish sect, they must do one of

two things : Either, they must regard this sinlessness wholly as

His own work, and not at the close have recourse again to a

supernatural grace ; in which case Christ has no religious sig-

nificancy, and His baptism would sink, contrary to their wishes,

to a mere epideictic act promulgatory of His holiness, from which

men would reap small benefit, since they, even according to these

Ebionites, stand in need of forgiveness of sins ; and moreover

that one, the child of sinners, should himself be sinless, would

be to them an inexplicable riddle : Or, if they regarded His

sinlessness as not wholly His own work, without help from God,

but that its first operative cause was His baptism, they had no

longer any right to offer objections to the doctrine of Christ's

higher qualification from His birth on the ground of God's

righteousness."

This consideration might of itself have already conducted

back to a supernatural birth of Jesus. To this, however, was

added, that this Ebionism approximated to Gnosticism not by

1 As also the author of the K^cvy!x.ot Ui-rpov and Basilides. Conip. note 2,

p. 194. Whether Ceriiithus also, as Scliliemami, p. 259, note 21, and before

him Neandor, Lebcn Jesu, p. 76, note 2, ed. 3, suppose, I venture not to

say deciiledly, since the ttboxot^ does not lead us to infer sinfulness

^ Appendix, Note UUU.
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tlie form which saw in Christ's baptism the equipment with the

powers of the Holy Ghost, but rather by the other which saw in

Him from His baptism a union with a higher Spirit, a Christo-

phany, which is found in Cerinthus as well as in other Ebion-

ites (Epiph. User. xxx. 3 ; see last note). If nevertheless they

attached to the reconciliation effected by Christ's death no such

weight as would have led them to say more of His work than

that He was a teacher and example of virtue, which of itself

leads to the Gnostic stand-point, then speedily the abstract in-

tellectual stand-point is raised to the theosophic or speculative

desire of knowing. That they connected the forgiveness of

sins with baptism into Christ, could not in that case any longer

ward off the pressure of Gnostic influences, especially during an

age impregnated with theories about angels and JEons. The

magical character which they ascribed to baptism demanded no

deep religious and ethical process, and was also at peace with

Gnosticism. So also their external and poorly got up eschatolog}'

could not securely set the jejuneness of historical consciousness

over against Gnosticism. Besides, an earthly-conceived king,

who yet does not reign earthlily, is hardly to be called a king.

Now, this union with Gnosticism, wdiich had been gradually

introduced, is instanced by the precursors of the Pseudo-Clemen-

tine system, known to Epiphanius.-^ If the birth of the actual

Son of God from a virgin was offensive to Ebionism, to which

it appeared as a heathen myth, the Gnostic turn offered in lieu

of this what seemed more intelligible, in that it maintained that

not God Himself, but only a superior being, had appeared in

Jesus. Thus might Ebionism— at the cost, indeed, of the truly

divine in Christ, of which the other Ebionitic section itself had

not entirely disowned the impression— resolve to return to a

supernatural origin of Jesus, and to avoid the stumbling-block

of the descent of Jesus from Joseph ; and this the more easily,

that it had been accustomed to regard the humanity of Christ

from Ilis baptism as only a veil, and that by replacing His

higher equipment in tlie momentum of Ilis origin, they ob-

tained deliverance from the coiitnidiction above noted. Whether,

for the rest, any Ebionite, before the Clementines, had arrived

at the form of the su|)eniatural liirtii of Christ shared with

Doketism, cannot be made <iut.

^ Appendix, is'ote VVV.
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C. The Gnostic Ebionism of the Pseudo-Clemp:ntines.

With the Pseudo-Clementines we find ourselves at once,

though through the mediation of the preceding forms of

Ebionism, upon another stand-point. These forms have some-

thing unsettled, and transitory, and are seeking for a firm

scheme of doctrine ; hence they are destitute of any notable

impulse to production, in general of any significant life-power,

and bear the character of stagnant or dissolving and perishing

forms. Quite otherwise is it with the Clementines, in which

the Judaizing principle, furnished with all the means of culture

which the age supplied, collects itself as for the last stroke.

But, indeed, there is indicated along with this a sort of despera-

tion. They give up everything, even to the last fortress, in

order to save the Judaizing concept of God as the pretended

pure, monotheistic, primitive religion ; they sacrifice even the

best part of the Old Testament, that they may set out from this

against the deity of Christ, with which they see the Church to

be filled, but which they regard as the last delusion, more

dangerous than the first, that of heathenism. The Ebionites

already considered, Cerinthus himself not altogether excepted,

retained still a sort of old Hebraism ; and though the transition

of Ebionism to Doketism had already commenced with them,

they were yet far from paganism, they knew and loved the

Old Testament. It is otherwise with the Pseudo-Clementines.

In them the old Hebrew monotheism has already undergone a

pagan decomposition, through dualistic and emanistic ideas.-^

They are pervaded by a feeling hostile to the Old Testament,

especially to its prophetical parts, in which is presented the true

living monotheism of the Hebrews, by which Dualism and the

category of substantiality (ro "Ov) are truly overcome.

If we take many passages of the Clementines by themselves,

it may be doubted whether they belong to a Christian, or

not rather to a Jewish sect. For they most zealously protest

against Christianity being something new. He may be blessed

who obeys Moses, though lu? knows not Jesus ; and he also who
obeys Jesus though he knows not ^Moses, or does not submit to

^ This is scon in a still further degree iu the Elkesaites: Epi])h. Heer

XXX. 17, liii. ; see above.
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him, provided neither blaspliemes Moses or Jesus. Both, how-

ever, deserve censure : the true doctrine is, that Moses and

Christ are one and the same (Horn. xvii. 4 ; xviii. 4, 13, 14).

There were righteous persons before the appearing of Jesus (xi.

25 £f.). The freedom of the will is inviolate (ii. 15; x. 4, 5 ;

xi. 8). On the other hand, however, there appears in them

the strongest form of supernaturalism., especially in their doc-

trine concerning the Prophets of truth and concerning baptism,

i.e., concerning illumination and the forgiveness of sins. In

order to survey the connection of their system, we set out from

their material and formal principle, for they carefully set forth

both.

T\\Q material principle is God's absolute unity. The funda-

mental definition of God is, that He is pure being, rest {avd-

7rauaL<;), and out of Him is only nothing (xvii. 7, 8). Thus

He, thought as the 6v, ovtw^ ov, is Himself also the All. This

would involve us in those dark absolutes to which the concept of

God in perverted Judaism and heathenism gravitated, as to their

common centre. The world, including man, stands over against

this ov as the vacuum which has to be filled by the Being who
is. But, Avith Philo, they do not abide by this definition of God
as the ov ; the Hebrew concept of God comes to the rescue of

their chief definitions. God is good, and especially righteous.

The goodness is thought as physical, and hence is justly placed

deep under the ethical attribute of righteousness. Since, con-

sc(|uently, righteousness is the highest in God, God can reveal

nothing higher of Himself than this ; and He also, because

He is righteous, cannot convey this revelation to the earlier

races (xviii. 13 ff.). The great weight, however, which is thus

laid on the (though imperfectly apprehended) ethical, conducts

still further ; it imposes the necessity of thinking God as per-

sonal. This is so done as that form (a^^T^/ia, /u,op(f)i)) is ascribed

to Him. He is the original beauty, thought under a human
type. He has members— eyes, cars, etc.,— not because He
needs these, for He sees and hears everywhere, but still He has

them ; and we can thereby come to Him, for the formless is

una])proachabIe. As He has a body, however,— infinitely more

glorious, indeccl, than the living spirit is in us,— so He has also

a soul ; and this is wisdom in I lini, oi* the Pneuma (xi. 22 ; xvi.

10 ff.}. Thus He is not the abstract Simple, but the Living:
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there is motion and distinction in Him ; and here appears already

a mehino- of the risid monotheism, a leanino; to a doctrine of

the Trinity, though it be only an advance of the Monad to the

Duad.

This motion, indeed, does not exist, if regard be withdrawn

from the world of revelation ; but God, viewed by Himself, is

eternally united with wisdom as His spirit (xvi. 12), and His

body all-outshining. But His revelation is a movement of God

Himself, flowing forth in the double act of expansion and con-

traction of Himself, of which the heart of man is the type.^

The S])irit of God (in this place, xvi. 12, called the wisdom), as

He is internally, as the soul of God, eternally united to God, is

externally the self-stretched-out hand which completes revela-

tion, forms the world, etc. The world of revelation is conse-

quently God unfolding Himself : under this aspect, there is

finitude and time in Him. He does not, however, rise and

set in the world ; but sustains Himself in this self-expansion,

Avhich is also represented as the radiance of a sun abiding in

eternal rest. To each act of self-expansion there is a corre-

sponding retraction, the a-vcrrokr], whereby God is ever again

the Monad. Of these expansions, the Clementines appear to

establish six ; to which correspond, in time, the six world-epochs,

which in the seventh find their point of rest in God ; in space,

there con'espond to these the six directions, right, left, above,

under, before, behind. God, as the eternal rest in history and

the world of space, is the eternal sabbath and the moveless

centre. But though the world and revelation come into

actuality only through the self-unfolding and communication of

His essence,—nay, in a certain sense, the world is a momentum
of the Monad, which onhj as a duad is the concrete God,—they

nevertheless seek to maintain intact the concept of creation.

God in His inner being remains unchanged, the eternal rest

:

He is, as has been said, under this inner aspect, not simply ov

but personal ; and this process of dilatation and contraction re-

lates only to His superficies, is His actuality. As respects His

inner essence. He is eternally different fx'om all things that have

' A bcginniiifc for the position of a movement in God, thoii<;h apart

from revelation, lies in the i)re(licate, hypothetically assumed indeed (and

rejeeted by the Recognitions), that He is not simply unproduced, but that

He is producing Himself (Hom. xvii. ],"», 1G).
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come into being, or exist in space ; that essence can coexist

with no other being, but is exchisivelj pecuhar to Himself— is

thus His mystery.^

In the created worki man is the liighest ; whose idea in hke

manner brings all antitheses of the world to a concrete unity

in itself, as in the highest stage God does all antitheses in

general, of which motion and rest, dilatation and contraction

are the last. In the sphere of the world, however, the fluc-

tuating position of the general in relation to the individual is

repeated ; similar to what was found in the relation of the rest-

ing God to His €KTd(T€L^, lu whicli He as much is not as is, and

which hence have as much a mundane independent existence, as

on the other hand they must not have this, the latter, inasmuch

as the world is again conceived as a momentum of the Divine

self-movement. Entirely similar stands in the created world

the idea of man, man simply— called also Adam, and Christ,

and the Son of God— over against the particular individual."

Wherever the idea of man appears perfectly in an individual,

there is rather only a form of the appearance of Christ, the

ci'eated real idea of man ; there the momentum of individuality

and personality becomes fiop<j)r],— Christ is lowered to be the

garment of the eternal. On the other hand, freedom is

ascribed to each man, and the choice personally to turn to God
or not.

This brings us to the formal principle of the Clementines.

Had they confined themselves to viewing the world as a self-

unfolding of God, they could have had nothing to say of a

world and revelation : there would have been nothing but a

Divine life-process ; world and history woidd have eternally re-

trograded into the Divine rest ; all becoming and all motion

would have become a mere appearance in the eternal God Him-
self. But as this Divine motion already contemplates the world

as its end, so we have seen also that the Clementines, in fact,

' Horn. X. 19 : To the Divine nature alone is it suited, and it is impos-

sible it .should dwell with anotlicr, that He alone, as the Creator of all, sliould

excel all : excel in power, for He creates all ; in {greatness, as the infinite in

contrast with tlie limited; in apjiearance, for He is the fairest ; in holiness,

understanding, etc.

2 And that this was the case with Adam, is assumed as certain in the

Homilies, as he proceeded immediately from the hand of God, not mediately

througli a finite agent.
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propose to maintain the momentum of tlie independent exist-

ence of the v.'orld and of its distinction from God : and this in-

dependent existence culminates in the freedom, or the ethical

destination of men. By the placing of tliis in men, the posi-

tion that God alone is all substance, the Being, and that all out

of Him is the nothing, the void, is not contradicted. For free-

dom is itself onlj the void ; the form or the vessel for the sub-

stance which God must give (comp. xvii. 8 with viii. 4 ; ii. 14

ff.). He gives it, on the one hand, by nature, whose unity is

the earth-spirit ; on the other, by the Prophet of truth, that per-

J5etual created idea of man= Christ.^ The former moves down
towards this world by all sensible phgenomena in which it dwells

;

the latter, on the contrary, solicits man's free will to the choice

of that which is to come. Both must God propound, that man
may choose. Now were freedom nothing but the void, which

may become full or remain empty, all would depend on what

first entered to fill the void. Hence it is said " that the soul of

man is invested with the Divine breath or spirit" {irvorj, Trvevixa,

Horn. xvi. 16) ; further, that God first calls men, and produces

the good desii'e to hear His w^ord. Thus this is not their

Ihiov, their meritorious act. Since, however, there is already

something akin to the divine placed in them, and living in

them, and likewise, on the other side, there are also earthly de-

sires in them, they are beings Avho have to act under a twofold

tendency, and which side they shall yield to is their own matter.

If they had of themselves willed to act as reason dictated, there

would have been no need for either Moses or Jesus. But the

race of man is in a state of alienation from God ; the earth has

become like a house full of thick smoke, so that we can no

longer see the sun ; and the earth-spirit, in its thousand forms, is

become the only, irresistible power over man, since man can no

longer choose, as now only one object remains for him.'^

• Appendix, Note WWW.
2 Hy means of the Fall a reversal of principles has come to pass.

Whilst at first, according to the law of the Sj'zygies (ii. 37 ; iii. 21, 23, 33),

the first (Adam) was the right (It^iou)^ the imperfect left (Eve), wliich

follows upon the perfect, was the second, now in the world it is the imper-

fect that is first, though unconsciously it mediates the perfect (see preced-

ing note ; Horn. viii. 10, 11). And this is the Divine side of the matter,

which prepares the way for tlie opinion, that so the history of the world ha^
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Hence, from time to time Christ appears, the eternal Prophet

of truth in perfect men (Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob, Moses, Jesus). Particularly, there are seven columns

(before Christ), placed like light-towers in the ages, which re-

present the presence of truth upon the earth, or restore it when

lost. They have essentially the same always to announce
;
yet

it is impossible for this system to escape a certain progress.

Thus, before Moses, God was revealed more as the Good Being,

by Moses as the Just One. Rectitude is the highest in God, and

hence the revelation in Jesus cannot transcend this. But still

there is an advance onwards, derived from Him. The limits of

particularism are broken through; errors that have crept in,

such as circumcision, sacrifice, and the like, are removed : on the

other hand, the remission of sins, connected intimately \vith a

definite institute, holy baptism (which here takes the place of

circumcision), is always within reach of the penitent ; and the

conservation of truth on the earth is assured through the con-

tinuance of the office of that Prophet of truth. The pi'iest-

hood, indeed, is wholly abolished ;
^ but the Episcopate is the

Divine institution by which, thi'ough means of ordination, the

prophetic office is preserved on the earth, until Antichrist come,

when Jesus the true Christ will again appear (ii. 17)."

Occasion is thus found for a supernatural revelation, from

the absolute darkness in which the creation of God would other-

wise be (ii. 6-10). This revelation is partly an inner, partly an

outer one; though the relation of these to each other is not

very clearly set forth. Both are under the direction of the

everlasting Christ. On the side of the iinier as Avell as the

outer, however, by-paths are refused ; neither visions nor the

Holy Scriptures are the proper trustworthy vehicle of revelation.

In both, the evil sj)irit is operative (ii. 38 ; iii. 8, 46 ff.). On
the other hand, the deductions of reason do not suffice.*' But

been willed by God. (Wliat in Cod's tliouglit.s or in the world must, aa

the highest end, be first, that is actually the second and last.)

^ Horn. iii. 19 ; xi. 16, 82 ;
iii. 20. The bishop is the visible repre-

sentative of Christ (Horn. iii. OG ff.). He unites with Christ.

^ The Homilies know nothing of a propitiatory office of Christ. Christ's

sufferings (xii. 7) are noticed only as a pattern of patience and service for

others. Sins are partly atoned for by suffering (xii. HO and virtue,

partly fcjrgivcn by Cod without atonement.
^ Hom. XV. ;")

: vuy^t^ri hicctfrjod y.iTU^v SsoaiSiixg Xoyuv kx\ toju rii; (liho-
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there needs the Prophet of truth, who, as soon as He has

authenticated His claims, is to be believed in respect of all things

remote. To this authentication it belongs, negatively, that He
does not impeach the fundamental truth of the Divine unity and

rectitude ; that He does not deny that the world is God's work

(ii. 16 ff.), and consequently that He says nothing against God's

glorv (comp. ii. 40, 51): Positively the criterion is, that He fore-

tells what is purely contingent, not by means of natural know-

ledge, consequently supernaturally ; and that He states simply

what is full of mystery (iii. 12, 15). The mysteries, indeed, which

He utters may not contain aiight essential to religion ;^ for the

essential doctrine is that of the unity and rectitude, etc., of

God. " Faith in God's unity and rectitude," it is said, ix. 20,

" forms a new creature , and as no man can do good if he does

not know that God is just (iii. 31), so the man who is full of

this faith is not in a condition to sin."

This knowledge, however, of the unity and rectitude of

God cannot be revealed for the first time by the Prophet of

truth, since it is rather the criterion by which He Himself is to be

tried ; all that His appearance can do, is to vivify what has been

already delivered. We are thus referred to the inner revela-

tion which is presupposed by the outer. The soul is divine

breath, and invests with immortality, being capable of assum-

ing God's image (xvi. 10). Nevertheless, this natural innate

knowledge of God also is brought into relation with the Son,

the ante-mundane Christ. Not that He is to be thought as

the creator of it, for God alone creates (ii. 16, 10, 19); but

He, with ineffable hand, reveals it to the inner sense which

mysteriously lies in all men's hearts (xviii. 6) ; and thus He
is the principle of the development of the inner sense. In

this way He is in a certain degree the world-spirit, as Nature

has its unity in the world-soul. By means of His pre-exist-

ence in hypostatic form, He corresponds in a certain degree to

the idea of the Logos; but only on the ideal side of the

Logos, not on its creative, actual side. He represents, in the

aoifloc;' 6 yccp T'/;; ocXvjSzix; dTToOiti^iv 'ix-' ->'- 'Trpo(pYirit'cc;, 6 Qe t^; ^i>^oaoJ:iui

Koc.'A'Ki'hoylx; Trxpi^.'^v 'm OTOxoiafiuv 0OKi7 vipiaToiv rx; o6^o3f/^£/f. Coiiip. ii.

G-10.

^ The new thing which Christ reveals in Jesus is only tlu- gluiy of the

eternal Icingdom (Ilom. xviii. ITX

VOL. 1. O
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upliere of the formed, God as spirit, the world-soul nature in

God.

The Prophet of truth has as His peculiar gift, that He
always knows all, and can neither fail nor sin. 2\lan could

not see God without being blinded,—nay, not eyen a higher

being, an angel or the Son of God ; but the Son has showed

God, for He Himself has a form which transcends what is

gross and sensible (acrapKo^ elBia, Hom. xyii. IG). His eye is

infinite, and His spu'it eternal (iii. 12) ; from the Spirit of God
He knoweth all things (Hom. ii. 6, 10 ; iii. 11, 12, 17, etc.). He
is called the image of the Eternal King (Hom. iii. 17), and Him-
self King (iii. 19 ; yiii. 21, 22). To the Son, who is from the

foundation of the world (arr apxv^ alwvo<i), was it alone ap-

pointed to reveal to whom Pie will the Father (Hom. xyiii. 13) :

in this world He has the kingdom of the law, i.e., He is the

ruler by doctrine as moral lawgiver. Still, high as the Clemen-

tines thus place Him, they nevertheless do not identify Him
with ao^la, but hold Him to belong to the sphere of the created

(xvi. 10 ff. 14-18). As, however, the angels, though aaapicoL,

can yet change themselves into bodies, so the Son also, to whom
alone it is given to look upon the Father undazzled (xvii. 16).

As often as He appears. His appearance as the Prophet of truth

displays God's image for the age in which it happens. Thus
Adam had the pure spirit of the Messiah in him, as he was

born of the pure hand of God ; and so in others has the spirit

of the Messiah exhibited itself historically. It would be im-

pious^ to refuse that to the first man, and to attribute it tc

another, the product of sinful seed by the coition of the sexes.

It is alone pious, however, to regard the Messiah-spirit not as

iissociated with every individual of the species, but to vindicate

this as the privilege only of that subject who, standing above

individuals, runs through all time from the beginning of the

world, changing His name with His form, until he fall upon

His own age, and, anointed by God's grace, for His labours' sake

shall find eternal rest. This being is proved worthy already in

Adam to be a lord and ruler of all tilings.

It thus api)cars tliat His appearance also in Jesus is only

one among others. The same thing is shown under another

' Appciiilix, Note XXX.
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aspect. As the active and the passive in God are distinct, and

united as mascuHne and feminine, so does the perfection of the

vk'orld consist in its being an image of this unity. Hence the

active principle in tlie created world (the Son of God) seeks the

passive, the human form, to determine it and fill it ; and the

soul of man correspondingly, as a bride, finds in the Son of God

as it were her bridegroom (Horn. xiii. 16). These together in

their union i-epresent God's image. And this union of the mas-

culine and the feminine is rejn'esented ethically in the funda-

mental virtue (^CkavOpwirLa. For this is compounded of com-

passion, whicli is passive, and Eros, the giver of the masculine

impulse.^ We should have thus a sort of general incarnation of

the Son of God, not indeed in the immediate natural form, but

where everything is presented under an ethical point of view.

Still there remains hardly any distinction between the Just Men

of the Old Testament, who are so reckoned by the Clementines,

or even believers since the appearance of Christ in Jesus, and

Jesus Himself. It is evident that the Son of ( j od is thought

here as the conunon spirit of the true Church ; and that in con-

sequence of His not being discriminated from the Holy Ghost

—

of whom also, in the doctrine of the Church, a sort of general

incarnation is predicated—the author has been involved in the

impossibility of vindicating for Jesus Christ an exclusive place.

He feels himself, indeed, constrained to view the Son of God

hypostatically ; but in order to this, he severs Him from the

divine, so that by becoming united to this All-Christ, we do not

at all become united to God Himself. The last cause of this

is, that he recognises in God and God's image—the world that

is to become the Church— only a duadic, not a triadic process.

He knows not, that is, to assign a place to the second, the

mediating momentum, in which, on the one hand, the distinction

of God from the world must culminate (not in sin, but rather

in the highest act of free love) ; and on the other hand, the union

of God with the world and the world with God is in its ^nin-

cipli! posited : he hastens to the goal, which, however, from

neglecting to take the way that leads to it, he reaches only

api)arently, whilst in truth, and logically, he has not got essen-

tially beyond the beginning. He contents himself with an

' Horn. xii. G, 7. The (ftX»'j$pu'7rla. is dppiyo^^M- Conip. Honi.

xvi. 12
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apparent mediator, a Christ who may as well be called the

Holy Ghost, and yet is not the Holy Ghost of Christianity.^

As respects the death and resurrection of Christ, the Cle-

mentines know not to obtain for them any dogmatical signifi-

cancy. Nevertheless, to the manifestation of the Christ in

Jesus there still remains a place all its own. Were this wholly

wanting, these Homilies could not be viewed as a Christian

phaenomenon. Besides what has been said above on Baptism

(viii. 22, 23 ; ix. 19, 20, 23 ; xi. 25 ff.) and on the Episcopate

(Hom. iii. 60-70), there belongs to this head the doubtful pas-

sage, which speaks concerning the metamorphoses of the Son of

God, who pervades the duration of the world (iii. 20). For

this manifestation shall not continue without end, but the

Christ finds His goal and His time from which He has an

abiding repose. The state of rest, however. He finds along with

His last manifestation ; and this last is that in Jesus. Jesus

Christ is King of the pious ; His virtue is rewarded with lord-

ship (iii. 19, 20) ; the manhood of Jesus, consequently, must

also endure ; though it is nowhere said that He shall judge the

world. In Jesus, the Son of God is the bringer of the universal

law, which quenches the fire of altars, and brings peace, love, and

remission of sins (iii. 19, 26). He endured temptations to sin

(viii. 21) ; He also spared not His blood (iii. 19) ; as a father He
cared for His children. He was endowed also with a firm, all-

embracing will ; and it would be heathenish to say that He, the

Prophet of truth, as He proved Himself to be by His predictions

concerning Jerusalem, possessed the knowledge that was peculiar

to Him at one time, and had it not at another (iii. 11-17)."

The author is well aware that he has not, in what he has ad-

vanced, come up to what was held determined in the Christo-

logy then predominant;'' he feels that he is at variance with

the rest of Christians, and is peevish and vexed on account of

this. Christianity cannot be satisfied with seeing in Christ

only a semi-dokotic middle-being ; for, if the mediator is only

a creature, the reconciliation between God and the world remains

only half-accomplished : it is not a reconciliation which reaches

to the being and to the basis of the human heart and the heart

of God.' But to the author '*f the Clementines it is an offence

' Appendix, Note YYY. * Appendix, Note ZZZ.

' Appendix, Note AAAA.
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that deity should be ascribed to Christ. The monarchy of God
is for him the highest ; idolatry is the summit of ungodHness

(Horn. ii. 20, 19; iii. 6). It seems to him a small gain that

the world should be converted from polytheism to a belief in

the deity of Christ ; on the contrary, in his view, the last de-

ception thus propagated is worse than the first. Hence he

endeavom's to invalidate the grounds on which the Church

rests the deity of Christ, and gives his own explanation of some

of the principal passages on which that is founded. The
utterance, Gen. i. 26, "Let us make man," has reference,

according to him, not to Christ, not even to the Son of God
from the beginning, but to the Spirit of God, or the Wisdom
which created the world. The passage. Matt. xi. 27, " Xo
man knoweth the Son but the Father, and no man the Father

but the Son, etc.," Peter explains, in opposition to Simon
]\Iagus, who defends the deity of Christ, as meaning that

Christ has brought nothing essentially new, no new idea of

God. Jesus, it is true, says that no man knows the Father

but He : but this cannot mean that the pious under the Old
Testament did not possess the true idea of God ; on the con-

trary, it means that the wicked live as if they knew not God,

—

the discourse being of practical knowledge ; or. It is the Son of

God from the beginning, the alone appointed revealer, and none

other, through whom all pious men have known and acknow-

ledged God; or, in fine, the words, "Xo man knoweth the

Father but the Son only," mean. No man knows whose son I

am,—they think I am David's; which is also the meaning of

the words, " No man knoweth the Son but the Father." For
the rest, there are endless ways of viewing the passao-e ; and
so the author lets the matter rest with the conclusion, that

Adam, Xoah, Abraham, etc., have known the Father (Horn,

xvii. 4; xviii. 13, 14, 4).

He also, however, brings dogmatical reasons against Christ's

deity. A prophet who seduced to other gods, was, under tlie

law, to be stoned to death. It was consequently the mark of

a false prophet, that he sought to introduce another than God
into His place. It is true that angels arc called gods, but only

abusively. It was an angel who spoke to Moses from the busli,

who wi-estled with Jacob, and was born as Immanuel (Horn. xvi.

14). To the Magus Simon tnc author makes one say, " If
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whosoever speaks against the just and only God is worthy of

death, then was thy teacher desen^edly put to death." To
which Peter rephes :

" Our Lord neither taught other gods

along with Him who made all things, nor did He announce

Himself as a god; God, however, justly rewarded with bless-

edness Him who called Himself Son of God, who made all

things." Simon asks, " Does it not appear to you that He is

God, since He is of God "?" Peter :
" How that can be, say

thou ; for we cannot tell it to thee ; we have not heard it from

Him. It appertains to the Father not to be begotten, to the

Son to be begotten. That which is begotten cannot be com-

pared {ov avyKplverai) with the unbegotten, or, it may be, the

self-begotten." Simon : " But they nevertheless are at one in

this, that they are begotten, though not in the same way."

Peter :
" He who is not in all respects the same with any one,

cannot participate with him in all his appellations. The One
is self-begotten, or, it may be, unbegotten ; that which is be-

gotten cannot be at the same time this, even though he be of

the same nature. Human bodies also have immortal souls

which are invested with God's Spirit, and, proceeding from God,

are of the same nature, but yet are not gods. If, however,

any one will, nevertheless, on this account call them gods,

then must all souls of men, the dead and the living, the born

and those yet to be begotten, be gods. Wilt thou, then, from

mere love of opposing me, affirm this, that they also are gods ?

In that case, what great matter is it for Christ to be called God?
For He has that which all have (c. 16). We call Him God to

whom just that is proper which no other can have." ^ In what,

then, does this consist, according to him ? In purely physical

attributes. God is on all sides without bounds ; hence He is

also called Infinite. Now, since no one biit He is boundless, it

is absolutely necessary to call Ilim Infinite. He who denies

that lies ; for there cannot be together two infinites in all re-

spects, as one would limit the other ; and thus is one the In-

comparable. " I seek not," continues Peter, " to denote to

thee the name of God, for it is unspeakaltle ; l)ut it expresses,

according to convention among men, a, fixed concept. If thou

fj\\(i this name to another, thou wilt readily also ascribe to him

tlie essciitiiil f(iialitv belonging to it, without intending to do so.

' "What is peculiar to God is consequently incommunicable.
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Tiie spoken name is also the precursor of -what at first was

not wished to be said. In this way the exaggeration is extended

to that which befoi'e had remained unsaid, and the honour be-

lono-ino- to God is transferred to that which was before unknown,"'

Here we see clearly how this Monarchian accounts for the rise

of the belief in the deity of Christ. Since he cannot believe

in it, even though the words of Christ Himself lead to it, and

since he has not found, or as yet known, in his religious expe-

rience, which fluctuates unsteadily between the ]Magian and the

Pelagian system, the point of rest, the true reconciliation, in

possession of which a man is constrained to think nothing less

of Christ than that He is Mediator as God-man, he seeks to

trace the origin of the belief in Christ's Godhead to the word
" God," which had been applied to Christ ; which is almost on

a parallel with the wisdom of Anselm's Gaunilo, who seeks to

derive the belief in God from the sound of the word " God."*

And it is quite the same with the instance which is adduced

from God's infinitude against the Godhead of Christ. For

thereby the writer announces that, much as he speaks of recti-

tude, the central element in the concept of God lies not in

spiritual, but in physical qualities, in an outward infinitude. It

is worthy, however, of notice also, how he in this way comes

into collision with himself. For when he, in order to view God
as a person, and perhaps still more through the influence of the

physical stand-point with which he is entangled, calls God the

Beautiful, and ascribes to Him form and body, Simon retorts

:

" If God has form, then has He a place, and is limited." To
which Peter replies :

" God is the Existent One ; Plis place is the

non-existent. But the non-existent cannot be compared with

the existent ; for space, when it is not filled, is virtually nothing.

Thus the non-existent comes to be space, or a containing thing,

only through the Existent One. !MoreoAer, that which is sur-

rounded is often greater than that which surrounds ; e.gr., tlie

* [Gamiilo was a monk who, in reply to Anselm's Proslogimn on tho

being of God, A\Totc a tract under the title " Liber pro insipienti," in allu-

sion to Anselm's use of Ps. xiv. 1 in his treatise. In this Gaunilo main-

tained, that from the mere fact that a certain fixed concept is attached to

the word " God" in the understanding, it does not follow that God is so

comprehended as to be roalize<l, that is, to be believed in as an actuaj

existence. In the text, the author seems to me to have fallen into some

inaccuracy as to the position of Gaunilo in this dispute.—Tn.l
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sun, wlinli is surrounded by the rether. As it sends forth

beams, so does God also, whose it is to send forth an infinitely

diffused communication." But if, without prejudice to the

Divine personality (a-^rj/jia, /xop(f)i] Qeov), and the actual exist-

ence of the world of space, it must be possible to think God as

infinite and unlimited, since the world is posited as the momen-

tum of the Divine life itself, and this as surpassing all bounds,

and yet ever abiding constant ; this either amounts to nothing,

or tliis solution of the antinomy in the relations of the definite

and limited to the unlimited must tend to the advantage of

Christology. If God is not actually immediately infinite, but

if this is only a secondary quality in Him mediated by will,

inasmuch as infinite extension is only possible in space, in a

world, and this cannot be given Him, but only can exist

through His will, so that the willing of a world and the willing

of Himself in it must precede His endless existence in it : if

this be so, one cannot see why there should not be for Christ as

well as for God, who is conceived as of perfect beauty, an all-

dominating, all-embracing infinitude, mediated through the

inner intensive infinitude by an act of will ; i.e., why the author

does not, in place of God endowed with beauty and form, pre-

sent the idea of the perfect God-man.

But, indeed, as the principle of finitudc, which in the doc-

trine of the Church is represented by the Son, is transferred

to the Father as possessing form and shape, there remains for

the Son no essential, independent position. As, however, this

momentum of finitude is immediate in God as the beautiful,

and is that in God by which the mediation of a transit to the

world and the becoming man has been made possible, by which

the fixed concept of the quiescent God has been embodied ;

and though then, by means of the eWracrt? and crvaroKr], the

rigid concept of (iod has been relaxed, yet, as we have seen

above, the Son, who must represent as well as mediate the dis-

tinction, is thus shorn of His rights ; and the same is true of the

difference between God and the world in the simply dyadic

process. The longing which conducts the soul to the idea of

an incarnation of God— in which the difference is alike fully

set fortli, and the union is in ])rln<'ii)le begun—is here assuaged

by the assum])lion llint God is possessed of form and beauty in

Himself; and willi this flicn' is left for Christ only a place
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among the created. And yet this Adam-Christ, who is in a

certain measure the truth in all the pious, fluctuates incon-

stantly hither and thither between Divine attributes, or the

universal world-spirit and a created hypostasis of the nature

of an ano-el. One may state tiie matter thus : The tendency

which conducts to Sabellianism and that which conducts to

Arianism are as yet confused, muddily mixed together ;
just as

in the becfinnings of Ebionism, Ebionism and Doketism lay

bound together in the mind of Cerinthus. They begin to sepa-

rate in the beginning of the third century, as the Recognitions

of the Pseudo-Clement prove.^ The Ebionitic heresy has in

the Homilies become so far developed, that it sets forth its

reverse side, Doketism, and falls over into this. How loosely

the two sides of Christ's Person Avere conceived to be united, is

expressed, partly, in the multiplicity of the appearances of

Christ, wliich of necessity renders the form as compared Avith

the substance a matter of indifference ;
partly in the slight

significancy which the Clementines attach to the human side of

Christ. A similar career we shall see in Doketism, to which

we now proceed ; so that both, in so far as they are Christian

heresies, pass over into each other, and only for a period flow

on side by side as unconscious doubters of each other, till at

length the necessity Avill arise to bring out a common principle

of error in both, whose multiform variety and flexibility retains

nevertheless this of uniformity, that it is always serviceable to

the growing development of the Church doctrine.

1 Appendix, Note EBBB.
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CHAPTER THIKD.

DOKETISM.

Ebionis:m, ^A'hich took its stand on the history of Jesus as a

teacher or prophet, a worker of miracles and a lawgiver, ad-

hered as a vis inertuv to the dogmatico-historic movement. In-

stead of this movement, it sought itself to be immanent as a

momentum—to set itself up as an independent magnitude for

itself—to subject the Christian principle to itself—to hold and

bind it to itself. It met the development in the Church seduc-

tively, and received from it, in many points, support ; as in the

at first not yet vanquished disposition to overestimate the escha-

tological element, to lay too little weight on the reconciliation in

Christ, as well as to abide too much merely by the prophetic and

royal offices of Christ, the necessary result of which was a post-

poning of the Person of Christ, and of the act of His becoming

man, to His baptism, by which He was inaugurated to these

two offices. Nor was its seductive power broken, until, through

the sound development in the Church, the possibility of Ebion-

ism was excluded in all points. This development, however,

was not a little furthered, both negatively and positively, by

means of the Ebionitic heresy : negatively, because Ebionism

in its separate peculiarity stood forth as a clear and significant

warning beacon, teaching what the consequence would be if the

principle of Ebionism wa« suffered by the Church to remain

not wholly conquered
;

positively, because it represented a per-

fectly legitimate element of the Christology, and had a just

ground against the Church so long as she neglected to incor-

porate, as an essential element in the Christology, the actual

manifestation of Christ in His humiliation, of which it was

never weary of reminding her, and to bring this into harmony

with His higher nature ; i.e., so long as Doketism was still
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capable of exerting power. And thus was Ebionism rendered

by the Lord of the Church a blessing to lier, so long as in her

temporal manifestation an Ebionitic or a Doketic tendency re-

mained unconquered. In fact, the development in the Church

in the course of the two first centuries was not as yet secured

in itself against Doketic lapses. There needs only to be recalled

to remembrance here, that the one-sided inclination to eschato-

locT}', and 10 the viewing of Christ as the Lord of gloiy, already

opened a door to Doketism. On the other hand, the sudden

and convulsive impression which Christianity made by her en-

trance on mankind, burstinn; as she did like an illuminatins

and discriminating flash into the ancient night, with the new
heavenly world which she unfolded, with the new concept of

God which she brought, could not but have a similar effect

upon minds recollecting themselves as from a chaotic dream-life,

gathering themselves up above themselves, above the old world

and the new ; so as for a time to induce to a snapping asunder

of all the threads of the historical past, in order the more pui'ely

to construct according to its nature the new supernatural state

of things, so essentially different from the old. In the general,

however, this is the especially grand thing in Christ's appear-

ance, that in it the extremest ends and antitheses marvellously

interpenetrate. But to the as yet unexercised Christian think-

ing there lay in this a temptation, since it knew not how to har-

monize directly the extremes, to abide by that which seemed

best to accord with the newness and m'eatness of Christianitv,

and rather to dispense with the lower, the human side, than to

detract from the higher. It was impossible, certainly, alto-

gether to overlook the former ; for in that case the revelation

in Christianity could not have been regarded as a reality, and

such a thoroughgoing Doketism could, as little as the cor-

responding Ebionism (see above, p. 199), lay claim to be called

a Christian heresy. But if we take our stand by those Dokcta3

and Gnostics who did not seek utterly to deprive the Christo-

logy of a historical basis, but were willing to allow that in

Jesus the eternal idea of the Christ came somehow to reality,

it may be said of them, that a higher strain of Christian con-

sciousness was suffered to infuse its influence into this tendency,

however dangerous it was in other respects. And this is shown,

too, not only in its relation to the jejune and frigid Ebionism,
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l)ut also in the hymnology, which appears to have reached a

flovirishing condition soonest among them.

The most ancient ti'ace of Doketism is found in the New
Testament.-"^ But it reached its higher significancy first in the

more fully developed Gnostic systems. This is not the place

to sketch these in their full extent ; nevertheless, something

by way of introduction must be premised. The common
element in Gnosticism is opposition to the simple empirical

faith, with which the Gnostics reproached the Cliurch gene-

rally, as being founded merely on authority, and having for

its contents not the inner truths of Christianity, but merely

its shell ; its aim Avas positively to apprehend the spiritual con-

tents of Christianity in a spiritual manner. In itself, this is

none other than what the Church doctrine aspires to ; but the

spiritual manner with which it has to do is primarily religion

and religious experience, according to which the contents of that

which must be taken up by the spirit are determined. In reli-

gion as such the point of issue is not spontaneity, but depend-

ence on and receptivity of the reconciling grace ; and it is from

this, but only secondarily, that true spontaneity in knowing and

doing is developed. With the Gnostics, on the contrary, if we
omit Marcion and Apelles, the principal thing is not the re-

ligious interest, but that of knoiving^- which in the sphere of

religion is only one momentum among others. In the region of

reconciliation tliey tarried only contemplatively ; contem])lation

is their uvd7ravai<i. The way to this eternal rest of contemplation

is with them knowledge ; in apprehension and knowledge, how-

ever, human spontaneity is already the principal thing. Where
knowledge is constituted the supreme excellence of man, there

results by consequence an intellectual Pelagianism, since no

moral and religious regeneration of the man is desired by

knowledge, but this itself is sought as perfection, just as a

^ 1 John iv. 2. The heretics referred to here (dvTixpiTroi) do not deny-

that Christ has come at all, but only that He has come in the flesh. The

other passage, 1 John ii. 22, signalizes those who distinguish Jesus from the

Christ; wliich may be either Kl)ionitic or Doketic, as in Cerinthus both arc

foiuid in turn. The heretics also referred to, Col. ii. 8, 17 f., and those of

the Pastoral Epistles, if they followeil out their princijiles in Christology,

were Doketic. That Ignatius and othor apostolic Fathers mention thia

Jieresy, has been already noticed.

'^ Ajipciidix, Note CCCC.
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practical Pela^Ianism emerges Avliere tlie dignity and worth of

man are viewed as lying in work and ethical deed.

Viewing Gnosticism as thus a one-sided system, which lias

its correlate in the ergismus of Jewish Christianity, we may say

that the simple New Testament Pistis, which combines the prac-

tical and the theoretic in a higher unity, is in these two divari-

cated very much as individual peculiarities existing previous to

the reception of Christianity determined.^ It would be a mis-

take here to seek to arrange according to nations ; in Gnos-

ticism, where men born Jews hellenize, etc., we rather see how
the pre-Christian nationalities are reducible to mere types of

certain one-sidednesses of human nature generally.

Gnosticism is one of the notable phjenomena of the Christian

Church. In it the interest in Christianity as the truth was

aroused to the greatest extent, and the previously languidly

advancing development of Christian knowledge received an im-

pulse which operated through centuries. Looking at the age

now before us, we may say that never had so powerful a desire

for knowledge been sent forth upon Christianized humanity as

there was then. It is true that before Christ a great process of

religious philosophizing had been introduced upon many points,

and in various ways ; and to this, which evidently had a bearing

on the preparation for Christianity, the initiatory Christian

gnosis attached itself." But it was in Christianity that, for the

first time, the decisive ferment was introduced which completed

that decomposing process which was going on confusedly in the

pre-Christian religions and religious ideas, and at the same time

also completely effected the separation and clearing off of what

was heterogeneous. It may, indeed, certainly be said, that in

^ It is to be understood that none of these one-sided views is altogether

detached from religion itself ; otherwise they could not form the subject

of treatment hero. What concerns us here is only the preponderance of

the one over the other. The Gnostics sought a religious knowledge, the

others a rehgious practice.

2 To the Philonian religious philosophy, after a Hellenistic manner,

there attached themselves especially Valentinus and his school ; to the

Diiaiisfic in Syria and the surrounding country, represented, probably,

alrcaily before Christ by an ophitic system (comp. Baur, Die Christhche

Gnosis, p. 191, n. 3G), Saturnilos, the Christianizing Ophites, the Se-

cundians, Bardesanes, etc. ; in fine, to a Jaduizhuj theosophy, Cerintlms,

J'l.isilides, the Gnostic Ebionitcs about I'oHa and Arabia, and the Pseudo

Clementine homilies, "^'^e note EEEE in Apiscndix.
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Gnosticism generally the still unsubdued remains of Paganism

and Judaism pressed into Christianity and disfigured it ; and

this is to a certain extent true, as well as the conflict of the Chris-

tian principle against this disfigurement. But, on the other

hand, the historian must here also recognise the great drama,

that all that had been strong and great in the faith of those who
lived before Christ pressed on all sides, in the various forms of

Gnosticism, into the sphere of tlie Christian principle, that, freed

from error, it might through the Christian principle survive for

ever amid the decay of the ancient world. And from it Chris-

tianity itself became a great gainer. Xow, for the first time,

could it be proved the absolute religion for all mankind ; for,

by contact with all the principles of pre-Christian religious

power, with which it had to do in the heresies that arose in its

own bosom, and thereby as with itself, or a part of what it pre-

sented to the world, it learned for the first time to know itself

in concreto, and proved itself to be the truth of all that was pre-

Christian. Xow tlie Church is constrained to show all the mo-

menta which before were scattered and one-sided, as what she

herself carries in far higher manner in her proper substance.

The whole spiritual world of the pre-Christian period, rich but

confused, drinks and draws into itself the Christian principle

M-hich has been historically displayed ; there begins to be con-

strncted out of the material of the old its own proper world of

thought ; and though the erection be at first fantastic, though

it ethnicizes after a dualistic or Hellenistic manner, the Chris-

tian principle in it always remains true to its ^"ocation, to be tJae

religion which com])rehends and encloses the truth of all that

was pre-Christian in itself. One might even say that the whole

process of religious liistory before Christ is rapidly recapitulated

in Gnosticism ; turned on all sides, there is in it an utterance

that the Christian principle is conscious of, and it has to show

that there is given in it the all-sided, the entire truth ; that it is

what are justly called religions in their truth. The ethnic de-

sire to form gods had been extinguished : it is the aim of the

Gnostic thinking to preserve these as categories clothed in

symbol, and to con-stmct a sort of Christian Olympus. But as

a conscfpicnce of tliis, it follows that the Christian principle to

which they were apj)roximated over})owers them, or assimihites

itself A work certaiidv of boundk'ss significancy, for the
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making of Cliristianlty, hitherto enclosed within narrow hmits,

actually a world-religion.^

If we regard the Gnostics only as those who com23leted this

noteworthy fact in the world's history, the spectacle is indeed

unsatisfying, for each of them appears too much in love with

that form of pre-Christian belief which he undertakes to in-

corporate with Christianity, or to show to be in it ; and so it

is not the pure Christian principle itself which this work com-
pletes_, and the advantage of which it promotes. If also there

was with them a bringing of all that Avas pre-Christian into

connection with what is Christian, if this Avas already raised

above itself, and if the power of the Judaic and ethnic prin-

ciple was already somewhat broken by the beginnings of Chris-

tian thinking,— still it was only when the full Christian prin-

ciple co-operated in this, that the exclusion of the false and the

reservation of the eternal were completely effected ; when it

links itself to the movement of these true momenta by which an
entrance is promoted, and regenerates them out of itself. In
the simple faith, neither Gnostic nor ergistic, but such as is to

be presupposed as the unity of both of these, the purer Christian

principle has always had its representatives, who came forward
at the right time reconciling and uniting, and who confirmed

and ratified the common faith as well by the conscious master-

ing of possibilities which had always been manifest, as by the

conscious adoption and use of new momenta of what the faith

contains. They did not, however, accomplish this by deter-

mining against the gnosis, but by the Church's entering into it

;

without giving up its peculiar religious character, the Church,
after the momentarily distracting and stormy Gnostic period,

entered upon that season of bloom which begins soon after the

middle of the second century.

The tendency to gnosis, accordingly, viewed in the gross,

was not an arbitrary undertaking of reason, but was one which,
led on by the pre-Christian history, was for the first time

brought into a right track by the Christian principle, and con-

ducted to aim at an intelligence above Christianity and the })re-

Christian religions.

' Comp. Baiungartcu-Crusius, Lehrbuch dcr Doginougosoliichte, i. lol.
" llic GnosticB introduced studies, literature, aud art into the Cliristian

Church."
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As the fruit of the common working of Gnosticism and the

Church Fathers, less cannot be signahzed than the conscious

gain of the essential viomenta of the Christian concept of God.

Every religion is what it is through its concept of God. This

is alike the signature of each. It is not the problem of evil,

nor is it the cosmogony, which, on the whole, is the question

Gnosticism proposes to deal with ; but if we recognise in it an

attempt to reconcile all the principles, all the concepts of God
in the pre-Christian religions, with Christianity, we shall reach

the point from which all the species of Gnosticism diverge, and

may be recognised according to their actual significancy by

considering what is the Christian concept of God, and what

those were that lay beyond Christianity. As respects the latter,

they were, when viewed in a religio-philosophic light, in their

ethnic forms pantheistic, partly dualistic, partly monistic ; which

two are the reverse of each other, like joy and grief.^ In all

forms of both, the physical predominates : the concept of God
remains bound in physical definitions. It is true, that since

Hellenic science penetrated like a corrosive fluid all these reli-

gions, the ancient form of the collective nature-religions dis-

appeared ; the old deities, and polytheism itself, came to be

reduced to the "Ov, the absolute simple substance. But as this

is not the one living God of religion, thought cannot rest here,

but turns into the dualistic or monistic faith of Pantheism, as

before the religious instinct had done the same in order to gain

a concrete concept of God. The intellect before Christianity

was, in all that it laid down positively, thoroughly fettered by

ethnic pi-csumptions.

Now, in the ethnic religions and systems of a monistic form,

God is the absolute Being and Life, Power and Beauty, in

some respects also Wisdom. If He is thereby also determined

to be Goodness, still this has not ethical aims, but something

finite for its substance, just as those other attributes are taken

physically. Dualism, on the contrary, I'ccognises in the <^vai,<;

the diversity which lies hidden in it from the beginning; and as

it becomes more clearly apprehended by the mind, it enunciates

tliis as the antithesis no longer simply of light and darkness, of

frienrlly and hostile powers, but of spirit and matter ; and this,

whether in a more rugged form it rcj)ndiates all mediation, or

' Api)cn(lix, >;utu DDDD.
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slips in sometliing mediate (e. gr. the psychical). Here God is

thought as a spiritual Nature ; spirits are an emanation from

Him ; the world is also, nevertheless, as much a process of the

Divine life and passion as an act of the Divine -will. Dualism

cannot be a teleological form of religion, though it is conceived

in the effort towards this, but must always have a character

rather sesthetic and fatalistic than ethical. In fine, the Hebrew
religion is teleologic Monotheism. Its pre-eminence does not

lie in its possessing unity in place of duality or plurality. For
Pantheism also, the stand-point of substance has a unity,

though a transient one. But its greatness lies in this, that in

it the duality of the natural and spiritual physis is made to

coalesce in the common dependence from a higher princij^le,

which marks out for each its proper place, that, namely, of rec-

titude, which apportions to each its problem and its lot accord-

ing to its worthiness. The idea of rectitude first established

the Monotheism of the patriarchal religion, and it is the

essential substance of the I.,aw.

These three stand-points, which correspond to the three

chief forms of the pre-Christian religions, stand over against

each other in Gnosticism as religio-philosophic.^ Some sought

to abide by the view of Christianity which regards it as that by

which the antithesis of spirit and matter was first fully brought

to view, and the structure of a pneumatic world out of this

hylic world, elevating itself to heaven, is begun ; whilst the old

world, including even Judaism, was hylic, and belonged to an

e^^l, dark God. The Valentinian system sought hellenically to

soften the wild, fantastic duahsm in its oldest form, the ophitic,

and by the extrusion of the pantheistic side in the dualism to

produce luiity. It recognises no absolute principle in matter,

for it teaches its annihilation ; in order to mediate the antitheses,

the physical, according to the Platonic trichotomy, was interpo-

lated. The idea of beauty retained its place. But the idea of

rectitude and of ethical love was wholly excluded ; for the

object here is to remove the transcendence of God. On the

contrary, the Divine is defined as the All-life in diverse forms

and stages, as the world-forming, governing, and perfecting

power,—above all, as knowledge." The most strenuous ciTorts

' Appendix, Note EKKE.
2 It is noticeable, that whilst the system distributes everything else to

VOL. I. P
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are made to comprehend all being under thought, to represent

it as different phjenomenal stages of the Spirit as the thinker.^

Knowledge itself is the highest form of life ; and Christianity

perfects and deifies life by the absolute knowledge which be-

gins with it.

Against both these tendencies, in which we have represented

to us only Paganism under the double aspect of a dualistic and

a monistic Pantheism, the Judaistic form of the gnosis is fully

valid. This brings forward the ethical problem, and holds fast

by rectitude as the highest momentum in tlie concept of God ;

thus presenting a higher Monotheism than that pantheistic one

is, such as essentially involves the concept of creation. Here

also Christianity must be regarded as that which perfectly

realizes the rectitude of God ; partly, inasmuch as it perfectly,

and without fail, announces to the world the will of God

;

partly, inasmuch as this revelation, along with the forgiveness

of sins for those who better themselves, prepares and justifies

the decisive eschatological judgment for the unworthy. So

Cerinthus, and, after him, the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies.'

These three tendencies thus aimed to construe Christianity

as it were by physics, or logic, or ethics, and to represent God
as the pneumatic nature, or thought, or rectitude. Hence it was

proposed to unite what was true in these systems ; for the one

stood in exclusive opposition to the others, and only the first two

could in a certain w'ay be viewed as homogeneous complements

of each other. In these, however, the principle of nature-reli-

gion stood in direct opposition to the ethical principle of Ju-

daism. Each was valid against the other, and each also had its

weak point ; for neither can rectitude be the highest in the

concept of God, nor, ou the other hand, can His physical attri-

so many Iiypostases after a mythological fashion, the full Divine conscious-

ness is ascribed only to One, the Only-begotten. He alone forms wholly

the original reason. He is in God Himself the Mciliator of the Divine con-

sciousness ; and, as the perfect mirror of the Propator, takes without ques-

tion the highest place along with llim.

' Appendix, Note FFFF.
'^ Basilidcs, on the other liand, only partially belongs to tliis class,

tlirougli Jiis doctrine of rectitude. His view of the universal «,««^t>;t/xoi»

in men, of the pneumatic er/Aoy-/;, and in general of grace fulfdling right-

eousness, would bring him nearer to Christianity, were it not that with him

everything ethical is viewed physically. Comp. Grabe, Spicil. ii. 41.
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butes. A rectitude which only claims, but does not effectuate,

is impotent : a benevolent power which dispenses its gifts only

arbitrarily, and which, treating sin as only apparent, leaves no

place for rectitude, is unethical. Both sides are unable to in-

struct each other, and can only convert to the opposite error

;

for none of them, in so far as they speak of the supreme God,

has in his irnosis the hicrher unity of the momenta in their

equal validity, none has the pure Christian concept of God.

Only a bold creation from the fresh source of Christianity itself

could deliver the gnosis from its internal bonds.

Certainly there now appeared, as a rugged ergismus and

antagonist to the proper gnosis, a reaction of the religious "feel-

ing, which was spread widely through many lands, in Mon-

tanism ; but though in its earliest, enthusiastic form, in which

it was hostile to clear knowledge, it was indeed an enemy to

the death to the gnosis (though as onesided as itself), it could

neither give a reason for it, nor by its ecstasy overcome it. In

it there was thi'eatened, in its religious definitiveness, an ergis-

mus which erected piety into a good work. Xo sooner was it

matured, than the religious spirit and force dwelling in it must

needs come forth as productive and conflictive in the ecclesias-

tical course.

It is, rather than anything else, a new form of the gnosis

itself, which attacks victoriously both those earlier principal

fonns by means of a higher principle. If they had obscured

the Christian principle by recognising in it only the j^ei'/ection

of the pre-Christian ; IMarcion brought forward boldly and

enthusiastically his absolute newness [of Christianity]. The
newness consists in this, that therein a new concept of God is

given : God is love. He is not, consequently, ethical goodness,

not a pneumatic nature, not knowledge ; but He is spiritual

love. As against the Judaic principle, he says : God regards

not desert nor service ; but His greatness is His pre-eminent

grace. Others, indeed, before him had viewed what preceded

Christianity in the gross as the time of the dominion of an

antitheistic, or, at least, not truly Divine power ; but yet none

of them had been able, from their stand-point, to do otherwise

than assume the existence of pneumatic natures determined to

gnosis before Christianity ; so that Christianity could only

awaken the slumbering geriri, already j>osited, of these pneu-
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matic natures, and therel)y complete the pre-Christian. It

could create nothing new, nor, consequently, transmute the

old ^Yorld into a new. And the Judaic principle also, accord-

ing to which the revelation of righteousness must suffice, pre-

supposes an incorrupt state of human nature, and thereby

leaves for redemption only a precarious place. Marcion is the

first more clearly to present the antithesis between the old and

new world, as he is so filled with the new, the highest momen-

tum in the concept of God, that he first, in the strength of this

new positive element, love, sees across the cleft which separates

the old from the new.^ To him, heathenism and Judaism are

so different from Christianity, that he believes he can describe

the new thing that has risen upon his view only as a new God,

who, as the alone true, is also the eternal, though not before

revealed.^ He lays no stress on a preparation for Christianity

through the previous circumstances, development, or deed of

niankind ; but the more grace manifests itself without prepara-

tion, so much the more pre-eminent is it ; the less it already finds

of what is good and meritorious, so much the more divinely

does love beam forth in it,— that love which is not ashamed to

communicate itself to the unworthy.

As the pre-Christian religions were thus, in his estimation,

very far below Christianity, so also were the chief classes of the

gnosis, the ethnicizing (in both its principal forms) and the

Judaizing, very far below the Christian gnosis, the knowledge

of the unknown Father as He who hath revealed Himself in

Christ, and His death as the freely forgiving love, and by jus-

tification and the remission of sins, as the thoroughly jyer/ecting

love. He will have neither the heathen, unethical concept of

God, as his Doketic principles show, nor again does he recog

nise as in accordance with his view the Jewish God : it is only

the Christian idea of God that he will have, and he believes

that this can be preserved in its ])urity only as all that is pre-

Christian is separated from it.

Though Marcion thus set forth the higher principle which

is competent to the just union of all the momenta in the con-

cept of God, still the conflict and antagonism within the gnosis

' (Jharacteristic is tlic question to the Roman Presbyter : Tell me what

means this—No man puts new wine into old skins? etc.—Epiph. User. xlii. 2.

'^ Appendix., Note (JIGGG.
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itself Avas only thereby rendered the stronger. For he was able

to construe the Christian concept of God only in its antithesis

to the pre-Christian momenta, but not as the unity of these.^

It was only Church Fathers like Irenreus and Tertullian who,

by recognising as well the historical as the ideal aspect of

Christianity, were able, from the stand-point which a living

faith crave them, to deliver the gnosis from the antitheses in

which it was put under bann, and to collect the different mo-

menta of the concept of God, of which its various tendencies

gave a onesided representation ; and this they did, not in the

way of mere summation, but speculatively, since, penetrating

into these antitheses, they demonstrated in the inner unity of

those which seemed especially antagonistic, righteousness and

love.-^

By what has been hitherto advanced, the picture of the

Christology within the gnosis is sketched out.

What^ seems at tirst to most the common point of resem-

blance between the Gnostic forms, is Dohtism. But this has

not, as is often supposed, the same basis hi all ; on the con-

trary, in each tendency its basis is different. Though certainly

in ultimate reference there abides in the Gnostic systems gene-

rally a dualistic fundamental trait, by which something Doketic

is posited for Christology, yet is this dualistic element very dif-

ferently construed in the different forms. The oldest ethnicizing

dualism (which subsequently comes to unity hellenically inValen-

tinus, and was purified christianly by ^Marcion) views Christ as a

being whose nature is hght, and who cannot come into positive

intercourse with the darkness, with matter, or their domain, to

which also carnal humanity belongs, without being defiled."

The Doketism of the school of Valentinus comes forth in

another fashion. Here the ideal, the light of thought, is the

alone true being ; and hence in reference to all reality of the

actual world there is a certain indifference. This school ap-

proximates most to a simply ideal Christ, whilst those just

named sought to express the profoundest imiiression of the

supernatural character of the appearance of Christ. Never-

theless the ideal Christ was so represented by this second class,

that lie was historically conceived of. He must have an objec-

i Appendix, Note HHHH. - Appon.lix, Note HIT.

3 Appendix, Note JJJJ.
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tive historical significance in the process of the world's history,

yet not so as to give Himself np to finitude, and relinquish His

fixed position as opposed to the outward reality.

Marcion s Doketism has again another root. For he makes

use of it to make evident the absolute newness of Christianity

;

and hence his prejudice in favour of the suddenness of its ap-

pearance. It is only thus that his laying so much stress on the

death of Christ is to be accounted for ; for as, according to him,

all lies in the newness of Christianity, which consists in the

revelation of love, to deny the death of Christ would be to lose

hold of the highest proof of love ; and accordingly he held fast

by the death of Christ, without, however, supposing that with

that the curse of the Almighty was in any way connected.

In fine, the Judaizing form of Gnosticism became Doketic

from this, that, as in general it aims to resolve in its way the

antithesis between freedom and grace, but knows only to place

the human subject over against the divine according to its

juristic principle, or to suffer both to alternate in their value,

so it dealt also Avith the Person of Christ. Further, it arose

from this also, that, in accordance with the same deistic stand-

point, it could unite with the man Jesus, not God, but only one

of the higlier spirits ; and thus there is given of itself a sujd-

pression of the true manhood, or a lowering of this to a simple

Doketic form.^

As we have seen from what precedes, in the first place,

what the different Gnostics sought to know as the peculiar

essence of Christianity, and, along with that, what we owe to

Christ (the work of Christ) ; from which it appears that all

except Marcion place this work in his doctrine, whether ethical

or theoretic (cosmogonic and theogonic) ; and as, in the second

place, we have pointed out Doketism as what is common to all

the Gnostic systems, and have deduced this from the principle

of each ; it only remains for us to consider the different forms

of this Doketism.

Here, first, in reference to the liujlier nature itself, it ap])cars

that they felt bound to call Christ Savioui', and to view Him
hypnstatically ;'^ that all, ^Marcion alone excepted, refused to

admit tliat it was the Divine Being who appeared historically,

but held that it was only an JKon, Christ. He is an emanation

' So in the rsciulo-CleinoiifiiK'S. - Aiipcudix, Note KKKK.
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01* 7rpoj3o\r] of the Highest Being (e.gr. according to Basilides,

Epiph. Hier. xxiv. 1). He is, indeed, a divine being; but that

which is divine K.i. abides by itself, does not come forth; and,

on the other hand, all the pneumatic natures before Christ,

whose existence only Marcion ventured to deny, are in essence

like Him. Certainly this JEon Christ is so preferred before

all, that he can give the fullest announcement as Avell con-

cerning the entire Pleroma as concerning the abysmal Divine

essence itself. This has been worked out beautifully, especially

by the Valentinian school (Iren. i. 2). No sooner (on the fall

of Achamoth) was a link in the chain of the Plei'oma broken,

and, for the establishment of Avhat still stood, Christ was brought

forth and the Holy Ghost by the Monogenes (consequentlv

after the fact which the creation of the world made good), than

the whole Pleroma determined, rejoicing in the unity and har-

mony thereby established, to unite whatever each -<^on had

that was most beautiful and glorious, and thereby to produce

for the glorifying of the Bythos a perfect beauty, a luminous

star, the common effulgence as it were of the Pleroma. This

was done in Jesus, whom they call also Soter, and Christ, and

Logos, and All, since Pie is from all. And in this product of

the common joy and unity the Pleroma shows and establishes

its harmony. Christ is, according to this, the former of Nature

;

but it is Jesus, or the Soter, who brings the pneumatic element

as hidden seed into the world, and, through the historical ap-

pearance of Christ, to form, in the perfect knowledge which He
communicates.

They endeavour in various ways to set forth the Soter per-

fectly ;^ as, e.gr., when they see in Him a Svva/j,L<i itself, even of

the Sige or the Arrheton, not merely collect the forces of the

Pleroma in Him, as Marcus (Epiph. xxx. 10), or when they

identify Him with the primitixe essence, or derive Him from

this (see what is said of a party of the Colorbasians in Epiph.

XXXV. 1, and the Marcosians, ibid, xxxiv. 8, 10). But, how-
ever various their efforts for this end. He always remains, in

their judgment, an iEon who began to be, and is subordinate

to the Supreme Being. And if some of them (as Heracleon,

Ej)iph. xxxvi. 2, XXXV. 1) call the Supreme Father of tlie uni-

' Si-e a multitude of tlie.su in Epiplian. liter, xxxv. 1, xxxiv. 8, 10,

5c\iv. l-.'l xxxi. 7.
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verse Himself, the first Principle, no longer Bytlios, but pri-

mitive man, "AvdpfOTTo^, and boast of it as a great mystery that

the highest, the all-embracing, and over-all-existing Power, is

called Man ; still there is nothing in this, as we already have

seen in the case of the Clementine Homilies, favourable to the

idea of the incarnation. On the contrary, as seems to have

been exemplified at least with Heracleon (see note KKKK), the

universe being pantheistically conceived as an incoherent mul-

teity of which God is the unity, there remains for the Soter

nothing else than to be one of the powers of the primal man.

It deserves also to be mentioned, that the gnosis, in none of its

forms, ascribes world-creative power to the higher principle in

Christ ; but at the utmost, as in the school of Valentinus, only

world-framing power. It is precluded from the former by its

hostile position towards the Hyle. It is instructive to see how

the gnosis, however high may be the flight it takes, always in-

voluntarily sinks back again into what is particularistic : Christ's

significancy is a limited one ; it is valid only for the pneumatic

class which it already is by nature ;^ with the hylic the divine

itself can become ready only through annihilation. As, how-

ever, the gnosis has thus in it something of the nature of caste

or aristocratic exclusiveness towards the one human class, so, on

the other side, there is a just retribution and consequence, in

that the highest divine in it alone retains something exclusive

towards the pneumatic powers themselves. Foi*, as they do not

view God as love, they have not the God who can sui'mount

the hylic, not the supreme God. But their highest God, who
remains to them, has always something physically limited, re-

mains always the strange, either exclusive or consuming

Bythos,""' if they do not, as happened to the later Gnostics,

pursue the converse direction, transpose all that is divine into

what is present, and so, with the abrogation of all self-existence

in God, give up the highest good itself, the blessed communion

with God in knowledge and love. It is self-evident that the

Judai/.inff frnosis can receive no more favourable sentence.

For, with the antagonism between God and the world, which is

posited ])y the mere principle of rectitude, there is necessarily

^ Conip. 0. gr. Horaclcon in (inibe I.e. ii. 237.

2 Tlie rcarler may lumembcr tlic Horos aud its activity (comp. Baur,

Gnosis, \K 128)
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thought a transcendence of God without immanence, and the

innermost essence of God as incommunicable ; so that in Christ

there is not a truly Divine being.—A totally different position was

assumed by Marcion through the Christian idea of love, which

is not to him, as to the other Gnostics, a simply unmeaning word,

but, inasmuch as the presupposition of liis gnosis is a living

Christian consciousness, is the fundamental category of his

concept of God. With him, God as love comes in the place

of the obscure basis, the Bythos, which never comes into mani-

festation ; and thus in his view the revelation in Christ is not

the revelation of a subordinate potence or emanation, but of

the Supreme God Himself. The only contribution which he

casts into the Gnostic treasury is, that he views religion ex-

clusively by itself, as severed from nature and the creation, and

thus falls into a religious particularism, as they do into a parti-

cularism of gnosis. Thus limiting the universal significancy of

Christ by a sort of doctrine of predestination, he is able to

think Him not as Creator of the world, but only as Saviour

and Redeemer. He leaves it in the general doubtful in what

relation the truly Divine, whose innermost essence Christ mani-

fests and represents,^ stands to God. That he thought it as a

truly Divine hypostasis in G od, is not probable ; least of all could

he represent it as a subordinated ^on. There remains only the

patripassian or Sabellian representation ; but we have no proof

that he followed either. What is most probable is, that he did

not follow out his peculiar principle of love fiirther in this

direction ; and thus, that the first or third view was preferred

by him as possible. His own gnosis lingered, like that of his

favourite Apostle Paul, by preference in the anthropological

region ; in the theological gnosis he remained dependent from

Cerdo (Epiph. Har. xli. 1, comp. xlii. 1-3).

In what has been said we have gained the premisses for

understanding the relation in which, according to the Gnostics,

the liigher in Christ stands to the human. In general, they,

Mai'cion excepted, regard the humanity of Clu'ist as the organ

for the revelation of the Divine truth : it is the merely momen-

^ Tcrtullian ad Marc. i. 19 : Dous nostcr noii ab initio— non per condi-

tioneui (crcatiou) sed jicr senietiiisum revelatus I'st in Cliristo Jesu. lu

i. 22, and i. 19, Tertuilian calls the Marciouitc Christ altcrius Dei quam
creatoris circumlator (comp. i. 11, iv. 7).
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taiy medium (o-xtj/xo) for the introduction of the eternal truth

into history, ^^•hich was afterwards, when this end was attained,

allowed to perish; for the Divine which this was the medium for

introducing is neither hylic nor psychical, but rather pneu-

matic. Were His real self-representation in concrete human

guise recognised as an essential determination of the Divine,

there would be extended an eternal significancy to the side of

the humanity. The best developed Gnostic systems, however,

secured to the humanity of Christ no other significancy than

that of being a symbolical representation of the eternal trath.-^

Only Marcion assigns to the humanity of Christ an esstuitial

place.

Nevertheless there is an unmistakeable advance in the

relation of the higher nature to humanity. As that medium of

revelation the man Jesus was viewed by the older Gnostics,^

whether He was supernaturally conceived or not. They thus

first laid down that Jesus was a mere man (which we have

above designated the Ebionitic element in Doketism) ; but then

they instantly exalt Him above Himself for the time when He
must be nothing but the medium of revelation.^ This necessi-

tates the fixing on the baptism of Christ [Jesus ?] as the epoch

when the hig-her iEon Christ came on Him, in order to reduce

Him, for the time dm'ino; which He must become the revelation

of the truth, into a mere passive selfless organ of His. During

this time the human in Jesus is submitted and restrained ; and

one might view this as a prophetic state of ecstasy, were it not

that it is a permanent state, and the spirit that descended on

Jesus is not a hypostasis, but merely the power or hand of the

Divine Spirit. The ^Eon is personally and permanently abiding

in Christ for a long time, and so a significant approximation

to an incarnation is posited. Since, however, this ^Eon is not

essentially united with the man Jesus, but only reduces him

to a restricted personality, it thus becomes possible for Gnos-

ticism to maintain, what is of so much importance to it, the

^ Thus among the Vulentinians, since to them the suffering Jesus is a

type of the woild-soul, wliich suffers outside the Pleroina.

2 So tlic 02)hites (if they are to be reckoned here), BasiHJcs, Yalcntinus,

Ceriuthus, iis well as Marcus, etc.

2 The latter w;us held by some "\';deiitinians (Orig. E]). ad Tit. Opp.

e<l. De la Rue, iv. G95, vol. 1) ,
probably alao by Dasilides, since he ascribed

a u.y.'jL(nf,TiK(jv to Jesus.
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excluding from the Pleroma what is concretely human, and
the admitting into it only of what is pneumatic. After the dis-

pensation, the time of revelation is passed : the higher essence

can, without having been defiled by the Hyle, lay aside the

man Jesus, who always remained outside of it, and return to

the Plei'oma ; but the man Jesus, who through the Christ was

rendered worthy of such elevation, is fully honoured in that he

enters into the blessedness of heaven, after he has let drop the

hylic. It thus appears that the double personality of Jesus

and of the Christ, which are introduced as alternating, has for

Gnosticism its importance ; for the Pleroma is thus preserved

pure from the concrete man, yet without its being necessaiy to

set aside the humanity of Christ as an empty shell, which
would have been altogether offensive to the Christian con-

sciousness.

All these theories, however, are nevertheless Doketic, be-

cause, in proportion as they lay stress on the iEon Christ, to

which they assign only an outward and transient union with a

man, they assert only an apparent humanity. The Chm'ch
Fathers consequently, who give them the name of Doketse, were

justified in so doing, and placed themselves on their o\m proper

stand-point.^

But Gnosticism, however unessential and of only transient

significancy the manhood of Christ was held by it to be, had
nevertheless to advance to show that the medium, the man
Jesus, was the fitting or adequate organ for this union of him
with the JEon Christ. Here three paths laj- open, and we find

that all were followed. 1. It might be said : The man Jesus

has, by his purity, virtue, wisdom, become pre-eminently capable

of being made this organ, and so it is just he should be so made.

Thus Cerinthus, from the Judaizing point of view ; and this

falls into Ebionism, unless the greater stress be laid on the

supernatural descent of the Divine essence ; and as this does not

apj)ear to have been done by Cerinthus, we have consequently

ra-iiked him among the Ebionites. 2. Conversely it might be

said: That Jesus should become this organ, rests on the free

Divine election ; which is most strongly enounced in this, that

though from his birth not free from the sinful nature common

^ Appendix, Note LLLL.
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to men, lie was nevertheless for a season^ destined to receive

thus the Christ ; and it is this Christ corning upon him, or into

him (at the time of his baptism), who delivered the man Jesus

from sin, perfected him, and so fitted him as a perfected organ

for the purpose of his revelation. So Basilides. 3. Since a high

degree of wisdom and purity presupposes a superior, natural,

God-bestowed endowment, whilst it is not to be fundamen-

tally perceived why the higher authorization of the man Jesus

should be given so late, seeing the capacity^ for the perfecting

inworking of the ^'Eon Christ already leads to the presupposi-

tion of something congenial to it in him, it was with gi'eater

consequence taught that his hirth was supernatural, and that

thereby he was fitted as no other was to be united with the

Soter. So the Ophites and the Valentinians.^ According to

the latter, who alone deserve notice, this Soter of the Pleroma,

to whom the forming of the world gave offence, had prepared

for His perfect appearance among men by this, that a pneu-

matic germ from Him (concealed from the principle of the

Psychical, the Demiurgus) had not merely been planted in the

soul of the world, the Chochma, but had from it been com

municated to men also. It might thus seem that redemption

was not needed ; for the Hyle cannot be redeemed, and the

Pneumatic requires not to be redeemed. But, nevertheless, the

Valentinian system seeks to leave open a place for redemption

by representing the Pneumatic as in a germinal state, and so

standing in need of development.—The Soter above described,

the flower of the Pleroma, descended upon Jesus for the first

time at his baptism, in the form of a dove ; but found in him

a point of affinity, in that he was already prepared for the full

1 That is, up to the time of his sufferings, when the Mon left him, not

only according to Basilides, but also according to Ceriuthus and the

Valentinians.

2 The liKTiKvi otocdioi<; of the Yalentiniant;, or the pneumatic germ

dwelling from the beginning in human nature. Comp. Gi'abe 1. c. 102.

3 Comp. Ileracleon in Crabe 1. c. p. 99. Salvation comes from the

Jews ; not that Christ was born of the Jews (i.e., of Mary, with a side glance

at the unbelief of the Jewish people), etc. Valcntinus himself (Epiph.

Ilaer. xxxi. 7), Marcus (ib. xxxiv. 10), Saturnilos (ib. xxv. 1), Christ have

come tu ax,Yifiuri dvSpuTrov and ioiet y-ovt;. 'Yd, ttocvt* Oi iv tw Zokuv Trevoir,-

xiv*!., TOVTioTi TO yi'/ivr/a^Mt, TO vipixotTtiv^ TO o^Tui/ia^xi, TO 7re7rou6i0Ut.

Comp. Epipli. User, xxxvi. 10.
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reception of the superior nature. But as the condition of the

inferior Jesus is thus determined by the higher, and there is

no more a mere man's becoming kindred and congenial to the

revelation, there is removed what was a disturbing element in

all the Gnostic systems, arising from the liylic element in

Christ's manifestation. The Person of Christ is, indeed, more

fully determined by the superior Christ, the Idea, than in the

earlier forms of Doketism, but only in this way, that the cor-

poreal, which in them remained undisposed of, is wholly allowed

to drop, and the inferior Jesus is perfectly endowed so as to

be the bearer of the Christ-spirit. For this end, the inferior

Jesus received from the Soter a pneumatic germ ; nay, this

germ is here already more definitely viewed as a part of the

manifestation of the Soter, by which, as the beginning and

peculiar receptacle [of the higher nature], was announced be-

forehand the full advent of the Soter at the baptism. This

germ was deposited in the psychical Messiah by the Achamoth
;

and him the Demiurgus was on his side led to promise and to

form, through the blind impulse which draws the psychical to

the pneumatic. The Demiurgus bestowed on his Messiah the

best he has (not knowing, it is true, to what still higher end his

work must become allied), creating not only a human soul, but

for this soul a psychical body ; a special work of art, not

grossly corporeal, and yet such as that it was palpable and

susceptible of suffering. Now, this man, fully adapted to the

economy, with the pneumatic germ, the psyche and soul-body,

un defiled by the Hyl6, and yet bearing in it the first fruits of

that which it was to save, passed through Mary as through a

conduit, developed himself without sin, and from the time that

the Soter united Himself to him at the baptism, he revealed

God the unknown to men, and purified and cultivated men by
wholesome doctrine.^ This Christ, they expressly say, is the

Holy Ghost that descended on Jesus, and speaks through him.

By this economy the Soter has abolished death, and made
known the Father.^

' Conip. on Heraclcoii, Grabe 1. c. 100; on Marcus, Epiph. llaer. xxxiv.

8-10, 19. Anotlicr expression for this is the salvation of the Light spark

(oTrfj^Yio), Epijiii. xxiii. 1.

- yo far do they bring the two— the Christ, wlioin they also call the

Father of Jesus (Kpiph. xxxiv. 10), ami tlie inferior Josus— together, that
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This marvellous theory, which in the second century, how-

ever, was divided by many into various modifications, forms

without doubt a notable advance towards the uniting and

inner coherence of the two sides [of Christ's Person], the higher

and the lower. The latter is no longer now a mere organ in

the general, but a copy of the Christ who is present in his

image as long as the economy lasts ; and hence the acting and

suffering of Jesus are construed as svmbols of the hio-herO I/O
world. But never does the man Jesus form a part of the

Christ Himself ; but intrinsically they remain separate ; there

is here a double personality. And in order to be in some

measure a true image of the incorporeal Christ {Xpiaro<; aaap-

Koi), everything hylic must be withdrawn from Jesus. One
might, indeed, proceed to ask, since in the last reference it is

only community with the Soter that is brought into considera-

tion, and the latter (or Christ) is not psychical, what becomes of

Jesus, the psychical organ and copy of Christ *? In so far as

he is psychical, he is not a true copy of the Christ ; and how Ciin

he then conduct to Him "? and in so far as he conducts to Him,

he must be in essence like Him, must be pneiimatic ; and how

then can he remain His organ and copy ? Is not the superior

Clirist, whose very idea it is to shun and repel the psychical

and hylic, necessarily only Plimself Mediator? Must He not

exclude all and every organ ; or, if He assumes such, must it not

be without mediatory function, and consequently without signi-

ficance, and only as for appearance ? In fact, the Gnostics of

the Valentinian school^ constantly are enforcing (Heracleon,

for instance, frequently) that the Holy Ghost and the power

of the Christ, but nothing external, brings the gnosis (comp.

Grabe I.e. ii. 94 ff. 108). The psychical, indeed, serves the be-

lievers ; but these were only psychical. It is not on the works

of Christ, not on His sensible appearance, that men are to be-

lieve, but on tlie Logos (I.e. 110). This same question may be

otherwise put thus : If the organ of the revelation has an essen-

tial significancy, wherefore is it, as organ at least, perishable ?^

tlie latter is called also in himself an image {i^o/aoiuais xxl fiop^utji;') of

the superior Christ, or of the Anthropos, who has to come upon him and

from hira (xupeiu).

' We have seen the same above in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies,

where we spoke of the oi^pxuro; )cii'p of their Son.
'^ Appendix, Note M.MMM.
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and if it lias no essential significancy, to what intent is the

whole artificial Christology ; and why go beyond the eternal

Christ without humanity, who, as none other, excluding the hylic

and psychical, is the truth, and consequently must immediately

reveal Himself pneumatically?^

It may certainly be assumed, that the powerful impression

produced by the appearance of Jesus,—the consciousness that

the higher consciousness, the consciousness of the Christ, and
the absolute truth revealed in Him, had in and through Jesus

come to pass historically, and become the common boon of

mankind,— co-operated materially to produce this contradictory

Christology. It may be further said, that though it did not

concern these Gnostics to view the humanity as an essential

quality of their Christ, or even to unite so much as his activity

essentially to a humanity any way closely bound to him, they

would nevertheless beware of regarding the superior Christ

Himself as simply a projection of their subjective conscious-

ness, and thereby as a subjective phantasma ; so that with

them Jesus, and the pi-eserver of the Christ in him, had this

significance, that it denoted the objectivity of Christ, and His
real entrance within the domain of history. But the above

question ever returns : for Jesus could accomplish neither of

these, unless he is himself, as he is, an essential, not accidental

momentum of the Christ ; or it is possible to construe such

extreme abnegations of the higher in Christ as birth and
death into an essential manifestation of His love.

From what has been said, it may be easily conjectured how
great was the further advance which, in this respect, was made
by Marcion. He forms in Christology the decisive tm-ning-

point where the gnosis in principle, and within itself, overcame
Doketism, and allied itself with the Church. To his course the

future belongs ; whilst Gnosticism, on the contraiy, so long as

it adhered to the ancient path, decayed, and passed over more
and more to what was not Christian, as we have already seen,

since it fell back into Ebionism.

^ This thought is perhaps the cause of the opinion Avhich Tcrtullian,

De Came Cliriati, c. 15, opposes, that Clirist had a pneumatic body (comp.
Origon, T. iv. 091, ed. De la Rue). Tertullian, it is true, names Valen-
tinus as the person he has in view ; but ho knew to distinguish the psychi-

cal and pneumatic body (c. 10, coll. 15): bo that probably scholars of

Valcntiiius are meant.
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At first, indeed, Marcion marched under tlie standard of

Doketism. He did not allow that Christ was born of the

Virgin ^lary ; for Christianity, the absolutely new, could in no

wise be interwoven with the laws of the old world, of the Demi-
urgus and of matter : that would have been, in his view, a de-

pendence upon things whose reign was rather now to end.

In the fifteenth year of Tiberius, Christ descended suddenly

from the hitherto unknown Father into the svnagocrue at

Capernaum, and came forth with the doctrine of the good God.

In Him appeared the Father, who revealed Himself in Him by

Himself, not by mediation of the Virgin, or of a body com-

posed of the elements of creation.^ He says nothing more par-

ticularly concerning the origin of His body : in his view, how-

ever, Christ must have sprung immediately from the supreme

God Himself ; and Tertullian's censure, that he taught a phan-

tasma, can refer only to the alleged suddenness of Christ's ap-

pearance, and to the fact that, according to Tertullian, what is

not born is only apparently of our species. Irenseus says, more

discreetly (i. 29), only that, according to Marcion, God has re-

vealed Himself in hominis forma. In any case, the body of

Christ, according to JSIarcion, was so framed that it was adapted

to serve for the manifestation of God, who is present in Him.
The humanity of Christ is, in his view, nothing but an organ,

—

not, however, assumed from the world or mankind, but issuing

from God, and that essentially ; for, according to him, there be-

longs to the revelation of Love not mere doctrine, of which it

rnay be thought that its subject-matter comes into consciousness

in an inner manner through the ideal Christ, but work and

suffering. The appearance of Christ among men is itself an

act of love, since in Christ the Divine love wills to dwell with

men and walk witli them. And therewith is the human ap-

pearance of Christ already distinguished as the necessary

essential organ of love ; and any other organ than humanity

would have been unfit for this. But still more is suffering an

act of love, into which God could not without humanity have

entered : the suffering of Christ, however, and His death—and

therewith His humanity— are with Marcion integral momenta

' See Note, p. 233. Comp. also Tcrtull. adv. Marc. iv. 7 ; Epiph.

User. xlii. 7.
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in the idea of Redemption.^ In general, ^larcion holds by the

truth on the ^yhole of the evangelical histoiy of Christ (as given

by Luke), apart from the history of what preceded, and has,

throughout, no interest in seeking to depreciate the perfection

of the humanity of Christ, from the time that He descended, so

long as it does not impeach the newness of Christianity, which

with him is everything. He concedes to the Chm'ch that Christ

continued His work even in Hades ; and since he accepted His
actual death in the body, which was capable of suffering (see

preceding note), as well as His resurrection after three days,

and probably also agreed with the Church in holding that dur-

ing the death of His body Christ went into hell, it is possible

that he also ascribed to Christ a human soul.

By the principle of love, ^larcion obtained once for all a

quite different bond of union between the two sides in Christ.

Nor does this principle remain with him without effect in this

respect. The double Christ whom the others hold is not found
with him : he knows nothing of a pure human nature of Jesus

before the descent of Christ on him ; and by this the last

Ebionitic remnant of the other Gnostic forms is removed, and
no overweening importance can any longer be attached to the

baptism of Jesus. By means of love, which with him is the

supremely, most intrinsically divine, God on the one side, and
humanity, so far as it is adapted to receive the divine, on the

other, are united in this person.

Now, on the other hand, it certainly seems as if through the

omission of the inferior Jesus, by means of whom the Doketic

stand-point of the other Gnostics was insufficiently concealed,

this Doketism comes into view much more openly in the case

of Marcion ; so that Tertullian says (de Carne Christi, c. 1) :

Marcion, ut carnem Christi negaret, negavit ctiam nativitatem,

aut ut nativitatem neo;aret, necjavit et carnem, scilicet ne
invicem sibi testimonium redderent et responderent, nntlvitas

et caro ; and he thinks that, after the example of others, he
may, in virtue of the licentia hgeretica, satisfy himself with

the denial of either of the two, either the flesh of Christ or

the birth of Christ. But this Marcion could not do ; on the

contrary, there is shown here, that it is the approaching higher

uniting principle which first sharpens the antitheses, and dis-

^ Appendix, Note NNNN.
VOL. f. Q
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misses all merely mediatory and apparent solutions^ before it

can surmount these. Marcion deepened the antithesis in which

Gnosticism wearied itself, the Dualism Avhich it alternately in-

sisted upon and concealed, and above which the pre-Christian

stand-point could not, either in Judaism or Heathenism, be

raised ; for he set over against the whole old world that which

is absolutely new, Christianity as the Divine love actually be-

come matter of fact. By this there is instituted a much

sharper and more real antithesis than between the highest ex-

tremes of the Gnostics, the obscure basis, the Bythos, and its

extreme Matter or chaos. For, in truth, when closely viewed,

these two, the obscure basis and the chaos, coalesce ; the Bythos

is really not the highest, but the lowest, because the merely

physical category of the concept of God. The distinction is

not so much in themselves (the Bythos and unformed Hyle)

as it comes up in the subject [the thinking mind], which un-

weariedly affronts the attempt to determine the Bythos as the

ideal, and yet believes it must relinquish the attempt (on ac-

count of its /jLeje6o<i) to reach determinations by which alone the

physiciil can be transcended. The concrete emanations are in

truth higher categories than itself ; but the subject knows it not,

and chooses it not, and so these ai*e not truly recognised accord-

ing to their worth, but are ever threatened again with the physical.

But by the same stroke which in the manner shown deepens

the previous antithesis, is also gained the principle of union,

as well of the earlier as of the new. For the whole pre-

Christian world of actuality and thought is now combined in

one, over against which stands what is new. And only so far

now is a distinction in it acknowlcciged as it stands diversely

related to the new, that is, either as obstinately opposed to it,

or as receptive of it. But right as is the major premiss here,

nevertheless in the subsumed minor premiss Marcion is gnos-

tically bound ; for, though lie views the psychical and no

longer the hylic as capable of redemption, the overstraining

of his principle of the absolute newness of Christianity must

on this side necessarily produce and rela})sc to the earlier, by

which, as even the overstrained antithesis proves, his principle

was nevertheless negatively bound. Jiut the negative deter-

mination by the earlier stage is one thing, the positive is un-

' yuch fis arc to be found especially in the Valentiniau school.
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other ; and since liis Divine love is certainly not yet truly

free, since it excludes the hyhc from itself, and cannot abso-

lutely surmount in conception the antithesis,—hence finds also

this world too low to be framed by the supreme God ;
yet

must the limited, the physical, by which the Marcionite concept

of God and Christ is fettered, be regarded not as what was

willed and enunciated by him, but as an after-pain of his age,^

which must pass away of itself, if only that be held firm and

cultivated on which everything for him depends. In fact, this

had been already prepared even in his school, which thereby,

so far as a n)ore healthy impulse to development was in it, fell

in with the Church tendency. So with Apelles (comp. Euseb.

v. 13)
;-' nay, with Marcion himself ; for there is no ground

for doubting Tertullian's statement (De Proescr. 30), that at a

later period he desired reconciliation with the Chui'ch ; and

when it was proposed to him as a condition that he should bring

back his adherents to the Church, it was only his death Avhich

prevented this being accomplished. Apelles, however,'^ who

was less important, did not rise altogether above Dualism, which

also clung to Marcion—that is to say, he did not thoroughly

evolve the Marcionite principle ; but through a mediate appa-

rent solution, by an approximation to Valentinianism (Tertull.

De Praiscr. 30; De Eesurrec. 2), only softened his Duahsm. For

if he had followed out the principle of love, he could not have

rciiarded Christ's body as without birth or sidereal. But his

1 As is already sliuwn by the fact that he viewed the pre-Christian

world as capable of receiving Christ, and consequently recognised in it

something akin to Him ; and also the Demiurgus has not merely an attitude

averted from God, but a certain right remains with rectitude, only it shall

not will for itseK to be the highest. Had ]\Iarcion reflected on this kindi-ed

element in the pre-Christian time, which his system presupposes, he would,

with the Chiu'ch, have referred it to the same source as has appeared in

Christianity, not to an evil principle, or to any other good one than Him

who alone is the good and highest God.
2 The above shows why it does not appear to me probable tliat the later

Marciouites have developed, as true disciples, what was in tlie esteem of

Marcion the essential. The Marcionitcs rather appear to have let slip the

positive, what in his view was the highest, the goodness and love of God, and.

on the contrary, to have attached themselves to Dualism, which was the

birtliinark of his age, and hence to have allied themselves to Manichiuism.

" Teilull. De Came Clu-isti, 6-8, ami De rrsascript. Ha>r. ;]0 ; cuiuia

[A : Ijis.'Ii. v. l;!; Epipli. Ilair. U.
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eclecticism proves (Epiph. Hter. xliv. 2) that he did not feel

himself at ease in Marcion's Dualism ; and his saying to Rhodon

(Euseb. V. 13), " He is blessed who believes on the crucified, if

lie be found in good works ; but the obscurest of all is the ques-

tion concerning God : the Scripture could give no explanation

here, and he acknowledged that he had no knowledge that there

is a first principle, a God ; but his feeling declared to him there

is,"—proves that he viewed faith as the basis of everything

Christian, and even that he held by that momentum through

which jNIarcion had gained an essential significancy for the

humanity of Christ, viz., His death. He thereby rose far above

a momentary angelic appearance,^ and also, on occasion of the

vision of Philumene (Tertull. De Carne Christi, 6), sought to

vindicate for Christ's body a caro solida, not merely, with

Marcion, a body capable of suffering ; and he is already on the

way to assert that a body was given to Christ from the pre-

viously created icorld,^ and to ascribe to the Demiurgus, whom

he calls Fire-spirit, only the earthly as his work and kingdom.

Accordincr to Apelles, Christ's sidereal body, the substance of

which He brought down with Him from the higher regions to

earth, condensed on it to a caro solida ; and this soliditas ceased

at His ascension ; His body returned to the higher regions of

the same gravity with them. But He had no substance from

the earth, and hence could leave none behind. There is no

ground for the assumption that Apelles denied the continuance

of Christ's humanity after His ascension. He rather made a

1 The passage in TertulliaD, De Pije-3. Hser. 51, is hence evidently unjust,

unless the meaning be that Apelles ascribed to Christ a parastatic body, as

it is presumed angels have when they appear ; comp. Tertull. De Carne

Christi, G. [The proper reading of this passage is so uncertain that nothing

can be built on it.

—

Tr.]

2 Tertullian, De Carne Chr. 6 : De sideribus inquiunt et de substantiis

superioris mundi, mutuatus est camera. The assertion, that it was taught

that this corpus sidcreum et aiireura was dispersed by Christ on Ilis asccii •

sion into its original elements, I do not find authenticated ; for such an

assumption there was hardly even a motive in the case of Apelles. For it

was the earthly substance alone that was viewed by him as impure, pecca-

trix, an<l hence he would not ascribe it to Christ ; and, on the other hand,

Tertullian n'asons so against him as that we must assume that ho saw in

the sidorca substantia nothing unworthy of Christ. Perhaps he is con-

founded with the author of tlie Anabaticon Je£.\:39 (see Appendix, Note

MMMM), who has something like thi^.
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step in advance towards reconciling tlie new creation with the

old; he conceded to the highest, the good, God, the creation of

the more perfect part of the world, and sought to give to the

humanity of Christ greater reality, in which he does not stand

alone.

^

The Marcionite Dualism is thus already on the regress ; and

if it for a moment comes to a stand, and will not advance from

the true death of Christ to a true birth of Christ, or from the

creation of the psychical by the good God to a creation also of

the hylic, this is of no avail ; for by the recognition of God as

love, the principle is given up in virtue of which alone Dualism

can keep its ground, namely, that the finite as such is ungodly,

and cannot immediately proceed from God. This may be thus

Christologically expressed, and thereby we put together what

has been already said.

After Doketism, having entered on the course in which it

became intertwined with Ebionism, recognised the baptism of

Christ as historical, and from that, though unsatisfactorily, had

caught back at the birth of Christ,— of which, however, it had

no other conception than that it was a preparation of the man
Jesus for the act of union [with the Christ] at the baptism ;

the decisive turning-point was taken by Marcion, who, especially

by taking into account the propitiatory death of Christ, or the

suffering and propitiating manifestation of Divine love, pre-

pared an essential, and no longer a mere symbolical, place for

the humanity of Christ. From this the Christian knowledge,

becoming ever more and more conscious of the almightiness

and world-creating power of love, reasoned back for the first

time with eifect ; sought, under the guidance of the concept of

God as almighty love, to think the humanity of Christ ever

more and more as homogeneous with ours ; to bring His deity

forward in ever progressive superiority to the various stages of

worldly existence which must be united with it, imtil the last

link in the chain, which is to unite eai*th and heaven, was

reached, and the true birth of Christ, of our substance, from

the womb of Mary was found. It is natural that for this last

concluding point, in which Christ is first fuHy assigned to our

nature and becomes our brother, flesh of our flesh and bone of

our bone, there should be no particular ])arty to be named ; for

» Appeu.lix, Note 000{i
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M-itli this momentum heresy was at an end, and the Church
doctrine begins, to which we have now to pass over.

Before entering on this, however, as a parallel ending of

this with the preceding chapter, I must shoAv, what was above

asserted, that Gnosticism, inasmuch as it would not appro-

priate the higher stages which Marcion reached, fell over into

its apparent antithesis, Ebionism.

It has been already intimated that the later Valentiniau

school always more and more treated the hypostatic world of

-ZEons as symbolical, preferred seeing one and the same power
in different forms of manifestation, and regarded the plurality

of the world as the composed letters of one great word, the

world. It is easy to see how near this approaches to the stand-

point of an Ebionitic representation of Christ ; for, consequent

on this, Christ could only be one form of the manifestation of

God among others, without any other peculiar dignity than

that which even Ebionism assigned to Him. The Pseudo-

Clementine Homilies appear (Hom. xvi. 16) to recognise a

similar view. But the gnosis, unless rendered somewhat sound

by the religious principle (as in the case of Marcion), must sink

below even Ebionism and the limits of what is Christian ; the

more, consequently, its principle of knowing is developed in

its entire strength and one-sidedness. It has been shown above,

that the Valentinian school, in which the principle of absolute

knowledge was most purely held, had no answer to the question,

What is the Christ who is united to Jesus ? since in the ulti-

mate reference the idea by itself is everything (the Xpiarb<i

dcrapKo<;), and no other reality is acknowledged than what lies

in the idea as such : and, consequently, it is not viewed as a

momentum of the idea, that it should be itself determined to

a natural being, to outward actuality. Wc have seen that to

the real-human side of Christ either a necessary place must be

given, or that it cannot remain what the Valentinian school,

influenced by its Christian or Church consciousness, would main-

tain it to be. If the former be refused, there remain as fac-

tors, having an actual significancy, only the invisible Christ,

who is distinguishable from the Deity only in name, and the

human spirit. According to this stand-point, the gnosis no

7nore occupies itself with the historical God-man ; but the whole

process, from beginning to end, lies within the subjective
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spirit. For a season— so long, indeed, as the voice of the Chris-

tian and the Church consciousness reverberated— it was held

that the human subject, and the Divine Christ as object, were

to be distinguished as the receiver and the giver of the abso-

lute knowledge, so that thus, in the sphere of the inner world,

there should be preserved to Christ His objectivity and power

as Saviour. But the knowing subject, which had by its own

effort attained to the dignity of absolute knowledge, would

soon fall under the doubt whether the Christ, viewed as objec-

tive, was not rather a projection of the subjective consciousness,

which is fully declared by this, that the subject, properly, in

itself is Christ. The true Gnostic must, therefore, transfer all

external reality, even Christ Himself, within the limits of the

Spirit ; must know Christ in Himself, and deny all significancy

of any other objectivit3% This comes very near to the finding

of Christ in self, to the knowing of self according to the truth

of the proper " I as Christ," and thereby to allow to Christ no

other significancy than that of " being the truth of the indivi-

dual ]\Ie." It is well known that the Mystics in all ages have

spoken after this fashion ; nay, several such expression* sym-

phonize with the innermost utterance of Christianity itself.

There is here a point where the line of demarcation between

what is intimately Christian and the abyss of blasphemy is fine,

and not recognisable by every one. The same words may,

according as they are understood, belong to the one side or the

other. But the cleft which separates what is blasphemous from

what is Christian is always objectively existing ; and it belongs

to science to determine precisely the line of demarcation, and

to exhibit the former as the deceptive though resembling cari-

cature of the latter.

I shall attempt to make this distinction evident in the case

of the historical figures of the second century.

Valcntinians, like Hernclcon and ISfarcus, though with them

the world was only the dislocated Word, or the " Man" sepa-

rated into his parts, and God only the tmiti/ of the many, yet

held fast God's self-existence : nay, Marcus and others call

Him the "AvOpwiro^, and, as we have seen, concede at least

jiartially, and under the category' of poioer, His union with

Jesus ; but this unity threatens to turn out a merely nominal

one (because it is not rcfiected on itself) ; and when this takes
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place, the self-existence of God is set aside, and the Deity is

transferred quite to the side of the world, the subject. We
have then a view which must be designated atheistic, since it

leaves only divine attributes or powers remaining, whilst it

denies the absolute subject of them. This, however, is not a

mere possibility; it is a necessary consequence of the Gnostic

principle, inasmuch as it does not make religion, or knowledge

religiously determined, its abiding presupposition. For, as

ethical acting, in the strict sense, ceases to be ethical in so far

as it is viewed as something merely established and commanded

by God, and since it belongs rather to the concept of the ethi-

cal as distinguished from the religious that it is posited by

men, so it is certain that in the concept of knowing the essen-

tial element, that which distinguishes it from all besides, is

nothing else than that it is the thinking activity [denkende

Thiitigkeit] of the subjective spirit. It does not, indeed, follow

as excluded by this, that the ethical activity does not presuppose

to itself its relative counterpart, a suitable being which is not

activity, nor posited by the activity of the subject, but a being

which the religious stand-point, without thereby approaching

too near to the ethical, teaches to construe into its foundation

as a being unlled and established by God. Aiid similarly know-

ing presupposes a being that is not first established by the

thinking activity,—a being, namely, at least of the thinking

subject itself ; which again the religious stand-point, without

coming into collision with the knowing, teaches to construe as

a being thought by God, which is to be presupposed to the

thinking activity of the subject. But whilst neither of these,

regarded as secondary forms, the ethical and theoretical, in

itself and according to its idea, excludes religion, the latter is

definitively excluded, as soon as the secondary subjective ac-

tivity is viewed as first and sole, and it is overlooked that all

suljjective activity presupposes a being not originated by this

activity, consequently one which is for the activity a something

given.

Now, so long as these Gnostics, though transferring every-

thing within the limits of the subjective spirit, yet held that

within this there was a distinction between what are given to

the suljjective spirit, and which consequently it has received,

and between this acti>ity and what are posited by it, so long is
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the bond wticli unites the human consciousness with reh'gion

still retained, and there is still left, within the subjective spu'it

itself, a place, in virtue of which man can think himself as the

recipient, and God objectively as the Giver or the Disposer.

But where this consciousness becomes extinct, and the concept

named, of knowledge positing itself without being under law,

comes into its place, under the delusion that otherwise know-

ledge would not be knowledge, then the decisive step towards

the denial of God is taken,—then is the Divinity wholly usurped

into the individual subject, and, as respects the consciousness of

the subject, robbed of its objectivity,— then, though Christian-

like phraseology such as that named be still used, this becomes,

as respects its true meaning, the irreligious caricature of the

profoundest Christian ideas, which have for their presupposition

not a demoniac autonomy, but one mediated by Divine grace.

Parties who may have belonged to this are named by Epi-

phanius, especially Hser. xxv. xxvi. ; whether it be that they

are not yet or are no longer to be viewed as Christian. Epi-

phanius calls them Gnostics in a special sense, and passes

judgment on their writings. They have (xx\'i. 2) a poem
which they call the Gospel of the Fulfilling (^evayyeXiov re-

\eta)cr€6)9), of the contents of which, however, he only says,

that there is in it davdrov koX irevdov; reXetwcri?, Among such

the idea was secretly held, which appeared among others in a

more blameless way, that Eve's fall from God brought the true

gnosis ; and they showed a Gospel of Eve, in whicli she teaches

in the manner indicated the wav to knowledo-e.^

1 stood, they say in it, on a high mountain, where I saw a

high man, and one mutilated. Thereupon I heard, as it were,

a peal of thunder, and a voice which came nearer, and said, " I

am tliou, and thou art I ; and where thou art, there am I ; and

in all I am diffused. And if thou wiliest, thou collectest me ;

^ Such views are more harmless, where God, whose law was broken, is

only the Demiurgiis; for there disobedience against Him may be viewed as

obedience to the supreme God, as jiiety, especially by the Dualists ; so with

the Cai nitcs and others. But Epiphanius ascribes uo Demiurgus to those who
held the Gospel of Eve. Compare for what follows, Fabric. Cod. Apocry.

N. T. i. 349 ff. 373 ff. Epiphanius adduces many names of sects wliich

cohere with Pantheists of this sort,— Xicolaitans, Borborians, Barbelians,

Coddians, Phibionites or Stratiots, Zacchwuis, etc. User. xxvi. 3, comp
xxv.
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but if tliou collectest me, tlioii collectest also thyself."^ In

another writing, Avhich they called the Gospel of Philip,^ the

formula is given with which a departing soul may soar irre-

sistibly above all powers and intermediate steps. It runs thus :

" I have known myself and collected myself from all places :

I have not begotten children to the Archon, but rooted up his

roots : I have collected the separated members together, and

know thee who thou art ; for I am from above." ^ To this be-

longs also the opinion which Tertullian assails, that Christ has

brought to us nothing but the knowledge of Himself. To this

Tertullian replies :
" The soul is in danger of losing salvation

not from its not knowing itself, but from its not knowing Christ,

the Word of God" (De Carne Christi, 12). Thus there were not

wanting those who, even at that time, were indifferent towards

sin and salvation ; and, putting knowledge, the gnosis, in the

2?lace of religion, aimed at removing the objectivity of God and

Christ, so as to absorb, " to collect" all, God and the world, into

the I,— only, indeed, to lead to the evacuation of the I, to the

removal of everything concrete, of all distinction, by which the

tabula rasa of the self-consciousness is rendered indistinguish-

able from the nothing of the Bythos. If God and the self-

consciousness (which condition each other) be degraded to being

in general, they become undoubtedly indistinguishable ; but

also both falsely, that is, only physically, determined.

We leave these parties, which destroy themselves as well

theoretically as practically ; for, like Buddhism, they come

with their absolute highest knowledge only to a thinking of the

nothing, which in itself is an abnegation of thinking ; or, if

1 Epiphanius (Haer. xxvi. 4) relates of the Stratiots and Gnostics of

Egypt, what proves that they were in part given to a nature-Pantheism,

and called the quickening powers of nature Christ, or the body of Christ,

which they believed was to be given back to the Father of the universe by

ofTering. Whither the practical effect of such ideas tends, it is easy to

see. Those who believed that they had measured the entire circle of nature-

life, had collected and offered all power, said tyoi ili/.t 6 Xpiaro;. There is

a whole literature out of this puddle, of which Epiphanius has in part pre-

served the titles (xxvi. 8, 1 2). Recent analogous phenomena warn us against

seeing in such statements mere slanders of the Fathers. Even in the time of

Epiphanius there were adherents of these sects (User. xxvi. 14, comp. vi. 17).

2 Epiphan. User. xxvi. 13.

3 Allied are the ^^auichrean Gospels and that of Judas Iscariot. Fabric.

l.c. 352, 353.
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thev seek a content for thought, they fall always away again

to that which to them is but an appearance, to be immediately

ao-ain removed. The only reason for naming them here is,

that they vrere consequent formations from that Gnosticism

which went straight to its end, without s]lowing itself to be

turned aside in its eiTor, or through the category of love and

of what is ethical, in contradistinction from what is physical, to

be elevated to a higher stage, on vdiich the nature-process, and

the endless play of placing and removing, is exorcised, and the

restless ao-itation from extreme to extreme is brought into the

coin'se of a regulated progress, which at every stage has something

further to gain, but gives up nothing it has gained, and so has

a being in becoming, and a becoming in being. They are, to

use a figure of Schleiermacher's, buoys, which in themselves

are empty, but on that very account float on the surface, and

are of use to indicate to the mariner where he is not to steer, if

he would not run his vessel on the shallows.^

In conclusion, let us glance back over the path we have

followed. The two Cliristological fundamental heresies, as we

have seen, through the remnant of truth that was in them,

tended, as if necessitated by their own one-sidedness, in the

course of the first and second century each to be transposed, in

so far as they were accordant with the Church, into its opposite ;

and, consequently, they must in the end have acknowledged

that they had failed of their own proper aim, and must have

given up, however unwillingly, their own partial view for the

whole truth. But since the aim of the one was changed sur-

reptitiously to its opposite, it attained its end on the side where

the other heresy had taken its commencement. The Church

truth, which it now assailed in a new way, could dread no

triumph for it, because the other fundamental heresy had al-

ready sought this long before with this its new presupposition,

but had had a similar unexpected course. It is not, however, to

be forgotten that an Ebionism and a Doketism, penetrated by

what was at first its opposite, became a more energetic fonn of

itself than the older forms of both. When heresies thus have

not tliemselvcs or their development in their own power, it is

manifest that the Church truth is the star that, even witliout

tlieir consent, governs their course, since slie. in virtue of tlic

1 Appendix, Note I'lTr.
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truth stili adhering to them, ever draws them from each

aphelion back towards herself,—in paths, it is true, running

opposite to each other, for the two fundamental heresies have

from the beginning an opposite movement,—yet also in ever

diminishing circles. Error is always weaker than truth, because

truth has only one antagonist, error ; but the latter has always

two, namely, besides the truth, itself.

Ebionism put aside entirely the one side of the Person of

Christ, and asserted that the genuine Church truth held only

His humanity; Doketism took the converse of this. The former

presupposes that the humanity of Christ was universally ac-

knowledged by Christians ; for otherwise Ebionism could not,

by laying stress on this, have asserted to itself a Christian

character. But Doketism and Gnosticism, on its part, exempli-

fies the same thing. It proposes to find the deeper meaning of

Christianity by laying stress on the higher side in Christ

;

which presupposes in Gnosticism itself a consciousness that the

Church did not deny this higher side, but only represented it

imperfectly from attaching weight also to His humanity ; for

otherwise Gnosticism could not, by a pretended exaltation of that

side, have retained for itself a Christian character. With these

proofs mutually supplementing each other, they are the last, and,

as opponents, the indubitably credible witnesses for primitive

Christianity, attesting that, in its representation of Christ, the

higher as well as the human side was set forth. They are

further, in the same way, witnesses against each other ; for they

reciprocally accuse of omitting an essential part of Christianity.

In fine, as has been said, each witnesses against itself ; for each

at the end of the Epoch, assumes that very thing of which at the

commencement it had demanded the rejection.

As, however, in the course of heresies it was the Church

truth which, in and over them, was the principle that suffered

them not to rest, but ever drew them again towards the Church,

in which they often as heresies surrendered themselves ; so also,

for the development of the visible Church from an imperfect form

of consciousness to a moreperfect one, the heresies were not merely

serviceable as warning boundary marks, but, still more signifi-

cantly, they exerted an influence on the develojnnent, by showing

in themselves only an exaggeration of really Christian elements

which had not been duiy cstiiiiatcd on the })nrt of the Cliurch.



SECOND EPOCH.

TDIE OF THE F0R:\IATI0X OF THE CHRISTIAN

CONCEPT OF GOD—FROM 150 TO 325.

(EKK\T]ala OeoXoyovaa.)

SECTION I.

THE DOCTRmE OF THE LOGOS AND THE DOUBLE
MONARCHIANISM.

CHAPTER FIRST.

SUBJUGATION OF EBIONISil AND DOKETISM THROUGH THE

church's FORMATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF THE LOGOS

WHO BECAME PERFECT MAN.

From the middle of the Second Century to the Third.

The simple faith of the confessing and witnessing Christianity

of primitive times was brought into the severest conflict by the

Gnosis, which widely assumed the upper hand ; and perhaps to

the present day the Church has not been in so difficult a posi-

tion as then. It may indeed be suggested, as it is by Schleier-

macher, that, in the general. Gnosticism was an affair of the

school, and not of the congi'cgation. But that from the time

when the heathen world flowed into the Chui'ch, and was no

longer simply a characterless soft mass which received its form

from the witnessing Church of the beginning,—that from the

time when the peculiar tendency of the Hellenic world towards

knowledge bestirred itself more freely and more powerfully,

—

that just from this time so many of the more educated and

talented should attach themselves to Gnosticism, was evidently

a phaenomenon of very grave import. For, under the plausible

appearance of seeking something higher than the simple faith,

Gnosticism, as we have seen (Marcion excepted), regressed to
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pre-Cliristian positions ; enveloped the historical manifestation

of salvation for the consciousness in a mythic cloud ; and set

aside or maimed it, as much as it could, though without this in-

tent. Those whom it seized upon and bewitched, as we have

seen, with a sort of magical power, were just those who, most

highly endowed, were destined to be the leaders of the congre-

gation : it was fitted to corrupt, or rather to abolish, the

doctrinal status, i.e., the future of the Christian Church. Had
Gnosticism remained unsubdued, it would have appeared as if

thinking, or science, and Christian faith contradicted each other,

and that the latter could only claim the praise of illiteracy,

could be only a plebeian faith. Thus there wou.ld have been

introduced into Christianity the intolerable distinction of an

esoteric and an exoteric truth, which would be as foreign to it

as Gnosticism itself.

If we compare in the general the literatui'e of the age of the

apostolic Fathers with that of the apostolic age itself, we shall

find that already ihe glowing coals are covered with ashes; so

that, if there is no failui'e as yet of warmth, there is a failure of

powerful light, a want of the clear lustre of Christian know-

ledge. Who, looking on the poor vessel of the simply believing

and witnessing Christianity of this age, could have augured that

it contained such a treasure of wisdom as was developed from

it? It came into the light of day just as the gnosis was aim-

ing at the re-introducing of the old darkness under the name

of a new light, the highest consecration of knowledge ; and the

still burning coals broke out, just when they were to have been

buried, into a widely shining and blazing flame, annihilating

all edifices of composite human wisdom, warming the hearts,

and ffiviniii; light to the Christian master-builders to whom we
now come. A glorious period, when Christian faith and Chris-

tian science flourished, began about the middle of the second

century ; and so rich a harvest was reaped, for the latter

especially, that at the end of the century hardly any one could

wish that the Church might have escaped the Gnostic storms.

What was it, however, that calmed these storms within the

Church? Was it the Ej)iscopatc, whicli, at least by Clement of

Kome and Ignatius, was in various ways and with steady pro-

gress constructed, and in which was sought a firm centre for

the iniity of the Church, though as yet without a claim to in •
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fallibility, without that sacrament of ordination which establishes

a 2ulf between the state of the cler^v and that of the laitv ?

By no means. It is true that there is every reason to assume

that when the two chief heresies broke out, the bond of unity

was di'awn tighter by the Episcopate so far as it was developed

:

what had previously been of service in securing to Christianity

a firm and definite position over against the synagogue and

heathenism, must also be productive of advantage in sustaining

the Church against the irruption of errors of Jewish and hea-

then origin. But this form of Church polity was by no means

a match for spirits of foreign origin : rather, as has been said,

those who sustained this ofiice were threatened with the gnosis

if they were spiritual and living ; where they were not, the

danger was almost still greater. Then a one-sided dependence

on outward means for the preservation of unity slid in ; a be-

numbino; mechanicalism was the more dangerous the less a rich

development of doctrine had been gained, and the more, con-

sequently, the public expression of the religious consciousness

was principally directed to what may be called in the widest

sense the liturgical elements of divine service. And the more

the administration and conduct of these liturgical acts must have

diffused a sort of hallowed lustre over the presiding minister, in

the eyes of those who had been accustomed to the priesthood

which prevailed all over the ancient world,— so much the more

where a certain delusion unobservedly took hold of both people

and leaders, under which the former forgot their spiritual priest-

hood, the latter humility and office,— did the minister become

obviously also the reconciling centre for the clearly awakened

desire for Christian knowledge. The insufliciency of the Epis-

copate to cope with heresy appeared however most manifestl}- in

this, that as, on the one hand, it attacked it rather outwardly by

the exclusion of persons than by the refutation of errors, so, on

the other hand, in opposing them, it enlarged its own power and

dignity in a way which introduced pre-Christian errors and dis-

tinctions of another sort into the Church itself.^

Or shall we rather assign to Montanism, the second opjw-

' About the year 150, tlic age could uo longer think of tlie Evangelist

John without a rriTx'ho;, Eus. E. H. v. 24. From Clement and Ignatius to

Irenscus, the more eminent teachers, by discouree or writing, in the Church

are not bisho^is, or ui general Church oUicerji, but other Clu'istians. fn [iro-
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iient of the gnosis, the merit of having subdued it ? This is a

form full of vigour, and of widely influential significancy. In

it the original Christian feeling, the Christian people, the demo-

cratic basis of the Church, predominated against the gnosis,

and against the hierarchic elements. And with it there came

forth three powers or factors, whom we may distinguish as

Practical men, or Churchmen ; Theoretical men, or men of the

school and science ; and Montanists, to whom pious feeling was

everything. These three classes, however, stood so decidedly

apart from each other, that each was by itself against both the

others, and the only point of union almost between any two of

them was found in their common opposition to the third. And
among these three, again, ]\Iontanism was the shyest and most

self-sufficient.

Tlie Church life depended for its health on the union of

these three ; but none of them produced, or could produce this

:

this could be effected only by men who had not fallen into

these one-sidednesses, and were of sound Christian piety. The
simple apostolic belief, where it existed, was not inimical to the

Christian knowledge, nor to the formation of the Christian con-

gregational life ; it, and it alone—the necessary gifts being pre-

supposed—was in circumstances to meddle with, otherwise than

simply to repudiate, the gnosis, and at a later period Montanism,

and thoroughly to vanquish them.

In point of fact, the Church must at this trying period have

had many men rich in faith, and love, and knowledge, who,

penetrating into the gnosis, and being gentle and favourable

towards what was true in ^Montanism, and along with this

attaching great importance to the unity of the Church, had skill

to reconcile the mutually repelling and conflicting elements, and

to appropriate them to the Cliurch, thereby overcoming contra-

diction, and resolving all into a higher spiritual unity. As
belonging to this class, and wliose works have been preserved

to us, may be es])ecia]ly named the author of the Letter to Diog-

netus, Justin Martyr, Athenagoras and Theophilus of Antioch,

Irenajus and Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria and Origen.^

portion as the bishops were practical, their dignity and the reverence showed

to them increased with tlic many ; but their intellectual eminence sunk at

the same time.

1 Appendix, Note QQQQ.
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We have already seen how the Church development of the

FirstEpoch was principally conducted, in a Christological respect,

in accordance with the Old Testament doctrines of the Word
and Wisdom of God. It is, indeed, not true that t\\eidea of the

Loffos was first introduced into the Church about the year 150:

so far from this, we have found a progressive development of

this idea, growing out of the Word of God, the real principle,

and arriving before 150 at the Wisdom, the ideal principle
;

and both referred to Christ, the historical principle, in propor-

tion as the conviction grew, that if we are to be reconciled to

God by Him, God Himself must come nigh to us in Him (see

above, p. 134, Appendix, Note QQ). And even the term X0709,

alternating with prji-La, in the sense of the Word of God who

appeared in Christ, is not strange to this period. How could it

be, since, leaving out of view the Old Testament and the

apocryphal books, in the New Testament, in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, the First Epistle of Peter, and the Gospel by John,^

it is used in this sense ? On the other hand, it must be acknow-

ledged that before the gnosis the New Testament term Logos

was in part a little used treasure, and in part, taken mi the sense

of reason, vov<;, was not in general applied to Christ, who was in

tliis respect spoken of as the Wisdom f and as in general this

momentum remained unformed, still less was there any attempt

made by a reversed process to descend from the wisdom (to

which, proceeding from the Word of God, one must ascend),

and to acknowledge in the perfect ideality, or the eternal vov<i,

which is also love, the principle of reality, or the creative

Word. So lonn; as this was not done, knowledoe could not be

satisfied ; but so long the Logos was not thought in His abso-

lute freedom, but simply in connection with the world, simply

as the world-principle.

At length came the gnosis. How it laboured from the

ideal world, and particularly from the vov<^, to conceive the

^ In the word tbere lies primarily creative might, the coming into exist-

ence through an act of xvill. But intelligence is not thereby excluded

;

rather it is implicitly understood, as at least Heb. iv. 13, and John i. 4, 6, 9,

prove ; though it is still a work, a scientific step forward, to recognise the

momentum of intelligence in its special worth.
" As even in the New Testament by Paul, 1 Cor. i. 21 ; Col. ii. 3; and in

.Matt. xiv. 19 ; Luke i. 3"j, xi. 19.

VOL. T. R
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universe, nay, to find motives for the appearance of the Lo(i;o8

in Jesus, we have seen. But as, on account of the Hyle, it

never came from thought, its point of issue, to being, so also it

coukl not elevate thought to knowing, to discerning. The
universe always was dissolved for it, in the best cases, into a

passing appearance. Thought, to be wholly itself, concluded

that no objectivity whatever should be suffered to continue ; but

it lost with that its own substance. And where this did not

happen. Gnosticism continued to stand in the ruder forms of

Dualism. ^larcion's principle might have conducted further

;

but it was not from the gnosis that he had this : the category

of love he derived from the Christian faith.

But what the gnosis could not attain without going back

into the Church, it had still power to excite there. No man
can say anything rational concerning the supreme Divine region,

who has not first recognised the Divine love, where it is to be

recognised, in Christ. And no man recognises it by the simple

process of thinking, but only through the spiritual intuition of

love. But it is not every one of those who have the fundamen-

tal knowledge of God in faith and love, who knows also how

to make something of a doctrinal tenet out of that, and to appro-

priate the treasure which lies in the principle. Now, the gnosis

rendered to faith the essential service of almost compelling

it to reflect on itself, to address itself more definitely to know-

ledge, so as to discriminate the false from the true. This cannot

issue from the natural intellect bound within the lower sphere,

but only from the Christian spirit that is at home in the highest

sj)here, or from reason come to itself as it is in Christianity.

In this consciousness went forth the succession of men we

have named. To them Christianity is the bloom of humanity,

the soul in the huge body of the race. To them, who for the

most part had gone through the systems of Hellenic philosophy,

Christianity is the Philosophy kut i^o^y^jv, yea, the Divine

wisdom itself.

Of especial moment, however, for the solution of the diffi-

cult problem which then presented itself, was the fact that the

subjective Christian consciousness was now more distinctly

united with the objective representation of Christian truth in

the New Testament, and the latter assumed more and more its

canonical rights. Not oidy the gnosis, but also the Montanist
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piety, had an anti-historical tendency : philosophy and false

spiritualistic piety appeared to combine to cover and obscure

the historical aspect of Christianity ; and the result of this

would have been, that Christianity itself must have sunk into a

sort of ghost flitting over the earth, to a momentary spiritual

convulsive fit falling on mankind. What came to the I'escue

here was oral tradition and the Holy Scriptures of the New
Testament, both closely connected, and mutually supporting

each other. It was only natural that in the age of the apos-

tolic Fathers the living testimony of those who had lived with

the Apostles should give to oral tradition a preponderance over

the use of the apostolic writings ; though in this age there were

already commenced collections of the apostolic writings,^ and

the use of them in Divine service."^ But as the men who went

back to the apostolic age gradually retired from the stage, oral

tradition receded behind the apostolic written word ; this came

to be recognised as the canon ; and to the canon, as far as it was

formed, the first place was assigned ; and, above all, the utmost

efforts were made to contribute by historical testimonies and re-

collections, as well as by the internal evidence of their own

belief, to the completion of the work of forming the canon. In

the official system of the Church, oral tradition had found a

firm centre ; and the work of forming the canon, in which after

Irenaeus the leaders of the Church were chiefly engaged, is the

pre-eminent historical act of the clergy of the second century,

and is the most important contribution which even the Episco-

pate, watching over the unity of the Church, made to the Chris-

tological work of the Church : by this the wild shoots and extra-

vagancies which had previously been so common were cut off

right and left, and a firm course of develoj^nent entered on.

Without any formally conclusive decree, the apostolic writings

were treated as canonical, and the greater part of the writ-

ings in the canon as we now have it as apostolic. An exege-

tical activity commenced, by means of which great fruit and

^ As is shown by Marcion's canon, the passage of Ignatius Pliilad. 5,

the numerous citations of the New Testament in the apostolic Fathers, etc.

2 Comp. e. gr. the letter of Dionysius of Corinth, Euseb. iv. 23, Justin

Apol. i. 67. The rearliiig of the New Testament writings, on the other hand,

was already customary with many much earlier, as with Clement of Rome,

Ignatius, Polycarp, etc.
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eiu-iclirnent came to Christian knowledge and tlie dogmatic

impulse ; for it was not a slavish traditional relation to Holy

Scripture which prevailed, but the relation of a fi'ee love and

recognition, such as had also operated in the forming of the

canon. The vitality of the subjective side of Christian faith

at this time, is sufficiently proved by the far-spreading Mon-
tanist excitement, and still more by the men of Avhom we are

now to speak.

In the Letter to Diognetus there appears no longer a mere

simple faith, but one intimately affected by the gnosis ; and the

marvellous charm of the Letter lies in the exquisite combina-

tion of the depth of an inner emotional life with the freshness

of a knowledge which emancipates, which enlarges the circle

of vision and illustrates everything, and which yet withal re-

mains unpretentious. Here the proper ecclesiastical position

against Gnosticism is assumed. The world of Christians, the

writer says (cli. 12), is a paradise ; they produce fruitful trees

of all kinds. For in this place are planted the tree of know-

ledge and the tree of life. " But the tree of knowledge does

not kill ; it is sin that kills." Whilst he thus speaks against

an exclusive piety, he no less distinctly speaks against the

gnosis of Gnosticism :^ God planted first in Eden the tree of

life, and by the tree of knowledge indicated the path to the tree

of life. But as the first human beings did not use it in purity,

they were stripped naked through the deception of the ser-

pent. For neither is life siu'e (ua-cpaXrj^) without gnosis, nor is

gnosis certain without true life. Wherefore each of the two

trees was planted by the other. The Apostle censures not every

kind of gnosis (1 Cor. viii. 1), but he exhibits the power of union

of both, and censures that gnosis which men employ without

allowing themselves to be conducted from the truth to the life.

AVhosoever thinks he can know anything without a true and

life-attested gnosis, errs, and is deceived by the serpent, because

he loves not the life. He, however, who reverently seeks and

strives after the life, plants with hope. " Let the heart be to

thee gnosis ; but let the true Logos, received into the heart, be

' Wliicli wa.s fond of representing the Fall as the cause of knowledge

(see above). I believe I am not deceiving myself when I see all through

the twelfth chapter the pursuit of a middle path between Gnosticism and

ib.itract piety.
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to thee life. Then shall thy food be wholly divine, such as no

serpent touches , then shall Eve be no longer deceived,"

The Hellenic culture of the author is seen most strikingly

in this high estimation of the Christian gnosis. And this is

obvious also in his Christology. It is, indeed, not more fully

formed ; but the novel feature in it is, that he, after Hellenic

fashion, construes the divine side of Christ not as Word or

creative Power, which were also Wisdo7n, but originally as Truth

or Reason. But just so does the author remove himself widely

from tlie Gnostic idealism, which, confounding God and the

world, establishes neither concept. " No earthly contrivance,

no human mysteries, are given to Christians ; but the Almighty

Himself, the Creator of the universe, the invisible God, hath

planted from heaven in men, and hath established in their

hearts, the Truth and the Logos, since He sent not, as some

insinuate, a servant, or angel, or prince, but the Artificer and

Creator of the universe Himself, through whom He made the

heavens and shut up the sea within its bounds, whose secret

hiws all the elements obey truly, to whom are subjected and

whom follow the moon and the stars, etc., the heaven and what

is in it, the earth and what is on it, the sea and what is in it,

fire, air, the abyss, what is in the height, and what is in the

depth, and what is between. Him hath He sent to them : but

for what? to terrify, and appal, and subdue them by force ? By
no means ; but in friendliness and compassion, as a king sends

his son, himself a king. Him as God (o)? Oeov) He sent as

to men, to deliver, not to destroy*—as a persuader, not a con-

strainer. For violence dwells not with God" (c. 7).

As the dedgn of the appearance of Christ, he assigns re-

velation of God (c. 8, 9). Who knows what God is, unless

God Himself show it '? Heathenism ans\\ers with its lies. No
man hath seen God or known Him ; He Himself must show

Himself. He has, however, showed Himself through faith, to

whicii alone is it gi'anted to see God. God is a friend to man,

and longsuft'ering towards him. That has He ever been, is now,

and ever will be,—kind and good, and without wrath, and faith-

ful : a great unutterable thought hath He thought, which He

* [" Um zii rettcn nicht zu rcchtcii."' To pivsorvc the paranoniasia ]

have Rubstitutccl "destroy" for " contend with ; " and this also is more

in a'Tordanrc with the original, u^ oii^cu 'i-rrefitpiu.—Tn.j
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hath communicated to His Son alone. So Ions; as He kept

it secret, and retained His counsel, He seemed to have no care

for us. But when He uncovered that already prepared from

the beginning, and revealed it to us by His beloved Son, He
sent to us what no one could beforehand have expected. In

the preceding times, men were convicted by their own works of

being unworthy of eternal life, incapable by their own strength

of entering into the kingdom of God. Thus God delayed in

order that we might be made conscioiis of our own guilt and

impotency. But as that was filled up, and it was rendered

manifest that punishment and death duly awaited us, the one

love (/iia wyaTTT]) continued true. It hated not, it departed not,

it remembered not evil ; but was longsuffering, and bore, nay,

itself took on our sins. It gave His only Son as a ransom for

us ; the holy for the unholy, the sinless for the wicked, the pure

for the vile, the immortal for the mortal. For what else could

cover our sins than the righteousness of Him ? Whereby could

the unholy and ungodly be justified but by the Son of God ?

Oh ! sweet substitution ! Oh, what an unsearchable device,

what unexpected blessing ! The unrighteousness of the many
to be hid by the righteousness of the One ; the righteousness of

the One to justify many sinners ! In Him has God showed to

us a Saviour who is able to save what it was not possible to

save [wdthout Him]. In Him has God first loved us ; how
canst thou sufficiently love Him in return ? But if thou lovest

Him, thou wilt be an imitator of His goodness. And marvel

not that a man may be an imitator of God ; he can be so if he

will. For, to rule, to he rich, to tyrannize, is not the time eudce-

mony, nor can any man in such imitate God ; Inat such lies out-

side the Divine glory. He, hoioever, idto takes his neighbour s

burden on himself, becomes a god. for those for lohoni he inter-

poses, he is God's imitator.—Gifted by nature with \6'yLov, vov<?,

we are formed after God's image ; but, after the previous time

had sliowed to us tlie impossibility of our reaching life thi'ough

our own nature, He srnt His oiily-begotton Son (c. 9, 10), the

Logos, that Pie might shine upon tlu' world, and, speaking l)ol(lly

and ckiarly (c. 11), might reveal all things,— despised by the

peojjle, preached by the Apostles, beliexed on by the Gentiles.

1I(', who w;is from the hcgiiiiiiiig, is He who apueared anew,

and is born anew contiiiiialK' in tlie hearts oi the believers.
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He, who Avas for ever, Is now reverenced as the Son, by wliom

the Church is enriched, and grace disphiys itself, and increases

in the saints, giving understanding, opening mysteries. Thus is

the Logos estabhshed among men, since by Him h'ght and hfe,

Gnosis and Love, are inseparably joined. What He reveals on

earth is God Himself, the Truth ; and this He does not by

word alone, but above all by His death. Thus also there is re-

vealed by deed the highest concept of God, the glory of God

—

Love. On him who despises this, falls the weight of judgment

at the second Parousia of Christ.

AMien the author says (c. b), "Xoone has seen or known

God ; He has revealed Himself,"—it might seem as if he meant

that the Father had Himself appeared ; as also the words (c. 9)

" God has taken our sins on Himself,"' have a patripassian

sound. And since there is no reference to the Holy Ghost in

the Epistle, but all that happens to any one is ascribed to the

Logos : since the Logos is represented as He that fills the

Church, adorns with His gifts, arouses to testify, dwells in the

Church as Teacher, and rejoices in it (c. 11, 12) ; it might seem

as if the Logos was, in the view of the author, nothing else than

God Himself viewed as revealed. But he very distinctly dis-

tinguishes, even apart from revelation, the Logos from God
absolutely ; and particularly by applying to Him the names,

Son (Tral^), Beloved, only-begotten Son (c. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11).

This was fi'om the beginning, always (aTr" ap;^?}? del, c. 11) ; and

the mystery of redemption was communicated by God to His

Son from the beginning, when He formed the plan (c. 8). He
knew all with the Son. The author is not satisfied by repre-

senting the Son as hypostatically existing at the creation of the

universe ; but, as the actual world was framed by the Son, so,

when the idea of the world was conceived, the Son also was

present.^ These expressions consequently, which have so strong

a patripassian sound, prove that the author saw in Christ true

deity, and are explainable only on this supposition ; but they

do not aim at obliterating the distinction between the Son and

^ Thus is the Gnostic Logos-doctrine refuted. The world is not God's

Bon, but from the beginning the Sou is with the Father. On the other

liand, the Logos is not an idea without a history, but is the idea which,

apart from the universe, subsists in the,M£7«A£/&r>;;of God, Love, the prin-

ciple of the Creation and of the lucarnatiou.
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the Father. How this Christology is to be reconciled with

God's unity, is not said. He does not point at the subordination

of the Son. Moreover, he does not seek to prejudice the

humanity of Christ, as is evident from his doctrine of Christ's

death ; and it is not accidental that he, after the incarnation, is

fond of speaking of the Person of Christ as the Logos or the

Son, by which, as we have seen, he intends the pre-existent

divine nature of Christ. On the other hand, he holds that

Christ is in the midst of us, inasmuch as he sees in the birth of

the new man an analogue, nay, strictly taken, a continuation of

the fact of the Logos assuming humanity in Jesus. It is He
who " was from the beginning, and appeared anew, and always

is born anew in the hearts of the saints."

Much more developed is the Christology, especially the doc-

trine of the Logos, of Justin Martyr. Through the latter he

has become of more decisive importance ; for in him, a Sama-

ritan by birth, were united the two previous tendencies in the

unfolding of the idea of the Logos, the Old Testament ten-

dency proceeding from the Word and ending in the Trampero?

aocjiia (Euseb. iv. 22), and the Hellenic, which sees in the

Logos the Divine Reason. He is the first of the Christian

teachers with whom intentionally the term Logos has its double

meaning, uniting and reconciling its two tendencies, of creative

Word and Divine Reason (Dial, cum Tryph. 61). In this feli-

citous woi'd, no longer existing with ambiguity in the mind of

the Church, is found the key to the union of both tendencies,

which, as above shown, had already mutually formed each

other. Heathen and Jewish Christians were now conjoined by

the confession of the Logos in its double sense ; Ebionism and

Doketism were excluded by the higher truth in which the

Church had her expressed unity. The want of historical and

actual validity for the idea is removed, by the recognition of

the eternal trulh as the Creator-Word that became man. On
the other h.and, the idealess character of the history of Christ

in Ebionism is removed, by His being conceived as Fact, yea,

as tlie appearing of the eternal truth and reason itself. Thus

in fuller stream, and in one bed, thenceforward flowed on the

more richly acknowledged Christian truth.'

Had .Justin thought the objective essence of God after the

' ApiHiKlix, NutoKUIilv.
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supersubstantial form of Pliilo, his doctrine of the Logos would

have been unintelligible. For if God be the simply distinction-

less, abstract unity, then would such a preponderance be given

to the Divine monarchy, that there Avould remain for the Logos

only a higher creature nature, or a simply economic signifi-

cancy ; the Logos must be viewed as necessarily outside the

Divine essence, in the highest sense. But though in Justin's

theology there are assonances to the Alexandrian theology, yet

he asserts not God's objective want of attributes, but His un-

nameableness,—not God's abstract simplicity, but His un-

fathomableness and incomprehensibility by us. It is true that

Justin's concept of God is not adjusted for the purpose of un-

folding to us, out of it, the doctrine of the Logos or the Christ-

ology ; otherwise he must have receded fiurther from the

Alexandrian doctrine than he even has done ; but his doctrine

of the Logos, which is wrought out by him not a prioin but

from history, from the experienced salvation which is in Christ,

and apostolic tradition, receives from his doctrine of God no

opposition.^ It must not, indeed, be expected in Justin that he

will show the necessity of Christianity or of the appearance of

Christ ; the doctrine of the Logos is rather by him set forth in

the manner of a dogma, which he seeks especially to found on

the Old Testament.

The Dialogue with Trypho affirms, that with the Jews the

Christians hold Monotheism inviolate, and are at one with

them in opposing all Polytheism. But the Person of Christ

necessitates Christians to recognise in Him true deity. Christ,

the first-born of the creation, has also become the beginning of

another race, regenerated by Him through water and faith,

and through that tree in which rests the mystery of the cross.^

The purpose of His appearance was the transformation and

elevation of the human race.^ He particularly recognises the

marvellous power, penetrating to the soul, of the discourses of

Christ.^ There rested on Him, not a charisma of the Spirit,

but the seven powers in their unity f and if the seed of reason

^ Comp. Seraiscli 1. c. ii. 247-260. One may even say, from Apol. i.

63, that the inconceivability of God iu Himself by men, formeil a reason

with Justin for His revelation in Christ.

2 C. Try. cap. 138. » Apol. i. 23.

* C. Try. 121 ; Apol. i. 10 * C. Try. 87.
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is scattered over all, there resu; in Him the All of reason (kcryi-

Kop TO okov), not a mere cnrep/jia or fjil/xrjfjLa, but the Primal

Reason itself ; and Christianity is to be called divine wisdom,

divine philosophy (Apol. ii. 10, 12). But it is the perfect

wisdom, because it is not a powerless idea, but life-governing

truth ; because it fills with the fire of love, with the blessedness

of reconciliation. Because Christ exhibits power to deify man.

He is God. " As from one father Jacob," says he to the

Jew Trypho (c. 123 ff.) " all are named, so all we are, and are

called, true children, from Him who hath begotten us in the

divine nature,—from Christ the God we are worthy to be called

gods.^ The whole race of man lies, since Adam's fall, under

the curse, and is subject to physical and spiritual death. Hence

Christ must become man. He must unite the essential life

with the mortal, in order to make the latter essentially immortal

(comp. the Fragments on the Eesurrection). His positions con-

cerning the manner in which Christ hath accomplished what is

ascribed to Him,— viz., by the slaying of the serpent and the

evil powers, in general of death, by cleansing from sin and

renewal of humanity,—are but very vaguely expressed ; and he

is fond, however distinctly he deduces these fruits from the

death of Jesus, of referring to the cross as a " mystery," as it

were, in a sacred nicht in which the new Divine man was born.

He has not taught that He was given as a ransom-price to

Satan ; as, indeed, none of the more eminent Fathers hold this

as expressing the entire significancy of the death of Christ.

It is also true, that what he places in the foreground is not the

Divine righteousness and the concept of guilt and punishment,

but that of evil and of sin, from which Christ delivers us. But

it would be an error to seek to exclude the concept of guilt and

punishment from him altogether.^ But however vague the

' Comp. Apol. i. 23. [It is but fau- to state, that the above passage is

made up out of two diffeix'iit passages in Justin, of which it may be de-

Birabie to give a translation here :
" As therefore from that one Jacob, who

was also called Israel, your whole race is called Jacob and Israel, so [are]

we from Ilim who hath begotten us to Cod from Christ ; we who keep the

commands of Christ arc called, and are, the true children of God :" c. 23.

Then having quoted I's. Ixxxii. 6, and commented on it, he says, " Be the

interpretation of the Psalm what it may, it still remains certain that men

arc deemed worthy to become gods :" c. 124.—Tu.]
J Appendix, Note SSSS.
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whole remains, Justin's central concept is the idea of substitu-

tion, which he sets forth in many ways. " God's Son, the

Logos/' says he, in the Fragment on the Resurrection, c. 1,

" came among us, bearing a body, showing Himself and the

Fatlier, e;ivins us in Himself the resurrection of the dead."

In another fragment (from Leontius, see Grabe Spicilegium ii.

172 [Justin 0pp., ed. Otto, ii. 251, No. 9]) he says, "Through

disobedience mankind received corruption into their nature

(^fo-i/cco? ela-ehe^aro (jiOopdv). It thus became necessary that

he who would rescue man should destroy that essential prin-

ciple of corruption (^6opo7roiov ovaiav)." In order to accom-

plish this, the essential life must be united with that which was

subject to corruption, in order that that life might cast out the

corruption, and elevate to immortality that which had received

corruption. Hence the Logos must assume flesh. Had He
simply by His death warded off death from us, He woidd only

have helped us from without. Death would have been pre-

vented from reaching; his aim, but we should have remained

in corruption ; for we bear the principle of corruption in our-

selves. Thus it is only in Christ's essential life, which was

united with the mortal, that a universal principle is given for

the subduing of corruption in the general. In Him is corrup-

tion in us also overcome. For this a basis is laid in His incar-

nation ; but His death and resurrection, which Justin eagerly

sets forth together, have also this general significancy, that they

are regarded as concerning mankind, not one individual man.

Only thus is it conceivable how he sees in Christ's death the

death of death and of sin, and in Christ's resurrection the

foundation of universal eternal life, and in both together the

dying of an old and the resurrection of a new world, not only

intimated, but accomplished. This is the substitution,—not

a magical one, not one positing passivity, but the true and liv-

ing substitution, which is also the principle of the higher life,

])lanted by it in those men who have, by faith in Christ, their

jiart in His perfect victory. To this belongs also the passage,

c. Tryph. IIG :
" Through the name of Jesus, the High

l*riest, all become the true high-priestly race of God— all come

to be as one man, allied to the Creator of the universe; through

the name of His First-begotten they have put off the unclean

garments, that is, their sins, and arc inilanied by the word of
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vocation." To this also must be referred his calhng, according

to a Pauhne figure, all Christians together one body with many
members ; and his representing believers as a synagogue, a

church, a soul, the daughter of God. The one soul in all the

members is the Logos.

^

High as in his esteem is the value of Christ's work, as

one truly divine, and hence as witnessing for Christ's true

deity, he is yet far from recognising no truth outside of Chris-

tianity. On the contrary, he counts the hsathen philosophy,

—

that of a Plato, a Socrates, etc., as well as their virtue,—to be

higlily prized.^ But he earnestly affirms the position, that in

the Son who was manifested in Jesus is the whole truth, the

whole Logos ; and that no longer is the mere seed, or the

shadow of it manifested.^ And since in the Son who was

manifested in Jesus there is the whole truth, he justly con-

cludes, that where there is truth elsewhere, it must be a mo-

mentum or a portion of the Christian truth, ]ilaced by the same

Son who revealed Himself in His fulness in Christ. Thus he

was impelled, just by the recognition of a truth even before

Christianity, to a higher concept of Christ— a new phase of

the Church doctrine of the pi'e-existence of the Son.'* In a

genuinely speculative manner he lays the grounds for this doc-

trine deeper, as respects as well the spii'itual as the natural

world. The Logos pervades the latter ; nay, it has in itself an

immanent reference to the manifestation of Christ and to His

work.^ As respects the soul, however, it has not merely an

inborn idea of God, but also a natural and essential relation to

the Logos (Apol. ii. 10, 6). Besides the creation of nature and

of men, however, the Logos has manifested Himself also in

history. The Old Testament revelations are revelations of the

Logos. He appears at one time in the form of a man, at

another in that of fire, at another in an incorporeal form (Apol.

i. 61, 63 ; c. Tryph. 61, 62) ; for the Father in Himself is

above space and time ; He comes not in any definite space

;

1 C. Try. 42, 63 ; Apol. ii. 8.

' Apol. i. 46. lie even Cc'ills tbcni Christians.

3 Apol. ii. 8, 10. He does not, however, bring both quite together.

* Apol. i. 40. ii. 10, 13, oncn. ovu rrotpci "Trxai kxKu; ilpmcut^ ijfiZu t«»

Xpiazictfu!/ tanv, through the power of the Logos airtpfixT/Kog.

» Apol. i. 55, 60 ; ii. 10, 13.
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He walks not, and is not sniToundecl by a place—not even by

the whole world. But the Son, who, so far as He performs the

Father's will, is also called His Angel, is He through whom all

revelations are effected (c. Try. 127, comp. 56 ff.). This

theologoumenon was especially agreeable to Jews of Alexan-

drinian culture. In order to hold God free from the limits of

finitude, and yet on the other hand to allow to Divine revela-

tion its historical validity, many Jews had understood, under

the manifestations of God in the Old Testament, a power of

God, to which they gave different names : Glory (Jekaru, She-

kin ah, Bo^a), when its figure was indefinite ; Man, when the

form of a man was assumed : Ano-el, when a messacje was

brought to men ; Word, when it brought a discoiu'se from the

Father. This power they thought as not separate from the

Father, as the beams of light are not separate from the sun

;

when the Father wills, this power is suffered to burst forth

from Him ; and when He wills, He draws it again back. In

this Justin finds several things to blame ; but it serves him as

a point of junction for the higher Christology. This Power,

he says, is Christ ; and the Jews eiT, in that they think it with-

out connection with Him. Further, no angel can have any such

merely parastatic impersonal being as can be resumed into the

indistinguishableness of the Divine nature. Rather must this

Divine hyvajii^ be more than simply a name. He must be

something per se, existing for Himself in distinction from the

Father ; and since this being, especially in Christ, has to mani-

fest not merely Himself, but also the Father (De Eesurrec. 1),

He must also be, what He is called in the Old Testament, where

the names Maleach and Jehovah are used interchangeably of

Him, He must be God. He thus jjresses on the Jews, from

the Old Testament, the necessity of holding, not abstract simple

Divine essence, but a Monotheism which does not exclude plu-

rality of distinctions.^

In the closer examination of the nature of the Logos, he

again attaches himself to the Old Testament, to the doctrine of

the Wisdom therein contained ; but in such a way, as that what

is there conceived indefinitely, and rather as a personification,

' This is the meaning of the passage, c. 128, that the Son is doi6fAu

iripov T/ in relation to the Father, and only this sense corresponds with the

iudeiinite'iess of the expression.
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or, at the highest, as a distinction of wisdom from God in rela-

tion to the world, is now brought to the point of being regarded

as a firm, nay, eternal distinction in the Divine essence itself,

and is assumed even as a point of issue for the Person of the

God-man.

In the Dialogue c. Tryph. c. 62, Justin says, " Not to

angels nor to the world did God speak, when He said, Let

Us make man, but to His Son. He, begotten by the Father,

was before all creatures with the Father ; and with Him the

Father converses, as the Word by Solomon declares, that as

principle (a/3%^) before all creatures this birth was begotten

(iyeyevvTjTo) which Solomon calls Wisdom" (comp. c. Tryph.

129). " He was (c. Tryph. 105) the only-begotten Son of the

^oniversal Father, in a peculiar manner as Reason (X0709) and

Power begotten bv Him." ^

Thus far has Justin come on his way from the historical

manifestation of Christ. He knows, indeed, that the Logos

Is not in title merely, but in essence also, truly God, and has

Divine power and honour. In one remarkable passage he even

labours to construe the Logos absolutely in relation to the

Father, not to the world alone ;^ but he is unable to develop the

thought more cleaidy. " The Son of God, who alone in the

proper sense is called Son, the Logos, who before all creatures

was both with God and begotten by God, when God in the be-

ginning made and ordered all through Him (6 /V070? irpo roiv

TroLrjficiTcov Kol crvvo)v Ka\ '^/evvoifieva ore . . . . 8l avrov iravra

€KTLae, K.T.X.), has a name." The connection demands decisively

the sense, that the Son had not received His name nor His being

through the world, or on account of the world; and hence

stress is laid on His being with the Father before the world,

because, apart from the world, He has His name. Son, on ac-

count of His relation to the Father.^ There is certainly some-

^ Other names of the Logos, TrpuroTCKO; OsoiJ, 7rp6 Tratnuu tuu K-iay.oiTU!/,

oi'Tro ToD r«Tcdf vpofi'Kndiv yivvrif^oi.^ 6 /aouoysv^;, or 6 fioi/o; x-vplo; 'Kiyoy.ivoi

vio;. Apol. i. 23, 32 ; ii. 6 ; c. Tryph. 138, etc.

* Apol. ii. 6. The Father, as unbcgottcn, has no name. Foi- the words,

(Jreator, Father, Lord, etc., relate rather to His works and deeds than to

Himself. But His Son has a name, The Logos, before all creation, who
alone in a strict sense is called Son, etc.

' The creation of the world and tlie begetting of the Logos are by no

moans, as Scmiscli thuikH (1. c. ii. 280), to be regarded as simiiltaneoua
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tliincr strano-e in the addition, " Avhen God throuo;h Him made

all." But rather than the whole context should be disturbed

by this, the conjecture of on for ore must be accepted ; because

otherwise in the same breath it would be said, The Lo£;os is

begotten before the world, and with the world,— the latter of

which would be quite foreign to the connection.^ But even

without this conjecture the diiSculty may be surmounted, by

supposing that categories which he uses in an analogous case

wavered before the eyes of Justin. In c. Tryph. 128, he so

places the earlier appearances of the Logos in conjunction with

the incarnation, that whilst he calls them appearances Sum^tict,

the actual incarnation would be the ivep^eca of the earlier

simple potency of the incarnation. When this is applied to the

passage before us, it gives the meaning, that the Logos was with

God before the creation, not simply as an attribute, but Svvd/xei,

as potency ; but that He came to ivipyeia when the world was

made.^ Li this way, certainly, the being and the work of the

Logos are still obscurely mixed : there lies prominently in the

term a-vveivai the effort to represent Him even above the world

in distinction from the Father; but it would have belonged

to a more fully developed concept of the absolute Spirit,

had Justin been able to keep himself from always relapsing

into the poor pre-Christian category, so apt to lead into error

in a trinitarian respect, of the revealed and hidden God,

and therewith to miss the basis which he sought for the

hypostasis of the Son in the eternal Divine essence apart from

the world.

Into the momentum of actuality the Logos consequently

—

because His content still too predominantly relates to the world*

acts, but, as the connection shows, the opposite. It is also doubtful if

Semisch is right in thinking that the being with God {awuvini tw voirpt,

Apol. ii. 6 ; Try. 62) is to be taken as expressing the being of an " attri-

bute" in God, whilst the individual, personal existence lies in the ysuvx-

a6xi. What writer would speak so of an attribute ? Nay, how can the

assertion, that with Justin the Reason is but an attribute, be justified?

1 For the conjectiu'e it might be pleaded, that in many places the be-

getting of the Sou hefore the time of the creation of the Avorld is asserted,

whilst nowhere is there a passage that makes these sinmltaneous.

2 This explanation accords fully with the allied doctrine of Tlieophilus,

etc., concerning the T,ogos, Tpo(fopiKo; and hllukro:.
* " Weil sein luhalt noch zu vorherrschond sich auf die Welt beziebt."
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— enters only with the world, or, more exactly, with reference to

the world, whose principle He must be, and which in concept

He consequently precedes ; whilst He, on the other hand, is

actual principle only along with His work, the actual world.

The distinction between the hidden and the revealed God is at

first only Sabellian : Justin does not seek to abide by this
;

there is for him an dpiO^w erepov n with which he is concerned,

an essential and abiding distinction in God Himself ; and so

he enunciates the Logos as an hypostasis even in the state of

pre-existence {avvoiv tm II.). But since he is still fettered by

that insufficient distinction, and is not impelled to a construc-

tion of the full concept of God in its independence, the hypo-

statizing of the Logos receives in his hands again a hasty refer-

ence to revelation or the world ; and thereby his doctrine of

the Logos, through an unsurmounted Sabellian element, re-

ceives an Arian aspect. On the other hand, it may be proved

that the just fear of thinking God emanistically in relation

to the Logos, and as passive in the procession of the latter

(consequently the fear of a theopassian tendency), led him even

to Ai'ian expressions. In order that God might not be thought

as suffering, or as susceptible of change, through the doctrine

of the begetting of the Logos, he represents Him as having

proceeded by the will of God.^ But had this been taken strictly,

as the Arians did, it would have been opposed to the position,

which beyond doubt possessed for Justin himself a much more

primitive significancy, that the Logos is of the essence of God,"

and tliat He potentially is eternally in God. But it is note-

worthy, that we already see here two not yet refuted heresies

indicated from afar. The possibility of both exists ; Justin is

attached to neither of them, for both can, with equal justice and

equal want of it, appeal to him. Against the Arian represen-

tation there is this in Justin, besides what has been already

advanced, that he docs not at all represent the Son as an object

of the Divine counsel and will, as he does the world—in a word,

he does not place Him on the footing of a creature ; but over

against the word epyaaia (c. Tryph 114) there stands jivvij/jLa,

which, as its full counterpoise, secures equality of essence, and

over against the word yevvdaOai, which has a passive sound,

' Appendix, Note TTTT.
* C. Trypli. 61 : 6 Gd; ytyiwriy.t 6vv»uiv -ivx f | ittvzav >o>-/*»j».
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there stands the term •Trpoep-)(e(j6ai (c. Tryph. Q2, 129). If the

Son proceeds from the Father (which involves His pre-existence,

(Tvvrjv Tw iraTpi), the Father might appear as passive, since in

the Son divine essence proceeds from God ; and that Justin

held views, according to which this construction might appear

possible,—consequently, did not hold strict Subordinatianism,

—

is shown by his resorting, in order to avoid giving the representa-

tion of a physical partition of God, to the will and the conscious-

ness of God as causes of this procession.^

Justin indicates the relation of the Logos to the Father still

further negatively. " The Divine essence," he says, c. Try. 129,

" is not partitioned by the begetting of the Logos, nor trans-

muted into portions." He by this aims at excluding the sepa-

ration of the Logos from the Father, and also at indicating the

relation of whole and part as here an inadequate one. He feels

that this is simply a physical category, and that quantitative

definitions are not sufficient to indicate the relation between

Father and the Son. Such are undoubtedly, in his judgment,

inadequate in respect of the Father, because in this case it

would result, either that the entire quantum of the Divine

essence was no longer in the Father, but only in both together

;

or, if the Father remains the whole, that there is no getting at

an hypostasis of the Son,—neither of which he is prepai'ed to

admit ; and hence it follows, that he must find them also insuf-

ficient as respects the Son. For, were the Son a section and part

hypostatically, it would follow that the Father also must be vieAved

as a part, though the greater of the two. To this it must be

added, that Justin frequently asserts that the wholeReason-power

appeared in Christ (Apol. ii. 10, \oyiKov to oXov) ; and also in

respect of power all limits to the Logos are denied,^ when He
is called, " as respects power (or potential existence, essential

being), the Logos inseparable from the Father." PoAver rests

in essence, but the essence of the Logos is true deity
.^

• Semisch is not correct when lie finds (ii. 88) in Justin the strictest

" subordination of the Son." This is at variance with Semisch's own re-

presentation, p. 293 ff.

^ Cohort, ad Gr. : '6; tw 0so5 viruo^uv "hoyo; nxupioTO^ ^vvufin, k t.X.

Hence I cannot assent to the judgment of Semisch, that the Letter to Dlog-

netus places Christ higher than Justin.

•' The term avipfix, used of the Son, Apol. i. 32, is allied to yi-jv/i/nx, and

Ixjlongs to the category of definitions establishing the cst-xutial equality.

VOL. I. S
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Furtlier, Justin refuses tlie figure of the sun and its circle

of rays, not because this figure infers that the sphere of the

Son is greater quantitatively than that of the Father, but be-

cause it does not do justice to the Son's ]>ersonality, seeing the

sun's rays are not of its essence (c. Tryph. 138) ; Philo, at one

with Justin in opposition to the uTroTe/jLvea-dai, preferred a

monad expanding itself into a dyad, and used for that the terra

eKrelveaOai. According to him, the Divine monad becomes the

Logos by self-expansion. This view Justin adduces (c. Tryph.

128), but rejects it, because this Divine power (the Logos) is

another (than the Father) not in name merely, but in number

also.^ This is, however, the classic figure of the later Sabel-

lianism (Epiph. Hser. Ixii. 1). For this Justin himself presents

another figure, " which had been delivered to him,"—the figure

of fire, at which another fire or other fires may be kindled without

its being itself diminished, or the others failing to be of the

same kind, fire like the first. This figm^e also, since the kindled

fire may become greater than that from vvliich it was kindled,

shows that he was not concerned about the quantitative great-

ness of the Father and the Logos, but that with Justin Subor-

dinatianism adhered only to the manner in which he connects

the beD-ettinjT of the Son with the desin-n of an actual world, and

deduces it from the Divine will.^

Justin is of importance for the fm'ther course of the doc-

trine of the Logos, in that he referred the begetting to the rela-

tion of the Logos to the Father. Before we proceed with this,

we must consider how he expresses himself concerning the mani-

festation of the Logos in Christ.

Semisch, however, cannot prove, as he attempts, ii. 291, that the Logos in

relation to the Father is called avkpy.» only as Wisdom in heathenism is, ac-

cording to him, a <j'7:'ipy.ct in relation to the Logos. Still less is there any

proof of a representation of a qualitative partition of God in the passage,

c. Tiyph. Gl : "God begot from Himself ovvufAiy rivcc 'KoyiK-iiv
:''''

for, as

Semisch acknowledges on auotlier place, o-jvccy.i; connected with -/iyivvnKi

is not a power, but a hypo-t^tatic being. Why, then, might not Justin say,

God begot in the Por.-on of His Son from Himself a rational pei'sonality,

without thinking of a (quantitative definition?

* Conip. Simson, Summa Thoolog. Joann. pp. .'51, 40.

- The old assertion, that Justin identifies the Logos and the Holy Ghost,

mu.st be given up, since Semisch's thorough investigation, ii. 303 fT. It is

only in respect of the work of both that the distinction is somewhat un-

steady.
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He is aware of a Christological view whicli indeed sees in

Jesus the Christ, but to which He is only man of men, i.e., the

Ebionitic view (c. Tryph. 48). The gentle handling which he

gives to this in opposing it, especially as compared with Gnosti-

cism,^ forms, at first sight, the strongest contrast to the decisive-

ness with which he insists on the deity, not of the Logos merely,

but of Jesus also (c. Tryph. 36). For explanation of this, it

may be remarked, in addition to what has been already advanced

(see p. 198), that in his time Ebionisni had lost its contagious

power, and lingered only in fragments (rive^) ; and besides, the

Ebiojiitcs to whom he refers did not renounce what was for him

such a weighty historical basis, the Old Testament, as did the

Gnostics and p-nosticizins; Ebionites. The Old Testament con-

tains in his view the Logos-doctrine, and with that a higher

Christology, so distinctly, that whosoever submits to it is easily

recovered from his error, if he only receives the right explana-

tion of the Old Testament. Whilst his Dialogue with Trypho

serves for the most part for a defence of the deity of Christ, he

also opposes Gnosticism as Doketism. Christ has truly become

man, capable of suffering." He took flesh and blood (Apol. i.

66), took on Ilim man, who is made in the image and likeness

of God (Cohort, ad Gr. 38). So he calls Him the Logos be-

come man (X070? avSpai6ei<i, c. Tryph. 102). Jesus Christ, who

before was tlie Logos, and appeared now in the form of fire,

now incorporeall}', has now, according to God's will (Apol. i. 23 ;

c. Tryph. 127), become man for the race of man, and hath

taken on Him to suffer all (comp. Apol. ii. 6, 13; c. Tryph. 100).^

But not only are all the leading facts of Christ's life recog-

nised by Justin—His birth, baptism, teaching, death, resurrec-

^ He wrote (Apol. i. 2G) against all heresies, according to Cedrcuus, dur-

ing the reign of Hadrian (Semisch 1. 43). This writing was probably

directed against tlie Gnostics especially. Comp. Apol. i. 56, 58 ; c. Tryph.

35, 80, 82, 98, 103 ; De resurr. 10.

2 C. Trypli. 98 : x'TroouKUvai/ oV/ d'hridu; y'tyoviv oiv6pu7rog dvri'hYi'T-vtx.oi

vxduv. C. 103 :
" He trembles and is dismayed that we might know tliat

the Father willed that His Son should in these sufferings be truly among

us, and that we should not say that He wdio is the Son of God did not ex-

perience what came upon Him."
^ Other expressions : auf^ccTOWotiiaSxi, actpKOT^oiuaSxi^ ^op^ovafiett, aci.px.et

iyfiUy (popeh, etc. The riches of expression for this department of coucepto

shows that Christian thought had ahreatly long dwelt ou it.
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tion, and ascension,—but he enters still more closely into the

subject. Christ is born not as man of men, but without sin (5t^a

dfxaprLa<i), of the Virgin, from the stock of Abraham (c. Tryph.

23, 54 ; De Resurrec. 3). The Founder of a new race, Christ

(c. Tryph. 138) must show that the creation of man is possible

without a conception connected with sinful lust ; and that, as

the virgin even conceived by the word of the serpent, and bore

death, so also a vu'gin may by the word of an angel conceive

joy and faith (c. Tryph. 100; De Eesurrec. 3). The word of

the Holy Ghost, who overshadowed the Virgin, Justin under-

stands, as before observed, of the Logos (Apol. i. 33). Decid-

edly as he refers the incarnation to the will of the Father, he

no less regards it as a voluntary act of the Logos. By Himself

has the Logos become patible like us (Apol. ii. 10),—nay, the

power of the Logos properly effects that, according, however,

to the will of the Father (Apol. i. 32, 46, 66 ; c. Tryph. 54),^

and without exclusion of the mental and corporeal participation

of Mary. The potency of becoming man, which the Logos

always bore in Himself, and which He manifested when He in

the aforetime appeared in the form of a man, came thus alone

to actuality (c. Tryph. 128) ; and this passing into a human
being may figuratively be called a yivvrjai.'; of the Logos, just as

the passing of the Logos that rested in God to action in the

creation may be so called, as it is by Clement of Alexandria.

Justin follows out into detail the self-emptying of the Logos.

Christ was a child, grew and passed through successive stages

of life as we do, doing full justice to each, ate all kinds of food,

and was capable of suffering (c. Tryph. 88, 98). Nevertheless

He had from birth His own peculiar power ; hence the Magi

might properly worship Him (c. Tryph. 88). And He did not

need baptism in order to receive through it, for the first time,

a communication of Divine power: in the Logos Himself is

the fountain of the Holy Ghost, and the unity of all His powers

named by Tsaiah, c. xi. ; but in this man Jesus is the entire

Logos. His baptism took place in order to make Him known

to others ; and the passage in Isaiah, as well as the accounts of

the descent of the Spirit on Him, and which remained with

Him, are to be understood as intimating that in Him the pro-

phetic spirit had reached its goal, and the end of pr()})hecy was

1 Appendix, Note UUUU.
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given in Him, who has presented the unity of tlie powers which

separately rested on the prophets of the ancient dispensation

(c. Tryph. 87). Thronghout His hfe He remained, He was

spotless and sinless, living and dying obedient to the Father

(c. Tryph. 17, 35, 110, 41). After His death, He went into

Hades (c. Tryph. 72, 99). His enemies thought He would remain

in Hades like an ordinaiy man ; but Christ was not wanting

in the hio-her knowledoe. Christ seems to have entered Hades

because He was man, and must pay to human nature its debt

;

but He did not remain there, because He was the Logos who

had become man. His going to Hades, besides, served to bring

to the pious there the joyful tidings of their salvation (c.

Tr}T)h. 72)}

After His resurrection, which he regarded as the Father's

boon. He lived still in the same body among us ; He was glori-

fied as He ascended to heaven.^

There is no doubt that Justin regarded Jesus Christ as a

person in whom the Logos and humanity were vitally united.

We nave also in the above to observe rtot an unsound prepon-

derance of the Logos, through which the reality of the human
nature would be trenched upon. But it requires a more exact

inquiry, whether Justin recognised also a human soul in Jesus.^

On the negative side of this it has been ui'ged, that whilst

Justin conceives the human nature trichometrically, and ac-

cordingly ought to speak of four potences in the God-man, he

in one passage (Apol. ii. 10) names only three, aay/xa, X070?,

and yjrv^?]. The soul {'^v^t]), according to his trichotomy, is

only the animal principle ; and hence it is infen'ed that Justin

viewed the Logos as supplying the place of the human soul.

But this proof is by no means conclusive.'* Justin is not so

^ This doctrine is not so new as Semisch's representation (ii. 416) would

make it appear, Wliat is said in the Acts and in the First Epistle of Peter

on this subject, was in the middle of the second century so expanded and

worked up, that already the office of preaching in Hades was ascribed to the

Apostles (Herm. Past. Sim. ix. 16, 17); and even Marcion made the descent

to Hades an important article (Iron. i. 27, ii. 1, 24). See Neander Genet.

Enter. 13.301.

2 Comi). Semisch ii. 415, 412.

' See Semisch ii. 400 ff., who calk Justin a forerunner of Apol-

linaris.

* The passage runs tl)us :
" Obviously our matter is superior to allhu-
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decidedly a tricliotoniist, that he might not also hold the twofold

division, and under -^v^t) include both the animal principle of

life and the irvev^a, nay, by ylrv^^rj might intend the irvev/xa}

It is alleged, on the other hand, that the expressions aapKo-

TTOieicrOai, etc., as little exclude the human soul as Incarnatio

;

and that Justin, moreover, often uses the phrase. He became a

man, a human being, whilst, on the contrary, he says of the

earlier theophanies. He appeared as a man. His doctrine con-

cerning Christ's descent into Hades also, in which he speaks

of Him as still man, and so could not have reo;arded Him as

simply the Logos, has a bearing on this question. When these

things are duly pondered, there may seem reason for our de-

ciding on the opposite side. But these proofs also are wantino-

in conclusiveness. For, thouo;h the later Church sought to

certify the soul of Christ by the article in the Apostles' Creed
concerning Christ's descent into Hades, there wants proof that

these two questions were viewed together by Justin. And
though the expressions, " He is truly a man," " has become a

man," prove conclusively that He was not doketically affected

(and consequently, if he had detected Doketism in the substi-

tuting of the Logos in place of the human soul, w-ould have
rejected it)

;
yet it is not certain that he did detect this, espe-

cially as this question did not come into discussion in the

Church for nearly a century later. We shall consequently

best hit on the truth by deciding, that Justin did not indeed

subject the human soul of Christ to special consideration, but

that he neither taught, nor was inclined to teach, anything

against the truth of Christ's humanity. If in the only passage

which can bo adduced bearing on this he intends by ^v)(rj,

not the human soul, but the animal life-principle, and by X0709,

not the reason, but the Logos, yet that he must have been

familiar with the thought of Christ's being really and in all

respects a man like other men, is evident from his assertion,

that what men, apart from Christ, have of reason (i.e., their

man teaching, lul to "hoyiKov ro o'>.oi/, rov (^wjivTX S(' viy.ci; Xpurrov, "/tyo-

vivu.1 Kxl aufAcc y.ui 'h.oyov kxI \pvx*]ii.'" " Body, Logos, soul." It seems in

favour of the retaining of the word Logos in the translation, that other-

wise the Logos would not be mentioned at all. But He is indicated in the

words 7:oytKov to o'/oy, and hence 'hi-yog may mean Beason here.

' As even Scnii.sch, ii. 361, feels constrained to ailniit
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Pneuma), is to be conceived as a spermatic indwelling of the

Logos in them ; so that Christ is not placed beyond the sphere

of the rest of mankind, if in Him, in place of the germ and

seed, the loliole Logos, Xo'jckov to oXop, dwelt.

Even since His exaltation, Christ remains man ; for as the

Son of man shall He come again to the judgment (c Trj^ph.

31, 32 ; Apol. i. 52). The operations of the exalted Christ

are frequently called by him the operations of the Logos, like

those before His incarnation. If there may be detected here a

preponderance which the Logos had in his immediate Christian

consciousness over the God-man, there is to be set over against

this, that he very often also calls the pre-Christian Logos Christ,

even Jesus Christ, in which mode of designation he is obviously

determined by his setting out fi'om a historical point of view.^

The most allied to Justin's doctrine of the Logos is that of

Theophilas of Antioch, and that of Tatian. Theophilus also at-

taches himself to the Wisdom of the Old Testament (ad Autol.

L. ii.), and this in such a way, as that he seeks to show that in

Christianity there is nothing new, but that it is as old as the

world. With him, almost every other Christological considera-

tion is absorbed in his interest for the momentum of the pre-

existence and the doctrine of the Logos ; and in consequence of

this onesidedness again, the incarnation is threatened with being

viewed doketically. The creation, as well as the appearances

of the Old Testament, and its inspiration, took place through

the Logos, who was always with God, and is called ap^?; (ii.

10) by John (i. 1), as the principle of all things. His relation

to the Father is this, that the Father cannot appear within a

definite space {a')(a)priTO<; 6 irarr^p), whilst the Logos can (ii. 22).

Hence the Logos assumed in the world the part of the Father

and Lord of all (Trpoaayjrov). What, however, Justin had be-

fore only hinted at, Thco])hilus brings definitely forward : The

Logos had a being before He came forth to create ; for He
is the Reason and the Intelligence of God [Geov vov'i koI cfypo-

vqai'i). He rested in God's heart, and was His counsellor

before aught was (ii. 22). As such He is called \0709 cvhid-

Oero'i (ii. 10). For the creation of the world, God sent forth

the Logos out of Himself.'"' The counsel whicli comes to God
I Appendix, Note WW.
^ All Autol. ii. 10 : tx,(iiu ovv 6 ©so; rou 'exvTnv 'hoyvj luOiiidiTOv ev toii
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from the Logos, as yet hid in God, relates solely to the world,

is the Avoi'ld-idea. Hence the Logos has an immanent relation

to the world. But since God willed to create what He had

determined {i.e., to realize the thought of the Logos), He be-

got this Logos as manifest (irpocpopiKov), as the First-born of all

creation. But God was not thereby emptied of the Logos (the

Reason) ; rather did He retain it in Himself, eternally convers-

ing with it ; and He begat only as yet the Logos. He means

to say, the Logos remained in God, since He is God's reason
;

only God placed His reason as the real-principle of the world,

placed Him in the Tnomentum of actuality.

Here the knot is tied still more tightly than with Justin.

On the one hand, he appears to lay hold and establish still more

tlian Justin himself the hy])ostasis of the Son ; as is evidenced

by his using the term i^epevyeaOai, in the creation of the world,

and by his calling the Son the Logos hid in God (ii. 22). On
the other hand, it is expressly said. The Logos is the Divine

Eeason itself, which also dwells eternally in God ; whereby,

indeed, the arianizing appearance of Justin disappears, but in

such a way as that it is no longer seen how the essential, ever

equally abiding quality in the Logos, is distinguished from the

Father. The more, however, this distinction disappears, the

more does that in the Logos Himself alone remain, the more

does all weight fall on the distinction between the hidden and

revealed Reason ; and in this case, as is self-evident, there ceases

to be any interest in speaking of the begetting of a hypostatic

Son before the creation. Theophilus still speaks of this ; but

though his effort goes further, it obtains, in its connection, no-

thing of importance beyond the self-determination of the Divine

Reason to place itself in the momentum of reality.^

Tatian, the Assyrian Tertullian, says (c. Grgsc. Orat. 5, ed.

loiii; a7rAcf/x''^'^i iyi'^'-'in'Jiv ulrov fUToi ry,; ixvrov ao(piot; s^epsv^xy.svo; vpo

ro)v (iKuv.

^ Hence Thcopliilus does not need a caveat against infringing on

Monotheism, as Justin ; and he cannot say that it is by the Divine counsel

that the Son came to be. ]lathcr is lie eternally as Son in God ; but a

contemplated distinction was abode by the more readily, that to Theophilus

tlie imjndsc was wanting which con<lucted others from the Christology to

the hypostatizing of the Logos. Semisch is incorrect, and he obliterates the

peculiarity of Tlieojihilus, wlicn (1. c. ii. 282, Note 4) he reckons him among
those who derive the J .ogos from a free act of will on the part of God.
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Maur. p. 247), " God was in the beginning," i.e., stood in the

Bvvafjbi<i of the Logos. The Father of the universe, who Him-

self is the essential Being or principle {vir6(Tracn<i) of the uni-

verse, was in a certain sense alone, inasmuch as creation as yr.t

was not. Since, however. He had all power, and was Him-

self the essential Being of the visible and the invisible. He was

[not alone, but there was] with Him the universe, consisting

by the power of reason ; Himself that is, and the Logos who

was in Him (was the All, namely, the ideal) .^ But by His

simple (mere) will came forth the Logos ; not, however, pass-

ing into the void (like a sound or subjective thought), did the

Logos become the first-born work of the Father. This Logos

is the beginning of the world. He is become (this ?), however,

by impartation, not by excision ; for that which is cut off is

severed from the first, but that which is imparted has only

taken a choice for the dispensation in addition [to an equality of

essence, which continues in Him from the first,] without making

Him defective from whom it was taken."

Like Justin, Tatian thus seeks to preclude the idea of God's

suffering deprivation through the procession of the Logos from

Him. He maintains that there was no actual severance (airo-

KOTTT], '^(copL^eadac) through the Logos, but that a communica-

tion must be nevertheless assumed within the concept of the

Divine essence. Now, how does Tatian carry out this ? Not

in the Divine essence apart from the OLKovo/xla, the world of

revelation. He knows, indeed, of a Logos before the actual

world ; but in relation to this, he can make no distinction save

that of the Father from His own reason,—a distinction which

speedily comes to nothing ; for reason is in the Father, and He

' Comp. Tertull. adv. Prax. 5 : Ante omnia Deus erat solus ipse sibi et

mundus et locus et omnia.
^ Tiyovi 0£ KccToi f/,epiafiou ov kutcI diroy.ox'/iv. To yoip ei,V0Ti/.Yi6iv tow

TpUTOV icex,^)piarcti, to 6e ftipiahv oiKOuof/Jx; rviv otipiatv 7rpo(j'Koe.(iov, ovk euoex

Tov oSiv I'CM.inai.t Tmroi'nx.ev, after wliicli follows the figure of one torch

kindled from another. The reference to Justin, c. Tryph. 128, 61, and tl\e

polemic against him, is evident. Justin rejects there the TrpoTrrioxv and the

partition of the Divine essence; Tatian adopts both. Daniel (Tatianus

der Apol. p. 157 ff.) explains the words, from kutcc piipiui^ov onwards, dif-

terenlly from what is given above, thus : "What is torn away is severed

frum its first ; what exists by communication has a part in the essence

whence it is taken."
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is not God Avitliout reason.—Further, the distinction between

God and the world is not clearly and thoroughly carried out, but

the world is taken in by him into the inner sphere of the Divine

;

God is with His Logos, the universe, according to His essential

eternal being (uTrocrracri?). Thus the Logos is irresistibly

brought to have no higher significancy than as the yet qui-

escent potency of the world in God ; He is simply the world

according to its truth ; and thus the Christian doctrine does not

transcend that of the Hellenes, whom Tatian so much despises,

with vv'hom also the world is the Son of God. It is true, he

does not bring forward the last conclusion ; but he finds no

distinction of the Logos from the Father apart from the world
;

and since he has already defined Him in the immanent Divine

being only as the ideal world-principle, he can find the non-

severing partition between the Father and Him, which he seeks,

only in that the Divine essence, in so far as it accepts or puts

on the momentum of revelation (olKovo/j,La<; atpeacv irpoa-

\a^ov), is distinguished from the Divine essence as self-exist-

ing. Here, the distinction in God Himself is still less signifi-

cant than with Theophilus ; and in place of a distinction be-

tween Father and Son, there is pressed in a distinction between

God, who as unrevealed is with His Logos the universe and the

ideal world-principle, and God, who by His free pm-pose pre-

sents Himself as the actual real-principle—by the simple will of

the Father, and the Logos quiescent in Him, who TrpoTrrjSa, not

r^/evvcLTai from the Father. From this essentially Sabellian

manner of expression it cannot be seen whether and why the

Logos must also have a proper hj-postasis only for the creation

of tlie woi-ld. He calls Him, indeed, the first-born work of the

Father, which the Logos has become, because He could not

glide into the void without result ; but since in this first-born

it is nevertheless only God Himself who is fixed in the momenta

in which He makes Himself the actual principle of the woi'ld,

the personality of the fii'st-born has not even for the creation

a significancy with him. This remains for him only a tradi-

tionally accepted representation, which is the less in keeping

with his context, inasmuch as he does not seem to have been

brought to it christologically.^

' Tatian does not deny the incarnation of God, but here also his expres-

Bions, corrcBponding -with the above, have almost a patripassian sound. In
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The representation of the hypostatizing of the Logos at

the creation is rejected utterly by the clearer and more cautious

Athenao-oras, who, through his purer concept of God, opens

a way to an immanent relation between the Father and Son.

He very distinctly sets forth the proposition : " We call God,

The Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost ; at the same time

proclaiming their essence in unity, and a distinction in their

order (c. 10). It is the care and joy of the Christians to

know God, and the Logos who comes from Him; to see

what is the unity of the Son in relation to the Father, what the

communion of the Father with the Son, what the Spirit ; what

is the union of all these, and the distinction of the united—the

Spirit, the Son, the Father" (Leg. 12). Further, he fixes the

concept of God, per se, much more purely than Tatian. God

has not created the world from any necessity ; for God is Him-

self all to Himself—unchanging light, the perfect world, spirit,

power, reason (Leg. 16). Hence men are not formed for the

sake of one another, not even for the sake of God : neither

are they, however, without an end, for God is wise ; but as an

end to themselves, for the sake of their own proper life, which is

destined for the highest (de Resurr. 12),—consequently, from

the pure goodness of God. From this advance in the concept

of God it follows, that Athenagoras does not regard the Logos

as first begotten at the creation of the world. He calls Him a

yivvrjfjia, and that irpwrov, but not as if He had come into being

(for from the beginning, God, since He is etei-nal spirit, had

in Himself the Logos as eternally rational) ;^ but in His going

c. 22 he says, the Holy Ghost is '^Ice.x.ovog tov -TrivoySorog QioiJ ;
and in

C. 35, ou [Aupocluof^iu^ auhoi; 'ixhnuig^ Qiou Iv cci/dpu'Trov fiop(pYi yeyovhui.

For the rest, the doctrine of the Holy Ghost is the central-point of his

system rather than that of Jesus or Christ, neither of which names occurs

in his Apology (Cohort, ad Grsec). Comp. Daniel, p. 214 fif., 211 ff.,

167 ff.

1 Leg. 10. What must the Son (^«?0 be ? He has the significancy

Trpurov yivv'/ipix elvcti ru Trxrpl, ovx u; yiuof^ivov (1% dpx*!; y^P ° ©-"=) "<"'?

«i('S/of oif/, uyjiv oLvrog \v ixvTU rov 7\6yo'j, d'i^iug >.oyix.og ui>), dX'K uc . . . .

ilix x.x\ ivipyux TpoiT^duv. The concluding words signify either. As He is

eternal idea, so must He also be ivipyuot; or. He is called yivvyii^x -Trpurou,

inasmuch as, though He Himself has not come into being, yet the con-

ception of the world idea, as well as the creation, is represented as a pro-

ccediiii' from God.
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forth to be as idea, so energy, for the chaotic mass. It is

certain that Athenagoras here reduces the begetting of the

Son, at the creation, to a figure accommodated to the con-

cept of the creative utterance of the Son ; and equally so is

it, that he, apart also from the creation, places the Son

eternally in God. It may be doubted, however, whether he

calls the Son first in connection with the creation the world-

thinking Reason, who bears therewith the idea of the world (ISea)

in Himself, as the creative principle of the same (ivepyeia), or

whether he thinks the idea at least of the world as eternally

given in the Logos. The latter is the more probable from

another place :
" God's Son, the knowledge of whom the Chris-

tians have, is the Logos of the Father in idea and in opera-

tion ;" ^ i.e., the Son of God has a double being : He is and

remains Logos even in the actual world which has been made

by Him, but He is also primarily Logos in the ideal world itself,

the Koaao'i reXeto?, the sphere of the Divine.^ Since Athena-

goras calls the sphere of the Divine, or God Himself, a K6cr/xo<;

Te\,€Lo^, there is thereby indicated already a reference to the

actual world, and consequently, according to him, the idea of

the actual world doubtless as eternal. But it ought not to be

overlooked, that Athenagoras does not call the Logos immanent

in God the idea of the world ; but he distinguishes a proper

and operative Logos-being in the Son. Hence one might

venture to say, that the essence of the proper eternal Logos is

simply to be the idea of the world. Athenagoras will not allow

the being of the Son to be expended merely in relation to the

world ; he ascribes to Him a previous relation to the Father.

He does not obtain a distinction between the Logos and tlie

Father first by means of the actual world, or its idea ; other-

wise, it would be inconceivable how he could call God an all-

sufficiency in Himself, even without the world, since the world

would nevertheless be again drawn immediately into God, if

God is the All-self-sufficient only with the Logos, and if the

Logos is only the idea of the world. This is clear still further

from tlie words : From Ilim and through Ilim (the Logos) is

everything made, since tlic Father :md the Son arc one. But

since the Father is in the Son and the Son in the Father

' I'f'g. 10 : lanv 6 v'lo; tov i-)iOv "hoya; rov "TTKzpo; lu loicc kxI ivipyiix.

" Comj). liCg. 16.
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through the unity and power of the Spirit, so is the Son God's

inteUigence, and Logos (reason) of the Father.^

In Athenagoras also we miss the closer application of the

doctrine of the Logos to the Christolog}-. But he has with the

clearest consciousness recognised under what has been cited the

double problem, to assign its due place to the unity and the dis-

tinction. This problem Clement of Alexandria fm'ther worked

out.

Clement of Alexandria is especially worthy of notice, not

only because his mind was formed by means of Greek and Phi-

Ionian philosophy, and he himself stands in closest relation to

Neo-Platonic speculation, but because he as a learner passed

through the different Oriental and Occidental tendencies within

the Church, and aims at a reconciliation of these." The old

Ebionitic tendency had already as good as vanished : he makes

no mention of it. On the other hand, he knows well the Ebi-

onism which was formed, after the flourishing period of Gnos-

ticism, out of the Gnosticism especially of the Valentinian

school (comp. Excerpta ex scriptis Theodoti 0pp. Clem. Alex,

ed. Potter, ii. 966 ff.) ; the emanistic form of Sabellianism

(Strom, vii. 2, p. 831) ; the doctrine of the X0709 7rpo(f)opiKo<; and

iv8cd06TO<; (Strom, v. 1, p. 646), and of the impersonification of

the Logos at the creation (Strom, v. 3, p. 654). He also shows

himself familiar with the Theologoumena of the Plebrews and

Hebrew Christians, as well as with the writings of the Old and

New Testaments.

The First Cause is the Father, who is not to be denoted by

word or sound, but who is only to be thought, and with silent

reverence to be adored (Strom, vii. 1, p. 829).

But whilst God cannot be known or shown as He is in

Himself (Strom, v. 1, p. 643), it is otherwise with the Son ; whc
is first, indeed, the object of faith, but afterwards also of know-

ledge (Strom, v. 1, p. 643 ff., iv. 25). Man has a high nature,

the angels a higher ; but the most perfect, most holy and su-

^ I.eg 10. Comp. the passage above adduced fi'om Leg. 12, on what is

the joy of the Christians.

2 Strom i. 1, p. 322 ed. Potter. One of liis teachers, for instance, was

from Greece (probably Pantsenus) ; one from Ionia, whom he met in Hclhis
;

one from As.syria (Rardosanes or Tatian) ; one from Coelesjrria (probably

the same wliom he calls a Palestinian, e/ipxlo: xviKstky).
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preme, the most venerable, the most prhicely, nay, kingly na-

ture, is that of the Son, which is in the closest manner united

with the one Supreme Ruler (Strom, vii. 2, p. 831). Thus far

the Son is not elevated above the sphere of the creature, and

hence no foundation is laid for a knowledo-e of God through

the knowledge of Him. But He is visibly exalted into the

sphere of the Divine itself when He is called Wisdom, Know-
ledge, and Truth (Strom iv. 25). The Son is the revealed

truth in Person ;^ the Son is Logos of the Fathei', the unity of

the almighty creative word and reason (Strom, vii. 2, p. 832

;

Paid. iii. 13, pp. 309, 310). He is supreme and always ; whole

light of the Father, whole intelligence ; never encompassed

;

wholly eye and wholly ear ; all-seeing and all-knowing (Strom.,

vii. 2, p. 831)."" Through Him Christianity becomes the Truth,

and communicates knowledge ; nay, is the Wisdom which renders

all philosophy besides superfluous. The Greek philosophy has

dismembered the truth of the Logos, as the Mgenads did Pen-

theus ; Christianitv has in the Loo;os the whole truth.

Thus the position, that God cannot be known in Himself, is

subjected to the limitation, that He cannot be known unless

He reveal Himself. Our Pasdagogue, says he (Psed. i. 2, p.

99), is like God His Father. All the powers of the Spirit flow

together united in one, the Son (Strom, iv. 25, p. 632). Whilst

the Father is the First Cause, the Son in the ideal world, the

oldest by His birth, is the timeless and unbegun beginning ; at

the same time, firstling of existence (Strom, vii. 1, p. 829). He
is the Father's countenance ; in Him the Father has a a')(fjixa

,

He is the I'evealer of the Father's essence.^ The purifying,

gentle, Divine Logos, in truth the most manifest God, the

Fellow of the Lord of all (i^iacodeh), has most easily showed

to us God (Coh. 10, p. 85 ff. ; Strom, v. 1, p. 646). Since He

^ Strom, vi. 14, p. 801 : Trpoawzou tyu ietKUVfcit/ri; ciXrtSit'cc; 6 vio; rot

QiOV.

^ Clement applies to Him the title 0eoV innumerable times, a title in

the use of which he is very free. Still, when creatures are called by him

gods, they are so called only because of participation in the Logos. Strom.

vi. 1 ; vii. 11, p. 870 ; Taed. iii. 1, p. 251 ; i. 6, p. 127. He also calls the

Logos God's tcill, and gives Ilim the title -Trxvroy.purup, Strom, v. 1, p.

C4G ; 6i'/^rifAx -TTot'/KpuTopiKov, I'sed. iii. 7.

•'' Upoawxov ToD vuTpoi (Paid. i. 7, 132) ; 6 rot/ Trurp'^iov f^rvvriii l^iuf4,a'

to; (ibid.). Comp. v. 1, 647. Psed. i. 2, 99, fc)£o; iv ax'/ifAUTi vxripoi.
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IS the personal Logos, the truth has in Him become know-

able (Strom. V. 3). " Many," says he (Strom, vi. 8, p. 775),

'• teach that there is much that is incomprehensible, of which

even the Gnostic knows nothing except that it cannot be com-

prehended. But to the Son there is nothing incomprehensible,

and hence through Him to the Gnostic." For him wlio thinks

the incomprehensibility of God absolute, even Christ cannot be

a revealer; he stands still in the pre-Christian concept of God, the

"Ov. And he who does not see the perfect image of the Father

in the Son, to wdiom the Father is not wholly manifest in the

Son, subordinates the Son to the Fathei', because in that case

the Son has only partially what the Father has. And because

the Father, as the "Ov, still withholds much, which Pie does not

communicate with the Son, it follows, that either a further reve-

lation is possible, or this residue is simply incapable of being

revealed ; and thus there is probably given in Christianity the

greatest possible, but it is not the absolute Religion.

It is not to be denied that Clement, as also in part Origan,

is somewhat fettered by this view of God as the"Ov ; but withal,

he still acknowledges that the Father is wholly in the Son, and

can be known only through Christ.

We find nothing in Clement about the subordination or the

creation of the Son, or about the incompleteness of the Christian

religion. The Son is to him in the Father, the Father in the

Son ; the knowledge of the Father and the Son is to him the

knowledge of the truth through the truth, as the Gnostic rule

requires (Strom, v. 1, p. 643 ff.). We may ask, however,

whether he holds any distinction between the Logos and the

Father. This inquiry fairly arises when we read (Strom, vii.

2, p. 833), that the Logos is an activity, an energy of the Father.

For this may be understood as meaning that He is tlie Father

in the momentum of revelation ; and with this, all intrinsic

distinction of God from God would be either wholly set aside,

or the distinction between God and the world would be swept

away. It may be added, that Clement platonizing, treats the

Son as I8ea rwv Ihewv (Strom, v. 3, p. 654),^ as the everywhere

' Strom, iv. 25 : The Son is infiuite in His powers according to their

idea. He is not, however, immediately or abstractly {oiTi-)cvu;) One like the

One, nor plui-ality like parts, «xx' u? ita.vTo, i'l/, 'iv^iv ku.i Ts-duret. For He
ie a circle of ail powers revolving and combining into one. Hence He h
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diffused truth (Coh. 10, p. 85 f.), as the fountain of life, which

brings peace, covenant, and redemption. At the same time, he

will not think the Father a mere substantial basis, but the vou'i

belongs also to the Father. What remains to Him for a dis-

tinction from the Son ?

No answer to this question, such as shall fundamentally set

aside Sabellianism, is found in Clement. Still, the instances

named by no means affirm that he sought to place the distinction

between the Father and the Son only on the ground of revela-

tion.^ That he rather intends a distinction without at all ap-

proaching nearer to Sabellianism, is clear from what follows. In

the above passage, where he calls Him the timeless and unbegun

beginning, he yet definitely distinguishes Him from the Father

(Strom vii. 1, p. 829). Elsewhere (v. 1, p. 643) he says. The
Father is not without the Son ; at the same time that He is the

Father, He is the Father of the Son. The Logos does not come

into being, according to him, at the creation of the world ; He is

not the spoken creative word ; Clement rather sets forth the other

side : He is the speaMng creative word ; He is the almighty

Wisdom in God and with God, which, looking on the mysterious

ideas, works, but always has and manifests as immanent in itself

the Father's will, goodness, etc. (Strom, v. 1, p. 645 ; vii. 2,

p. 831). The Logos who comes forth is the author of creation

(Strom. V. 3, p. 654). Clement eagerly strives to remove from

the Logos all passivity, change, temporality, and therewith also

subordination ; and hence he appears not to have approved of the

expression, X0709 'rrpo<^opiK6^. " The Logos of the Father of all

is not that 7rpo(}3opiKo<;, but is God's most manifest Wisdom and

Goodness, and not less the almighty Divine Power" (Strom, v.

called also A and fl ; and -with Him alone docs the end become again tlie

beginning, and ends again at the former beginning, nowliere entertaining a

break. The Logos is in liis view, consequently, the sclf-cncircling all-life

;

and to believe in Him and through Him, is to be monadically, indissolubly

united with Him.
^ The passage where the Son is called an energy of tlie Father, inter-

preted by the connection, must mean that every act of the Son, or the Son

in every act, has a reference to God the Father ; so that the Father is to be

thought as therein acting. Further, tlie Son is called the everywhere out-

poured fountain of life (Coli. 10) after His incarnation, where there can be

no doubt that he lliiiiks Ilim jiersonally. Uv is called Truth, Idea of Ideas,

etc., by such also as hold iirmly His distinction from the Father.
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1, p. 646). There lies here a polemic against the opinion, that

He is simply the spoken empty word, and not rather intelligence,

real, creative power. He would, however, have held a subordi-

nate position if He had been merely the creative word uttered

by God {irpoc^opLKO'^).

The most convincing evidence, however, of Clement's re-

garding the Logos as relatively independent in respect of the

Father, and so of his having sought to distinguish God from

God in the eternal essence of God, may be said to lie in what

follows. It may be assumed as settled, that Clement thinks Christ

personally through the Logos, not through His humanity. Now
he guards himself against the conclusion, that by means of the

incarnation, or even the creation, any change passed upon the

Logos, such, for instance, as the assuming of personality on the

part of a potency which before was impersonal, would have been.

" The Son of God," says he (Strom, vii. 2, p. 831), " never aban-

dons His watch-tower,^ is not divided, not severed, travels not

from place to place, but is ever over all, never included, wholly

intelligence, wholly light of the Father." He would, conse-

quently, have ascribed to the Logos on His watch-tower the

same distinction from the Father which he ascribes to the Lososo
in Christ.

Before we advance to Clement's doctrine concerning the in-

carnation, let us look back on the development of the doctrine

of the Logos thus far. We see, towards the end of the second

century, that the biblical tendency in the Church, which set

out from the Creator-Word, and the Hellenic, have become

thoroughly interpenetrated, and that, as a general symbol of the

coalition, the word Logos becomes the standing expression to

denote the higlier nature manifested in Christ. But the peace-

ful bed of the Logos-doctrine, in which the distinct streams in-

osculated, became only the point of issue for new problems.

For if the Logos is eqvially in Himself the unity of Reason, or

Wisdom, and of the ^Vord, the question arises, how He is to be

thought in relation to the world and to the Father. The Logos
is held to be a Divine nature, and that distinct as a personal

one, since the impulse proceeding from the appearance of the

j)ersonal Christ operates to produce the thought of the Logos
* So, wliolly similar, Theodotus, Excerpta ex Script. Tbeod. in Clem.

0pp. ii. 9GG ff.

VOL. I. T
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as a pre-existent hypostasis. As all the Fathers of the second

century, without exception, derive the essence ef the Logos from

the essence of the Father, and cannot retract from this ultimate

basis of the divine that was in Christ in the Divine essence,

there already appears in the distance the difficult problem, how
the assumption of a second and third Divine essence is to be re-

conciled with the unity of God.

This problem was insoluble so long as the personality of the

Son was talvcn in exactly the same sense as the personality of

Jesus Christ in relation to men. For, were this person, regarded

as simply and immediately pre-existent, to be transposed into

the Divine essence, there is no escape from polytheism. Bather,

as the Church would not receive the latter, must the idea of

personality be modified ; the finite exclusive form which it has

in the sphere of men must be removed from the Logos, in order

that the Divine unity might not be destroyed by the Logos. It

is certain also that there was an authorized sensitiveness in re-

spect of the unity of the Divine essence, which moved so many
of the Church teachers of the second century to make every

effort to base the essence of the Son in the Divine essence itself,

yet, in respect of the personality of the Logos, which thus far

had been gained by a struggle, and was still too immediately

interwoven with the world, to pause at the threshold of the inner

Divine essence itself; and thus shall we understand the doctrine,

so strange to us, which belonged to that time—the doctrine of

the entrance of the Son into personality with the procession of

the same to the creating of the world. Prechristian philosophe-

mata concerning creation also may have contributed to this

preliminary notion ; but the strange theory of the conception of

the Son before the creation, and for it, could have established

itself on Christian ground for a length of time only in conse-

quence of its seeming to afford some balance between the desire

of the Christians to refer everything to the Christian principle,

nay, to regard all as made thereby, and the maintenance of the

unity of God. The true deity of the Christian principle was

affirmed l)y the Catholic docti'ine, that tlie Logos is of the

essence of the Father,—consequently, essentially equal to God.

But the distinction of the Logos from the Father was as yet not

referred to the inner essence of God. The concept of God was

not such us yet to endure a distinction of God in Himself from
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Himself, the idea of the free absolute Spirit not yet having been

foriried ; and, moreover, the Logos was still too immediately in-

volved in the idea of the world, or rather the world itself, and

consequently, His being was still too immediately confused in

thought with His work, or the constitution of the world : He is

less fixed as the thinking, the speaking, than as the thought,

the spoken creative Word. If the thinking and speaking is

called also the inner Logos, still the distinction of this from the

Father remains a postulate.

This distribution of the momenta of the distinction and the

unity must be transient. This unity is menaced by the idea of

God; this distinction, which is transposed to the side of the world,

by the idea of the icorld. If God be not distinct from God,

then the distinction of the Son from the Father is not based in

the inner essence of God, but falls, so far as it exists at all, to

the side of the world. In this case, the Son abides in the mind

as a secondary, fortuitous being, as the world is a contingent

being : so that, if the distinction is not assumed in God,

an Arian method of thinking must be adopted. But against

this protests the Christian consciousness of these men ; they

desire collectively the essential equality of the Logos with

the Father ; they will not think Him as a creature, but

as the Son. They do not deny that the distinction of the Son

from the Father rem-esses into the Divine essence itself. But
as little dare they, on account of the Divine monarchy, to

accept the challenge which already lies in the essential equality

of the Son, and to base in the Di\4ne essence the whole essence

of the Son, as well in respect of His distinction from the

Father as in respect of His unity with Him. The conse-

quence, however, of their having gained, if not the I'oots of the

distinction, yet the distinction itself, by means of the creation

of the universe, is, that temporality and mutability arc imputed

to the Logos, and this forms a contradiction to His essential

equality. But thus there was ascribed to the Logos, as contra-

distinguished from the world, an insecure hypostasis ; foi', if He
is called its ^Laker and Lord, He is, on the other hand, equally its

unity— in a sense, itself ; and because God was not yet construed

generally in His self-distinction (whereby alone the Logos would

iind a basis), the Logos was too immediately confounded with

the universe, and was still regarded as its nominalistic and
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pantheistic unity
;

just as the human consciousness, before it

distinguishes selffrom self, is still less capable of distinguishing

from the world, but remains given over to the consciousness of

the world, its only content. Since, on the other side, the unity

of the Son with the Father is endangered by a form of subordi-

nation arising from this view, with which the true divinity and

newness of Christianity could not consist, we are made aware

of a remarkable turn. As Justin, whilst energetically en-

deavouring to solve the question, how (the concept of the person-

alitv of the pre-existent Son in the ordinary way being pre-

supposed) the procession of the Logos, the second Divine essence,

from the One, could be thought in compatibility with His unity,

in his solution too much confounded the generation of the Son,

His hypostatic being, with the world and time ; the Christian

interest pressed on towards a more definite distinction of the

Logos from the world, and this was accomplished by the Logos

being more definitely distinguished from Himself, the world-

creating Logos (7rpo(f)opiKo^) from the Logos per se. Wher-

ever this distinction was accomplished, the main stress nuist

of necessity come to be ever more and more laid upon the inner

Logos ; for this vouches most for the true deity of the Person of

Christ : He is the Speaking ; the other, the Spoken. Justin's

hint, that God had begotten the Logos out of Himself, was so

pursned by others, that they even call Him the Understanding

and Eeason in God. It is easy to see, that though there is here

a determination of the distinction of the Logos from Himself of

great importance, as bearing on the distinction between the Logos

and the world, the second, the distinction of the Logos from the

Father, is not yet given ; rather is there a postponing provision-

ally of tlie hypostasis of the Son, and consequently more justice

done to the unity of the Logos with the Father, than to the dis-

tinction between them. But there must be a regression from the

world, nay, from the world-unity, into the inner Divine essence

itself, and the Logos must be placed in this, before the immanent

relation of the Father to the Son can be handled. With this dis-

tinction, however, of the T^ogos from Himself, was made the first

great step towards construing the Son, who had hitherto been re-

garded only in His activity, in His work (to wit, the creation

f)f the world), in His eternal heruq. I'hc work docs not thereby

remain less His work, but now it is assumed as possible that He
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completed His work in comprehending Himself [" Dass er sich

selbst erfassend sein Werk vollziehe"], but did not immediately

pass over into it ; and thus, when this was followed out, as came

to pass, the foundation-stone was laid for the distinction of the

operatio ad extra from the immanent being of the divine per

se,—a distinction of decisive moment to the Christian concept of

God. Not more, certainly, than the foundation-stone. If no ad-

vance be made from the immanent being, if this does not extend

to an immanent distinction of the Father from the Son, the self-

distinction of the Logos is still insecure ; if the divine is not dis-

tinguished from itself in itself, also apart from the work (X0709

'7rpocf)opiK6<;), the Logos has not yet perfectly comprehended

Himself : the world remains the object for Him ; in it alone He
knows Himself ; it is, in His own self-consciousness, the objec-

tive momentum, or the objective Son of God. Also, from the

time of their distincjuishino; the Loe;os from Himself, the ten-

dency of the Church Fathers, above considered, to fix upon the

work was in fact so strong at first, that in respect of His coming

forth to the work, a new determination, a change in His proper

essence, was presumed, and His generation remains as yet bound

up with the work of creation, and is only the other side of this

;

that also the inner Logos, still bound through relation to the

world, is filled immediately with the idea of the woi'ld. But

they were in earnest to distinguish the Logos from the world,

and the way to this was surely marked out. First, Athenagoras

took the course of denying the change in the being of the Logos,

—consequently. His generation and His becoming a person at the

creation, which he lowered to a figure,—and, on the other hand,

distinctly let the stress fall on the inner Logos. But Clement

of Alexandria consummated this tendency. He lays so mucli

stress on the inner Logos, that he entirely retracts the ttjoo^o-

piKo<;, and exchanges this for the distinction—only indeed laid

down, not yet established—between the Father, who is never

without the Son, but Father only with the Son, and the Son,

who as the timeless, unbegun Logos, never quits His post, though

He creates and sustains all. Thus, in accordance with the

Christian consciousness, was Subordinatianism set aside. But it

must be confessed, at the same time, a path was ojiened as well for

Sabellianism as for the Nicene dogma ; for with the regression

into the inner Divine essence, the distinction of the Son from
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tlie Father remains above all a mere postulate. By giving up

the generation of the Son at the creation, there was also relin-

quished the firm position by means of which the Divine hypo-

stasis of the God-man might be established, without incurring

the I'isk of asserting a duality in the Divine essence. It now

remained, either to pass over to Sabellianism, or to establish

the distinction of the Son from the Father in another way.

We shall see how the Sabellian movement, which commenced

powerfully towards the end of the century, and was favoured by

so many circumstances, constrained the Church, as soon as its

consequences began to show themseh'es, just in order to pre-

serve entire the distinction of God from the world, not to rest

content with distinguishing the Logos from the world or from

Himself, but to advance to a distinguishing of God from God,

the Father from the Son.^ By this means was the momentum
of the Son's hypostasis, which, for the sake of preserving the

unity of God, had for a season been thrown into the background,

anew restored to its proper signiticancy ; and that the more, be-

cause by the temporary retraction into the unity with the Father,

the concept of the hypostasis itself was purified. By the immer-

sion of the Logos in the inner Divine essence, the inadequate

views of the nature of the Logos—which were also irreconcil-

able with the Divine unity, by which He was confounded with

the world, and not sufficiently elevated above the exclusiveness

which is proper to a finite personality—were partially stripped

away ; so that the attempt might be made without severing the

unity of God, to give to the Son, and with Him to the Holy Ghost

also, that place in the Divine essence itself which had been as-

signed to them from the beginning, in the traditional confession

of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and accepted without doubt in

the Church, though v/ithout being theologically or anthropologi-

cally grounded.

We now return to Clement. That universal significancy

^ ''.Vith what difficulty the Church made this, liow it liesitated to venture

on this bold step, l)ut at the same time how definitely it recognised that

SabeHianism w:us to be opposed at all risks, is shown, on the one hand, in

Tertulliaii, who will rather retreat to the abandoned position of the genera-

tion of the Son at the creation than go over to Sabellianism ;
and on the

other hand, in Origen, who will rather, with TertuUian, assume something

of a subordination theory than not distinctly discriminate the Father from

the Son.
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of the IjOgos which Clement has so strongly adduced, makes,

according to him, the incarnation of the Logos neither un-

necessary nor impossible. He maintains, against the Gnostics,

Basilides and Valentinus, that all better knowledge proceeds

from the Logos originally, and that a natural knoAvledge of

God does not suffice. Though, however, according to Clement,

the Logos has a place in the inner revelation, the Reason, he

ascribes to Him also capability for an outer, an objective appear-

ance. He thus appeared formerly in the Old Testament ; but

because we knew not God, Pie was sent down in Christ, as our

Teacher and Lord, as the mysterious, holy Eevealer of the great

Providence.^ In Him appeared a sea of blessings ; the Divine

power, shining upon the earth, filled the whole with the seeds of

salvation. Issuing from the Father's will swifter than the sim,

He showed to us God most readily (Cohort. 10 ; Strom. 85 ff.).

He became flesh in order to be seen (Strom, v. 3, p. 654) ; to

be God more operative through the mouth of a man (Strom,

vii. 11). Thus He arose as the universal light upon the world,

which is brought nigh to each by the preaching of the Gospel.

First with the revelation of Jesus is decision given from God's

side ; now it for the first time can and must be demanded of each

(Strom, vi. 6, p. 762 ff.). He \\ills to give us part in the Logos,

that our life shall become a system of logical acts (Pasd. i. 13)

;

even as He appeared to show what it is possible for men to attain,

in obedience to the commandments (vii. 2, p. 833), that we, deified

(Paid. iii. 1, p. 251 ; Str. iv. 25, p. 635, 642), should come to

undivided miity and gnostic combination. He would transform

us into the beauty of the Logos—our corruption, our mortality

into His inmiortality, and save us soul and body (Strom, ii. 5,

p. 440 ; iii. 17. ; Paul. iii. 1, p. 251).

The incarnation itself, the object of all that has been named,
is by no means only the incarnation of a ])art of the Logos ;"^

but the Logos is sent down (Strom, v. 1, p. 647). Tlie entire

unbroken truth has appeared in Jesus, the Logos, who is always

above all, never included, not divided, nor moving from place

to place, but always entire Logos (Strom, i. 13, vii. 2, p. 831).

The Saviour is the revealed mystery (Pajd. iii. 1, p. 251), God
in men, and man in God, and the Mediator who accomplishes

the Father s will. For the Mediator is the Logos, common to

* Strom. V. 1, p. 647 - Appendix, Note AVWW^'.
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both : God's Son, on the one side ; on the other, the Saviour of

men ; God's servant, our leader. The flesh is servant ; He re-

ceives on Himself, assumes a servant's estate. A closer de-

scription of the incarnation occurs Psed. i. 6, p. 123, which,

indeed, is somewhat fanciful. Clement cannot be charged with

Doketism, if that word be strictly taken. In this passage he

calls Christ a fruit of the Virgin. Eeferring the passage con-

cerning the flesh and blood of Christ, John vi. 53, 54, to the in-

carnation, he says : His flesh was prepared by the Holy Ghost.

Under the blood is to be understood the Logos ; for like rich

blood is the Logos formed into His life. But the Lord is the

union of both. Spirit and Logos ; the " meat indeed" is the

whole Lord Jesus, the Logos of God, spirit become flesh

(TTpevfia aapKovfxevov), consecrated, heavenly flesh. Elsewhere

this mingling of the Logos and the aap^ is described as the

act also of the Logos, who begets Plimself into the flesh in order

to be seen (Strom, v. 3, p. 654 : eTrena koI iavrov '^/evva orav 6

Ao<yo<; aap^ <yevT]rai tW koI 6ea6fj). It must not be concluded

from this, that Clement regards the Logos as having obtained

by the incarnation the personality which others suppose Him to

have acquired at the creation ; for he does not say that the

Logos was begotten at the incarnation, but that He begot Him-
self. In this there is implied that He previously existed ; and

since Clement rejects all change in the Logos, he can intend

by self-begetting nothing else than that He placed Himself in a

man ; and since, according to Clement, the Logos before Christ

was operative in men, whilst nothing is said of a self-begetting

of the Logos in their case, the expression must be understood of

the peculiar indwelling of the Logos, far transcending all

human (f)V(Ti<; (Strom, ii. 5, p. 439), which we call the personal.^

That Clement intends to ascribe to Christ a truly human
nature, cannot, it may be supposed, be doubted ; for he calls Him
not merely God in human form (Paed. i. 2, j). 99), the Logos

bearing a body, the countenance {Trpoacoirov) of the Father

^ From Strom, v. 14, p. 712, where the entrance of the Logos into the

human nature of Jesus is jiresented under the figure of sinking into a deep

Bleep, as in Gen. ii. 21, there might be inferred the bringing about of the

impersonality of tlie Logos through the incarnation. But the reference

here is rather to the Kivuai;oi the Logos (Strom, iii. 1, p. 251), with which

no change in the Logos is posited by him (Strom, vii. 2, p. 831).
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in the Pentad of the senses (Strom, v. 6, vii. 11 ; Paed. iii. 1),

but also a man who is God (Pged. iii. 1, p. 251). But since he

calls the body a prison of the soul, and brings it into close rela-

tion to the irddr), the inordinate lusts, which with him are the

principle of sin, Clement seems hardly in circumstances to

ascribe a true corporeity to Christ. To the same purport has

been adduced the well-known passage, Coli. c. 10, p. 86, where

Clement seems to describe the humanity of Christ as only a

mask. His life as man as only an appearance and drama.^ And
with this is to be joined, thirdly, the remarkable assertion, that to

eat and drink was not in such a sense necessary to His body as

that He could not have subsisted even without food (Strom, vi.

9.)^ To think this, appears to him ridiculous : rather was His

body sustained and supported by His holy power ; He ate, con-

sequently, not so much for the sake of His body, as that His

followers might not think erroneously of Him, might not ima-

gine His manifestation to be a mere Doketic one.—But these

considerations do not prove by any means that Clement held

Doketic views in the proper sense. His doctrine of the body

as a prison, or seat of the desires, relates only to the constitu-

tion of our body, not to the concept of body generally ; he

rather denies both that the soul is good and the body evil by

nature (Strom, iv. 26, p. 639). The body is different from the

soul, but not opposed to it according to its concept. But this

difference has become in man a conflict between the flesh and

the spirit ; and it was to heal this enmity that Christ appeared

(Strom, iii. 17, p. 559). " Holy, not unholy, as Valentinus,

Marcion, Cassian insinuate, is the birth of the world and its

being," he says ;
" and without the body, Christ could not have

accomplished the work of redemption" (pp. 558, 559). As to

the correctness of the above explanation of the second passage,

O i\6y(j; loii dvdpuTcov TrpoauTrtiov oivx'Kx(iiiv, Kotl axpKl

(axpKX?') dvxTT'hccaoi/iievo; to auri^ptov ^pxf^ct- rii; dv^puTrorriro? vTreKpi'uiro.

Giescler, Comm. qua Clem. Alex, et Orig. doctr. de corpore Christi oxpo-

nitixr, Giitt. 1847, translates (p. 14), " Hominis personam indutus quam e

carne sibi formavit, hominis partes salubriter egit." But aupx,} cannot well

be translated " out of the flesh," but cither in came Ittdcns, or it is better

to read adpicu, carnem instaurans.

- Comp. Strom, ii. 7, where approvingly, as it appears, he quotes the

words of Valentinus, ijadii kx\ tTrttv i^iu;^ oiix. «Tod/8&i'f ra (ipu^ar*. So great

Was the power of theJyxoaTe/atinliim uiTi kxI ^riif^Mprvui rriuTpofriv iv xvt^.
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there is ground for doubt in the opposition to Doketism thus

alleged (Strom, iii. 17, vi. 9). Also, if the drama in which

Christ played a part is to be taken as having the sense of a mere

epideictic act, or of anything of the nature of deception, it

would follow that, according to the words, the passage must be

referred to the redemption [aaiWjpiov Spdfxa) as well as to the

luimanity, which no one will impute to Clement. But if Clement

describes the humanity of Christ as a garment, a part (Rolle),

in this passage, the context, in which he treats of the hidden

dignity of the God-man, shows that he does not intend to say

that His life, and passion, and acting was not truly human, or

merely scenic : He is rather represented as a warrior and fellow-

combatant with His creature ; and the " drama," or battle-play

in the passage, is a figure in which the tertium comparationis is

not the simulation or appearance, but rather the publicity of a

struggle that is crowned with victory, in which the theatre is

the universe (Coh. 1). Further, in reference to Christ Himself,

the tertium comparationis between Him and an actor on the

stage, is only the contrast between Christ's outer and more

humble appearaiice and the inner essence of the Logos. To
the latter the passage itself expressly refers.^ That the mean-

ing is nothing else than that Christ had His course and conflict

in the world (which was for Him a season of exinanition)

crowned with victory, is plain from the comparison of Strom,

vii, 11, p. 870, where, in praising the true Gnostic as the worthy

image of heavenly strength, he says that he blamelessly plays

through the drama of life which God assigns to him as an

agony.^ It must, however, be conceded that the expressions

which are here used for Christ's humanity resolve it into a mere

dress. Vmt the Church doctrine has always called the body of

Christ also an investiture, a clothing; and this justly, provided

the whole humanity be not thus described, but only that aspect

of it according to which it is the vehicle of the manifestation

^ Coll. X. 11, p. 86 f. It is well kno-\vn that Clement believed the out-

ward appearance of the Lord to be mean and unlovely ; e. gr. Psed. iii. 1 ;

Str. vi. 10, iii. 17.

' W.f<,ifi'fu; roiuvv v-r^OKorjof^iuo; to Ipoiuoc tov (iiw, oVep ecu o &i6; etyaui-

nciodcii TTxpua-jC'/}- The Gnoslic also has a veiled glory, is as it were in exile,

liy this he certainly does not mean to ascribe a Doketic humanity to the

(inostic, and as little is this intended of Christ in the above passage, where

the very same words, 'hpu.^a. v-ox-piuiaSui a.yuv'ioa.a&a.i^ are useii.
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af the Logos. But Clement has never spoken of a hiying aside

again of the humanity, or viewed it as the momentary investi-

ture of the Logos. It does not display a transient Christophany

;

but he knows also an incarnation of the Logos. The body
itself, he says, not the soul alone, is esteemed by the Saviour

;

He has delivered both from the appetites (irdOrj), from passive

existence ; He has removed the opposition that existed between

the flesh and the spirit, and showed it to be conquerable. Were
the hostility between the two essential, as the Doketse think,

how could He have communicated new strength to the one op-

posing member, the flesh, by assuming it and giving it immor-
tality ? But since the enmity was there through Adam's fall,

how could the economy of redemption in the Church have

reached its design without the body, had He, the Head of the

Church, passed through life without form and beauty in the

flesh, in order that He might teach us to look away to the

viewless and bodiless of the Divine cause? (Strom, iii. 17, p.

559). Christ is thus in his view the representative and the

principle {Ke^aXrj) of the most perfect union of the flesh and
the spirit ; not the destruction of the former, but, on the con-

trary, its exaltation in the immortal essence. And with this

also the third point is discharged. Clement does not say that

Christ's body, viewed in itself, was of a different kind from
ours ; if he did, there would certainly lie in the above passage

a denial of the essential likeness of Christ to us. He rather

affirms in several passages that Clu'ist's body in and by itself

was susceptible of suffering, could endure pain, did endure

pain.^ He views Christ's death not as apparitional, but as

real,' and knows nothing of a withdrawal of the Logos from the

man Jesus before His death : and in like manner, without hesi-

1 Strom, vii. 2, p. 832 ; PseJ. i. 6, p. 123. The Lord hath begotten

the Church uhht uupKiKri^ p. 124, v'Tvip '/ii^uv i^ixnv ocT/^x, Paid. ii. 2, p. 177
;

Strom, i. 8.

2 Coh. 10, p. 84; Strom, i. 21, pp. 407, 408, comp. Pajd. i. 6, p. 124.

For the rest, the propitiatory death of Christ falls into the background
•with Clement, in accordance with his concept of the Divine righteousness,

which i.s aUied to that of Philo ; comp. Paed. i. 8, p. 138 ff.
;
yet he derives

the >n/ pmii from Him (Paed. i. 6, 126). From love to us hath He suffered

(Strom, vi. 8, p. 775). The names Mediator and High Priest he gives to

Him, liowevcr, irrespective of His death, which in his view acciuiros u

higlier Kignificancy only in the Euchari.st.
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tation, avows liis faith in the other leading facts of the life of

Jesus. If one might also assume that the preparation of the

body of Jesus by the Holy Ghost had, according to Clement,

endowed Him with peculiar advantages,—among which the

removal of inordinate appetites arising from the body must,

according to Clement, be found,—then was the body of Christ,

according to him, in and by itself a holy body from the begin-

ning, even although He had in Himself the 'jrddr] aStd^Xrjra,

blameless infirmities ; as Clement says of the Gnostic, that he

can satisfy the natural wants of the bodily life without blame,

nay, must do so (Strom, vi. 9, p. 775). He says, indeed (vi.

9, p. 775, 6 ScoTTjp a.7ra^a7rX&)9 d7ra6r)<; rjv)., the Saviour was

simply without passive emotion (^KLV7]/j,a TradrirtKov of tjSovt) or

XvTTTj). But it would be rash to seek to refer this wholly to

the body; the ciTrdOeia became part of Christ's humanity only

through its union with the Logos, which, though the flesh of

Christ is in itself capable of being affected {alaOtjTr], efjuiradr)';,

iraO'qTLKrj), constantly keeps down all affections. Through the

ethic power of His will, consequently (iyKpdreia), not through

the special physical constitution of Christ's body, it comes to

pass that the whole person may be said to be raised above

affections. Clement thinks that he can assert the absolute free-

dom of the Logos in Christ only by withdrawing from Him even

the appearance of passivity. And in this sense he says, " Christ

ate not because His body required it, for by His divine power

could the Logos have sustained it for Himself ; but He ate in

order that His disciples might not think Him what the DoketsB

afterwards thought Him" (Strom, vi. 9). One might even hesi-

tate to ascribe this superiority to the body of Christ : this much
is certain, that Christ's unity of essence with us must not, ac-

cording to Clement, be cndaiigered by what is thought of His

body ; rather he is of opinion that the Apostles were herein like

the Lord. For his view, there is not a handling of a constitutive

momentum of human nature— otherwise he must have taught

differently—but rather of tlie rt-nioval of a want, and in particu-

lar, there remains to the body in and by itself the susceptibility

of suffering, there remains on earth its needs ; but by the ethical

will of the Logos Is tlie body also raised above patibility.^

' Strom, vii. 2, 852: o; yi ku\ tjjv aa.px.oi. t>ji/ iixTvcc^yi (pCan ytvo/xiDr.n

uuM.'huiiuv il; t^iv uTiudsi'u; tTruiotvo:!/. In I'seil. i. 5, p. 112, f.vi 7:x6ii»
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In Clement, however, we see two lines of positions which

stand directly over against each other,—in the one of which it is

affirmed, that Christ is in His earthly manifestation the counte-

nance of the Father, the Logos has assumed flesh in order to

be seen, He is the manifested mystery ; whilst in the other it

is asserted, that what He was, was not seen by men, who on

account of the weakness of the flesh could not apprehend Him
(Strom, vii. 2, p. 833),—to which also belongs the above cited

figure of a sleep for His incarnation, and his doctrine of the

external meanness of Christ's form. According to the latter

aspect. He appears to have assumed humanity to conceal Plis

deity ; according to the former, to reveal it. The solution of

Clement is this : Certainly there existed also ohjeclively in

Christ this strong contrast of two sides. In His self-repre-

sentation in discourse, deed, and holy life, there was revealed

the Divine itself ; but on the other side this revelation w^as ob-

scured by His humble appearance. Thus there depends on the

apprehension of Christ the empiric, external, or the higher true.

The contrast in Christ's Person, however, objectively presented,

has, according to Clement, for its design to elevate the sub-

jective apprehension, to confound the empirical, and to provoke

to the negation of it (Strom, vi. 15, 17).

But if, according to Clement, Christ had not only a truly

human body, but such an one as presented at once the reality

and perfection of the human body, as these were viewed by

Clement,— the question, on the other hand, concerning the

human soul of Christ, as handled by Clement, occasions some

difficulty. The places where Clement calls Him a man do

not prove that he distinctly recognised a soul as included

therein, though certainly in this, and in his passages against

Doketism, there is involved that he could not deny to Him
anything that was consciously regarded by him as a constituent

part of human nature (Coh. 10, p. 84; Psed. iii. 1, p. 251). As
little can the conclusion be deduced from the trichotomy which

he recognises— Strom, iii. 17, p. 559 ; Paxl. iii. 1, p. 250— that

ho nuist ascribe the voepov or XoyrjriKov, the dvfiLKov or irrridv-

is, as Guericke and Gieseler rightly saw, to be referred to Christ's deity,

though the subject is Jesus. lie calls Jesus, indeed, also «/''5/o)/, and the

same want of jircfision, though in the reverse direction, is exhibited Coh.

10, p. 81, '^iaT.vauu . . . . T-^ Tzxi^ovri fc)sw ^iivrt. Similarly Pae 1. i. p. 124.
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uT]TCKov, each to Christ in order to liave the reahty of a human
soul ; for this trichotomy is not constant with him (Strom, iii.

9, p. 540, iii. 17, p. 559). It is not fitting to draw conclusions

from his far-fetched doctrine concerning Christ's descent into

Hades, because he admits that it is only Christ's voice or omni-

potence, or indeed only an apostle of His, that is to be thought

of as working in Hades (Strom, ii. 9, p. 452, vi. 6, p. 762 ff.).

The passage above cited (p. 296) from Psed. i. 6, p. 123, is, as

the connection shows, to be taken as too freely rhetorical for

anything to be deduced from it with dogmatic precision ; and it

may be as easily deduced thence, that in Christ the Trvevfia has

the place of the animal principle, as that the Logos supplies

that of the irvev/xa. " The Holy Spirit prepared the body of

Jesus, so that it may be named from the Spirit ; and the Lord,

into whose life the Logos was richly poured, may be called a

mixture of Spirit and Logos." If, however, it be attempted

from this to draw the conclusion, that Clement shows a strong

inclination to view the noblest part of man, and by consequence

of the Gnostic especially, as something Divine, to view the

reason as a partaking of the Logos, nay, as a relative being of

die Lofjos in man, it wall not follow, assumino; that the Lo£fos

in Christ had taken the place of the soul in man (or trichome-

trically of the Spirit), that the essential similarity of Christ to

man is superseded ; on the contrary, it is affirmed, and that so

as to represent in the most perfect manner, what belongs in

general to the idea of the human essence, namely, essential union

with the Logos. But as Clement would not on this account deny

to the Gnostic a soul, as little would he to Christ. It is true that

the most manifest evidence of the soul as distinguished from the

Logos—namely, the freedom of will which can even turn to what

is evil—finds no place, according to Clement, in Christ, because

the holy power of the Logos rendered sin impossible in Him.

But that Clement should represent Christ as almost inde-

pendent of all wants and affections from without, and as par-

ticipating in the cnrdOeLa of the Logos, no more necessitates his

denying to Christ a soul than it lias necessitated his denying

to Him a body. This is i)roved by the passage, Pajd. i. 2,

|). 99 : " Our Prcdagogue is, like God, His Father, whose Son

He is, sinless and bhuneless, and impassible as respects tlie soul

(uTraOrj'i ti)i> ']rv)(r)v); hence we must make our soul like Him.
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He indeed is for ever free from human infirmities, and hence He
alone, as sinless, can be Judge ; but we must strive with all our

})0wers to sin as little as possible." It is to be considered also,

that Clement indicates as the purpose of the incarnation (Strom,

vii. 2, p. 833), that Christ desired to show how far we mio-lit

attain in obedience towards God : He came to heal soul and

body; and since He removes in His person the enmity between

flesh and spirit, He is consequently the representative of the

perfect harmony of both. Considered from this general point

of view, it will become probable that Clement, as he certainly

viewed the assumption of a human body as necessary for the

salvation of the body (Strom, iii. 17, p. 559), no less certainly de-

siderated for the salvation of the soul the presence in Christ's

person of a human soul in its perfection.^

Irengeus, the greatest Church teacher of the generation be-

fore Clement, is especially worthy of notice, because he com-

bines in himself the different tendencies in the Church, and

brings them to a harmonious interpenetration. Well versed in

Gnostic and Church literature, fitted by the events of his life

to be a bond of union between Oriental and Occidental Chris-

tianity, he had a mild, free, and open feeling for what was

true in all' the often mutually exclusive parties ; and the deeper

he penetrated scientifically and practically into the essence of

Christianity, with so much firmer a hand could he unite what
was cognate and mutually attractive, and eliminate what was

abnormal. No one in the second century represents as he

does the purity and the fulness of the development within the

Church ; scarcely any one in the Church of his time is so highly

esteemed as he. He respected the intensity of the subjective

piety of Montanism, but at the same time he desired to have it in

objective Church form ; he attached much value to Church mem-
bership, and recognised no unity but one that was organic. To
Gnosticism, as to heresy in general, he opposed biblical and

Church doctrine, but not in such a way as that only a historical

^ ' A'TTudiiot. The soul of man is in itself rrttdnnx,^ like the boily ; lionce

not gcKxl by nature, Strom, iv. 2G, p. G39 ; but if in Clirist it is nothinj,'

slsc tlian the faculty of the hurxan nature to receive the "hoyog d'Trxiii;^ it

haa, being inseparably joined with this, a more immediate share in tlie

dTudiix than the body.
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and traditional knowledae sliould be adduced : what he brings

forward is a practical knowledge that is at one with the inner

Christian consciousness. He does not strive to oppose Gnos-

ticism by falling back merely on authority, or on subjective

feeling ; and his entering into the substance of Gnosticism is

rewarded by his being enabled to brino; forward a treasure of

Christian knowledge, and to present the most ingenious views

of the connection and organism of Christian doctrine.

Irenseus views justly, as the fundamental error (fons et

radix) of Gnosticism, the doctrine of the Bythos, or the concept

of God which abides by mere quantitative infinitude, by physical

categories. God, it is true, is here the obscure basis, the un-

knowable ; but in the esteem of Irengeus, that is so little the in-

nermost of God that he objects to the Gnostics, who are always

restlessly steering towards this, that they seek to float into the

infinite above God, but since they lift their thoughts above God,

they find no resting-place for thought ; let them, then, repent

(ii. 4, 44 ; iv. 22, 35, 36). God's quantitative greatness is im-

measm-able ; but we are referred to His love ; it has been mani-

fested, and it is the highest, the innermost in the knowledge of

God. In the Word we have God (iii. 40 ; iv. 37, 40). The
Son is God's love and power. Whilst then the Gnostics call

the Bythos incognisable, Irengeus says that God is knowable

(ii. 5). Whilst they think the Bythos void per se, he says,

" si vacuum ilium confitebuntui', in maximam incidentes blas-

phemiam denegabunt id quod est spiritale ejus" (ii. 18). Whilst

they, striving to come nearer to the Bythos, and to conceive the

world, must have recourse to a development, a partition of the

Bythos, he says (i. 4) that there is work enough and reward

enough for the gnosis, though the question be not asked,

Whence God ? (ii. 44j; i.e., we must not attempt to deduce the

higher categories, through which alone God is to us truly God,

wisdom and love, from the Bythos as the last and highest ; but

must abide by them as the last and highest. There is lacking

to them, otherwise, true absoluteness, and the emanations from

the Bythos are always endangered in their divinity (ii. 15).

leather, says lie (ii. 14), must the successive Gnostic ^]ons be

thought simultaneous in each other as attributes of God, which

arc eternally and insepar:ibly conibined in the concept of Him
as momenta. Kither the Bythos must be acknowledged to be
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void and lifeless, or all momenta must be transferred to it, and

in this case, becoming and defect must be excluded (ii. 17, 18).

No successive coming into being, consequently, no passion, can

be left in the world of ^ons ; if this is to be reducible under

the true concept of God, there must be a renunciation of the

idea of ^ons condensed, hypostatized, produced out of God,

and, instead of this, these must be regarded as belonging to the

Divine essence itself, consequently must be brought down to

momenta in the eternal Divine essence, as Iren^us does when

he calls the Logos multus et dives in Himself (iv. 37),—a con-

clusion to which the older gnosis, especially Valentinus himself,

according to Irengeus, showed a strong leaning. From this

there issues at once the opposition to the Gnostic 7rpo/3o\al, and

to the distinction of the Logos as ivhadero^ and as 7rpo(f)opiK6<;.

In God there is no partition, no composition, no passion (ii. 15,

17, 18, 27, 48). The inner Logos is to the Gnostics avvTroararo'i

(ii. 17, 18), the 7rpo(f)opiKo'i a sounding voice, both of which are

false. Irenseus seeks to know God, as well as the world, as de-

finitely distinguished from the Logos, and only on the ground

of distinction does he arrive at unity.

If we consider more closely Irengeus's view of the Logos,

we shall see that, according to its concept, it is with him reason

as loell as loord (ii. 48, and ii. 15, 17, 18) ; and in his view

neither of these must outweigh the other (comp. iii. 40, iv.

37). God is wholly reason (totus mens). Logos ; and the Son

is this Logos : voO? and A,o709 are one (ii. 48). The Son is not

a sounding, but a hypostatic word, uttered or spoken by the

Father (prolatus).^ In this the essential deity of the Son lies

already so strongly enounced, that it is hardly necessary to speak

of it further. He is no creature (iii. 8) ; and Christ is not to be

called God in the sense in which other men are called gods.

For, strictly speaking, nothing created is to be called God. But

the Son manifested in Christ is actually God, because God is

only to be known through God (iv. 10, 14), and because He
has power to forgive sins (v. 17). The thought of Athenagoras,

by which God is first recognised in His independence of the

world, Irenicus works out much more clearly, and in such a way

as that a higher significancy is thereby assigned to the Son.

" God did not create Adam as having need of men, but that

^ Appendix, Note, XXXX.
VOL. I. U
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there micrlit be one on whom He could accumulate His benefits"o
(iv. 28). Consequently it is not because the world belongs

immediately to God's essence that it actually is ; nor is it because

the Son is the Koafio'i votjto^. The hypothesis out of which the

origin of the world is to be conceived is, conversely, the absolute

perfection and independence of God, without which God could

not be pure, unselfish love. Absolute love seeks spontaneously

its proper work ; its essence is to place others as an object for

itself. " The Christian must learn how gi'eat God is : Gloria

enim hominis Deus, operationes vero Dei et omnis sapientiae

ejus et virtutis receptaculum homo" (iii. 22). For Himself

(leaving His love out of view) He needed not the creation of

Adam. " For not only before Adam, but before all creation,

the Word glorified His Father, abiding in Him, and the Word
in turn was glorified by the Father, as He Himself says, John

xvii. 5." Thus Irengeus takes his point of issue from the ab-

solute concept of God, well knowing that wherever this is

thought as becoming (werdend), the thought remains object-

less, and without a resting place (ii. 4, 44).

But if he so definitely discriminates the Logos from the

world,^ what does he teach concerning the relation of the Son to

the Father ? The Gnostics, he says, as good as affirm on this

point, that the generation of the Logos may be compared to that

of man's word from reason. Now, every man knows this

mvstery, that from thought and understanding comes word

;

but it is mere arrogance to believe that by means of this trivial

truth we can conceive the generation of the Son from God (ii.

18, 48). " They transfer the production of man's spoken word

to the eternal Word of God, and assign to this a beginning of

production and generation like their word. Li what, then, is

God's Word—nay, rather God Himself, since He is word

—

distinguished from the word of men? But in God there is no-

thing older or younger ; He has nought foreign in Himself, but

is wholly like Himself, eternally one (ii. 18). He is sim})lc, in

all parts like Himself—simplex non compositus, similimcm-

brius (6fioiofj,epi]<;). et totus ipse sibimet ipsi similis et roqualis"

(ii. 10). He is wholly sense, wholly intellect, wholly under-

standing, wholly thought, Avholly reason, wholly hearing, wholly

eye, wholly liglit, wholly source of all good (comp. i. 0, § 1):

' Comp. fnrihcr, ii. 20.
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not like the sense of men and tlie outer light, but in relation to

these things unspeakable in His greatness (ii. 16). From this it

is clear that no doctrine of the Trinity could be satisfactory to

him in which the so-called Persons divide among themselves the

Divine attributes ; as respects the attributes (virtutes), these are

common to the ever self-resembling Divine essence. Even of

the Logos it is said, God is Avholly Nov'i and wholly Logos ; i.e.,

God is ever whole even in the determination of Him as Logos

(ii. 18). Hence it follows certainly, that in his view the Logos

is wholly God, and no subordinate being. It is not, however,

clear what distinction remains for him between Father and Son.

When he has placed the Logos in the eternal Divine sphere, so

as to exclude from Him want, change, passion, he has trium-

phantly confuted the Gnostics ; he has showed that if their doc-

trine of projections was true, God would be torn asunder by

Himself (ii. 16) ; and should the Gnostics fall back at all on the

position that the projections have place within the Father Him-
self, it may now be asked, what projection can mean ? In this

case the expression would be superfluous ; for if the word means

anything, it means that a revelation of the projected lies outside

the projecting (ii. 17). But then how does Irenseus escape the

objection, that the same instance may be urged against all

and every distinction of the Son from the Father ? Here we
must take into account that Irenseus, in those principal passages

in which he assumes the Logos wholly into the Divine essence,

speaks not of the Father, but of God. He does not replace

the Son simply in the Father, but what he says is this : God is

wholly Logos, God is Himself in the Logos ; not outside Him-
self, like the Bythos of the Gnostics, but He is in Himself, gene-

rally (and consequently, also, under the three determinations,

Father, Son, Spirit), Reason and Word. (Comp. also ii. 13,

viii. 28, V. 6 ; and Duncker, Des Hcil. Irenaius Christologie,

p. 36 if.) Whosoever speaks of the Mens Dei, and ascribes to

it a proper prolation, makes God to bo a compound, as if one

thing were God and another the primal reason (ii. 48). As
soon, tlicn, as it is acknowledged that the distinction between

the Father and the Son cannot be based on a distribution of

attributes or powers, but that all Divine j)0wers nuist meet in

God, it must, as consequent on this, be admitted, that under

eacli of the trinitarian deterniiiiations God is Keason, etc.,--—
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that is, it must be said, for instance, that the Father is Logos, in

so far, namely, as under Logos is understood only Reason or

Creative power. This expression, indeed, he commonly shuns

the word Logos was too definitely stamped and established by

usage as a designation of the Son, for confusion not to result

from its being applied otherwise. He, however, calls the Father

Reason, vov<;, mens ; nay, in one place (ii. 48), he says, God is

whollyMens and wholly Logos,—what He speaks He thinks, and

what He thinks He speaks. For his Thought is Word (X0709),

and his Word Thought, and the all-comprehending primal

Reason is the Father Himself.^ If one, then, is anxious to draw

hasty conclusions, this passage furnishes abundant occasion for

this ; for, taking one's stand on it, nothing is more certain than

that Irenjeus is a Monarchian, and that in a Sabellian form.

But whoever does this will find himself brought into difficulty

Vy the second part of the same section, in which there is avow-

edly presupposed, as has been alreadj^ shown, that the Son is not

identical with the Father, nor with God as God. The solution

is furnished by what follows. Lenaus sees more distinctly

than all who preceded him, that the customary designation of

the Son by the term Logos has something inadequate in it,

whether there be understood by it reason or creative power

:

for, as reason and omnipotence, and, in short, all the Divine

predicates, certainly belong to the Son, it is not in them that

the distinction of the concept of Him from that of the Father

is to be sought. If, then, it were thus possible to call God, or

the Father, Logos, in the sense adduced, it is clear that by

the term Logos would be designated either somethino- different

from what the word immediately expresses, namely, something

Jistinctive of Him from God as such and the Father,—in which

case it is time to say what this is,—or Sabellianism is the

genuine and true sentiment of the Church.

It is obvious that the Sabellian mode of thought was

chiefly supported by the perception that God is wholly reason,

and also in all His distinctions like Himself in that which be-

longs to the Divine powers and attributes. Nevertheless

Iren;i!us declares strongly against the Sabellian representation,

' Tlie passage iv. 37, c<l. Gr., p. 333a, Omnia per Vcibnni ejus discuiit,

qui (quia) est unus Dcus Pater, is uncertain.
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as also Justin depicts it, that God now rests and is silent, and

anon is active (ii. 47).

Indeed, it cannot be denied tliat many of his highest utter-

ances concerning Christ may be understood in a sort of patri-

passian sense ; as when he adopts the saying of a presbyter

earher than his time : Mensura Patris FiHus (iv. 8) ; or, Inter-

pretator Patris Verbum (iv. 27) ; invisibile Fihi Pater, visibile

Patris Fihus (iv.l4). For the word mensura recalls the Sabellian

irepi^/pa^i-j ; and there might be found in this, as in the last

statement, that the Father is the content of the Son, and that

He, as circumscribed, is called " Son." But the meaning must

then be, that the Son is nothing but the visibility of the Father,

the Son is that manifested which the Father is hidden and in-

-\-isible. Now, certainly all the three statements assert that the

Father, who is in Himself infinite, has in the Son entered into a

limitation necessary for us, and that the Son comprehended the

Father. But since, even if the Son be a wholly independent

imao-e (selbstandiges Ebenbild), the Father nevertheless is mani-

fest in Him, it follows that all this may be said in a purely

economical sense, and it is to be inquired whether Irenaus re-

cooiiised no other than an economical distinction. He calls

also the Spirit Figuratio Patris (iv. 17), so that in no case

could he regard the Son as only the manifested God. It

would be easiest to make out his antagonism to Sabellianism if

we found any traces of a subordination of the Son. But what

may be adduced as such, namely, that Irenseus does not ascribe

to the Son omniscience {e. gr., ii. 49), proves nothing, since the

passages relate, or may relate, to the Son as incarnate.-^ In the

connection of the system of Irenaus it must be so taken, since

in other places he says expressly that the Logos, the Son and

Creator of the world, knows all things {e. gr., v. 18) ; and, in

general, because, according to the above, it is peculiar to

Irenffius to view God as also wholly in the Logos according to

all His powers. Nevertheless there are found in him elements

enough of an anti-Sabellian mode of thought.^ Above all,

1 So also expressions siicli as Filius administrans Patri, etc. (iv. 14, 17,

pp. 302, 304, V. 26, p. 44U), Filius manus Patris (v. 1, v. 6), are decidedly

referable to the economical relation. To him the Word is uncreated, eternal,

without be^nnning. Comp. Duncker, p. IG ff.

'^ Duncker, in his otherwise admirable work, seems not to be aware that
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attention must be paid here to the pre-existence which he

ascribes to the Son and views as eternal ; and, further, to the

fact that he calls the Son invisibilis in Himself, as he calls the

Father visibilis for our sakes (iii. 18, p. 241, iv. 14, p. 341^).

After he has confuted the Gnostic prolationes, and their ap-

plication to the Logos, he insists that the Son (so he denomi-

nates the Logos when he would designate Him in distinction

from the Father) prolatus est a Patre. Whether this be called

prolation, or begetting, or nuncupatio, or adapertio, and though

no man knows this generatio inerrabilis, the Father qui generavit,

and the Son qui est natus, know it (ii. 48). This generatio

took place not first in time, nor is the Son a creature, or passive

in His prolation, but He is eternally with God (non habet

initium prolationis, ii. 18). Before the world the Father glori-

fied the Son, and the Son the Father (iii. 22). " That the

Word (i.e., the Son) was ever with the Father, hath He plen-

tifully showed. Yea, before all creation has Wisdom, i.e., the

Spirit, been with Him" (iv. 37, 14). Still this much must be

conceded, that though Irenaeus desires definitely to recognise

these distinctions as posited in the inner Divine essence, he yet

does not represent the motive and ground of them as in the

Divine essence itself, nor does he accommodate them to the

unity ; but they are certified to him through the manifestation

of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Nevertheless he holds fast

the unity and simplicity of God thus determined. Li these

distinctions God is homogeneous (o/ioto/iep^?) ; to each belongs

the like content of the Divine predicates ; He is in them One.

Whence it follows that Irenreus, far from all trithcism, must, to

be consequent, reject from his premisses every plurality of hypo-

stases subordinated to each other, or excluding each other ; and,

on the contrary, must maintain their inter-essence in virtue of

t\\,..j equal Divine essence. All that he thus leaves room for is,

that the one Divine essence, even apart from the world, exists

per se in a threefold different form, but in each of these modes

of being the whole content of the Divine predicates is con-

tained,^ We now proceed to the Incarnation.

God cannot be known without God (iv. 14). Without life

he first brings Ireuaus to a more economic form of doctrine, i.e., to Sabel-

lianism (pp. 40-44), and then afterwards retracts this (pp. 50-57).

•• In iv. 17 it is said, Ministrat Patri ad omnia sua progenies etfiguratio
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we cannot live. Essential life comes from participation in God
;

but to have part in God is to know God, and to enjoy His orood-

ness (iv. 37). The will of the Father, however, is to be known
(iv. 14). They Avho would now see the light must be in the

sphere of the light, and those who would see God must be in

the sphere of God (ivro'i 0eov, p. 3326, iv. 37), enjoying His

clearness. This clearness -s-ivifies them, so that those who see

God have life. Wherefore the Unapprehended, the Incompre-

hended, the Unseen, hath made Himself visible, comprehensible,

apprehensible for those that believe, in the Incarnation, in order

to make those who apprehend and see Him blessed through

faith. His greatness is unsearchable ; but His goodness also is

not to be told by which He gives Himself to be seen (iv. 37,

p. 332). No one knows the Father save His "Word, and in

turn only the Father knows His Word. The Father, however,

has revealed Himself, inasmuch as He has made His Word
visible to all, and in turn the Son opens up the knowledge of

the Father by His revelation. The Lord says not that Father

and Son are simply not cognisable, otherwise His advent would

have been superfluous : but only that without God, God cannot

be known. But the Father revealed the Son, and in the Son
Himself as the Father ; and the Son revealed, through His re-

presentation, as Himself, so also the Father as Him who hath

begotten the Son (iv. 14, pp. 300, 301). Thus, according to

Irenasus, the revelation of the one includes that of the other

;

so that the revelation in Christ is to be viewed as no less the act

of the Father than of the Son.

Already in the creation the Word has revealed the Father

and the Son ; likewise in the Law and in the Prophets the

Word has preached Himself and the Father, and has ever sought

to draw to the belief of these. Ac length the Word has made
Himself visible and tangible by being born of Maiy. For it is

the Son who is the organ of the Father from beo;innincr to end,

and without Him can no man know the Father (iv. 14). From
the beginning tlie Son is with His Avork, and reveals to all the

Father, how and where He wills ; and hence there is in all and
through all things the one God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

and one faith and one salvation (iv. 14, p. 302). Christ me
B»a, i.e., Filius et Sp. Sanctus. Ou the Holy Ghost, see below, and
Uuncker 1. c, p. 57 ff.
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diates the whole economy in relation to mankind, serving the

Father's will (v. 26, p. 441i). These positions he estabhshes

somewhat more closely. It was fit that the Son who is eter-

nally with the Father should be the universal organ of reve-

lation. He who created the world is the same who hath given

the law. Quomodo finis legis Christus, si non et initium?

(iv. 26). He moreover appeared to the patriarchs and pro-

phets ; not always in the same form, but in another and an-

other, according to time and place (iv. 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 23,

26, 27, 37, 70, iii. 18, v. 18). Cleaving to His work. He is

ever in that which He has made, never retiring from it. But

wherefore did this stated presence with and in His work not

suffice ? wherefore, at least, did not the manifold appearances

before Christ 1 On this point he enlarges, especially in opposi-

tion to Ebionism (e. gr., iii. 20, 21, 24, 29, iv. 51, 59). Where
he remains by general considerations, he says. We could not

have had part in immortality and incorruptibility had we not

been united thereto (adunati). But how could this have been

possible had not immortality and incoriniptibility become what

we are, so that the corruptible might be swallowed up by the

incorruptible, and the mortal by the immortal ? This death,

which dwells in the first creation, lias for him also an ethical

significancy; and the Ebionites, denying the higher birth of

Christ, and in Christ of humanity, abide still in the bondage

(i.e., the state of penalty) of the old Adamitic disobedience

;

they abide still in the first birth, and the curse of death which

rests u])()n it (iii. 21, p. 249). They receive not the anti-

dote to death, and are subject to it. The Word has said, Ye
are sons of the Highest, and gods, but ye shall die like men

;

l)y this He refers to the thankless, on whose account He became

flesh, who despise the gift of sonship, and rob man of his ex-

altation to the Lord. For the Word of God has become man,

and the Son of God the Son of man united with the Word, in

order that we might receive sonship ; and whosoever receives tlie

Logos becomes a son of God (Ibid.). The Ebionites whom he

assails have, it is true, in their later forms retreated from Moses

and tlie law back to Adam, Him they exalt above all ; and in

their opinion there is no need of any otlier, but only of ap-

])caraiiccs of him from time to time. But, says Irena'us, all

who descend from Adam are under the curse ; of them none is
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called God or Lord (iii. 6, 31). But by accepting Christ we

bear God in us, we really become partakers of the Divine

nature, and sons of the Highest (iii. 21, iv. 37, 59, 68, v. 8, etc.).^

Still more definitely does he assign an ethical and religious

sio;nificancy to Christ's incarnation, in that he sees in it tlie

taking away of sin and guilt. The law gives us no kingdom,

shows us not the king in us, but shows the manslayer (1 John

iii.), who hath sin in him, and is amenable to death. He, however,

who shall begin to destroy sin, and to deliver him who is amen-

able to death, must himself be what this one was, i.e., man, in

order that sin may be destroyed by man, and man may escape

from death.

" If," he exclaims to the Doketse, " Christ has not become

man, ye remain under the ancient curse and under death. For

we could not attain to tlie sonship unless the Son had entered

into fellowship with us and become flesh. His humanity is

not an appearance : and so His works, the slaying of sin and

of death, and the vivifying of men, are realities" (iii. 20,

p. 248).

This thought, that Christ must become what we are in order

to redeem and perfect us, is pursued by Irenseus in detail. The

Gnostic canon, o)v )]/jLeWe aco^eiv, Ta<; airap'^a^ avroiv el\'r](f)e

(L. i. c. 1, § 11), he fully adopts. "Through every stage of

human life Christ had to pass, in order that He might restore

to all communion with God" (iii. 20, p. 248). " He sanctified

each stage of life, for He came to save all by Himself ; all,

I say, who through Him shall be born again to God, infants

and children, lads, youths, and old men" (ii. 39). To the same

intent is his saying, "Had not our flesh been redeemable, the

Word of God had never become flesh" (v. 14). Every man

lias a soul (ii. 62), and this also needs salvation. Christ gave

His flesh for our flesh. His soul for our soul (v. 1, vi. 9). This

thought, that Christ must assume all that belongs to us, and re-

present it in Himself, in order to be able to save us, is often

1 Already, before TertuUian, as Duncker lias observed, Irenseus taught

that there were three stages iu the development of the kingdom of God

—

the revelation of the Father from the creation, the advent of Clirist, and the

rPFiision of the Holy Spirit (iv. 38, 1, 3 ; 20, 6; v. 18, 2 ; 36, 2, 5; Duncker

1. c. p. 71 IT.). The frequent verbal agreement of TertuUiau and Irerueus

rciidiTs tliis tlie iiuirc noticoablo.
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expressed by him by the phrase, " recapituhitio plasmatis in

semetipsum."

But Irengeus does not limit himself to such general con-

siderations ; he goes still deeper into the reasons why Christ's

ability to redeem us depended on His being in all things like us.

Without His becoming man, without the offering of His body

and His soul, redemption could have been accomplished only by

the arbitrary j;ou'gr of the Divine nature, or by righteousness not

demanding what was due to it according to its idea. But this

demands, 1. That as it was a man who fell, it must also be a man
who fulfils the law, and conquers sin and the devil ; that the

universal guilt and punishment of humanity should be borne by

itself, and the universal disobedience of the race should be

covered by an obedience from the midst of it, even Christ's

whole obedience (lb. iii. 18, v. 21, p. 432a). 2. That even this

man should not conquer by way of power, of immediate phy

sical force ; but by the indirect way through self-offering love.

Force (/Sta), Irenseus says, with the author of the Epistle to

Diognetus (c. 7), dwells not with God; it becomes God to con

quer only by love. This love shows itself in Christ in the bear-

ing of the guilt and penalty, and in the fulfilling of the law.

3. The same righteousness requires that men also shall not be

brought to Christ by force ; but that the subjective redemption

of men must take the indirect path (force being renounced) of

rescuing from the kingdom of sin and the devil only those who in

the free exercise of faith allow the spiritual grace, the revelation

of love, to operate upon them. " It was fit that God should

bring to Himself that which properly belongs to Him (man),

not by application of force, but by the spiritual method of per-

suasion (secundum suadelam, suadentcm et non vim inferentem

decebat Deum accipere quaj vellet . . . quae sunt sua, v. 1, 1).^

This doctrine is intimately connected with the theology and

the ardliropolofjy o{ Ironacus. We see how high he phices, in op-

position to Gnosticism, the spiritual attributes, the Spiritale Dei,

especially His love. Righteousness only comes with him between

tlie pliysical attributes, infinitude, omnipotence, etc., and the

ethical, compassion, love, etc., as occupying the place of warder.

Hence God will not and cannot operate on what is spiritual in a

physical way; He must gain men by a representation of what is

1 Appt'iKlix, Note YYVY.
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spiritual, bj the highest manifestation of His love. But that

this shall be a manifestation by suffering, is required by tlie same

righteousness as requires that it shall conquer only spiritually,

and shall renounce all force. For rectitude provides that eveiy-

thing shall correspond to its essence and concept, and it de-

aiands punishment when the spiritual has become carnal ; fur-

ther, if God as love wills that man should stand before Him not

as carnalis, but as spiritualis, it follows that, since sin and guilt

have entered the world, righteousness can be satisfied only by

the revelation of God's love being that of suffering, sin-bearing,

guilt-bearing, and at the same time substitutionary love, and that

in such a way as that the suffering Divine love shall assume all

the sin and guilt of man, shall comprehend in itself and absorb

in its holiness all that retained the first creation, so that all men
and every age of man, provided they have been in fellowship

with this revelation, should stand pure and holy before God and

themselves (iii. 20). But this brings us to the Anthropolugij of

Irengeus. According to him, freedom belongs to the concept of

man. God's love, in his view, as it were, woos man, because

it is only as we will it that we can have the gift of fellowship

with God. Hence man cannot be perfect reXeiO'; from the

beginning, but only by degrees through training. Insensatum

esset bonum qiiod esset inexercitatum. We should also set little

value on the blessing of fellowship with God were we to obtain

it without freedom ; and with this it is not inconsistent, that in

order to full choice, man desires knowledge of what is set before

him, but can acquire knowledge of good and evil only by means

of experience (iv. 72, p. 387 ; 76, pp. 380, 381). Disciplinam

boni quemadmodum habere potuisset, ignorans quod est con-

trarium? Firmior est enim et indubitata subjacientiuni appre-

liensio, q\iam ea, qua3 est ex suspicione conjectura. Mens per

utrorum(|ue expcrimentum disciplinam boni accipiens firmior

efficitur.^ God could on His part give us all as well from the

beginning, but we could not on ours receive it. A pliysical

good is in his view, consequently, of no or of little worth to men

(comp. iv. 71-74). Such stress does he lay on this freedom of

decision, that he, entirely dissenting from gnosticizing Ebionism,

does not place Adam very high, still less regards his condition

in Paradise as prototypal for us. Adam, indeed, was not made

^ Appenilix, Note ZZZZ.
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sinful, but free, and greater than all of us (iv. 59) ; but there

could be no establishment there, Christ could not have been

received from the beginning ; and in this lies the position, that

the perfection of our nature becomes first possible through

Christ. He, however, as the second Adam, presupposes a first

creation. On this account the Son is in no wise dependent on

mankind, nor His incarnation on the free act of man (iii. 33),

but man in any case needs the incarnation. Whether man be

viewed dichometrically or trichometrically (comp. ii. 52 and 62

with V. 4, and especially 6), there must ever be reckoned as be-

longing to the concept of man the objective Divine irvevixa,

which he must assume (v. 6), with which he must be conjoined,

that he may with this last momentum correspond wholly to his

concept. Antecedent to this, indeed, he is not without reason

or soul,—as man of the first creation he is Se/crt/co? of God and of

carnalia, i.e., he is free; but he is also not thereby perfect man.

Primum homines, deinde Dei (iv. 75, 76, v. 1) ; the latter, in

that the Divine Trvevfia belonging to our nature is freely assumed

by us men, or that we become true men. This paiticipation of

the Spirit (which he also calls commixtio cum Verbo) Adam
could not have had, and so he stands far below Christ, the

second Adam (iv. 59, iii. 21). On the other hand, mighty as

the Son or Christ is, His appearance as a redeemer and per-

fecter is conditioned by a first creation ; and since it is only by

free apprehension that man can enjoy that which belongs to

his concept, so it is on man's own account alike wise and right

that God should not immediately give him the highest boon,

and that, as respects redemption, a deliverance from guilt and

penalty such as instead of suadela should be /3ta,

—

i.e., such as,

being spiritual, should be brought about in a non-spiritual, phy-

sical way,—was not possible. Hence it appears the Divine attri-

butes and the nature of man alike demand the spiritual process

by which Christ is changed into the likeness of man.

He has thus laid a basis not only for Christ's appearing in

humiliation, but, by means of the idea of the Divine rectitude,

also for His sufferings, namely, the necessity of a penal endur-

ance. In conclusion, he gives hints how this may turn out for

our good.

The concept of rectitude, which he was constrained by the

Gnostics, es])ecially Marcion, more closely to pt'rpend, de-
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mands as well punishment for sin as that mankind should stand

before God not in an abnormal state, but according to its

normal development, and through that as well-pleasing to God.

Righteousness in the work of redemption is by no means with

him only the Divine, orderly method of this work, or its true

historical character (Duncker 1. c. 176 f.). This order may
belong to his idea of righteousness, but its main momentum is

formed by what is above named. ^

Humanity is since Adam's sin under the bondage of sin

and death, and cannot of itself come forth to eternal and divine

life. It was also impossible to change the once captivated, or to

suffer the sinner to enjoy salvation (iii. 20, p. 245). Now, that

truth might not fail, the Son appeared. If His coming as

man was needful because only so could we come into fellowship

with the immortal, the Divine one, not less needful was His be-

coming incarnate to suffer and die, when sin had to be taken

away. Here also righteousness forbade sin and death to be

immediately annihilated, or the abnormal development to be

viewed immediately as normal. A man had fallen ; a man must

make satisfaction. Thus only through the act of our race could

redemption come to be established ; for righteousness must hold

by our race. Now, none of the first birth were competent to

accomplish this act, to complete this undertaking. Nevei'the-

less He who is competent falls within the sphere of our race.

If to the concept of each of us belongs the participation of the

Spirit, there belongs also to humanity, as it is in God's idea. He
in whom the Spirit dwells without measure ; the fons Spiritus

Sancti (comp the 4th fragment, p. 469) is for all of us, inas-

much as and because in Him the Son became man. The Son

or Logos is the original type after which and to which man was

at first made. Thus from the beginning there belonged to the

essence of man a participation in Him, so that, so far from the

appearing of the original type among us, His copies, being pro-

nounced something contrary to the human nature or the idea

of humanity, the entrance of the original type is rather to be

viewed as bringing with it, for the first time, true and perfect

humanity (iv. .59, v. 16, iii. 21).

Hence he often says that the man bare and apprehended

* Duncker (conip. p. 252 with 246) handles this concept with too little

precision and firmness
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the Son of God (iii. 18, p. 240 ; v. 18, 20 comp. v. 8, 2 ; iii. 21,

iv. 37, 68, 75). It was not a Gnostic lahes or ignorantia, nor

angels, that made the Avorld, but God, who, bearing the world,

so made it that it could bear Him (v. 18), i.e., as that it should

be susceptiljle from the beginning of an incarnation of God,

since it is by this that the creation begun in Adam is for the

first time completed and perfected. Hence he repeats, in view

of the earlier stages of the development of revelation, that the

human nature had by degrees to be accustomed to bear God

;

and also as respects the Word, he treats His earlier revelations

as a becoming of His incarnation, the end which from the be

ginning was to be reached (iv. 13, 14, 15, 17, 26, 27, v. 8, iii.

22, 33, 37). Now, if it belongs to love in general to act for

others, how much more to the Son, who is the revelation of love

(iii. 40, iv. 37) ? He can, however, assume the place of man
over against the law because He Himself is man, yea, huma-
nity in its entire intensity (compendium humani generis). He
comprehends humanity in Himself.^ In Him has appeared the

original type with which humanity stands from the beginning

in essential vital connection, from which it sprang (iv. 37,

p. 330), and to have part in which, when it shall have become

real, completes each indiAadual according to his concept (v. 1,

5, 6, 16). According to this. His Idstory is the history/ of huma-
nity in its i^fi^^ciple. And high as Ii'engeus places freedom, he

yet does not forget also the common basis of life. This, indeed,

as physical, has no power over us ; the Son, who is the basis of

our life, cannot save us /3/a ; but when He appears as Dilectio,

and so operates spiritually, He can, without disparagement to

righteousness, without annihilation of freedom, through the

power of love and His relationship to mankind, make their his-

tory His own, assume the caro inimica (iv. 14), gather the

ex^pcL to Himself (iv. 78), and tliat in such a way as that this

same Dilectio, His personal righteousness, shall absorb and
abolish the '4-^dpa, sin and death. Justa caro reconciliavit eam
carnem, qure in jieccato detinebatur ; and that by His assuming

no other caro than ours, the inimica. Thus are we in His

obedience innjKooi (v. 16), inasnmcn as we believe, and in be-

lieving yield up the isolated personality (freedom of choice),

choosing Him, espousing ourselves to Him.

' Appendix. Note AAAAA.
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Mankind, in the wide distribution of itself, lias taken an
abnormal direction. Hence salvation is, accordincr to Irenffius.

a recapitulation of the history of mankind per op2:>ositimi. The
abnormal is rectified and secured by means of this, that ad-

vancing regressively, per recirculationem (iii. 33), even to the

beginning (recapitulendo longam expositionem generis humani,
iii. 20, p. 245), the same happens in a normal way in Him, and
through Him in whom is the idea of humanity itself. He must
join the end to the beginning, in order to unite in Himself all

peoples, tongues, and generations of men (iii. 33). Humanity,
however, is set forth as the normal man through the love of

Christ, which in that ideal regression to the beginning assumes
on itself all the sins, guilt, and punishment of men. This sin

and guilt it bears and expiates, and in this expiation there is ex-

hibited the holy humanity, that which suffers or that which
abolishes sin by its whole obedience (iii. 31, 20, iv. 37, v. 1, 16,

424^^, Christus cam, quse in ligno facta fuerat, inobedientiani

per earn quae in ligno fuerat, obedientiam sanans).

After His infinite love, says he (L. v. pra?f. 392/^), hath the

AVord of God become Avhat we are, in order that He micfht

make us what He is. Perfect in all tilings, as omnipotent

Word and real man He has in a spiritual way (i.e., not /3ta,

but rationabiliter) saved us, having given Himself up as a

ransom for those who are thus bound (v. 1). He has, full of

love, poured Himself forth to gather us into the bosom of the

Father (v. 2, 395). By the Spirit He has brought God to

meri, and, on the other hand, has carried man to God by His
incarnation (v. 1, 393). God's glory is the living man (iv. 37,

p. 333i) ; man's life is the vision of God. Now, the Word
bare always in Himself the lineaments, as it were, of all future

things, and of all His revelations (p. 33 Ga), and inclusively

also that economy by means of which men shall come to the

vision of God (332a), i.e., the incarnation, in which Christ re-

presented God to men and men to God (333i), espoused the end
to the beginning, man to God (ooli). The Invisible became
visible, the Incomprehensible conceivable. He who was incapable

of suffering became liable to suffering, the Word became man
(iii. 18, 241/;), uniting all in Himself and so also men, in ordex

that, as the AVord is Kir.g in the supercelestial, invisible, and
spiritual sphere, so also He min;ht take to Himself the rule in
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tlie visible and corporeal, and, placing Himself as Head of the

Church, mio;ht draw all to Himself at tlie right time.

By the doctrine of the incarnation all the doctrines of the

heretics are abolished. They utter what is foolish who would

make the appearance of Christ merely Doketic ; for then had

He made only a deceptive show, and the truth is not in Him
(iv. 1). Vain also is the declaration that our flesh is not capable

of receiving the immortal (v. 2). If He has not appeared, we
must await the appearance of another ; the old world (v. 14

:

antiqua plasmatio Adse) is rendered abortive, and we are not

saved (v. 1, 394). He wa.s, therefore, what He seemed to be

(v. 1) ; He became what we are (iii. 32, 260a). But as we are

body from the earth, and soul which receives the Holy Ghost

from God, the AVord has also become this, presenting His

creature as completed in Himself (in semetipsum recapitulans)
;

and hence He calls Himself Son of man (iii. 32, 260), the

principalis homo (v. 21, p. 432a; iii. 18, v. 18).

He entered into Mary in order to take for Himself of her

substance : the old mass He must appropriate ; otherwise He
would not be similar to us (iii. 32). From the like substance

He has a body as we have ; else is He a stranger to us, and hath

not perfected man in Himself (v. 14, 421a). Had He His flesh

otherwise than from Mary, then is He not flesh. Caro enim

vere primge plasmationis a limo factaB successio. He must be-

come that which had fallen. But this has flesh and blood ; and

consequently so also had Christ.

The soul of Christ was not especially called in question by

the Gnostics. Nevertheless in the above passage (iii. 32, 260a)

there is ascribed to Christ similarity with us in this respect.

And it will hardly do to regard ^Ifv-^rj as denoting the mere

principle of animal life. For when Irenaaus says (v. 1), He
gave His crap^ for our a-ap^, PI is '^v^rj for our -yfri/^al, the "^vyr)

no less than the crap^ of Christ must be taken in the same sense

as in us. But it is not probable that Irena3us would say that He
had redeemed our animal body, and not rather our soul also

;

and consequently "^v^i) here must mean soul, for which also

the plural 'v|ru^at speaks. Nor is this an isolated statement with

Irenajus. He says (v. 14), caro Christi non peccavit, neque

inventus est dolus in anima ejus; in iii. 32, p. 260, ho adduces,

in pDof of Christ's true humanity, the passage, Matt. xxvi. 38,
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"My soul is troubled;" and the passage, "He is not left in

Hades," is also referred to Christ (iii. 12, 225a). The Gnostics

think, he says, v. 31, 450, 451, that as soon as they die they

shall ascend above the heavens to the Demiurg. But the Lord

Himself was three days in Hades, as David had prophesied,

saying, "Thou hast delivered my soul from the lowermost

world." "The Lord remembered His saints who were dead,

and descended to them" (Eph. iv. 9). It deserves special note,

also, that in states which are opposed to the nature of the Logos,

as, e. gr., the temptation, he regards the Logos as resting in

Christ. For, since he views these states as not merely animal,

but as conscious (iii. 32, 260), there is presupposed for such

momenta as those in which the Logos is in repose, a human
consciousness, a soul. The fundamental thought, which is here

decisive, that Christ in order to redeem us must become what

we are, that the conquest of sin and of death might be the deed

of a man, is most clearly brought out ; and with this it would

be strange if there did not appear in him a progress in this to

something more definite. We have thus in Irenseus the fitting

transition to Tertullian's doctrine, which was still more precisely

formed through the opposition to it of the patripassian views

then comino; into vogue. It is undeniable that in this matter

his peculiar anthropology was of service to Irenasus (see above).

A man is one who has a soul in a body, which soul is free

and receptive (8e/cTt/c^) of the carnal, the spiritual, the divine.

Throuixh this his free soul man becomes a rational being;, even

when through sinking himself in the carnal, he becomes brutish.

To his full concept, however, to his truth, it belongs that his

freedom shall accept the Divine Pneuma. Now, what this

Pneuma is in man, that was the Logos in Christ ; for a rational,

free human soul there is consequently room in Christ along

with the Logos, just as there is in men generally along with

the Pneuma. Hence the significancy which he finds in the

temptation of Christ (v. 21, 22, iii. 21). Whether the origin

of the soul by which man becomes a rational being is regarded

by Irenoeus as by traduction or by creation, is, so far as our in-

quiry is concerned, of no moment. For the identity of Christ's

luimanity with ours remains established in either case.^

' Hence it is a matter of indifference to us how Irenaeus views the ypv^-n

in relation to tlie otlf/.x or xi/ax MyiKou. The fornun" is with him, besides,

VOL. I. X
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The more strenuously he labours to show the thorough

identity of the humanity of Christ with ours (iii. 32), so much

the more does he seek to bi-ing out His distinction from us.

"The Ebionites also," says he, v. 1, "talk foolishly, who do

not receive into their soul through faith the union of God and

man, but persist in the old leaven of a birth through which we

are heirs of death. They reject the mingling with heavenly

wine, and will to remain only earthly water, not receiving God
to mix with them. They thus adhere to him who has been sub-

dued and driven out of Paradise, Adam, not considering that,

as the Divine breath of life conjoined with Adam's frame pre-

sented a living rational being (animal rationale), so at the end

the Word of the Father and the Spirit conjoined, with the old

substance of the Adamic frame, produces a living and perfect

man, who apprehends the perfect Father ; so that we, who in

the living Adam have all died, might be all made alive in the

spiritual. For never did Adam escape the hands of God [the

Word and the Spirit], to which the Father said, Let us make

man after our image and likeness ! And in the end, not from

the will of the flesh, nor from the will of man, but according to

the Father's good pleasure, have His hands perfected the living

man in order that Adam might become according to God's

image and likeness." And v. 16, p. 424, he says: "It is said,

it is true, in past times, that man is in the image and likeness

of God, but this was not exhibited. For the Word was as yet

invisible, after the image (elKcov) of which man was made.

Hence he easily lost his resemblance [S/xolcofia). But when the

Word of God became flesh, then it certified both (eireKvpoiae).

For, on the one hand. He truly showed the image (the original

type), since Pie became what his image was ; and, on the other,

(established the similarity, the exact conformity of men, since He

the "hoyiy.'h ^uYi, tlio principle of the coriwrcal life. Comp. v. 4, 6-9. In

the former edition I brought into question ^Yhethcr the "soul of Christ"

was recognised by Trenseus. Further research, however, and closer con-

sideration of the above passages has convinced me that Irenseus distinctly

ascribes a soul to Christ, and this f years ago put down in ti\e text. Since

then Duncker's work lias appeared, and he, p. 206 ff., has, as it seems to

me, made this so evident, that henceforth it can hardly admit of a doubt,

lie sets this forth in reply to me, but Ircnasus himself had before convinced

me of it. So much tiic more have I cause to rejoice over the independent

agreement of our results.
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made man like the Invisible Father. He made Himself a man,

and men like Himself, that man by his resemblance to the Son

might become precious to the Father."

Christ is thus, according to Irenseus, a being not foreign to

mankind, but rather the representation of perfect humanity, the

idea on which Adam was at first created, but which was not

\vrought out in Adam. As little, however, is He of the Adaraic

race. He is truly conceived only as a descent of the Logos,

the primal type, into the world of those formed on His model,

in order to be in the world the real Head and Type (iii. 18, p.

2416). He was born of the Virgin without sin.

But since the Logos is elevated above becoming and suffer-

ing, and, on the contrary, the concept of freedom and growth

in man occupit?s so important a place with Irenjeus, there arises

the difficult question: How does L'enseus view the two as in

connection in the one person of Christ ? The medium of union,

according to him, is the Holy Ghost. It is not an adventitious

circumstance that both the Word and the Spirit are viewed by

him as operating in the incarnation ; this is for him altogether

a necessary determination.

The Holy Ghost,^ who, according to L'engeus, inspires (in

different gradations) matter in general, does this especially for

men. Humanity would be like arid, parched land, falling to

pieces without unity, incapable of producing fruit, were it with-

out a moistening dew from heaven to keep together the mass

{i.e., without the inner bond). It would be like a dry tree, of

which the accuser could only demand the burning. The rain

^ "When Baur (Trin. i. 179) finds a subordi national and montanistic doc-

trine of the Trinity in the words of the Presbyter in Irenseus, v. 36 : banc

esse adornationem et dispositionem eorum qui salvantur—et per hujiis-

raodi gradus proficere, et per Spiritual quidem ad filium, per filium autem

ascendere ad Patrem (he might also have adduced the passage still more

immediately appertaining to Irenseus, iv. 37, p. 3o2Z>),—he seems to have

overlooked that the passage speaks of a dispositio eorum qui salvantur, not

divinse naturae. It is not the Divine nature that makes progress (gradus),

but Christians, The same thought occurs iv. 37, and it is indeeil clear

that a gradation in revelation belongs to a progress from step to step in

faith ; but this progress does not involve a gradation in the Divine essence

itself, still less the doctrine of an immanent Trinity besides the economic,

as a glance at iv. 37 shows. But how there is here anything of Montanism,

according to which the Paraclete is the last and highest revelation of God,

r cannot see.
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from heaven, the living water, the Holy Ghost, makes the dry

tree fruitful, produces the well-watered soil. He, aptans homi-

nem Deo (iii. 19, p. 244a), fits the human nature (aapKo) to

receive the Son. And as He has already in the Prophets

accustomed men to the union of God with man, so hath He also

accustomed Himself with Christ to dwell in the race of man.

In the incarnation the Word and the Spirit so co-operated

(v. 1, p. 3946) that the Holy Ghost prepared the hominem spi-

ritalem (iii. 33), the second Adam, in which the Logos found

a man assimilated to Himself (ih?), who was His perfect organ.

This man, normal in every moment, gathered strength and

grew even in respect of the actual participation of the Spirit

;

and the baptism of Christ, which had reference only to His

humanity, is the perfect anointing of Him with the Holy

Ghost (iii. 10, 19). And now He is, even in His humanity, the

fountain of the Holy Ghost for all who believe in Him. Even

before Christ, whatever the Spirit wrought in men was also the

work of the Logos ; and L*enseus seems to view the relation of

the two in general, and also in the incarnation, in such a way
as that he ascribes the Divine, in so far as it has become the

subjective actual Divine life of man, to the Holy Ghost, as the

principle of the [xop^wai^, as He Himself is called Figuratio

Dei and Sapientia ; whilst to the Logos he ascribes the creative

power itself which brings into being. Thus, in his view, the

agency of the Spirit presupposes the willing and working of the

Son ; and the second Adam, the spiritual Man, is not somehow

perfected by the Holy Ghost, before the Logos enters into Him
as into a place prepared for Him, but tliey act together, so as

that the formation of a living, nay, spiritual man, is only the

realization of the Son's will in love and power to become in him

a man. This may be also thus expressed : What in a later age

was called communicatio idiomatum, was in the earliest age

ascribed to the co-working of the Holy Ghost with the Son.

So in the Pastor of Hennas and by Clement of Alexandria.

It specially deserves notice that Irenseus seems, by this

agency of the Spirit in reference to humanity, to gain space for

a relative independence of tlie humanity of Christ, such as is

demanded by the concept of temptation, suffering, human
growth. Without detriment to the indissohibU^ unio of the

Logos with man, there is obtained from his positions the possi-
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bility of thinking the incarnation as by the fundamental act

not completed but begun. The idea of incarnation -with him is,

that Christ is the presentation and reality of the original t}-pe,

or the Logos actually in a man ; that the principalis homo, the

second Adam, is nothing but the primitive in the momentum of

actuality. Now, since the primitive type has no becoming

(werden), still less liability to temptation, whilst in his view

the becoming of Christ is so important, it follows immediately

from his premisses that the incarnation of the primitive type

cannot be thought by him as one finished. In every moment,

indeed, of His earthly life, Christ is the invisible become visible

(iii. 21) ; and, as the light of the Father entered into the hu-

manity of the Lord, so it comes beaming forth from Him on

us (iv. 37, p. 331a) ; but that the humanity of Christ was from

the first adequate to the Logos, and thereby to its proper idea,

is denied expressly by his la}ing so much stress on the baptism

and temptation of Christ (see above). If, on the other hand,

there be taken in addition to this, the decision with which he

vindicates the concept of growth and freedom to the race of man,

there is desiderated therewith a relative independence of the

humanity of Christ ; and the perfected incarnation, the full

reality of that idea, according to which the man has assimilated

to himself the Word (Verbum homo assimilatus est), comes to

pass only in the exalted state of Christ ; not merely in appear-

ance, but objectively. In fact, his doctrine concerning the 770-1;-

^a^ett* of the Logos, e. gr., in the temptation, leads to this. He
represses as yet His activity in its full compass, in order that the

free human development of Christ, His susceptibility of tempta-

tion, may find scope; consequently he leaves the humanity during

the earthly life of Christ stiU in a relative independence ; and

the process of the incarnation is an advancing one, until with

the perfecting of men both factors absolutely coincide. During
the period of the process it is the Pneuma, which unfolds itself

out of the Logos, in measure suited to each stage, in the hu-

manity of Christ, forms the humanity and brings it to an actual

existence, and also secures and mediates the union of the hu-

manity with the Logos Himself for the time during which the

former needs still a relative independence in order to have a

true human development. The idea of Iniiuanity, however, as

well as that of the incarnation of the Logos, is realized to
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Ireiiffius in Christ's exaltation, although before that, at each

step of the development, Christ was a perfect man, i.e., one who

presented the norm and idea of each age in the life of man.

And He now preserves for ever humanity equalized with the

Logos, but not absorbed thereby ; He will return to judgment

as the Son of man ; He went to heaven €vaapKo<;j and so will

He again appear (iii. 18, pp. 242-245).^

1 Appendix, Note BBBBB.
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Note A, page 20.

In what follows, Philo's system will be considered principally

in the light of the Messianic idea,—a course, the justice of which

appears at once, when a correct view is taken of his very variously

estimated doctrine of the Logos.—Compare Diihne's " Ge-

schichtliche Darstellung der judisch-alexandi-inischen Rehgions-

philosophie," 1834 (reviewed by Baur in the " Jahrbucher fur

wissenschaftliche Kritik," 1835, November Number, pp. 95 f.)

;

Gfrorer's " Philo und die alexandrinische Theosophie," Stuttg.

1831 ; Grossmann's " Qua^stiones Philoneas," Leipzig 1829 ;

L. A. Simson's " Summa Theolog. Joann. Diss." 1839, pp.

28-G4 ; Georgii's Essay, " iiber die neuesten Gegensiitze in

Auffassung der alexandrinischen Religionsphilosophie, ins besoii-

dere des judischen Alexandrinismus," in lllgen s " Zeitschrift fiir

historische Theologie," 1839, Parts 3 and 4 ; Dr Ed. v. Mu-

ralt's " Untersuchungen uber Philo in Beziehung auf die der

(petersb.) Akademie gehorige Handschrift von 27 Tractaten

dessclben, vorgelesen d. 5 Juni 1840;" Semisch's " Justin der

Miirtyrer," vol. ii. 1842, pp. 267-274; Baur's "Die christliche

Lchre von der Dreieinigkeit und Menschwerdung Gottes," 1841,

voh i., pp. 59-76; Baur's " Christliche Gnosis," 1835, pp. 42 ff.;

Liicke s " Commentar zum Evangelium Johannis," 3d ed.,

vol. i. 253, 272 ff. (where also the older literature of this sub-

ject is given) ; A. Franck's " Die Kabbala, oder die Keligions-

pliilosophic der Hebraer" (translated from the French by

Ad. Gelinek, Leipzig 1844, specially j.p. 215-249) ; Hitter's
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" Geschichte der Philosophie" iv. 418, 446 ff. ; Neander's
" Church History," voL i. ; not to mention expositions, at second-

hand, hke that of Strauss in his " Kritik der christhchen Glau-

benslehre" i. 414 f.—The different views taken of Philo's

system appear to be gradually converging towards the one,

namely, that it is compounded of heterogeneous elements, and

that it carries out the old distinction between the revealed and

the hidden God, in a peculiar manner :—in the view of Liicke

(page 253), the theologumena of Wisdom and of the Word meet

and unite in the Logos, whom Pliilo distinguishes from God

;

in the view of others, the Logos of Philo was, in the last in-

stance, a purely ideal potence. (G. A. Meier, for example, in

his " Geschichte d. Lehre v. der Trinitat," vol. i., pp. 20 ff.,

maintains that the Logos of Philo is a mere abstraction, the

idea of the world ; he concedes to it merely theoretical signifi-

cance.) The controversy relates principally to the following

questions :

—

I. Whether the Logos of Philo was a mere personification

or a real hypostasis ? Many of the more recent writers have

decided in favour of the latter alternative : for example, be-

sides Grossmann, Dahne, Gfrorer, Ritter, Liicke (page 279),

Semisch (page 274), also some of the older authors, as Keil

and Ballenstedt. Still Liicke has not failed to see that the

counter-arguments advanced by the Reviewer of the works of

Grossmann and Gfrorer in the Leipziger Litteratur-Zeitung

(see No. 126, pp. 1001 f., 1831 ; No. 255, pp. 2029 ff.) have

great weight. Simson, von Muralt, partially also Franck and

others, are opposed to the Avriters just mentioned. Both Liicke

and Semisch allow that Philo is not always self-consistent ; see

the remarks of the latter on the passage cited page 274 :
" Philo,

it is true, does not throughout strictly recognise the ])ersonality

of tlie Logos ; sometimes, he apparently reduces it from the rank

of a person to that of a mere attribute," and so forth.—Liicke

brings togetlicr as completely as possible the arguments for the

personality of Philo's Logos :—1. Philo terms the Logos ap')(a<y-

y€Xo<i. But he designates him also dp'^iepev<;, 7rapdKX.7]T0<i ; and

Liicke allows that these words ])rove as little as a^pa'yl^; or hea-

p,6<i. Further, even supj)()siiig dp-^d'yyeXoi; should be taken in

the same sense as tlu; Old Testament angels alluded to by Philo,

still these latter are so identified with the IBeai, X070/., hvvdnei^.
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that their personality is often questionable. Nay more, as the

Logos, again, is represented as the unity of these ZvvdfxeL'^ or

dyjeXoi, instead of arguing,—because the angels are personal,

tlierefore the Logos also is personal , the reverse course of argu-

ment might with equal justice be adopted, namely, either the

Logos is personal, and then the angels relatively to Him are ri'it

personal, but the impersonal powers, of which He is the unity

;

or the angels are personal, and then the Logos, who is their

unity, is not personal. 2. Philo designates the Logos BevT6po<i

0609 (see Euseb. Prsep. Evang. vii. 13). But he immediately

adds, that he merely says that catachrestically ; for a 8evTepo<;

@€o<i would be, in his view, strictly speaking, a contradictio in

adjecto. The passage unquestionably relates to a less perfect

divine element, which is capable of coming into contact with

the world, whereas the highest divine element cannot do so.

But whether this less perfect divine element is personal, or

merely one aspect of God, to which in thought a kind of inde-

pendent existence is attributed,—the aspect, namely, of revela-

tion which, without being actually personal, may be personified,

—is not thereby decided. For, do not even more modern writers

speak of something in God which is not God,—of God in alte-

reity, and so forth ? 3. The Logos is the image of God ; but

God is personal, therefore also the Logos. But the body of

man also is the reflex of his spirit ; and a mirror reflects back

the form. The Logos is undoubtedly living ; but so also are

impersonal forces. Besides, by the same line of argument, we
should be fully justified in asserting all nature to be personal,

on the ground that the Logos, whose reflex it is, is personal.

4. To these considerations some add (for example, Semisch)

the argumentation from the idea of the Logos as the being who
mediates between God and the world. Liicke himself, however,

rightly felt that the idea of mediator (dp'x^iepev';) proves nothing.

Even God Himself, in one aspect of His nature, could effect

the mediation at which Philo aimed. Such a mediation is

not ethical, but simjdy physical or metaphysical. Baur acknow-

ledges the existence of a totally unreconciled contradiction in

Pliilo's system : in his view, indeed, it contains two systems

—

a God who has no power at all to reveal Himself; and again

a world, which, through the Logos, is a revelation of God (]). 63).

This Logos, Baur concludes to be, on the one hand, hyposta-
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tical ; in that he distingiiishes between Him and aoj>ut, repre-

senting tlie latter as an attribute of the Most High God, along

with the two others, subordinated to it, namely, power and good-

ness. Out of these three, specially out of wisdom, the Logos

was an hypostatic outflow. The ao<pLa in God holds the same

relation to the Logos, as the X0709 ivScdOerof; in man to the

X070? 7rpo<^opLK6<;. But how anything more than the veritable

reality of the Logos can be deduced from this relation—how

His existence as a subject can be deduced therefrom, is not

shown. Nay more, Baur has failed to prove even that a settled

distinction was made between the Logos and ao(f)La : in order

to do this, he must point out passages where the latter is repre-

sented as speaking, creating ; and the former, as a creature,

—

ideas which lay far beyond Philo's horizon. On the other hand,

Baur considers Philo's Logos again to be a completely empty,

formal conception ; he holds Him to be the idea of the world or

the world conceived as an unity,—on which supposition every-

thing would assume a nominalistic character (p. 74). In the

judgment of Franck also, the one system of Philo really embraces

two. He, however, postulates, in addition to the Hellenic factor,

a cabbalistic one, dei'ived from Persia : in my view, on the con-

trary, all the main peculiarities of Philo's system may be ex-

plained by the conflict between the Hellenic Absolute, which

appeared to Philo infinitely exalted and imposing, and the Old

Testament conception of God. Unlike Plotinus, he did not

take his stand firmly and alone on the Absolute, the 6v; but,

however strong a hold that Hellenic idea had on him, the Old

Testament conception of God still retained an influence. His

endeavours to adapt the latter to the former, deemed by him to

be the higher, involved his whole system in a chaotic circling

and vacillation. Ho sinks under the imdertaking to prove the

rclio;ion of the Old Testament to be identical with that of the

Hellenic Absolute, whose glory consists in the fact, that every-

thing besides it is a mere shadow of its own glory, which it shuts

up within itself. He thus sacrifices the ethical absoluteness or

exaltedness of God to a physical absoluteness, in the fancy that

he is thereby sei'ving the interests of deoTrpeireia. But though

he makes this sacrifice, he iiever arrives at the goal of his wishes,

Ix'cause the other factor, his empirical starting-point, was reli-

gion ; and the justification of his i-cligioii as the absolutely true
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one, ever remained his main object. It is true, he puts a new

confitruction on it, he universalizes and dissipates it, in order to

honour it ; notwithstanding tliis, he was unwilling to arrive at

the conclusion, that God alone really exists, or that there is no-

thin o- but the absolute idea and the knowledge of it. On the

contrary, his constant aim was the union of philosophy and reli-

gion, understanding by religion that of the Old Testament,

rightly understood and viewed in its inmost substance. How-

ever different these views may appear, all will without difficulty

allow that the Logos, if actually hypostatized by Philo, must

have been regarded solely as a being standing outside of the

Divine sphere, separated from and subordinated to God. If

Philo had the idea of creation, then, in case he hypostatized the

Logos, he must have held Him to be a creature, as did the

Ai'ians at a later period. He does not, however, represent Him
as a mere creature, but as an emanation ; and thus apparently

approaches nearer to the Christian idea, which found expression

at a subsequent period in the term ofjioovala. In reality, how-

ever, an emanatistic conception of God stands nearer to heathen-

ism than to Christianity ; and in the very nature of the case, an

emanatistic personality is always characterized by a measure of

vagueness and shiftingness. And, inasmuch as a difference is

scarcely discoverable between an emanatistic conception of arche-

type, and the revealed, in distinction from the hidden, God, it

matters very little whether, with Liicke, we hold the Logos of

Philo to be hypostatized, that is, after an emanatistic manner

;

or, deny the presence of a Divine hypostasis in Philo's system,

at the same time conceding the distinction between the revealed

and hidden God. The question respecting the personality of

the Logos of Philo is of a much narrower interest than is often

supposed, and may, to a certain extent, be described as a qusestio

vexata ; for it lay entirely beyond his range of vision ;
and as

tlie physical categories to which he confines himself shut out

every conception of personality, it was quite impossible for him

to answer it.

II. The second question is,— Whether Philo s Logos (what-

ever may be its relation to hyj)ostasis) can he conceived as truly

Divine ? This question has been partially answei'od in the course

of tlie preceding remarks. We have, above all things, to ask,

wliethcr Philo's conception of God Himself is truly Divine, or
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whetliei it is not rather physical ? If the latter, its incompati-

bility with Christianity is manifest at the very outset. In the

sphere which is subject to categories derived from nature, it is

impossible that full justice should be done, either to the dis-

tinctions or to the unity (compare, for example, the categories

of ground and existence, thing and its qualities, essence and

phsenomenon, whole and parts, force and expression, substance

and accident, in the second volume of Hegel's "Logik").

Accordingly, if Philo has not the true conception of God, his

Logos must of necessity be destitute of true divinity. But even

the Divine, according to Philo's idea of it, in which all things

are one, cannot really pertain to his Logos. For that which

he esteems the best and inmost part of God is incommunicable

;

or, regarded from another point of view, the Absolute acknow-

ledged by Philo, does not admit of distinctions in the inmost

Divine sphere, but merely has a circle of rays, a world of light

round itself, in which it is reflected : that is the Divine in its

aspect as a revelation, comprehended and summed up in the

Logos. Compare the " De Cherub." § 28, ed. Kichter

;

]Mangey i. 156.

Note B, page 21,

Compare "QuodDeus sit immutabihs," § 11, p. 281, Richter

ii. 77,

—

T<ov dv9p(07r(ov ol ixev -ylrvyfi^, o'l he (T(ofxaTO<; yejovaac

(jilXoi. 01 f^ev ovv '^vyf]'^ eratpoi voijral^ Kal aaa)fJiaTOi<i (f)vaeaiv

ivo/jLiXetv Zvvafjbevoi, ovhefiut tmv 'yeyovorwv Ihea Trapa^aWovat

TO 6v aSX efJb^LJBdaavre^ avro 7rdarj<; TroiOTrjTO'i— ttjv Kara

TO elvai jJLovov ^avraaiav evehe^avro, firj /j,op(f)U)cravTe<i avro.

That is blessedness and the acme of joy, to think the ylnXrjv

avev yapaKrrjpo<i Qeov virap^cv. Lovers of the body, on the con-

trarv, are miable to conceive God's pure simple nature; they

conceive Him therefore as themselves (" de prajm. et poen." 6,

T. ii. 414, Richter v. 226).

Note C, page 22.

Compare "de Somn." i. 25 (T. i. 644). Jacob saw the

Lord in a dream, the up^x^ciyyeXo^ vTrepavw <^/ap ox; ap/xaro<;

rjvioyov, r; &)<> yew? KV^epvi'jrrjv, vTroXi^-nreov 'laraaOat ro Ov,

€7rl a(o/jL(ir(i)V, eVt -^v^mv, ^ttI Opefifjidro)!', eVt Xoywv, eiri wf-
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lyikcov, iirl 7779, etc. iir aladijTiKoJv Bvvd/jiecov, eir aopdrwv (pv-

(recov oaairep deara koX aOeara. Tov 'yap koct/xov diravTa e^«\|ra?

iavTOv Kol dvapTrj<Ta<i ttjv TOcravrT]v rjvw^el (pvaiv.

Note D, page 22.

"De confus. ling." § 27 ; Mangey, T. i. 425. On Genesis

xi. 5, " The Lord descended, to look at the citj'." It was thus

spoken on account of our co(f)e\,eta. 'Ttto 8e tov Qeov TreirXj]-

piorai TO, Trdvra, Trepie-yovTO'i ov irepie'^^^ofiivov, a> iramayov re Kol

ovBa/xov crvfMl3e(3rjK€v elvac fxovo). He is nowhere, in so far as

it is impossible for Him to be in any space, who has produced

both space and that which is corporeal : He is everywhere.

ore Ta^ hvvdixei<i avrov Sio. 7779 koI v8aT0<i, depa re kol ovpavov

retva^ fj,epo<i ovSev eprj/jiov aTToXeXotTre rov Koa/xov, irdvra he

a-vva/yajaiv 8ia irdvrwv dopdroi<; eacftcy^e Sea/j,OL<;. " De Cherub.

'

§ 24, ^langey, T. i. 153 :

—

"ISiov Qeov ro rroLelv ou 6efxt<;

im'ypd-^aa-Oai yevmjrw (not therefore to the Logos, so far as He
was <yevvT]ro<i) IBiov Be lyevvrjrov rb irdcr'^eiv.

Note E, page 22.

Compare " De Cher," § 24, not, 17 ; but especially the "de

opificio mundi,'' T, i. 2, § 2, Mcovar}^ eyvco, ore dvayKuiorarov

iarcv iv roi<; ovai, ro fxev elvac Bpaar/]piov alriov, ro Be Tradrjri-

Kov. Kal on TO fxev Bpacrryjpiov 6 rcov oXcov vov<i eariv eiXiKpc-

veararo<; kol dKpaL(pveararo<i, Kpeirrcov re rj apery], kol Kpelrrcov

r) e7nari]fMTj, /cal Kpeirrcov rj avrb ro dyadov, i] avro ro koKov

ro Be irad'qrLKov, a^vyov Kol dKLvrjrov i^ eavrov, KivrjOev Be koL

a^rjfxaricrdev kol -^v^wOev vrro rov vov, jxere^dkev et? ro reXeio-

rarov epyoi', rovBe rov Kocrfxov. On the other hand, in the

" de opificio mundi," § 5, he remarks, el rydp ra iOeXijaeie rijv

alriav, •^9 eveKa roBe ro Tvav eBrifiiovpyeiro, BiepevvdaOai, BoKel

jjbOL /jlt) Biafiaprelv rov aKoirov (f)dfMevo<;, oirep Kal rcov ap^aicov

eiTre Tt9* dyadov elvac rov irarepa Kal rroLrjryjv ov X'^P''^
''"^'*

apiarrj^i avrov (pvceco^ ovk ecpdovrjcrev overla, /xtjB^ i^ eavrtjf;

ixpvarf KaXov, Bvvafxevr] Be <yeve(r6at iruvra. Matter is drroio^,

a-^vxp'i in itself ; nay further, draKro<;, da-vfi(f>(ovia<;, etc., fieoTi],

but susceptible of being animated by a soul and reduced to

harmony.
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Note F, page 23.

The soul is an ajroaTTaaixa Tr}<? 6eLa<i koI evZaliiovo<i \lrvyr)<; ov

Scaiperov. Tif^verai, <yap ovSev rod Oeiov Kar airdpTrjaiv, aXka
IJiovov eKTeiverat. Quod deterior potion insidietur, § 24, T. i.

209. One might now imagine, that Philo did after all con-

ceive the soul to be personal, although he describes it as a mere
extension of God ; and that the Logos, therefore, was personal.

That would be correct, if Philo had not been necessitated to re-

gard the personality of man as a limit imposed by the body—

a

limit from which the Logos is free. Compare the " De Leg.

Alleg." ii. 21, Mangey, T. i. 82 : rj aKp6roiio<; Trirpa rj ao^ia

rov ©eov icrriv, i)v aKpav koX TrpcoriaTTjv erefiev airo tcov eavrov

hvvafiemv, etc. ; where the word eVe/iey must be explained in

agreement with the above passage.

Note G, page 23.

An attentive reading of "De Somn." L. i. § 37-41, T. i.

655 ff., leads to the conclusion, that in Philo's estimation, the

idea of a Divine duality or plurality owes its rise to the inferi-

ority of the point of view of him who entertains it : it originates

with the (f)avTaaLa, as he elsewhere designates it (" de Abrah."

§ 24, 25) ; and this holds true, he expressly says, of a Logos
alongside of God. This (^avraa-la, he undoubtedly does not

regard as purely arbitrary, as something merely subjective ; for

the one God manifests Himself in different ways, for the benefit

of individuals, in order that at all stages they may be able to

apprehend something of Him. For this reason, this appearance

does not absolutely vanish, even on the highest stage of con-

templation, that is, of true contemplation. But it continues no

longer to be regarded as the highest ; still less does the mind
lielieve in the existence of two Divine persons : on the contrary,

the jMost High God appeared and was, in the form of tlie T^ogos,

as the pnnciple properly constitutive of the personality ; the

Logos, therefore, can only be regarded as the personal God, so

long as the Most High God is not known. When once He is

known, the Logos cannot be conceived to be anything more

than the revelation of God, without any independent Divine

hypostasis of His own.
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Note H, page 23.

" De Agricult." § 12, Mangey, T. i. 309, o irpcoTojovo^ vi6<;;

" de confus. ling." § 28, o Trpcoroyovo'; \6yo^; § 14, irpeo-^vjaTo^

vl6<i ;
" de conf. ling." §§ 20, 28, and " quis reruin divin. lia?-

res," § 48, eUcov; " de somn." i. 39, T. i. 656, 0eo9; but, in

distinction from 6 0eo9, we can only speak catachrestically

[^KaTa')(pr}(TTCK6<; = misapplied) of more than one. In the same

sense also is the expression Sevrepo^i 0eo9, in Eusebius' " Prsep.

Evang." vii. 13, to be taken. He is a mediator, when He is

termed (as in " Quis rerum div. hser." § 42, T. i. 502) /xeVo?

TMv aKpcov, dfKJiOTepot'i ofjLTjpevcov, because He is neither ungene-

rated like God, nor generated like men. Compare " de somn."

ii. 28, T. i. 683, 684, el to d\i]6e<; elireiv hel, /leOopLo'i ri? @eov

(pva-fi Tov fjuev ixdrrcov, dvOpcoTTOV Be Kpehrcov. " Who is He
then, if He is not man ? God % That I should not like to say,

for Moses received that name when he was designated in Egypt
Pharaoh's god (that is, because it would be ethnic) ; but also not

man. He is the one who touches both extremes, the basis and

the apex " (that is. He is not a particular Divine person, but

God, as the one who diffuses Himself, as the living). He is

termed dp-^tepev^, ibid. § 27 ;
" de profug." § 21. Through

Him God constitutes Himself the means or the mediation of

creation ; He did not need another besides Himself (" de mundi
opif." § 6, T. i. 5) ;—to suppose that a creatui-e can create, would

be a sin (" de Cherub." T. i. 153, § 24). Philo does not at all

regard Him as a creature ; but, on the contrary, as the guardian

of the boundary between the creature and the Creator. " Quis

rerum div. ha3r." § 42. In the same treatise He is also desig-

nated tVer?;?, 7rpeo-/3euTT79 ; as in the " de vita Moysis " iii. 14,

T. ii. 155, TTrtpa/cXT^To?. Like God, He is further termed dp-^d'y-

yeXo^, Tjvio'^o';, rjyefjLMv. But also in relation to God the 86^a

(" de somn." i. 40, etc.), a-Kca of God (" Leg. Alleg." iii. 31,

r. 1. 106), (TKta Oeov 6 X0709 avTov eariv, m KaOdrtrep opydvtv

TTpoa'^^prjo-d/jievo'; iKoa-fioirolet,. Avrr) Se rj aKid koI to wcravel dTret-

KovLCTfia erepcov eanv dp'^ervirov. In His relation to the world,

also, iuipcrsonal designations are frequently applied to Him ;

besides 6pjavov, we find also a(}>pa<yL^, Sea-fjib^; Koa/xov, vo/jlo^, the

<TTr]Xrj on whicli the All rests, the T07ro9 or the /.u]Tp67ro\t<; of

the universe, the ISea rcov ISeMv, equivalent to <yevtKd>TaTo^ X0709
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in the " de mundi opificio," § 6, T. i. 5 ;
" de migrat. Abr."

§ 18, T. i. 452,

—

eiceivri fiev rj crcppayh ISea iariv IBecov, Kaff' rjv o

0eo? erinrwcre rov Kocrfiov, daoi^aro's By'/Trov Kol vorjTTj.

Note I, page 24.

Philo uses \0709 as identical also with i^ou?, both in man and

in God. So in the " de opificio mundi " (see above), to /iev

ZpaarrjpLov 6 70)v oXav vov<i ecmv, etc., where he attributes to the

vov<i what he elsewhere attributes to the \6'yo<;. In God Him-
self (see the " de migr. Abr." § 1, T. 1, 437), the Logos is desig-

nated the house, the dwelling-place, or the hearth {kaTLo) of

the Divine vom ',
it denotes, therefore, the fixed ideal centre of

God. The vov'i consequently signifies the active principle, that

which elsewhere is termed \6yo^. The \0709 is the resting-

place of the world, also of the ideal world ; He is its totto';, or

its possibility (" de mundi opific." § 5), ovSe 6 i/c rcov ISeayv Koa-

ao<i aXkov av e^ot tottov, tj rov Oeiov Xoyov. All the Swdfiei^

also dwell in Him ; so also the SvvafjbCi Koa/jL07roLrjrcKT), which

must be the source of the truly good, has its seat (that is, its foun-

tain) in Him (ibid.). The X6709, in this respect, is identical

with the o-o(/)ta.—In the " De Ebriet." § 8, T. i. 361, the eVt-

0-T7//X7; of the Creator is represented as the Mother of created

things, even as God is the Father. Copulating with it, though

not after the manner of a man, God effected the generation and

birth of the world {ecnrupe yevecxiv) ;
" receiving into itself the

seed of God, it gave birth to the only, beloved Son of God, this

visible world." " Quod Dens sit immutabilis," § 6, T. i. 277,

—

O he Trarrjp koL r€-^VLTrj<i Kol iirltpoiro^ tmv ev ovpavu) re kuc

KOo-fjLO) 7rp6<i akrjOeLav iari (scil. ©609). The ideal world is the

elder, the visible world is the younger, son of God ; time is the

son of the world, and the grandson of God.

Note J, page 24.

" De vita Moys." L. iii. § 13, T. ii. 154 :

—

AlttXovv he to

Xoyelov ovk anro crKOirov. AirTo<i yap 6 X6yo<; ev re rw fravTi

Kol ev dvdpcoTTov (pvaeL. Kara fiev to irdv 6,t€ irepl tmv aaoi-

fMUToyv Kol 7rapaBeLyixaTLK0)v Ihecjv, e^ u)V 6 vot)to<; eTrdyrj KO(Tfio<i,

Koi 6 irepi TOiV opaTcov, d hrj fii/xtjfiaTa koI aTreLKOVLcrp-aTa twv

L6eo)v eKeivcov eariv. In this passage, the Logos is first described

in ills rehition to the ideal world ;—be it tliat He is represented
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as, as it were, the ideal material of which it was formed, or as

its formative principle. If the former, " de con fus. ling."

T. i. 414, may be compared, where we read,—" The eldest Son

imitated the ways of His Father, and, looking upon His arche-

typal images, created the forms (of the actual world) ;"—which

passage proves that the ideal world is in the 1/0O9 of the Father,

that the Father is its producer, and that consequently the Logos,

when the same thing is attributed to Him, must be simply and

solely the Father's vov<i. In that case, all that remains for the

elder Son is to be the principle of the visible world. At this

point, for the first time, the question might be asked—Is not the

Son, whom the Father ^evvfj, dvareWet for the yiveai'; of the

world, an hypostasis ? On the second supposition, namely, that

the Logos denoted the primal formative principle, we must bear

in mind that God also is described as the producer of the ideal

world, and that the Logos, therefore, must be identical with the

understanding of God, which conceives tlie idea of the world.

The second portion of the passage really does represent the

Logos as the actual principle of the real world. But then,

again, Philo quite as frequently considers God alone to be the

Father of the All (see below).

Note K, page 25.

According to the fragment in A. Mai vii. 98 b., he sees

everywhere in the actual world discord and strife. He speaks

differently, it is true, in the work " de incorrupt, mundi,"—for

example, T. ii. pp. 495, 496. The only way of explaining the

inconsistency is to distinguish between a lower and a higher

view of the world,—a distinction which is repeatedly hinted at

;

—for example, '' de Abrah." § 24, T. ii. pp. 18, 19 ;
" de mu-

tand. nomin." § 3, T. i. 581 ; " de prasmiis" ii. 415 ;
" quod Deus

sit immutabilis," T. i. 281-283. Compare Note B, page 21.

Note L, page 27.

He speaks, it is true, frequently of the dyaOoTT]'; of God,

which takes pity on matter, and is the motive of the creation or

the formation of the world (for example, " de mundi opificio,"

§ 5, T. i. 5) ; but it is inaccurate and premature to identify

this dyad6Tr)<i with love. ^AyadoTrj':; has more tlie character of

pliysical goodness. Further, if there had l)ccn no vXr} (the ex-

VOL. T. T
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istence of which Philo represents as conthigent, relatively to,

because independent of, God), there would have been no cause

for compassion. Accordingly, he never advances beyond the

view of the creation of the world as something contingent. He
takes, it is true, a feeble step to a better view—feeble, because

it is not ethical, but rather pagan in character—when he re-

marks, that inactivity and solitude would be as good as death to

God.

Note M, page 29.

" De profugis," § 20, T. i. 562. Baur's gradation (1. c.

68 ff.) :—1. Wisdom (God), with the fundamental forces of

goodness and power ; 2. Logos,—in the second stage corre-

sponding to (TO(^la,—with 0eo<? and Kvpta—corresponding to

goodness and power in the first stage :—^I do not find to be

strictly observed by Philo, on the one hand ; and, on the other

hand, it no more proves that he considered the Logos to have a

special personality, than that a particular thought (X0709 irpea-

^vrepa) is something personal relatively to the act of thinking,

or that a word (X0709 7rpo(j)opiK6<;) is personal relatively to a

thought. That the determinations, power and goodness, along

with wisdom, play a very important part in Philo' s system, we
shall see further on ; they are important, however, not merely

relatively to the inner essence of God,—indeed, strictly speaking,

they are not at all important in that relation,—but he regards

them as potences, Bvvdfiet'i (T. ii. 261 ; " de sacrificant," § 13

;

" de profug." § 18 ff., T. i. 560 ff.), having a significance, also,

relatively to the Divine activity. But of that essence of God,

on the one hand, no attribute is predicable ; whilst, on the other

hand, it must be presu[)posed as the source of all attributes,

though it itself posits no distinctions within itself.

Note N, page 30.

To this connection belongs the question, whether Philo ap-

plies to the Divine Logos itself the distinction between the \6yo<;

epBidOero'i and the X0709 7rpo(f}opiKo<i. He makes use of the fol-

lowing words in the " de vita Moysis," T. ii. L. iii. ]). 154:

—

" Two Lf)goscs are to be distinguislied, both in relation to the

All, and in relation to man. In relation to the All, namely, we
must distinguisli ])etwcen that L()<2.()s which stands related to the
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incorporeal, archetypal ideas, of which the ideal world was com-

pounded, and that Logos which stands related to visible things,

to the imitations and copies of those ideas. In man, however,

we must distinguish between the X0709 evhtadero^ and the Xojo';

Trpo^opiKO'i,—discourse which is still immanent (thought), and

uttered discourse." In Philo's view, undoubtedly, both pairs

must answer to each other ; and he never wearies of carrying

out this relation of resemblance between the Logos and man.

By the X6709 iv8id9£TO<i in man, however, he cannot mean rea-

son in a state of rest, but reason in its immanent activity—the

world of human thoughts, which corresponds to the a;oo-/xo9

voi)To<; of the Logos. Thus apprehended, the distinction between

the \6'yo<i ivSid6eTo<; and the X0709 7rpo(f)opiK6<i, entirely in

Philo's sense, may unhesitatingly, nay more, must, in any case,

be substantially, transferred to the Divine Logos ; and it is to be

regarded as quite accidental that Philo did not, like some sub-

sequent writers, apply the distinction himself. The spirit of the

application he undoubtedly has, in that he teaches that, along-

side of God, in Himself, there is the Logos in the above-men-

tioned twofold relation. But these two relations of the Logos

are related to each other precisely as the Logos is related to

God as He is in Himself, who is so often termed His Father.

It pertains to the nature of likeness to God, that this relation,

to wit, the self-distinction which is immanent in all life, should

recur at every fresh, stage.

Note O, page 37.

"De opificio mundi," p. 18. Evils, as the consequence of

sin, he cannot of course deny ; but so far as he refers them to

God, he teaches that their sole end and aim is the benefit of

man (T. i. 306 ;
" de agricult." § 9 ; " de opif. mundi," T. i.

19) ; and he represents the Jask of repentance to be the remind-

ing men of their own crvfx^epov. Hence also he defines the

righteousness of God to be the a-ciTijpiov, not of the Divine law,

of the unconditionally good, but ot man and the world in its

parts (sec the fragment, T. ii. 664). In accordance with this,

must the KokaoTLicr) hvvap,L<i also, which he attributes to the ^Ov,

be explained. Of the same character is his physical, and neither

ethical nor religious, demonstration of the providence and care

of (J()(l for us (T. i. ; de " opificio mundi." pp. 41-42) :—That a
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father should care for his child is (fivaeQ)<i v6/j,oi<i koI Oea-fwU

dvajKalov.

Note P, page 38.

For this reason also, he terms the Scriptures X0709 ^eto?

(" de migr. Abr." § 31, T. i. 463). We ought to be content

with even the dypacpa eOr) of his nation, as they are, and to

make no alterations in them. (" De justit." I.e.) We must re-

member that these ajpacpa eOr] are the traditions, in particular,

of the Jewish people, in order to estimate how far his feeling for,

and interest in, development and history had died out, in con-

sequence of his reduction of Hebrew ethics to Hellenic physics

Note Q, page 41.

In proof that the fundamental philosophic or theosophic idea

of Valentin and Basilides belongs to the same family as Philo,

compare the Ov of Philo with the ^v66<i ; the Gnostic TrXi^pco/xa

with the Koa^o'^ vorjTcx; ; his conversion of the angels into ISeai,

Bvvdjxet^;, nay, even into categories, with the Gnostic doctrine of

the ^ons ; the sympathy of God for the vXr], with the compas-

sion of the cr(07r)p for the sufferings of the Achamoth. Add
further to these things, the negative asceticism, and the lauda-

tion of knowledge. But special reference should be made to

his doctrine of the creation of man. Here, where he touches

on the point which had so much engaged the attention of the

Gnostics,—the question, namely, of the origin of evil,— his

system shows, of very necessity, a loaning to the answer given by

Gnosticism ; for the fault of imperfection and sin is thrown, in

an emanatistic manner, on lower creative powers,—which powers

are represented by Gnosticism as gathered into a focus in the

Demiurge. The difference between the two arises, partly from

the Christian clement held by the Gnostics, and partly from

their taking a more lively interest in the question of the origin

of evil. That those who succeeded Philo did not rest contented

with the vacillating personifications of the I8eat contained in

his system, but went on to represent those IBeat as individual

beings, may perhaps have been due to the circumstance that

the historical fact of Christianity compelled them to view the

XpifTTn<;, to whom was assigned so distinguisluMl a ])osition

among the tSeai., as an ;ictu;il |M'rsnn;il jilin'iiouicnon. Hut to
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represent the Pleroma as filled with personalities—with the, aa

it were, condensed potences of Philo—was to posit that niytho-

locrical process, through the teaching of which Gnostics appear

to stand nearer to heathenism, and to which there are many-

analogous elements even in Philo (compare Frank 1. c. pp,

222, 227). AVe find repeated here the very same thing that

must be remarked in the history of religion in general. Apostasy

from a monotheism of a character still thoroughly indefinite to

personal gods, is, on the other hand, to be regarded also as a

step in advance. For the union of substance and subject is the

proper goal of the idea of God. A monotheism of mere sub-

stance is no better than a polytheism, in which there is a super-

fluity of divine personalities. The Christian conception of God

fii'st presented us with the union of the two momenta. It is

worthy of note, that according to an old report given by Irenseus,

the earlier Gnostics were still more closely allied to Philo, and

that the disciples of Valentin first taught the concrescence of

the Trpo^oXas into determinate persons, outside of the Pleroma.

Note E, page 43.

Gfrorer, in the above-mentionedwork, notwithstanding all the

pains he has taken, and all the historical license he has permitted

himself, has not prevailed upon me to alter the proposition with

which I have concluded the above argument. Nor has he been

able to bring to light one passage, in which an incarnation of

the veritably divine was taught prior to the coming of Christ,

even if we should regard his proofs of the age of the religious

ideas of the Jews as more valid than the German public holds

them to be. Indeed, in the way of all attempts whatever to

derive the fundamental idea of Christianity from Judaism, the

undeniable fact, that daring the first centuries an unbroken

series of attacks on the deity of Christ proceeded from Jews

and Judaizing Christians, appears to me to present a very great

difficulty—a difficulty, too, not set aside by Gfrorer. Heathen

Christians, on the contraiy, and those who shared Hellenic

culture, took less offence at the doctrine. The testimony of

Justin Martyr (c. Tiyph. c. 48), which Origen, in particular,

condrined by his approval, may therefore be regarded as in-

vincible—the testimony, namely, that the Jews say,

—

koI <yap

irai'Te'i yfieU tov y^picrrvv apOpayrrov t;| dvOpcoTTCov TrpoaOOKWjiev
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fyevriaeaOai, koI tov HXlav '^picrat, avTov eXdovra. Without re-

sorting for help to Hellenic, and in general to heathenish, ele-

ments, which had been appropriated by Jewish writers, he

could never hope to discover the idea of an incarnation of

God within the domain of Judaism. But the advantage which

he might gain in this way (an advantage, be it observed, which

he does not altogether despise), is more than counterbalanced,

in that a deadly blow is given to the professed tenacity and

coherence of Jewish tradition, which forms the chief ground-

work of his proof of the great age of the religious ideas of the

Jews, by the undeniable— undeniable for any one with a true

feeling for the historical—penetration of foreign elements into

Jewish modes of thought. It is further clear from what has

been advanced, that an appeal to heathenism is by no means

sufficient to overthrow the claim to originality put forth by

Christianity, relatively to the true idea of the God-man. In this

case, as indeed in general, philosophy had neither the ability

nor the duty to anticipate reality, though it is able, and it is its

duty, to undei'stand the reality when given. The Hellenic re-

ligion had not, in its gods, that true divinity which we behold

in Christ ; and, though the philosophy of heathendom awakened

the consciousness of the Absolute, the incarnation of God ap-

peared to it incompatible with that Absolute, even as the fact

appeared incredible to the Jews. The mixture of Hellenic and

Hebraic elements in Alexandrian and Hellenic Judaism, the

influence of which was undoubtedly felt in Palestine also, must,

it is true, have served to help forward the development of

the Old Testament idea of the Chochma, and thus to weaken

the metajyhysical antagonism between God and the world ; and

we may be allowed to assume, that this was one of the things

ordained to prepare the way for the incarnation of God in

Christ. But even on that supposition, Judaism did not advance

beyond the dilemma, that the revealing principle nnist either be

conceived to be personal,—and then it is no longer truly divine,

but a creature, as, for example, an archangel, Adam, IMessias,

and so forth ; or, if it be held to be truly divine, it is of so uni-

versal and indistinct a character, that its incarnation in an in-

dividual is inconceivable, and that, so far as it is veritably

divine, it threatens ever to fall back into the avr66co<^, who

cainiot become incarnate, nay more, who cannot even directly
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reveal Himself. From all this, Philo constitutes no excep-

tion.

Note S, page 47.

Baumo-arten Crusius's " Lehrbuch der Doo;meno;escliiclite"

ii. 1030. Two things must be recognised as historical facts :—

•

firstly, that faith in the deity of Christ owed its origin far less

to existing opinions and testimonies, than to a deep and elevated

feeling produced by the spectacle of that which Christ had been,

which He had done, and which he was constantly doing in the

Church, and in the souls of His disciples : secondly, that for this

reason, this faith was in no sense dependent on the apotheoses of

heathendom, or indeed, in general, on anything which apper-

tained to polytheism. In the note at the same place he remarks,
—"As far as existing opinions were concerned, we must at all

events maintain that there M^ere no Jeioish ones, which could have

given rise to, or helped forward, this doctrine." Immediately

thereupon is cited the above-mentioned passage (p. 36) from

Justin Martyr (c. Tryph. c. 48). In accordance therewith, how-

ever, and with what was advanced above, we must reduce it to its

limited truth in relation to Chrlstology, when he says (p. 1129),
" Not even Jewish, much less heathenish, usage presented any

difficulty whatever, in the way of representing the Divine and

human as united in one being and life." For, such a divinity,

as satisfied the Christian mind, neither heathenish nor Jewish

modes of thought were able to attribute to a man.

Note T, page 49.

By assigning to that which is canonical, in distinction from
that which forms part of the history of dogmas, the position

above indicated, we secure the advantage, that the historical

development of dogmas starts with that which is most general

and indeterminate, and constantly advances to that which is

more determinate. (The higher forms even of the canonical,

did not rest satisfied with that indeterminatcness.) The time

that followed immediately on the Apostles, was far from equalling

that of the Apostles. On the contrary, beginning with that

which is most indeterminate, that is, dogmatically regarded, at

the lowest stage possible in the domain of Christianity, when
Christian truth had, as it were, abased itself, by going back to
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the form of a germ, that period initiated the entire process of

the thought of the Chm^ch in the most thorough manner possible.

AYe may learn from this fact, that the Christian principle was

meant to become a natural thing in, not to be substituted in the

place of, the then existing world. The development was not to

take a sadden leap ; Christianity was not to be planted in the

world as a young tree, but as a seed which enclosed the entire

future within itself.

Note U, page 49.

The remark just made seems to me to contain the reply to

the difficult question of the relation between heresy and ortho-

doxy ; a question which is of special importance at the present

time, and which the Reviewer in the " Hallische Jahrbiicher"

has made it specially incumbent on me to consider. The said

Reviewer, to whom I owe many thanks, is qviite right in main-

taining that most of the so-called heresies ouo'ht to be reo;ardeu

as momenta of the dogmatic process of the Church itself. But

their claim to this position rests not on that which is erroneous

in them, even though the error should consist merely in the iso-

lation of a true element, but solely on the Christian truth embo-

died in and asserted by them. To the idea of an heresy, there-

fore, is necessary the acknowledgment by it, of the truth of the

fundamental idea of Christianity. For otherwise it falls under

the category of the heathenish or Jewish, on which the light of

Clu'istianity has merely fallen : as such, it is perhaps right that

it sliould be cursorily mentioned in histories of the Church and

of Christian dogmas ; but it can never be termed an integrant

moment in the work of the formation of Christian dogmas,

unless we deny that in Christianity there is anything new and

whole, and derive it entirely from that which went before it.

On this supposition, which certainly cannot be that of the

Reviewer, the idea of heresy would be widened to such an

extent, that everything which belongs at all to the sphere of

religion, whether in Judaism or heatlienism, would have to be

tn,'ated as a Chi'istian heresy ; a view, to which indeed the

historian of heresies, Kpiphanius, and others, have approximated

as nearly as possible, but which can scarcely secure the appro-

bation of more cultivated and scientific minds. Aj)])lying this

to tlic wcll-l\ii()wn heretical compass of Schleiermacher, we
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shall say,—Strict pantheism and deism (materialism) occupy

too low a stage, to merit the name of heresies : and the appel-

lation can only be employed when, alongside of religion in

genei'al, the fundamental presupposition of Christianity is also

recognised. This presupposition may be viewed either objec-

tively, that is, Christologically, or subjectively, that is, anthro-

pologically. Each of these two forms contains the other within

itself, in such a manner, that the element which is still lacking

or misunderstood, will, with irresistible necessity, be supple-

mented from that which is actually recognised ; and if such a

supplementing does not take place, the element once recognised

will perish, in consequence of the reaction of the error with

which it is associated. The result would be, not an heresy, but

a complete lack of the Christian. That which is healthy may
effect the healing of the unhealthy, because that which is

healthy, wherever it exists at all, is the vehicle and bearer of

the virtue of the whole ; but where the healthy is overpowered

by the unhealthy element. Christian truth has either entirely

ceased to exist, or has never attained an actual existence. In

which case it is absurd to speak of heresy. The old Pelagianism

was an heresy, because it preserved the fundamental presupposi-

tion of Christianity in its objective, Christological form ; the

same is quite as frequently true also of the later ^lanichgeism.

Ebionism also was a heresy, so long as it retained, at all events,

an idea of the work of Christ for, and in humanity, from which

might flow the regeneration of its Christology. In a similar

position, too, was Docetism. But when the recognition of our

deliverance by Christ is absent either from the creed or the

doctrinal system, and, at the same time, the one or the other of

the constitutive momenta of His person, as the Redeemer, is

entirely denied, there, of a certainty, Christianity no longer

exists. For there is no third form, under which Christianity

might still exist or be preserved ; the history of dogmas, at all

events, knows of no such third form. And were it conceivable

that a man could preserve Christianity in his heart, in the

immediate and primary domain of religion, whilst in the domain

of the understanding he denied the fundamental presupposition

of Christianity, both in its objective and subjective form, he

would occupy, as to his thought, a position outside of Chris-

tianity, and would, therefore, be no subject for the history of
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Christian dogmas, until, at all events in one aspect, the life of

his heart and the life of his intellect had been brought into

accord. Until then, ho\A^ever, he could not lay claim even to

the title of heretic. The succeeding discussion will be guided

by these principles. From them the following conclusions may
be drawn.

I. There can be no word of heresy, save where a Christian

element is recoffnised, to which it forms the antagonism. That

which is, in itself, one and the same error, both within and

without the domain of Christianity, cannot be termed an heresy

unless it has come into more than a merely external contact

with Christianity, until the two have entered into a relation

of reciprocity to each other.

II. All heresies originate in the extra-Christian world

;

and even the apparent exaggerations of Christianity are, not

merely in another aspect, but essentially, a lagging behind true

Christianity. For this reason, Christianity cannot have sprung

from heresies and their mutual interpenetration ; but Christianity

is the truth whose existence is to be presupposed, and behind

which heresies lag, one in one manner, and another in another

manner ; nay more, Christianity is the power which must in

some sense dwell in heresies, with, at all events, partial inte-

grity, in order that they may continue to be properly heresies.

III. This Christian truth may possibly have attained to

clearness in the minds of some of the members of the Church,

whilst to others it still remains dim : should this be the case,

the latter must be referred to the former for cure, and from

them must receive what they need, but can give nothing in

return. Of such a nature the great heresies of old were not,

in so far as the Church itself undeniably arrived at a more dis-

tinct consciousness of Christian truth through its struggle with

them. These old heresies represented with peculiar clearness

of consciousness one momentum of Christian truth ; but their

tendency was to give this one momentum the importance of the

whole : they were not overcome until the Church itself had

learnt from them the lesson they were meant to teach, till the

element of truth, through which the error allied with it first be-

came dangerous, had been incor})oratcd with, or, more correctly

speaking, had been developed out of, the general Christian con-

sciousness. For Christian truth is never arrived at by a way of
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combination, but solely by the unfolding of the plastic principle,

of the germ, in which the whole lies infolded, and which either

actually exists, or does not exist, and cannot be compounded.

With the first-mentioned kind of heretics the healing art of the

Church has to do ; in the second alone does the history of dog-

mas take an interest.

Now, as we cannot hesitate to consider heresies, in the sense

just given, to be momenta in the development of the Church's

truth ; nay more, to say that heretics, so far as they actually

recognise the fundamental presupposition of Christianity, not

merely with the intellect, but also with the heart, are not to be

excluded from the Church according to the Protestant idea,

thereof, although they are to be deemed sick members ; as,

further, heresies in general cannot be completely and justly esti-

mated by the standard of the particular temporary form of the

Church with which they are severally confronted, but can only

be judged by the standard of Christian truth itself, or by the

Church, at a stage when it has set forth, definitely and without

ambiguity, the element of truth which those heresies repre-

sented : even so is it inadmissible to imagine the Church ever

to have been constituted solely of opposed heresies, and the truth

which united the extremes nowhere to have had an actual ex-

istence on earth, but to have been merely, as it were, the idea

hovering over, and guiding, the process. In the manner of de-

terminate knowledge, to which a course of conciliatory thought is

necessaiy, this truth did not, it is true, exist prior to the work of

the reflective intellect ; but it cannot, therefore, be said to have

been totally destitute of reality. Such a view, rigidly carried out

through the entire sphere of Christian history, would lead to an

aimless progressus in infinitum, of which the mere formal move-

ment is in itself the end, and would imply that Christian truth

is first generated and posited by the reflective and conciliative

intellect. How was it possible, save abstractly considered, that

Christian truth, in entrusting itself to humanity, should meet

solely with persons who would apprehend it heretically, that is,

who would put one momentum in the place of the whole ; and

that it should secure a higher form of existence, solely through

the medium of an exchange brouglit about by the conflict of

two extremes ? This, however, is by no means required by the

'dea of liumanity or of historical development. An histori.^al
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development, on the contrary, will more surely and happily

attain to its goal, and an end will be put to that continual flux

of one heresy into another, which is unavoidable so long as

they are left to themselves, when between the two extremes

there stands a middle power, which, from the veiy beginning,

in its own manner, aims at the same object as the heresies, and

evinces the tendency— a tendency, undoubtedly, fully developed

through the medium of the extremes—to seek that which shall

furnish a point of union for the two extremes. That such a

middle tendency at all times existed in the Church, may be

historically demonstrated : it is traceable primarily in the sphere

of simple faith, which, though predominantly concerned with

the practical, stands in an inner connection with Christian know-

ledge. In these regions, it is as certain that the unadulterated

fundamental presupposition of Christianity, to wit, that in Christ

the Divine and human were united, or that the eternal re-

demption had been historically effected, was always recognised,

as that there always existed redeemed men and a true Church

of Christ on earth. The very idea of heresy in the aforemen-

tioned sense requires that it have errors in doctrine ; as heresy, it

is a disease of Christian knowledge. Diseases of the life of faith,

by themselves, are not heresies ; and it is possible that the life of

faith may be in an, at all events, relatively healthy state, even

whilst the intellect is yielding to heresy,—not, however, for a long

period. This relative independence of the two spheres must not

be denied to faith, whilst at the same time it is allowed to be

pleaded in favour of heresies. But we must confess, what is

also the fact, namely, that the tendency to the development of the

intellectual aspect does not stir with equal force in all believers
;

many, on the contrary, content themselves, without its therefore

being right to designate their faith false, with that elementary

knowledge which is identical with faith itself, and of which here-

tics cannot be destitute if they expect to be considered, in the

true sense, members of the Church. The position occupied by

sucli believers relatively to knowledge, may, it is true, be marked

by imperfection ; nay more, such a relation to knowledge, may
keep their faith in a lower condition, and easily become a disease;

and lastly, it may be possible for such simple believers to fall

into error the moment they follow the example of heretics, and

devote greater attention to the aspect of knowledge : still, their
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fault lies in a direction quite different f™/^;;;V^^^^. f .^,

properly so called ; and their strength consists in their faithfully

preserving that basis of '.lar.,, ^vithout which heresy can never

be freed from itself. Whenever heresies have arrived at a

more developed stage, they take up in pairs, as two extremes

a position of antagonism to that Christian truth which, mis

immediate spiritual reality, is the possession of all simple piac-

tical believers ; and just this simple faith is fitted to ward off

or to lay bare, as decidedly as possible, both those intellectual

errors; even though its first aim, in discharging tins office

should simply be to bring their advocates back to ^ -^
'

J^-^
this faith, which is the common starting-point of all Christian

heretics who deserve the name, even when they bear opposite

characters, will rise up and testify against them But something

more is necessary than the mere negation o the error
;
nor will

it be enough merely to repeat the truth, which had pre^aously

been received as authoritative, but a combination must be

effected, in the form of distinct knowledge, of those momenta

which, in the heresies, had come into antagonism to each other,

and into antagonism to the truth. For this is precisely the sig-

nificance of important heresies, that they cannot suffer the faith

to remain indifferent to them ; on the contraiy, masmuch as even

opposed heresies always agree on one point, to wit, in maintaining

that the two momenta of the truth, of which each of the extremes

represents and embodies one, are incompatible with each other,

whereas faith, without ceasing to be the vehicle and bearer o the

truth, cannot concede the alleged incompatibility, faith finds it-

self compelled to undertake the reflective conciliation of the

momenta. As the result of such efforts, it not merely secures

itself in the position it held before, but grows in inner determm-

ateness. But whenever faith withdraws from the task thus im-

posed upon it, it becomes crippled itself, and its earlier lack of

knowledge degenerates into eiTor and becomes chargeable as

a fault ; for the principle of Christianity never suffers its re-

presentatives to stagnate until it has itself undergone a change.

Those portions of the Christian body which fail m the duty re-

ferred to, cease, in consequence, to participate in the general

movement of the Church, and are left behind in the form of

sects. Three factors, consequently, and not merely two-that is,

two opposed heresies-take part in the process through which
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the history of dogmas passes. No one of these factors can plead

quite guiltless when heresies arise. Relatively to its opposite

extreme, each of the respective heresies is completely justifiable

:

and even simple faith cannot altogether excuse itself ; for it left

over to heresy a field which it ought to have cultivated itself.

But quite as clear is it that heresies will never convert each

other ; for they can scarcely possess the power to effect a conver-

sion to anything besides themselves ; and if it should happen

that one heresy effected a conversion in the domain of the other,

the persons alone would have altered their position, the heresies

would remain. Faith alone possesses the unmutilated power

and virtue of the whole : it is not under the sway of the prin-

ciple of isolation and exclusiveness, as are heresies ; in virtue of

the love whose roots it bears within itself, it is, above all, capable

of appreciating even antagonistic elements, of thus confessing

the collective guilt, and also of atoning it and gaining the vic-

tory, through fetching up that which had been neglected. Now,

so far as faith is the constitutive element of the Church in the

true sense of the word ; and so far as faith and not heresy effects

the subjugation of error, and leads the dogma to a higher stage

(which would still be the case even if a heretic should attain

delivei'ance from error through the reaction of the healthy ele-

ment in his own system) ; we may say with justice, and in a

thoroughly Protestant spirit, that the representatives of faith,

whicli is the original and practical element of Christianity, even

though they shoidd be, in the first instance, devoid of science

and dogmatic culture, constitute the Church ; and that the ten-

dency embodied in them, always conquering, as it does in the

aforementioned way, and never dying out in any generation, is

the true churchly tendency. Heretics, on the contrary, so far

as they are heretics, and have not preserved the faith, are ex-

cluded from the Church, according to its true idea, even though

they should be externally included within it. Heresy, there-

fore, is freed from eiTor by means of faith ; and faith is freed

from its lack of conciliative or reflective knowledge through

the solicitations of heresy.

Note V, jiage 04.

As in other respects, so also in this, James, rightly uuder-

stoofl, is most decidedly opposed to Catliolicism, aUliough it
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would fain constitute him its representative. With this his lofty

idea of the dignity and essential equality of all Christians in

divine freedom, is connected all that he says against the self

exaltation of individuals, whether on the ground of higher wis-

dom, of rank, or of riches ; and the traces of Ebionitisrn, which

some profess to find in his estimate of riches and so forth, are

due solely to misunderstanding, and to the practice of drawing

conclusions from isolated passages, without the consideration

of the entire connection. Such a depreciation of wealth as is

contained in James's Epistle, is not the sign of a mind lacking

Christian force and substance ; but, conscious that the treasure

of Christianity is superior to all riches (ii. 5), he cannot but ex

press his displeasure against those who aimed at restoring dis-

tinctions which belonged to an ante-Christian period, and which

threaten the royal liberty of all.—Compare i. 9, ii. 1, 5, 7, 15

ff., iv. 1, 3, V. 1-6, iii. 17, i. 27.

Note W, page 70.

I believe myself under the necessity of deciding in favour

of the latter ; though I by no means intend to attribute to Peter

the doctrine of the Logos as a pre-existent hypostatic being.

My reasons are the following :

—

I. But a few verses further on (ii. 4) he designates Christ

Xido<i ^6iv ; compare verse 7, and therewith i. 23, A,o709 Oeov
i^oiv Koi fievcov.

II. Verse 23 thus becomes at once more pregnant and clearer.

The sense will then be—the pqfut, X0709 Qeov, to which such lofty

predicates belong, that is, Christ, is to be understood by the pfjfia

evayyeXiaOiv, or the former is the content which gives the latter

its power and influence. According to the other explanation,

the sense would merely be— tlie word of God abides eternally

:

consequently, also, the joyful message brought to you ; for it

also is the word of God. (Compare Heb. iv. 12, 13, v. 11.)

III. The sense thus obtained does not in any way transcend

Peter's point of view. It is, on the contrary, a mere following

out of the Hebrew theologomenon of njn; -\y^-. the Logos of

Peter is not that of Philo or tlie Hellenists, to wit, reason ; but,

in a genuinely Hebrew spirit, the revelation of God, the power-
fully operative word of the Creator : Heb. xi. 3, i. 3. The de-

signation itself is i)artly suggested by Gen. i., and partly by
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the standing title given to the law ; for the name almost

always given to the law was, " Word of God." In this histo-

rical connection, nothing was more natural than to designate

Christ also a Word of God ; nay more, as the consummation
of revelation. He was " the Word of God," that is, the perfect

revelation made in an human, personal {^mv), abiding {[levcov)

form. According to this designation, it is true, Christ would

be the word spoken, rather than the speaker ; and He is, for the

first time, more distinctly described as the latter in the Epistle

to the Hebrews (i. 4), and in the Gospel of John (i. 18). But
even this latter designation would be nothing more than natural

from tlie pens of men who had drawn their culture and ideas

from the Old Testament. I cannot forbear here remarking in

general, that far too little effort has been made to follow out the

traces of a gradual formation of the doctrine of the Logos within

the New Testament Canon, although this ought to have been of

the first tasks. Many look upon John's doctrine of the Logos as

something foreign and strange, as a problem which can only be

solved by tracing it to extra-biblical sources, to such as Philo and

so forth. This procedure is only justifiable on the supposition

that there is no family resemblance whatever between the Logos
and other phsenomena within the limits of Christianity. That
such a family resemblance exists, I maintain, because I am un-

able to discover the Hellenic idea of " reason " even in John's

doctrine of the Logos. From James (i. 18, 21) and the Sy
noptics onwards to Peter ; and further, from Peter to the Epistle

to the Hebrews (iv. 12 ff.), the Apocalypse, and the Gospel of

John, the doctrine of the Logos may be shown to have pursued

a gi'adual, progressive, and connected course.

Note X, page 73.

The author appears to me to have been a Jewish Christian,

who was acquainted with, and recognised, Paul ; without, how-

ever, making Paul's doctrine of faith and works the centre

of his own system. His antagonists were probably Gentile

Christians, a degeneration of tlie tendency of Paul, and, in

their antinomianism, forerunners of Cerdon and Marcion.

Their affinity with Gnostic elements is particularly evident from

their polemic against eschatological doctrines (c. 3) ; in agree-

ment therewitli also, arc the features of the second chapter.
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The views of the author himself were influenced, both nega-

tively and positively, by the antagonists with whom he had to

deal. They were influenced negatively, so far as this letter was

the fruit of the reaction of his Christian spirit against the

laxity, which led to the mixing up of the Church with the

world—a laxity which seized hold of the minds of many, as soon

as they found that the realization of their eschatological expec-

tations was postponed. Montanism may perhaps be regarded as a

continuation of this reaction ; but, both in an ethical and an escha-

tological respect, it exaggerated expectation, until it assumed

an heretical form (compare also 2 Peter i. 19-21). That they

were probably influenced positively, we may judge from the

stress which the w'riter, in common with his antagonists, lays on

Christian knowledge ; though he differs from them in refusing

to let go his hold on, and even giving great prominence to, his-

torical tradition (i. 14-18, ii. 21, iii. 2, 15). In fact, he even

goes so far as to distinguish two classes of men, or two stadia in

the history of the same men. The first stadium is the irporpe-

"Xjecv on the 7rapd8oai<i of the Apostles. It is the duty of every

man to abide in this stadium until the second stadium shall be

initiated by the aid of Divine Svvajjii<i (i. 19). This is historical

faith. The second stadium is the rise of the morning star in the

heart, the break of the day or of the higher consciousness (i. 19 ;

compare Jude 19). That is the true gnosis (i. 5), the fruit of

faith ; whereas false teachers possess merely a show of wisdom

(ii. 17, 18), and have fallen away from the irapuZoai<i of the

Apostles (ii. 21, 22). Finally, as with wisdom, so also is it with

freedom (ii. 19) and with the nobility of human nature. That

of which heretics make a boast, and of which they in reality

possess the contrary (^0(^09 tov ctkotov^, ii. 17, i. 9, blindness,

shortsightedness, forgetfulness, Sovkela, ii. 19, and degradation

to the level of a spiritless animal nature), is really possessed by

Christians (i. 3-8). In the knowledge of Christ tJiey have

wisdom, all the fulness of spiritual blessings ; nay more, they

are partakers of Divine nature (i. 4). Tlic last point is parti-

cularly noteworthy. The author, in teaching such a participa-

tion, shows that he has passed beyond the Jewish separation be-

tween God and the world ; that a mighty revolution of Jewish

conceptions has been brought about (compare Acts xvii. 28),

by the knowledge that tlic union of the Divine and human had

VOL. I. Z
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been actually accomplished in Christ. At the same time, when
we take into considera..lon i. 19, and the slight notice taken of

the doctrine of the atonement of Christ (which occupies so im-

portant a place in the First Epistle of Peter), we see clearly

that the ^vriter attached higher importance to the Christ in

us than to the Christ for us. By consequence, he was able

to recognise as a Christian good the element of truth, which

the heretical gnosis, though lacking, at the same time sought

(i.3,4).

Note Y, page 83.

At first sight, it might be supposed impossible to discuss

Christology monograph ically, and without having previously

given a history of the conceptions entertained of God and man,

to which one could appeal. For the idea of the God-man pre-

supposes both a conception of God and a conception of man.

In its beginnings. Christian thought was undoubtedly deter-

mined, as to both points, by the representations handed down
to it ; and for this reason an account has been given of those

representations in the introduction, so far as seemed needful, in

the persons of their chief expounders. But, so far from the

Christian conception of God and Christian anthropology hav-

ing been the groundwork of Christology, history shows that

the appearance of Christ, and the gradually increasing deter-

minateness of the view taken of His person, were the most

powerful agent in the transformation of the idea of God and

the idea of man entertained by the ancient world. Moreover,

from the second century onwards, an extensive series of works,

devoted to investigations into the nature of God and man, owed

its existence to Christianity, or, more precisely expressed, to the

interest felt in the doctrine of the Person of Christ. That the

doctrine of the Trinity was indebted for its development to

Christology, is universally acknowledged ; but the same thing is

true also of the Christian doctrine of the Divine attributes (and

of this less notice has been taken). For, that it was necessary

and possible really to regard God as Love, could only be felt by

a faith which had beheld the Father in the Son of His love.

The world prior to Christ had not known God as love, but had

regarded Him either as mere goodness, or as mere justice and

holiness. In this respect also, therefore, the appearance of
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Christ came into conflict with the heathenish and Jewish con-

ception of God. Christianity tolerated neither the ascription of

an unethical goodness to God (and so far pronounced Judaism

to be in the right), nor of a righteousness and holiness which

are not perfected in love (and herein condemned the ergism

(epyov) and one-sided juridical character of Judaism). To the

conflicts with Gnosticism may so far, therefore, be traced the

genesis of the Christian idea of God, if only at first in its most

general and fundamental characteristic features. Next to Ire-

nseus, Tertullian rendered the most important services relatively

to this matter, by his work against Marcion. Xot until good-

ness and power on the one hand, and justice and holiness on the

other, had been seen to be combined in love,—in that the convic-

tion had been arrived at, that a love which excludes, instead of

being the realization of, holy righteousness in all its strictness

and truth, would cease to be Divine, and that a holiness and

justice which fail to give the Divine love its due cannot subsist,

and must be either indifferent to, or powerless against, evil ; not

until thus, in the idea of love, which is the glorification, at once,

of goodness and power, of holiness and righteousness, the Chris-

tian conception of God had been arrived at, was a starting-point

secured for the development of the Christian doctrine of the

Trinity. The rigidness of the prior conceptions of God was

melted by love ; God was no longer a mere righteous Judge, or

the Exalted One, or the bv : on the other hand, after righte-

ousness and holiness had been recognised as essential to Divine

love, the Church ceased to be exposed to the danger of confound-

ing God through His love, after a pantheistic or pagan manner,

with the world.

Note Z, page 94

If this be the right view to take of the first Christian period,

it can occasion no surprise to find the lack of dogmatical pro-

ductiveness counterbalanced by the greater measure of moral

activity. Amongst the fruits of the moral activity of the first

Christians, we may count the giving to the Church a constitu-

tion and laws. And, although the Catholic idea of the priest

and bishop cannot lay claim to origination in the earliest stadia

of Christianity, it is both involved in tb.e nature of the case

and attested by historical evidence, that tiic time which inter-
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vened prior to the awakenment of interest in strictly dogmatical

questions, was mainly taken up with the organization of the

Churches, and the development of the constitution under the

greatest variety of forms. It is an incontestable fact, that

the development of ecclesiastical arrangements was far in ad-

vance of the development of dogmas ; that by the former an

earthly seat was, as it were, prepared for the latter. Those

who show the keenest eye for everything in which the age of

the Apostolic Fathers fell short of the true Christian idea, ought

also, in order to be consistent, to follow up as keenly, and as far

as possible, the errors which, clothed in a practical garb, were

introduced into the Church by heathenish and Jewish society

and principles. Instead of that, they are chargeable with tho-

rough inconsistency ; for, although they willingly allow, that

when the Church condemned heretical elements it was con-

demning its own past early condition, they are unwilling to

grant that the same defectiveness (and the charge of heresy

may be reduced to a charge of defectiveness) must necessarily

have manifested itself also in the ethical creations which pecu-

liarly belong to this period. For example, the rise of Episcopal

power and the Episcopal constitution of the Church they assign

to a later age ; and, on this ground, also attribute documents to

a later age, which, if assigned to their proper age, would throw

of themselves a decided light on the history of the Church

and its doctrinal development, and utterly annihilate the entire

hypothesis of an Ebionitic origin of the Church—an hypotliesis

really borrowed from the Socinians.

Note AA, page 101.

Ev Xoyo) Tr}<; fieyaXtoavvT]'; avrou cruvearijaaro ra Trdvra,

/cat, ev Xcr/o) hvvarac uvtcl KaraaTpky^ai. The addition of the

term fjie'yaXoyavvr], which Clement frequently applies to the

higher nature of Christ, is favourable to the reference of ^070?

to tlie ])rc-existent essence of Christ. It would then appear as

though the creative Divine Word were personified, exactly after

tlie manner of the theologomena of that ])eriod. Another and

j)articularly forcible reason, is the relation of our author to the

Kj»istles of Paul and the Epistle to the Hebrews, in both of

wliich tlie j)rc-existence of the Son is not only taught, but is

turtlier brouglit into connection with the creation. Compare,
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besides the above passages from Paul's Epistles, Hebrews i. 3,

iv. 12 xi. 3. Our author was so intimately acquainted with

the Epistle to the Hebrews, and followed so closely in its foot-

steps, that the idea of the pre-existence of the Son cannot pos-

sibly have been strange to him (compare also Zeller 1. c. pp.

61 ff.). But he shows'himself to be a faithful disciple of Paul,

not merely in his Christological principles, but also specially

in his doctrine of grace (c.^32). He says : It is not wisdom

and insight, it is not piety or the works of the sanctified heart

which we have done, that justify us ; indeed, we are not at all

justified by ourselves ; but we are called of God's gracious will

in Christ, through faith. Noio this same Clement xoas the re-

presentative of the Church in Rome about the year 100
:

so much

the more certainl}^, therefore, must we judge his faith to have

been in agreement witli that of the Church in Eome, if he

wrote thus"; not as bishop—that is, not officially—but as the one

who had been chosen in confidence to be spokesman.

Note BB, page 102.

Docetical and Ebionitical elements must, therefore, have

already manifested themselves in the Church. Compare

Schneckenburger's "Das Evangelium der iEgyptier," 1834.

But when this scholar alleges that a patripassian Unitarianism

is taught in the epistle before us, he must have overlooked the

passag'e just quoted from c. 9. Baptism is highly lauded, and

connected rather with a stringent doctrine of penitence than

with faith (c. 8). "Beyond the grave there is no more oppor-

tunity for repentance ; even as a vessel may be improved so

long 'as it is in the hand of the potter, but not after it has

one'e been baked." The present world and the future, these

two atwi/€<?, are hostile to each other (c. 6, compare Barn. c.

18). All these features are not in the manner of the first

epistle. Where the latter thought occurs, together with the

view of the world involved therein, some have supposed that

they had scented the traces of Ebionism. The circumstance,

that even this epistle, with its Christology, contains Ebioni-

tical elements, ought to have obtained greater attention, and

to have prevented the adoption of an arbitrary definition of

the idea of Ebionism. (Compare Schwegler's " Montanisra,"

pp. 112 ff.) He who holds such lofty Christological views may
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perhaps be called a Jewish Christian; nay more, he may Judaize

in many ways ; but an Ebionite, in the sense in which that name
is apphed scientifically, he cannot be called. From c. 8 (\eyec

Kvpto^ ev Tcp evayyekia)), the author would appear to have

already become accustomed to the use of Gospels ; but there

was not yet any canon. The epistle also contains an apocalyptic

passage (c. 11), found in the Gospel of the Egyptians. To
judge from the mode in which Docetism and ElDionism are

handled, and from the other marks taken together, the work
was probably not written later than the first half of the second

centmy. The first epistle, on the contrary, was probably writ-

ten about the middle of the first ninety years after Christ.

Note CC, page 103.

He was well aware of his capabilities, and of the nature of

the task given him to perform: he styles himself avOpcdirov

Trpo'i evcoaiv KaTTjpriajxevov (Philad. 8) ; he is assured that the

impulse he feels to work for the settlement of the organiza-

tion of the Church, is an impulse of the Spirit ; and experience

forced irresistibly upon him the conviction, that such efforts

were called for by the circumstances of the time (Philad. 7).

At the time when the epistles were written, the organization of

the Church under bishops, presbyters, and deacons, had not yet,

by any means, been everywhere carried out, nor the principle

thereof recognised as necessary. Indeed, the aim of the epis-

tles was to lay down the idea, and, on the basis thereof, to initiate

a thorough realization of the whole. The highest purpose of the

Episcopate, according to his idea of it (the particular form

assumed by which was entirely the result of the struggle with

Docetism and Judaism), was the realization in the Church of the

divine-human life, whose unity in Christ, and therefore also

in the Church, the just-mentioned heresies threatened to dis-

solve. Gnosticism proper is not controverted in these epistles.

On the other hand, as the letters themselves acknowledge, the

way had already been prepared for his idea,— dogmatically,

in particular, by Paul; historically by the development of the

constitution of the Church down to his time, although it had

undoidjtedly taken a different course in different j)laces, and

had not been consciously led by one principle (Polyc. 6

;

Magncs. 4 ; Philad. 8).
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Note DD, page 104.

He nowhere gives expression to the Levitical idea of priest-

hood. The bishop does not offer up Christ in sacrifice ; but is

the mouth and representative of the Church, whicli presents its

sacrifices of praise and thanksgiving to God (compare Hofling's

" Die Lehre der apostolischen Vater u. s. vr. vom Opfer im

christhchen Cultus," 1841, pp. 32-44). He seldomer speaks

of him as the medium through which we obtain Divine gifts,

although a teacher, in virtue of his office, might without hesita-

tion be so characterized. Xo allusion whatever is made to

ordination, to a Levitical order, in contrast to the laity. On
the contrary, the universal priesthood of Christians continues to

be recognised ; and even of bishops it is said, that they do not
,
y^

become bishops apart from the people (compare Ep. ad Philad. ^
10 ; ad Smyrn. 11 f. ; Polyc. 7). He never terms the bishops i/^

iepel^;—although he might have employed the word without fear

of objection ;— Christ alone is, in his view, the dp)(^iepev<i. The
point on which he lays chief stress is, that the bishop shall re-

present the unity of the Church, acting as teacher and ad-

ministrator, and performing the representative (liturgical) acts

of the Cultus. He regards the bishop as the \eLT0vpy6<; ; above

all (in the states which were still heathenish), as the adminis-

trator of Church Eegiment. Now, as Ignatius undoubtedly

did not consider it a matter of choice whether believers should

openly constitute themselves into a church or not, but held that

the setting forth of their unity in a visible form belongs to the

very idea of faith (see below) ; consequently, he whose office it

is to set forth that unity, as the mouthpiece or representative

of the Church, as the leader of individuals in the spirit of the

entire counnunity, cannot be an accidental, dispensable per-

son. On the contrary, he held the office of bishop, in con-

nection with the presbytery and diaconate, to be necessary,

and of Divine authority. Notwithstanding all this, he has by
no means laid down the Roman Catholic conception of a bishop

;

for even Protestants acknowledge the Divine institution of the
" ministorium." His fault docs not lie in a wish to curtail the

rights of the community ; for he everywhere conceives the

bishop, on the one hand, to be the expression of the inmost and
truest will of the individual : and the individual, on the other
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liand, to be related to the bishop, not as a bondsman, but as a

freeman, united with him by love and confidence. The mem-
bers of the Church, says he, ought to stand related to the bishop

as the God-man was related to the Father ; and to establish

order, is by no means to put restraints on liberty. The weak-
ness of his theory, consists in his supposing his ideal of a bishop

to be more nearly realizable than it actually was ; in his esteem-

ing the idea of unity, expressed by the office of bishop, to be in

itself so elevating and purifying (Polyc. 1), and in general so

full of blessing and of power, that he forgets the possibility of

bishops being unworthy of their office, and overlooks the new
dangers to which the very unity of the Church would be exposed,

were the great power to be misemployed, wdiich he desired to see

committed to the bishop and the presbytery. Unity is to him
the thing of prime importance :—not merely on account of the

heresies and schisms, which he would fain cut away, but because

he esteems its realization and preservation to be the highest

good, the great end and aim of the Church. On this founda-

tion I'ests, in his view, the Divine right of the Episcopate : and,

although he did not appeal so distinctly as did Clement (1 Cor.

42, 44) to the authority of the Apostles who instituted it, he

must have held it to be quite as certain as the Divine institution

of Christianity itself ; for he did not see any possibility of set-

ting forth that unity, wherein consists the truth of the Church,

otherwise than through the medium of the Episcopate, the

presbytery, and the diaconate. Solely as the expression of the

Church's unity, and on no other ground, did Ignatius esteem the

bishop higher than the presbyter. This Church order is the will

of God and Christ (yvcofXTj, vofio<i, Magn. 2, 3) ; in such a sense,

however, that through it the Church fulfils one of the ends of its

existence,— the end, namely, of manifesting itself as the image of

Christ (Magn. G). Not to a particular Divine act, by which this

Church order was instituted, docs he appeal ; he views it rather

as a Divine necessity involved in the very existence of the

Church ; whereas a falsifier would certainly have felt himself

compelled to refer the institution, at all events, to the Apostles,

as did the Komish Churcli in the Pseudo-Clementines. Com-
pare, on the other liand, Phihid. (S. Bishops he regards, after

the manner of Christian monarchs, as bishops by the grace of

God ; nay more, as themselves a grace of God (Magn. 2, Qeov
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X'^P^'^)
' ^^'^ o^^6 tliem obedience for the sake of God and Christ

;

for all authorities can claim obedience bv Divine right (Magn.

3) ; but that bishops, in conjunction with the presbyters, are the

rulers of the Church, he considers to be involved in the idea of

the Church (Trail. 3), the realization of which is both a duty

and a Divine right (compare jSIagnes. 6, 2 ; Eph. 1 , Smyrn.

8, 9 ; Philad. 4). Ignatius speaks merely of the divinity of

the Episcopate, or, more correctly, of the divinity of Chui'ch

authorities, whose necessary apex, in every individual church,

is the bishop : to the mode in Avhich personal fitness for the

office is secured, he makes no allusion whatever; in no place

does he speak of the communication of grace qualificatory for

office, through the medium of the sacrament of ordination.

From the characteristics thus furnished us, of the stadium at

which the development of the constitution of the Church had

arrived, we should judge this epistle to be of high antiquity. In

the first place, forexample, such confidence as the author cherishes

in the cohesive energy of the Episcopate, and in its power to en-

sure the purity of the Church, is inexplicable, save on the sup-

position that he had as good as not fomid by experience, that

even the bishop and presbytery themselves were not safe from

heresy, and could not preserve the Church from it. The author,

therefore, as he himself confesses, must have lived at a time

when merely sufficient preparations had been made for the

actual realization of his idea of the Episcopate. In the second

place, inasmuch as, although by no means indifferent to the

personal character of bishops (Polyc. 1, 2, 8 ; Magn. 2, 3 ;

Epp. 1), it never seems to occur to him that his unity, " than

which there exists nothing better" (Polyc. 1), might degenerate

into a mere formality, and he suggests no provision either for

securing confidence in the personal worth of the bishops, or for

establishing it dogmatically (as do the Clementine Homihes, and,

with them, the Romish Church, by the dogma of the communi-

cation of the Holy Spirit at ordination), we must judge these

epistles to have originated at a period when such provisions had

not yet been felt to be necessary,—that is, at a period when the

Churches, but particularlv their presidents and those who would

next be elected to the office, took care to exact and to furnish

pledges of personal worth (compare Clement, 1 Cor. c. 42, 44)

;

a period, especially, when the pure apostolic tradition (the
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aap^ XpicTTov) was represented in such a manner by a consider-

able number of disciples of the Apostles, to whom was entrusted

the leading of the Church, that it was possible for the written

tradition to be thrown into the shade—a thing which would have

been impossible at a later time. Ignatius, for example, thus pro-

ceeds. In this respect, even Justin ]MartYr occupies an essen-

tially different position (from the year 139 onwards) ; and still

more Irenceus. The latter (although bishops never cease, in his

view, to be also presbyters ; for presbyters they continue to be in

any case, even according to Ignatius, and constitute merely the

summing up of the presbytery, Eph. 4) already, laying stress on

the uninterrupted apostolical succession, and on the pure tradi-

tion conveyed through its medium, insists that oral and written

tradition mutually confirm each other, and solely in conjunction

with each other, constitute a certain source of the truth. He
holds much the same relation to the formation of the canon as the

Ignatian Epistles held to the development of the Episcopacy,

—

that is, he took part in the matter, just when the preliminary

labours were being brought to a temporary close by the idea

of the canon ; and he endeavours scientifically to demonstrate

both the necessity and the nature of the canon (c. Hser. 3,

1, 11). Justin jSIartyr also attaches greater importance than

Ignatius to the apostolic writings. The formation of the

canon was preceded, and, as we learn from very clear traces,

was aided, by the organization of the Church, both in its

historical and dogmatical aspect ; for the bishops and presby-

ters are to be regarded, in particular, as the vehicles both of

the historical and dogmatical tradition (regula fidei, symbolum

Apostolicum), on which the matter depended. This organi-

zation, at all events in its bearing on the point which, in

the view of Ignatius, was the flower of the Cultus, and the

highest sign and manifestation of the unity of the Church,—to

wit, the Eucharist,—was universally established in agreement

with the idea of Ignatius at the time of Justin (compare Ign.

ad Smyrn. 8 with Justin Martyr's Apologia 1, 67). Justin's

idea of the unity of the Church is also similar to that of Ignatius,

although his entire tendency was less j)ractical (compare the Dial,

cum Tryphone 63, 116). Lastly, I cannot but consider Nean-

dcr's remark appropriate, that Montanisni is to be regarded,

partly as a reaction against the constitution of the Church of tiiat
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day, and partly as an element wliicli was, at a subsequent period,

reduced to a fixed form bj the Romish Church, As a principle

of reaction, it bore pi'incipally on the idea of the Episcopate,

which, Avhen the office was not held by men worthy of the dignity

(Ignatius confidently takes for granted, that the office will be

held by those who are fit for it), endangered the independence

of the Church and the Divine right of such as were moved

by the Holy Ghost, who, after all, must be the sole final source

of all ecclesiastical authority and dignity. In this aspect, Mon-
tanism was a reaction of the substantial, real principle against

the merely formal unity of the Episcopate, which entrusted

to the unworthy, and those who were destitute of the Spirit,

power over those who were filled by the Spirit. Viewed in

this light, Montanism may be styled a democratic reaction on

the part of the members of the Church, asserting their uni-

versal prophetic and priestly rank against the concentration of

ecclesiastical dignities and rights in the Episcopate. From which

it evidently follows, that a considerable time must have inter-

vened between the rise of Montanism and the state of things

set forth in the Epistles of Ignatius ; the former being a reac-

tion against the very thing which the latter treat as an object to

be realized, and which enkindled the fresh, unquestioning, and

confident enthusiasm of their author. Such enthusiasm is in-

telligible and right when a great idea has just been conceived,

and the soul is filled with the conviction that it is destined

shortly to become a living reality. In opposition to Ignatius,

the Roman Catholic Church justified Montanism in maintain-

ing, that not the office of bishop in itself, not the formal unity

which it is able to effect, is enough, but that personal equipment

with the Holy Spirit is necessary to the reality and truth of the

Episcopacy ; but it condemned Montanism for aiming at sub-

stituting in the place of the Episcopacy its sporadic prophetic

spirit,—an inspiration, fanaticism, or extasy, which both breaks

the historical link connecting the Church with preceding ages,

and carries within itself no pledge of purity. In this respect

it followed again the example of Ignatius, modifying his views,

liowever, by teaching that the Episcopate, as such, is made
partaker of the Holy Ghost by means of the rite of ordination.

An attempt was thus made to meet and do justice to the true

element in Montanism, and, at the same time, to incorporate it
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with the fixed order of the Church. But even so, there is still a

distinction to be noted. Bishops, in tlie view of Ignatius, are

the representatives, the images of Christ ; the presbytery repre-

sents the Apostles. This idea, as Gieseler truly remarks, was

transformed by the Chin'ch into the idea that Episcopacy was

the continuation of the apostolic office ; until, finally, Catholi-

cism put the Pope in Christ's place—the place assigned by Igna-

tius to the body of bishops. The foregoing remarks will be seen,

I trust, to justify the view I have taken, even though I should be-

lieve myself compelled, by the consideration last adduced, to date

the Epistles of Ignatius a full generation prior to Montanism, and

to decide, after the investigations recently instituted by Meier,

Baur, Lange, Rothe, Arndt, Huther (compare " Studien und

Kritiken," 1835, pp. 881 ff. ; 1836, pp. 540 ff.; 1839, pp. 136 ff.

:

also Gieseler's " Church History" i. 142, Observ. 4), in favour

of the genuineness of the shorter edition, and that mainly on

account of the form which Episcopacy still bears in it. The

opposed view, defended by Baur, and the parallel drawn by him

between the romance of the Clementine Homilies and the Igna-

tian Epistles, had a somewhat dazzling effect upon me in the first

instance, but did not stand the test of a more thorough exami-

nation. Diisterdieck's supposition, that Lvician, in his Life of

Peregrinus, written about the middle of the second century, had

in his eye Ignatius the Christian hero, as he is set before us in

the epistles, is far more to be commended. The main point in

deciding on the genuineness of the epistles, is the question of

the Episcopate, and that has already been discussed. A further

objection is, that the history which forms the groundwork is

improbable. How weak these reasons are, Huther has ably

shown, in relation to the well calculated procedure adopted by

Trajan (sec lUgen's " Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theologic," 1841,

Hefcle I.e. pp. xxxix. ff.); compare Gieseler's remarks (" Church

History," 2d ed. vol. i. p. 138) against Baur (" Episkopat."

p. 149). I here add the arguments advanced by Huther. Al-

though, in Justin's day, general persecutions of the Christians

were still less common than in the time of Ignatius, the former

speaks, as of a thing that was not rare, of Christians enthusias-

tically offering themselves for execution (Apol. 2, 12). Why,
then, sliidl we characterize the yearin'ngs for death, to which

Ignatius gives expression in his Kpistles to the Romans, as im-
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probable, especially as he did not inform against himself, but

may have owed his imprisonment to the information of false

brethren, or the hostility of those who were differently minded

from himself ? (The latter is rendered probable by the passage

from the Epist. ad Polyc. G, where he designates himself dvri-

yfrv^op TMV v7ro7a<Tao/jU€V(ov tw eTnaKOTTO), rol<; 7rp€a^vTepoi<;, rot?

hiaKovoL-i, that is, a sacrifice for the idea of his life. Compare,

in addition, the passage concerning ^f/Xo9 in Clement, 1 Cor. v.

How, if even in Antioch, and perhaps ere he himself became a

bishop, he had advocated the idea, which he develops in such

an original manner, with all his enthusiasm and ability, and had

endeavoured to reduce it to reality?—if, by the idea of the

obedience due to the Episcopate, he had aimed at subjugating

the heads of the parties, which, according to the Epistle of

Clement, at this time existed in Corinth, and which, to judge from

Philad. 10, Smyrn. 11, compared with ad Rom. 9, Trail. 13, in

A ntioch also, would seem to have raised opposition on account of

1 ae bishopric ; and had further, when elected bishop, employed

1 is episcopal authority against them ? If such were the case,

we may easily suppose that informers might represent him as

the cause of the disturbances that arose, that he might thus

become a martyr, and in dying establish more firmly that for

which, living, he had laboured.) Moreover, the defects of

his character—its apparent contradictions, the alternation be-

tween a strong feeling of his own dignity and almost insulting

expressions of humility (especially in the Epistle ad Trail.)—are

quite explicable in a man of his fiery temperament, personally

possessed by such an idea. The author himself, too, betrays a

sense of the fact, that an element of impurity had mixed itself

up with his §>}Xo9 (Trail. 4) ; whereas a writer, whose object it

was to recommend Episcopacy through the mouth of the dying

Christian hero, would not have allowed him to hint at anything

of that sort : such expressions, therefore, are a sign of inner,

psychological truth. Further, his delineation of the heretics

who stood opposed to him, and who negatively aided in the de-

termination of his mode of thought, is quite different from what

it would have been had he written only twenty years later (that is,

about 137, instead of about 117), when Gnosticism had gained

its more im])ortant rej)resentatives. Their influence on himself

would also have been different. Gnosticism proper lie never
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seeks to controvert (in the longer edition of his Epistles, Gnos-

ticism is attacked) ; he does, however, argue against Docetism.

—The passage in Magnes. 8 will be discussed below. Let it

suffice here, in the first instance, to remark, that Baur, in his

criticism of the New Testament, seems to be much more anxious

to remove books from their position in the canon, than to show

afterwards what position they ought to occupy ; otherwise, it

would be incomprehensible how he could pronounce the Ignatian

Epistles to be the product of a later period, amongst other rea-

sons, because this passage is directed against Gnosticism ; when
the Epistles to the Philippians and Colossians, even if Paul were

not their author, must have been written, at the latest, about the

time of Ignatius, in order that there might have been interval

long enough to render them suitable, in the eyes of Marcion, for

adoption into his canon—as writings, that is, which were held by

the Church to be Pauline. Lastly, the remarks just m.ade, bear

the following relation to Baur's hypotheses regarding the Pseudo-

Clementine writings. If it be right at all to attribute to these

writings an influence on the peculiar form assumed by the Episco-

jiate in the Romish Church (although that form can be sufficiently

explained from the Judaizing principle, and from the national po-

litical character of the Romans ; and, in any case, it is not neces-

sary, with Baur, to trace the hierarchical influence exerted by the

Pseudo-Clementine literature in the Eastern Churches, to Rome;
compare Bickell's " Geschichte des Kirchenrechts," 1843, Beil.

iv. pp. 148 ff . Nr. 63 ff.), it can only be on the ground of a point

common to them and the Church, to wit, the very weighty one of

ordination ; that is, on the ground of the very point which, accord-

ing to the account given above of the stadia in the development

of the Episcopate, was, at all events in the Church, unquestion-

ably a later one. The Clementines, therefore, set up a wider

distinction between the clergy and the laity than did Ignatius

:

they give the bishop, in particular, a far higher position than

did Ignatius, and speak of a superior bishop (as it were Pope),

whereas Ignatius treats all bishops as equal. Ignatius, there-

fore, represents, so to speak, the ideal aspect of the idea of the

Episcopate : the other aspect, which unquestionably, at all events

in point of principle, marks a relapse into Judaism, is the

realistic one. In the view of Ignatius, the bishop is the teacher,

especially, however, the liturg and regent of the Church : nc-
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cording to the Clementine writings, his sole business, it is true,

is to distribute doctrine and the forgiveness of sin ; but ordina-

tion and the Spirit communicated by that rite, constitute the

Episcopate the continuation of the prophets of truth, apart from

whom it is impossible to attain to blessedness. In reality, there-

fore, they constitute the bishop a mediator, a Levitical priest,

whose word binds and looses, and who can either communicate or

withhold the Spirit. The Catholic Church holds neither the Igna-

tian nor the Pseudo-Clementine idea of the Episcopate by itself,

but endeavours, as we have shown, to combine the two. Baur u

is right, therefore, when he maintains that the Catholic concep- r

tion of the Episcopate did not exist at the commencement of the

second century ; and if the Epistles of Ignatius contained such

a conception, their authenticity could not be defended. He is

wrong, however,—and in this respect his combinations do not

stand the test,—when he fails, as do most Avriters, properly to

distinguish between the Ignatian idea of the Episcopate, and the

idea which subsequently prevailed in the Churcli. He also fails

to distinguish between the Pseudo-Clementine and the Ignatian

dea. But for this, he would have seen that the idea entertained

by the Catholic Church, and to which Montanism had given

rise, had not become what it was all at once, but consisted of

several momenta, and had needed a long course of preparation

:

he must also have reckoned the Ignatian idea of the Episcopate

amongst the things which had prepared its way ; and thus the

strongest argument against the genuineness of these epistles

would have been converted into the strongest argument for their

high antiquity, that is, into a strong argument for their genuine-

ness.—Indeed, in general, Baur's efforts to trace the origin of

the Episcopate to Rome, by means of the Clementines, seem to

me so far not to have been successful ; for those writings bear

VI their forehead the sign of the uneasy conscience of an iso-

lated, heretical party ; and it is much simpler and easier to say,

with Gicseler ("Church History" i. 140 ff.), that, on the death

of the Apostles and their disciples, the churches having lost their

leaders, and feehng the need of unity, sought for a substitute

;

such a substitute offered itself in the Episcopate, a pattern of

which might be found in the position occupied by James and

his successors in the mother Church of Jerusalem. The ex-

ample set in Jerusalem was imitated first by the neighbourinej
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churches : in the more distant churches, the chief presbyters,

as presidents, assumed a similar position ; but, as far as any

power of exercising independent authority was concerned, were

httle raised above the other presbyters. So Clemen, ad Cor. i.

44; Polyc. ad Philad. 5, 6.—This was the historically safe

method ; and it is a matter of more surprise that Baur should

have preferred the Clementine hypothesis, as he considers James
in Jerusalem to have been an Ebionite, and as that primitive

Christianity should have been Ebionitical, and that the Episco-

pate should have had an Ebionitic origin, would seem to consist

very well with that circumstance. It is true, the main, nay, in

the last instance, the only, argument against, would then be con-

verted into an argument for, the genuineness of the Ignatian

Epistles ; and, even as an hj'pothesis, the Ebionitic character of

primitive Christianity would no longer be tenable.

With regard to the age of the Pseudo-Clementine writings,

specially of the Homilies, nothing is herewith decided. Nothing

else preventing, they might be supposed to have contributed their

part towards preparing the way for the realistic aspect of the

Catholic Episcopacy : they were not, however, so favourably

situated for exerting an influence as the Ignatian Epistles,

which were not only not an heretical production, but were

most intimately connected with John, and especially with Paul

(Ephes., Col., 1 Cor.) ; whilst the former are by no means even

Petrine in character. For they neither merely repeat nor ex-

aggerate the distinctive features of Peter's Chi'istianity, but are

Ebionitical, and therefore, after what we have seen above,

must be, at all events Christologically and soteriologically,

utterly irreconcilable with Peter. The only thing which they

have appropriated from, or in which they may perhaps be said

to liave outdone, Peter, is his shortcoming in practice— a short-

coming which contravened his own principles. But their

attempt to conceal their dogmatic nakedness by such a theo-

retical accordance with Peter, was in vain. These remarks

are, strictly speaking, so self-evident, that there ought to bo

no need of making them. But we are threatened at the pre-

sent time with such a confusion of ideas, such an arbitrary

commingling of terms like Petrlnism, Judaism, Ebionitism,

that it is both necessary and appropriate to raise a protest.

Even the division in«'> genuine and spurious portions, proposed
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by Neander, solely on account of the Episcopacy, appears to

me completely inadmissible. The epistles are so entirely of

one mould, and, in particular, their advocacy of an ecclesiastical

organization, as the means of securing ecclesiastical unity, is so

inseparably interwoven with everything else, that I should

prefer concluding the whole to be spurious, to supposing that

essential and important parts are interpolations. Neander's

hatred of the priesthood, especially in its Catholic form, seems

to have affected his judgment of the epistles, and to have pre-

judiced him against them. Reference has already been made
above to the historical objections which he might raise against

them.

Note EE, page 112.

Magn. 8. ol <yap deioraroL 7rpo(f)T]Tai Kara Xpiarov ^Irjaovv

6^r)(Tav' Sia tovto koX iSico-^Orjcrav, i/HTTveofMevoi viro ri]<i '^dpLro'i

avTOv,—ore et? 0eo<? ecmv o (bavepoaaa^ kavrov Boa Irjaov Xpi-

arov Tov vlov avTOV, 0? eariv avTov \6709 dtSco^, ovk dirb crcyrjii

TrpoeXdcov, 09 Kara irdvia evrjpearrjcjev Ta> Tre/juyp-avrL avrov.

The word Logos can occasion no surprise, especially as, both

here and elsewhere, we can show it to be connected, not with

X0709 in the sense of vov'^, but with the expression prjiia Qeov.

For the same term is employed even by John ; and whether

we prefer referring to Apocalypse xix. 14, or to John i. 1, 1

John i. 1 ff., the term dtSto'^ must substantially be predicated

also of the Johannean Logos. Even Pliilo designates his Logos

alwvLot;. Similarly, the presbyters, the disciples of the Apostles,

speak in Irenseus v. 36 (probably according to Papias) of

Christ as the Verbum— a feature which points to the time of

Ignatius. So also, when the Logos is spoken of by Cerinthus,

or, at a somewhat later period, in the K-qpvjfia Jlerpov (see

Gieseler i. 1,53; Schliemann's "Die Clementinen," p. 252); or

when the fifth book of the Sibyllines (see below) designates the

^lessiah 0eo9 atiSto9. This is the only passage of the shorter

edition in which a reference seems to be made to Gnostic ele-

ments ; and even in this passage the reference is quite a passing

one. For this reason we may assume that the letters were

written at a time when the chief representatives of Gnosticism

had not yet made their appearance. On the other hand, we
may judge from Philo, and the afhnity of the various branches

VOL. T. 2 A
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of the different members of the Gnostic family with each other

and with him, that, during the first century, there could have

been no lack of elements out of Avhich Gnosticism might gradually

be formed. The /jivdevfjuara, to which allusion is made even in

canonical writings which existed prior to Ignatius, and of which

Ignatius himself speaks (ISIagn. 8), prepared the way for Gnos-

ticism, in particular, by giving a still more pagan character to

Philo's conception of God. This paganization was effected in

various ways : the angels played a great role, and their genealo-

gies were probably but a coarser form of the doctrine of the

^ons. Not only, however, was this akin to the aryyeXoL, the

\6yoL of Philo, but the distinction drawn by Philo between

the "Ov and the X6709, involved essentially that drawn by the

Gnostics between ai.yr) and the Xoyo'i. Given a Logology, and

it was the simplest possible process to develop therefrom the

word (Tiy^. For, prior to the utterance of the word, there was

silence. The designation crt7^ presupposes the doctrine of the

Logos ; but where the idea of God had been ethnicized, and

no hesitation was felt (as in the case of Philo) in positing a

change in God Himself,—that is, in supposing the Logos to

have sprung forth out of a preceding silence,—there the idea of

<7t7?7 is ver}' naturally suggested by that of the Logos. Now, if

it be a fact, that fully developed Gnostic systems existed some

ten or twenty years after a.d. 117, instead of regarding with

suspicion the isolated traces of so important and widespread a

phtenomenon, discoverable at an earlier period, we ought to see

in them forerunners of those systems, historically natural and

to be expected. Accordingly, this passage, so far from warrant-

ing conclusions against the genuineness of the epistles, is a

strong testimony in favour of their high antiquity, especially as

the opponents refeiTed to are Judaizcrs of the oldest Cerinthian

kind. Other writers suppose an interpolation. But there is

nothing to justify this supposition, especially when we compare

the lonirer edition, which altered the text in agreement with the

dogmatical views of a later period. The original of the other

two passages, translated in the text, from INIagn. G, and Poly. c.

3, runs as follows :

—

Xpiarov, o? Trpu alwpcov irapa iraTpl yv koI

iv TeXei icfxivrj ; and, top uTrtya Kaipov TrpoahoKa, rov a'X^povov,

Tov aoparuv rnv St' 7//ia9 oparov, rov dylrTjXd^tjTOV, Tov uTradl)^

Tov oc rjjjLd<i iraO-qrov.
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Note FF, page 116.

Irenaus adv. hseres. 3, 3, 4 ; Euseb. H. E. 4, 14 ; Schlie-

mann's"Die Clementinen." The main source is bis Epistle

to tbe Philippians, and tben the fragment of the letter from

Irenteus (compare Euseb. 5, 20) to Florinus (compare Iren.

0pp. ed. Grabe, pp. 463, 464). Irenajus was acquainted with

several other letters addressed by Polycarp to neighbouring

churches and to individuals, which have not been preserved:

but, in lib. 3, 3, he gives especial prominence to the Epistle to

the Philippians, from which the '^apuKTijp t?^9 Trlareco^ avTOv

and the true Christian doctrine might be learned. In his

letter to Florinus— a letter which modern criticism would seem

to have almost totally forgotten—Irenseus says,—"I saw thee

in Asia Minor with Polycarp, when thou livedst in splendour

at the Imperial Court, and endeavouredst to gain importance

in the eyes of Polycarp. For, of that which then happened I

retain a better remembrance than of that which has recently

taken place ; for that which is learnt in youth grows together

with the soul, and becomes one substance with it." Then, aftt^r

detailing what he remembered of Polycarp—of his walk, of his

appearance, of his manner of life, of his discourses to the people,

of the accounts he gave of his intimate intercourse Avith John

and others who had seen the Lord, of their discourses, and of

that which he had heard from them regarding the Lord, His

miracles and His teachings,—he adds, that that which Polycarp

had received from those who had themselves seen the Word of

Life, even as he narrated it, was entirely in agreement with

the Scriptures (that is, of the Kew Testament, which Irena^us,

at all events at a later period, compared therewith). " Such

things I eagerly listened to, even at that time, by the grace of

God which was given to me, and wrote them down for remem-

brance, not on paper, but in mine heart ; and by God's gi'ace

I read them there ever afresh and unadulterated." That the

Epistle to the Philippians referred to by Irena^us is the same

with which Eusebius was acquainted (Church History 4, 14

;

3, 36), is scarcely to be questioned ; and that the epistle now

extant is the same as that of Eusebius, is evident from the

remark made by Eusebius,—" The Epistle of Polycarp shows an

acquaintance with the First Epistle of Peter."* This epistle is, in
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fact, most frequently mentioned; for example, in c. 1 we fiiicl

1 Peter i. 8 ; in c. 2, 1 Peter i. 13, 21, iii. 9 ; in c. 5, 1 Peter

ii. 11 ; in c. 7, 1 Peter iv. 7 ; in c. 8, 1 Peter ii. 22, 24 ; in the

conclusion, which, with the exception of c. 10, exists solely in

an old translation, 1 Peter ii. 12. But it shows also an ac-

quaintance with the First Epistle of John, quoting 1 John iv. 3.

The author is, however, specially familiar with the epistles of

the Apostle Paul, and, like Ignatius, makes frequent mention of

him ; he also alludes to Ignatius himself and his epistles (Eus.

3, 36). The epistle contains congratulations to the Church of

Antioch on account of the actual re-establishment of the peace,

wishes for which had been expressed in the Epistles of Ignatius

(Ign. Ep. ad Polyc. 8). Hence Polycarp must have written

his epistle about the time of the death of Ignatius. That the

epistle holds a different relation to the idea of the Episcopate

from that of Ignatius, may be conceded. Unlike Ignatius, it

does not go on to characterize more definitely the first of the

presbyters, the (without doubt life-long) president, as the one

whose mission it is to represent the unity of the life of the

Church ; but nothing in the epistle justifies the opinion, that it

presupposes different circumstances from those of the Ignatian

Epistles. It is true, no distinction is made in the epistle between

bishop and presbyter ; but such a distinction as the one above

described, which was in agreement with the spirit of the age,

and beyond which Ignatius aimed at advancing, is presupposed.

Polycarp himself is repi'esented as the spokesman, as the first

in Smyrna : he holds intercourse with other churches, he sub-

scribes the letter, he speaks in his own name therein—is, in point

of fact, the bishop ; wdiereas the opening words, " Polycarp

and the presbyters with him wish, etc.," would have led us to

expect something different, if the presbyters around him had

merely held the same rank with himself. He acts rather as

did Paul, for example, in 1 Cor. i. 1 ; Gal. i. 2. Furthermore,

oven supposing Polycarp to have been much more strongly in-

spired by the idea of the Episcopacy than the simple character

of his piety allowed, a reason can be assigned why he should

have hesitated to lay stress on it in this epistle. In the Church

at Philippi, circumstances had occurred which the Ignatian

idea of the Episcopate scarcely anticipated, and for which

it was unprepared. According to c. 11, Valens, who, as it
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would appear, had occupied a high position in their midst, had

become a scandal in consequence of his improper conduct :—he

had misused his office in a shameful manner. To have insisted

on the official rights of this president, would, therefore, have

been a very unseasonable thing; and, consequently, Polycarp

contents himself with the general exhortation,—which, though

so general, is somewhat Ignatian in tone,—" Be obedient to the

presbytei's and deacons, as to God and Christ" (c. 5). For,

amongst the presbyters he includes also the president, whose

duty it Avas to act in their name, and whom Ignatius considered

to be the representative of the miity of the Church, not apart

from the presbytery, but as the logical carrying out of that

which appeared to him to be involved in the office of president.

I agree, therefore, with Neander and Gieseler, who see no suf-

ficient reason whatever for denying the authorship of Polycarp

;

at the same time, I would remark, that he shows himself, as far

as knowledge is concerned, to have possessed rather a receptive

than a productive nature. He is well acquainted with the

Scriptures of the Old, and with many books of the Xew Testa-

ment, but is, in the main, content with that which is directlv

practical.

Note GG, page 118.

Irenaeus 3, 3. The Epistle of the Church of Smyrna to the

Churches in Pontus (whence ]SIarcion sprung), may perhaps be

taken as an evidence that Polycarp was well known, and had

laboured in that country (compare Euseb. 4, 15). The epistle

contains embellishments ; other parts, however, are simple and

thoroughly credible—specially the words attributed to Poly-

carp. So far as these bear upon Christology, they perfectly

agree with the Epistle of Polycarp. His martyrdom he terms

a participation in the cup of Christ ; he designates God the

Father of Jesus Christ ; Jesus Christ Himself he styles 7rat9

Seov uyaTTTjTo^ koX €v\oyr]T6<i, and aicovw; ap^iep€v<; (compare

ad Philipp. 12). Through the Son, honour accrues to the

Father, together with the Son, in the Holy Spirit, to all eter-

nity.—If his deatli took place in the vcar 107, he must h;ne

lived long after Irenxnis, and have died irdvu <y7]pa\€0'i ; and if,

as Irenajus repeatedly alleges, he enjoyed intimate intercourse

witli the Apostle Jolni, the words of Eusrbius (II. E. 4, 15),
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6j8o7]KOVTa Kol €^ errj SouXevco avTo>, koI ovSiv jxe rjhlKrjcre, must

be understood of the time during whicli he was a Christian, and

not of his age :—indeed, the words in themselves require to be

taken in this sense. The reading in Eusebius, which is the

okler, does not run 6ySo7]Kovra koX e| errj e^o) hovXevcov. More-

over, the sense just given is more suitable to the context, which

speaks of the long continuance of the kindness of Christ, than

the mention of his natural age, especially as his age had just been

refeiTed to by the Proconsul, and it was now his duty to reply

thereto. Polycarp had therefore reached an age not quite so

gi'eat as that of Simeon, or of some of the men who were healed

by Christ, and whom Quadratus speaks of as still living, in his

Apology; but merely, perhaps, the age of Pothinus, Bishop

of Lyons, who is said to have been sent thither by Polycarp.

The conclusion of the Epistle of the Chui'ch of Smyrna, with

its pure views on the subject of martp'dom and the venera-

tion due to martja's, is peculiarly worthy of note : this passage,

by itself, is an undoubted indication of high antiquity. Now
.n the same passage we read,—"The Jews carefully obsen^ed

lis when we fetched the remains of Polycarp out of the fire

(they supposed, namely, that the Clu'istians would make it an

object of worship). They knew not that we could neither de-

sert Christ, who died for the salvation of the entire world of

the redeemed, nor worship another. For we worship Christ,

who was the Son of God ; but the martyrs we love and honour

as disciples and imitators of Christ."

Note HH, page 120.

Compare Eouth's " Reliquiaa Sacrgc" i. 74. The Mart>T-

ology attributed to Bede praises in liim a feature of an anti-

Judaistic character :
— " Firmavit, ut nulla esca a Christianis

repudiaretur, qua? rationalis et luunana est." To a similar in-

tent speaks the antlior of the Epistle to Diognetus (c. 4). If

we are careful to note in the latter e})istle, that the Jews are

represented as still sacrificing and as luiswcrvingly adhering to

the religion of their fathers (c. 3, 4), and that the author styles

himself a disciple of tlie A])ostU's, we shall be inclined to adopt

the supposition of its high anticjuity. Ivcasons might be advanced

in favour of the authorship of (Quadratus, who elsewhere alsc

is called a disci])lc of the Apostles. The philosophic and
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rhetorical ciTltnre evinced in the epistle, its free and universal

point of view (c. 5, 6), and its ethical doctrine, especially of

evSaifiouia, quite agree with that which we know of the man
from other sources. Both the tone and the spirit of the letter,

and the entire circle of thought, show that the author was a

man in whom Christianity had been engrafted on a noble philo-

sophic culture. If this be true, the Epistle is an early and certain

illustration and proof of the fact, that even at the commence-

ment of the second century the doctrine of the Logos was pretty

commonly held. And, actually, Justin's doctrine of the Logos,

as expounded in his Apologia (of the year 139), is already more

developed than that of the epistle in question. To assign the

epistle to a still earlier period, with some of the older writers

(for example, Gallandius) and with Mohler, appears to me vm-

warranted, because prior to Quadratus and Aristides we have

no traces of the union of Christianity with Hellenic ^iXoarocbia.

But the question may undoubtedly be asked,—Whether the

work was not written at all events somewhat later than about

A.D. 130? In favour of a later date, may be urged, in particu-

lar, that the author represents Mary as the second Eve (c. 12),

in the manner constantly adopted by Irenjeus ; and his employ-

ment of the expression ^vKov ^o)'f]<; koI <yva}aeco<;. His concilia-

tion of the claims of ^coi) and of jvwat^; (c. 12), which betrays

a higher, freer point of view, would also suit a later portion of

the second century. Lastly too, the conclusion, in which the

candles for Easter (c. 12) are spoken of, points in the same di-

rection. (It is useless, with the " Congregatio St Mauri" (the

Benedictines), to conjecture for Ktjpol x'^P^h oi", with Sylbui'g,

Kaipol.) In such a case, the author must have designated him-

self a disciple of the Apostles merely in the wider sense (c. 1
1 ) ;

and his judgment of Judaism would relate to its principle, which

was not renounced even after the universal exile, not to tlie

actual condition of its Cultus. Even the question regarding the

novelty of Christianity, which the author answers so beautifully

in the manner of Paul and John, was constantly brought under

discussion at a much later period. It is tru{>, these arguments

for the later composition of the work may all be set aside by

adopting a particular division of the work. Semisch, Bold, and

Otto take this course; Hefele also inclines thereto (see his

"Patros Apostolici," ed. 2, 1842, Ixi.). To me, however, the
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division does not appear to have a sufficient warrant : on the

contrary, cc. 11, 12, seem to me to exhibit the same compass of

thought and Christian colouring as the rest, and first to bring

the epistle to an appropriate conclusion. The twelfth chapter,

it is true, is addressed to several others besides Diognetus ; but

what was there to hinder the author, who had styled himself a

teacher of the Gentiles (c. 11), from expecting or desiring that

Diognetus would not keep the epistle entirely to himself ? Be-

tween his doctrine of ryv(x)ai<; (c. 12) and that of Triara (c. 8)

there is no contradiction ; as we shall see, if we only consider

that in c. 12 he expresses his desire for ^corj as well as <yv6iaL^,

and that by the latter he means not discursive knowledge,

but the knowledge of the 6^6a\fiol KapBia<; (rjTco ctol Kaphla

jvcocTL'i: KapSla is the subject of the sentence). I grant that

the arguments just mentioned, which would show the epistle to

have been written after 150, are not decisive ; and in favour of

an earlier date, one might further, in particular, urge,—that the

citations from Paul are free in character, after the manner of

Justin ; that the question of gnosis is handled so guilelessly,

and no notice taken of Gnosticism ; and that, further, the author

shows, in his conception of God, that he occupied a point of view

from which love appeared as the distinctively Christian charac-

teristic of God, in opposition to mere power and justice. At
the time of Irenseus and Tertullian, on the contrary, nay, even

at the time of the earlier opponents of Marcion and others, the

Christian intellect considered the task devolving upon it to be

the reverse one of asserting for justice also a place alongside of

love, as an attribute of the Most High God, and, so to speak, to

reproduce the former as stored up and included in the latter

:

whereas the author of this epistle, like Ignatius, feels blessed

in, and devotes himself almost solely to, the contemplation of

the love of God. Finally, in favour of the earlier date may
especially be adduced c. 11,

—

^AiroaTokwv <y€v6/j,evo<i fj,a6T]rT)(;

yivofxat hchdaKoko'^ edv(av\ for such a division, at first sight,

reminds one in some measure of the earliest times. But even

at a later time sucli a division might have been employed witli

perfect justice, and its use in the present instance is clearly

traceable to the individuality of the writer. It is undoubtedly

j)Ossibl(" tliat, ;it a later time also, a peculinrly tlutughtful man,

thoroughly and harmoniously cultivated, without taking part in
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the conflicts of tlie age, or, at all events, A\'ithout wishing to in-

troduce his heathen disciple to the controversies then raging in

the Ciu'istian world, might have written this work. It breathes

an air of eternity , it is marked by inner harmony and clear-

ness : and precisely because it was so direct an expression of the

eternal element in Christianity, does it bear so few traces of

any particular period ; indeed, it might have found a home in

any age of the Chmx-n's history. But if the division of the

epistle above referred to be adopted, it must have been written

probably not long after the year 120. Otto's acute and pains-

taking investigations have furnished strong reasons for agreeing

with some of the old manuscripts, which attribute the epistle

to Justin Martyr ; for my o^vn part, however, I must confess

that the point of \aew seems to me higher, and the style nobler,

than that of Justin. But be its age what it may, caution would

suggest the advisability of employing the epistle at a later period,

in connection with a question so important as that of the age

of the Hellenic-Christian doctrine of the Logos. For the various

views on the subject, see Otto in Illgen's " Zeitschrift," 1841,

Heft 2, p. 80 ; and 1842, Heft 2, p. 54 f
.

; further, his " de

Epist. ad Diognetum S. Justini Philos. et Martyris nomen prai

se ferente," Jena 1845.

Note H, page 121.

This follows from Hiei'on. Qusest. liebr. in Genesin :— Pleri-

que existimant, sicut in altercatione quoque Jasonis et Papisci

scriptum est,— in Hebroeo haberi,—In Filio fecit Deus coelum

et terram. (Even as Origen explains the ap-)(r} in John i. 1

and Gen. i. 1, ed. de la Rue ii. 52 ; iv. 17 ff., of the Divine

Wisdom.) Compare Routh I.e. i. 91, 94. Of a doctrine of

the Logos tauglit by Aristo we know nothing : at the same

time, he belonged to the number of those who, in harmony with

the Old Testament, though without using the title Logos, de-

veloped, during the first half of the second century, momenta of

the doctrine, such as the pre-cxistence and the world-creating

power of the Son. Compare also Irenseus adv. ha^r. 2, 8.

Similarly Clem. Alex. Strom. 6, IG, p. 815 ed. Potter.—The

account of apologies being presented to tlie Emperor Hadrian, in

the eightecntli year of his reign, by Apelles and Aristo, contained

in the (^liroii. Alex. (cm!. Ivadcr. GOO), is probably based on a
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misunderstaii ling of Eusebms. Fabricius supposes that Aristc

of Pella is the writer referred to.

Note JJ, page 121.

Compare Routh I.e. i. 94. Theodotion and Aquila trans-

lated Dent. xxi. 23 by Xochopia Qeov; similarly also, the

Ebionites, according to Jerome, rendered it v^pL<;. Both trans-

lations efface the idea of punishment, of curse. Aristo did not

understand Hebrew. But that he was acquainted with the

Saptuagint, which gives a rendering of Deut, xxi. 23 more

favourable to his purposes (compare Gal. iii. 13), may be judged

from his explanation of Gen. i. 1 :— See the LXX. in loco.

Note KK, page 123.

As Irenseus, in his five books, felt conscious that he was set-

ting forth the same Christian doctrine, about the year 180, that

he had heard in his youth, from Polycarp, during the first

twenty years of the first centiuy (Ep. ad Florin. I.e. ; com-

pare Flemmer's " de itineribus et rebus gestis Hadiiani Imperat.

secundum nummorum et inscriptionum testim." Haun. 1836,

c. 3, 9), and on wdiich the various chm'ches of the world were

agreed (L. 3, 1-4) ; so also Eusebius, who had before him

many old documents now no longer extant, makes frequent

allusions to the essential agreement in matters of faith between

his own and former times ; and such an agreement could, at

that period, relate to one subject alone, to wit, that of a Clu'isto-

logy (H. E. 4, 5, 7, 14, 23). There exists, however, another

testimony with regard to the faith of the then Christendom,

dating from the time of Aristo, Quadratus, and Aristides, if not

from an earlier period,—the testimony, namely, of that unknown
old man, by whose means Justin Martyr was brought to Chris-

tianity (Dial. c. Trypli. 3-7). That what Justin relates of this

old man is true, I regard as fully made out by Semisch (see I.e. i.

1 5 ff.) ; the same writer has also shown that Ephesus was most

probably the scene of the conversation (p. 21). Now, as Justin

presented an apology for the Christians as early as the year 139,

and was still a young man when converted, the conversation

most probal)ly took place during the first twenty years of the

second centuiy, if not earlier. But the old man, who is de-

fici'ibcd as a 7rd\ai6<; 7rpea/3vT'T]<; (c. 3), unquestionably produces
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the impression not merely of a liiglily cultivated mind, bat also

of a ripened Christian ; so that what he sajs concerning Christ

must be regarded as the faith of Christians about the end of

the first, or the commencement of tlie second century. It is true

the old man enters so cordially and spnpathetically into the

philosophical ideas of the young man, and his intention from

the outset was so decided, merely to awaken doubts of his

philosophemes, and to excite him to make a trial of the " friends

of Christ," that he says very little regarding the substance of

Christian doctrine. What he does say, however, is significant.

At the close of the third, and at the commencement of the

foui'th chapter, the old man tries to show that, inasmuch as the

true evSatuovla consists solely in the knowledge cf God, and as

the spirit can know God alone through God, not tlirough itself,

a twofold revelation is necessary. Firstly, an objective revela-

tion ; because, as the only way in which we know anything at

all, so also the only way in which we can know God, is by
means of an external appearance—by something which shall

affect the sense of sight or of hearing. Secondly, a subjective

revelation in the Holy Spirit, because the pure alone is sus

ceptible to the Divine. All this is, as it were, a direct outcome

of the doctrinal ty|De of John (compare John i. 18 ; 1 John i.

1 ff. ; John V. 37, 38). Both (c. 7, ed. Col. 109), in the con-

viction of the old man, are given in Christianity,— that is, in

Christ the Son of God, who was announced by the prophets,

and sent by the Father : and in the Holy Spirit, through whom
God and His Christ vouchsafe knowledge to us, and open the

gates of light to him who prays. Foolish and unintelligible do

they seem (that is. Divine things and their revelation in Christ)

to all, whom God and His Christ do not make capable of imder-

standing them. Compare the close of the Epistola ad Diog-

netum 8, 4.—Who the old man was, cannot be shown. Fabri-

cius suggests Polycarp ; but this is not very probable. He was
evidently a man of large mind and philosophical culture : but

still he seems to have been inferior to the author of the Epistle

to Diognetus, notwithstanding the many resemblances between

the situation of things and their fundamental ideas. The old

man also, as did Justin at a later period, stood in a relation to

prophecy, in wliich the otlier cannot be shown to have stood.
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Note LL, page 123.

The following may be adduced as marks indicative of the time

when this work was written :— 1. One repentance (Vis. ii. 2, iii.

7 ; Mand. iv. 3 ;
" Poenitentia una est, Poenitentige justorum

habent fines"). All the weight falls on this one repentance:

over it is appointed an angel, as Preepositus poenitentise. Here-

upon the question of adultery also is discussed. The idea of

marriage also indicates a later period (Vis. ii. 2 ; Mand. iv. 4).

2. With this is connected, in the second place, what is taught

regarding holy baptism. Even the pious in the nether world,

who stand in no need of improvement, cannot attain to blessed-

ness, until they have received through the Apostles the seal of

baptism (Simil. ix. 16). 3. The highest position is assigned to

martyrdom in Vis. iii. 1. 4. Christian piety has already created

a system of ascetical practices (" stationem liabeo," Simil. v. 15).

5. The pastor everywhere raises his voice against the rigid forms

of the Church, which threatened to absorb the religious activity

of the rest of Christians in the functions of the presidents ;—in

one word, he sets his face against ecclesiastical formalism. This

is especially clear from his relation to the presidents of the

Church, and from the view he takes of the tendency to give the

presidents so prominent a position in the cultus and constitu-

tion. To the liturgical and episcopal representation of the

Church he opposes the ethical, and objects to a particular prin-

cipatus in the Church (Simil. viii. 8 ; Mand. xii. 2). The false

spirits wish to hold the first cathedra. In Vis. iii. 9 we read,

—

" And to you who preside over the Church (that is, to the

bishops, according to Sim. ix. 27), and who love the first seats,

I say. Be not like poison-mixers."—It is true, pillars are set up

in the vineyard of God, that is, presidents, who bind the people

together (Simil. v. 5) ; and the bishops, whose duty it was to be

a shadow to the ])eoplc, had assumed, even in his day, the first

places (Simil. ix. 27 ; Vis. iii. 9, 5). Not, however, as bishops

are they incorporated with the ideal Church, which he beholds

in vision (Simil. ix. 27, 15) ; but some of the bishops alone are

tiie shadowing trees ; even as, on the other hand, such as are

not bishops occupy the same position. But the scornful attack

he makes on the cathedra is worthy of special remark. In the

third Vis. c. 11, we read,—" In the first instance, the Church
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appeared to Hernias as an old woman sitting on a cathedra :

—

' because your spirit is old and already fading. Like old women,
•who cannot renew themselves, and expect nothing but sleep; so

have you surrendered yourselves to sloth, have not cast your

cares upon the Lord, etc' " But on the cathedra sat the woman,
" quoniam omnis infirmus super cathedram sedet, propter infir-

mitatem suam, ut contineatur infirmitas ejus.'"' (Compare Mand.

XV. 2.) The cathedra, therefore, is for such as are sleepy ; and

tends to rock persons to sleep. AVeakness seeks in it a support

;

but that is unbelief : moreover, what is itself weak cannot

strengthen others. " Spiritus vester antiquior etiam marcidus

est, et non habens vim a vestris infirmitatibus et dubitatione

cordis." In the second Visio (Vis. iii. 12), the woman (the

Church) appears to him with a youthful countenance and jov-

ous aspect ; and yet still old as to flesh and hair. The explana-

tion thereof is,
—" Her spirit is renewed, she has laid aside the

infirmitates, she is rejuvenated by repentance." But she never

attains a firm position, until she repents with all her heart.

Then he beholds her sitting, not on the cathedra, but " super

suhsellium sedentem" that is the " fortis positio." He aims,

therefore, at asserting the equality of all ; relatively both to the

rich and to the dignitaries of the Church. Those who fight

about rank and dignities must submit themselves to repentance

(Sim. viii. 7). Such opposition of course presupposes experiences

which were impossible during the age of the Apostolic Fathers :

that which awakened the enthusiasm of Ignatius,—to wit, the

idea of the unity of the Church as an edifice, in which Apostles,

Bishops, Teachers, and Deacons fit into each other like stones

which fit into their proper places (Vis. iii. 5),—is not unknown
to him ; biit he complain" that this organization of the constitu-

tion threatens, where there is a lack of fit persons, to overthrow

the equality of Christians, and introduces " a false spirit," a

worldly element, into the Chiu'ch (jNIand. xii. 2). But in con-

sequence of the predominance of the cathedra, and of all ac-

tivity being concentred in the bishop, the religious meetings

have a soporiferous character. Particular light is thrown on

his controversy against the representation of the Church throngli

the Episcopacy and the liturgy, by his ideal of the Divine ser-

vice of the Church (Mand. xi. 12). " The main point is

to have the Spirit ; not the false spirit, but the Spirit from
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above. The spirit of man is earthly and trifling, speaks much

and yet has no power. The spmt from the earth speaks when

it wills ; but the true Spirit speaks when God wills, and not when

man wills. Accordingly, when a man who has the Spirit comes

into the assembly of the righteous, who believe in God, and

prayer is offered to God, the holy messenger of the Deity fills

that man with the Holy Spirit, and he speaks in the midst of

the multitude as God wills." The author, therefore, seems to

wish to bring back the free mode of worship which obtained in

Corinth ; he desires no fixed order, neither as affecting speakers

nor the subject of discourse. The sudden operations of the

Spirit, that which is abrupt, alone inspires him with confidence.

Forms that have grown up historically are human, earthly;

God alone ought to speak in the Chm'ch. Both in this matter,

in his remarks on repentance adduced above, and in his idea of

the Church (Sim. ix. 18) and of marriage (Mand. iv. 4), but

especially in his notion that all progress in knowledge must be

effected by means of visions, in an abrupt Montanistic form, he

was a forermmer of Montanus. That he represents his instruc-

tor as accustomed to appear to him in the form of a shepherd

(whence the book derives its title), is probably due not to acci-

dent, but to the afore-mentioned antagonism to the Episcopate.

Another point of affinity between him and Montanism is, that

the new elements communicated to him in his revelations are

principally of an ethical nature. Even the tendency of Simil.

iv. is ethical,—a point which must not be overlooked in interpret-

ing it. In his ethics, it is true, he takes up a predominantly

negative, consequently legal, position relatively to the world.

The Shepherd attaches little importance to the religious ascetical

practices prescribed by the Church, and so far represents a

freer point of view (Sim. v. 3) ; but to an ethical asceticism

he continues to adhere, and that forms the substance of his

new revelations.—From the features just described, it is CAa-

dent, on the one hand, that the Shepherd of Hennas must be

dated prior to Montanism, of which, however, it was a fore-

runner (compare similar features in other writers of this period,

Euseb. H. E. iv. 23) ; and, on the other hand, that it must

have been written after the organization of the Chm-ch had

nrqxiired, through the Episc()])acy and other institutions, a

more compact form than it possessed at the time of Ignatius.
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Many things which were still matters of dispute in the days

of Ignatius, and needed some such energetical recommenda-

tion as is contained in his epistles, seem to have already be-

come actual facts at the time of the Shepherd. Experiences

of the lack of personal worth, and of dangers to the equality

of Christians, to the free movement of the spirit, and to true

and vital piety arising from the Episcopate, with which Igna-

tius could surely not have been acquainted, seeing that with

perfect artlessness he takes no notice whatever of them, have

now become frequent. In general, indeed, the unity realized

through the development of ecclesiastical institutions, appeared to

many (for the Shepherd cannot be regarded as an isolated phaeno-

menon) to be of too formal a character, and led them to protest

against it in the name of the spirit of Clmstianity. Baur has

treated Hennas very imperfectly in his work on the Episco-

pate (pp. 75 ff.). Of the above passages concerning the cathedi'a

and the first seat, he takes no notice ; he advances no further

than the passage from Vis. ii. 4, which he explains to mean
that Clement is placed in the class of the Seniores. This pas-

sage, however, forms part of the dress of the epistle, which

required that circumstances should be represented as they had
been some fifty years pre\-iously, especially as Clement's name
was intended to secure for the epistle admission into the

Church. Besides, the shepherd himself would fain have seen

the earlier and simpler state of things restored. Further, the

passage does not at all describe Clement merely as one of the

Seniores. He is specially mentioned along side of the Seniores,

and was, therefore, at the very least, as even Baur must allow,

regarded as primus inter pares. In no passage referring to

the circumstances of his own time docs Hernias speak of Pres-

byteri or Seniores, as Baur appears to think, but of Episcopi,

Doctores, Ministri. We must, therefore, agree with Routh
when he asserts (" Eeliquiaj Sacras " iv. 33), that he sees no
reason for contradicting the canon of IMuratori (ib. p. 5), which
testifies,— " Pastorem vero nuperrime temporibus nostris in

urlje Roma Herma conscripsit, sedente (in) cathedra urbis

Romoj ccclesia? Pio Episcopo fratre ejus" (compare also pseudo-

TertuUian in the Carm. adv. Marc). That a tendency akin

to Montanisui made its appearance in Rome at a somewhat
later time, namely, about the third ([uartcr of the second cen-
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tuiy, is attested in other ways also. A decided reaction against

that tendency did not begin till the last quarter of the same

century. This is sadly inconsistent with the hypothesis, which

I am more and more compelled to regard as historically un-

tenable, that Ebionism predominated in Rome till towards the

middle of the second century ; for about the year 100, Clement,

who was there, was no Ebionite ; and Montanism likewise was

not Ebionitical in the matter of Christology, nor is its dis-

tinctive character, in general, expressed by the term Ebion-

ism. Montanism, on the contrary, maintained that Chris-

tianity was a new thing in its every momentum ; and it did

not acquire a legal, that is, in point of principle, a Judaistic

character, until it began to exaggerate and stereotype this par-

ticular aspect. Whereas national Judaism,—to wit, the in-

sisting on the Mosaic law, on circumcision, on the eschatolo-

gical hopes of Israel and the like,—which, regarded apart from

Christology, constituted Ebionism proper, were never charac-

teristics of Montanism as such. Hermas himself, however,

to judge from the manner in which he speaks, was probably

a Jewish Christian. Judaizing elements may also be pointed

out in his work : amongst these may be specially reckoned the

value attached to good works, and, in general, to the law
;

besides such separate matters as, that Michael is the protect-

ing angel of the Christians (Simil. viii. 3) ; the great role played

altogether by the doctrine of angels ; the existence of a par-

ticular penitential angel ; the exclusiveness which he enjoins

in relation to the " exteraa gentes" (Simil. viii. 9). At the

same time, the Judaizing tendency evinced in the matters above

mentioned, is such as might arise within the Church itself in

any age whatever : in other words, the Jvidaistic elements in

Hermas are not a proper continuation of the national Judaism

of the Jews. On the contrary, the author intended to raise the

strongest possible opjiosition thereto : for cxam])le, Michael was

the first protecting angel of the Jews ; now he is x-cpresented as

the protecting angel of the Christians ; nor is the aim of the

Visions to enforce the laws of the Old Testament, but rather to

oppose to them a Christian legislation. Still an antngonism of

such a character inevitably becomes partially assimilated and fixed

to that to which it stands opposed ; and however decidedly the

In-each mav have l)oen between these men and nationalJudaism,
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they continued, as to principle, ^Yithin tlic same sphere, namely,

that of legality which, in the wider sense, may be described as

Judaizing. It would be exceedingly instructive to trace out

the course taken by the Church at this stadium of its oppo-

sition to Judaism, playing as it did, against its o^n will, into

the hands of the principle to which it stood in antagonism.

It manifested itself, not merely in the ethical sphere, strictly

so termed, but also in the command to fast on the Sabbath,

in the order of festivals appointed for the Chiu'ch, in the de-

velopment of eschatology, and especially of Chiliasm, in bap-

tism as related to circumcision, and in the holy Eucharist,

which was described as a Christian service of sacrifice, and

as such was contrasted with the ante-Christian service. A
careful investigation of all the aspects of this stadium, through

which it was historically necessary for the Church to pass,

would serve the cause of science better than the confusion of

distinctions— the classing of Judaistic elements of this natui'e

under Ebionism— with the design, if possible, of deducing

from, or rather importing into, the history, the conclusion,

that, during the earliest period of its existence, the Christian

Church was Ebionitical.

Note MM, page 127.

In view of the passages above adduced, it can only excite

astonishment to find Baur denying (see his " Trinitiitslehre,"

vol. i. 13G, note) that Hennas designates the Divine in Christ

by any other terms than jrvevfia and irvevfia a'yiov. Not to

the manifested Christ alone does Hernias give the name Son of

God, but he believes also in a pre-mundane Son of God, hypo-

statically distinguished from the Father. And even supposing

he did designate this pre-mundane Son by the name Holy
Ghost (that he does not do so, is evident from what has been ad-

vanced above ; for although he regards the Son also as a spirit,

he never calls the Son by the name Holy Spirit, but His

standing title is Son), the idea of this hypostatical Holy Spirit

would be identical with the Son of God recognised by the

Church. If the Holy Spirit constituted the personal element

in Christ—which Baur does not deny,—then his Christolog\'

cannot have been Ebionitical:—he cannot have been an Ebicmite

of tlie vulgar sort, nor even of the Clementine order ; for, unlike

VOL. T. 2 li
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the Ebionites, he regarded Christ as more tlian a more prophet;

and, uiihke the Clementine -writings, Hermas represents hia

Clu'ist-Spirit as taking part in the creation, and is thus able to

bring Him into close proximity to God.

XoTE NN, page 127.

For this reason the most judicious inquirers have, Avith one

accord, pronounced it to be a failure. Compare Gieseler's

" Chui'ch History" i. 151, 152. That writer remarks,—" Ten-

dencies of the most different nature were allowed to have their

way, so long as they left untouched the Di-\dne and the human

in Clu-ist, whose union was the condition of the redemptive and

exemplary character of the life of Jesus. Hence the Shepherd

of Hermas, notwithstanding the peculiarities of liis Christology,

gave no offence." Schliemann (I.e. 421-426), M-ho allows that

Hennas has an Ebionitical colouring in the matter of ethics,

pronounces him entirely free from such elements, in relation to

Christology. Meier also is of the same opinion (see his " Die

Lehre von der Trinitiit" i. 47-49), though he considers that the

entire work of Hermas stands on the boundary-line separating

Judaism and Christianity. He is of opinion, indeed, that Simil.

5 by itself, if we disregard the circumstance that the Spirit is

termed Son of God merely parabolically, and rather take the

words as used doctrinally, discriminates h}qDostatically between

God and Spirit,—which would be compatible with an Ebioniti-

cal Christology ; for Christ might then be the dvdpoo7ro<; ^ln\69

in whom, as in other men, the Holy Spint dwells, and who was

exalted in reward for His virtue. An incarnation would thus

be excluded. Still, this is not necessarily involved in the

hypostatical distinction drawn between God and Spirit, instead

of between Son and Spirit ;
— a distinction whose existence

may be called in question. For, even if the Holy Spirit stood

in the same relation to the humanity of Christ as to other

men, " He might at the same time have stood in a personal

relation to another hypostasis ; and Hernias undoubtedly hints

'

at such a relation, as, for example, when he says, ' The Son of

God is older than all other creatures,' etc. Sim. 9, 12, etc."

Page 49,—"He teaches also the existence of a veritable incar-

nation, when he says, ' The old rock on which the tower of t'ne

Chiu'ch is built and the new pite— b(>th alike arc the Son of
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God, because He who is older than the world will appear in the

completion of the days.'" A still more decided opinion against

not merely the Ebionism of the author, but also against the

assertion that he identifies the Son and the Holy Spirit, is ex-

pressed by L. Wolff : see his " Ueber den Begriff geschichthcher

EntAAackelung des Dogma's, in Eudelbach's und Guericke's

Zeitschrift, 1842, i. pp. 57 ff.;" compare also Eossel's review of

Baiu-'s " TrinitLitslehre," in the " Berliner Jahrbiicher," 1844,

Numbers 41-45, specially pp. 337 ff.

Note 00, page 127.

Sim. 9, 12 : "Nemo intrabit in regnum Dei, nisi qui acceperit

nomen Filii Dei, qui est ei carissimus (who becomes a Christian,

not Christ, through baptism in His name).—Porta Filius Dei
est, qui solus est accessus ad Deum.—Petra et Porta Filius est."

The Rock is old, the Door is new ; for " Filius quidem Dei omni
creatura antiquior est, ita ut in consilio Patri suo adfuerit ad

condendam creaturam, Porta autem propterea nova est, quia in

consummatione, etc. ;" see note on page 127.—Vis. 2, 2 :
" Ju-

ravit Dominus per Filium suum : qui denegaverit FiHum et se,

et ipsi denegaturi svmt ilium in advenientibus diebus."—Sim.

9, 14 :
" Nomen Filii Dei magnum et immensum est et totus ab

eo sustentatur orbis. Si ergo, inquam, oninis Dei creatura per

Filium ejus sustentatur, cur non et eos sustinet, qui invitati

sunt ab eo, et nomen ejus feriint, et in prseceptis ejus ambulant ?

Nonne etiam vides, inquit, quod sustinet eos, qui ex totis pra3-

cordiis portant nomen ejus? Ipse igitur fundamentum est

eorum, et libenter portat eos, qui non negant nomen ejus, sed

libenter sustinent ilium."

Note PP, page 128.

Moreover, the fifth similitude shows how much pains Hernias

took to assign to the humanity of Christ an abiding significance.

How can a " body" be rewarded by being exalted to the rank

of Son of God, and put on a level with the Holy Spirit ? One
might with much greater reason say, that Hernias approximates

to the view of the Adoptianists, who held that the humanity of

Christ participated in Sonship, not so much on the gi'ound of

its connection with the Son of God, as because of its own lioly

walk.
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Note QQ, page 134.

Baur, in his comprehensive Avork on the History of the Doc-

trine of the Trinity and of the Incarnation, treats the age of

the Apostohc Fathers altogether scantily, and dwells but httle

longer on Hennas, who, according to his notion, " may be re-

garded as the most faithful representative of this Judaizing

tendency (of the entire period of the Apostolic Fathers)." In

his review of Schliemann's " Die Clementinen," in Zeller's

" Jahrbiicher" (1844), however, he has considerably modified,

nay, even partially withdrawn from, this position. Hennas, he

maintains, teaches that the Holy Spirit alone was the higher

element, which constituted Christ the Son of God. For this

reason, he deems himself warranted in drawing the further con-

clusion, that " others also, such as Barnabas and Clement, who

attributed, indeed, pre-existence and the creation of the world

to the Son, but without at all hinting at the idea of the Logos,

must be supposed to have shared the same view." Such a method

of proof seems to me to accomplish Uttle. To constitute Hernias

the representative of all the Apostolic Fathers, and to judge

the rest by him, is not an historical mode of procedure, and

distorts the many-featured image of this period. Further, to

maintain that, where the word Logos is absent, there is no longer

any trace of the idea, is to estimate the idea of the Logos rather

by forms of expression, than by substance. But Avhen the Son

of God is identified \Aath the Wisdom of Proverbs (Sim. ix. 12) ;

when, further. He is designated " Intellectus," " Gloria Dei"

(compare Clemens ad Cor. i. 37), " nomen Dei magnificum,

nuncius kut e^oyrjv ;" nay more, when a creative " Verbum" (as

in Heb. i. 3) is attributed to Him (Vis. iii. 1 ff.),—surely we may
affirm the existence of more than mere hints of the idea of the

Logos in Hermas. (Compare Note AA.) Indeed, it is alto-

gether an abnormity to maintain that the discrimination of the

Holy Spirit, as a pre-existent subject, from God, took place at

an earlier stage tlian that of the higher nature of Christ. In

fact, the entire course taken by the development of the doctrine

of tiie Trinity must be misapprehended, ere we can deny that

it continually derived its impulse from the doctrine of the Son

of God in Christ, until at last the ofxoovcria of the Son havinn

been established, that of the Spirit also was decided. The con
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fusion produced by the hv-j^othesis of Baur avenges itself also

on his own view ; for he is entirely unable to explain how it

was, that the Holy Spirit, whose natiu*e least m'gently called

for hypostatization, was discriminated from God as a distinct

subject, or was even, as he supposes, designated Son of God,

prior to the Son, whose nature most urgently called for hyposta-

tization ; and any explanation he attempts, substantially throws

down what he had previously built up. He says, notwithstand-

ing, again (pp. 135 ff.),—In order to understand why the Holy

Spirit was conceived to be a pre-existent subject, and Son of

God, we must go back to the human appearance of the Son of

God, from which this name was transferred to the Holy Spirit

(the question was not one of a mere name, but of the deter-

mination of the Holy Spirit, as a personality distinct from God).

The Spirit is called the Son of God, " because He was from the

very beginning destined to appear as Son of God in a human
body." If this be the case, Hennas must unquestionably teach

that a Divine subject, pre-existent and distinct from God, had

become man, and that, on the ground of the complete correspond-

ence which existed between the incarnate form of this Divine

subject and its own essential idea, it bore from the commence-

ment the name Son of God : but what becomes then of the

Ebionitic element in the conception formed of the matter, with

the proof of the existence of which, Baur's entire theory of

primitive Christianity stands or falls? The doctrine of the

Trinity must have been affected thereby
;
yet even it would not

have been affected, unless tlie term " Holy Spirit" had denoted

the person taught by the Church, and were not merely the more

indefinite name for the Divine principle in general, ^^ hich was

thus advanced from the category of mere power to that of

personality. But no one could ventm'e to call the Christology

therein involved, Judaistic or Ebionitical.—Even sup]X)sing,

however, there existed a greater or lesser party which first

defined the Holy Spirit to be a pre-existent hypostasis, dis-

tinct from the Father (for the pre-existence nnist be taken into

the bargain), and then went on to distinguish between the

Logos and the Holy Spirit— it would not favour the hy|30-

thesis of the Church having been originally Ebionitical. For

the belief in an incarnation of the Holy Spirit could no more

be termed Ebionitical, than that in :ui incarnation of the Ij()m>s.
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The danger thus accruing Avould affect, not tlie doctrine of the

PJivine m Christ, but merely, in the Avorst case, that of the in-

dwelling of the Holy Spirit in the Chui'ch ; inasmuch as the

Holy Spirit Avould be represented as possessed in His totality

by Christ. Nor, indeed, would this be a necessary consequence

:

for even the God-man is considered by the Church to stand in

a twofold relation to men—an objective relation, in that He is

outside of, and independent of men ; and a subjective relation, in

that He dwells in their hearts. But however various may have

been the starting-points in the development of Christology, there

is no trace whatever of the existence of a party which taught the

doctrine of an hypostatical Holy Spirit, subsequently embodied

in the creeds of the Church, prior to that of an hypostatical

Son of God, that is, of the Logos. In the apocrjq^hal books

of the old Testament (especially in the works of Sirach), Word
and Spii'it are still very imperfectly distinguished ; but in the

TTveufia of those books, no one will think of finding the " Holy

Spirit" of the baptismal formula. When Matthew and Luke
speak, in connection with the incarnation, not of the Logos, but

of the TTvevfia ajLov, and derive the divinity of Christ from this

TTvevfia alone, irvev^a must unquestionably be taken in the in-

definite, comprehensive signification of the modern expression,

"the Divine in Christ:"—no one, therefore, ought to find in

it the Holy Ghost which now forms part of the doctrine of the

Trinity. This mode of speech is exactly parallel to that of

Paul (Rom. i. 3, ix. 5) ; and the more indefinite designation

could be, and alway was, employed along with the more defi-

nite one ;— it might therefore have been usual, at a time when
the solemn expression Logos, or Son of God, was the estab-

lished designation of the Divine in Christ. Compare above, the

numerous passages from the writings of Ignatius, who held

Christ to be the €vo)cn<; (TapKo<i koI irvevixaros, and along there-

with teaches the pre-existencc of the Logos. In like manner,

Barnabas terms Christ's body cr/ceCo? 7rv6v/j,aT0<; (c. 7), notwith-

standing his doctrine of the pre-existent Son of God (c. 5, 12
;

compare 1 Peter iii. 18) ; the Epistle to the Hebrews also

(ix. 14) says of Christ,— 09 3ta Trvev/xaTO^ alwvlov eavrhv

irpocn'jve'yKev a/xco/jiov rat ©eo), notwithstajiding the logologicai

opening (c. i. 1-3), to which not even the expression X0709

Tov ©cou, whicli is parallel to that of the pre-existent v/o?, is
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strange (compare c. iv. 12 ff.). Clement. Ep, ii. 9,

—

Xpi-

(7X09 6 Kvpco<;, o)V fxev ro rrptorov irvev/J^a, i'yevero crdp^. Later

Fathers also were in the hahit of usmg the word in the same

broad sense ;—for example, Tertnllian adv. Marc. iii. IG,

—

" Spiritus Creatoris, qui est Christus ;" iii. 6 ; adv. Hermog. 18;

Apol. 21 ; de carne Christi 18,— " Sic denique homo cum Deo
dum caro hominis cum spiritu Dei :" fui'ther, Cyprian, de idol.

vanit. ed Basil. 1558, p. 122, where the more correct reading is,

"hie in Virgine labitur, carne Spiritus sanctus induitur;" which

the hand of a stranger, whose mind recurred to the Holy Ghost

of the Creeds, when he read the expression, " spiritus sanctus,"

converted into— "hie in Virginem illabitur, carnem Spiritu

sancto cooperante induitur." We must rather take the more in-

definite reading; for in the "adv. Prax." 27 of Tertullian, the

Father also is designated " Spiritus."

It was of course necessary that the more indefinite expres-

sion 'rrvevjjia, employed by Matthew and Luke, should, in the

course of time, be left behind, and a more definite one adopted.

To this the Christian mind was mainly impelled by its convic-

tion, that in Christ the Divine had dwelt hypostatically, abidingly.

The effect thereof was, that instead of employing merely the com-

prehensive term "Divine Spirit," which, although it marked the

true divinity of the essence of Christ, did not distinguish the

Son from the Father, who is also 7rvevp.a, the Cliristian mind

proceeded to characterize and discriminate more carefully the

Divine in Christ from the Divine in the Father. To do so was

the more necessary, as the Divine in Christ, having been once

recognised as hypostatical, nuist needs also be decided to have

been pre-existent. Not until the Divine in Christ had been more

carefully defined and characterized, could the second work be

undertaken, to wit, the discrimination of the Divine in the

Church, or the Holy Spirit.

This discrimination of the Trvevfia in Christ from the Trvev/Jia

of the Fatlier (that is, from the Divine in general, not from the

Hcjly Ghost of the doctrine of the Trinity), which was required

also by the baptismal formula, found many points of connection in

such theologumena of the age as the n"np^ or Bo^a, the Shechinah,

the Menira, the doctrine of the iNIetatron and Adam Kadmon,

of the pPifxa and X0709 &€ov witli the ^o^la or Choclnnah, on

the one hand ; and, on tliL- otlirr hand, In tlie llelh'nic doctrine
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of the vov<i or X0709 (Reason) : it was plainly initiated also by

apostolic expressions orally handed do^vn, and by others con-

tained in the canonical writings. For the purpose of distin-

guishing more carefully the Divine in Christ, which he terms

irvevfia, from the Father, Paul makes use of the expression Son

of God, which he refers not merely to the God-man, but also to

the Divine nature of the Son by itself (see above, page 73). At
the same time, he also applies to Him some of the above-men-

tioned theologumena :— for example, he calls Him the Second

Adam, the First-born of the creation, the ecKcbv rod Qeov, the

Power and Wisdom of God (1 Cor. i. 24). As to the latter, he

resembles Luke, who, in the chief passage of his Gospel touch-

ing the incarnation (Luke i. 35), speaks not merely of Trvevfia

in general, but also of the SvvafjLi<; ii-^iarov (on which expression

Acts viii. 10 tln'ows an instructive light) ; and he represents

Christ also as styling Himself cro^ia (Luke xi. 49). This desig-

nation of the pre-existent Divine essence of Christ by the name
" Son of God," may be taken as the typical one of primitive

Christianity ; for we find it also in the Epistle to the Hebrews

(c. i.) ; and both the term fiovo'yevrj^ employed by John, \\ hich at

an early period came into general use (as is clear from Gnostic

writings, and from the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs),

and Paul's irpunoTOKo^, belong to the same family. Those, on

the contrary, who adhered more positively to the Old Testament,

would more readily go back to the Shechinah, or the nin]' "13"7,

for a designation of the higher nature of Christ in its distinction

from the Father. The latter we find in 1 Peter i. 24, compare

ii. 4 (whether we make pTJfia or \6yo<i Geov out of it) ; in Apoc.

xix. 15, compare John i. 1 ff. ; in 1 John i. 1 ff. :—the former

in John i. 14, X0709

—

eaKrjvwaev ev rjfilv.

The early Church felt also that it was but more carefully

defining the indeterminate, when it understood the words of

Luke or Matthew— " The Holy Ghost will come upon thee ;"

" that whicli is born of thee, is of tlio Holy Ghost"— to refer

to a determinate Divine power (hvva/xi<; v-\}ri(TTOv, Luke i. 35)—
to the pre-existent, and from the Father hypostatically distinct,

Son of God, or to the Word— not, however, to tlie Holy Ghost

of the doctrine of the Trinity. Justin Martyr, in his Apologia

(i. 33), says,— ro Trvevfui koI rrjv Bvvafitv rrjv irapa tov Oeov

(Luke i. 35 ; M.itt. i. 20) ovSev uWo vovjaac 6e/xc^, 1) tov X0701',
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09 Kol TrpcoToroKoq tco @eu> eariv. In an exactly similar way,

Tertullian (adv. Prax. 26, ed. Semler, 1828, ii. 197 ff.) remarks,

—"The Evangelist does not say, as Praxeas would lead us to

expect, ' Deus superveniet, et Altissimus obumbravit te,' but,

* spiritus Dei, virtus Altissimi.' Portionem totius intelligi voluit,

quse cessura erat in filii nomen." And he concludes,— " hie

spiritus Dei idem erit Sermo. Sic enim, Johanne dicente,

—

' Sermo caro factus est,' spiritum quoque intelligimus in mentione

sermonis ; ita et hie Sermonem quoque agnoscimus in nomine

Spiritus. Nam et spiritus substantia est Sermonis, et sermo

operatio spiritus, et duo unum sunt." That Tertullian did not

hold the " spiritus" whose " operatio" is the " Sermo," to be the

Trinitarian Holy Spirit, is undeniable. We see, accordingly, that

the adopted mode of conciliating the irvev^a ajiov of Matt. i.

20 and Luke i. 35 with the Trinitarian Trvevfxa aytov of Matt,

xxviii. 19, was the just one of taking 7rvev/j,a ayiov, in its first

usage, as a more indefinite designation of tlie Divine nature

of Christ, which continued to be employed even after the

more definite name had been set apart for the purpose : an ex-

ample thereof is John iii. 34. In addition to the above examples

of the freer use of irvevp.a, we may further adduce Theophilus of

Antioch and Athenagoras, out of the second century ; both of

whom prove that at that time the irvev/xa spoken of in connec-

tion with the incarnation, was not considered to be identical with

the TTvev/ia of the doctrine of the Trinity. Theophihis says,

—

The Word was the Father's helper at the creation of the world

;

He is the ap)(i], TrvevfiaOeov, aocjila, Bvvafjit<; ui/t/o-tou, and entered

into the prophets (ad Autolyc. L. ii. p. 88, ed. Col. 1686). But
Athenagoras says,—Father and Son interpenetrate each other,

in virtue of the unity and power of their spirit:—bv Spirit

must, in this case again, be understood the common Divine

essence. In like manner, Irenajus designates the Divine in

Christ, " spiritum Patris," L. v. 1—" effundente Spiritum Patris

in adunitionem et communionem Dei et hominis, ad homines

quidcm deuonente Deum j)cr Spiritum, ad Dcum autem rursus

imponentehominem per suaminearnationcni." § 2, Christ's ap-

pearance was not docetical, et fir) wv dvdpwrros' ecpai'vero avOpoj-

7ro9, ovT€, o r^v eir aXrjdeia^, efieive, Trvevfia Seov, eire] auparov

TO irvevfia, ovre aXijdetd ti<; rjv iv aviw, ov fyap tjv eKetva, airep

i<f)aiveTo. In § 3 express reference is made to Luke i. 35, anrl
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the '•' Spiritus Sanctus" is regarded as the "Virtus Akissimi," the

"Filius Dei," the " Verbum." Athanasius ad Serap. i. 980, c.

Apoll. i. 8 ; Greg. Naz. or. 42, 19. Hilaiy employs the term
*' Spiritus," with special frequency, for " Verbum;" for which

he assigns the reason (" de Trinit." 8, 25), that all the three,

both Father and Son also, are spirit. For other passages per-

tinent to this matter, see Geo. Bull's " Defensio Fidei Xic." 1,

2, 5, ed. Grabe, p. 19 ; and the introduction to the 0pp. Hilarii,

ed. Maur. pp. xviii. ff. § 57 ff.

But even though it should be true that irvevfia, as used in con-

nection with the birth of Christ (Matt. i. 20 ; Luke i. 35), was a

mere predicate of the Logos, it does not therefore follow that early

traces of the proper Trinitarian use of Trvevfia are not also to be

found. Even in the baptismal formula of Matt, xxviii. 19, 20,

the expression Trvevfca a.'^/cov is used quite differently, in a specific

and narrower sense ; for it is distinguished from, and co-ordi-

nated with, the Father and the Sou. Nor has there ever been

a time, when the Church did not feel, both that it was a par-

taker of the Divine Spirit, and that the participation of believers

m the Spirit was different from that of Christ. Hence, at an

early period, both in the Canon and in the Church, the Holy

Spirit, in the narrower sense, was regarded as the pnncij)le of

the subjective appropriation of Christianity. Now, so soon as

the TTvev/xa ayiov, in the Trinitaiian sense, was somewhat more

clearly defined, it was necessarily conceived to be most ultimately

related to Christ,— firstly, in so far as it proceeded from Christ

;

secondly, in so far as it exerted an influence on the Person of

Christ, as upon all human subjects. He it is who sends the

TTveu/j-a, the power from on high (Luke xxiv. 49 ; Acts i. 8 :

John xiv. XV. xvi.) ; and in this aspect, Christ is the original

seat and source of the irvevfxa aytov, the centre of unity of the

Seven Spirits, and so forth ; as He is designated, not only by

Hcrmas, but also by Irenanis (irrjyr) rov 7ri'€VfiaT0^,Jren. Fragm.

p. 34G, ed. Massuet.). Similar terms are made use of by Ter-

tullian. This mode of regarding the irvevfia aytov, which is

based on John iii. 34, vii. 39, xx. 22—"The Spirit was not yet

given, for Christ was not yet glorified,"—whilst it very clearly

establishes the divinity of the irvevfia which is communicated to

believers, necessarily leaves the question of its hypostasis com-

pai'atively out of sight ; indeed, in general, it touches solely on
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the oeconomic aspect of the matter. But this view, according

to which the Trveufia is simply the power sent by the exaked

Lord, streaming forth from Him, in whom its absolute fulness

had found a centre and resting-place (compare the Gospel of

the Nazarenes), was immediately supplemented b}' the opposite

view, according to which, this same irvevfia was not merely an

emanation of the Son of God, but was one of the constitutive

principles of His human personality, and exercised an influence

upon it. Such a supplementing was above all suggested by the

account of the baptism of Jesus, which represents a connection

as established between the irvev^a ayiov and the already existent

personality of Jesus. John (i. 29 ff.) and the Synoptics agree

entirely on this point. The notion thereof originally entertained,

seems to have been the followins; :—Althouo;h Christ was the

Son of God by birth out of the holy nature of God Himself, yet,

for His official activity,—that is, for His mission to baptize with

fire and the Spirit,— the union between Himself and that Spirit,

which, at the proper time, He would have to communicate to

believers, was first accomplished when He was Himself bap-

tized. A place having thus been left for the Holy Ghost along-

side of the indwelling Son of God, nay more, the complete

preparation of the humanity of Christ for its office being attri-

buted to Him, the idea that the Holy Sj)irit took part along

with the pre-existent Son in the work of incarnation could easily

suggest itself ;—and this we have found to be certainly the case

with Irenaius and others
;
probably also with Hennas, if the

explanation attempted above be correct. Thence arose the temp-

tation to refer the word irvevfia xTsed by Matthew and Luke to

this activity of the Trinitarian Holy Spirit,—a temptation to

which later writers frequently yielded. Against such a refer-

ence, however, Justin ^lartyr, Clemens Alexandrinus, and Ter-

tullian, justly protestetl, when the body of Christ was repre-

sented as the work of the Holy Spirit or of the Father ; whereas

the Logos must Himself have formed His own body out of

Mary. Compare Augustin. c. Maximin. L. 2, 17. § 2.

The initiatory, indefinite designation of the Divine nature of

the Logos (jri/eufxa, irvevfia Qeov) having thus been exchanged

for one more definite, the Trvevfxa of the doctrine of the Trinity

ceased to be applied to the Son. This was, on the whole, the

course taken in the matter by the Church, as we learn from the
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works of the Apostolic Fathers and of the Apolofjists. Such a

course was natural, and is attested by the passages above ad-

duced; whereas, to suppose that the irvev^a dyiov was first

conceived to be pre-existent and hypostatical, and that after-

wards followed the discrimination of the Logos, is an incom-

prehensible ixnepov irporepov, utterly unsustained by historical

evidence. We by no means intend to assert, however, that all

actuallv advanced in the way indicated, from the indeterminate

TTvev/xa of Matt. i. 20 (compare also Rom. i. 3) to the more de-

terminate designation of the Divine in Christ, by means of the

doctrine of the pre-existent Son or Logos. Some, on the con-

trary, contented themselves with the more indefinite designation

of the Divine in Christ :—the consequence thereof was, that thej

had no place for that idea of the Trinity, the general outline of

which had been furnished to the Church even by the formula

of baptism, and that a gulf arose between them and the rest of

the Church in the matter of doctrine, Montanists not even ex-

cepted. These were the proper Ebionites, of whom the Naza-

renes alone seem in part to have arrived at the idea of an

hypostatical existence of the Divine Spirit in Christ (thus tran-

scending Ebionism); although, as they did not recognise the

pre-existence of this hypostasis, it necessarily bore a vague,

indeterminate character. The other Ebionites, on the contrary,

sank gradually beneath the point of view of Matt. i. 20 (compare

Luke i. 35) ; for they came to look upon the higher element in

Christ as a mere divine influence, similar to that which worked

in the prophets, or as a higher created spirit, which either united

itself with Christ at an earlier or a later period, or manifested

itself docetically in Him. On this view, also, it was possible to

say, quite naturally, that a " spiritus sanctus " had appeared in

Christ. The Elkesaites, for example, were able to s{)eak thus

;

at all events there was no great difference of opinion when they

taught the existence of a tvvaiiL^ KeKpv/xfievT], *D3 yn, which ap-

peared in Christ. Even Tjactantius describes the incarnation

as follows (Instit. iv. 12) : "descendens itaque de coelo sanctus

ille Spiritus, sanctam virgincm, cujus utcro se insinuaret, elegit."

(For further details, see below.)

This is the proper place to add a word, by way of conclusion,

on the subject of ^fontanism. In the first place, it is necessary

to draw a much more precise distinction between the earher and
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the later form of Montanism than is drawn by Schwegler.

Montanism was preceded by a widely diffused sickly condition

:

when it accidentally broke out in Phrygia, it proved, indeed, to

be of an infectious nature, but at the same time assumed many
different forms, as is found to be the case also with physical

diseases. The disease which made its appearance under the

form of Montanism was primarily of a practical kind. There

was no desire to make any change in the faith of the Church

;

there was no inclination to speculation (compare Gieseler i.

197) ; nay more, Montanists were most violent opponents of

Gnosticism, both as a form and as a system of knowledge. Nor
did they evince any disposition to attain to theosophic know-

ledge by means of ecstasies. At first they were animated merely

by very intense religious feelings, hostile to the present world

and its arrangements ; and these feelings were heightened by

chiliastic expectations. They felt themselves endowed with

the power to inaugurate a practical reformation, and endea-

voured, in the name of God, to reduce their negative ideal of

the world to reality. They believed, it is true, that the new
Jerusalem would suddenly descend from heaven, and that it

cannot be built up by men ; but at the same time deemed it

necessary that the world should, even now, be judged and

weighed by the TrvevfxariKOi, in accordance with that abrupt

ideal,—that is, that it should be treated negatively. The spark

thus thrown out, falling into the chiliastic expectations of the

Church, and the legal spirit now afresh growing up, kindled a

fire which speedily spread in all directions. The older Mon-
tanists laid their hands on the dogmas of the Church for the

first time in Asia Minor, when the prophetic utterances of

Montanus began to be grossly overvalued either by himself or by

his companions,—probably, therefore, after they had met with

opposition, especially from the bishops : in the next place, in

Africa, where Tertullian professed to have derived revelations

on dogmatical subjects, specially on the Trinity, from Montan-

istic prophetesses. In the first case, with a view to exalting as

much as possible the new Montanistic period, they represented

it as the inauguration of the masculine age of the Holy Spirit.

Whether it be a mere fiction of their opponents or not, that the

Montanists denied the presence of the Holy Spirit even in the

Apostles, much more in the world, prior to their time, this nuich
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is certain, that they considered the Paraclete never to have been

truly revealed prior to Montanus : according to TertuUian, the

Church was not ripe for this revelation till it had entered on its

masculine age. If now Montanism implicitly reproached the

Church with hitherto possessing too little of the Holy Ghost, it

is evident that, dogmatically viewed, the charge implies, that

however much the Church might have spoken concerning the

Son, or the Logos, and the Father, the doctrine of the Holy
Spirit had been hitherto kept in the background. In this aspect,

therefore, Montanus is a striking proof of the baselessness of the

theory, that the Church knew of the Holy Spirit alone prior to

Montanus. For then he would not have needed to raise com-

plaints, but merely to quicken the desire for the Holy Spirit, in

whom, according to the teaching of the Chvirch, on the supposi-

tion that it was Ebionitical, every man may participate, even as

Christ Himself participated. On the contrary, his complaints,

and what he says of the Paraclete, so far as they have a dog-

matical beai'ing, have not their full meaning, except on the sup-

position that the Church of his day, although it acknowledged,

indeed, that the Divine was concentrated in Christ as the incar-

nate Logos and Son of God, had discriminated more clearly

the Son from the Father, than the Holy Spirit from Father

and Son, and had not fully apprehended the novelty of its

principle. Montanism thus becomes an indirect witness to the

earlier prevalence of the doctrine of the deity of the Son. As
regards the form assumed by Montanism in Africa, little can

be said for the originality claimed by it in relation to questions

of dogma. It has been already remarked by others (Gieseler's

"Church History" i. 197), that the description of these pro-

phetesses presents many points of similarity with our magnetic

clairvoyantes. Now, as it is a constant characteristic of these

latter to be, on the one hand, quite destitute of originality in

spiritual and divine things, and yet, on the other hand, to be

most keenly susceptible of tlic ideas of those with whom they

are en rapport; so, reasoning by analogy, we may conclude

that the utterance of the speculative doctrine of the Trinity by

Tertullian's prophetesses, instead of being a proof of its novelty,

was rather a proof that similar ideas were already floating

in the mind of the Church, on which such phasnomcna had

been ingrafted. Be this, however, as it may, it is certain
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that Tertullian taught substantially the same doctrine of the

Trinity, in works written prior to his becoming a follower of

Montanus. Nay more, he himself felt conscious thereof, and

therefore treated the Montanist prophecies rather as a con-

firmation of the doctrine of the Church (adv. Prax. 2, 8, 13;

de resurr. earn. 63).—The circumstance (Epiph. hser. 49, 1)

that Christ appeared to the prophetess Priscilla or Quintilla in

the form of a woman, cannot fairly be taken as an evidence

that Christ was conceived as the Ruach Jehovah, and that the

doctrine of the Word, or of the Divine Wisdom, was not known.

We might rather suppose, as in the case of the Shepherd of

Hernias, that Christ appeared in the form of the Church, which,

because the Holy Spirit had not yet found its full and proper re-

velation, was still conceived to be included in Him. The words

of Epiphanius, however, more readily suggest an entirely differ-

ent explanation. Christ appeared to the prophetess as Wisdom
{(To<^ia, feminine) ; for, to communicate wisdom was the end

and aim of revelation. She says, ev IBea yvvaiKOf; ecr'^rjiiaTia-

tteVo? ev a-roXfi Xafiirpa rjXOe irpo^ fie Xpiar6<i, Kol eve/3a\ev ev

ifiol Ti)v (TO(f)iav, etc. Nothing whatever is said, in this connec-

tion, regarding the 7rvev/j,a. So that this proof, also, of the pro-

fessed Ebionitical character of primitive Christianity becomes a

proof to the contrary.

Note RE, page 137.

Inasmuch as he explained Paradise to be the Church, he

must have regarded the Church as the perfection of humanity,

as the realization of its archetype. Still, as in another passage,

probably also belonging to his book (in Irenceus 5, 36), ho

gives to the "many mansions of the Father's house" (John

xiv. 2) the meaning,—either into heaven, or into Paradise, or

into the city of God, will every one come, according as he has

borne an hundred-fold, or sixty-fold, or thirty-fold fruit; and

well will it be to live in Paradise,—he designated by this title,

not the Church of the present, but of the future, or the last

age ; intending tluxs, also, to indicate the original innocence

of humanity (compare the fragment of Papias amongst the

Scholia of INfaximus on Dionysius Areopagita in Routh I.e. 8),

and especially the re-establishment of concord between it and

nature, now that it has become the Church.
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Note SS, page 137.

Iren. 5, 36, 2. After wliat lias been advanced above, it

would be perfectly unwarrantable to count Papias, in a Christo-

logical respect, amongst Ebionites. AVhether he was an Ebionite

in the matter of eschatology, shall be discussed further on. For

the present, I must content myself with calling attention to the

fact, that his style is not Judaized, but rather evinces skill and

culture in the use of Hellenic expressions. His view of the

guilt of the angels on account of the evils of the world, the

government of which was entrusted to them (Routh I.e. 14,

from Andreas of Csesarea), is shared also by Church Fathers

of a more Hellenizing tendency. That he was acquainted with

the doctrine of the Logos, is certain ; that he had himself appro-

priated that doctrine, appears to me probable, because the pas-

sage in Irenseus 5, 36, quotes an utterance of Christ, as having

been handed down by the presbyters, the disciples of the

Apostles, who were very likely the presbyters mentioned by

Papias, with the words, "quemadmodum Verbum ejus (sc. Dei)

ait." But, even supposing this passage were not from Papias,

it would be valuable as a testimony on the part of Irenseus,

who undoubtedly derived his information from old sources, that

the disciples of the Apostles had a doctrine of the Logos and of

the Trinity. The presbyters mentioned by Iren^us in iv. 8, v.

17 (Edit. Grabe), however, I think, were of a later period, on

the ground of their more developed Christological views. See

below.

Note TT, page 139.

This is the passage on which is based the opinion that Hege-

sippus was an Ebionite as to his doctrine of the law. No other

is now extant. Eusebius, however, who was acquainted with

liis work—it was known even to Stephanus Gobarus—reckons

him amongst the champions of the truth (vTrepfid'^ov'; t?}? dXr]-

6eLa<i, Euseb. 4, 7 ; compare 8), amongst the teachers of the

Church (4, 21), along with Dionysius of Corinth, Pinytus,

Apollinaris, Melito, Irenseus ; and remarks concerning all

these, Ilegesippus included, that the opdoho^ia of the apostolic

KJ]piryfxa, and of sound faith (4, 8, 21), hud been laid down by

them in writings. To any one who knows how Eusebius speaks
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of Ebionites, it must after this appear impossible that Hege-

sippus should have been an Ebionite. Similar evidence might

also be adduced from Jerome.

The entire endeavour to represent the Church, in the earliest

years of its existence, as Ebionitical, is not new, for the Socinians

iiad alreadv done the same thing; and most of the arguments ad-

duced bv recent writers are a mere repetition of those employed by

the Socinians. Compare the controversy between Dan. Zwicker

and George Bull, and the latter' s " Primitiva et Apostolica Tra-

ditio dogm. de J. Ch. divinitate," Lond. 1705, C. 3, pp. 12-18

Note UU, page 140.

Eus. 4, 22, "Etc Be 6 avTo^ (after having spoken of sects

icithin the Church) kuI ra? 7ra\at jer'/6vr]/xeva<; irapa 'lovSaloi^

aipe<Tet<; laropel Xeycov rjaav he yvwfiat 8i,d(f)opoi ev rfj irepiToixfi

ev vloh 'la-payfk tmv Kara t?}? (f)v\rj'i 'lovSa kol tov Xpicnov

avrar 'EacraioL, raXiXaloi,'HfMepo^aTTTicrTai, Maa^coOaloi, Sa-

aapeirat, ^aSBovKaloi, ^apKraloi. It has also been regarded as

a sio-n of his Ebionism, that he does not mention the Ebionites

amono-st heretics. That he does not mention Ebion, will not be

made a ground of suspicion against him ; but Cerinthuswas in Asia

Minor (see Note VV). Karpocrates, however, he has mentioned

(Euseb. 4, 22). Furthermore, if, as Baiu* and others maintain,

Ebionism was most intimately connected with, and grew out of,

Essteism : if, further, Hegesippus mentions the Essenes (4, 22)

first of all, in his enumeration of antichristian JeAvish sects, and

constantly dii'ects attention to the fact, that the poison of false

doctrine was introduced into the Church from the Jewish sects ;

how is it possible at the same time to assert that he approved of

Ebionism ?

Note W, page 140.

This is the place to notice what Hegesippus says regarding

the virginity of the Church. Eusebius mentions it in two pas-

sages (Euseb. 4, 22, and 3, 32). " After the death of James

(post Christum 69), Tebuthis, who sprang from Jewish sects,

began secretly, under Simeon, to corrupt the Church, which

had hitherto been a virgin." In the other passage (3, 32) we

read—" After the death of the Apostles (that is, about a.d. 100),

the sects, which had heretofore remained secret and in the back-

VOL. I. iJ (^
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ground, broke openly out ;" here, also, he says again, that the

Church, up to that time, had been an unspotted virgin. From
which Baur draws the conclusion, that, prior to the end of the

first century, there were no traces of Gnosis ;—in support of his

conclusion, quoting a passage from Clemens Alexandrinus, who
(wath the purpose of showing heretics to be latecomers, Strom.

7) puts them into the time of Hadrian. This latter passage

needs no refutation. It appears to me to be an arbitrary mode
of procedure to appeal, as Baur does, to 3, 32 alone : others also

have condemned it. Compare Vatke's review of Baur's work,

" Der Ursprung des Episkopates," in the " Jahrbiicher fiir wis-

senschaftliche Kritik," 1839, pp. 9 ff. But as far as regards

Hegesippus, the two passages referred to contradict each other,

if he represents the Apostles as having died subsequently to

James the Just ; and that he does so is undeniable, for he had

just before been speaking of the time of Trajan and the death

of Simeon, and had referred to that time the unmasked and

public appearance of the sects. Now, how could Hegesippus

call the Church an unspotted virgin, in one passage, till about

the year 100, and in the other, merely till the year 69 ? Hege-

sippus himself furnishes an explanation, and solves the contra-

diction. He does not deny in 3, 32 what he had said in 4, 22,—
namely, that a secret corruption of doctrine had begun far esa^-

liev (dp^eTaiTe^ov0is—vTro^Oeipeiv),—but repeats it much more

strongly in 3, 32. He does, however, change his point of view :

in the one case, looking rather at the inner condition, he terms

the poison of false doctrine, which had already secretly crept in,

a spotting of the virgin Church ; in the other case, looking

rather at the open appearance, he considers the time during

which the sects were still forced to remain secret, as a time of

virginity, in comparison with a later period, dating from the

end of the century, when the unity of the Church was, even

outwardly, endangered. Besides, as Vatke also lias justly re-

marked (1. c. p. 12), it must not be forgotten, that, for the

earlier time, the horizon of Hegesippus was principally bounded

by the Jewish Cln-istians of I'alestine ; and that, therefore, we

have no right to deny the existence of false teachers in other

])arts of the Church,—for example, in Asia Minor or in tlie

European Churclies,—prior to the year G9. Tiie context indi-

cates that the expression, hta tovto ckuXovv tijv ^KK\i}alav irau-
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Oivov (Enseb. 4, 22), refers to Jerusalem ; and it is only the

other passage, which marks a stadium when heresies, long actu-

ally existent, were on the point of becoming schisms, that can

be referred to the Church in general ; for it speaks of the de-

parture of the entire body of the Apostles.

Note WW, page 141.

The book is, it is true, here termed 7ravdpero<; Xo(^[a ; but

simply because it is a revelation, a self-representation of the

Wisdom which pre-existed with God—which same Wisdom then

appeared in Christ, as personal wisdom (compare Clem, ad Cor.

i. 57, ell. 36). But very noteworthy is, fiu'ther, the hint given

by Eusebius in the above-mentioned passage. We find, namely,

that about this time. Christian teachers undoubtedly went back

frequently to " Wisdom " for a designation of the higher element

in Christ. Compare, for example, the present passage, and,

besides it, Hernias (Simil. 9, 12, compare Prov. viii. ; and per-

haps Simil. 5, 6). So also the Montanists (Epiphan. 49, 1).

By conceiving the Wisdom of the Old Testament, as having

personally appeared in Christ, not only was a bridge secui'ed to

the Hellenic doctrine of the Logos, in which the idea of Reason

dominates over that of " Word," but essentially the same idea

was arrived at. Indeed, Fathers who held the doctrine of the

Logos put the doctrine of the Divine Wisdom on exactly the same

footing with it; and concerning the milder Ebionites, for example,

who did not deny the birth of Christ from a virgin, through the

Holy Ghost, Eusebius (3, 27) says, that they nevertheless fell

into the godlcssness of the strict Ebionites, because they did not

believe in the pre-cxistence of Christ as X0709 and aocpia. Ac-

cording to the judgment of Eusebius, therefore, Hegesippus

must be declared not to have belonged even to the milder class

of Ebionites. He, with Hermas and others who were still

knoAvn to Eusebius, is rather a proof that even men whose cul-

ture had been mainly of the Old Testament kind, connected the

theologumenon of aocpLU with the creative Word, prjfia, which

primarily represented the realistic aspect of Bvvafxi<;. In this

way the essential momenta of the as yet indeterminate cxpres-

sioii, Son of God, were so analyzed and evolved, as that faith

recoirnised amnn that hiijjhor eloment in Christ which it had

aimed at characterizing bv the name. Tliesc momenta were
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three ; and an Inner necessity governed and ordered the pro-

gress from the one to the other. In the first place, under the

influence especially of the eschatological belief, that absolute-

ness would pertain to the Son at the end of the days, the Church

went back to the commencement, or the pre-existence ; an un-

derstanding of this doctrine of the New Testament was thus

arrived at, and it became the common property of the Church.

In the second place, therewith was directly connected the idea

of His participation in the creation of the world, as the " Word
of Power," prjfxa, X0709 (compare also Memra ; Clem. Ep. i.

36, 16 ; Bam. v. 12 ; Herm. Sim. ix. 12 ; the presbyters in

Irengeus v. 36). Thus was the principle of the second creation

combined with that of the first (Barnab. 6), for example, by

Clement, Barnabas, and Hernias. Thirdly, and till about the

year 150, was added the " Wisdom of God." The momenta of

the idea of the Son of God were now for the first time more

fully unfolded. The starting-point of the Hellenic thinkers was

not Being, the real (the Creative Word), as was that of those

who still kept up their connection with the Old Testament reve-

lation, but Tlwught, vov<i evvota ; and such was at first the signi-

ficance of the Hellenic doctrine of the Logos (see below. Gnosis).

But the task of the predominantly Hellenic tendency was to

effect the passage from Thought to Being: this passage Hel-

lenic thinkers gradually effected by learning ever more closely to

associate 1/01/9 and reality, and to identify the Divine Eeason with

the pre-existent creative Word. Thus, that with which the real-

istic, Hebrew development started, formed the second stadium

in the Hellenic development : both, however, evolved essentially

the same momenta, and consequently mot and united in the

word prjfia, which is at the same time ^^^^, or in Reason, which

is at the same time Creative Word ;—in other words, they united

in the later doctrine of the Logos, the difference between which

and that of the New Testament, especially of John i. 4, is of

the same nature as the difference between an image arrived at by

reflection on, and the union of, its individual momenta, and that

image which is the source of the impulse, and which, being im-

mediate, has tiic advantage of presenting the intuition of the

tofalit}' of its object, in undivided fulness, simplicity, and purity.

Until the individual momenta which were combined in the Inter

doctrine of tlie Tjoifos had been :irriv(Ml iit bv these two main
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lines, frequent use might be made, both by heretics and Church

teachers, of such expressions as Xoyo'i Qeov ; but the different

parties would employ them in very different senses.

Note XX, page 142.

Herewith is given the right point of view for understanding

the words, handed down to us by Photius after Stephanus Go-

barus (see Phot. Bibl. 232, 13, Rothomagi 1653, p. 894), and

which Baur asserts to have been directed against Paul. " To
say, ' Eye hath not seen, ear hath not heard, etc., the treasures

laid up in store for the righteous,' is foolish; and those who use

such language lie against the Divine Scriptures, and against the

Lord, who says, ' Blessed are your eyes, for they see, and your

ears, for they hear, etc' " Stephanus, who had the work of

Hegesippus before him, and quotes a passage from the fifth

book, expresses himself at a loss to explain why he displayed

so much passion (ou/c olS" 6,tl kuI iradcov— ravra \eyec) ; for us,

naturally, quoted as they are abruptly and out of all connection,

they are still more difficult of explanation. Some recent writers

suppose themselves to have the key in the assumption that

Hegesippus was Anti-Pauline, and that he thus gave expression,

to his antipathy to Paul's more spiritual tendency. But this

opinion is utterly devoid of support, and an absolutely worthless

combination. We find the words, it is true, in Paul (1 Cor. ii. 9);

but, according to the testimony of Origen (hom. ult. in Matt,

xxvii. 9), they were also found in the Apocalyps. Elise (compare

Schliemann, p. 450). The following consideration, however, is

still more important :—the largest and most essential part of the

words are quoted by Paul himself from Isa. Ixiv. 3. From this

we may with certainty conclude, that Hegesippus cannot have

meant to describe the words in themselves, as a /xdrTjv elprj^evov,

or as even a lie against the Divine Scriptures ; for they are con-

tained both in the Old and New Testaments. He must, there-

fore, have had in view a particular application of them. Now
this a})plication cannot have been that of Paul in his Epistle to

the Corinthians ; for it clashes neither with the words of the

Lord referred to by Hegesippus—being, on the contrary, most

intimately connected therewith—nor with Hcgcsi])pus' own doc-

trine of the novelty and magnitude of tlie revelation with which

believers arc favoured, and of tlio spirituality of the kingdom of
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Christ (see above). Consequently Plegesippus, in the passage

under consicleraticn, must be condemning an application of

Paul's words which involved a perversion of the meaning of

Scripture;— an application made either bv the Docetists, who
despised the empirical appearance of Christ ; or, if the passage

refers to eschatology (as it probably does, to judge from the

connection in Stephanus Gobarus), by those who either denied

eschatology altogether, or treated it after a Gnostic fashion.

We arrive at a much more definite result by comparing the pas-

sage with Irenseus, 5, 36 (at the close). In the entire context

of the last chapters, Irengeus appeals to Papias, whom he recog-

nises to be an apostolic man ; at the close he adduces the vei*y

passage contained in Papias (1 Cor. ii. 9), and teaches, without

doubt in opposition to the same antagonists as those whom
Papias had in view, what is the false, and what is the right, ap-

plication of the words. The right application, says he, is that

according to which the entrance of the things which no eye

hath seen will take place after the resurrection of the righteous,

that is, after the so-called thousand vears' king-dom : the false

application, therefore, would be that according to which the

earthly kingdom of Christ begins after the resurrection of the

righteous. Such, therefore, was probably the opinion both of

Papias and of Hegesippus.

XoTE YY, page 147.

The possibility, for example, of drawing an image of Christ

like that of John, depended on the attainment of a more detei-

minate and settled eschatology, which should admit of Christ's

being conceived in the element of eternity. We thus see also

afresh, why the next step taken in advance of eschatology

(through the medium of which the mind first became aware

of the absoluteness of the principle embodied in the Person

of Christ) necessarily was the doctrine of the pre-existence

of the said principle. The doctrine of the Pre-existence and

Eschatology are two poles, which mutually require and posit

each other ; and each of which is imperfect without the other.

Not the intermediate steps, whicli })rcparedthe way for the final

result and consummation, most readily occurred to the reflecting

mind ; but, to a mind looking at the matter rcalistic'dly, teleolo-

gically, the absohiteness of the consummation calletl for a cor
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respondent absoluteness of the beginning : for, indeed, the abso-

hiteness of the end is but a momentum of that of the ben;innin<T :

inasmuch as an eschatological absohiteness would be unre-

alizable, if the principle dominating the beginning (the first

creation) were different from that which is manifested at the

end. We find also, on a comparison of the earlier and later

Epistles of Paul, that his mind followed a similar course. But
if the two termini are embraced by the Christian principle ; or,

if, as the Apocalypse describes it, it is the Alpha and the Omega,
then a broad and sure foundation for its further development is

laid, and the knowledge is substantially attained, that Christi-

anity, which brought in an absolute reconciliation, is also the

absolute religion, the absolute world of the spirit.

Note ZZ, page 150.

Liicke's " Versuch einer vollstiindigen Einleitung in die

Offenbarung Johannis" is the best work on the subject of New
Testament Prophecy and Apocahjptics (Apokalyptik), written

in recent times. He distinguishes between the Trpocprjreia,

which remains strictly witliin the limits of its fundamental idea,

and a7roKa\.v\ln<;, which goes into concrete details, portrays, cal-

culates, symbolizes, and allegorizes. The latter is related to the

former, as the developed epos is related to epical popular tra-

ditions. Equally apt is the distinction drawn by him between

Jewish and Christian apocalyptics. It is true, the fundamental

form and main substance are the same in both ; but that which

for Daniel, the representative of Old Testament apocalyptics,

was still a dark goal, and existent merely in idea, has become

commencement, starting-point, clear historical fact for John,

the representative of New Testament apocalyptics. The pre-

supposition and basis of New Testament apocalyptics is the full

history of the Son of God on earth,—that earth which already

begins to be glorified by the Spirit. "The commencement,

already actually made, is no longer merely pattern, but the thing

itself— the full, real kernel, which includes within itself all the

forces, laws, and arrangements for the future ; so that the ac-

complishment of the entire development is absolutely secured."

Lastly, he distinguishes between apocryphal and canonical

apocalyptics, " Outside of the sphere of the canonical, there

exist productions both of a genuinely Christian and of a gcnn-
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inely Jewish cliaracter. Apocryplial productions, however,

were mere imitations and unorganic repetitions of canonical pro-

ductions. Sound non-canonical productions, on the contrary,

were really the organic continuation and development of canoni-

cal productions."

Note AAA, page 150.

Liicke aptly remarks,— that ancient Christendom sketched

for itself, in its eschatology, a kind of philosophy of history. In-

deed, we may say in general, that prophecy and apocalyptics

introduced among men the idea of universal history. Apoca-

lyptics, which Liicke recognises to be a necessary step in advance

of irpocjirjTela—though, because touching the sphere of the arbi-

trary and contingent, much more exposed to degeneracy— can-

not claim more than two proper representatives among all the

Fathers whose names have been mentioned, to wit, Barnabas

and Papias. And, rightly understood, neither Justin Martyr,

Dial. c. Trypli. c. 80 (compare Semisch's " Justin der Martyrer,"

1842, ii. p. 467 ff.), nor Eusebius (in 3, 39) are opposed to this

statement. The latter merely says, " 7nost of the teachers of

the Church," not all; and further, " most a/ter Papias" (amongst

whom Eusebius mentions Irenseus), shared his views. Even
Chiliasm must be assigned to the sphere of apocalyptics, not to

that of Christian prophecy. Tliis is not properly the place to

speak of Chiliasm : for it contributed nothing new to Christo-

logy, that was not already contributed by Christian eschatology

in general. But as there still exist men who tread in the foot-

steps of Corrodi,— wliose unpoetical nature, and mental inca-

pacity sympathetically to enter into these matters, led him to

prefer calculating how many butts of wine the chiliastic vine

of Papias and Irenaais should })roducc,— and as, further, since

the time of Corrodi, Chiliasm in ])articular has been adduced in

proof of the Ebionism of tlie earJy Christians , it may be ex-

cusable to give tlie subject a Ijrief consideration.

I. Christian ChiHasm, so far from being derivable from,

may in part be more justly regarded as a polemic against,

Judaism, on the })art of Christianity. This is, in particular, its

charactei', wliere it lias apparently borrowed most features from

Judaism. It is non-ilcwish, so far as it represents the thousand

years' kingdom as brought in by the exalted Jesus of Nazareth,
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and as incluclin£j both Jews and Gentiles; whereas unbehevin«

Judaism, in particular, will then undergo judgment. A point un-

doubtedly common to Jewish and Christian apocalyptics, is the

])eriod of blessedness on earth : a further point in common is,

the city of God, Jenisalem, which plays a great role both with

the Montanists and Irenseus ; and the differences in the duration

of the Messianic kingdom on earth are rather accidental. (The

Sibylline Books have eleven ages of the world ; the Book of

Enoch has ten, and so forth. The Jews taught that Messianic

blessedness would last 500 years ; Christians sometimes left it

undecided, as, for example, Iren^us ; at other times they adopted

the Jewish calculation of 500 years, as did the " Evangel. jS^ico-

demi," c. 19 : most frequently, however, they taught that it

would endure 1000 years. So Papias, the Montanists, Tertullian

and Barnabas also.) But the city of God comes down from

heaven to destroy the fleshly, Jeicish Jerusalem, and to take its

place. Israel according to the flesh,— that is, Israel which con-

tinues unbelieving,—gives way to Israel according to the Spirit.

Further, ante-Christian, Jewish apocalyptics invariably teach

that Messiah will found the kingdom of earthly blessedness im-

mediately on His first appearance. It makes no reference to a

twofold irapovcla : what it appears to know thereof, even sup-

posing it to be ante-Christian, is seen, on closer examination, to

be a mere deceptive semblance. For the ^Messiah who is in

secret (Justin. Dial. c. Tryph. c. 8, 110), in the depths of the

sea, or wherever else He is supposed to tarry, is by no means a

first manifestation, but merely a symbol of His certain and

speedy appearance, originating in impatience. Messiah Ben
Joseph or Ephraim, and Ben David, owed His rise to the desire

to show, that to the Ten Tribes also belonged the honour of

claiming Messiah as their Son. As two persons are there re-

ferred to, the unity plainly consists solely in the impersonal idea

of the Messiah ; and this presupposes a Christology, to which it

is a matter of indifference how many persons claim to be realiza-

tions of the idea. Finally, the Messiah out of Ephraim dies, it

is true, in war, and then rises again ; but, in the first place, he

then, notwithstanding, recedes quite to the background behind

the second Messiah ; and through this exchange of persons the

main jioint is evaded,— to wit, that the exalted one should be

identical with the sufferer: in the second place, the establish-
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nient of the earthly kingdom of blessedness by the second

Messiah follows immediately on the sufferings of the first.

Moreover, with the exception of the Book of Enoch, all attri-

bute judgment, not to the Messiah, but to God; and, in the

view of the Jews, the Messianic kingdom of earthly blessedness

was not merely a jyrelude to heavenly blessedness, but teas itself

substantially the goal and final consummation. The dualistic

character of Judaism manifested itself particularly in the notion,

that heaven was too holy and majestical to be a suitable dwell-

ing-place for man (Corrodi's "Kritische Geschichte des Chili-

asmus" i. 389 ff.). Paradise and the earth were held to be the

abode of the pious, with which they are eternally content : Jews

were not even able to distinguish between the thousand years'

kingdom, and that renewal of the world which holds good for

all eternity ; for both relate, in their view^, solely to wdiat is

sensuous, and need nothing more than a perfect earth. Chris-

tians, on the contrary, distinguished from the very commence-

ment a double Trapovaia of the one Christ ; and, although they

soon took up with the notion of a period intervening between

the first and second presence,—that is, of a kingdom of Christ

upon earth,—they by no means looked upon this kingdom, as final

and abiding; heaven was their eternal goal:—the kingdom, on

the contrary, formed part of the course of this world, and con-

stituted simply its appropriate termination. For this reason,

Christians represented the judgment as taking place at the end

of the golden period of the earth, and as forming a grand crisis;

whereas Jewish apocalyptical writers could only assign to it an

uncertain, unimportant position, owing to their idea that the

highest good lay in the realization of earthly blessedness.

Further, Christians invariably maintained it to be essential,

that Messiah should be the Judge. (Compare Corrodi i. 313 ff.

322, 381.) In relation, therefore, to this matter also, Chris-

tianity pursued an independent course— a course governed by

its own essential principles; though it unquestionably applied to

the purposes of the edifice it was raising, elements derived from

a previous period. It would therefore be a more correct and

profitable procedure, to ascertain the distinctive character of the

principle of Christianity, to which everything else owed its

position and rank, than to resort to Judaism for an explanation ;

especially in face of the fact, that on the very point under con-
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siderati'oii; Christianity took up a position of antagonism to

Judaism. The same remark holds good, even though we should

allow, as we must, that the form assumed by Christianity in

connection with this matter was partly due to its antagonism to

Judaism. Justin ^lartyr, Irena2us, and others,— nay more, not

a few down to the most recent times, cherished the hope of a

thousand years' kingdom ; and for this reason alone they cannot

be rightly understood, unless regarded from a point of view

entirely different from the Judaizing one. The Ebionitic

Chiliasra, of which Jerome makes mention in his " Comment.

in Jesaiam," c. QQ, 20, did bear a Judaistic character; but why
Christians also cherished the idea of a thousand years' kingdom

;

and why, instead of assuming that the absolute completion of

the kingdom of God in heaven would be the first result of

Christ's second coming, as we should have expected, they de-

layed that perfection, by intercalating a thousand years' king-

dom,—this is the question now to be considered.

II. The answer to this question is facilitated by Irenreus,

who gives conscious expression to the motive which operated on

the Christian mind (5, 31; 2, 35; 1, 2, 36, 1). When the kingdom

of heaven was set into such a glaring contrast to the present

world, that the only possible relation between the two was a

negative one, one of hostility; and when the coming kingdom

of heaven was represented as being simply substituted for the

existing order of things, the transition was too abrupt, the

first creation was practically excluded and annihilated by the

second. In such a case, the reconciliation of spirit and nature,

which was held to have been absolutely realized in Christ, and

to be principially (principiell) continued in believers, would

have taken place, at all events partially, in vain. Otherwise

viewed, the victoiy gained by Christianity over the world was

incomplete, if it exerted merely an annihilating, and not at

the same time also an ennobling, power on the first nature or

creation. Complete victor it can never be, until nature has

been reduced to the position of a momentum of itself, of

an organ in its service. Now, Chiliasm was the first conces-

sion made by the longing for the speedy coming of the I^ord,

to the in some respects opposed tendency of Christianity to

become a vital power in the history of the world. It was not

meant that nature should exist in vain. On the contraiT, as it
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was first the instrument of sin, and tluis failed to answer its •

true idea, so now the time had come wlien it should fulfil its •

destiny, in being a willing instrument of the perfect man, that

is, of the righteous who are raised from the dead. This work

Christ could not leave unperformed : to say that Christ appeared

merely to judge and destroy the world, would have been to

represent Christianity as incapable of converting the antagonism

between nature and spirit into a true harmony. The period of

the so-called thousand years' kingdom having been thus secured

for the general history of the world, it became more and more

the custom to take the week of creation in Genesis as the

archetype of the history of the world. The history of the world

is the week of creation, distributed through time : each day of

the world, or each age of the world, comprises a thousand years :

corresponding to the sabbath of creation, which commenced after

man had been formed, there must be a sabbath of the world,

which shall commence as soon as humanity, having been restored

to its original innocence, stands on earth as did Adam in Paradise.

The entire period from the fall, which robbed us of Paradise, is

thus lowered, as it were, to the rank of an episode; and the further

development of humanity to perfection is connected with that

paradisiacal condition, as though the fall had never intervened
;

the sole difference being, that now, in consequence of the con-

flict with and vanquishment of sin, the holiness is firmly estab-

lished.—With this, however, it would seem to be inconsistent

that Chiliasts should universally have laid the greatest stress

on the restoration of the vital powers of nature, on their beauty

and their serviceableness to man, who is the ruler of nature,

and is set to enjoy it in the richest measure. Christianity,

wdiich even in its abasement begins so ideally, here appears to

end eudromonistically. Tlie spiritual, which was at first recog-

nised as the highest good, for the sake of wliicii everything else

was to be sacrificed, apjjcars now to give way to nature, and

nature, as tlic final, to be constituted also the highest, end.

But it is false to say that any one of the Church writers con-

ceived the tiiousand years' kingdom to be the last ; on the con-

trarv, they represent it as a stage of transition to eternal life.

For this reason, also, it is unjust ifiahle to say that Chiliasm de-

grades faith and sanctity in this Hfe to the rank of mere means,

whose end lies outside of theuiselve;-, : they continue to be ends w
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themselves, though, at the same time, regarded as preparing the

waj for a new and more perfect stadium. The present world is

a period of suffering, especially for the members of the thousand

years' kingdom. The spirit manifests its greatness, it is true, in

suffering—it displays there the depth of its love ; but still its con-

dition is an incongruous one ; for, as the truth of the world,

the perfect man ought to rule over, instead of suffering from,

the world. To advance no further than the idea of resigna-

tion, of patience, would be merely in appearance a higher view

of Christianity. Hence the early Church, impelled by a desire

to reinstate the spirit of man, with its powers regenerated by

love, in its rights, developed the system of Chiliasm. At the

same time, in order to satisfy the peculiar claims both of love and

power, and lest, by the premature promise of power, love, which

can only reveal itself in the act of renouncing power, and by re-

nunciation recover power in a higher way, should be poisoned, it

drew a sharp distinction between the two, and assigned the real-

ization of the one to one period, of the other to another period.

Chiliasm, therefore, was the form in which Christianity first gave

conscious expression to the conviction of its destiny to rule the

Avorld : Chiliasm was the assertion of the fact that Christianity

is related positively as well as negatively to the world : Chiliasm

declared tliat, by renouncing, Christianity was called to glorify,

the world. With whatever disfavour the early Christians

looked upon art, Chiliasm is the spot in which the beautiful,

the harmonious in spirit and nature, still find recognition—in

which a poetical, or, if one will, a romantic view of the world,

is tolerated. So certain as that the eye of Chiliasts was not

fixed on something merely spiritual, and that its proper and dis-

tinctive aim was the removal of the ban which lay on the life

of nature, and the restoration of nature to its ideal existence

;

even so mistaken is it to subject the imagination, whose office

it is to people this domain, as one in which poetry in its truest

sense is meant to dwell, to the laws of number and geometry. It

is easy enough to find contradictions everywhere ; but tlie self-

conceited mockery of a Corrodi, with whom one has learned to

treat mildly even the mythology of heathenism, instead of being

a mark of wisdom, is rather ludicrous and foolish.—It was not

necessary to ChiHasm to represent the thousand years' kingdom

as establisiied in an abrupt and absolutely supernatural manner •
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for Iren^uSj on the contrary, attached great importance tc

Chihasm, precisely because the thousand years' kingdom seemed

to him to constitute a gradual transition between the present

and the higher world : indeed, he expressly treats it as a link of

connection between the present and the future. Only as the

Christian mind is alienated from the present order of things,

and as it groans under the pressure and restrictions of the world,

will it imagine the change to be an abrupt one. The more
the immanent world-transforming power of Christianity is re-

strained, the less Christendom is awakened to a consciousness of

the infinite energy of the principle of which it is the vehicle, by

works of far-reaching effect, the more decidedly will it feel dis-

posed to defer all to the second coming of Christ, whose pre-

sence will bring with it the certainty of the full action of Chris-

tian influences. Nevertheless, as we have seen, Chiliasm was

.also the fruit and sign of the advance of Christendom to the

conviction, that nature is destined by its inmost essence and idea

to stand in a positive relation to spirit. As such, it materially

aided in leading the Christian mind away from abstract and

general notions of the future, to those tasks of the present whose

performance would, in an immanent way, lay the foundations

of the future. In this light, also, Irenreus regarded it. Ac-

cordingly, Chiliasm conceived the Christian portion of the

world's existence to comprise three momenta, represented as

three periods. During the first period, that is, the period until

the thousand years' kingdom, spirit was held to be a sufferer, to

be in a state of humiliation, to be called upon to display patience

and love ; during the second period, it was conceived as ruling.

They failed, however, as yet to combine the two : on the con-

trary, the first period is too predominantly one of suffering, of

the vanquishinent of the world; the second period, again, was

one-sidedly held to be one of rule and enjoyment. At the same

time, the two essentially inseparable momenta receive recogni-

tion, in that they are represented as following upon, and inwardly

connected with, each other ; and in that the third period,

—

namely, eternity,—witnesses their mutual interpenetration, and

their attainment of equilibrium. The ethical clement, or the

idea of holiness, which manifested itself in so strong, though in

a negative, form in Montanism, was the chief motive wbicl'

impelled the Church to seek and find the union of the connected
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moiTienta of renunciation and the glorification of the world, in

that animating Divine love, whose influence alone was capable

of quieting down the ecstasies of Montanism, and diverting its

energies into the channel of calm and orderly Church activity.

The realization of chiliastic exjaectations was thus gradually

handed over to the Church, as the task to be performed by it in

the history of the world. The truth which it asserted justly

claimed a realization by Christendom, at every stage of its ex-

istence, in ever higher forms and increasing measure. Chiliasm,

therefore, had its time ; during its time it represented a noble

and precious principle ; and we may fairly demand for it a juster

treatment in the future. Its main opponent was Gnosticism

;

for Gnosticism threatened the existence of history, threatened

the teleological element, the realization of the ideal, and thus also

Christianity itself. On the other hand. Gnosticism, which, in its

way, clung to the idea of the presence of the highest good even

in this world— an idea totally misunderstood by Montanism—
was fitted to direct attention to that element, which must be

presupposed by every truly ethical view of things, in order that,

as happened fi'om the second half of the second century onwards,

Montanism and Gnosticism might alike be transcended.

Note BBB, page 151.

Similar words, written about the same time, may be found

in Irenaeus (" ad Trail." xi.), who represents the cross as a fruit-

bearing tree. The predicate aiSLo<; Oeo? (koI a/x^poro^), which

is given to the Messiah (page 556), also i-eminds one of the ex-

pression @eov X0709 aL8to<;, em]iloyed by Ignatius in "Ad
Magn." viii. For evidence that the fifth book, or, at all events,

the passages adduced from it, fall into the time of Hadi'ian,

and even into the commencement of his reign, see Bleek 1. c.

p. 173 ff., and Liicke, who shares the same opinion.—The sixth

book is almost entirely taken up with Christology ; but, on ac-

comit of the fire which is represented as appearing at the bap-

tism of Christ, must probably also be referred to the second

century (compare Grabe's " Spicilegium" i. 28, 69). In the

seventh book much is already said respecting the Logos, not of

a strictly Gnostic character, but with a tendency in that direc-

tion. Tliis also, as well as Book the Eighth, was ]n-()bably

written in the second half of the second century.—That the
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Orphic Sayings are connected with Alexandrian Judaism, is a

recognised fact. The AvSt], which, according to them, creates

the world, does not really transcend the Alexandrian doctrine

of the Logos, notwithstanding Justin's identification (Cohort,

ad Gr.) of it with his own view of the Logos.—When we com-

pare Virgil's fourth Eclogue, and its words regarding the

" virgo," the " nova progenies" from heaven, the " puer" with

whom a golden age begins, in which sin will be destroyed, the

serpent killed, and a son endued with his father's virtues will

rule the " orbis terrarum," wutli the well-known prophecies in

Tacitus (Hist. v. 13) and Suetonius (Vespas. 4)—passages which

all point to Eastern sources (compare Assyrium amomum, Virg.

Eel. 4, 4), opened up to the Romans partly by the Jewish

Diaspora, and partly through the restoration of the Sibylline

Books, effected by the collection of thousands of ancient and

recent oracles, undertaken in consonance with a decree of the

Senate, after the destruction of the Capitol by fire under

Sylla (see Suet. Aug. 31 ; Tacit. Annal. 6, 12),—we must

hesitate to place everything of this kind, bearing at the first

glance an astonishing resemblance to Christianity, to the ac-

count of Christian interpolation. The portions touched upon

in the text, however, belong, at all events in their existing form,

to the earliest Christian times. The ante-Christian elements

in the Sibylline Books, so far as they have any bearing on

Christianity, were both a positive and negative preparation for

the introduction of Christianity into the heathen world :

—

nega-

tively/, in that they undermined the foundations on which the

self-confidence of the ancient world Avas built. In the days of

its greatest power, Rome was unable to get rid of inner trem-

blings at some fate near at hand, threatening ruin. Positiveli/,

in so far as, probably through the influence of Plebrew pro-

phecy, the presentiment of a higher, pure, and guiltless exist-

ence, dawned on the subjugators of the world.

Note CCC, page 152.

Lawrence, Gfrorer, Giescler, and with ever increasing de-

cidedncss Hoffmann also, unlike liiicke, agree in considering it

to be n(jt a Jewish-Christian work, or a work interpolated by

Christians, but a Jewish work ; whatever difference of opim'on

there may be between them as regards the date of its compo-
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sition. The very latest date at which it may be assumed to

have existed in its present form, is the end of the first century

;

partly because it is appealed to by the Epistle of Jude, and

partly because of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.

The earliest date we can assume for the composition of the

whole, is that of the prophecies of Daniel ; one section, at all

events, must have been composed after the commencement

of the acquaintance with the Parthians (compare c. 54, 9)

But whether the whole should be referred to the post-Herodian

period,— say, prior to the destruction of Jerusalem,—or to the

time of Herod, as La^vrence thinks, or even to an earlier time,

as is Hoffmann's judgment, cannot be determined, partly be-

cause there is little reason for supposing it to be the work of

one author, and partly because the chief passage bearing on the

chronology (c. 89), does not clearly say whether the twelve

shepherds are Jewish or not. If they are not Jewish, as

Hoffmann has concluded, very wide room is left for hypotheses.

Furthermore, precisely this section (c. 84-89) awakens the

strongest suspicion in Hoffmann's mind (see his "Das Buch

Henoch," 2d Abtheilung, ix.), that the speaker here is a dif-

ferent person from the speaker in the other parts of the work

;

and accordingly he acknowledges that the foundation for the

critical determination of the date of composition is thus cut

away. The work in its present form would undoubtedly appear

to have been before the author of the Twelve Testaments, in

the second century. But this circumstance does not prove that

the book had one author, and is written in one spirit. Still less,

from the fact that the Book of Sohar appears to treat it as a

Hebrew work originating with Enoch ; for the passages made

use of by the Book of Sohar are not contained in the section

in which the Christological elements are found (c. 37-70), but

in c. 16-36. In favour of a plurality of authors, who added or

inserted one piece after the other (compare c. 71, 1 ; 81, 1, 2

;

91, 1), may be adduced in particular also, the great difference

between the sections c. 16-36 and c. 37-70, c. 64-67, 1 ; if not

the whole of the 105th chapter, yet from ver. 21 onwards ; the

manifold disorder in the book (compare Hoffmann 1. c. i. 5, 6

;

also c. 53, 54) ; the imitations of the earlier in the later por-

tions ; and also the custom, frequent in ancient times, of adding

new portions to an older well-founded edifice (compare thy

VOL. I. 2D
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Fourtli Book of Esra, the Sibylline Books, the Anabaticon

Jesaiae, which is added to the Martyrion, and others). Whilst

maintaining, however, the plurality of authors, I do not intend

to assert that all who co-operated could not have been Jews ; I

only cannot venture absolutely to deny that some portions were

written after the Christian era, either by a Hebrew, who,

though somewhat influenced by Christianity, was in essence

thoroughl V Jewish, or by an interpolating Christian writer. We
should, indeed, more easily understand how the Church, in its

first stadia, so quickly advanced to the idea of the pre-existence

of Christ, if Je\vs had already been led on to the same point,

prior to the appearance of Christ, by the Old Testament idea of

the Messiah. It is as clear as day that the way for the New
Testament doctrine of the Logos must have been thus in an im-

portant degree prepared, A\athout, as we shall see, its distinctive

character being in the slightest degree impaired. But the very

importance of such a datum, renders double care necessar)'.

Note DDD, page 154.

The Fourth Book of Esra (Fabr. Cod. Pseudepigr. V. T.

ii. 173-307) contains elements which belong to this connection

(c. 1, 2, 7). The mention of Jesus by the Latin text, in the

latter passage, unmistakeably betrays the hand of a Christian,

especially as it is not found in the Ai'abic text (7, 28). More-

over, the first two chapters, in which (2, 43-47) the Son of God
is depicted as a youth of lofty stature, standing high above all

others on Mount Zion, and distributing crowns to those who

confess Him, or as a shepherd who bestows eternal rest, are not

contained in the Arabic text. Such a description does not in

itself transcend Hebrew ideas ; for even the Messiah of the Old

Testament is described as a judge and as a Son of God. But

still that Christian elements have been intermixed, is plain from

a comparison of i. 50 with Matt, xxiii. 37 ; of i. 35 with Rom.

X. 20 ; of i. 37 with John xx. 29. But even supposing it to

have been written by a Christian prior to a.d. 150, it contains

eiements of a less peculiar character than the passage quoted by

Justin from Esra

—

rovro to 7rda-^a o ^coryp i)[ioiv kol Kara<pvjri

rjiiSiv (in Fabricius 1. c. i, 1152j. When Justin complains that

the Jews had erased this passage from Esra, on account of the

Christians, we must conclude that it had bceii interpolated by a
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Christian prior to the time of Justin, and had already found its

way into the manuscripts. From this, however, it follows again,

that at all events as early as the commencement of the second

century, there were men who, after the manner of Paul (1 Cor.

V. 7), regarded Christ as the true Paschal Lamb, the same thing

which we find also in John xix. 36. The Anabaticon of Isaiah

appears to be of a much later origin, though even it is ante-

Nicene. Its Christology is somewhat Docetical in character.

Note EEE, page 154.

Compare Nitzsch, " de Testament, xii. Patriarch." Wittenb.

1810 ; Liicke 1. c. : Grabe's " Spicilegium" i. 129-252 ;
Fabric.

Cod. Pseudepigr. V. T. i. 496-759. Origen, and probably also

Tertullian, was acquainted with the work (compare Fabricius

1. c. 499 f.). It must therefore have been written before the end

of the second century. We cannot, with Dodwell, conclude

from the Hellenisms 'of its style, that it belongs even to the

first century. The limits of the time within which the work

was composed, may be drawn more closely, than between the

Book of Enoch and the end of the second century ;
if we note,

on the one hand, that Jerusalem is spoken of as already de-

stroyed (Levi XV. 16); that heathens already constitute the

majority in Christendom (for example, Levi viii. ;
Benj. ix. 11)

—a representation which suits at all events the close of the first

century ; that an entire series of formula to express the idea of

the incarnation of God, and which the author has at his fingers'

ends, had already been formed— a circumstance which points to,

at all events, the commencement of the second century ;
and, on

the other hand, that the collective tendency of the work is to

teach that the priesthood is higher than royalty, but that both

are by their very idea inseparable. Christ, therefore, must not

be conceived merely as a King, but He is also the High Priest.

Royalty and high-priesthood must not be separated. Were any

rcfeicnce to the constitution of the Church discoverable in the

book, one might easily suppose that its main piu-pose was eitlier

to establish or overthrow the priesthood in the Church. Such,

however, is not the case : on the contrary, the author is dealing

with Judaism ; and he unweariedly reminds the Jews that the

Messiah is above all to be conceived as a priest, to whom the

old priesthood is called upon to resign its rights. Now, this un-
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doubtedlj does not suit the time subsequent to the destruction

of Jerusalem bj Hadrian : it -would, however, suit the time prior

to that event. For, with the destruction of Jerusalem, all the

unity and infecting power of the Jewish ceremonial system

ceased. Furthermore, down to the time of Hadrian, the Chris-

tian Church in Palestine was seriously exposed to the danger

of a relapse into Judaism, For, to use the words of Sulpicius

Severus, " Christum Deum credebant," but " sub legis observa-

tione" (Hist. Sacr. L. ii. 31, ed. Lips. 1709, 245); or, more

precisely, Christ was conceived by them predominantly as the

one who is exalted, and who wall come again as King, that is,

their conception of Him was an eschatological one; but these

Christians at the same time clung to the law, and asserted its

continuous obligatoriness, at all events on Jewish converts.

Now this work attacks the separation of royalty and priesthood,

—attacks, therefore, the opinion of the Jews, that ^lessiah was

to be expected as a King, and not above all as a Priest. For the

same reason also, it attacks those Christians, Avho, whilst believing

ni Jesus the exalted King, because they do not believe in Jesus

the Priest, regard the ceremonial law as still existing and binding,

and are therefore in dang-erof believincp that what is best has not

yet been brought to light,—consequently, of taking an Ebion-

itic view of the work of Christ. With an emphasis reminding

one of the Epistle to the Hebrews, the authors show that Christ's

death put an end to the Old Testament law, and to its central

feature, to wit, the Levitical priesthood (Benj. 9, 11 ; specially

Levi c. 4-8, 10 ; Keub. 9). The kind of prominence thus given

to the high-priestly, in comparison with the kingly, office of

Christ (Judah 21, 24), appears to me to suit only the first half

of the second century. At that time it was still possible unhe-

sitatingly to say (Levi 18),—Christ wuU continue King and

Priest for ever, and throughout all generations will have no suc-

cessor ; for this was not oj)posed to the idea which Ignatius

wished to see realized : it would, however, have clashed with

tiie spirit of the second half of the second century, when, in

consequence of the new significance ascribed to ordination, a

new priesthood was practically established. In the days of the

author, the Church had already begun to make a collection of

New Testament writings which wei-e counted sacred (Benj. 11).

The question, whether the autlior were a Jew or a Christian,
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can be most certainly answered, from a consKleratu,n of he

fundamental idea of the entire book In no one of the Twelve

Testaments is this fundamental idea forgotten. Were tins the

work of an interpolator, we should have to assume the ongmal

foundation to have been an Hebraizing moral treatise, for the

composition of which we can discover no sufficient m trve

Besides the moral discussions themselves are partially enlisted

hithe^rvice of this idea (Zab. 8). The fundamental thought

of the entire Testament of Joseph (xi. 18, xn. 3) is the ollow-

in<r: Joseph is a type of the suffering Chnst ;-apart fiom

thS thought, its entire composition is a .nystery Now the

Testame,rt of Joseph is for the most part the goal of the rest^

The idea seems to have be™, so to group *« ^^"f/^™''

around Joseph, that he should be the object of 'he hatred of

them all in their manifold sins, and yet, whilst appare tly

perishing at their hands, be their deUverer His history thus

Lcomes'a type of the history of Ctoist, who suffers in conse-

quence of the sins of His people, in order, as the a on.ng Lamb,

?vhich is at the same time King, to bring spiritual redemption.

The dying Jacob interprets the type, and sets it forth for coming

times, so that no one, when Christ comes, may fad to see in

Him the Eeconciler. But though it is evident that he author

was a Christian, it cannot be denied that the entire style of he

work, its morality, and its doctrine of sin (for example, Zebulon

i. : Keuben ii.), bear traces of a Judaizing tendency. Amongst

such traces, we mav mention also the seven heavens (Levi i. tt.),

the 'E-rpv^opot (Reub. v.), and so forth. ATe cannot, however,

whh Grabc (compare Fabricius 1. c. 501 ff.), go so far as to

assume a Jew as the original author, and besides him a Christian

bterpolator. Such a "separation of the Christian element .

impossible, for the fundamental idea and the entire conceptoi.

of^he wm-k is Christian. More recent writers, specially

Nitzsch and Liicke, are of the same opinion. The author ™s

a Jewish Christian ^-assuming this, the Judaizing elene

are explained. Here also we have another dlustrat.on of the

untenlbleness of the opinion, that Jewish Christians as such

were Ebionitical, or, at all events, anti-l'aulme. The pass.age

in Benj. xi. (compare Tertull. c. Marcion. 1; Scorp.ac adv.

Gnostic. 13) unquestionably rcfcis to I'aul. It runs as folWs

_Iu the latter davs there will spring forth from the seed of
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Benjamin, the beloved of the Lord, who heareth His voice, and

doeth His will, who enlighteneth all the heathen with new
knowledge, and brings up the light of knowledge over Israel,

and, like a wolf (Gen. xHx. 27), tears it away from Israel that

he may give it to the synagogue of the heathen. It will abide

in the synagogue of the heathen till the end of the world, and

will be as a melody on the lips of their princes. And in sacred

books Avill be written his work and his words." The author

has, further, nuxny Johannean features;—for example, "the

Lamb of God" (Test. xi. xii.) ; the slaughter which it under-

goes (xi. 19) ; fiovoyevr]'; is used of Christ (Benj. 9). Neander

(" Chui'ch History" ii. 602, 609) therefore appears to me to be

wrong, in judging this work to be an offspring of Ebionism.

Note FFF, page 160.

To this connection belong-s the "Evangelium Nicodemi."

That the second part is of a far later origin (Cod. Apocr. N. T.

ed. Thilo, P. i. 6QQ ff.) is certain : on the other hand, with the

first part is connected the " Acta Pilati," with which even

Justin Martyr (Apol. i. 35, 48) was acquainted (compare " Thilo

1. c. cxviii. 796 ff., and his Easter Programme 1837 ; Insunt

Acta SS. App. Petri et Pauh," Partic. i. 26, 27). This work

has, on the whole, the synoptic conception of Christ ; it evinces

also an acquaintance with the miracles narrated in the Gospel

of John ; but it adds many features of a fabulous and incredible

character. Much simpler, on the contrary, is the tone of the

Epistles of Pilate to Claudius and Tiberius (Thilo 1. c. 796-

802). The ava<^opa of Pilate is completely legendary (1. c.

803-813). Other apocryphal writings—such as the " Evange-

lium Infantia)," "Nativitas Maria?," "Protevangelium Jacobi"

—

contain rather a Docetical than an Ebionitical representation of

Christ. The former, for example, represents Christ as saying,

ill His cradle, to His mother, " Ego qucm peperisti, sum Jesus,

Filius Dei, 6 X.0709, misitque me pater mcus ad salutem

mundi" (c. 1). Similarly also the Protevangelium Jacobi,

whose author classes himself amongst the TrvevfiaTLKol, and

who, although he does not call the true humanity of Christ in

question, is at great pains to show that Maiy still continued to

be a vir<zin, even after <fiviii<r birth to Jesus, and must there-

fore have taken a Docetical view of the birth of Christ. The
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" Acta Pauli et Thesis," in their present form, cannot liave

been written before the fifth century. What the older form

was, in which the Acta were known even in the time of Tertul-

lian, it is impossible now to ascertain. The work in its present

form is, indeed, gloomily ascetical, especially in relation to mar-

riage ; but these ethical errors have not affected its dogmatical,

particularly its Christological, orthodoxy. Not merely was Christ

designated in ancient times, o aryairrjTO'i /cat ayto'? 7ra?? 0€ov,

f/o? Tov v-y^iarov (c. 8, 10), but He was even worshipped by

Paul : to His sufferino-s also is attributed the virtue of savino-

us fi'ora judgment. Accordingly Schliemann (1. c. 431 ff.)

must be allowed to be right, when, in opposition to Schwegler

(1. c. 262 ff.), he maintains that here there are no signs of

Ebionism.

Note GGG, page 165.

In his reply Origen demonstrated the ignorance of Celsus,

for in the deeper sense Christians do hold the law ; and even

the external law was not at once cast aside by Peter and the

Christians of Jerusalem. Nay more, even still later, there ex-

isted those who, like the two kinds of Ebionites, clinging to the

letter, wished both to recognise Jesus as the foretold one, and

also to retain the law of their fathers. But as Orioen was not

in the slightest degree aware that these constituted the great

body of Christians, the ignorance of Celsus can only be ex-

plained on the supposition that the Ebionitic Christians had
escaped his notice through having become an insignificant sect.

In favour of this view, the passage v. 61 may also be adduced,

even supposing Celsus himself should have referred to the

Ebionites, and not Origen have quoted them as examples.

Note HHH, page 173.

xj. c. ap-^i)v rjjxipa<i 07S0779 TTOujaco, 6 eariv aXXov koo-jjlov

ap)(7ju. A 10 Kol u'yofiei' tijv rjfj,epav T);v O'yBorjv el<i €V(^poavvr]v,

iv
f]

Kol 6 'Ir}(xov^ aveari] e'/c veKpCov, etc. Similarly Ignatius

ad Magn. 9,—Christians who live in a new hope, are iio longer

cral3^aTL^ovr€<i, uWa Kara KvpiaKijv ^wi}v ^Mvre'i, iv y koI y ^co?)

ffficov avtreCk^v St* avroi). I'liii. Ep. L. x. 97,— '" Quod essent

soliti stato die ante luccin eonvenire." Euseb. 4, 23, 24, 26;

Const. Apost. 10, 23,

—

ro aufilSarov /ittWot kol ti}v KvpiuKyi
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koprd'C,ere, oto to fiev 8rj/jLLoupyia<; iarlv inrop.vi'jfia, r) Ze avacrrd-

creo)<;. 2, 59 ; 5, 20 ; 8. 33. Opposition to Gnosticism appears

to have been the motive for the longer retention of the obser-

vation of the Jewish Sabbath along with Sunday, Indeed, at

the outset the observance of both was almost histoi'ically un-

avoidable. From the time of Tertullian, the double observance

was due to the return of a legal, if even an anti-Jewish, spirit.

To give u]D the religious celebration of the festival of creation,

so long as the Creator was conceived by some not to be the

highest God, was almost an inward impossibility. This oppo-

sition to Gnosticism, however, might take two forms : either

both days might continue to be observed as festivals of joy ; or

the festivals of the first and second creation might be celebrated

on one and the same day, to wit, Sunday. The latter course

might easily be taken, inasmuch as the Son of God, who rose

from the dead, was from an early period held to be the Creator of

the world. The latter form was the freer ; it was also inde-

pendent of Judaism ; and at the same time almost more strongly

opposed to Gnosticism than the first mentioned. In the

Apologia of Justin ]\Iartyr (i. 67), we find a trace of the adop-

tion of the latter course by the Oriental Chm'ch during the first

half of the second century. According to the passage referred

to, Sunday is the festival day of Christians ; there is no word

whatever of a Sabbath ; whereas Sunday was also set apart for

the commemoration of the first creation. And we find, in fact,

that the Sabbath was not universally observed in the East ; but,

to judge from Justin Martyr, Ignatius, Barnabas, the "Epistola

ad Diognetum" 4, only where the influence of a Judaizing

Christianity was more strongly felt. In the very disti'ict which

de^nated least widely from the Jews in the matter of the time of

celebrating the feast of Passover, to wit, in Asia ]\Iinor, the

custom of commemorating once a week the resurrection of the

Lord, seems first to have grown spontaneously out of the prin-

ciple of Christianity. We find accordingly that the polemic

against the Jewish Sabbath (compare Ep. ad Diognct. 4

;

Cone. Laod. can. 29; conipai'c Col. ii. 16, Apocal. i. 10) was

quite as vigorous in a great part of the Oriental Churches,

at all events in the second century, as it was in Kome, where an

endeavour was subse(juently made, bv the appointment of fast-

ing on the Sabbath, to change its character, in agreement with
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the Christian idea. The commemoration of the creation was,

naturally, then allowed to fall into the background (compare

also Bingh. L. xx. c. 3, vol. ix. p. 54 ff.). For the prohibition of

fasting on the Sabbath, which has a Judaistic appearance (Can.

Apost. 54), even Bingham assigned a much more probable

reason (L. xx. c. 3, § 5, vol. ix. p. 59 ff.) than the one alleged by

Baur (Episk. p. 135 ff.),—to wit, antagonism to Marcion and

others, who, according to Epiph. Hger. 42, 3, by way of deorad-

ing the Demiurge, ordained a fast on the Sabbath.

Note III, page 174.

That Christ died on a Friday, the Orientals knew well enough

(Justin's Apol. i. 67) ; but they believed themselves to have done

enough for the commemoration of that day by the organization

of the Christian week, by celebrating Sunday as the day of

resurrection, and by adopting the division of the days which

naturally i-esulted therefrom. On the contrary, in the appoint-

ment of yearly festivals (the tendency to which showed itself

altogether at an earlier period in the East than in the West),

they endeavoured, especially in Asia jNIinor, to fix upon the true

date, the exact day. One motive for this accuracy, was the

desire to set forth, in opposition to the Jews, the Christian

festival of Passover as the fulfilment of the Jewish festival

(compare John xix. 36 ; Justini Martyris Dial. c. Tryph. 40,

111 ; Iren. Fragm. ed. Mass. p. 342). On the other hand, the

opponents of tliis procedure of the Church of Asia Minor, who
formed the decided majority (Euseb. 5, 23, 2), regulated the

yearly festivals in agreement with the weekly ; but their boast-

ing of this as a proof of their anti-Judaistic spirit, rested on a

misconception of the custom of the Church in Asia Minor.

Indeed, it is hard to say whether the latter custom was not more

decidedly anti-Judaistic than the so-called Koman, especially as

the Komans continued dependent on Jewish calculations. In

reality, however, neither party based its custom on the principle

of cleaving to Judaism. That those of Asia Minor, in particu-

lar, did not at all mean to allow the Divine obligatoriness of the

Old Testament law of Passover, is clear from the friendly

character of the intercourse between Polycarp and Anicetus,

notwithstanding their difference of opinion (Euseb. 5, 24).

Victor's behaviour, on the contrary, is rather to be termed Ju-
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daistic,—not indeed in the historical sense of the word, but in the

dogmaticaL—Neander (Church History i. 1, p. 513 ff.) appears

to me to be right in understanding the Epistle of Polycrates

(Euseb. 5, 24) to mean, that the Church of Asia Minor regarded

as the main matter, not the paschal meal, but primarily the

commemoration of the suffering and death of Christ.

Note JJJ, page 175.

It is difficult to understand how there could be any need felt

of a baptismal festival, after it had become customary to com-

memorate the birth of Christ. But the custom once introduced

of commemorating His baptism, we can easily understand how

the commemoration of His birth— that is, of the commencement

of the existence of Christ for us, of His official existence—might

for a time be conjoined therewith :— and, indeed, the Church at

a later period spoke of His baptism as a " secunda nativitas."

As early as the first thirty years of the second century (Clem.

Alex. Strom. 1, 21, ed. Pott. i. 407), the Basilidians celebrated

the festival of the baptism of Christ. With this fact are in

agreement the passages adduced above (p. 247 f.) from the

Sibylline Books, which belong to the time of Hadrian, and in

which the baptism of Christ is in particular a constant theme.

The Ebionites, also, probably observed this festival at an early

period ; for they in general attached the greatest significance

to the rite of baptism. Now it is quite certain that the Chm'ch,

which observed this festival at all events at a later period, did

not adopt it from the Basilidians; consequently, concludes

Neander (Church History i. 1, p. 519 ff.), with undoubted

justice, the baptism of Christ was commemorated by the Church

prior to the rise of the Gnostic sects. Possibly, indeed, as

Neander thinks, tlie passage contains a hint of the commemo-

ration by the Church, of the birth of Jesus ;— not, however, as

tliough it Korl any intention of thereby pretending to determine

the exact day of the birth of Christ ; for that was held to be a

secondary' matter. Clement's meaning would then be,
—"In

the view of the Basilidians, the clay on wliich the festival of

ba])tism is observed is of importance ; the Chiu'ch, on the con-

trary, is indifferent about the exact day, even in commemorating

tli(> birtli of Christ." I'lie passan-e would accordinglv tend to

show that the birth of Christ was held in greater esteem by the
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Church than His baptism ; a thing which was not impossible

about the year 200, although the festival of the birth continued

to be incidentally, irregularly observed.

Note KKK, page 187.

That, theoretically, he required men to experience eveiy-

thing for themselves, that they might thus become conscious

and certain of their freedom, is, on the contrary, perfectly

attested. It is the principle, which elsewhere also is brought

forward, that nothing must remain unnegatived, if freedom is

to be perfect, and conscious of its perfection. This, however, is

merely the negative aspect of the new Christian principle, with-

out the higher filling up of the absolute void of formal freedom.

For this reason also, the required negation of everything opposed

to freedom, far from being identical with the denial of self and

the world, demanded by Christianity, is but the caprice of a

subject whose existence is ranity, and the heathenish counter-

part of Pharisaism ; for the apparent spirituality of Pharisaism

had also, as its reverse aspect, a finer and more poisonous form

of sensuality.

Note LLL, page 188.

In Matt. T. xi. 12 : ol oktyo) Bia(f>epovT£<i avroov (that is,

from the aco/MariKoU 'IovSaioi<;) 'E^iwvalot. Similarly also

Justin Martyr in the Dial. c. Tryphone 1. c. After saying that,

in his o})inion, those also can be saved who, whilst believing in

Christ, continue to observe the law for themselves, provided they

do not insist on the heathen undergoing circumcision, and hold

intercourse with free Gentile Christians. 'Eav he ol airo tov

<yevov<; tov v/xerepov inaTeveiv\e<yovTe^ iirl rovrov tov XpcaTOV,

eK TravTO'; kutu tov Bta Mcocre'co? BiaTa-^devTa v6/xov avwyKa^coat

^f/v T0U9 i^ idvcav iriaTevovTa^,—rj /x?; KOivwvelv avrol^— aipwv-

TUL, 6fioi(o<; Kol TovTov<i ovK aTToSi'^o/jiat. Schliemann (1. c. oDo i.)

justly condemns the translation of the last words— " I do not

agree with these." Evidently there should follow a stronger

judgment on them than on the first-mentioned class. Schlie-

mann proposes to translate— " I will not recognise them, even

as they do not recognise us." But as Kayoo fails, we might trans-

late—" I cannot treat them after the same manner with those

first, more moderate ones." More moderate than the m(?n who
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wished to lay upon the heathen the yoke of the Old Testament,

and esteemed the freer heathen Christians unclean, are those

heathen Christians who allow this burden to be laid on them-

selves, but continue to confess the Anointed of God. On the

contrary, tow? ofMoXoyijaavrai; koI eTrcyvovra^, tovtov elvat tov

XpKTTOv Kol yTLvi ovv alrlo, fxera^avra^ eirl ttjv evvofiov itoXl-

reiav, dpvr]aafji,evov<;, on ovr6<i eanv 6 XpiaTo<; koI irplv T€\.evTf}<i

fXTj fierayvovra^ ouS' oXco? (jwdi'jaeaOai a7rocf)aLvofiai. How easy

such a relapse was for both parties, is plain from the observa •

tions immediately following in the text.

Note :MMM, page 193.

What Irenseus says (i. 26) of the Ebionites in this respect,

must refer to the above-mentioned class. The Gospel of the

Hebrews, which many Ebionites possessed, and Avhich Jerome

saw in the fifth century, seems to me to have been based on the

Gospel of Matthew. But as the introduction thereto, preserved

by Epiphanius, appears to intend to represent the Gospel as the

work of the twelve Apostles, and as amongst the extant fragments

of it there are unquestionably portions of Luke's Gospel (for

example, Epiph. Hser. 30, 22 ; ell. Luke xxii. 15), tlie most

probable supposition is the following :—The Gospel of Matthew

formed the groundwork, but underwent in process of time many
alterations, partly because it was meant to be the Gospel of the

twelve Apostles, and might therefore adopt portions, according to

pleasure, from other Gospel traditions, and partly from doctrinal

reasons, or from an inclination to certain apocryphal embellish-

ments. Thus arose necessarily a variety of recensions, some of

them containing the most arbitrary interpolations. (Compare

Epiph. Hecr. 30, 3, 13 ; Grabe, Spicileg. i, 25.) Each of the

three classes above mentioned— the Nazarenes, and the two

kinds of Ebionites—had its own particular recension.

Note NNN, page 193.

The fact that Epiphanius does not accuse them of regarding

Christ as an ordinary man, but acknowledges that he knows

nothing about the matter, is in itself evidence thereof, and cer-

tainly a good sign. Irenseus says (i. 26, 2)—" ea autem, quae

sunt orga Dominum, non simiHter ut Ccrinthus ct Carpocrates

opinantur." We need neither erase '' non," with Cotclerius
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nor, with Grabe, read " consimilitcr" instead of "non similiter,"

if we only refer the words to the Xazarenes.—Origen also was

acquainted with them (Orig. c. Celsum 5, 61, 65). 01 SlttoI

^E^icovaloi ijTOC e'/c TrapdevovofidXoyovvre'i ofiolco^ -^filv top ^Itjctovv,

Tj ov')(^ ovTCt) fyeyevvi^adai. Perhaps also the words of Origen, in

his Coram, in Joh. T. ii. 6 (de la Rue's ed. iv. 64), belong to

this connection :

—

"Apn eXa/Se fxe t) i^ijrijp fiov to aytov 'jrvevfia

iv fjbia TO)V rpc^MV /j,ov, koI aTnjveyKe fie el^ to opo'i to fieya 0a-

/3ft)/). For, though they niay have styled the Holy Spirit the jJbrjTT^p

'iTjaov from the day of His birth, they can scarcely have so

termed Him from His baptism. Grabe is of a different opinion

(1. c. 327, 328). Origen's explanation is a marvellous one. The
view above given, I find also held by Neander (2d ed. 1, 2, 605,

606), who makes it probable that the words iv fica twv Tpi')(wv

fiov are intended to express in a poetical form the fact, that it

was the impulse of the Holy Spirit which animated and led Him
in all things. For the rest, these words, and the passage referred

to in Note 3, page 193, show that at an early period apocryphal

elements had found their way into their Gospel. That they

taught the birth from the Virgin, is clear from the quotation

from Jerome, given in the note to page 191.

Note 000, page 194.

Hieron. Comm. in Jesaiam, c. 31, 6, 7 ; Schliemann 1. c. p.

455 f. They neither required heathen Christians to observe

the law, nor regarded such observance as necessary to salvation

;

they trusted in the mercy of God, not in their own power.

Following Jerome, Schliemann (p. 457) gives an affecting

description of their sentiments. Bitterly persecuted by the

Pharisees, and hostile to them as to men whom they deemed

seducers of the people, they mourned deeply over their unbe-

lieving brethren, and looked with longing for the time when
their conversion shovdd be effected. To sadden the spirit of

their brother, they considered to be one of the greatest sins ; and

in their Gospel one might read,—"Nunquam Iseti sitis nisi

quum fratrem vestrum videritis in caritate." Optat. Milev. de

Schism. Donat. 4, 5, represents them as saying,—" Patrem pas-

Burn esse, non filium."
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Note PPP, page 195.

"What they meant by the birth of Christ from the Holy

Spirit, which they undoubtedly believed, is difficult to say.

jMost probably it was a mere dead dogma ; otherwise they would

have been led into the development above indicated. But
whilst they stood still. Christian heresies grew up, one after the

other, and left the traces of their existence in the recensions of

their Gospel. Perhaps, therefore, the account given of the bap-

tism of Christ by the Nazarenes, was intended as an answer to the

notions embodied in these heresies—an answer serving also the

purpose of defending their own point of view against similar

charges. From the stress which, after their fashion, it unquestion-

ably lays on the baptism of Christ, their version may be regarded

as a kind of concession to the class to which we are just about to

call attention. They were not conscious, however, of putting

the birth of Christ into the background as compared with His

baptism, nor that their teachings respecting the latter did not

altogether accord with the full import of their doctrine of the

birth from the Holy Spirit. At this point, therefore, the heresy

begins. It is more difficult to assign with certainty the probable

motive of the stress laid on baptism in their account of the rite.

According to Theodoret, they honoured Christ as avOpcoirov

BiKaiov (Hjier. Fab. 2, 2). This we must take in the strict sense,

and not as Schliemann, without proof, takes it (pp. 260, 455),

who classes them with other Ebionites, on the plea that they attri-

buted to Christ, not absolute sinlessness, but merely a higher

degree of virtue. For if Jesus, as their Gospel narrates, when
called upon by His mother and brothers to allow Himself to be

baptized by John, answered (Hieronym. c. Pelag. 3, 2),
—" Quid

peccavi, ut vadam et baptizer ab eo, nisi forte hoc ipsum, quod

dixi, ignorantia est,"—the Nazarene Gospel, if these words

actually occurred in it, must have intended to teach that, though

tlesus prior to His baptism was chargeable with ignorance,—that

is, was not fully enlightened by, and endued with, the Holy

Spirit,—He had not the consciousness of sin. I am compelled

therefore to regard this interpolation, even if it really did form

part of their Gospel, as an answer to, or an apologetic declaration

against, those Ebionites, etc., who drew from the baptism of

Christ th(^ conclusion, that He also needed to repent. Their
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answer would be—Baptism had a different significance relatively

to Christ :—what significance, they indicate when they represent

Christ as having an imperfect consciousness, or as being " in

ignorantia," prior to baptism. Perhaps also the circumstance

that, immediately before His baptism, Christ claims to have

kept Himself free from sin, is a hint that, in the opinion of the

Xazarenes, the distinction about to be conferred on Him was a

reward for His \artue. Or we might also say (especially if

" ignorantia" be taken reflectively, as a want of clear conscious-

ness of His moral condition), that the Xazarenes conceived Jesus

to have been, prior to baptism, in a completely unconscious,

childlike state ; and that at His baptism He first attained to

the manly form of perfect virtue, that is, attained to a fully

conscious \Tirtue , whereas His will had been ever equally

pure, and, as His birth from the Holy Ghost would lead us to

expect, had never transgressed. Li both cases, Christ would

be affirmed to be sinless ; and we should then be oblio-ed to

suppose, what in itself is quite possible, that for His baptism;

on which they laid such great stress, they assigned a motive not

altogether consistent with their belief in the supernaturalness of

His birth. I think it, however, more than questionable, whether

the passage was contained in their Gospel. If, as Credner

thinks, " ignorantia" should be understood to denote " sins of

ignorance" (compare Testam. Patr. vi. 1, ajvoia), we ought not

to seek for this passage in the Xazarene Gospel, but in another

recension of the Gospel of the Hebrews,—that, namely, Avhich

was employed by the Krjpir/jia Uerpov. This latter also, accord-

ing to Hieron. de bapt. Hreret., adduces the passage. Now Jerome

characterizes the Kyjpiry/jLa Uerpov as a book " in quo contra

omnas scripturas et de peccato proprio confitentem invenies

Christum." If this statement be correct (and there is no reason

for doubting its correctness, if the book were written in Alex-

andria some time before Basilides), the Kj]pvyfia must have re-

ferred the passage under notice to the unconscious sinfulness

of Christ prior to baptism ; but to attribute such a supposition

to the Nazarenes, would be thoroughly irreconcileable with their

belief in a birth from the Holy Spint, or in the appearance of

God among men in Christ. Nazarenes who renounced the

tenets which constituted their characteristic difference from the

Ebionites, ought rather to be termed Ebionites. Compare Note
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TTT. The indefinite, amphibolical nature of the Christology of

the Nazarenes, is in agreement with their entire character.

Note QQQ, page 196.

As, among other things, follows from the fact, that at a later

period Symmachus, translator of the Old Testament, was a

leader of the second class, which after him were termed Sym-
machians. Their chief seat was on the east of the Jordan, and

for this reason Clemens Alexandrinus terms them UepariKol.

They were also to be found in Cypria, Asia Minor, and Rome

;

perhaps also in Alexandria. Compare Ep. Barnab. c. 7, 12, 14

;

Ignat. ad Magn. and ad Philad. ; Epiph. hser. 30, 18. See

especially the words of the latter respecting the Corinthians :

—

ouTOt diTO K.rjpiv6ov ^lovhalol TLve<; ttjv irepuTOfi-qv av^ovvrai, top

Se KoafMov VTT op/yeXav yeyevrjadai, XeyovTe^, ^Irjaovv Be Kara irpo-

Koirrjv Xptcrrov K€K\r]adat. Euseb. H. E. 3, 27 : ^E/3c(ovaLOv<i

TovTOV^ olKeloo<; i-jrecfirj/jiiaov, tttco'^co^ Kal raTreifco? to, irepl rov

Xpicnov So^d(^ovTe(;. Acrov fiev yap avTov Kal kocvov rjyovvTO,

Kara 7rpoK07rr]v ijdou^ avrov fiovov dvOpayirov SeBcKaicofMevop, ef

dvhpo'i re Kotv(ovia<{ Kal rr}^ M.apia<i yeyevT]jxkvov. The word

BeSiKac(o/j,evov perhaps contains an allusion to some act, by which

Jesus was proclaimed by God as Christ, on account of His

righteousness.

Note RRE, page 197.

Even the Epistle to the Hebrews would lead us to expect

this. Further, not only Hegesippus, but also the Chronic.

Pasch., and other information we have respecting Cerinthus,

point thereto. Schliemann decides for the time of Hadrian, in-

stead of that of Trajan ; but, all things considex*ed, this is at least

thirty years too late : the decision is based on an over-estimate

of the influence of external events, such as the expulsion of the

Jews from the Aclia Capitolina. Even the name UepaTLKol is

probably an indication that, of the Jewish Christians who con-

tinued in the neighbourhood of Pella after the destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus, some took an Ebionitic turn ; and therc-

f(jre pursued a course similar to that of the fraction which

seceded from the mother Church of Jerusalem under Tebuthis.
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Note SSS, page 199.

Dial. c. Trypli. 48, ed. Col. 267 E. Kal jap elai rive^,

(ocJ^lXoi, eXeyov, avo rod rjfi€repov <yevov^, oixo\o<yovvTe<i avrov

Xpiarov elvai, avOpwirov he i^ dvOpcoTrcov aTrocfyaivo/jLevoL' oh ov

crvvTiOe/xai, ovS' av ifKeLaroL ravrd fioi So^daavTe<; e'lTroiev, eVetS?)

ovK dvOpcoirivoi^ SiSdyfiacrt KeKeXeva/ieOa vtt avrov rov XpiaTov

TreideaOai, dXka roc^ Sea rcov fiaKaplcov 7rpo<p7]T(x)v Krjpv^delai,

Kol 8i avTov SiSa-^Oelat. Compare G. Bvill, Judicium Ecclesia^,

etc., c. 7, p. 69, Avitli the Appendix of Grabe, p. 79 ff. The

proposal of the former, to read v/uerepov yevov? instead of 7]/j.e-

repov yevovi, does not accomplish its purpose ; for the word

TrXetarot, which occurs afterwards, implies that there were some

who held this view, whom Justin could not avoid reckoning

amongst Christians, even though chargeable with heresy. In

order to ascertain Justin's entire judgment of these Ebionites,

we must take into consideration c. 35, 81, and indeed his entire

Christology. How greatly the Ebionites were in the minority,

is evident from the circumstance, that although the conversation

had just before related to the legality of their spirit, the Jew
Tryphon (c. 10) attributes to Christians universally the charac-

teristic of the non-observance of the law. In a very similar

manner, Celsus (see Origen. c. Cels. 2, 1) brings the same re-

proach against Christians.

Note TTT, page 200.

Epiph. liter. 30, 13 : Tov \aov /SaTTTiadevro^ rjXde Kal

'It](tov<;, Kal i^airrlaOri vtto tov ^Icodvvov. Kal co? avifkOev arro

rov vharo^, '>)voLyi](rav oi ovpavol, Kal elSe to 7rvev/xa rov @eov to

aycov iv etSei, irepLcrTepdq KaTe\6ovari<; Kal €lae\6ovar)<i et? avrov.

Kal (pwvr) iyevero ck rov ovpavov, \eyovaa' Xv fiov ei o f<09 o

dya'Tn]To<i, iv aol rjvSoKrjaa. Kal irdXiv iyoi a/jfxepov yeyevvrjKa

ere. Kal €vdv<i irepieXafMyfre rov tottov c^ws" fieya. ' O IScov o

'Icodvvrj<; Xeyei avrut' av ri<i el Kvpie ; Kal TrdXiv (f)0)V7] e^ ovpa-

vov 7r/309 avrov OvrQ<; ecrriv 6 vi6<; fxov 6 dya7n]Tb<;, e(}> bv i]v8o-

Kijca. Kal rare 6 ^I(odvvT)<} TrpoaireaoiV avrco eXeye' Beofiai crov,

Kvpie, av fie ^dirriaov. O he eKwXvev, avrco Xeycov cKpe'i, on
ovr(t)<; earl irpeirov frXr]ecodi]vat irdvra.—The passage aiUluced

from .reroine in Note PPP must also be attributed to these

Ebionites, if " ignorantia" referred to sins of ignorance. In

VOL. I. '?. K
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favour of which, might further be alleged, that the class now

under consideration, which rejected the account of the child-

hood of Christ, and began its Gospel with His baptism, may

have represented the mother of Jesus as calling upon her Son

to allow Plimself to be baptized by John, for the purpose of thus

hinting, that she, at all events, knew nothing of His super-

natural birth from the Holy Spirit. The words run as follows

(Hier. c. Pelag. 3, 2):—"Ecce mater Domini et fratres ejus

dicebant ei : Joannes baptista baptizat in remissionem pecca-

toriim, eamus et baptizemur ab eo, etc." It is further deserving

of remark, that the Ebionitical Gospel intentionally transposes

the words of Matthew iii. 14, 15, to after the baptism. Prior

to the baptism, neither John nor any one else, not even Jesus

Himself, is supposed by them to have recognised Him as Christ

XoTE UUU, page 201.

This consideration is the more important, as they are by no

means sparing of expressions which imply that the Holy Spirit

of God dwelt in Him ; thus giving up the deistic point of view,

from which they had at first regarded the birth of Christ : see

Xote TTT. (To 7rvev/xa rov ©eov to &yiov iv etBei Trepiarepd'i

KaTe\6ova7j<i koI elaeX6ovarj<i eh avTov.) In itself it is possible

that they held the 7rvevfu,a of God—that is, God as He reveals

Himself in the world of spirit—to have been personally present

in Jesus from the day of His baptism, as did the Xazarenes. In

that case, however, they could no longer be charged with deny-

ing the deity of Christ,—a chai'ge, notwithstanding, constantly

brought against them. For this reason, I am compelled to agi'ee

with Schliemann (p. 485), who takes Trvevpua impersonally, as a

power,— a view which is suggested also by Isa. xi. 1, and by

Justin's ')(pUa6ai. But unquestionably, if they held that all

the powers of the Holy Si>irit entered into Him, in order to

His complete equipment, the Holy Spirit cannot have been any

lonrrer outside of Him, but nmst have been in Him, and must

therefore proceed alone from Him. And if the entire Divine

Spint was in Him, the only difference between this and an in-

carnation of the God-Spirit would be, that we must take the

TTi^ev/jia, not in the Trinitarian sense, but either patripassianally,

or else as the ])rincij)le of revelation ; and accordingly, if not in

name, yet in conception, us equivalent to the Logos, with the
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single modification, that, prior to the baptism of Christ, it was
not possessed of an hypostatic existence, distinct from that of the

Father. This consideration shows us, indeed, the path by which

it was possible for these Ebionites to have advanced forward to

the point of view occupied by the Nazarenes ; but we have no

evidence of their having done so. For in Hajr. 30, 3, Epiphanius

speaks of Ebionites No. 1, not of Ebionites No. 2 (see above).

Concerning one portion of the Ebionites, whom he did not con

sider at one with the third class mentioned above, he remarks,

iraXiv he, ore ^ovXovrai, Xiyovaiv ov'^i, ciXKa eL<i avrov rj\.6e

TO TTvevj-ta, OTTep ecrrlv 6 Xpicrro^, koI evehvcraro avrov rov ^Irjcroup

KoXov/xevov. The expression, et? avrov ojXOe ro irvevfjia, reminds

one of the passage cited from the account of the baptism given

by the Gospel of the Ebionites now under notice. This ivSv-

aaadai rov ''Irjcrovv, taught by the Ebionites whom Epiphanius

here has in view, certainly took place at the baptism of Jesus

(compare c. 29). If the rrvevfjua be the rrvevfia ayiov, their

meaning must have been, that from the time of His baptism, the

humanity of Christ was no longer the main matter ; that, on
the contraiy, it was then reduced, as it were, to the rank of a

garment of the indwelling Holy Spirit,—an idea in remarkable

analogy with expressions used by the teachers of the Church.

But the addition, oTiep icrrlv 6 Xpiarro<i, hints that it was a per-

sonal pre-existent being which descended on Christ :— and this

would suit Cerinthus, and others related to him. We have here,

therefore, a new illustration of the looseness with which the

word irveufxa was used, and how much caution is requisite to

ascertain in each case its true sense. In the present instance,

it denotes a higher, but still a created spirit. Now, as these

Ebionites held the Old Testament to be a Divine revelation, and
were most closely related to the followers of Cerinthus, they

probably regarded this highest, pre-existent spmt as the prin-

ciple of all Old Testament revelations. In this way, without

resorting for help to the theologumenon of the Word and
Wisdom, and independently of the Hellenic idea of the Logos,

they approximated, though employing other expressions, to the

Church doctrine of the pre-existent Son, whom they designate

Xpiaro'i. And, indeed, the doctrine of the Church itself did

not all at once get rid of the subordination of the pre-existent

hypostasis of the Son. It i.s, perhaps, further worthy of note,
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that so soon as, ^^^th Cerinthus and those last mentioned, the

hiaher nature which united itself with Christ was conceived to

be hypostatical, the soil of Ebionism (which, starting with the

human personality of Jesus, represented Him as a mere man,

exalted by virtue and the possession of the powers of the Holy

Ghost) was quitted, and an alliance was effected with Docetism.

Nay more, this higher ^on Christ, who descends into Jesus as

one person descending into another, dominates, so long as the

union lasts. The union, however, could not become a perma-

nent one, but continued dissoluble, inasmuch as there was already

a vioorous human personalit}', which had long enjoyed an in-

dependent existence. The other fraction of these Ebionites,

who maintained that Christ was merely endowed with the highest

measure of the powers of the Holy Spirit, might have held the

imion with the man Jesus to be a permanent one ; and, indeed,

we have no account to the contrary. But, as Epiphanius (Hger.

30, 14) rightly remarks, the former could only recognise a avvd-

(peia of the Xpiarcx; with Jesus—such a avvd(f)eia, namely, as

that the personality of the latter was either as it were absorbed,

or made latent, by the XpiaTOf, during the continuance of the

union. In opposition to the incarnation of the Christos, they

quoted the words— " Who are my sisters and brothers?"— that

is, 1 (the personal centre of the jSIessiah, whilst discharging His

office of Teacher) know no one amongst you of like nature with

Myself. CApvovvTat elvat avrov avOpcoirov hr)6ev diro tov \oyou,

ov etprjKev 6 ^coTr]p' rk fiov earc f^tjrrjp ;)

XoTE VW, page 202.

According to Epiphanius (Hser. 30, 3), some of the Ebi-

onites, with the undoubted design of favouring monarchian

ideas, gave the doctrine of the hypostatical being which united

itself with Christ the following development:—"Christ (
=

(vyu)v Trvevfia) is from above ; was created before all things as

a spirit ; is above the angels ; is a Lord over all, and the heir

of the world to come. From this higher world He descends,

whenever He wills : thus He came in Adam, and appeared to

the patriarchs, clothed in a body, as in a dress. In the latter

days, however. He appeared in Adam's vei'itable body, allowed

Himself to be seen, was crucified, rose from the dead, and

went back wlionce He came." Others say,—"Adam, the pro-
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toplast, into whose nostrils God Himself breathed breath, \va?

Christ." We shall see immediately that these tendencies, not-

withstanding their apparent differences, prepai'ed the way for

later phgenomena, and were summed up in the system of the

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, which taught a monarchian Do-

cetism up to the level of the Subordinatianism which, at their

time, still partially clung to the doctrine of the Church.

Note WWW, page 207. .,

The author does not believe in an eternal matter outside of

God, for that would be incompatible with his monotheism ; but

he teaches a irpo/SdWeaOai of the four elements out of God, or

through God. From this we may probably conclude, that he

assumed the presence of a nature in God; and this conclusion

accords with his doctrine of the body or form of God. But the

nature in God is one thing ; that which has proceeded forth

from God, and is endowed with independence, another thing.

The former is most intimately united with the croc^ta or the

TTvevfia in God, and is, therefore, merely a constituent element

of the Unity (Monas) itself. Outside of God, however, it has

a predominant tendency to independence, as it were, to gravi-

tate towards itself : having passed out of that unity in which it

constituted, not an empty susceptibility, but one replete with

the richest treasures, it has now the germ of evil in itself.

That oneness with itself and the Trvev/xa, which it enjoyed in

God, ceased, and it was discerpted into the four elements out

of which all things arose. These elements are, indeed, gathered

again into a unity, in the spirit of the earth, 97 kuBoXov km ^v)(r]

jecoSr)'; , but it is a false unity, brought about by the mixture

of the elements, and its name is Satan, who is free (according

to the Clementine idea of freedom), although he was created

evil. That this unity is completely different from the unity

just pointed out in the Monas, is self-evident ; but it is equally

clear that the two are, notwithstanding, connected with each

other. Opposed to this mighty spirit, which holds possession

of the present world, is the Christ-Spirit, created from the be-

ffinninii as the rifjlit is created in correlation to the left. Its

claims on the human souls which are related to Him arc, it is

true, in the present world, constantly resisted, through the too

great power of the spirit of the earth ; but He is Lord of the
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world to come. Thus, out of an original Divine unity, there

arose in the world a glaring dualism, which took the fmther

form of negative asceticism. Nature, which in God is so united

with the TTvev/jia as to constitute pure susceptibility {v\r}),—
susceptibility, moreover, which, being a momentum of God, is

good,—becomes, in the world, an independent, and, as it were,

stubborn and seductive material. For this very reason, there-

fore, it cannot be represented as absolutely and simply evil ; it

corresponds to something which, in God— in unity with the

TTvevfia— is good ; moreover, the aocfyia of God is its Creator.

This feature of their doctrine shows itself partly in their

avoidance of extremes, even in asceticism, and partly in the

observation (Horn. 19, conclusion), that nature also loves God,

—that is, in one a?pect it is good, and possesses a susceptibility

to God, after whom it yearns. The same may be said concern-

ing Satan, who constitutes its unity. The good principle is so

certain of its victory, that the evil principle serves it without

either knowing or willing to do so ; for, though Satan himself

is not righteous, as God is, his work is righteous. When he

does mischief, he is executing a Divine punishment, which God,

as the Good, cannot Himself directly execute. Accordingly, he

is compelled, without being aware of it, to help on the victory of

the true, righteous God. At this point, the Satan of the Clemen-
tines may be said to approximate as nearly as possible to the

Demim-ge of the Gnostics. Compare 3, 5; 9, 9 ; 11, 10; 7, 3 ;

15, 7; 8, 20; 19, 6, 12. The Clementine doctrine of Satan

and matter deserves to be compared with that of Bardesanes.

Compare Hahn's "Bardesanes Gnosticus, Syrorum primus

Hymnologus," 1819, p. 58 ff. The commingling of freedom and

necessity in the two also presents many points of similarity.

Note XXX, page 210.

Eav TM VTTO -^eipwv ©eov Kvo^oprjOevn dv6pu>7ro) to ayiov

Xpicrrov /xi] Sc5 Tt9 e^j^eiv irvevfia, 'jtw erepro tlvI eK pivaapa<;

crTa<yovo<i 'ye'yewqpbivfp BcSov<; e-^eiv, ov ra pierfLcrra acre^ei; Ta
oe pieyiara euae^fj, eav ireprp fxev /xr] Ban] e-^eiv, eKeivov Be povov

€^€LV \eyoi, 09 (ITT upxv^ alon'o<i cifMa toi<; ovopacrv p,op(f)a<;

aXXaaacov rov alowa rpij^et, pe-^pi'^ ore Ihiwv "^povcov Tvywv,

oca Tou? Kapdrovi ©eov iXeei '^piadel'i els nel e^ei ttjv dvdiTavaiv'

K.T.X. Horn. 3, 20.
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Note YYY, page 212.

It IS to be highly rated, that the Clementines laid such

gi-eat stress on the idea of justice : they raised opposition to the

doctrine of the immediate goodness of God, laid down by those

Gnostics -who rejected the justice of God. Not till the righteous

fire of anger has been brought into activity against the desires,

do they recognise the pi'esence of virtue in man (11, 3: 3, 31).

In the history of the world, we find first goodness, then justice

(18, 3). !Men did not continue in possession of the original,

direct happiness, which was conferred on them; but began

to misuse their gifts, to be unthankful and forgetful of God,

—

supposing, because they had not received the good in reward of

their previous righteous exertions, that all must necessarily be

as it was. Then followed just punishment ; and henceforth it

was ordained, that men should earn their blessings by work,

instead of receiving them directly. But, although the idea of

righteousness is the dawn of the distinction between spirit and

nature, the dawn of the ethical, the distinction between the two

can only be superficially determined, until love is recognised

as the positive element,—love, which effectually dethrones, by

making the sensuous its servant, until the distinction is at one

and the same time intensified to the utmost, and thus reconciled.

Applied to Christology, this signifies,—because Christ was only

—that is, regarded as the Righteous One, and not also as the

Reconciler—that is, as mediating love, therefore the conception

of righteousness itrelf is an imperfect one. A step was taken

towards mediation, and towards conceiving Christ as a mediator;

but it was a fi'uitless one. However much the Clementines dis-

course of righteousness, when they come to the deciding point

—

when they ought to show how Divine justice and Divine grace

are reconciled—they turn round. Instead of a reconciliation,

they teach a remission of justice ; they fall back again upon the

unethical goodness of God, which, and not the activity of Christ,

they are com])olled to regard as the cause of the forgiveness of

sin : whereas they were already half way towards Ending for

Christ, by means of the idea of the Divine righteousness reveal-

ing itself in Him, an essential and independent position as

mediator; and thus further to substitute a triadic for the diadic

j)roccss which they had hitherto taught.
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Note ZZZ, page 212

Tims also is excluded the opinion of the Ebionites, that a

time of " ignorantia" preceded the baptism of Christ. The
opinion of Cerinthus, that the human was completely in bondage,

and required therefore to be as it were ravished out of itself into

Christ, must also have worn the appearance of ecstasy to our

author. Inasmuch as the doctrine is laid down, that the Prophet

of truth cannot sin, cannot err, the earlier Ebionitic principle,

that it would have been unrighteous to elect Jesus to the office

of XpicTToi?, had He not previously merited it by His virtue, is

plainly given up. The Clementines, therefore, had no longer

any reason for supposing that, prior to being endued with the

necessary powers for His work, Christ lived for a time a merely

human life, such as is led by ordinary men (-v^iXo?, \tr6<;) ; and

in point of fact, they ceased to lay any stress whatever on the

fact of baptism. But we must go still further. A man found

already in existence by the Christos, and who had been living a

considerable period apart from the Christos, would not at all

fit into the system. For such a man would, at all events, have

been exposed to vacillations of his free will ; whereas the Prophet

of truth must be exalted above such vacillations. Nay more,

according to the general tenor of the system, a man without the

Christos might be partially in the truth, and partially in lies.

Such a condition of vacillation, or even of former sinfulness,

must leave traces of itself even after the human had been united

with the Christ. Tlic human would then no longer answer to

the predicates of the Prophet of truth ; and only in the way of

ecstasy— that is, by its being suddenly suppressed, and the con-

tinuity of its consciousness being broken— could siich imper-

fection be removed. We see, therefore, that the author of the

Clementines, so far from having any reason for teaching that

the equi{)ment for the office of the Messiah first took place

during the coiu'se of a human life (of which o})inion no trace

is discoverable in them) ; such a view must, on the contrary,

have occasioned useless and insurmountable difficulties. They
probably, therefore, held the man Jesus to have been united with

the " Son," or Christos, from the first moment of his existence

;

an idea which, of course, presupposes his origin to have been

different from that of other men— to have been supernatural.
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This, however, does not imply that he was born of a virgin

;

nor do the Clementines contain any allusion to such a birth.

On the contraiy, they appear to deny that Jesus was David's

son. In general, they seem not to have regarded David with

favour ; because he reminded them of the external theocratic

kingdom, which, as a kingdom of this world, the Clementines

assigned to Satan. It is possible, indeed, that, according to the

Clementine theory, Jesus must have participated in the lie and

sin of the " Left," had he been born of ]\Iary. In point of fact,

the Clementines by no means felt the need of the deliverer's

passing through a true human development ; all that they re-

quired, was the outward appearance of a ready-made and fully

endowed prophet of truth, who, if he were in possession of his

knowledge at one time, must also have been in possession of it

at another. But, it may be asked, if they passed by the baptism

of Christ and His birth fi'om the Virgin, what was their positive

view ? Without doubt, that Christ began at some time or other

—they give no precise point—to exist as Jesus, through con-

version into a complete man ; but that this conversion aifected

merely the form, not the essence of the Christ. To the same con-

clusion we are also led by the analogy of the angels, one of whom,
even though the highest, is really and truly the Christos. The
angels have received from God the capability of transforming

themselves into bodies, and of living amongst men, exactly like

men ; and this same capability was possessed in still higher

measure by the Christos, who indeed was already, in Himself,

the archetypal man. The archetypal man assumed the form of

the individual Jesus, attained in him to an individual appear-

ance, which differed from His previous appearances in that it

was final and sufficient. Now, if the premundane Christos finds

in the form of Jesus that actuality which affords Him rest after

His labours, this appearance of His must surely have been re-

garded by the Clementines as the most perfect of all, although

tliey do very little to show that such was the case.—When Adam
is designated a man Kvocpoprjdeh by the hand of God, inasmuch

as this hand cannot have been the left, we might understand the

reference to be to the aocfu'a, which conferred on Christ that per-

fect body, ])y means of which He first became Adam, and in tiie

end, Jesus. And this is of importance; for, had the Christos meta-

morphosed Himself into a l)odv taken from the nature which is
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independent of God, He must have been stained with sin and

sensuahty, as happened to the angels, who took their bodies from

the elements of this world.—The Avomb which contained the

Christos, therefore (this will lie in the Kvo(f>op7]6ei<; iv x^'^Ph ^^c.,

which so often occnrs), was not a virgin, not a woman of the

earth, nor the kingdom of nature in general, but the immediate

hand of God.

Note AAAA, page 212,

That his system was not that of the Chnrch, nor authoritative

even in a single land, the author knows well enough. Hence

the solicitude expressed in the letter of Peter to Clement, the

pretence of secrecy, and the appeal to secret doctrines. Com-
pare 2, 39 ; 16, 21. But the most striking proof of its sectarian

origin is the system itself, the peculiarities of which,—as, for

example, its doctrine of the Adam-Christus, of the Spirit of the

Earth, of the union of the male and female in God and in the

world,—bear in no case the stamp of the Church ; but refer us,

if we allow Epiphanius to speak (and even Baur does that), to

the districts of Syria and Arabia, which, during the first and

even during the second century, swarmed with sects. In those

districts, namely, were conjoined higher, also Hellenic, culture

;

intercourse with the world (compare Ullmann's " Comment, de

Beryll. Bostr.) : many Hebrew and Jewish Christian elements

;

and finally, such a form of Ethnicism as that of which we find

rich traces in the Clementines. But, however many sectarian

and extravagant elements have found their way into them,—for

example, in their doctrine of the Old Testament, of Satan, and

of matter,—they are notwithstanding in advance of the earlier

Ebionism, in the direction of universalism ; and their author,

partly on account of his I'igid monotheism, and partly on account

of his faithful adherence to James the Just, under Avhom even

Peter appears to be subordinated, must be regarded as a genuine,

though a degenerate and isolated, offspring of the dispersed

Christians of Jerusalem. The occasion of the work and its

fiction, I consider to have been the efforts made to exalt the

Romisli Episcopacy, dui*ing the second half of the second century.

In that Episcopacy, the Christinnity of the heathen world had

then already begun to consolidate itself as in a centre. In support

of the opposition raised to this Episcopate, Peter and Paul, who
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were already regarded as the two distinguished founders of the

Eomish Chm*ch, are made the subject of manipulation. AVith

this design, Clement of Kome, that disciple of Paul whose his-

torical significance relatively to Rome was hie;her than that of
C3 J CI

any other, is taken from Paul, and is represented as converted by

Peter. Peter is therefore first constituted the heir of all Paul's

deeds ; but solely in order to the glorification of the cathedra of

James, on Avhom in the last instance he is dependent. Hence,

finally, Paul, haA-ing been robbed of his school and of his deeds,

is pushed aside. An heretical work or tendency like this, with

its entii'e web of lies, should scarcely be deemed worthy of the

honour of havino; its tremblincp assertion, that the Church was

originally Ebionitical— an assertion plainly advanced with an

evil conscience—believed, whilst the non-heretical witnesses to

the contrary are partially ignored, partially charged with falsifi-

cation, and partially set aside, by means of a critical or her-

meneutical procedure, the principal basis of w^hich is the fiction

wdiose cause it is meant to serve. Taking their stand on these

homilies, so far as it answers their pm'pose, the Avriters referred

to have tried to construct the entire history of the Christian

Church during the first centuries. We find, however, the law

verified, that myths become history to him who treats liistory

as a myth. The merits of Dr Baur relatively to the HUstoiy of

Dogmas, I shall never call in question ; he has the art of making

his combinations and h^i^othescs not merely plausible, even when

thoroughly untenable, but also suggestive and fruitful. I will-

ingly recognise, fiu'ther, the high degree of acuteness and art

Avhich Dr Baur has displayed, in his endeavours to justify his

view of the Eljionitic character of primitive Christianity ; but

at the same time, I fear that it is not a very favourable omen,

when such an expenditm'e of effort and such means are requisite

in order to give a cause some appearance of truth. 'PdSiov

T aXr]d€<i; error looks forced. It is true, the traditional view

of primitive Christianity needs rectifying in some points ; biit, on

the whole, it is the only tenalde one. But as little as its age can

constitute it true, even so little can the novelty of an hj^othesis

be a pledge that it Avill not soon become antiquated. All de-

pends therefore on proof. Now, that there is no imaginable a

priori necessity for supposing Christianity to have first taken its

rise abijut 150 years after Christ, has l^ecn ably shown by
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Dietlein in his " Das Urcliristenthum" (Primitive Christianity),

1845 (see the Introduction). And if we look for historical

proof, let us for a moment suppose, in order to comprehend the

position of the question at a glance, that what is really impos-

sible is actually the fact, to wit, that the hypothesis of Baur had

been as long and as universally held to be time, as has been the

%'iew of the Church. Imagine, then, documents hitherto over-

looked or concealed (as in the case of the Clementine Homilies),

being suddenly brought to light—such documents, I mean, as

the Church writings which we have designated the Witnessing :

let me ask, would not the system of Baur or of the Socinians

experience a shock of quite a different kind from that which has

been experienced by the Church's \aew, in consequence of the

very recent discovery (as it were) of the Pseudo-Clementines ?

though, of course, these writings need to have an organic place

assigned to them in the history of the Church. In other words,

were not one standard employed by the h\-pothesis in question

for the Ebionites, and a different one for the Church, and were

but a portion of the skill, acuteness, and critical acumen brought

to bear on the claims of the Ebionites that have been brought

to bear on the claims of the Church, the Ebiouitic myth would

not have been accepted as genuine coin and historical truth, nor

the, as I regard it, hypercritical procedure against the Church,

have ended in an uncritical procedure towards the Ebionites.

Note BBBB, page 217.

Written before Origen's day, and after the Homilies, and

therefore at the beginning of the third century. In them the

Gnostic and Judaic-monarchian elements above refeiTed to are

separated. The former elements are entirely excluded ; the

possibiUty of change in God is denied ; nay, even the self-

production or aseity of God {avroTrdrcop, avroyevr}';)—an idea

left half developed by the Clementine Homilies—is rejected, in

order that God may be absolutely simple, immoveable, fixed.

No process, such as is involved in His being both Father and

Son, not even an eternal one, is admitted. The author re-

garded it as absurd ; for he said that it would logically end in

a Trinity. All we can say of God is, that He is absolutely,

and thus we are landed at the "Ov. The Kecognitions draw a

sharp distinction between two things, wliich the Homilies leave
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pretty undistinguished, to wit, between the process in the being

of God, throucrh €KaTaai<; and avcTToXr}, and the act of wilh

By the will of God alone do they conceive the world and the

Son of God to have been originated : not by change, conver-

sion, self-division ; not by emanation, nor by extension (which

the Homilies leave an open question, notwithstanding the dis-

tinctness with which they affirm Christ to have been a creature),

Recogn. 3, 8. Not something like Himself did God produce

when He began to be active ; for that would have been a

denial of His impassibility, inasmuch as He would have pro-

duced an effect in Himself. Then, too, there would be a

danger of involving Him in the distinction of the sexes (1. c. 9).

This view involves an important loss to Christology, on the one

hand, because the truly divine can no longer be said to be in

Christ, but is above Him, and He therefore is not the Mediator :

on the other hand, however, it is a gain. The form of the

Christos, which in the Gnostic or Sabellian system was left

vague and indefinite, now assumes more distinctly the consoli-

dated shape of an hypostasis. After saving the monarchy in the

above-mentioned way, the Recognitions no longer shrink from

giving Christ the highest possible predicates. They are under

the influence, not of an Ebionitical fondness for the Old Testa-

Taent, and of a consequent desire to detract from the merits of

Christianity, but of a just concern to preserve the unity of God.

For this reason they stand considerably nearer to the Church.

The Son, they say, was born in an unutterable manner (1, 69)

;

He is designated the Only-born, because He derived His sub-

stance from the Unborn One ; and Son, because He was born

of the Unbegotten One. The Son, the First-born, who created

the world, and is the Father's perfect image, sets forth God's

entire power as a Creator (3, 9; 10, 20; compare 9, 3 ; 8, 62).

He is unalterable ; and the Holy Spirit was created by Him as

the fullest manifestation of His power (3, 11). He has a kind

of omnipresence, as He pleases (2, 22 ; 8, 62) ; He lives

through all ages as a true prophet (2, 22), but not in meta-

morphoses (3, 11). He Himself is not, indeed, the Unborn

One ; but inasmuch as He is such as He is, and is so great

in divinity, He sets forth the entire power of the Unbegotten

One. Many, therefore, who are destitute of the fear and

knowledge of God regard Him as the Unbegotten One.

—

Vie
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see that here Ebionism inclines completely towards Arianism,

With this is connected also the circumstance, that the Re-

cognitions devote little attention to the idea of the incarna-

tion. This question Arianism willingly passed over in silence :

beyond Docetism it was never able to advance ; for otherwise it

would have had to solve the difficult problem of conceiving two

finite beings in each other. It is remarkable that the Christology

which is set forth by Simon in the Homilies, as a possible one,

and wliich is attributed to a disciple of Peter (Horn. 18, 5, 6),

is adopted and carried out in the Recognitions (1, 45 ; 2, 42).

As Peter is not represented in the Homilies as absolutely re-

jecting it, we may judge that the germs of an ethnicizing

Arianism already lay in Ebionism ; and a new proof is given us

of the affinity of principle between a Judaism which does not

enter thoroughly into Christianity, and heathenism. A fur-

ther and quite as significant a characteristic of this entire ten-

dency, which was content with the semblance of the divine in

Jesus, and regarded the Most High God as exalted above the

Son, is, that it as good as left the idea of the atonement out

of sight, and never advanced beyond the sphere of law and

justice : indeed the Recognitions treat the appearance of Jesus

merely as that of the true Prophet, who is now our lawgiver,

and v.'ill one day be our judge. The rite of baptism, which

is s pposed, Iik«^ that of ordination, to exert a magical in-

fluence, not merely takes the place of sacrifices in the Recogni-

tions ; but the Divine forgiveness of sin, bestowed in connection

with it, takes the place of the high-priestly office of Christ. It

is further deserving of remark, that whereas the Homilies, in

agreement with the universal Ebionitical type (which, as we
have shown, the Church had already left behind in its doctrine

t)f the Word of God, and of Wisdom), re})rcsent the higher

principle in Jesus as Pneuma, although liypostatically (Filius

Dei Christus) ; the Recognitions clearly distinguish between

3ie Holy Sjjirit and the Son, and forbid designating the Spirit,

Son of God (3, 11). Tlieyratlier assign llim a position similar

2o the one He holds in the " Anabaticon Jesaia}" (compare

Gicseler's " Anabaticon Jcsaiaj"). In the last heaven, in the

highest sphere, is the "Filius dilectus" with the Father (in the

jf^^tliiopic Recension " Dilectus"). The Holy Spirit is termed

" Angclus Spirit! snncti ;" but is not of hke nature with the
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other angels. The beloved Son, Isaiah sees descending at the

Father's behest through all the seven heavens. In the last

five, in order not to be recognised by the angels (who after the

manner of the Demiurge know nothing of higher things), con-

stantly changes His figure, and assumes that of the angels of

each sphere. Thus Christ assumed humanity also, w^alked in

the flesh, and was unknown by the devil, whom He came to

conquer. The devil killed Him, not knowing who He was. But

on that account Christ penetrated into the deepest depths of His

kingdom, bursting all bars, and triumphing gloriously over him

Note CCCC, page 220.

This scarcely needs proof. Markos says,—Redemption con-

sists in reXela <yv(b(n<i. This is the second birth of the Gnostics

(Epiph. Hser. 34, 19). The highest ^ons are almost invariably

such as refer to knowledge ; as, for example, "Evvoia, vov<;,

aX^deta, X0709, ^povqai'i, and the hke. The Logos, where

mention of Him occurs, is to be taken not as creative power,

but either as reason or as thought. So Basilides. Ptolemgeus

says (Epiph. HaBr. 33, 1),—Thought, reason, is the first in God

;

the will is the second (iirir^ivofievov). From thought and will,

vov<i (monogenes) and aXijOeia are then derived. Quite similar

are the words of Valentinus and others (Epiph. Hter. 35, 1

;

31, 2). The world-creating or world-forming Wisdom receives,

like AvvaixL';, when it is mentioned, a much lower place. All

this displays to us the completest antagonism to Hebraism,

which held, not thought, but the creative Word and the Spirit

of God, to be the fundamental categories, on the basis of which

we must ascend to the ideal categories of thought, reason, etc.

Note DDDD, page 224.

Dualism first broke ground for the distinction between spirit

and natm*e ; but the freedom which is characteristic of mind

could not be rightly apprehended, until natiu'e was recognised

as that which is posited by and dependent on mind. On the

contrary, however antagonistic the relation of mind to nature,

mind necessarily continues to be physically determined by na-

ture, and not even free from the natural element which pertains

to itself, as long as it is passively related to nature. Accordingly,

the dualistic religions have not yet outgrown either natural re-
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ligion (Naturreligion), or Pantheism, for even the evil principle

is represented by them as divine, absolute. On the other hand,

all Pantheism leads to Dualism, and contains the seeds of Dual-

ism within itself ; for example, the Indian religion ended in

Parsism. For if the underlying, substantial life alone is divine,

all the concrete life of creation must be undivine, mere appear-

ance, which is to ho. practically annulled by ascetical practices, by

the burning of the world, etc. ; theoretically, by thought. Hence

all Gnostic systems are in one aspect interwoven with Dualism,

however unintentionally; for example, the school of Valentinian.

The Christian idea alone furnishes at once the reconciliation

between God and humanity, and that between spirit and matter.

Note EEEE, page 225.

1. Adherents of the Dualism whose character was pre-

dominantly physical, were the Ophites, Saturnilus, Secundus,

and subsequently the Manichaeans : 2. of pantheistic Monism,

Valentine and his wide-spread school, especially Heraclion, his

contemporary,—Ptolemseus, Markos ; 3. of the Judaizing

Monism, Cerinthus, so far as he held Gnostic views, and the

Pseudo-Clementine Homilies and Recognitions. The connect-

ing link between number 2 and 3 is Basilides, in whose system

ethnic and Jewish elements hold equal balance. For in many
respects he resembles Valentine ; and any other Dualism than

that involved in the said resemblance, and in his doctrine of

justice and of the eKkoyr), I am unable to discover in his sys-

tem, although several recent writers attribute to him another.

Bardesanes, on the contrary, appears to have occupied a middle

position between the first and the two others. For his system,

besides comprising Ophitic and Valentinian elements, lays

great stress also on freedom.

Note FFFF, page 226.

If this system, on the one hand, jars with the pure concep-

tion of God, in that, through putting the will and the ethical

into the background, it is unable to keep cosmogony and theo-

gony sufKciently apart, and subjects the divine life, in a mythi-

cal manner, to fate, to suffering, and to change ; it makes

amends for this, on the other hand, by introducing life and

motion into the conception of God, and thus preparing the way
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for the Trinitarian self-diremption, in opposition botli to a rigid

Jewish monotheism, and to the idea of an abstract substance.

Ground was broken for the doctrine of the Trinity as far as

consciousness was concerned, by the distinction drawn, and re-

lation estabhshed, between Propator and the vov'i, or Monogenes.

But whatever advance is made in the knowledge of the Divine

self-consciousness, is an advance also towards a right understand-

ing of cosmogony. First of all, however, it was necessary that

attention should be directed to the neglected ethical aspect of

the conception of God ; and this was done even by Gnostics.

Note GGGG, page 228.

It is probable that, at all events through Cerdo, his teacher,

a connection existed between Marcion and those Syrian Dualists

whose system Valentine sought to conciliate, by bringing to light

its pantheistic aspects. Valentine, however, in his system, either

diluted, or left unheeded, many dualistic elements. Hence
we find existing, alongside of Valentine and his school, a dual-

istic system which from the very commencement was hostile to

the Old Testament, and welcomed in Christianity the overthrow

of the God of the Jews. This same Dualism, however, being

but superficial, that is, having neither an ethical nor a religious

character, is not free from ethnic elements. Now Cerdo, what-

ever afiinity there may be between him and Saturnilos (compare

Epiph. Hger. 23, 2, and 41, 1), did, as it would seem, put into

the background the ethnic elements of the earlier Dualism, de-

signated the unknown Most High God good, and thus gave

Dualism a more ethical character. Marcion, however, was the

first to define the character of this goodness as love, and thus to

secure for his gnosis a religious point of departure.

Note HHHH, page 229.

The exclusiveness chargeable on this form of Dualism, not-

withstanding its very high, or even Christian character, was

a sufficient justification of the existence and opposition of the

two other systems. As opposed to its " diabolization of the

world " (Wcltverteufelung), the ethnic system of Valentine was

in the right ; as opposed to its rejection of the just God, the

" Deus sajvus," Judaism and the Judaistic gnosis were in the

right. And, in fact, we find that Ptolcmaeus, for example, in his

VOL. I. 2 F
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Epistle to Flora, and the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, both main-

tain then; position in opposition even to Marcion. But Marciou

made the deepest impression also on the Church. Even the Cle-

mentines were unable quite to withstand the superior force of his

principle ; but the result of their contact was, after all, merely a

mutual enfeeblement of the ideas of righteousness and love, and

the establishment of a kind of alliance between them, which

naturally left the supremacy still in the hands of righteousness.

Note IIII, page 229.

Compare L'enasus and Tertullian adv. Marc. The latter

in jjarticular saw clearly that, in cutting away righteousness, the

very groundwork of "love" would be cut away, apart from

which it must necessarily relapse into mere unethical, physical

goodness ; for righteousness alone ensures the negation of the

natural, the spmtuality and sanctity of love. In this direction,

Tertullian has given utterance to deep, speculative thoughts.

But he was less happy in his efforts to solve the other aspect

of the problem, that is, in showing how love is the true realiza-

tion of righteousness. We see that, at this point, everything

depended on the atoning work of Christ ; and this Tertullian

felt quite as strongly as !Marcion. ]SIarcion desired no unethi-

cal goodness, as is evident not only from the stress he laid on

the atonement of Christ, but also from the preference he gave,

in general, to Judaism over heathenism. One may say, there-

fore, that whereas the Valentinian school retained a merely

physical reflection of the idea of righteousness, in the Horos,

who guards the distinction between the " finite" and the " in-

finite ;" Dualism, in distinguishing between spirit and matter,

especially where the distinction took an ethical character, endea-

voured to assign its just place to " righteousness." Similarly,

Marcion also, in his much deeper Dualism, unconsciously tried

to find a place for righteousness. For an essential momentum
of righteousness is to uphold distinctions. Marcionitism also con-

stantly reappeared in the form of Antinomianism, etc., until

righteousness had been shown to be involved in love itself—until

it had been shown that, in the Divine manifestations of love, right-

eousness is not cast aside, without being first perfected and re-

alized in and through love :— that is, until righteousness had been

recognised as an essential and permanent momentum of love.
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Note JJJJ, page 229.

The Opliites say a good deal, it is true, of the sufferings of

the ao(})ia in apostasy, and M'hich the JEoa Christos was in-

tended to obviate ; for which reason it was arranged that the

tyrant Jaldabaoth should cause Jesus to be born of a virgin, dis-

tinguished above all others for purity, wisdom, righteousness.

On him descended Christos, in union with the higher ao^ia,

worked miracles, and proclaimed the unknown Father, who is

above Jaldabaoth (the Demiurge of the Ophites). For doing

this, Jaldabaoth killed him. But these sufferings related solely

to Jesus ; the Christos escaped to heaven. Here, therefore, there

is no atonement ; the suffering aocjiLa must be classed rather

under the category of the suffering gods of heathenism. More-

over, the Perfect One is supposed incapable of having anything

to do with suffering ; for the true nature of love was not under-

stood. On the other hand, by His flight, the perfect Christos

confessed His weakness. In this case, further, there is no incar-

nation ; for Jesus and Christ are two distinct subjects, the for-

mer represented Ebionitically, the latter Docetically ; the union

of the two first began with the office they fulfilled, and was dis-

soluble in its nature, havino; for its sole aim the teachinc^ of doc-

trine and the working of miracles. Redemption, therefore, is

conceived as instruction, and not as atonement—a view which

is further carried out in the system of Valentine. A hint of the

higher significance of the atoning work of Christ is contained in

the notion, that Jaldabaoth having unjustly killed Jesus, Christ,

as it were by way of punishment, takes His seat at the right

hand of the tyrant, and without his knowledge attracts to Him-
self all the oerms of light diffused throuo'h his kinodom, till he

becomes powerless. All this is so completely ethnic, that it is

difficult to say whether the Ophites should be called Christian

heretics or not ; for their mode of expression leaves it doubtful

whether their sytem was a symbolical representation of Christian

ideas or not.

Note KKKK, page 230.

This hypobtatization may indeed be looked upon as mythical

;

but to suppose that they intentionally clothed their ideas in the

form in wliicli we find them, when tlioy might have adopted
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another strictly logical form, is completely to misapprehend the

nature of Gnosticism. Besides, their terminology relatively to

this question is in reality very constant. The passage from Ter-

tullian adv. Valent. 4, had otherwise frequently suggested to

me the idea, that possibly the early gnosis had had more to do

with Divine powers, now inclining towards, and now away from,

hypostatization, as in the system of Philo, and that the giving a

more fixed hypostatis to these Di\'ine powers was an effect of the

doctrine of the pre-existence of Christ. But that there were no

hypostases in the system of Valentine, as Tertullian there affirms,

seems to me veiy improbable, in face of the fragments of his

works which have been preserved by Clemens Alexand. (see

Grabe 2, 50 ff.). On the contrary, later Gnostics like Markos

were reproached with denying the Son of God to be an hypo-

stasis (Orig. Comm. Joh. T. iv. 22). Herakleon, also, probably

inclined thereto (compare the passages culled from the writings

of Origen in Grabe's Spicilegium 2, 87-89). It was perhaps

also the natural course, that the symbolical garment of the world

of ^ons should gTadually fall away, and that what then re-

mained to the Valentinian school, with its pantheistic funda-

mental views, were the manifold Divine powers, which were

afterwards conceived as the single sounds of the one great Word
of the world (Epiph. Hser. 34,'^8-10

; Grabe's Spicileg. 2, 89).

Theythen arrived again at the ante-Christian idea, that the world,

or man in himself, is the Son of God,—an idea which, logically

carried out, left Christ merely an Ebionitic position. What
Ebionites may be regarded as the continuation of this form of

gnosis, will shortly become clear.—The matter took an entirely

different shape with Marcion. He taught that the inmost essence

of God, love, appeared in Christ. In such case, Christ could

no longer be spoken of as an hypostasis subordinate to the Most

High God : those who adopted his view, ought rather to have

advanced onwards to Patripassianism, or even to the doctrine of

the Church ; which, whilst claiming for Christ true divinity,

escapes Patripassianism, by recognising those self-distinctions in

God, the way for which had been prepared by Gnosticism.

Note LLLL, page 235.

Compare respecting Basilides, Epiph. Han\ 24, 3,

—

etvat

avTw ^rjat (f)avTa(Tiav ev rro (fiaiveadai, /X7] elvai, 8p avOpwirov,
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a'j;Se crapKa elXrjcpevat. Baur is, therefore, not quite accurate,

when he says that Basilides ought not to be termed a Docetist

(Gnosis, p. 225). It would be correct, if Basilides had laid

stress on the avTe^ovcrcov, that is, on the human aspect : but

such is not the case. On the contrary, as we shall immediately

see, he stands in direct antagonism to Cerinthus, however he

may at first sight seem to resemble him, Theodoret (Ep. 145

;

compare Hahn 1. c. 65) says, indeed, Valentine, Basilides, Bar-

desanes, and Harmonies accept the birth from the Virgin, but

merely irdpohov hi avri]<; wa-frep Sia (TQ)\r]vo<i.

Note :MMMM, page 238.

Several parties assume also a passing away of the body of

Christ, a dissolution of it into its elements. This comes natu-

rally to such as do not distinguish a man Jesus from the Christ,

but regard it as the design of His appearance to clothe Him-
self with a body, such as shall be suited to our planet, and be

composed of its elements. To render this process of assimila-

tion and decomposition of the body easy and natural to the

imagination, they represent Christ as descending through all

the heavens, and as assuming to Himself from each, as He
passed through it, a bodily integument from its elements, which,

the farther He descended, became the more gross, until Christ

came down to the most material of all, the earth. In His ascent

to heaven, the elements thus previously assumed, are, according

to His will, gradually deposited in their respective spheres

(comp. Anabaticon Jesaise). The Melchisedechians and Theo-

dotians also have something akin to this ; and we must add

Apelles, if credit is to be given to the passage, De Prgescript.

Hser. 51.

Note NNNN, page 241.

TertuUian 1. c. 2, 27 ; 3, 21 ;
" de carne Christi," c. 5. But

this is especially clear from the long treatise by Epiphanius, on

Marcion's Codex, according to which he tlid not permit himself

to alter any passage, merely because it alluded to the death of

Christ and His atoning sufferings ; for example, he left the

passage, " Christ became a curse for us," standing (Epiph. User.

42, 8), and drew from it the conclusion that we had been the

property of a stranger, because the creatures of the Demiurge,
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and that for this reason alone was it necessary to purchase us

into His life. Epiphanius remarks,—" He says -q'yopaae, but

Paul says i^yopacre : he represents Christ as a curse (as a sub-

stitutionary ransom) in connection with this purchase ; but

Christ was no curse, He was the abolition of the curse." As
though ^Marcion would have denied the latter, and not rather

have endeavoured to show how the latter was brought about by

the former. Compare further, Epiph, ed, Petav. i. 313, no. 16.

317 ; no. 73, 76. Luke ix. 22, xxiii. 46 ; Rom. v. 6, so far from

appearing objectionable to him, were taken as the basis of ar-

guments. Compare in connection herewith, Baur's " Gnosis,"

p. 242, who has employed the \iew of the system of Marcion

given by the Armenian Esnig in the fifth centirry (see Neumann
in Illgen's " Zeitschrift fiir historische Theologie"), for the pur-

pose of supplementing Marcion' s doctrine of the atonement ; as

Marcion conceived the Demiurge, through whose heaven Christ

descended, to have been even then powerless against, although

hostile to. Him, as also at His death (compare Neander's Church

History i. 531), which he must have regarded as the result of

the free love of Christ, and not of the preponderance of the

jealous Demiurge. To the death, with which the Demiurge

threatened Him, His love surrendered itself, merely because the

Demiurge had a certain right to the men whom he had created

;

and to whose laws also Marcion concedes a relative truth. For

this reason Christ bought us, the property of a stranger, by His

death. The teachers of the Chm'ch, too, like Irenseus, were not

disposed to assert the absolute significance of righteousness in

such a manner as to exclude love. As regards Marcion, how-

ever, this is a fresh proof that he aimed at vanquishing justice,

not by the physical category of power, but by the higher one of

love. Compare, for a contrary view of the matter, Niemeyer's

"De Docetis," 1823, p. 44 ff.

Note 0000, page 245.

Tertull. dc Carne Chr. 6. " Quidam chscentes Pontici

illius (pupils of Marcion), supra magistrum sapere compulsi,

concedunt Christo carnis veritatem, sine pra3Judicio tamen re-

imendaB nativitatis. Habucrit, inquiunt, camem dum omnino

non nativitatem." How easy it was for the Churcli to condwt

heretics, wlio conceded as much as did Marcion and his school,
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from their own premises, is shown by the passage from Ter-

tullian's " De Carne Christi" 6. In proof that Christ's body

was sidereal, Apelles had appealed to the appearances of angels.

Tertullian replied, refviting him by his own doctrine,—" It de-

pends on the cause of the appearances ; the cause determines

also their nature. Nullus unquam angelus ideo descendit, ut

crucifigeretur, ut mortem experiretur, ut a morte suscitaretur.

—Non venerant mori, ideo nee nasci. At vero Clu:istus mori

missus, nasci quoque necessario habuit, ut mori posset. Non
enim mori solet, nisi quod nascitur. Mutuum debitum est inter

se nativitati cum mortalitate." He makes the same reply in

another form (lb. c. 8),
—" If the earthly substance, as such, be

peccatrix, so also is thine heavenly substance ; for only if the

world, the finite in general, delictum est, can the earthly sub-

stance be termed delictum and unworthy of Christ." Now, in

order that the v\r} also might be subsumed under the spiritual

nature of God, it was necessary, before all things, to abolish the

absolute limit between it and spirit, to regard the hylic as an-

other (for example) restricted stage of the psychical or pneuma-

tical. Efforts were made even by Gnostics to compass this

end. In this connection may be mentioned the remarkable -^^iew

spoken of by Tertullian in his " De Came Christi," c. 10 ff.,

which derived the body of Christ, not from sidereal elements

consolidated in the region of the earth, but from His own soul.

Without doubt this was a view of the later Valentin ians.

Christ's soul was conceived by them as a light-substance, which

became opaque and solid, either in consequence of its mei'e

passage through the earthly region, or for the sake of its pas-

sage through Mary. His body was, therefore, as to its sub-

stance, " anima, animalis, tenebras accipiens ;" and so we can

say, " His flesh became soulical, or even the soul became flesh,

body in Christ ; so that we saw it born, we saw it die, and, what

is still more, we saw it rise again." Tertullian, indeed, then

remarks, and justly, that such a body is either a mere mask and

untruth,—that the soul had therefore merely put on a surface

foreign to it, that it was not converted into body, and that, in

short, there was no actual body at all ; or, if this conversion

really did take place, the soul must have ceased to be soul after

the conversion. In the first case, the body of Christ would be

an unreality ; m the second case, the work of redemption must
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lia^e been imperfect, inasmuch as Christ had no souh And yet

this view was on the very verge of breaking through the dis-

tinction between the psychical and the hyhcal
;
primarily, it is

true, merely as applied to the Person of Christ ; but the Person

of Christ had a more general significance. And some actually

at once raised the objection, that our nature in its truth, is to be

conceived like that of Christ, and that the psychical is the truth

and substance of the body. They had thus arrived at a point of

view directly opposed to that with which gnosis began ; for at

first, thoush the form of matter was held to be derived from the

divine, the substance was regarded as extra-divine, as an eKTpcofia.

But Tertullian asks, with justice, how the dark body (tenebrae)

can show the light-nature as its truth ? which is but another form

of the question asked above,—How can concealment—for they

really do represent the psychical and the psychical aap^ as a veil

—be again required by them for the revelation of the pneuma-

tical aspect of Christ's being ? A contradiction which can only

be removed by regarding the external human appearance of

Christ, notwithstanding that in one respect it was characterized

by transitoriness, and was left behind even by the faith of the

Church, as, in another aspect,—to wit, in the very aspect which

was most essential,—as a necessary and constituent element of

the idea of the Christ : in other words, until it is viewed, not

as a veiling self-emptying, but as an utterance, as a revelation

in the form of act, as love which has become nature. Literalistic

extravagances in the estimate formed of the eternal significance

of all the parts of the body of Christ are chargeable also upon

the Church, and might, by another path, have led to Docetism.

Christian literature, even prior to Origen's time, had exhausted

the subject of the bodily life and functions of Christ (Origen.

ad Galat. de la Rue's ed. iv. 690 f.) ;—discussions, the details

of which, indeed, are of little interest to us, but which show-

that that period of the Church's history, on which devolved the

task of settling the question of the true corporeality of Christ,

cannot be reproached with a lack of thoroughness and earnest-

ness. Compare the painstaking collection by Niemeyer in his

work, " De Docetis," ])p. 2-9, 32 ff. ; and in reference to the

combating of theDocetists by the Apostolical Fathers, especially

Polycarp (Ep. 7), Ignatius (Ep. ad Smyrn. 2 ; ad Trail. 5, 10),

p. 6, in the New Testament writings, p. 29. What Ignatius
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says,—" Those who hold Christ's sufferings for a phantom, are

themselves a phantom,"—are considered by Neander to belong

to the oldest epistle which he counts genuine.

Note PPPP, page 251.

Of all the Gnostics, no one was further removed from tho

above described Pantheism, which leads to Atheism, than

Marcion. No one, less than he, treated Christ as though His

only office were to lead us to Gnostic self-knowledge, or set

forth in Christ that only which our Ego also is, in its essential

nature. On the contrary, Marcion was just the man who

taught that with Christianity an absolutely new thing had been

introduced into the world ; who exaggerated the consciousness of

sin and the religious point of view, to such an extent as scarcely

to leave even a susceptibility for Christ in the ante-Christian

world. It is the more surprising, therefore, that Baur (see his

" Gnosis," p. 292 ff.) should have deemed it right, whether to

his praise or to his blame, to class him amongst those who re-

garded Christ as the mere symbolical expression (reflex) of the

idea of God, arising in the subjective consciousness. He did

undoubtedly maintain that God as love was something new for

the consciousness of man (" agnitione novus," Tertull. adv.

Marc. i. 9) ; but cannot the Church also concede that ? Are

we therefore to deny that, according to Marcion, the new know-

ledge of the, it is true, eternal God of love, was conferred on

men by the new work of love, in the appearance and atoning

death of Christ ? Nor do I further understand how Baur can

hint (p. 294) that there was so great a difference between

Marcion's view of the significance of the external revelation of

Christ, and that entertained by Praxeas and Noetus.

Note QQQQ, page 256.

iNIany works written about this time have been lost (Euseb.

H. E. 4, 7) ; even their very titles are no longer known, although

Eusebius was acquainted with most of them (H. E. 4, 21).

Several authors are described by him as " orthodox men ;"—so,

for example, Philippus in Gortyna, who wrote against Marcion

(4, 25) ; Dionysius of Corinth, a man of freer tendencies (4, 23) ;

Modestus ; Musanus, the friendly antagonist of the Encratites

(4, 21, 28): further, Agrippa Castor's iKava)TaTO<i eXeyxo":
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against Basilides, which Eusehiiis knew (4, 7),— not to mention

the opponents of the Montanists, Apollonius (5, 18), Ch Apol-

linaris of Hierapolis, Serapion (5, 16 ; 6, 12). Compare alsc

Ensebius 5, 23-25. Of the above-mentioned Apolhnaris under

Marcus Aurelius, and Mehto in Sardes, his contemporary, fui'-

ther of the author of the " Little Labyrinth," and the unnamed
presbyters in Lenaus, valuable Christological fragments of the

second centur}^ are still extant. Notice is merited by the pas-

sage from Eusebius' H. E. 4, 7 :
" When the heresies arose,

Basilides in particular, and very many churchly men, fought

for the truth, and defended the faith of the Apostles and of the

Church in a more scientific (XoyiKcloTepov) manner : at that time

also some provided for those who should come after, prophy-

lactic remedies against these heresies ; among these was Agrippa

Castor." Eusebius has aptly remarked, that shortly after the

rise of gnosis, and at its impulse, the period of the Church's

scientific activity commenced,—a tendency which was not

merely apologetical, which did not merely preserve, as Eusebius

seems to hint, but also dev'eloped, the old. In another sense

also, as the heading of the present section shows, his remark was

appropriate, that from this time onwards the combat was con-

ducted XoyiKcoTepov.

Note ERRR, page 264.

It is true, that even in Philo the Logos has also the significance

of Word, and not merely of Reason. And so it might appear as

though the Chirrch had now arrived, in the course of its develop-

ment, at the very same thing which Philo had taught a hundred

years before. But Philo was unable to distinguish between the

world in its unitv, the idea of the world and the Son or Lofjos :

hence, either the Son had no true hypostasis, or the world had

no actual being (see above). On account of his doctrine of the

vXt) alone, his highest idea lacked that creative Word, whose full

energy was developed in the incarnation. The early Church,

liowever, took a different view of Philo, and imported moi'e

Ciiristian elements into his system than it really contained. We
have shown above that Philo's teachings cannot be regarded as

Christian : it can only be found in him, therefore, because it has

been first brought to liim. The entire development of the

Church prior to Justin can be cxj)lained apart from Philo.
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Justin may have been acquainted with Philo's system ; but I

quite agree with Semisch (" Justin der Miirtyrer" 2, 297 ff.),

when he maintains that the real substance of his idea of the

Logos rests on Biblical and Chm-ch foundations. The Alexan-

drian and the Platonic philosophy may have aided, however, in

moulding the scientific fonn of the doctrine under considera-

tion. That the latter had an influence on Justin in this respect,

is certain.

Note SSSS, page 266.

As Semisch does, ii. 423 f. The passages adduced by Semisch,

c. Tryph. 90, 93, 95, 96, 111, do not deny that Christ became

a curse for us,—or was not Justin acquainted with the Epistle

to the Galatians ?—they rather assert it ; and all that Justin

refuses to allow is, that the Jews shall regard the Crucified One
as one ciu'sed of God, that is, as a criminal ; or shall say, that

He was the enemy of God. The appearance he aims to do away

^vith (BoKovaa Kardpa) is, that the assumption of the curse, and,

in this sense, the being a curse, was incompatible with the appro-

bation of the law, with being pleasing to God. It was the M'ill

of the Father of all, that Christ should assume the universal

curse : hence He cannot be simply and alone described as One
who is cursed of God, for He was also the reverse ; had He not

been the reverse, He could not have abolished the curse. So

also was His assumption of the curse approved, and not con-

demned, by the law. " For," says he in c. 96, " that strengthens

the hope we have built on the Crucified One, that the law terms

Him Avho hangs on the cross, a Curse."

Note TTTT, page 272.

The regular expression is, hvvd^ei Koi ^ouXfj. In the latter

word, the idea of counsel, of decree, is predominant ; so that it

implies will (6ek'r]ai<;, c. Tryph. 61) and consciousness (c. Tryph.

100). '*• He is begotten by the power and the counsel of the

Father ; not, therefore, as though He had been cut off, or as

though the essence of the Father had been divided ; in which

case, that which had been cut and divided would not be the same

as before." (lb. 128.) Now this expression, that the genera-

tion of the Logos also had been the object of a Divine decree

and purj)ose, is the strongest subordinatian expression employed
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bv Justin. For the phrase, irpoiTT) Svvafii<; fiera rov Traripa

(Apol. i. 32, 12), is not necessarily Arian in cast : inasmuch as,

at all events logically, the Father does precede the Son, in the

Trim'ty. Still less should any conclusion be drawn from the

Sevrepa %(«/)« of the Son, alongside of the rptTT] Td^i<; of the

Holy Ghost, in itself (Apol. 1, 13). For he is there speaking

of the liturgical succession ; further, too, of Jesus Christ, not

of the Logos : so also, 2, 13. As little objection can be based,

in itself, on the circumstance, that, even in His earlier appear-

ances, the Son was termed Maleach, Angel, Messenger, or Ser-

vant (pTrrjperrjf;, c. Tryph. 93, 57) ; and that, in correspondence

thereto, the Father is styled Lord (c. Try-ph. 127, 129). For

such terms do but give prominence to the fact of His being the

oro;an of the revelation of the Father. Of this same character

are the words, vtto tm irarpl TeTa'yfjbevo<; (see c. Tryph. 56 and

126).

KoTE UUUU, page 276.

Semisch asserts, indeed (1, c. 2, 407), that in the view of

Justin, the Logos created for Himself His own body in the

womb of Mary ; but this idea does not lie in the words, " He
became Bt eavTov opLOLoiraOi-j'^r Much rather might the idea

be deduced from the following words of Clemens Alexandrinus,

who in other respects also was not quite free from Docetism :

6 X0709 8r]fjbiovpjLa'? aLrio<; eTvena Kol eavrov <yevva, orav 6 X0709

crapl yevr]TaL, iva kol deaOfi (Strom. 5, 3, 16). But from Ter-

tullian's (Justin's ?) words, by no means. Nor does the expres-

sion pop(f}ova6ai, to give Himself a form (Apol. 1, 5), prove this.

It is scarcely likely that Justin had reflected on the subject.

Indeed, we are led to a contrary conclusion by expressions such

as, " Jesus was the Son of David, because His mother was the

daughter of David " (c. Tryph. 43 ; compare 23, 100) :—spe-

cially, however, compare the ])assage, Apol. 1, 32, where Christ

is designated a blossom of the root of Jesse, immediately after

the blood of the grape, in Gen. xlix., had been referred to the

blood of Clirist, on the ground that even as the former is not

made by man, but by God, so the blood of Christ is derived not

from Imman seed, but from God's power (c. Tryph. 54), that is,

from the Logos (Apol. 1, 32). The latter expression np])ears at

first sight decid(;dly favourable to Semisch. 15ut the word aljxa
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does not imply that the body of Christ was created by the Logos

in Mary, and that she formed merely a point of transition ; it

rather denotes the animal life, which Mary undoubtedly could

not give, even as man cannot create the organic life in the vine.

Hence also the Divine share in the incarnation of Christ, and

Mary's, are described by one and the same word (Apol. 1, 32) :

Sia Trapdevov—hia hwajxeai^ 0eov aTreKvrjOrj. He w^as, there-

fore, and had, flesh of her flesh. This follows also from Jus-

tin's doctrine of the Eucharist.

Note WW, page 279.

Whether in Apol. 1, 66, he conceives Christ to be present

in the Eucharist, cannot be a matter of doubt. On the other

hand, he makes no allusion to a conversion of the elements.

But it still remains to be asked, whether Justin represents the

Logos alone, or the Logos in His humanity, as united with the

elements. As an image of the union itself, he employs the

incarnation ; and this might appear favoui'able to the former

supposition : it would then follow, as Semisch supposes (2, 440),

that he held the Eucharist to be a constant renewal of the in-

carnation, in the more rigid sense. But this is met at the very

outset by the difficulty, that Justin does not teach that Christ

laid aside His humanity in the state of exaltation, but the con-

trary. Besides, the words, "the rpo^rj rod aapKOTroirjOevro^^Iijaov

in the holy Eucharist, is koI aap^ koX alfia,'" are opposed thereto.

Justin conceives the entire Christ in union with the Eucharist.

This might also have been his idea in the use of the image of

the incarnation, inasmuch as Christ constitvites the elements the

visible organ of His activity and self-communication, and thus

restores the visibility of which men were deprived by His exal-

tation. It is not quite correct to identify his doctrine with that

of the Lutheran Church : at the same time, what has been said

is enough to show, that the two approximate most closely to each

other ; Justin's going beyond that of the Lutheran Church, in

that he regards the Eucharist, not indeed as a new incarnation,

but at all events as a momentum of the one incarnatio]i.

Note WWWW, page 295.

That in the writings of his which are yet extant there is no

trace of Ebionism, all allow. Photius (Cod. 109, ed. Roth.
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1G53, p. 286) says, indeed, that in the Hvpotyposes {yrroTVTray-

a£i<i) he maintained, that not the very Logos, but a power and

emanation of the Logos, the )]ttcov X070?, became man. Accord-

ing to this, he would teach two \6yoL, a gi'eat and a less one.

Along with this, further, the charge of Docetism relatively to

the aapKwdrjvai—which scarcely accords with the former. Pho-

tius himself, however, was not certain Avhether he ought to

regard the errors blamed in the work before him as those of

Clemens.—With the detailed description given of the so-called

vTroTvirooaei^; by Photius, would appear to accord completely

the view of the so-called " Excerpta Theod." as a fragment

of the " Hypot^-poses." These " Excerpta" are in so far carelessly

throw^n together, as one is frequently unable to say what be-

longs to Theodotus and what to the writer who made the ex-

tracts. Theodotus held the Ebionitic doctrine of a double Logos

(§ 61) : thus alone can we explain how Photius should have come
to attribute it to Clemens ; he did so, because he considered it

possible that Clemens was the author of the " Excerpta," though

he did not venture confidently to afErm it.—Another charge,—

•

to wit, that of teaching a merely apparent incarnation of the

Logos,—which Photius brought against the " Hypotyposes,"

clung longer to Clement. Photius, however, did not find any

confinnation of the charge in the works which are still extant.

Note XXXX, page 305.

In favour of the signification " Word,'" if proof be needed,

may be adduced the contrast instituted between ai<yT] and X0709

(2, 15) ; fm'ther, in pai'ticular, Irenaius' peculiar collocation of

Son and Spirit. These "Manus Patris" (5, 1, 5, 6) are also

described in such a manner, that to the Son are attributed love

and power (3, 40 ; 4, 37),—to wit, that creative love which has

no need of ought ; and to the Spirit, wisdom, so far as it

informs itself into the world. " Verbum et Sapientia, Filius et

Spiritus," says he repeatedly, liave created the world (4, 17, 37;

compare 4, 50). It is scarcely allowable here to suppose that

the translator has rendered Logos incorrectly. Seeing that he

elsewhere -views the Logos also as reason, and does not identify

the Spirit and the Tjogos, this designation of the Si)int must

occasion surj)rise, unless we reiiicinber that the Old Testament

theologumenon of Wisdom, after havin<i aided in the formation
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of the doctrine of the Logos, now began to be pressed into the

service of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit,—He being ahvays set

forth as the Principle of Unity (compare ed. Grab. 331, 4, 37)

— as the inward bond of connection between God and the

world. The further course run by this doctrine is similar to

that run by the doctrine of the Logos. At first it was inter

woven with the conception of the world, and stood especially

for the immanence of God in the world. In this stadium many
things otherwise apportioned to the Logos were apportioned to

the Spirit. But gradually, as the idea of the Logos in His

distinction both from the Father and the world acquired a

more determinate and settled fonn, it became both possible and

necessary to distinguish the principle of unity—which was at

first the representative of vn.se order in the world, and was the

ground of its susceptibility to God (5, 2, 3, 6)—more clearly

fro77i the world. Irenseus already du'ected attention to this

point in 4, 37 ; especially p. 331a.

Note YYYY, page 314.

The passage is misunderstood by Baur, in his "Versohn-

ungslehre" (see page 31). He refers "suadela," "suadentem,"

to the devil : it was well that the devil should be convinced of

the justice of the method adopted by God. On this is based

the hypothesis, that the antagonist of Gnosticism himself here

reasoned according to Gnostic principles. I should be quite

unable to grant this, even if Baur's translation were correct;

and it scarcely can be correct. " Suadere, suadela," signifies

" persuade," not " convince " (" persuadere ") ; and so indeed

Baur himself translates it elsewhere (p. 30). In other places

Irenaeus treats men as the object of this "suadere" (see 5, 21,

passim). There must be a resemblance between the way in

which men fell and the way in which they are redeemed. They

fell, not by compulsion, but by seduction, persuasion, suadendo

;

accordingly, redemption must strike into the same path; although

the adoption of such a circuitous route was an advantage to the

devil, in so far as God, by giving up His right to the employ-

ment of force against him. His creature (5, 18, 21, 22), made

it possible for man, by virtue of his freedom, to continue in the

power of the devil. We see that, because this circuitous path

left still a ])r()spcct open for the devil, he might be figuratively
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represented as demanding its adoption as a matter of right.

And we actually find later writers putting tlie thing in this way.

But Irengeus set the devil too far below God to be able to use

such language, even figuratively. The righteousness which

called for the adoption of such an indirect method, Irenaeus

attributed, on the contrary, to God : it is, in his view, the prin-

ciple which guards the distinction between the physical and the

spiritual. If the latter is to retain its dignity and its rights, it

must determine to operate not in a physical manner. To the

devil, in himself, Irenaeus concedes no right against God, not even

in the strict sense a right through God, his own damnation ex-

cepted. The devil seduced men solely through lies, consequently

unrighteously (5, 22) ; and he employs force against them as

though they were his property, although he really has no pro-

perty in them, and rules them contrary to their nature (5, 1,

sec. 1). The only thing in his favour, and which might strictly

be termed a right given to him by God over men, was, that

God, as love, desii-ed free beings, and therefore could not

render a fall physically impossible; and, further, that it was

agreeable to the punitive justice of God, that those who had

voluntarily given themselves into the hands of the devil, and

who refused to lay hold on salvation, should be left in his power,

there to learn his lies and to reap death, instead of the promised

equality to God. With equal justice, or rather injustice, the

passage, Ep. ad Diogn. 7, from which Irenseus probably bor-

rowed the antithesis between /3/a and ireideiv, might also be

referred to the devil.

Note ZZZZ, page 315.

Experience (expei'imentum) gives us to know evil in its

consequences; whereas we know prior to all experience that

something is good or evil, and can consequently choose between

opposites. When, therefore, Iremeus taught that experience

first brings fixity, security, he had no intention of denying to

man, at the commencement of his development, freedom of

choice. His idea had an cschatological character ; it presented

to his view the triumph of tlie good. The superiority of the

good is seen in the fact that evil, though freely originated, and

permitted to work, is compelled to serve the good,— that the

liassage through evil finally establishes man in good. To the
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adoption of tliis theory he was the more easily led, as he already

(not, as is usually supposed, for the first time TertuUian) had

tauo-ht tlie existence of an evil inherited from Adam. Eelatively

to the latter point, compare Duncker 1. c. 140 ff. Strictly

speaking, Adam's sin alone was completely free ; for, with all

his weakness (resulting from the imperfect state in which

creation still remained), he might have obeyed the command.

His not having done so, and the consequent extension of the

power of evil over all men, is an apparent triumph for evil.

Irengeus, however, had an answer thereto, in the above-men-

tioned thought, which at the end reveals, on the one hand, the

powerlessness, and, on the other, the ser\-iceableness, of evil.

Note AAAAA, page 318.

The word " recapitulare," so frequently used by Irenaeus,

signifies in genei'al, "to return with anj-thing to the beginning;"

that is,— (I.) "to repeat" (for example, 5, 33, p. 455a; 5, 12,

p. 417a; 5, 21, p. 432). Erom the meaning " to repeat," is

then derived the signification, "to sum up." To sum up,

namely, is a repetition in the form of a collection of the

momenta previously distributed. In this last sense the word is

very often employed by Irenoeus. So, for example, 5, 25, p.

437,—the thought, " Antichristus omnem suscipicns diaboli

virtutem," is soon aftei'wards expressed in the words, " diaboli-

cam apostasiam in se recapitulans." Similarly also 439i, and

5, 28. 29; 3, 11, p. 2236, "in bestia veniente recapitulatio

fit universoe iniquitatis et omnis doli;" p. 44Ga, "recapitulans in

se omnem, qua? fuit ante diluvium malitiaj commixtionem."

Thus also of Christ. He comprised humanity ^vith all its guilt

in Himself (3, 20, p. 245, 2486, 5, 21). But because such a

summing up in one, more fvdly exhibits a sphere, than would

the exhibition of its scattered momenta, such a collection is

more than a mere repetition, it is also a consmnmation of all

that had gone before (5, 14, p. 4206, 421a, 5, 21, p. 452a). It

is a return to the idea of the thing ; it is a fuller, a complete

representation of it. With this is further connected a second

main signification. " Kecapitularc " denotes (II.) "to lead back

to the beginning, that is, to the original idea;" that is, (1) "to

complete," " to fulfil," " to bring into accordance with the

VOL. I. 2 G
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idea." So 5, 23, p. 435, of tlie fulfilment of a type : 3, 30. 31

;

1, 2, p. 45. Christ came in order to bring everything to its

source (caput), to its commencement (God), who is also its

goal. (2) Then very derivatively, " recapitulare " denotes, when

after a normal commencement an abnormal state has been in

troduced, " to restore,"—that is, not to bring back to the former

condition, but to set aside that which contradicts the idea ;

—

a work which Christ could not accomplish unless He recapitu-

lated humanity in Himself in another sense also. For Irenaeus'

course of thought is, that Christ not merely summed up in

Himself the " longa hominum expositio " laden with sin, but

also completed and set forth humanity in its purity. " Omnia

recapitulans (Christus) recapitulatus est;" summing up all

in Himself, Christ is set forth as the summed up unity (com-

pare 5, 21 ; init. 5, 28, 444i). (III.) The passage 1, 2, p. 45,

ell. 3, 18, p. 2416, probably denotes, humanity is brought to

Christ as its Ke^dXr] ; which, however, is but a more concrete

expression of its idea, and therefore a realization of its idea]

commencement (compare also 5, 20, p. 431Z').

Note BBBBB, page 326.

After what Irenjieus says regarding the Holy Ghost, it is in-

accurate in Semisch (see Hahn's " Theol. Annalen," 1842, pp.

319-345) to maintain, that during the first three centuries the

doctrine of the Holy Ghost was too undeveloped for us to be

able to suppose that Irenaius conceived Him to be the mediating

principle between the outward elements in the Lord's Supper,

and Christ. A glance at Clemens Alexandi'invis (see above)

shows the incorrectness of this view.

I must especially object to his declaring the second of the

fragments of Pfaff to be spm'ious, because it contains this doc-

trine. 3, 19, p. 244a; 4, 37, 74, prove that Iremcus had this

idea.—Equally deserving of condemnation is it, when he repre-

sents Irenaeus as saying that the Logos was in the Eucharist

without His humanity, and that merely the external elements

became the body and blood of the Lord. Where does Irenoeus

say this 1 Is it because he speaks of tlie Logos in the Euchnrist,

and does not term Him Christ? liut it needs only a limited

acquaintance w ith Ircnaius to know that when he speaks of the

Logos, he by no means refers merely to the do-apKo<; A070?, luit
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often refers to Christ (for example, 3, 21) ; and so, vice versiu

he calls the Logos Jesus (3, 10). In what passage, then, does

Irenaeus allude to the Logos without His humanity, after the

ascension, in the place of Jesus, as though He had laid aside

His humanity ? That would contradict his fundamental idea

of the necessity of the incarnation. And why does Semisch

supply Qeov to eKK\r]<na and not Xpca-rov, who aap^ iyivero ?

If, as he allows, the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation is

excluded by the words of Irenseus, and no less also the lleformed

doctrine ; it does not therefore follow that they teach the

Lutheran doctrine, although it cannot be denied that the two

approximate. The mode in which Irenseus establishes a con-

nection between the Holy Spirit and the Eucharist, side by side

with the Logos, who, though He became, and will ever continue,

man, returned to His former invisibility, accords completely

with the fundamental type of the incarnation. It is as follows :

— the outward elements, neither converted into, nor merely de-

noting, the body and blood of Christ, nor again merely the

vehicle of the incarnate Logos, are rather, through the action

of the Holy Spirit, on the one hand, and of Christ, who assumes

them, on the other hand, raised to the position of momenta of

His humanity. They thus, therefore, in virtue of the sacramental

L^'nio, form part of the body and blood of Christ, who in them,

or through sacramental iniion Mith them, restores again and
again that objective actuality, that presence and visibility, which

He had, as it were, laid aside till He should come again to judg-

ment :—restored, it is true, merely for the eye of faith ; for not

only the word of God, but even Christ Himself, in His external,

historical manifestation, cannot be recognised as that which He
really is, save by faith. Compare the remarks made above on

Ignatius and Justin Martvr.

END OF VOL. I.
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BO much ability and care.'

' A series of delightful lectures. ..The pages sparkle with a gem-like light.'

—

Scotsman,
' We have found these chapters deeply interesting, and abounding with information.

Lovers of colour will be chanued with those which deal with the subject, and lovers of

flowers ^vill be equally in sympathy with the venerable theologian in his pleasant talks

about them.'

—

Literary World.

Just published, Second Edition, croivn 8vo, price 6s. {Revised throughout),

STUDIES IN THE CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.
By Rev. ALEXANDER MAIR, D.D.

'This book ought to become immensely popular. . . . That one chapter on "The
Unique Personality of Christ" is a masterpiece of eloquent wi-iting, though it is scarcely

fair to mention one portion where every part is excellent. The beauties of the volume
are everywhere apparent, and therefore will again attract the mind that has been once

delighted with the literary feast.'

—

The Rock.
' An admirable popular introduction to tlie study of the evidences. . . . Dr. Mair has

made each line of evidence his own, and the result is a distinctly fresh and living book.

The style is robust and manly ; the treatment of antagonists is eminently fair ; and we
discern throughout a soldierly straigbtness of aim.'

—

The Baptist.

Just published, in post 8vo, price 7s. 6d.

,

THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF
ALEXANDER VINET.

By LAURA M. LANE.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY THE VEN. ARCHDEACON FARRAR.
' I may say without hesitation that readers will bore find a deeply interesting account

of a sincere and brilliant thinker. . . . The publicatiou of this book will bo a jiure gain,

if it calls the attention of fresh students to tho writings of a theologian so independent

as Vinot was, yet so supreme in his allegiance to the majesty of truth.'

—

Archdeacon
Farkar.

' Viiu't's life in worth reading for a thousand reasons. Ilis letters arc simply charm-
ing; his views always gi^norous and profound.'

—

The Speaker.

'The volume is a faithful record of Viuet's maguilicoat struggle in behalf of religious

liberty both within and without tho Chxircb.''— Christ ian Worlil.

' Miss Lane gives a capital epitome of Viuet's principal writings, and her biography
ought to make more widely known one of the sweetest and gentlest as well as most
vigDroiis Hiiil profound of inodcru thinkers, and one of the noblest Christians who has

ever Uved.' -JidptisI M((i/<i:.iiu:



T. and T. Clarks Publications.

Now ready, in crown 8i'o, T[)rire 5.s.,

THE LORD'S SUPPER:
US ORIGIN, NATURE, AND USE.

By the Rev. J. P. LILLEY, M.A., Arbroath.
Contents:—Introduction.—Chap. I. The Passover.— 11. The Lord's Last Passover.

—IIL The Passover merged in The Lord's Supper.—IV. The Eatificatiou of the

First Covenant.—V. ThH Lord's Supper in the Reception of the New Covenant.

—

VL The Lord's Supper in the Apostolic Churcli.—VIL 'J'he Heal Nature of the

Suppei-.—VIIL The Specific Purposes of the Supper.—IX. The Circle for which
the Supper was intended ; the Qualifications expected of those who apply for

Admission to it.—X. The Spirit in which the Supper is to be used.—XL The
Spirit to be maintained after Communion. Appendix. Index of Texts.

' We know no better modern book more sugfjestive and helpful.'

—

Freeman.

Now ready, Second Edition, crovm. %vo, price 6.s.,

THE LORD'S PRAYER:
% practical fHEtiitatian.

By Rev. NEWMAN HALL, LL.B.
'Its devotional element is robust and practical. The thought is not thin, and the

style is clear. Thoroughly readable ; enriched by quotations and telling illustrations.'

—The Churchman.
Dr. Theodore Cuyler, of Brooklyn, writes:— ' His keen and discriminating spiritual

insight insures great accuracy, and imparts a priceless value to the work. ... It is the

very book to assist ministers of the gospel in the study of the Model Prayer; it is equally

stimulating and quickening to private Chi'istians in their quiet hours of meditation and
devotion.'

Mr. C. H. Spurgeon writes :—
' Evangelical and practical through and through. . . .

Many sparkling images and impressive passages adorn the 2>ages ; but everywhei'e

practical usefulness has been pursued.'

Note.—A few copies of the Large-Type Edition of this book may still be

had. Demy 8vo, IDs. 6d.

In crown Svo, Second Edition, price 3s. 6c/.,

BEYON D THE STARS;
Or, HEAVEN, ITS INHABITANTS, OCCUPATIONS, AND LIFE

By THOMAS HAMILTON, D.D.,
PRESIDENT OP QUEEN's COLLEGE, BELFAST

;

ADTHOR OP 'history OP THE IRISH PRESBTTERIAN CHURCH.'
' A good book Upon a grand subject. . . . His writing is solid, he dissipates dreams,

but he establishes authorised hopes. . . . This is a book which a believcn- will enjoy all

the more when he draws nearer to those blessed fields "beyond the stars."'-—Mr.
Spurokon in Smord and Trowel.

' I'he work of a man of strong sense and groat power, of lucid thought and pxj)ression,

one who has deep springs of tenderness. Ho i)uts hiinwlf well in touch with his

audience, and arranges what lio has to say in the clearest nuuiner.'

—

British Weekly.

Jmt pnhlished, in demy Svo, price 7s. 6d.,

THE HEREAFTER:
SHEOL, HADES, AND HELL, THE WORLD TO COME, AND THE SCRIPTURE

DOCTRINE OF RETRIBUTION ACCORDING TO LAW.

My JAMES FVEE.
'Mr. l'vfi''H book sci'ins to us (juife a iiHxhd of iiiialytical study of Scri))ture tonching,

alike in its thoroughn(!SH and in tlio calm tcniixirato way in which tiio results are

given. . . . Once more wo em})hatii'ally commend tiio work to all who wish to know
what Scrii)tui-e teaches on tliis most momentoim siilij(H-t.'

—

Methodist Times.
' A valiiiiMi" c(inlril)Ut.ion to tho lilc^-ature r)f IIk^ Hul)jc<-t, and one that should bo nyid

by nil who wisli to form just and valid views of it.' /la/i/i.t/. Mtujdr.ine.

' IMh careful, judicious (examination of iiis material is much to ho comtnetKh^l. . . .

Much interesting light i« thrown upon the whole siihjcct in this \tf\\uw.'' —Ecclcaiasticdl

(hnetlc.

I



T. and T. Clark's Publications.

In post Svo, price 7s. 6d.,

THE PREACHERS OF SCOTLAND FROM THE
SIXTH TO THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

TWELFTH SERIES OF CUNNINGHAM LECTURES.

By W. G. BLAIKIE, D.D.,
PROFESSOR OF APOLOGETICS AND PASTORAL THEOLOGY, NEW COLLEGE, EDIXBURGIT.
'Incomparably the best and most popularly written book on the subject that has

appeared for many j-ears.'

—

Spectator.
' Exceedingly interesting and well worth reading both for infonnation and pleasure.

... A better review of Scottish preaching from an evangelical standpoint could not be
desired.'

—

Scotsman.

In crown Svo, price Zs. 6rf., Second Edition, Revised.

THE THEOLOGY AND THEOLOGIANS
OF SCOTLAND,

CHIEFLY OF THE

Srbrntrrnt!} anti (JFigbtrrnt!) Cntturirs.
Being one of the 'Cunningham Lectures.'

By JAMES WALKEE, D.J)., Caknwath.
' We do not wonder that in their delivery Dr. Walker's lectures excited great interest

;

we should have wondered far more if they had not done so.'—Mr. Spurgeon in Sword
and Trowel.

' We are glad to meet, in a new and revised edition. Dr. Walker's eloquent, interesting
and infoiTuing " Cunningham Lecture." There is a great deal of miscnnception abroad,
not to say ignorance, of the theology of the land of John Knox, and we know no volume
so well calculated to set things in their right light as Dr. Walker's.'

—

Literary Wwld.

In Two Vols., Svo, price 21s.,

A SYSTEM OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY.
BY THE LATE

W. LINDSAY ALEXANDER, D.D., LL.D.,
PRINCIPAL OF THEOLOGICAL HALL OF CONGREGATIONAL CHURCHtS IN SCOTLAVn.

' A work like this is of priceless advantage. It is the testimony of a powerful and
accomplished mind to the supreme authority of the Scnptures, a lucid and orderly
exhibition of their contents, and a vindication, at once logical, scholarly, and conclusive
of their absolute sufficiency and abiding truthfulness. It is a pleasure to read lectures
so vigorous and comprehensive in their gi-asp, so subtle in their dialect, so reverent in
spirit, and so severely chaste in their style. There are scores of men who would suffer
no loss if for the next couple of years they read no other book than this. To master it

thoroughly would be an incalculable gain.'

—

Baptist Magazine.
' This is probably the most interesting and scholarly system of theology on the lines

of orthodoxy which has seen the light.'

—

Literary World.
' This has been characterised as probably the most valuable contribution which our

country has made to theology during the present century, and we do not think this an
exaggerated estimate.'

—

Scottish Congrec/ationalifit.
* Oh, that iscolland and Congregationalism had many worthies like Dr. Lindsay

Alexander! . . . The rijje man, full of rich experience and heavenly knowledge, will
prize each leaf, and give himself a glorious drilling as he masters chapter by chapter.'
Mr. ijpuROKoN in The Sword and Trowel.

Just published, in croimi Svo, price G«.,

THE NEW APOLOGETIC;
Or, The Down-Grade in Criticism, Theology, and Science.

BY

Prof. ROBT. WATTS, D.D., LL.D., Assembly's College, Belfast •

AUTHOR OF 'THE RKION OF CAUSALITY,' 'THE NKWER CRITICISM,' BIC.
'

' As nble as it is sound, ami as scriptural ns it is logical.'

—

Sword and Trowel.
'A vigorous, thorough-going, and incisive book.'

—

t\eeman.



Z". and T. Clark's Publications.

PROFESSOR GODET'S WORKS.
(Copyright, by arrangement with the Author.)

In Two Volumes, demy 8ro, price 21.'?.,

A COMMENTARY ON
ST. PAUL'S FIRST EPISTLE TO THE

CORINTHIANS.
By F. GODET, D.D.,

PROFESSOR OF THEOLOGY, NEUCHATEL.

'We do not know any better commentary to put into the Lands of theological

students.'

—

Guardian.
' We heartily commend this work to our readers as a valuable and substantial

addition to the literature of this noble Epistle.'

—

Homiletic Magazine.
' A perfect masterpiece of theological toil and thought. . . . Scholarly, evangelical,

exhaustive, and able.'

—

Evangelical Review.

In TTiree Volumes, 8vo, price 31s. 6d.

(A New Edition, revised throughout by the Author.)

A COMMENTARY ON
THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN.

' This work forms one of the battle-fields of modern inquiry, and is itself so rich in

spiritual truth that it is impossible to examine it too closely; and we welcome this treatise

from the pen of Dr. Godet. We have no more competent exegete, and this new volume

shows all the learning and vivacity for which the author is distinguished.'

—

Freeman.

In Two Volumes, Svo, price 21s.,

A COMMENTARY ON
THE GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE.

' Marked by clearness and good sense, it will be found to possess value and interest as

one of the most recent and copious works specially designed to illustrate this Gospel.'

—

Guardian.

In Tivo Volumes, %vo, price 21s.,

A COMMENTARY ON
ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS.
'We prefer this commentary to any other we have seen on the subject. . . . We

have great pleasure in recommending it as not only rendering invaluable aid in the

critical study of the text, but affording practical and di'ei>ly suggestive assistance in the

exposition of the doctrine.'—Zir«<i.s/i and Foreign Evangelical Review.

Ill crown 8ro, Second Edition, -price 6s.,

DEFENCE OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH.
TRANSLATED BY THE

Hon. and Rev. Canon LYTTELTON, M.A.,
IlKCTOK OK IIAOMCY.

'Tlicre is tri'iichaut argument ami resistless logic in these lectures ; but wilhal, tliore

is culiured iinaginiitiou and folicilous eloquence, which curry homo the appeals to the

lieari as well as the heiul.'

—

Sword and Trowel.
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